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"We take up our pen to write of tlie new

year and its duties. We return our thanks

to Him, who wheels this orb in iis mysteri-

ous course and continues us in health, to

enjoy its various seasons, and to perform the

tasks that have become our patrimony. To

us the changes of the seasons are all full of

interest, whether binding the wheat beneath

the ardent gaze of the August sun, or

wielding the axe under the frosty zone of

regal winter.

To us, the culture of the soil is a labor

of love, from the turning of the furrow,

the springing of the tiny plant, through

all its stages to the ingathering of its ma-

tured products. For long years we were

pent up in the counting room, or following

the pointiug of the compass in tracing the

boundaries of thousands of homesteads.

These were arduous duties, a otontinual

grinding down of the vigor of body, and

wearing out the enjoyment of the mind

;

sines and co-sines, tangents, arcs and ses-

cants, weary and grow stale; ledgers and

day books pall upon the mind, but in rural

pursuits there is a never-ending variety,

and a mind that has a love for the beautiful

and would enjoy the good things of life, can

find it on the farm, in the garden and the

orchard ^ore surely than in the workshops

or the busy marts of trade, where the weak

are trampled into the dust or ground to

pieces beueath the moving columns who
grasp after fortunes made suddenly,

which, like the apples of the Dead Sea, are

full of bitter ashes.

The work shops must be filled, trade

must be fostered, but let us assure our young

readers, who see no pleasure in farming, and

wish to make a change, that they should

make no hasty choice. If one has a taste

for the arts, for mechanics, or for trade, let

him follow it, for that which accords with

his taste is in general best for him, but if

he inter these departments simply to have

an easier or more pleasant task, he will

find when too late that he is mistaken.

The miser who gloats over his gold, the

politician who sacrifices honor, the trades-

man who trusts to chance, and the farmer

who has no love of the beautiful are alike

objects of pity. ;'--;

It is true that a large number of our farm-

ers have few comforts, and their families le*?*

pleasure, but this is their own fault. With
a teeming soil like ours there is no excuse

not to have at this season of the year an

abundant supply of vegetables, if not of

fruits, with everything snug for the winter.

Certainly, that farmer can have little en-

joyment when his horses are exposed to cur-

rents of cold air through a defective s able,

whose cows are huddled together under the

lea of a friendly fence, or whose swine squeal

out their dissatisfaction at lyi.:g on the fror

zen ground.

The pleasure of farming does not eonsisi

in a large number of acres half cultivated,

nor in a house standing out in the sun and

wind, without the surrounding of tree or

flowers, but in the beautifying of the homo-

stead, and the comforts and fonvenienc«f

that should adorn it. With a pleasant home

boys will not have such a longing desire to

go into other pursuits, or the daughters wish
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to marry the village beaux. With such a

kindly soil and genial climate, the western

farmer had ought to be the most independ-

ent, and enjoy the pleasures of life to the

fullest extent It is the task of the Illi-

NOTS Farmer, not only to teach how to

make farming profitable, but to give it a

higher position than mere dollars— how to

earn and how to use money, so as to insure

the best possible returns.

Invoking the aid of the Great Giver, and

asking the forbearance of our readers for

any short comings, we wish one and all of our

readers a happy, thrice happy new year.

-«•«

In Memory oi Edward D. Baker.

BT BATARD TAYLOR.

-y.

0^, fa'len he o, nohle friend,
' r s not. ihe iriend I mourn in thee,

Tlioatih Ciilled, in mid career, to end
Thy shiuinR course of v ctory.

1 dare not- pri-ve, for f tendship'a salie,

Ti) l<now thy soldier's Isnell is rung

—

Thnt fharre or glory ne er shall wake
The silver trumpet of thy tongue.

That dim eye whose lightning seared

The traitor, through his brHzen mtiil:

The lips, wh »e smile of sweetness che;red
Uur ilarkest day, are culd and pale.

No selfish sorrow fits thee now,
Ant we who loved tiiee s'and a ide

Wh le she, our mother vails her brow,
And in her griel lorgets her pride.

When half the stars of honor fade

That (.'emmed her banner's morning sky,

She s.-ca thrm triumph, wh > betrayed,
And he, lier truest chieftain die !

When low amb.tion rules the land.

And p 'triots ^lav the traitor's part,

We 1 can spare his open hand
We 111 cau sp->re his honest heart.

When timid lips proclaim th^ir doubt,
111 chit the ardor of the brave,

We niK'shia dauntless battle-shout,

Thatn- ver truce to treason gave.

When Freedom' case apostles preach
Di>hciDor in he sacred name

Of Peace, Ws viand, .ndign-nnt speech
No more shall smite the tewering shame !

God ! thou hast sheathed the sword he drew

:

We bow before thy dark decree

:

But g ve the arms that build anew
Our Nation's temple, strength from Thee !

F. Iribune.

5g^"A member of the Academy of Sciences,

of Paris, has discovered a simple and unexpen-

Bive proce.«s for rendering mushns, laces and
all sorts ot light stuffs incombustible. It sim-

ply consists of adding to the starch used in

Stiflfening them one half its weight of the car-

bonate of lime, usually known as "Spanish

White.*^

[From the Chicago Tribune.]

The Culture of Cotton on the Prairie.

Cotton on the Prairie—Three Thousand Acres to

be Planted next Year in one County in this

State.

Many of the readers of the Tribune are aware

that cotton has been and continues to be grown
in small quantities in the south part of this

State, and that in the early settlement of the

central portion, it was also successfully grown

by almost every family. Most people take it for

granted that the climate is unsuitted to its profit-

able production, hence the discontinuance of i's

culture. This is a great mistake, for with the

sime propriety we might say that castor beans

and hemp, which have been extensively grown,

were discarded from the same cause,.

In the early settlement of the Sangamon coun-

try, now better known under the name of Central

Illinois, cotton was cultivated on nearly every

furm, and was worked up into clothing and bed-

ding by hand, and the domestic linseys made of

native cotton and wool for a long time filled an

important place in every country store, an! even

up to 1840, thousands of yards of it were sold in

the city of Chicago, brought from the central

portion of the State by the farmers, whose wives

and daughters carded the cotton by hand, and

spun it it upon the big wheel—wove and dyed it

by the kitchen fire. Steam on the lakes and

rivers so cheapened transportation that other

products paid a better profit, together with the

low price of cotton and cotton goods at tLattime,

80 that its culture was no longer an object. The
castor bean was the immediate successor of cot»

ton, requiring about the same amount of labor

to prepare it for market; next, corn and hemp,

which has given place to the great variety of

farm and orchard products. Thus it will be

seen that the laws of trade have driven out three

important staples within the last thirty years.

When the culture of cotton was discontinued the

price had become reduced to six cents a pound,

and domestic sheeting to about the same price

per pard. Now, the price of both are more than

double that amount, while the staples that drove

them from the field are cheapened in the market

It is, therefore, evident that this is a favorable

time to resume its culture, while it is probable

that the castor bean and hemp may at no distant

day be again on change. Under this state of

things, to say nothing of the rebellion that at

(,
. »

\ ,
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thitiTi3 13 c'lttiag ofiF our supply of cotton, it

is of the first importance that we take into con-

sideration the propriety of again placing it

among the staple products of the great prairie

slopes. During the present season we have lost

no opportunity to become conversant with the

history of cotton growing in our State, and of

the propriety of recommending its planting on a

larg£ scj'le. We have coree to the deliberate

conclusion that in all parts cf the State south of

40° of latitude, ihe cotton plant will flourish,

and is as certain of a good crop as corn and

wheat. Last week we made a visit to Christian

county to examine a cotton field of ten acres,

three miles from the village of Assumption, on

the main line of the Illinois Central Railroad.

This field was planted early in May, but from

the unskillfulness of the planting, the seed failed

to germinate, and it was not until the 17th day

of June, that the seed could be obtained to re-

plant it. Notwithstanding this late planting the

crop is a fair one, estimated at three hundred

pounds to the acre. The growth of the plant

was vigorous, and had it not been for the late

planting, which has allowed only one picking,

the crop would have come ful y up to the best

yield of Tennesse upland. So confident is the

planter of its success and resulting profit that

he is making arrangements to plant two thous-

and acres next spring, while other parties in the

neighborhood have engaged to plant one thous-

sand acres in addition, making thrpe thousand

acres near this section. If seed can be had in

time, the planting will ex'end through the neigh-

boring counties as far north as this county, where

several pBrties are. making arrangements for

seed to plant five to ten acres each.

Seed trom the uplands of Tennessee will be

used as the best adapted to this climate, produc-

ing what is called a short staple upland. We
have samples of the cotton grown on the planta-

tion mentioned, which is of excellent quality.

Arrangements are also making at Assumption

for the necessary buildings and machinery for

ginning and baling three thousand bales the

coming autumn. [A bale is four hundred pounds.]

This settlement is largely composed of Canadian

French, and some eighty farmers among them

will at once enter upon its culture, putting in an

an average of twelve acres each. This will not

interfere with their other farm crops, and at

the same time will give them an opportunity to

become familiar with the routine of its culture

and preparation for market.

An old Tennessee cotton planter has resided

within thirty miles of Assumption during the

past twenty- seven years, and has grown more or

less cotton each year, fince he came into the

country ; he says that during that time he has

not bailed in a single crop of cotton, though he
has failed in both corn and wheat. He further

says that on the prairie the plant grows larger

and will i.roduce full as large a crop as Tennesec

upland, ihe superiority of the soil fully making
up for the difi'erence in climate. For (he first

few years he cultivated it largely, but the castor

bean soon superseded it, and since that lime ho
has only grown it for family use, and continues

to dres.s in home made linsey.

The culture of cotton is almost as simple as

that of corn, and with our improved implements,

will cost little more per acre than that crop. The
additional labor will be thinning the plants in

the row, which must be done with the hand-hoe,

but on the prairie the necessity of repeated hoe-

ings, to keep down the weeds that is given to the

crops at the South, can be mainly dispensed with,

on the same ground that we dispense with it in

corn culture over that of the New England far-

mer.

When sorghum was first Introduced it was
supposed that it was only adapted to the sugar

States, but it has proved to be best adapted to

the States north of the Ohio, and after seven
years of doubt and experiment, has taken its

place among the important staples of the State.

Thirty years of experience have proved that the

upland cotton of Tennesse and Arkansas is both
hardy and productive with us, and the only ques-

to consider is whether it will pay as well as other

farm crops. When the price of good upland
cotton went down to five or six cents a pound,
and that of castor beans was a dollar a bushel,

Ihc beans took tLe lead and cotton was thrown
out. But now, with our clipper plows, two horse

cultivators and iron rollers, there is no reason

why we cannot compete with the bar shire plow,

theniggerhc.es, and the unskillful labor of the

Southern cotten States. We believe that at eight

cents a pound that it will prove to be one of our
best paying crops.

Efforts are being made to procure an abund-

ant supply of seed for the next planting, which-

will be advertised in due time. It will be sold at

cost, whatever that may be, as the gentlemen en-

gaged in procuring it are actuated more by pat-

riotic than money-making motives. Those desir-

ing small lots of seed can obtain them throngh

the station agent at Assumption.

No person not accustomed to the growing of
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cotton sli""i(l at OT'ce enfer largely upon its cul-

ture, r r like all semi-tropical plants in the early

stages of lis growth, the plant is exceedingly

delica'e, and requires that the soil be put in the

best possible condition. It is useless to put in

the crop in cloddy ground, or neglect it in the

early stages of its growth. In our next we will

give directions as to its culture, and an account

of its insect enemies at the South, which there

endanger the crop, and are more to be feared than

the frosts of the North.

HABIT OF THE PLANT.

In the early stages of its growth, cotton is an

exceedingly delicate plant, and will not bear to

be crowded by weeds, choked with unpulverized

lumps of soil, or soaked with standing water.

We need not be told that, with such habits of the

plant, the soil must iirst be made friable; that

if the land is cloddy, it must be reduced to fine-

ness by thorough pulverization ; nor that the

furrows shall be deep, so as to absorb and drain

off the falling rain. The farmer who attemps

the culture of cotton near the limits of its growth,

must be a thorough cultivator, for in the hands

of a shiftless farmer the crop will prove a com-

plete failure. Corn may be neglected and yet

yield, in proportion to the labor 1 estowed upon

it, ten, twenty or fifty bushels ; but not so of

cotton, the crop must be either a fair one or a

failure. The plant is semi-tropical in its nature,

and from the time of planting to its final growth,

must be pusihed ahead with the utmost vigor, and

.under no pretext will it do to neglect it.

TIME OF PLANTING.

The cotton plant will sustain a greater degree

of frost than corn without being cut to the

ground, but after leaving been once cut down by

frost, unlike corn, it wijl not recover, and con-

sequently must be re-planted. The present sea-

eon has demonstrated that planting as late as the

14th of June in Christian county, will give one

picking of excellent cotton the last of Septem-

ber, bnt the bolls for the second picking will not

be sufficiently developed to be "pened by the Oc-

tober frost ; hence, it is important that the plants

get an early start, so as to obtain at least two

pickings.

The cotton plant in its habits of growth is

similar to the castor bean. The latter in the

South is a tree of a foot in diameter, while at

the North it becomes an annual ; but with thi.s

great disparity of growth, with a rich soil and

thorough culture, it is successfully cultivated at

the North, and at one time bid fair to be the

great leading agricultural etaple of the State.

In the tropics the cotton jlant is of two kinds

—

the tree cotton and the herbaceous, the former

producing the largest crops, often six hundred

pounds of clean cotton to the acre, while the

latter seldom exceeds two hundred. In the tem-

perate zone the herbaceous or annual cotton plant

improves in both quality or quantity, and some'

times rivals that of the tree cotton in yield. In

looking over the statistics of the cotton-produ-

cing countries, it will te seen that along the

northern line of its culture the yield and quality

are both the most satisfactory. Indian corn is

another example of a wide range of climate, and

which at the South can be planted at almost al[

seasot: of the year, but while at the North the

planting is confined to a few days, the quantity

and quality of the soil is superior. We could

name other products, but will be content w'th

one more, the imphee of Africa. No where does

the castor bean, Indi-'.n corn and the imphee

flourish more luxuriantly and produce better re-

turns than in Central Illnois. Experience and

analogy both prove that well tended cotton will

not fail to produce a like result. The cultivation

of the castor bean, of Indian co'-n, and of the

imphee, well know and appreciate the value and

necessity of early planting, so as to push the

growth of the plant forward before the dry sea-

son, which is so liable to occur duiini August

and September. Late planted corn will produce

a small show of ears and is valuable for fodder,

and, taking the two objects together, is often a

paying investment; but with cotten the case is

diflferent, the late p"anted will only produce a

small return of bolls, while the stalks and leaves,

unlike that of corn, are of no value. When we
take into consideration that the late planting will

require nearly the same amount of labor per

acre, with the certainty of a scanty yield, it be-

comes at once self evfdent that early planting is

the only advisable course to be pursued. In the

south part of the State, where cotton has been

grown from the time of its first settlement from

the States of Kentucky and Tennessee, to the

present timo, no particular pains have been ta-

ken to produce large yields per acre by early

planting, and hance we find that they gene-

rally plant in May, about the time of the head-

ing out of the winter wheat. We were at Cob-

den the 18th of June last, and in the garden of

Mr. Ben. Vancil the plants were in the first leaf,

and at this time the wheat had been some days

in shock. Mr. Y. has spent a long life in that
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part of the State, and has always grown coton

for his family clothiog, nnd as one picking fam-

ishes an abundant supply for this purpose, he is

content to do his planting after the harry of the

spring work. We are thus particular on this

point, for it is one of the main points to success,

and cannot with safety be overlooked.

Although cotton has been grown for a long

time in the State, yet it has been of garden

ra'her than field culture, and we may be safe in

saying that the crop noticed in our last article

is the first one on anything like an extended

scale, and that most unerringly points to the ab-

solute necessity of early planting. This garden

culture fully accounts for the want of a more

intimate goneral knowledge of the best time to

plant, and of the amount of the yield. As one

picking was sufficient for all the needs of the

family, it was not necessary to double the yield,

by extra care in preparing the groutd, to run

the risk of spring frosts that might add to the

labor of re-planting, and would require more la

borin weeding out the plants, as it is well known

that corn planted in April requires more labor

per acre to keep down the weeds than if planted

the first of June, though at the saxe time, the

oarly planted will return the greatest net pro-

ceeds for the outlay, when fodder is not taken

into the account.

In Champaign county, corn planting usually

commences the 25th of April, and is continued

as late as the 20th of June, though little of the

late planted will ripen in ordinary searons. From

the 1st to the 20th of May is the favorite time

of planting, and it is seldom begun or continued

later than that, by only those who have large

fields to put in, or are delayed by heavy rains.

We would, therefore, recommend the same time

as the best for the planting of the cotton, and

for all points south a corresponding earlier sea-

son. It is true that the farmers in the basin of

Upper Egypt do not plant before we do
;
yet at

the same it is well known that their crops are

similar to our late ones, and seldom come up to

an average crop.

The plant will be from six to ten days in ap-

pearing above ground, and as we seldom have

heavy frosts later than the 10th of May, we can,

with good assurance of success, commence a week

or ten days bofore this time, but even then we
shall occasionally have to re-plant ; but then the

extra expense will be only a thorough harrowing

of the surface to kill the up-springing weeds, and

the re-planting, vrhich, at best, cannot be very

expensive.

PREPAKATION OP THE SOIL.

So far as we can learn, the practice has been

to plow the ground in the spring, but as this is

the universal practice with all spring crops, in

that part of the State where cotton has baen

grown, we may take it for granted that the bene-

fits of fall plowing have not been properly con-

sidered. Experience has proved that on our own

prairie soils the action of the wintes frost on fall

plowed land is highly favorable in weathering it

down to a friable condition. In the case of the

cotton plant this is especially desirable, from

the delicacy of its growth at its early ftages.

The soil must rot only be finely comminu'ed, but

it m"st be deeply mellovr, so that a heavy rain

will at once sink below the roots of the young

plant, otherwise it is liable to destruction by an

cxcl'ss of moisture. From the good effects of

fall plowing for similar crops, we are so strongly

impressed with its value, that we would recom-

mend and urge fall plowing for this crop. Let

the plowirg be deep, say eight inches, and if it

be followed with a subsoil plow, breoking up the

bottom four or s^ix inches more, all the better; if

anywise level, it will be better thrown into nar-

row lands. We would not ra-plow in the spring,

but give the surface a good stirring with a two

horse cultivator, at the time of planting. If the

the winter frost had failed to soften the entire

surface, an iron roller should be passed over be-

fore the cultivator; to crush down the lumps.

When manure is used it can be spread upon the

surface of the fall plowed land at any time dur-

ing the winter when the surface is frozen, but at

any other time we would not like to drive the

team with a loaded wagon over it. The manure

will, of course, become incorporated in the soil

in the subsequent working of the surface. If

the plowing is delayed until spring, the same

course should be pursued in regard to it, and the

roller will prove to be an indispensible imple-

ment, always to be followed with the harrow or

cultivator.

THE SEEDIKG.

At the South a large amount of seed is used,

not so much to insure a good stand for the amount

used is greatly in excess of this, but as a

manure for tne young plants. As seed is abund-

ant and of little value for other purposes, and as

manure is scarce, this liberal use of seed may
Wi.ll be excused; but at the present, when seed

is scarce, a bushel properly plants d will be am-

ple for five or six acres. From the lightness of

the seed and the adhering cotton, it is not posi-
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tive that it can be planted with any of our seed

planters now in use; and if not, hand planting

must be rpsorted to. To do this the rows must

be laid off with a common corn marker, five feet

wide, hut they must not be deep, for the seeds

of cotton on our soil must be planted shallow,

not over one inch deep. Drop six or eight seeds

in a hill, with the hills eighteen inches apart in

the rows. Cover with a harrow and finish with a

roller.

CUTURE.

In from six to ten days the young plants will

appear above the ground, and at the same time

the seeds of weeds will not have been found idle
;

and as toon as the rows can be followed, the team

must be put to work. Use a two horse cultivator,

several kinds of which are now made, or treat it

similar to broom corn. The two-borse cultivator

that we use is well calculated for the w^rk while

the plant is small, but for subsequent workings

probably no better than others. All weeds must

be taken out from about the plants, and at the

second hoeing all but one of the plants cut out,

80 that the plants will stand one in a hill eighteen

inches apart. The crop will need continual work-

ings, with the double shovel plow and cultivator,

one or both, and the first two workings will need

looking after with a hoe, to thin out the plants

and to (ieep the weeds down about them, for it

must be remembered that the plant is not strong

like corn, in the early part of the season, but

when it does take a start in earnest, it is exceed-

ingly vigorous.

SOIL, ETC.

The soil should be such as is well adapted to

wheat, well drained, or free from standing water.

It is not to be recommended to those not already

acquainted with its culture, to go into it largely

at once, for experience in all new things of the

kind is needed, and there ai-e, doubtless, yet

much to learn in regard to its culture; but we
have confidence that Northern energy and North-

ern ingenuity will overeome all obstacles in the

way, and that at no distant day the cotton, the

castor bean, and sorghum, will take their places

beside the other great staples of the prairies.

Rural.

Since writing the above, for the Tribune,

we have received the tollowing note with a

beautiful sample of cotton inclosed :

November, 1861.

M. L. Dunlap, JJrhana—Dear Sir :—I send
you a sample of cotton raised in Urbana the past

summer by Isham Vest. Mr. V, came from North

Carolina over twelve months since. He found

among his things a lock of unpicked cotton ; he

got the seed and planted them very late last

spring. He raised from less than a dozen seed

over one hundred bolls of fully ripe cotton ; this

sample came from one boll. He is sanguine with

the belief that cotton can be raised here with

entire success. Yours truly,

W. D. SOMERS.

We learn that a supply of cotton seed

will be ready lor sale at most of the stations

on the I. C. R. R. in time to plant. There is

no speculation in this seed business, as it is

to be sold at cost to the planter. It will be

the pure upland Tennessee. Do not, there-

fore, be the dupes of speculators and pay

ten prices for the seed.

We hope that at least one person in every

neighborhood in Central Illinois will plant

at least an acre of cotton the coming spring

for the purpose ot giving it a fair trial, to

become accustomed to its culture and to test

the actual cost per pound of the clean cot-

ton. It will be borne in mind that three

hundred pounds of seed cotton will make
about one hundred pounds of ginned cotton.

Ed.
—t~

Chemical Oddity.—While an ignorant lec-

turer was describing the nature of gas, a blue-

stocking lady of a gentleman near her, invuired
the difference between oxygin and hyarogin ?

"Very little, madam," said he; "by oxygin we
mean pure gin, and by hydrogin, gin and
water."

-9—

— A new " station" has lately been estab-

lished in a neighboring town on the Troy and
Boston railroad, and a worthy son of Erin ap-
pomted as an agent, with instruction to hang
out the red flag whenever there were passengers
awaiting the train. As the cars came through
the next morning the engineer saw the flag out,

and stopped. The conductor looking out for

passengers, and seeing no one but the agent,
asked him if there were any passengers to get
on, when he answered with an honest " No."

" Then why did you stop the train ?" said the
conductor.

' Why," exclaimed the agent, " I thought
somebody might want to get off!"

That agent was immediately promoted to a
professorship on a gravel train.
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[For the Illinois Farmer.]

Statistics of an Old Orchard.

Thinking that a few facts bearing upon the

age to which apple trees attain in Illinois may be

interesting to the horticulturist of this State, I

hand youthe following statement

:

My father, Gershom Flagg, emigrated from

Vermont to Illinois and settled twelve miles east

of Alton in the year 1818. In the following

year, as I find by memoranda in my possossion,

he set out two apple trees and one hundred peach

trees, the kinds and longevity of which I am ig-

norant of. One or two peach trees probably

shoots from the old roots, are still living.

In the year 1822, he procured from the nurse-

ry of Mr. Wood, of St. Clair county, three hun-

dred seedling apple trees, costing $5 per hun-

dred, and set them out in April. Of these about

one hundred and twenty are living, but probably

not more that sixty are healthy. The largest

and most vigorous, at three feet from the ground,

measures six feet and nine inches in circumfer-

ence, or about twenty-seven inches in diameter.

In November, 1822, he purchased of John

Smith, residing three miles south of Greenville,

in Bond county, two hundred and twelve grafted

apple trees for $20. These varied in age from

two to four years old, and with apparently five

additional trees made out the following list

:

25 Rambo, now living, ... 10

55 Large Romanites, now living, . . 9

18 Hoop's Winter Pearmain, now living, 4

29 Rallstone's [Rawle's] Janet, alive but go-

ing fast, 12

14 Pennsylvania Red Streaks, alive but go-

ing fast, ...... 9

13 Small Romanites, all dead . . 00

9 Red Russets, [Pryor's Red] living and

healthy 5

6 Name not known, [Vandeveres] dead fif-

teen years ago GO

8 Red Pippins, dead fifteen years ago . 00

1 Milam, living, . . . , . 1

2 Blackbarn, living .... 2

3 Queen Apples [Large Romanites, under

incorrect name], living ... 2

11 Maryland Red Streaks, living . . 1

28 Green Pippins [Green Newtown ?] . 16

25 June Apple [White June] . . 15

217 86

All of these trees, seedling and grafted, were
in fair bearing condition up to the winter of

1855-'6, in which, as I suppose, the severe cold

exceeded anything on record in this viciniry, the

thermometer falling to 20® below zero. Thus,

for thirty-three years, they were in fair health.

Since that tifiie the failure has been rapid, and

this year the only trees in good bearing ami of

thrifty appearance were the Pryor's Red. The

same was true o* the White June last year. The

Newtown Pippin trees are of thrifty appearance,

but nearly barren. The Pennsylvania Red Streak

is still fraitful, but the t.^^ees are on their last

legs. The Rawle's Janets arc nearly worthless,

either as trees or bearers, and the Small Roman-

ites have been dead some years. One Newtown

Pippin tree measures five feet and six inches in

circumference; a Pryor's Red five feet one inch.

At the end of thirty-nine jards from the time of

transplanting the Pryor's Red may be said to be

the only tree wnose promise for (he future years

is still good, and the White June and Newtown

Pippin are, I should judge, the only others that

will rej.ay renovation. The survvors of these

are, of the Prior's Red 55 per cent. ; of the

Green Pippin, 57 per cent. ; of the White June,

60 per cent.

It may also be of interest to note the fact that

the grafted trees have been equal y tenacious of

life wiih the seedlirgs, although set out in the

same year.

The ground upon which the orchard grew is

the western slope near the summit of the ridgo

between two creeks, and a few miles west of the

dividing ridge between the wateis of the Missis-

sippi and Kaskaskia. The orchard is protected

on the north and east by young fore-t trees

and the soil is whitish with harJ pan subsoil,

the nat"ral grovvth being the hickories and oaks

especially pin oak and post oak.

W. C. Flagq.

Moro, Madison Co., Ills., Dee., 186'.

—Such facts as the above are of great value

to the orchardist, and it is additional proof of

our p'-evious statements that apple orciiards were

shorter lived than generally supposed. From

these facts we draw two conclusion!:<, Ist, that

trees should be trainel with low heads, so as to

bring ihem into eaily bearing; and 2J, that

close planting is a matter of protection as well

as economy. Low heads, clean planting and

shelter are points to which the attention of the

tree planter should be called. £d.

-<••-

Why is a miser like seasoned timber ?

Because he never give.
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[From the Chicago Medical Examiner.]

Milk Sickness—Cicuta its Cause.

Wr. I' DiT'iR : I am a stranger to you but your
public acts are familiar, to me, in consequence of

wHch I have taken the hbt'ity of ad JteHsing you
cn an important tiubject, and so, through your
ss.sistance, biog the matter before the State

Agriculrural Society.

I liesire to call the attention of the Society to

the fact that there exsts through the W>,ctt rn

States', a diseasie known by the name of " milk
sickne*?." Whole fnm lies have, in a few day^,
been consigned to the gnive ; and year y we hear
Cif numbcjs dying with thii* di>-e-ise Ttie "milk
Bicktiess " procredi from the u*e of c^'w's milk,

taken into the stomach as food—the milk biing
poiscnedfrom some cause unknown and mysteri-

ous. In try opinion it wc uld not be violating

the rules of gocifty to investigate this subject
fully, nnd ascertain, for certain, the cause of the
' milk Kickness," ai d how to avoid it. In addi-
tion to the hundreds of the human family who
sicken or die yearly of this disfase, vast nnmbt-r
of cattle die, or are infected with the *' trtmhUs"
so much that it requirts a long time for them to

recovir; and it is a mntter of doubt whether
they ever become scuud and healthful for either
beef or tiiilk

In 1836, I became a '•es'dent of the Slate of
Inuiaiia, and lived on a branch of the White
Water, in a settlement where the " milk sickness"
prevailed ; several persons died with it, and
many were sick, who recovered ; large numbers
of cattle a'so died. 1 resolved, if possible, to

find out the cause of the malady ; I questioned
all the intelligent settlers, and the physicians.
in relation to it, and its cause. The doctor said
it was cau.ed by using mi k from cows that had
eaten some strong narcotic ; the farmers had va-
rious rpinions about the matter; some thought
it was caused by the poison vine that adheres to

the trees, some the poison o»k. and some were
Bure that it was a poi>on dew on the grass ; but
the larger portion believed it was produced by
some unknown kind of weed, and o'hers again
•were certain that it was produced by the cattle
drinking water out of springs containing poison,
and ihey were under the impression that the
poison proceeded from some mineral substance.
I have frequectly visited the localities where it

•was said, if cattle run, they would take the
" treiiiblcs," and numbers die, and to use the
milk from cows that fed there, would produce
th'j"milk sickness." In all these localities, I

fo'ind springs running over large pieces of wild,
uncultivated land, producing ewampy and damp
ground. On this wet land little else ^rew but
the cicuta. The cieuta has large fleshy roots,
from which the stem is easily detached. The
cattle in dry times resort to these springs for
drink, and tramp off the roots, which decay, and
impart their poisoning substance to the water

,

the impressions made by the cattle's feet in the
•wet land, become filled with water, and they
drink the water saturated With de jomposed cicuta
roots; death or disease of some kind must inevi-
tably follow. On cultivated grass, or prairie
l-irt.. the roots of the cicuta are imbeded in the

turf, and will not come up by taking hold of the

top. The top contains but little poison, and the

catde are seldom injured by feeding on the culti-

vated land, or in the prairies. In woodland,
where it is wet or moist, the cicuta is found with
its roots slight'y covered with rotton leaves and
light earth ; these are extracted readily, and are

eatt n with the tops, by the cattle, and this must
produce sickness or death In the woods the

cicuta seldom seeds, grows lender, and is not re-

jected by cattle. A farmer in Indiana, said he
was sure that the water of certain springs waa
the cause of ihe "tremble-'" in the cattle. He
had a bvrge enclosure of deadened timber; ia

one corner of the enclosure there were two
springs ; when the cat tie drunk from these springs,

which they res'rted when it became dry, •' they

took the trembles," and some died. On inquir-

ing, I ascertained that there was considerable

swamp about these springs, and nothing grew
there but the wild parsnip, (the cicuta 's known
by the name of wild p irsnip, water hemlock,
wrlf's bane, etc.,) auC, that as "thick as the

bri.«ties on a dog's back." I intimated to him
that it might be the "wild parsnip" that pro-

duced the "trembles." "No." he said, "it

would kill sheep, but wouli not hurt the CHitle;"

he W4S ce'tain tl e water, and nothing but the

water killed the cattle, because he had fenced up
the springs, and kept the cattle from the water,

and after that he had lost no more.

I have seen in swampy and wet places large

quantities of detached roots of the cicuta ia

every stage of decay, the water colored by the

decompo)-ed roots, and this water was drank by
the cattle. In all p'aces where I fonnd cicuta in

this condition, 'milk sickness" prevailed. After

this, I resided in Oiiio, on the ea^t fork of the

Little Miami, near where the inhabitants had
suffered severely from the "milk sickness ;" five

iu one family had died with it, and a numVer of

cattle had died also. I lived in the neighborhood

eleven years. I made examinations of the local-

ity where it was supposed that the cattle obtain-

ed the article that poduced the disease, vvhen

I first visited the country 1 saw large quantities

of the cicuta in the damp parts of the woods,

and about the woods it grew in vast quuntties.

The tramping of tho cattle killed it to a great

extent about the springs, and that which grew
in the woods was pulled up and eaten by them.

In every year's visit I found the cicuta less plenty,

and at the end of ten years very little was to be

found. In proportion as the cicwfa disappeared,

so did the " milk sickness " and the " trembles "

in the cattle.

If you feel disponed to have the foregoing sub-

ject investigated by the Illinois Agricultural So-
ciety, I should be pleased to hear from you as

soon as convenient. George Fishee.

— Any light cn the above subject is always

interesting to the Western reader. We know

not how muoh of truth there may be in the above,

but it is at least worthy of the attention of far-

mers residing in the infected districts. Will some

of our readers enlighten us in the premises ?

Ed.
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Madder.

Soil and Peepaeation,—The soil should be a

deep, rich, sandy loam, free from weeds, roots,

stones, &c., a.d coDtaiDing a good portion of

Tegetabl'' earth. Alluvial boitoui lauU is the

most suitable; but it must not be wet. If (dd

upland is used, it should receive a heavy coating

of vegetable earth, (from decayed wood and

leaves.) The land should be plowed very deep

in the fall, and early in the spring apply about

one hundred loads of well rotted manure to the

acres, spread even'y, and plowed in deeply, then

harrow until quite fine and free from lumps.

Next, plow the land info he'^s fon^ feet wide,

leaving alleys between, three feet wide, then har-

row the beds with a fine light harrow, or rake
them by h^nd so as to leave them smooth, and
even with the alleys ; they are then ready for

planting.

Prepabing sets akd Plaktixg.—Madder sets,

or seed roots, are >est selected when the crop is

dug in the fall. The horizontal uppermost roots

(with eye.s) are the kind to be used ; these should
be separated from the bottom roots and buried

in sand, in a cellar or pit. If not done in the

fall, the sets may be dug early in the spring, be-

fore they begin to sprout. They should be cut

or broken into pieces, containing from two to

five eyes each ; i. e , three or four inches ong.

The time for p'anting is as early in spring as the
ground can be got in good order, and severe

frosts are over, which, in this climate, is usually
about the mid ile of April. With the beds pre-

pared as directed, stretch a line lengthwise the

bed, and with the comer of a hoe, make a drill

two inche* deep along each edge and down the

middle, so as to give three rows to each bed,

about two feet apart. Into these drills drop the

sets ten inches apart, covering them two inches

deep. Eight or ten bushels of sets are requisite

for an acre.

Aftee Cult0ee —As soon as the madder plants

can be seen. the. ground should be carefully hoed,

so as to destroy the weeds and not injure the
plant ; and the hoeing and weeding must be re-

peated as often as weeds make their appearance.
If any of the sets have failed to grow, the va-
cancies should be filled by taking up parts of the
strongest roos and transplanting them; this is

best done in June. As soon as the madder
plants are ten or twelve inches high, the tops

are to be bent down upon the surface of the
ground, and all except the tip end, covered with
earth shoveled from the middle of the alleys.

Bend the shoots outward and inward, in every
direction, so as in time to fill all the vacant space
on the beds, and about one foot on each side.

After the first time covering, repeat the weeding
when necessary, and run a single horse plow
through the alleys several times to keep the earth
clean and mellow. As soon as the plants again
bee me ten or twelve inches high, bend down
and cover them up as before, repeating the ope-
ration as often as necessary, wi ich is commonly
three times the first season. The last tirue may
be as late as September, or later if no frosts oc-

cur. By covering the tops in this manner, they

change to roots, and the design is to fill the

ground as full of roots as possible. When the

vacant spaces are all tull, there will be little

chance for weeds to grow ; but alhthat appear

must be pulled out.

The Second Yeae.—Keep the beds free from

weeds; plow the alleys and cover the tops, as

before directed, twj or three times during the

season. The alleys will now form deep an.i nar-

row ditches, and if it is difficult to obtain good < arth

for covering the tops, the operation uiay be omit-

ted after the second time this season. Care should

be taken, when covering the tops, to keep the

edges of the beds as high as the middle ;
other-

wise the water from the heavy showers will run

oflF, and the crop suflfer from drouth.

The Thiet> Year.—Very little labor or atten-

tion is required. The plants will now cover the

whole ground. If any weeds are seen, they must

be pulled out ; otherwise their roots will cause

trouble when harvesting the madder. The crop

is sometimes dug the third year ; and if the soil

and cultivation have been good, and the scASons

warm and favorable, the madder will be of good

quality ; but generally, it is much better in qual-

ity, and more in quantity, when left until the

fourth year.

Digging and Harvesting.—This should be

done between the 20th of August and the 20th

of September. Take a sharp shovel or shovels,

and cut off and remove the tops within half an

inch of the surface of the earth ; then take a

plow of the largest size, with a sharp coulter

and a double team, and plow a furrow outward,

beam deep, around the edge of the bed ; stir the

earth with forks, and careful'y p'ck out all the

roots, removing the earth from the bottom of the

furrow; then plow another furrow beam deep, as

before, and pick over and remove the earth in

the same manner ; thus proceeding until the

whole is completed. «

Washing and Deying.—As soon as possible

after digging, take the roofs to some running

stream to be washed. If there is no running

stream convenient, it can be done at a pump.

Take large, round sieves, two and a half or three

feet in diameter, with the wire about as fine as

wheat sieves, or, if these cannot be had, get from

a hardware store suflBcient screen-wire of the

right fineness, and make frames or boxes about

two and a half feet long and the width of the

wire, on the bottom of which nail the wire. In

these sieves or boxes, put half a bushel of roots

at a time and stir thera about in the water, pull-

ing the bunches apart so as to wash them clean;

than, having a platform at hand, lay them on it

to dry. (To make the platform, take two or

three common boards, so as to be about four feet

in width, and nail cleets across the under side.)

On these spread the roots about two inches thick

for drying in the sun. Carry the plaff rms to a
convenient place, not far from the house, and

place them side by side, in rows east and west,

and with their ends north and south, leaving
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rooTi to wnlk between the rows. Elevate the

Eouth ends of the platforms about eighteen in-

ches, and the north end about six inches from
the ground, putting poles or sticks to support
them— this will greatly facilitate drying. After
the second or third day drying, the madder must
be protected from the dews at night, and from
rain, placing the platforms one upon another to

a convenient h ght, and covering the uppermost
one with boards. Spread them out again in the
morning, or as soon as the danger is over. Five
or six days of ordinary fine weather will dry the
madder sufficiently, when it may be put away (ill

it is convcient to kiln-dry and grind it.

Kiln-drying.—The size and mode of construct-
ing the kiln may be varied to suit circumstances.
The following is a very cheap plan, ai d sufficient

to dry one ton of roots at a t me. Place four
strong posts in the ground, twelve feet apart one
way and eighteen the other; the front two four
teen feet high, and the other eighteen

;
put girts

acro'^s the bottom middle and top; and nail

boards perpendicularly on the cutside as for a
common barn. The boards must be well seasoned,

and all cracks or holes should he plastered or

otherwise stopped up. Make a shed roof of

common boards. In the inside put upright stand-
ards about five feet apart, with cross pieces, tr>

Buppoit the scaffolding. The first cross pieces

to be four feet from the floor; the next two feet

higher, and so on to the top On these cro^s

pieces, lay small poles about six feet long and two
inches thick, four or five inches apart. On these

scafFilds the madder is to be spread nine inches

thick. A floor is laid at the bottom to keep all

dry and clean. When the kiln i,s filled, take six

or eight small kettles or hand furnaces, and
place them four or five feet apart on the floor,

(first sf-cur ng it from fire with bricks or stones),

and make fires in them with charcoal, being care-

ful not to scorch the madder over them. A per-

son must be in constant attendance to watch and
replenish the fires. The heat will ascend through
the whole, and m ten or twelve hours it will all

be sufticiently dried, which is known by its be-

coming brittle like pipe stems.

Breaking and Grinding.—Immediately after

being dried, the madder must be taken to the

barn and threshed with flails, or broken by ma-
chinery, (a mill might easily be constructed for

this purpose), so that it will feed in a common
grist mill. If it is not broken and groumi im-
mediately, it will gather dampness so as to pre-

vent its grinding freely. Any cimmon grist-

mill can grind madder properly. When ground
finely it is fit for use, and may be packed in bar-

rels like flour for market.

—The above we find in the Rural New Yorker,

credited to the pen of Mr. M. B. Batehan, of

Ohio. In our deep, rich soils there is no reason

why madder should not prove a valuable farm

product. It will be seen that to grow madder

•will require capital, skill and energy, and wi'h

these success must be certain, especially in all

that part of the State lying north of Mattoon,

Springfield, Peoria and Galesburg. On the light

colored soils south of these points we should not

be over smguine, from the fact that they are not

so well adapted to the tuberous rooted plants as

the clay loams to the north. Of course sandy

and gravelly soils will be avoided, and all heavy

clay soils not thoroughly drained.

The water power of the Mississippi at Moline,

of the Rock and Fox rivers, must at no distant

day be used for turning thousands of spmdlee,

when madder will be needed to color the goods

made. In the meantime, it would be well for

some of cur more enterprising farmers to get

their hand in, so far, at least as to get up a good

stock of plants for seed, and to become familiar

with its culture. Ed.

<•-

A New Invention.—We have been shown a

very ingenious and practical invention, for

wringing clothes, or rather a substitute for

wringing. It consists of two iron cylinders,

perhaps two inches in diameter; covered with

gutta percha, attached in a horizontal position

to a tub, and made to turn by a crai.k. The

clothes, after being washed, are passed between

those cylinders by turning a crank, completely

and effectually pressing the water out of the

garments. So nicely does it do this that scarce-

ly a drop of water is left, and not a thread is

broken or in the least strained in the op' ration.

It strikes us as being a valuable labor-saving apa-

ratus, and destined to create a sensation among

the housekeepers. Persons desiring further in-

formation in reference to it, are referred to Mr.

Jas. Frisbie, who will be found at the American

House. Those wishing to negotiate for county

or State rights will do well to call on him.

The Socthebs Emblematic Bird.—In one of

the Southern cities a party of the leaders of

the great r* bullion were seated in a cosy room
of one of the large hotels, having a mt rry time

over their campaign, when the question arose

as to what bird or animal should be adopted as

their National emblem. Suggestions from each

one had been discussed and all rejected, when
one of the number called to his aid one of the

waiters. Old Zeb scratched his wool a minute,

when his eyes began to brighten, and he said :

"Massa, guess de Gull will be de emblematicist

when dis fuss be ober !"

-«•-

We are never satisfied that a lady under-

stands a kiss, unless we have it from her own lips.
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The Neglect of Fniit Trees.

In traveling about the country this summer,
we hive been painfully impressed with the fact

that the majority of farmers sadly neglect their

fruit orchards. Where one orchard is properly

manatred, ten are shamefully neglected. Bad
culture is the rule ; good culture the exception.

"Bad culture," did we say? No culture would
be nearer the truth. Look at that orchard of

young trees set out six or seven years since.

There is not a thrifty, healthy looking tree among
them ! Many are dead, some are dying, and all

are sickly ai;d unproductive. It is a sad sight.
" Were the trees unhealthy when set out, or are
they poor varietif s, or is the climate too severe ?"

Not at, all. Other orchards in the neighborhood
are healthy, productive, and a source of profit to

their owners. It if a bad management ; the en-

tire absence of good culture. The trees were
stuck out in small holes dug in a wheat field, and
left to live or die, as it mi. ht chance. Since
then the field has been In grass or grain ; the or-
chard has received less culture than almost any
other part of the farm, from the idea probably
that the trees would take care of themselves.
This man is a subscriber to the Genesee Farmer,
but we are ashamed of him. We hope none of
his neighbors see him take the paper out of the
post office. Can't we persuade you, Fri( nd Fruit-
less to do something with that orchard? We
should prefer to see it cut up, root and b'anch

;

but if this is asking too much, di> cut out all the
dead and dying limbs ; put the plough into the
soil this fall and give it a good summer-fallowing
next season. You have a little manure to spare
—we may be mistaken on this point, inasmuch as
the dark pools in the barn yard indicate thai: it

is not very carefully— but if you could spare a
little, it would do the trees no harm. Suppose
you try a little ? At all events, do somettiing for
that orchard. Your corn looks well. It has been
properly cultivated. You plowed the land well
and deep, and the horse hoe has been freely used,
keeping the <^oil clean and mellow. The crop will

be g^od and does you credit. You cultivated
your potatoes well; the land is very clean and
you have a good crop. You put in your wheat
last fall on a good summer-fallow. You provided
what TuU calls a good " pasture " for the roots
to feed in, and your heart gladdened as the crop
grew and flouriirhed, and produced a bountiful
harvest.

Can you not take a hint from these results?
Cultivate pour trees half as we 1 asyou cultivate
your corn, and your orchard would be a credit to
you.

Fruit trees are set out by millions every year.
The nurserymen of this city alone send out each
year a million dollars' worth of fruit trees and
other nursery stock. As a rule, the trees sent
out are heathy and good ; and yet how small a
proportion ever live to bear fruit, or make profit-

able orchards ! The principal cause of this is the
want ff previous preparation of »he ground.
Farmers will take pains to prepare their land for
wheat ond other grain crops ; but fruit trees, in-
tended for a permanent orchard, and involving
considerable expense in their purchase, are set

out, with little thought or care, on land which has

received no adequate preparation. Subsequent
culturr may do something towards correcting this

first grand mistake ; but it requires far less labor

to prepare the land right in the first place than
to do so after the trees are set out.

Let all our readers, then, who intend to set out
fruit trees this fall, got the ground ready now.
Not a day should be lost. If the site intended
for the orchard is not entirely free from stagnant
water, it must be underdrained. To determine
this, dig a hole three feet deep, and if water re-

mains in it, it needs draining. If fa'l can be got

Jet the drains be cut four feet deep Then p'ow
the land deep and well, and if subsoiled all the

better. This cultivation of the whole surface

wiil be better than digging even the largest boles,

and will save much t'me in planting.

If the soil is not rich enough, it is better to

manure now than to apply the manure in the hole

at the time time of planting. This, in fact,

should never be done.

For the first few years after the trees are
planted cultivate nothing but hoed crops. The
use of tie plough and cultivator will keep the

soil mellow and moist. The difl'erence in the ap-
pearance of trees growing on land that is culti-

vated during the summer, and on that which is in

grass or grain, is moat striking—especially in the
case of peaches.

It requires no particular skill to raise our or-

dinary ruits. Every farmer might have them in
abundance ; but he who hopes to be successful
must abandon the idea that fruit trees will flour-

ish in grass or grain.

—

Genesee Farmer.

The Oonstitctional Convention. — The
Springfield correspondent of the St. Louis Re-

publican, in giving the law under which the

Constitutional Convention is called, says

:

By this act the Constitution framed will have
to be submitted to the people, and will be of no
force until ratified by the people. It has been
said by some that the Convention will have
power to adopt a Constitution without submit-
ting it to the people, if it shall so choose. With-
out saying anything in regard to the bad policy

of such a proceeding, we do not believe that the

Convention will possess any such power. At
ail events, there is no probability that such an
exercise of power will be attempted. The tal-

ented number of delegates who will have a seat

in the Convention, is a suflBcient guaranty that
the interests of the people will be well attend-
ed to.

—" Why don't you wheel that barrow of

coals, Ned ?" said a miner to one of his sons;

"it is not a very hard job. There is an inclined

plane to relieve you."

"Ah," replied Ned, "the plane may be inclin-

ed, but hang me if I am."
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The Real Sovereign States.

The Fix Middle States of this Confederacy are

obviously destined to control the country. Thej
confirm the deductions of many philosophical

historians, who say that mankind instinctively

seeks the regions where climatic conditions com-
bine with a fertile soil to make agriculture the

most profitable. The census of 1860 demonstrates
that the white population is tending toward the

Middle States. Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana,

mini is, Missouri and Iowa, not to mendon parts

of New York and Virginia, now contain more
than one-third of the white population of the

thirty-nine States and Territories. These six

States numbT ten million one hundred and three

thousand five hundred and seventy-three souls.

Forty-one per cent, of the entire increase of the

country in the last ten years was made within

their limits. While the six New England Stat s,

which set out in 1850 with 2,728,116 have only

increased 400,520, or fourteen and a half per

cent., the Middle Stntes have run up from

5,9i8,985 in 1850, lo 10,103,573 persons in 1860.

Certain scientific men have predicied that the

best of land extending from the Atlantic to

the Missouri river, between the 38th and 42J
parallels, would eventully be the garden of this

continent. Its climate, removed alike from the

rigors of the winter in the more northern States,

and the oppressive heat of summer in the more
southern, has proved to be the most healthful

and the best adapted to our principal agricultu^

ral staples. West of the Mississippi river, on
these parallels, is Kansas atd Nebraska, which
are fertile in parts, but too near ihe great de-

sert of perpetual drought. The quantity of rain

averages there les-s than one-third of the antiual

falltin the State easts of the Mississippi ; hence
the crops are precarious and scanty ; snd Iowa
seems to be the western boundaij of the mobt
desirable agricultural land of the continent.

IlliiKii-, tne I'^sl settled of the States east of

the Mississippi, leads them all in the wonderful
progress of the last decade. She has gained

839^708 in population, and the prairie lands have
quadrupled in value. By the opening of rail-

way greater wealth of agr cultural product has

been developed there than in any other State.

Thesf farts h.ve a bearing, also, upon the puliti-

cal condition of the nation, and particularly upon
its c di nil D the future, which wise statesmen
have not, or at least ought not, to overlook.

—

N. Y. Fost.

Stocking^ fob the Army.—The Seneca Falls

Rexei le states that the Seneca Knitting Mills,

now erigag. d on government contracts, ennploy

between three and four thousand men and wo
men, and ytt this force is inadequate to meet
the demand. Orders for many thousand pairs

of stockings have been turned away, and have

gone elsewhere. The company have ordered a

large amount of new machinery, suflBcient to

increase tho capacity of ihe mills at least one-

third.

Bleeding Cattle in Spring.

Mr. John Johnson has favored the Rural New
Yorker with (he following correspondence for

publication. It will be read with interest by

many of our readers.

The following is a copy of a letter received by

Mr. Johnson, some four weeks ago, from a stran-

ger :

Sie:— I would like your opinion in regard to

the common practice in many portions of the

country, of cutting or slitting the tails of cattle.

Do you consider it beneficial, injurious or use-

less, and, if either, will you be kind enough to

give me your reasons? Do you ever rradieit?
If so, at any special period of the year, and your
method ef doing it ? Would you advise me to do
it at this time of the year, if you approve of it

at all.' I have forty thr* e year ild steers

in fine condition, and not fancying the prac-
tif-e, did not operate on them in the spring ; but
have been urgently advised to do so by several

friends. If demands on your time and patience
are not too great, I should be very of your opin-

ion, which will much oblige.

Yours, &c..

The following is the answer to the foregoing:

Dear Sir :—I have received yours of the

20th inst. respecting the tails of cattle. Bleed-
ing cattle in spring, either by neck, vein or

by cutting their tails, has been practiced by
many stock keepers ever since I remember any-
thing, and that is over sixty years. I have owned
and kept cattle all of fifty years, but never have
made a practice of bleeding any animal unless it

was sick, as I consider the wholesale bleeding of

cattle in spring useless and barbarous. What
would you think of a man who wouli call in his

family physician every spring and have his wliole

family bled? Yet that would be no more absurd
than the indiscriminate bleeding of his cattle

every spring. If men would always do by their

domestic animals as they would wish to bu done
by, if ;hey were in their place, with regard to

feeding during the winter and spring, they would
not think they required bleeding in spring in or-

der to IT ake them thrive. The practice must
have originated in the dark agts and has nearly

become extinct, as not one in twenty, or I might
say fifty, bleeds his cattle now unless sick, while

forty years ago, a vast majority did. I think

they must a'so have given up that practice in

both England Scotland, as I hear nothing of it

from the last importations from my native coun-
try. Yours respeotfully,

John Johnson.
-«•»-

—Boys if you don't want to fall in love, keep
away from muslin. You can no more play

with those girls without losing your hearts, than

you can play with gamblers without losing your
money. The heart-strings of a woman, like the

tendrils of a vine, are always reaching out for

something to cling to. The consequence is,

that before you are going you are "gone," like

a lot at an auction.
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Flax Cotton.

By flax cotton is meant the fibre of flax reduced

in length, cleansed, carded, bleached, and nicely

prepared to resemble in appearance cotton that

has been cleansed and carded, and adapted for

mixture with cotton or wool in the various fab-

rics of daily wear and use.

To accomplish this requires improvement in

the mode of breaking the straw and separating

the tibre from the wood, and of the carding,

drawing and spinning frames which are in com-
mon use, as well as great nicety in bleaching.

All these are to be made by ingenious machine-
ists and manufacturers, and require the expendi-
ture of time and money and careful experiments.
The American Flax Cotton Company organized

at Boston in 1859, under a special charter from
the State of Massachusetts, adopted the patents
of Stephen Randall, of Rhode Island, Jonathan
Knowles and J. M. Allen. Expprimental mills

were established at Wntertown and at Roxbury,
and thousands of dollars expended in improving
the machinery and perfecting their processes.

Many pieces of print goods, flannels, fatinets.

crash, etc., have been made from the material
prepared by them, and all been fully approved.
The only question now made is as to the cost of

it.

The principal persons interested in this com-
pany are men of business experience, reputation
and intelligence, whose figures and statements
may ba relied upon. Samuel NichoUon, E-q.,

the patentee of the excellent pavement on Clark
street, and widely known as a gentleman of reli-

abil ty and integrity, stated last winter, at a

meeting held in tbe legislative hall at the State

house in Boston, that for several months he had
daily charge of the works at Wateriown, and
from his own careful estimates and weights, the

material called flax cotton could be supplied by
tbeir processes at from seven to nine cents per
pound—the cost dependent upon the quality of

the raw fibre and its distance from the mills. It

was furttier stated that Messrs. Sampson and
Tappan, of Boston, had now in operation a mill

with forty looms, and were satisfied with the re-

sults therein attained.

The meeting recently held at Lockport N. Y.,

appears to be a movement of the capitalists who
own the hydraulics and real estate at that place,

in conjunction with speculators interested in a

steam gun, which is said to explode the straw
into atoms, and thus separates its fibre. We
have not tieard that any results have as yet been
accomplished by that method.
The way to prepare flix for use in our ordina-

ry mimufaeturers at a cost that will render it de-

sir.ible, is one of tie most important questions

of the age. We can see that millions of

money can be saved and added to the agricultu-

ral resources of our Northern States when thif

qupstion shall be solved satisfactorily.

—

Chicago

Tribune.

To Keep Fowls Free from Vermin.

There are are several kinds that infest the hen.
By attending to the following remedy, they will

be entirely kept clear. First of all, if in con-
finement, in the dust corner o the poultry house
mix about half a pound of black sulphur among
the sand and lime that they dust in. Ihis will

both keep them free from parasites, a^'d give the
feathers a glossy appearance. If infested with
the insects, damp the skin under the feathers
with a little water, then sprinkle a little black
sulphur on the skin. Let the bird be covered
witn the insects, they will disappear in the course
of twelve hours. Also, previous to setting a hen,
if the nest be slightly sprinkled with sulphur,
there is no fear of the hen being annoyed during*
incubation, neither will the chickens be annoyed
by them.. Many a fine hatched brood pines away
and dies through nothing else, and no one knows
the cause. Having had an ostrich under my
care that was piniog, I looked icto his feathers
and observed thousands of parasites. I employ-
ed tobacco water and lime water, under my then
master's orders, to no effect. Jn his absence I

well damped him, and sprinkled him under the
feathers with black sulphur, when next day they
were examined by a microscope, and every one
was dead. Having had some macaw ', also par-
rots that were addicted to biting »ff tbeir feathers,

1 employed the black sulphur by well syringing
them with water, then sjrinkling the sulphur
over their skins. If tame, sponge the skins, then
rub gently with the points of tne fingers, with
the sulphur, every other day for about a fortnight,
when the parrot or macaw will cease to destroy
his plumage. It is not a remedy which has not
been proved, for I have used it these two years
with success.

—

Cor. London Field.

—-

Complimentary.—Price's quotations from
" Marco Bozzaris " while Halleckis commanding
in Missouri.

Drying Rhubabd.—Rhubarb drys very well
and when well prepared, will keep gocd for an
indefinite period. The stalks should be broken
olf while they are crisp and tender, and cut into

pieces about two inches long These pieces should
then be strung on a thin twine, a^d hung op to
dry. Rhubarb shrinks very much when drying
—more so than any plant I am acqu^iinted with,
and then resembles pieces of soft wood. When
wanted for use, it should be soakel in water over
night, and the next day simmered over a slow
fire. None of its properties appear to be lost in

drying, aiid it is equally as g od in winter as any
dried fruit. Very few varieties of rhubarb are
are suitable for drying, as most of ih- m contain
too much woody fibre The b st kind for any
purpose is tbe Victoria, when grown in a suitable
situation. The Mammoth is worthk-ss, owing to

its fibrous nature, as are also some otber kinds.

—" I was showing dear little Charlie the
picture of tbe martyrs thrown to the lions,"

said Mrs. Jenkins, "and was talkinp very sol-

emnly to him, trying to make him feel what a
terrible fate it vpas." "Ma!" paid he, all at
once; "oh, ma ! just look at that poor little

lion away behind there—he won't get any I"
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Annual Meeting of the Illinois State

Horticultural Society.

This meeting commenced at Bryan Ilall in the

city of Chicago, December 3, and continued four

days. There were seventy members present, a

more than usual large number, The most mark-

ed feature of the meeting was the absence of

nurserymen, aud their places filled with fruit

growers and gardeners. The society from which

this Society originated was mainly composed of

nurserymen, in fact it was controlled almost en-

tirely by nurserymen, and their proceedings,

though valuable to that class, gave Utile aid to

the orchardist and ^he gardener, and we are now

happy to announce that the Society is no longer

a misnomer— a i urserymen's convention, but

actually what it purports to be. a Hortioultural

Society. It is true that the exhibition was main-

ly confined to fruits, but hereafter the broad

field of gardening, orcharding, fruit growing,

and flowers are to have their respective positions,

and combine for a grand display. The time for

holding the annual meeting is so change 1 as to

be available for the accomplishment of this ob-

ject.

Most of the subjects discussed related to fruits

and fruit growing. The apple, pear and grape

occupying a large share of attention.

We do not intend to give a detailed statement

of proceedings, but the most valuable results

arrived at, to cull from our ample notes points of

most interest to our readers.

In the list of names that we give below, it will

be seen that several of our most prominent nur-

serymen were prosent, but the most of these men
are now atoong the largest fruit growers of the

State, and several of them are going out of the

nursery business, in fact less than a fourth of

the number were nurserymen:

LIST OF MEMBERS PRESENT.

0. B. Galusha, Lisbon; Dr John A. Kennicott,
The Grove; Edgar Sanders, C. D. Bragdon, C. T.
rhase, J. H. McChesney, T. F. Baldwin, H. M.
Thompson, J C. Ure, 'D. C. Bonnard, J. Asa
Kennicott, P. W. Gates, F. Sulzer, H. D. Emery,
W. W. Corbett, T. Kearnon, and A. J. Higgins,
from Chicago; C. R. Overman, W. H. Mann, K.
H. Fell, R. H. Holder, and F. K. Phcenix, from
Bloomington; J. E. Starr, Alton; Chas. Merrit
and Dr. Haskell, from Battle Creek, Michigan;
G. W. Minier, Mackinaw, Ills.; J. Huggins,
Woodburn; A. R. Whitney and W. H. Hauson,
from Franklin Grove; W. D. Robinson, Henry;
J. F. Xash, Ottawa; W. C. Flagg, Moro, Ills.;

James Crow, Crystal Lake; Robert Douglass,
and Dr. W. C. Baker Waukegan; A. Bryant, jr.,

Princetonj S. G. Minkler, Specie Grove; J. S.

Sherman, H P. Kimball, and Dr. C. N. Andrewp,
fiom Rockford; E. P. Snow, Oregon; J. Periam,
Hope; P. W. Alexander. J. T. Little, and J. T.

Brubacker, of Dixon, 111?.; E. Baldwin, Farm
Ridge; Samuel Edwards, LaMoille; J. 0. Dent,
Wenona; D. W. Cropsey. Plainfield; J. Y. Corey,
Waukegan; E. B. Warner, Morrison; J. B Phin-
ney and M. L. Dunlap, Champaign; James Wake-
man, Cottage Hill; F. H. Benson, Havelock; D.
S. Boger, Fieeport; H. N. Blis?, Buda; L. Ells-

worth, Napervilie; J. P. Reynolds, Springfield;

J. Ozanne, jr., and Dr. P. R. Hoy, Racine, Wis.;
B. H. Streeter, Morris; H M Ki'lder, Evan.ston;

0. 8. Willey, and L. P. Chandler, Madison, Wis.;

A. G. Hanford, Columbus, Ohio; Han** Crcker,
and J A. Lapham, Milwaukee, Wis.; Verry Aid-
rich, Tiskilwa; Wm. W. Johnson, Chicago.

Mr. C. D. BiiAGDON, President of the Chicago

Gardner's Society, delivered the opening address

of welcome, and which was followed ty President

Kennicott. We have not the space for them, and

must be content with a few words from each.

Mr. Bragdon's allusion to the insect tribes is a

truthful one, and was subsequently pretty well

illustrated by Dr. Hoy, of Racine. He said:

"We have enemies, open and secret enemies.
They prey upon us, destroy our substance, neu-
tralize our labor, dishearten and disarm us Why?
Because we do not know them—do not know the
truths which illuminate the laws that govern
them—which disclose to us the guise in which
they come to torment us, and the character of
their weapons.

" How shall we meet them, and what must be
the order of battle, what the mode of attack?
and what will be the result cf a victory on either
side ? It is plain, if we study our own interests,

that the causes which contribute to our advertisy
must be sought out and removed. The inciden-
tal growth of weeds and hedgerows in the way
of our progress must be hewn down down and
uprooted. We have friends, open and secret
friends, known and unknown, appreciated and
unappriciated—friends that labor for us, promote
our interests, minister to our comfort, and aid in

the supply of our wants. They often come in
disguise, and we too often repel them. They
are a good providence to us. They prey upon
our enemies, and surround and defend us from
them. They linger about the homestead, and
in the orchard, garden, and field, they labor for
us. They are active ministers to our comfort

—

faithful and true agents. It is important we
should know them. It is imperative that we
learn to distinguish our friends from our enemies.
The search for truth involves the acquisition of
this knowledge. And I do not underestimate
any man's knowledge when I aver than only the
a, b, c, of the truths that affect our life and
prosperity, as a producing people, have been
learned."

The old veteran in the ranks of Flora and
Pomona, the venerable President of the Society,

Dr. Kennicott, was exceeding happy in his re-
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marks, though rather caustic on the members of

the Legislature, who promised, but did nothing

for the Society. We can give but a few para-

graph :

" And, as this may be my last Ipcture, I know
you will listen patiently—to gather the meaning
of what I shall say. Though nominally my in-

augural, 1 intend it fo'* a parting legacy, to all

the brotherhood of productive Labor.
"No one will consider this presiiniption in a

President of the State Horticultural Society

—

one who has practiced horticulture for half a
century, and has had the honor—as a delegate

of Illinois—to succeed the " Father of Amkri-
CEN Rural Science " — in the chair of the first

"North American Pomological Convention; and
once before now, presided over the largest

mepting of Pomologis^ts the West ever saw—in

this very cify of Chicago."******
" Being prevented by illness from attending

the last winter session of our State Legislature,

I employed an agent, without pay, and wrote, or

caused to be written, numerous letters to such

Senators and Representatives as I happened to

to know or whose antecedents and "professions"

of regard for public interests, seemed to point

out, as the proper men to advocate our modest
demands on the State Treasury. And we asked,

first, a " special charter," like that of our State

Agricultural Society. And last, an appropria-

tion of $500 to $1,000 to, enable us to gather

mafeiials at thismeetirff, and print and distribute,

free, a reliable guide, for the farmer and lot

holder, in all its branches of Northwestern Hor-
tituliure Much needed practical inlormalion,

to be found in no one book, in existence." * *

* * " But the ' servants of the people ' had
too much to do for themselves, to think about so

smnll a matter as Horticultural improvement!
Wild catting, and city chartering, and other such
" statesmanlike " objects, were of far greater

account, and more likely to pay (for legislation)

in "dollars" down, and more doZZar* hereafter.

" So, you see, all I could get for you, was this

unauthorized draft on the good will of a kindred

association. Something like a gratuity, out of

another man's pocket—but more like an offer of

pardon to a culprit

—

after he had been " hanged
by the neck till dead !

"

"You can well imagine that this 'took all

the conceit out of " your confident president

—

though it did not in the least diminish his confi-

dence in either the ' honesty or liberality ' of

politicians — whether 'Republicans' or 'Demo-
crat.' Though, contrasted with the modicum of

true manhood, and straightforward 'honest'

rascality, always evinced by many of the old

'close fisted "democracy.' I did think, that,

perhaps, the people of Illinois, (and also of the

United States) might have done well to remem-
ber the fable—of the fox and swallow—touching

a certain ' swarm of flies.'

"Wei, gentleman, as a society, we are no
worse oflT than before, and we can put our hands
into our own pockets to print our own proceed-
ings, and give the book away just as easy as

heretofore. * * *
^

And now, for my parting advice to you, and
the whole brotherhood of rural Hud mechanical
labor. Since the first politician beguiled the
first " gardener" the cunning tongues of his

prcgeny, and the strong wil s of despots, have
ever been too powerful for the sons of honest labor—

' the bone and sinew," as we at e conveution-
ally termed — just before every election. For,
when the lion's skin has proved too short, it iias

always been eked out witti the fox's hide. And
we who saw the cheat have still submitted, for

sake of peace and quiet, and becsuse we knew
that, of every twenty farmers, nineteen would
be humbugged, say what we might.

"It has been said that 'the pen is mightier
than the sword.' I question not the adage, but
mightier than every other instrument is the
tongue, in this free country. Words, deftly

spoken, whether true or false, are the engines

that move the masses. We are but animated
puppets—our votes are bought and sold in the
political market— with advantage to both buyer
and seller, ; but we get only words in payn ent."
* * * * it

]ji tfjg meantime, let our peace-
ful pursuits go on. The beautiful whicti we
create will be " a joy forever," whether we live

long to enjoy it or soon leave the growing legacy
to our children, and generations to follow them.
Our natural mission is one of unmixed benifi-

cence. By the help of the law of nature, and
and the rules of rural taste, we are painting
living landscapes, and dotting the bald prairie
with perennial verdure—strewing here and there,
as we go, such timely supplit-s of the cooling
and luscious products of moder pomology, as
the earlier worshippers of the fruity goddess
never dreamed ont of Eden ! And s'^or—very
soon—we may hope to present the >hin blooded
invalid and slow pulsed patrirtr:h witu t-uch a
"cup' as migtit have raised 1 acchus above Ju-
piter, and will do more for temperance and jolli-

ty than all the sermons on the sin ot drunken-
ness, and all the impossible provisions of tiuman
law ever ut'ered or enacted on this side of time.
"And now, let's all to the practical work be-

fore us. My last " inaugntal " and anticipated
" valedictory " are ended together."

The fruit day was mainly spent in prelimina-

ries, the addresses above and the reading of

letters. In the evening, the small fruits came
in for a share of the talk.

The second day the active duties of the meet-

ing were more apparent.

AMATUER LIST OF WINTER APPLES

Was the first taken up. Westfield Seek-no-fnr-
ther wan the first in order. Mr. Willey, of Wis-
consin, spoke highly of it for his State, and was
followed by one or two others, but the larger

number considered it a poor bearer—passed.
White Winter Fearmain was considered too ten-

der for Northern Illinois. Herfordshire Pear-
main fruit was first rate when you get it. Eng-
lish Golden Russet— varions opinions of its

value—passed.
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ADDITIONS TO THE LIST.

Flushing, Spifzenburgh ; tree hardy, a good
fruit, wiih fair crops, tree spreading, with wavy
branches. Stannard, Dunlap, Dr. Kennicott,

and others, spoke highly of this fruit, ccnsider-

ing it one of, if not the most profitable winter

apple for the north part of the State and Wiscon-
siu. This fruit must at no distant d^y take a

high stand among our standard winter apples.

The tree is a vigorous grower, ))earB young, fruit

large, good for both the table and cooking.

Waggoner, pronounced by several too tender.

Mini, ler, a valuable apple. Dunlap suggested

that it might prove identical with Brantiywine

and EllGworth, that of Ben Davis apple; it is

doubtless some old kind, and was named Mink-
ler some years since by the Northwestern Fruit

Growers' Society. It was added to the list for

general cultivation. Ramsdell's Sweet was added
as a valuable sweet apple. It is a very productive

and early bearer.

FOB GENERAL CTLTIVATION IN CEKTRAL ILLINOIS.

White June, sometimes known as Kirkbridge
Whire, was added to the list. It should be grown
in limiteii qumtiiies, unless handy to market

—

its season is short, and bruises badly in carriage,

and soon becomes unsaleable. Fall Wine

—

changed to amateur list ; season too short to

pint largely. Rambo, added te li't; should be
top grajted; is tender, but with all its draw-
back-j, is a valuable and profitable fruit, and not

easily dispensed with. Fameuse is to be here-

after called Snow Apple, which is the English of

Pomme de Niege. Trenton Early, or English
CoUiin, added to the list, is valuable for cooking,

bears early p.nd large crops. Hubbardson's
Nonesuch, after considerable discussion, was
added to the amateur list. Fulton, considered
one of the most valuable, and is an Illinois seed-

ling, yrown by Mr. Elijah Capps, of Fulton
county, an abundant bearer, tree hardy, with a
beauiitul symmetrical head. White Bel'flower,

stricken from the general list, and placed on the

am ituer list. Yellow Belflower disposed of in

the same w*y. Limber Twig, stiicken out of

the list to give place to that of the Willow Twig.
Adjourned to partake of a lunch with T. B.

Bryan.

AFTERNOON SESSION.

Esopus Spitzenturgh was stricken from the
list as one of no value for prairie orchards.
A moiion to strike Downing's Paragon, an

nil (lis seedling, from the list, was lost. Red
Canadi was highly commended by our Michi-
gan friends.

TRANSACTIONS OF THE STATE AOEICULTDRAI. SO-

CIETT,

One hundred cipies of the Transactions were
presented to the Society by John P. Reynolns,
Esq., rorre.=ponding Secretary, for which the
tbft'>k« of the S ciety were tpndered. This val-
uable work will be distributed gratuitously to

the members.

A GRAND EXHIBITION.

Mr. Starr, of Alton, offered the following're-
solution;

Resolved, That it is best for the interest of the
Society, that it hold an annual exhibition, and
that the first one shall be held in ihe city of Chi.
cago in September or October next, as may be
decided best by the Executive Committee, so as
not to conflict with the Slate Fair.

Messrs. Starr, Minier, Overman, Dr. Kenni-
cott, Ellsworth, Bragdon, Dunlap, Kidder and
Galusha spoke warmly in favor of the measure.
This is not intended to interfere wiih the horti-
cultural department of the State Fair as now
a-ranged, but to hold an exhibition of horticul-
tural products, including veget>tbles, fruit and
flowers, and for which a liberal list of premiums
will be ofi"ered. It was cntend d that Chicago,
being the great central point for the di trlbuiioa
of fruits, it is the proper place to hold such an
exhibition.

Mr. Starr stated that the railroad booVs at
Alton presented the fact that 40,000 barrels of
apples, 800 barrels of pears, 10,000 bushels of
peaches, 300 bushels of quinces, 600 bushels of
plums, 200 boxes of grapes have been sh pped
trom that point the present season. Our Michi-
gan and Wisconsin friend^ were much p eased
with the proposition, and pr mised to lake an
active part. At this comniprcial metropolis, not
only of 11 inois, but of Michigan and Wisconsin,
if. was proper (hat all local or secrional in-
fluences should be thrown aside, and that the
gardeners, the fruit growers and fio'ists of the
Northwest should join hamis and hold an exhibi-
tion that should be a credit to the Northwest.
The exhibion is not only for a show of horticul-
tural produces, but it is intended at the same
time to continue those discussions which hare
given so much interest to the annual meetings.
There is no doubt that the exhibition will be one
of the most successful of the kind ever held in
the United States. The West has the means and
the ability for this, and it will be done.

MAT CHERRY.

For the past two or three years this cherry
has attracted no little attention. The main ques~
tion is. is it the Early Richmond of Downing ?

Dunlap, Edwards and others coi,tended that.it
was not, or, at best, not the cherry sent out by
the Rochester nurserymen as that variety, but
as that better known as the Early M»y of Cin-
cinnati. E Iswortd, Phoenix, Braf-don and Over-
mon contended that it was the same that J. J.
Thomas has sent out far the Early Richmond.
There is one thing certain, that this is the only
cherry of value to the prairie farmer, let it be
called what it may. It has been long known ia
Kentucky, Ohio, Inf^ianaand Iliicois as the Early
May, and doubtless a sub variety of the Kentish,
or Early Richmond.
The subject wis disposed of by a resolution

to appoint a sp cial committee of ibree to inves-
tigate the identity of thfse fruits, and to report
such other facts in regard to its history that may
prave of value.

Adjourned to 7 o'clock h. m.
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In the evening. Dr. Hoy, of Eacine, delivered

a discursive address on the sapsucker, wood-

pecker, and insects, by injuries to fruit trees.

The Dr. came well prepared with specimens

of birds, insects, and sections of wood to illus-

trate his subject. Among all the birds of this

section, there were but two that he held as

avowed enemies, and which he treated on all

occasions, and these were the Cedar Bird and

the small Woodpecker, known of all fruit grow-

ers as the Sapsucker. This latter gentleman he

held in no good esteem, and would recommend

an indiscriminate warfare upon him. This bird

should not be confounded with the Nut Hatch, a

similar bird, who has the habit of alighting on

the trees with his head down ; nor should be

confounded with two woodpeckers herewith pre-

sented, both of which are our good friends. The

Sapsucker, both male and female, have red heads,

but the male has a more brilliant crown. Some
naturalists contend that this bird is an insect-

eater, though he may occasionally take up a

beetle, his food is the liher and cumbiuvi bark of

trees, and his

Sapsucker.

drink the sap, hence his name,

ITS HABITS.

The Sapsucker is a migratory bird, and arrives

in Racine,Wisconsin, about the 15th day of April,

not varying more than five days. On his arrival

he attacks the sugar maple, pine, spruce and

silver poplar ; but the sugar maple is the favor-

ite at this time. He also attacks thrifty growing

frmt trees. The damage to be guarded against

at tnis time more particularly is to the poplars

and maples. At this time they come in flocks,

more especially along the lake shore, and the

whole army of boys with cross boys, shot guns,

stones and clubs, and wage a war of destruction

against them ; but it is doubtful which does the

most damage to the trees—the birds or the boys.

About the last of June they return to the deep

wood to breed, from which they make daily fo-

rays to the orchards and gardens, doing more or

lees damage. After the breeding season is over,

the old birds, with their broods, return to the

fields, orchards and gardens of the farmers and
others, and go quietly to work to destroy thou-

sands of valuable fruit, shade and ornamental

trees. Returning with the new recruits, they

attack the apple, the pear and the mountain ash

with a vigor that, unless they are killed at the

outset, an immense number of valuable trees

will be killed or seriously injured. This bird

goes at his work of destruction quietly, and with

an insolence that is worthy of him. He cannot

be driven off like other birds, but to stop his

depredation, must be destroyed, ana fine shot,

that would not penetrate the tree, is the proper

material to be used.

While in the deep forest he lives on the iron-

wood and lynn, mainly, as these trees furnish

sap and an abundance of cambrium and liber.

Yet they prefer the smooth, thrifty trunks of

fruit trees, as is proved by thoir daily visits to

the orchards.

The last of October they leave for the south,

and we see nothing more of them until April.

—2

Dr. H. reapeated his recommendation to destroy
them on every occasion.

The remainder of Dr. Hoy's lecture was very

interesting, but our space will not permit of fur-

ther notice. It is to be printed.

Among the apples on exhibition was the Perry

Russet, of Wisconsin, or rather of the Buffalo

Nursery, of B. Hodge. This variety has proved

one of the most productive and hardy of winter

apples cultivated in Wisconsin. Mr. Hanford,

Mr. Willy, and others, spoke highly of it. It is

the same fruit known in the north part of this

State under the name of Winter Russet, Chesbro'

Russet, Poughkeepsie Russet, and Golden Rus-

set. We have cultivated and sent it out under

the name of Winter Russet, having received it

from Mr. Hodge under some half dozen different

names, which, we believe, was his practice with

all valuable sorts. The tree is hardy with us, a

good grower, with a round, symmetrical head,

bears good crops alternate years. The fruit is

large and fair.

The Bagsby Russet sent to the convention by Mrs

.

Lieut. J. M. Hunter, of Ashley. The specimens

was small on account of the drouth, but were

pronounced by several members one of the best

quality. It is little known. Mr. H. has called

the attention of members to this fruit on one or

two occasions. It may prove a uew seedling,

and valuable to that part of the State.

THIRE DAT.

The first business in order was the grape, a

subject of deep interest to most of the members,

and they entored at once into the merits ef the

case. The first one proposed to be added to the

general list was the

DELAVAKB.

At Raeice it had proved hardy, though like all

other grapes, is improved by laying on the ground

through the winter, with slight covering, and. is

only moderately vigorous. The first year the

growth is slow, but after that does better. A
large number of members participated. The re-

sult showed that in some places the growth is

slow, and in others good ; that some plants, from

some unexplained cause, failed to grow, while

others in the same soil did well. It was pro-

nounced by several as caprioious, but the supe-

rior quality of the fruit carried it triumphant,

and it was added to the list by a close vote.

THE CLINTOK

Found many friends for its abundant crop of
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early grapes. Dr. Hoy suggested that therewa

a large number of spurious plants in the market

Others contended that the fruit from the same

vine and from -vines from the same plant had a

wide margin of quality, from biting acid to sugar

sweetness.

The Concord and Hartford Prolific were also

added to the list for general cultivation. "White

Sweetwater and Northern Muscadine were added

to the amatuer list.

The first business in the afternoon was the

election of officers, when the following gentle-

men were unanimously elected :

PRESIDENT.

C. B. Galusha, of Kendall county,

VICE-PRESIDENTS.

1st district, C. D. Bragdon, of Cook; 21 dis,

trict, Robert Douglass, of Lake; 3d district-

Chas. H. Rosenstiel, of Stephenson; 4th district,

J. H. Stewart, of Adams; 5th distriot, A. Bry-

ant, jr., of Bureau; 6th district, J. F. Nash, of

LaSalle; 7th district, M. L. Duulap, of Cham-
paign; 8th district, J. H. Fell, of McLean; 9th

district, N. Overman, of Fulton; 10th district,

J. Huggins, of Macoupin; 11th district, Charles

Kennicott, of Marion; 12th district, Jaipes E.

Starr, of Madison; 13th district, G. H. B,»ker,

of Marion.

C. T. Chase, Corresponding Secretary, Cook

county; W. C. Flagg, Recording Secretary,

Madison; J. T. Little, Assistant Secretary, Lee

county; and S. G. Minkler, Treasurer, Kendall

county.

For the want of space in this number, we must

defer further notice of the transansactions to our

next. Some very interesting facts on grape cul-

ture transpired.

Gold at Vancocveb.—The gold fever rages

at Vancouver's Island, according to the latest

advices sent to England, and a correspondent

writes that it is common to meet men who
have found sums of from $5,000 to $10,000

;

and lately three men arrived from Fraser River

who made $80,000 between them in six weeks.

Another man brought $30,000, the result of

his summer's earnings, and several miners

brought smaller sums. The steamer in which

these men came down the river brought about

$250,000 in dust. The amount of gold taken

out of a single district, named Cariboo, appears

really fabulous.

Cotton CuUure on the Prairies.—His-
torical Facts and Proofs.

Our recent publications of facts, says the Chi-

cago Tribune, connected with the culture of cot-

ton in this State have created much surprise

among those to whom the entire subject was new.

Many of our old residents looked upon it justly

as but the revival of an old topic, a return to a

source of agricultural wealth, well establihed

in the past, and only abandoned because made
less profitable by competition. All that is needed

to prove the practicability of profitable and ex-

tensive culture of cotton it this State, is a pro-

per presentation of historical facts. The actual

record will outweigh all theory eu the subject.

Tho following statements in relation to cotton

growing in Southern Illinois, were furnished to

the Illinois Central Railroad Company. An
agent of the Company is now collecting informa-

tion of a similar character further south, and

there seems to be conclusive evidence that we
eight to ten millions of acres of lands which will

afford good merchantable cotton, from 300 to 500

pounds to the acre. During the coming year, if

Illinois cannot market her corn crop, she must
turn turn attention to cotton, flax, castor beans>

sorghum, and other semi-tropical products.

—Men heedless of charity make more beggars

than usurers do.

—Women never truly command till they

have given their promise to obey.

Janies L. Lamb, Esq., (Mather, Lamb & Co.)
Re^ident now of Springfield, formerly resided in
Randolph county in 1823, 1824 and 1825. Was
storekeeper; used to purchase cotton of the far-

mers, and shipped it from Kaskaskia to Pitts-

burg by the Ohio; generally 200 to 300 bales

during the year. There were several gins worked
by horse power in the county.

M. F. Hackett—Lived in Sangamon county
from 1829 to 1841; many of my neighbors at that

time raised cotton every year; Elihu Bowen's
gin worked by horse power; was generally re-

sorted to to gin the cotton. I never heard of

any trouble by frost— it was raised as easily as
corn. I have often seen it raised for first crop
on new prairie sod.

W. Butier, State Treasurer—Came to Illinois

in 1824 with his father, who raised cotton annu-
ally for several years. Butler used to take the
cotton to Bowen's gin, and names a dozen differ-

ent neighbors who made cotton part of their an-
nual planting until the low price of manufactured
goods drove homespun out of the market. Eltha
Bowen's gin was located on Rock Creek, sixteen

miles west of SprinSfield.

In Fayette county, twelve miles from Vandalia,
a cotton gin was in constant use between 1832
and 1836.

LIEUT. GOV. Casey's letter

Z. Casey emigrated to Jefferson county, Illin-

ois, from Middle Tennessee, in the year 1817.
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««I had been in the habit of raising all the cotton

the family used prior to coming to this (State.

For twelve years after I came Illinois, to-wit

:

from 1817 to 1829, we raised cotton every year

sufiBcient for home consumption, and discontinued

raising cotton there because cotton goods could be

purchased cheaper in the stores than made at

home. We used Tennessee cotton seed. Planted

usually about the first of May, and picked out

during the month of September. Usually we
had no trouble from frost.

"I have no doubt but that cotton could be

raised to advantage in all the south half of Illi-

nois every year. "Z. Caskt.

'' Mt. Vernon, Jefferson Co^Ills., Dec. 9,1861.''

Famuel Ilenry, aged 67 year, came from Ten-

nessee in 1819 — post ofiBce, Nashville, Washing-

ton county; for six years raised cotton near

Sparta, Randolph county, and three subsequent

years raised it where he now lives. Gave up the

culture because,it imposed too much labor upon
the women, and cetton yarn could be bought
cheaper than they could raise it. Planted as

soon as the ground was in condition— about the

1st of May. Very early frost would sometimes

aflfect it. Thinks it can be raised here success-

fully.

Livesay Carter, aged 62 years— post office

Nashville, Washington county— came from Ten-

nessee in 1818; raised cotton six years; planted

in May, and picked from first of September until

November; used native seed; it some'imes was
slightly afi^tfcted by frost. Thinks cotton can be

raised here as well as anywhere.

Wm, D. Mitchell, aged 45—post office Ashley
Washington county; came from Tennessee in 1829^
raised cotton for ten years; ceased to raise i

because cotton goods could be bought cheaper;

used native seed; planted as soon as the ground
was in condition to work, and had no trouble

from frost; the yield was quite uniform.

James Martin, aged 58— post office Osboru;
Washington county; came from Tennesse in 1828
says for the first eight years raised cotton every
year until cotton goods became cheaper. Used
native seed — planted from 1st to lOtb of May,
and picked duiing the fall; don't think this will

ever be a cotton country; cannot tell the reason

why—he acknowledged that it grew with him;

the frost would nip it sometimes.

David McClnrkin, aged 48 years; came from
South Carolina in 1817; says for first four years
raised cotton successfnlly, until the women began
to buy their cotton goods; used native seed—had
no trouble from frost. Think cotton can be grown
here of as geod a quality, and with a larger yield

than in South Carolina* Post office Sparta, Ran-
dolph county.

Isiac Ford, aged 48 years—post office Osborn,
Washington county, came from Missouri in 1835:
had raised cotton the past two years, 1860 and
1861; used native seed; planted 10th Ma:^ and
picked early in the fall; had no trouble from frost.

Thinks it can be raised as successfully and just

as well as eny other crop.

Zachariah Parish, aged 57—post office Ofborn,
Washington county, came from Ohio in 1840

—

has raised cotton most every year since—used
native seed; planted eaily in May and picked du-
ring the fall. He raised on old and new land;
does better on new land; had no trouble from
frost.

Mrs. Wm. Finch—post office Mt. Vernon, Jef-
ferson county; came from Indiana—raised cotton
for about twenty years before 1845, until cotton
goods became cheaper. Used sou'hern seed

—

planted as early as possible in May, and picked
during the fall—had no trouble from frost—does
better on new land. It is a sure and good crop,
planted early in the spring on fresh turnei sod,

and requires no cultivation. Their average yield
oiF an acre and a quarter, after taking out the
toll for ginni g, was four hundred pounds equal
to a yield of over four hundred pounds to the
acre.

Appollos Cooper, aged 60—came from Tennes-
see in 1860; pest office DeSoto, Jackson county;
raised cotton this year; planted 1st of May, cut
off by army worm; leplanted the last of May,
and it was as good cotton as he ever saw grow in
Tennessee— yielded at the rate of 1,200 to 1,600
per acre af seed cotton.

Bannister Kruse, aged 46; native of Illinois

—

post office DeSoto, Jackson county, has raised
cotton for the past twenty-three years; used na-
tive seed; planted in May and picked in Septem-
ber.

Hardey Kruse, aged 43— post office DeSoto,
Jackson county; native of Illinois; has raised cot-
ton for the past eight years; used native seed;
planted 10th of May, picked in September; thinks
it a sure crop with proper cultivation.

James Kruse, aged 35 — post office DeSoto,
Jackson county; has raised cotton for the past
eight years; used native seed; planted 10th ot
May, picked during September and Octaber;
thinks it a sure crop with proper cultivation.

Robert Pugh, as to the culture of cotton, near
Pana, by his father, Thomas Pugh. Robert Pugh
aged 46. Thomas Pugh is dead—his son, Robert
Pugh, says they come from Kentucky in 1819;
for first six years raised cotton every year; did
so until cotton goods were sold cheaper; used
Kentucky seed. The only crop that failed -was

planted on newly cleared timber land; it grew
too rank and remained green too long, and was
considerably injured by frost; planted about the
first of May and picked during the fall. Had
no trouble from frost, but in the single instance
above mentioned.

Thomas Wells, aged 84—post office DuQuoin,
Perry county- came from South Carolina in 1805;
raised cotton for twenty five years—until cotton
became cheaper; used Kentucky seed; planted
first of May,, and commenced picking the last of
August^ thinks it will grow and do well, unless
the climate has changed very much.
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Michael Taylor, aged 52—post ofBce DuQuoin,
Perry county; native of Illinois; raisefl cotton

lor ten years—until spun thread could be bought
cheaper than it could be made; planted from 1st

to 10th of May, and picked in September, had
no trouble from frost.

Richard E. Taylor, aged 63—came from South
Carolina in 1803; raised cotton for thirty years

after 1820; used native seed; planted in May;
has raised as good cotton on Big Muddy as he
ever saw raised in Tennesse; thinks it grows best

in the timber. Post ofiBce DuQuoin, Perry coun-

ty

John Robinson, aged 69—post office Elkville,

Jackson county; came from Tennesse in 1805;

has raised cutton for about forty-five years past;

used Teflnesse seed; occasionally touched with

frost; planted in May, and picked in September
and October; thinks it will do well here.

Thomas Robinson, aged 38; native of Illinois;

ha* raised cotton ever since he was old enough
to pick it; used native seed; planted as early in

May as the ground would permit, and picked in

September; has yielded, with good culture, 800
pounds to the half acre of &eed cotton, equal to

200 pounds clear cotton.

Louis Weils, aged 80; came from South Caro-
lina in 1810; raised cotton for twenty years, till

cotton goods could be bought cheaper; used na-

tive s^ed; planted in May and picked during the

fall. He had no trouble from frost.

Daniel Day is dead. His wife saya they came
from North Carolina in 1820, and raised cotton

for fourteen years; gave upraising because they

preferred buying their cotton goods; used native

seed; planted first of May, and picked during
September; had no trouble from frost; post office

DuQuoin, Perry county.

—The above constitute an array of evidence

in favor of the cotton crop, certainly enough,

under the present prices and condition of things,

to warrant a thorough trial as far north as Peo-

ria, McLean and.Fcrd counties. The deep, rich

clay loam of Central. Illinois, with its more equa-

ble amount of rain,.w3 think will prove nearly

or quite as valuable for this crop as the basin of

Egypt. In our next we hope to be able to an-

nounce an abundance of seed for all who may
•wish to try their hand at this crop. Ed.

tmt-

—The cup of patience iscarved by angelic
hands, set round with diamonds from the mines
of Eden, and filled at the eternal font of good-
ness.

-*»*-

—A chap writing from Denver says: "On
the 6th of June, Cherry creek had a volume of

water suflBcient to run a grist mill, and ten days
afterwards, it was as dry as a doctrinal ser-

mon.

[From the Chicago Farmer's Advocate.]

Uncle Job's Hen - Txu'key.

Messbs. Editors : The representative of that

picture of that American bird—that noble bird
that calls into action the salivary glands of all

lovers of good cheer—the bird that is the crown-
ing glory of a multitude of tables at Christmas
and New-year— 'he bird that occupies the largest

platter at the festive board of the merry dancers
—the bird that satisfies the hunger of millions of
our fellow citizens on the day of the great na-
tional jubilee of Thanksgiving, deserves our at-

tention, our care and our gratitude. The turkey
has become a widespread and valuable domestic
institution, and thousands of boxes filled with
the well- atter.ed bird^, find a ready market iu

that great vortex of consumption, New York, an-
nually. The genuine wi'.d turkey still finds a
home in many localities of the West, uncontami-
nated with barnyard associations—his plumage
untarnished with the dust of conventional civili-

z ition, and his proud spirit unchafed by the bra-

vado of his rival, chanticleer- Lotjg may he
pluck worms in the deep forest—dress bis glossy

feathers in the free sunlight, and strut in proud
superiority on the green carpet of his own native

boudoir.

But I took up my pen to speak briefly of our
hen-turkey, and what came of it. Her color is

" contraband," but otherwise apparently like all

other hen-turkeys ; and yet a close observer
would notice adon't-careative look about htr, in-

dicative of results out of the ordinary routine of

henturkeydom. Her education waschiefly of her

own getting, and as she was but nine months old

when she set up for herself, she could not have
obtained graduating papers according to law,

unless, indeed, she was the victim of a remarka-
ble precocity. But hush ! do you not know that

our wise philosophers sweepingly confine reason
to man, and assert that all the actions of animals

are the results of instinct? Of course, then, I

am on the wrong scent, and must not doubt the

philosophic say-so of wisdom's chief pillars.

Well, this hen-turkey early last spring, whether
from instinct or reason, or whether mainly from
foolishness I wot not, but she did commence to

sit in spite of our combined efforts, did actually

sit four m-^nths and fifteen days. She commenced
on hons' eggs, and if driven from the nest one
hundred times, would as often return, showing
conclusively that the instinct of perseverance was
tremendously developed. When one nest was ut-

terly destroyed her chief concern was to find an-

other, as she was very anxious not to lose any
time. When she began to sit, she had never laid

an egg, and what to us was remarkable, during

the whole four months and a half she did not lay

a single egg. At the expiration of this time, I

suppose the instinct of a sitting had oozed out,

and as she was getting thin in flesh, she needed
recreation and grasshoppers to restore her
strength and get a new supply of sitting instinct.

Ordinarily the laying instinct is first in order,

then the sitting, but in her case there seemed to

be but the one instinct, but awful strong. After

rusticating for about two months, getting fat and
sleek, she all at once was missing, and we gave
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the wolves credit for getting hold of a tough one.

We were mistaken, for we soon found her sitiing

on a nest of eggs of her own laying ; the two in-

etincts having this time acted in their natural

order. Owing to the lateness of the season the

eggs were addled, so that for five months' labor

industriously put in, resulted in nothing but a

bit of experience.

To wind up the curiosities of our turkeydom,
the old gobbler got excited at the slily hen-tur-

key, and by way of showing her how to sit,

found a hen's nest in the grass and sagely began
his labors ; but unfortunately for the success of

the experiment and his own welfare, be became
the prey of hungry wolves, thus losing his own
life in teaching a foolish wife the modus operandi

of incubat'on.

Whenever I see a farmer work hard all sum-
mer to raise a crop, and then let a large portion

of it go to waste, says I, hen-turkey !

When I «ee a young man idling away his time

with a cigar in his mouth, or a mug of beer to

his lips, I immediately think, hen turkey!

When I see a house-keeper dressed in silk,

throwing a peck of old bread into the swill bar-

rel, says I, hen-turkey

!

When I see a young lady gaily attired, with

rings, ear-drops, breasf pins and bracelets, call-

ing upon her mother to sew up a rent in her new
dress, says I, bah ! you are no better than our

hen-turkey. Uncle Joe.

-«•-

To Remove Clinkers from Stove.—Some kinds
of coal are liable to form clinkers which adhere
to the fire brick lining of stoves, grates and fur-

nacbs and become a source of great annoyance,
as they ciunot be removed by usual means with-
out breaking the firebrick. Persons who are thus

annoyed will be glad to know that by putting a

few oyster shells in the fire close to the clinkers,

the latter will become so loose as to be readily re-

moved without breaking the lining — Scientific

American,
-«•»

Cheap Marine Glue —The celebrated marine
glue is composed of a solution of India rubber
and lac varnish, and it really does not contain a

particle of genuine glue. As lac is becoming
dearer every year, a substitute for it has been
sought for in the manufacture of marine glue,

which is so well adapted for coating the interior

of aquariums, wooden water tanks and for caulk-

ing seams of ships. It is stated that asphaltum
dissolved in refined naptha with some India rub-

ber, makes a cheap and very good marine glue.

Iron Cement.—To prepare iron cement for

stopping leaks, take sixteen parts of clean

wrought iron filings, three parts powdered sal-

ammoniac and two parts flower of sulphur; mix
all well together, and preserve the compound in

a stoppered vessel and in a dry place till wanted
for use. Then take one part of the mixture and
add it to twelve parts of clean iron filings, and
mix this new compound with as much water as
will bring it to the consistency of a paste, having
previously added to the water a few drops of sul-

phuric acid.

] From the- Country Grentleman and Cultivator]

Spreading Manure in Autumn.

Eds. Co. Gent : In your issue of Nov. 7, urder
the above heading, R. Goodman says "you startle

New England farmers by the advice of Mr. Thomas
to Cayuga county farmers, to spread their ma-
nure for spring planting in the fall. It is the
general supposition with us, and practiced upon,
that by so doing the best part of the manure will

be washed away, but if put on just before plant-

ing, a'd then plowed and harrowed in, all the
good of the manure will be retained ; * »
and I do not know a farmer of my acquaintance
in Massachusetts or Connecticut, who would not
think it wasteful farming to spread manure in the
fall on land to be plowed in the spring "

Mr. Goodman's article is followed by editorial

remarks, which go to show very clearly that the

loss, if any, can be but trifling, and gives two
reasons why autumn manuring is better than
spring—"1st, It accords with experience, and
2ndly, It agrees with theory."

It is to be presumed that a great majority of
our farmers entertain the same opinion in this

matter that Mr. G. ha? expressed. Whether this

opinion is correct or not, is practically a matter
of great consequenee in the aggregate to (he
farming community. I believe Mr. Thomns is

correct in his " advice to Cayuga county farm-
ers," and whatever course in this method of ap-
plying manure is profitable to the farmers of that
county, 7-ill also be found equally so to the farm-
ers of other counties and States.

It is but about a dozen years since the quality
of clayey and loamy soils for combining with and
retaining the fertilizing ingredimts of manures,
has been thoroughly investigated and rightly un-
derstood, even by the scientific.

Prof. Liebig in his " Modern Agriculture,"

says "there is not to be found in chemistry a
more wonderful phenomenon, one which more
confounds all human wisdom, than is presented
by the soil of a garden or field.

"By the simplest experiment, any one may
satisfy himself that rain water filtered through
field or garden soil, does not dissolve out a trace

of potash, silicic acid, ammonia, or phosphoric
acid. The soil does not give up to the water one
particle of the food of plants which it contains.

The most continuous rains cannot remove from
the field, except mechanically, any of the essen-

tial constituents of its fertility.

" The soil not only retains firmly all the food
of plants which is actually in it, but its power to

preserve all that may be useful to them extends
much further. If rain, or other water holding in
solution ammonia, potash, phosphoric and silicic

acids, be brought in contact with soil, these sub-
stances disappear almost immediately from the

solution; the soil withdraws them from the water.

Only such substances are completely withdrawa
by the soil as are indispensable articles of food

for plants ; all others remain wholly or in part in

solution." -

"It must be so," Liebig, "thou reasones'

well," else the millions of acres of fertile prairie

land would have been as barren as the sands of

Gape Cod. And the fertility of the alluvial soil
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bordering on the nile, would have had its fertili-

ty leached out bj the annual overflowing of that

river, thousands of years before the sous of Ja-

cob- went to Egypt to purchase corn, and that,

according to Biblical chronology, was 3,568 years

ago. There has been an annual overflowing of

the same land ever since, and yet these 3,600 and
odd freshets have not lessened the fertility of the

soil—they are as productive now as in the lime of

the Pharaohs.
Thousands of our swamps have been saturated

with water most of the time " ever since the

flood,"—yet drain them, throw up the muck, sow
oats or grass seed, and such is the ferti'ity of

these water soaked soils, that they will yield as

heavy crops as can be grown by the use of farm
yard manure. The fertilizing ingredients of a

rich alluvial soil, swamp muck and stable or

other animal manure, are identical—with this

diflference, these fertilizing ingredients in the ma-
nures can be mostly leached out, but not so in

the soil. Now, if the farmer applies his farm
marmre to grass land in autumn, the rain and
melting snows will leach out a large port'on of

the fertilizing constituents of the manures.

—

These, before the spring plowing, will have mostly

soaked into the soils, which seizes upon and re

tains them as a miser does his gold, and the soil

will not pait with them, only to growing crops

and the crucible of the chemist.

Scores of fac*e and experiments might be cited

to prove the correctness of Mr. Thomas' advice.

Just read the reported " practice of J. Beatty &
Sons, of Cayuga county, in applying the manure
for their corn the previous autumn," in the left

hand column, exactly opposite Mr. Goodman's
letter.

This power of absorption in soils was publish-

ed by Prof. Way in 1850, he having experimented

largely, by filtering the foul water from the sew-

ers of London, and feot'd water in which Amx
had been steeped, putrid urine, etc. It was
found that when three-fourths sand and one-

fourth white clay, in powder placed in jars to the

depth of six inches, the foul liquids came through

the filter free from smell and scarcely to be dis-

t nguished f'om ordinary water. But to make a

short story of this matter, it was discovered that

the clay or aluminous portions of soils posse s

the power of chemically combining with not only

the gaseous compounds of decomposing animal

matter, but also with the alka ies, ammonia, pot-

ash, soda, phosphates, magnesia, etc.

This, said Prof. Way, is a wonderful property

of soil, and appears to be an express provi.'ion of

nature. " A power is here found to reside in

soils, by virtue of which, notcnly is rain unable

to wash out of them those soluble ingredients

forming a necessary condition of vegetation;

but even these compounds, when introduced arti-

ficially by manures, are laid hold of and fixed in

the soil, to the absolute preclusion either by rain

or evaporation."

Mr Charles Lawrence, an eminent English ag-

riculturist, about that time stated in the London
Agricultural Gazette, that autumnal manuring
inimedia*^ely followed and covered hy the plow, is

the most va'uable discovery, perhaps, in its re-

sults, for which agriculture has been indebted to

science. This statement was founded upon the

then recently published experiments of Prof. W.,

who he says "has clearly established the fact

that the soil has the peculiar property of absorb-

ing and appropriating all those elements of ma-
nure intermixed with it which are essential to

the growth of plants."

Mo.'-t of the farmers in this section plow their

green sward in autumn, to be planted in the spring

with corn. They cart out their manure in the

fall : nd place it in large heaps on or near the

plowed field. In the spring reload the manure,
lay it out in heaps, spread and harrow in. It is

no trifling job to reload en hundred loads of ma-
nure next spring, and cart it over the furrrws,

which are much more soft in the spring; besides

it is usually a busy season with farmers, and
their teams are not then usually"in as good work-
ing order as they are in the fall.

If the farmer has manure to draw out in au-

tumn and wishes to invert his green sod at that

season of the year, it is my opinion the better

way is to first plow, then cart on the manure,

spread it and harrow in If he does not wish to

"break up" till spring, then cart and spread the

ruanure on the grass lands intended for spring

plowing. If the manure is intended for grain or

corn stubble, then apply it in the fall and plow
in shallow.

If there is any reliance to be placed on the

statements of Prof. Liebig and Wa)', and those

of John Johnston and hundreds of other good
practical farmers, there will no loss arise from au-

tumn.il manuring—but much saving of money, for

with the farmer—"time is money."
A few weeks since, I took a trip across the

country of over thirty miles. In several in-

stances, saw farmers plowing grass ground. But
before plowing they had carted on the manure
and spread it on the grass, then turning it under
eight or more inches deep. It is my impression

that farmers would realize more value from the

manure if it had been applied to the inverted sod

to remain there through the winter. If I under-
stand the laws of gravitation, not much of the

soluble portions ot these deep buried manures
will rise to the surface.

Again I saw other fields of inverted sod, and
on or near them, were l-.irge heaps of manure, to

be carted on next spring. This course makes
much extra labor without adequate returns.

—

Again I saw other large heaps of manure, which
doubtless, are to be applied to spring plowed
grass lat d Would it not have been better to

have drawa the manure directly upon the grass

land and evenly spread, there to remain till

spring plowing ? Had a Cayuga county farmer
asked Mr. Thomas' opinion in this matter, his

reply would doubtless have been, "spread by all

means," I shall have no wrangle with him for

giving such advice, for how can two persons
quarrel, when they are both of the same opinion.

L. B.

—From our own experience and observation

we most ful'y concur with the views of the wri-

ter above, not only in the increased value of the

manure spread in autumn, but in the large saving
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of labor. On meadow land, the sooner the top-

dressing can be done after the crop is gathered,

the better. We are liable to some weeks of

drouth soon after the commencement of haying,

and the top dressing answers not only as a fertil-

izer, but as a mulch to protect the roots from the

hot sun and drying winds of the season. If we

could manure but a portion of our land, next af-

ter the garden would be the meadows.

It has been the custom among the Germans

near Chicago to haul and spread a large part of

the manure during the winter, fresh from the

stables, and with most beneficial effects. The

work is done at a comparatively leisure time and

when the ground is frozen or covered with snow,

and ready for the spring crop, generally of corn

or potatoes. The spring is the worst possible

time to get out manure in this country, on ac-

count of the soft conditian of the soil. For this

reason we have practiced hauling and spreading

our manure in the fall or during winter. We do

not wish to plow it under, but simply hxrrow or

work it in with the cultivator. Of course it is

spread on fall plowed land.

In all cases orchards should be top-dressed, and

when plowed to kill the weeds, two to two and a

half inches is a sufficient depth. In manuring it

is becoming apparent to a large majority of our

most intelligent farmers that the proper place for

it is on the surface. If the soil is deeply culti-

vated the whole of the salts are leached from the

manure, but in case of a hard surface and a

heavy rain a portion might be washed off into

the streams, but this will in any case be found a

small amount. Many of our farmers are now
looking to the manure heap to enhance the profits

of their crops, more especially grass lands and

orchards. Ed.

Cotton in Illinois.

We would recommend to the earnest considera-

tion of our farmers the exceedingly interesting

article in the Jhicago Tribune, on the subject of

cotton raising. It has been proved beyond ques-

tion that the middle and southern portions of this

State are well adapted to cotton culture, and the

industry and enterprise of our farmers, if once
directed to this branch of agriculture, would soon
render cotton a profitable and staple article of

product. Cotton is produced in the greatest

quantity and of the finest quality, between the

30th and 40th degrees of latitude, north of the

equator, although in China, cotton is cultivated

with success, and as a staple, as high as the 43d
N. latitude. The Chinese cotton is of the same
species as the American, viz : " Gossypium her-
baceum," the yellow or Nankin cotton, used in

the manufacture of " nankeen," appearing to be

merely a stunted variety of the same species.

—

The specimens we have seen of the Sea Island

cot'on, raised in several parts of middle Illinois,

while it is said to be of somewhat shorter staple,

or length of fibre, yet loses nothing in size of

bolls, or fineness of quality.

There is no doubt that wherever the soil is not
of a clayey chnracter, but loose, friable and rich,

south of parallel 41° N. Lat., cotton can be cul

tivated with success. A close investigation of the

habits and hi-tory of the cotton plant goes far to

prove that success in cotton eulture depends in a
greater degree upon the character of the soil

than upon the climate. The famous Sea-Island

cotton being an example of this, being superior

in quality to even the same variety grown a few
miles back from the coast in the same latitude.

The difference in soil is very evident!}' the

cause of this. The predominant soil of South
Carolina is clay, except the rich alluvial bottoms,

or rather swamps, bordering on the rivers.

Especially in the south-east portion of the

State it is of a close, stiff character, while the

Sea-Islands are of an open, sandy character.

The soil, therefore, of Illinois appears pecu-
liarly adapted to the raising of cotton, while

nearly two thirds of the State is within the par-
allels in which cotton will grow. The profitable-

ness of the crop is beyond all question, and ere

long we ^ope to see the attention of our fsrmers
directed to this subject.

The cultivation of sorghum is settled, and the

results of the trial attended with far more flat-

tering results than the first attempts at raising

sugar-cane and making sugar, even in the State

of Louisiana. A few years' experience will pro-

dace as good sugar and larger yields, in Illinois,

thon in the South ; and should this war lead to

the successful cultivation of cotton, it will be
productive of a lasting- benefit to our State, at

least.

—

Bloomington Pantagraph.

We believe the Pantographic in error in regard

to the Sea-Island cotton. We had supposed that

climate had much to do with this variety, as it is

exclusive to the low lying islands along the coast,

and when taken inla;:d becomes long or short sta-

ple, according to elevation and distance from the

sea. With cotton at forty cents and corn at ten

we may feel certain that the cotton quession will

find a solution. Ed.
,

-••»-

SoBGHUM.—Mr. B. C. Dutcher, who is exten-

sively engaged in the ci;lture of sorghum, has

had far more orders this season for the saccha-

rine fluid than he can possibly fill. Among these

orders are a number from the State of New York.

It is probable the sorghum made in this county

is among the best, if not absolutely the best made
in the United States, and as its quality becomes
better known will of course become much in-

creased. We look for a largely increased crop of

sorghum next year, from the greater number of

cultivators and an increased breadth of laiid de-

voted to its production.

—

Davenport, {lo.) Gazette.
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South, that aside from the loss in the army of

many of our most valuable citizens, this State

would come out richer in the end, and thus far

we have no reason to change our views. A
species of favoriteism has given favored States

the heavy contracts, but we do not dispair, our

time must come, and the manufacturers of wag-

ons, and other needs of an army ,will be called

upon to assist. A few days since, we saw at

Quincy thirty cauf-on of the Woodworth patent

nearly ready for the field.

We need, therefore, have no misgivings to the

future of our State, its course is upward and on-

ward. Situated in the great valley of the West,

with natural resources unequalled, she must take

a high position in the future of the American

Union.

We commence the year 1862 with renewed

hopes in our country and the cause of agricultural

progress. The war has made less inroads into

progressive farming than yre had reason to fear,

certainly it has not been more serious than a

heated presidential canvass, and we doubt if it

will be attended with as serious results. The

immense preparations for war has not, as yet,

made any apparent draft on the resources of the

country in diminishing its agricultural staples,

(secessia excepted), and we doubt if will in anyway

cripple us the coming season ; it is true a large

number of agri3ultural laborers are drawn off to

the war, but a part of this force will be made

up by the use of machinery and improved modes

of culture. Our State will suffer least of all for

the want of laborers from the fact that thousands

who have been driven from Missouri and other

border States, will, to a large extent, fill up the

void, and with the liberal policy now pursued by

the Illinois Central Railroad Land Department

in the purchase of grain in payment af lands

sold and selling, that we may reasonably expect

that many"of these fugitives will locate in our State,

and thousands from the States south of us will

also be tempted hither. Nearly a year ago we

predicted that in the event of the war with the

" Theee is Corn in Egypt."—The la lies of

Maroa, Southern Illinois, who are organized as

a soldiers' aid society, themselves gathered a load

of corn, last week, given them by the farmers,

drove it to town, and sold it at auction (a young
lady being the auctioneer), at four cents above

the market price ; the money to go for supplies

for sick and wounded soldiers, There's the true

grit for you.

— The above we find going the rounds of the

press without credit. It is all well enough ex-

cept the heading and the second line, and we are

sorry to f=poil the poetry of the thing, but our

regard for geography impels us to say that Maroa

is not in Eo-iPT or Southern Illinois by a jug

full, but in Central Illinois, the great corn

zone of the State, and of the West. Egypt is

no great shakes for corn, and this year the crop

is nearly ruined from drouth. Egypt is rich in

agricultural resources, but in corn the palm must

be conceded to the Central. Editors who have

unwittingly defamed the centre, will please make

the amende, or they may find a shower of yel-

low dent come flying about their unlucky heads.

_ ft

A Fating Cat.—A farmer, in Bureau county,

writes us that he has a cat 'from which he derives

a great share of his living. The cat goes out

nightly, catches a rabit, eats its head off, and the

family eats the rest during the day.—Farmer's

Advocate.

Yfe have heard of a man who was too lazy to

breathe, and had to keep a cat under each arm to

assist him in this necessary operation. Could

he have obtained the above cat to provide his

fodder, he would have been perfectly happy.

We would advise the farmers to prevent the

killing of this race of cats, as they certainly

will be in demand.
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Ed. Farmer:—Inclosed* you will find a list of

ofiQcers of the Vermillion County Agricultural

and Mechanical Association, elected at the an-

nual meeting, held at Catlin, November 2d, 1861,

to serve for the year 1862 :

President—Jacob H. Oakwood, Catlin;

Vice President—John Allen, Salina;

Recording Secretary—Lemuel Cross, Danville;

Treasurer—John H. Gass, Catlin;

Directors— Josiah H. Smith, Ridge Farm; Benj.

Hayworth, Georgetown; Benj. Small, George-

town; Joel Acre, Catlin; Charles L. Pate, Catlin;

H. H. Couover, Dallas; AYm. Sandusky, Pallas;

James H. Dougherty, Salina; James P. Filombs,

Pilot.

Marshal—David B. Stockton, Dallas.

Respectfully yours,

Lemuel Cross, ec'y.

— We belive there is two agricullural organi-

zations in the above county, and both in good

condition. Could they be consolidated, this

county would stand the foremost, as it is the

first in preparing for the season of 1862.

Coal for Fuel.—In the use of soft, or Illinois

coal, a very important point is to put it in a

shed with a plank floor, so that the coal can be

shoveled from the bottom of the pile; in this

way the fine coal becomes mixed with the coarse

parts, and gives a better fire. On the other hand, -

if one has to take coal from the top of the heap,

there will be a large lot of coal dust or waste, of

no use. The coal dust, when kept dry, as all

coal should be, when mixed with the coal, aids

the fire very much when first put on. There

should always be a coal box for each stove in use,

more especially for a cook stove, that will hold a

couple of bushels, with a board placed slanting

in one end, so as to shovel out the coal from the

bottom, using a portion of the slack, or coal

dust in each fire. In this way the last bushel of

a car load is as good as the first.

Fine and Coarse Wool.—Walter Brown's
Wool Circular for August, says it might be well
for such as can afl'ord to hold their very fine wool'',

to select them out and retain them nntil the de«
mand shall improve. Should the war be pro-
longed, there is danger of a large accumulation
of these wools, and in this view of the case, it

would be wise in our farmers to change the char-
acter of their flocks, and give their attention to
raising the middle qualities of wool.

In the hands of most farmers the middle wools
have always pa»d best. The sheep cost less, are

more hardy, and in addition to the wool, the car-

cass is valuable.

Transactions of the State Agricultural

Society.—We have receivtd from the Corres-

pondiuEr Secretary, John P. Reynolds, Esq., vol-

ume IV of the Transactions of this Society for

1859-'60.

In addition to the Transactions proper, those

of the State Horticultural Society, and the Nat-

ure,! History Society are embraced in it. Among
its valuable essays, is one on the army worm and

other insects injurious to vegetation, by Gen. B.

D. Walsh.

The volume contains seven hundred pages of

matter valuable to the farmer, with over a hun-

dred illustrations. It is not only a credit to the

liberality of the Legislat are which ordered ten

thousand copies to be printed, but an evidence of

the industry and ability of the Secretary in its

preparation. The ofl&cers of the County Socie-

ties have done little more than to give a list of

oflicers and amount of money expended. The

Society should be more liberal in the way of

premiums for essays. The volume is now being

rapidly distributed throughout the State. Of

the exe®^jc® at the work", alike creditable to the

State printers and' 'th«' binders, we have before

made mention. ;. .

.

• — .

.

-«•»-

The HoRTicuLTukilST.-45feiE| old' ^red; veil es-

tablished journal has jv^st closed its^ Sixteenth

volume, a complete set of which odornthe shelves

of our sanctum, and which we prize very highly.

For sixteen years its monthly visits have been

ever welcome. We have often purposed ofl"ering

something from the West for its page?, but thus

far have failed, in part for the want of time, and

partly not daring to venture among its able corps

of contributors. Within the period named it has

changed hands on several occasions, and of late

has met with another of these changes, but it

has fallen into most excellent and able hands,

and we expect to see its usefulness take a wider

field. $2 for plain, and $5 for colored edition.

Address Mead k Woodward, New York, or send

us $2 50, to club with the Fabmeb.

Gardners' Monthly.—This is a most invalua-

ble work, and should be in the hands of at least

ten thousand of the farmers and gardners of this

State, to say the least. Thomas Mbehan, the

editor, is one of the practical men of the age;

$1. Address G. W. P. Brinkloe, Philadelphia,

Penn., or send us $1 50 for that and the Fae-

UER cue year.
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Golden Sircp from Sobghdm —At the meet-

ing of the State Horticultural Society, in Chi-

cago, the first week in December, the Chicago

Sugar Refining Company exhibited a sample of

refined sorghum sirup, equal in all respects to

the best Naw York golden sirup, and superior to

the Chicago golden sirup. The gentlemen hav-

ing it in charge reported that one hundred

gallons of the crude sirup makes ninety of the

refined, but as it is rebelled, the refined is thicker,

that is, will weigh more to the gallon. The real

loss of foreign matter is about five per cent.

The cost of refining of large a lot would be about

five cents a gallon. The amount would stand

with the farmer located one hundred and

twenty-five miles from Chicago, as follows

:

To freight to Chicago at 25 cents per 100 lbs .03

Refining ...... .05

Return freight .03

Cartage .01

Value at home ..... .35

.47

Nine-tenths of a gallon returned—cost per gal-

lon ,62}
This sirup is sold at fifty-five cents per gallon,

which leaves a profit to the dealer of about three

cents the gallon. It is certainly the cheapest

sirup in market, as is proved by the demand,

which is much beyond the supply. One thing is

now a matter of fact, the West can bo in-

dependent of the South for the entire amount

of sirup used, thereby retaining at home some

millions of dollars annually. We do not say

they are independent, as yet, for even the large

amount made will Lot fully supply the demand,

though Ohio, Indiana, Illinois and Iowa will come

pretty well up to it. The stock is nearly out of

first hand?, but the retailers hold a good supply,

as yet. This is the first season that the sale of

it has become a regular business. Next year the

States indicated will doubtless make more than

they can use. All that can be made will find a

ready sale, as the extra consumption will absorb

a large amount. Of its culture we shall have

more to say in our next.

Chicago Bank '^ote List —la the great va-

riety of paper money, one is in danger, as the

saying is, of heing sold. To avoid this, the abo^e

paper is of use. For §1 50 we have it semi-

monthly, often enough to guard against probable

loss. We have saved many times its cost, by a

timely consultation of its pages.

Agricultural College, Chicago, Ills.—The

Board of Directors of this institution are : Zadoo

Casey, of Jefi"erson county ; James W. Singleton,

of Adams, Cyrus Edwards of Madison, Wm. H.

Van Epps of Lee, John P. Reynolds of Marion,

G. E. Walker of Union, Cyrus Thomas of Jack-

son, H. Blackstone of Shelby, Timothy A. Young

of Clark, M. L. Dunlap of Champaign, R. H.

Holder of McLean, Jas. N. Brown of Sangamon,

J. B. Turner of Morgan, H. C. Johns of Macon,

Wm. Roddick of LaSalle, H. Capron of Peoria,

Tyler McWhorter of Mercer, Wm. Gooding of

Will, Lewis Ellsworth of DuPage, S. M. Chnrch

of Winnebago, C. H. Rosenstiel of Stephenson,

E. H. Beebe of Jo Daviess, F. P. Brown of Hen-

ry, John A. Kennicott, John B. Turner, Cyrus H.

McCormick, Solomon Sturges, David A. Gage and

Henry Smith, of Cook.

"For the benefit of farmers, young and old,

who cannot pursue an extended course of study,

a series of winter lectures, of a month's duration,

is contemplated, to be delivered by gentlemen
from the ranks of science, and from the farm,

the garden, the nursery and the vineyard, distin-

guished in the various departments ot husbandry.
This course will consist of from one to two lec-

tures daily, each lecture being followed by a dis-

cussion of the topic of the lecture, in which all

present will participate; thus eliciting from prac-

tical men much information which has not yet

taken the form of science.

For adnsission to the winter course a fee of ten

dollars will be charged, except to contributors of

an amount not less ihan fifty dollars to the endow-
ment of the college, to whom perpetual free ac-

cess will b« granted ; and to contributors of

twenty-five dollars only half the admission fee

will be charged.

This enterprise was inaugurated in June, 1860,

by the Trustees of the University of Chicago,

pursuant to its charter, procured in 1857; and
subsequently the foregoing Board of Directors

was appointed. Lands for the experimental farm
have been selected at Cottage Hill, fifteen mies
from Chicago, on the Galena and Chicago Union
Railroad, and the officers of the Board have gen-

erously secured to the faculty and students of the

college free access to and from the city.

These lands, consisting of nearly three hun-
dred acres, present a'variety of topography and
soil, adapting them in a high degree to the pur-

poses for which they are designed. From the

most elevated point, nearest the railroad, they

descend southward, in beautiful undulations, to a

stream of living water, on a level at least sixty

feet below. The soil is of four distinct varieties,

all of which are highly desirable. These lands

are nearly all under cultivation and have on them
a house, barn, orchard and over two thousand

ornamental trees. In the choice of this location

for the farm, its proximity to the railroad and
the city, the character and variety of its soil, the

great beauty of the landscape, and the rich and
tasteful country seats adjacent, have had an in-

fluence.
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Instrucfion in the studies of the first year of

the regular course has already commenced, and

the chemical lectures will begin January 2, 1862.

For information'relaiive to the agricultural col-

lege, address J. H. McChesuey, care of the Uni-

versity of Chicago."

Ed. Farmer—Dear Sir : I am desirous of ob-

taining some information in regard to the Ozier

or Basket Willow, and as I can see no advertise-

ment of cuttings or anything connected with

them in the papers, I wish to ask if you can give

me any information as to where cuttings can be

procured, or refer me to any persons who are en-

gaged in their cultivation ; also, do you know of

any work or pamphlet treating upon their culti-

vation or mode of preparation for market ? If

you can give me any information or furnish any

reference I shall be much obliged to you.

My address is Hennepin, Putnam county, Ills.

Chas. E. Topping.

Hennepin, Ills. Dec. 8, 1861.

—But little has been done as yet in our State

in regard to willow culture for baskets, though

more or less are made in our large ci'ies- At
Quincy is a small shop for this purpose. Michi-

gan furnishes the supply for Chicago. In our

deep, loomy, damp soils, the Ozier makes a good

growth. Cuttings can be had at any of the nur-

series. Charles Downing, in Horticulturist for

1854, page 172 has a chapter on the subject ; he
says the English Ozier has failed in this country,

and recommends the Purple Willow and two other

varieties
; these can be had of Dr. Kennicott, of

'*The Grove," Cook county. He says the num-
ber of cuttings required to plant an acre is

about twelve thousand
; but this we think too

many. We have found the English or common
Ozier to do well in deep, well cultivated soil, but
it must not be too wet. Dr. Grant has a variety

called the Beveridge Willow, which he says is the

most productive of all. We know of no exclu-

sive work on the willow. The Horticulturist for

1854-5 will give ample information. Stripping

the bark is an important item in preparing for

market ; this is done with a machine, but where
to be had we cannot say.

Personal.—The present number of the Farmer.

has been made up amid many very pressing du-

ties, both at home and abroad. Nearly all of our

children have suffered with sore throat, with two

marked cases of diptheria, but thanks to the use

of simple remedies, the most valuable of which is

a gurgle of warm water and salt, they are now
out of danger. During this time we have made

two visits to Missouri to visit our army, one

to Springfield, and have attended the State Hor-

ticultural Society at Chicago. We therefore ask

the indulgence of ourreiders for any shoit-com-

ings. Hereafter we hope to have more tim« at

our command.

-—>

Convention or County Ageictltural Socie-

ties —The Bureau County Agricultural Society

has taken the initiation in calling a convention

of County Societies, to take into consideration

the propriety of concerted action in regard to

crop statistics. We see no reason why such a

measure might not be carried out, much to the

advantage of all interested. It is certain that

our present means of obtaining such information

is very inadequate and superficial. The proceed-

ings alluded to in the letter of the Secretary,

Mr. E. S. Phelps, jr., have not come to hand.
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Publishers' Special Notices.

Agento —We do not appoint any agents ; all

are voluntary. Any person so disposed, can act

as agent in any place.

ExLAKGE Your Club.—Will not the friends of

the Illinois Farmer inquire how many copies of

the Farmer are taken at their respective ofBces,

and pass around among those who ought to have

their names added to the list? Our terms are so

low to clubs of ten and twenty that we ought to

have one or the other made up at every office in

the State, and at every ofl&ce in Central Illinois,

one of twenty or more. Will our friends, and

the friends of practical agriculture see to it, and

thus lay us under renewed obligations ?

To Single Subscribers.—You receive the only

copy of the Farmer that goes to your post office.

Can you not send one, two, three or more new

Bubscribers, without any trouble ? Try. Sam-

ple numbers, &c., sent free.

Drafts.—Those remitting us large amounts of

money, will please send us drafts on Springfield

or Chicago, less the exchange. If you send cash

in a letter, be sure that is well sealed and well

directed, to Bailhache & Baker, Springfield,

Illinois.

The Farmer as a Present.—Any of our sub-

scribers who wish to make a present of the Illi-

nois Farmer for 18G1, can have it at the lowest

club rates, when sent out of the State. For

fifty cents you can treat your eastern friends to

a western agricultural paper. In no way can

you invest that amount to so good advantage to

emigration.

Send Now.—Any person who rem-ts pay for a

club of ten or fifteen, or any other number at the

specified rates for such clubs, can afterwards

add to the clubs, and take advantage of the re-

duction. Thus a person seuding us five subscri-

bers and three dollars, can afterwards send us

three dollars more and receive six copies.

To the Casual reader.—This and other num-

bers of the Illinois Farmer will be sent to many
persons who now see it for the first time. Will

they not examine it, and if they like it, subscribe

for it, and ask their neighbors to subscribe?

Sample numbers, prospectuses, etc., sent free to

all applicants. See terms elsewhere.

How TO Obtain Subsceibkrs.—The best way

is to send for sample numbers. Any young man

by canvassing his neighborhood, can easily make

up a club of five, ten or twenty, but no time

should be lost in doing so, for your neighbors

may send east for their paper which, though val-

uable there, is much less so here, the difference

of soil and climate putting them out of their

reckoning when attempting to teach us western

farming.

How TO Help.—The friends of the Illinois

Farmer will find a prospectus in another column.

We desire to suggest a few ways in which they

can use it to advantage. 1. Show the Faemer

to those who are unacquainted with it, and tell

them what you think of it. 2. Send for pros-

pectuses, and put them into the hands of those

who will use them, and place posters where farm-

ers will see them. 3. Get postmasters interested.

They see everybody, and are efficient workers,

4. Send us the names of persons in your town

to whom we can send prospectuses and sample

numbers. 5. Begin noiv, before the agents of

eastern papers get up their clubs. This last hint

is especially important. Let us hear from you

soon. See terms elsewhere.

j5@=Clubs may be composed of persons in all

parts of the United States. It will be the same

to the publishers if they send papers to one or a

hundred post offices. Additions made at any

time at club rates. We mail by printed slips,

which are so cheaply placed on the papers, that

it matters little whether they go to one or a

dozen offices.

B^^ Correspondents will please be particular

to give the name of the post office, county and

State.

g^°Speciraen numbers will be sent gratis,

upon application

B^'Address
bailhvche & baker,

Springfield, Illinois.

Special Notice.—For terms see prospectus on

last page. All exchanges and communications

for the eye of the editor should be directed to

Illinois Farmer, Champaign, 111. Electrotypes

and business matters, and subscriptions, to the

publishers, Springfield, 111. Implements and

models for'examination should be sent to the edi-

tor. The editor will, so far as it can be done

personally test and examine all new machines and

improvements submitted to his inspection. He

will be found at home, on his farm, nearly all ot

the time. So far as it is possible the conductors

on the I. C. R. R- "wiH let off passengers at his

place, which is directly on the road, three and a

half miles south of the Urbana station, now the

city of Champaign. tf
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TREE PEDDLERS

TAKE NOTICE.

I -will sell good

APPLE TREES
6 to 8 fcet liigli at f^ per 1000

8 to 5 feet high at, 35 " "

Some of them now in fruit,

8 to 11 feet high 60 " «

Seedliiigtrecs, 8 tollfest 35 " "

Red Dutch currant, 1 year 25 " 100

Do do 3 yrs 10 « "

Houghton seedling gooseberry 1 yr 4 " ••'

Do do do 3 yrs 10 « «

Red and yellow Anthwerp raspberry 1 " "

Trancon'a do 2 " "

Ftrawberri a, 25 varieties, $2 to. 10 " 1000

Downer's Prolific strawberry 5 " 100

Rhubarb Victorie 15 " "

Do Cahoo-s , 15 " «

Do Scotch Hybrid.. ^ 80 "1000

Do Seedling /—J ^^ " "

Roses, h rdy summer, ^varieties 15 " 100

Do Hybrid Perps^', » varieties 20 " "

Do Climbing, 8 varie«lef 18 " "

ALSO, -

A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF

Ornamental 8hrubi§9
AT S12 PER HUNDRED.

Descriptive Catalogues sent to all applicants.

JAMES L. LOOP.
Address

C. D. STEVENS, Agent,

aug,'61-10t Mendota, Lasalle Co., lUe.

GTX AS A REMEDIAL AGEXT.
THIS DELICIOUS TONIC STIMULANT,
K.specially designed for the use of the Medical Professio

and the family having sxiperseded the so-called "Gins,'

"Aromatic," ""Cordial." Medicated," ' Schnapps," etc., it

now endorsed by all of the prominent physicians, chemistK
and connoisseurs, as possessing all of those intrinsic medi
cinal qualities (ton'C and pluretic) which belcng to an oh
and pure Gin. Put up in quart botttles, and sold by aff

druffgists, grocsrs, etc.

A. M. BINNIXGER & CO.,

Established in 1798. Sole proprietors,

No. 19 Broad street, N. Y.
For sale by D. S. Barnes & Co.. Ko. 13 Park Row, Nev

York.
Our long experience and familiarity with the requirement

of Druggists, and our superior business facilities, enable u;

to furnish them with choice Liquors for medicinal and fani-

ly use. novl3-m4a

BliOOMINGTON NURSERY
BLOOMINGTON, ILLINOIS.

Eighty Acres Fruit and Ornamental Trees
OAA NAMED SORTS TULIPS. ALSO HYACINTHS
ZUU Crocus, and a general assortment of Bulbs

.

and Flower Roots for Fall and Spring planting.^
Nursery stock. Evergreens. Greenhouse and garden"
plants—all at wholesale and retail at lowest cash
rates.

>e£ff"For particulars see Catalogues or address subscribei

.

F. K. PHCENIX.
Bloomington, 111., Aug. 1, 1'59.

TO
Arcliitects, "Builders,

CAEPENTEES, MACIIIN I ST^
ANDr>ECOR^TOE,S.

NOW PUBLISHING WEERLY, THE
Architects' and Mechanics' Journal
The only Illustrated Weekly publication of its kind It

this country, and indispensable to alJ engaged in Baildiu
and Mechanical Operations.

EDITED BY PRACTICAL MEN
Who are well known as among the ablest men in tin

country.
Every week lUustrrtions appear of great practical utility

such as

ENGKAVINGS OF NE-W BUILDIITGS
Already erected, now going up, or iatended for erection, ii

different parts of the country.
DESIGNS AND WORKING DETAILS

Connected with Building operations, of great value to Arcb
tects, Builders and Carpenters.

The Mechanical Department
Is enri bed by Engravings connected with new Invention,
as well as a complete synopsis of everything which is goii*

forward in the Mechanical World.
Subscription $2 per annum, in advance.
i®="Send 2.5 cents for five weerily numbers, as samples.
The Scientific Ajiekican, of October 29th. in noticing th

Architects' and Meehanics' Journal, says it is " Edited wit
evident ability Altogether the best work of the kin
ever published in our city."—[\ew i'crk.]

Published by Alexander Harthill, 128 Fulton street, No
York.
The Trade supplied by any wholesale House in New YorK

febl -tf
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FRUIT TREES

AT

WAR PRICES

THE LARGEST NURSERY

Stock in tlie ^West-

COMPRISING A COMPLETE ASSORT-
MENT of Frait Tre-s, Floweri g Shru- 8, and Green-

house plants, for sale at the very lowest cash pr'ces-

The follow: g stock on hand and for sale to the trade at as

low prices as can be purchased in any responsible establish-

ment in the West

:

150,000 one year old Apples.

1X5,000 two " " "
1-25,000 three " " '

75,000 four " " "
10,000 Peaches,
2,000 CookN Seedling Peach,

10,000 one, two and three year old Plums.

20' 000 one and two lear old Dwarf Pears.

8 000 " " " " Standard Pears.

40|000 one year old Orange Quince.

25,000 two " " •'
''

12,000 three" " "
10,000 Silver Poplars—new kind.

20,000 Loraba'dy Poplars.

16,0 Weeping WUlows.
12,000 Silver Maple.

60.000 Raspberries—In varieties.

75,000 Currants
20,000 one and two year old Asparagus.

„ „ ^
180,000 Ohio Prolific and Houghton Seedling Gooseber-

ries.

125 000 one and two year o'd Oawtaba Grape Hoots.

SoioOO " " " Isabella

400,000 Grape Outt'ngs.

100,000 App es graf.eil in fall.

100,000 Quince Stocks.

50.000 Quince Cuttings.

500,000 American culilvated Cranberries.

150,000 one and two year old Apple Stocks.

60,000 imported Pear Stocks, deliverable in spring.

25,000 Plum Stocks.

80,000 Mazzard Cherry Stocks.

20,000 Mahaleb " "

50,000 Osa e Orange,

25,000 lawton Blackberry.

All the above stock Is now growing a:id ready for inspec-

tion in the

Walnut Hills and White Oak
Nurseries.

Descriptive Catalogues with prices annexed will be sent on

appUcationto
j. S. OOOK.

All orders addr ssed as above and directed to box 1029,

Cincinnati post office, will meet w th attention,

P. S. Baker's splendid line of Omnibuses pass the Nur-

series every hour, smarting from Luer'g Steam Bakery, No.

172 Sycamore street, four doors above Fifth, Cincinnati.

noTl-6mo

Columbus IVursery.

BATGHAM, HANFORD & GO

Offer for sale an exttn ive collection of

APPLES, PEARS AND CHERRIES,
Both dwarf and standard. Also,

PLUMS, PE.\CHES,
HARDY GRAPES, including the new ones,

BLACKBERRIES,
RASPBERRIES,

GOOSEBERRIES,
CURRANTS,

STRAWBERRIES, ETC., ETC.,

Of the most valuable s rts, all trua to name.

Their ornamental defartment contuins the b st Hardy Ev-
ergreens, (irnanieiital Trees, K^ses, Shiubs aud flowerii g
piiints. Orders directed to

BATCHAM, HANFORD & CO.. COLUMBUS, Ohio.

Will meet with car fol and prompt attention, and the trees

and plants will be facked in the iiost sec re manner, for

safe c nveyance to an > ( art of the United States
Descriptive priced Ca'alogues ; also wholesale Cataloguts

fr Nurserymen and Dealeis cout lo applicants enc ©sing
Btampn ro pre-jay postage.
8epl-3m B.ATCHAM, HANFORD & CO.

X*u^ZX1.3B^i9k.3NrZS:S'

STANDARD

SCALES
OF ALL KINDS.

FAIRBANKS & GREENLEAF,
172 LAKE STREET, CHICAGO,

And corner of MAIN and WALNUT streets, ST. LOUIS.
Sold in Springfield by

E. B. PEASE.
Buy only the genuine. apl-ly

THE YELLOW NANSEMOND~
IS THE ONLY VARIETY OF SWEET POTATOB THAT

has given entire satisfaction in the northwest; Our stock
of the above in store for next spring is unusually large, and
of the best quality—propagated from the

BEST LARGE POTATOES
Selected fromm my hundred bushels; and the completion
of our railroad to Bockville will enable us to fill and forward
promptly all Gash Orders with which we may be favored, at
the very low price of $5 PER BARREL for eastern funds
Responsible Agents Wanted in every county, town, and

village, to sprout small lots on halves. Farmers can club
together and buy or sprout our potatoes in shares, aud thus
secure good plants for themselves free of cost.

The Sweet Potato Culturist, giving full directions for

Sprouting, Plantinu, Cultivating, and Keeping, will be fur-

nished grutis to Agents and Customers ; and to others by
mail, post paid, f r twenty-five cents in stamps. Aderess,

J. W. TENBROOK,
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PLOWS I PLOWS !

!

THE GRAND DETOHR PLOWS AND CULTIVATORS
have DO suptriors in the West. Thtir deep tillers,

bri aking a- d shovel plows have no equal. There is r o oth' r

deep tiller that will throw out so cl.ana furrow and at the

same time so completely pulvrrize the soil as onr our > o 4

With our sixteen inch Prairie Breaker two h^-avy horses will

break i w.i acres a day. Th'se are supi Hed with extra shares

whnn required For shovel plows we cannot beexcdied.and

no farm r need use up hiB team with the old lumbering dirt

carriers so often seea in ns3. In the cons ruction of our

plows we use the beat of material, both of wood^ steel and
iron, aad we call especial attention to our

LIST OF

Cast Steel Plows.
1—Cut 8 inches, wrought iron Btandard,for one norse

power.
5—Cut 10 Inches, wrought and cast standard, right and

left hand.
Clay hoil plows—Cnt 10, 11 and 12 inches, right and

left band, double and biugle shin, wrought standard.
3—'^ut 12 inches, -wronuht and cast standard right and

lett hand, sing'e and double shin.

4—Cut 14 inches, wrought and cast standard, right and
left hand, eingle and donUe shin.

5—Cut 16 incnes, wrought and cast standard, right and
left hand, single and donble shin.

8—Clipper plow ; cut 12 inches, wrought and cast stand-
ard, right and left hand, single and d. uble sliin.

4—Cirper p'ow ; cat 14 inches, wriught aud catt stand-

ard, right and left hand, single and double thin.

3—Ca'St steel, cast standard, right and left hand, doable
and sing'e ; hin: Bottom und plow, cut 12 inches.

4—Cot 14 iucbes, stubble plow, wrought and cast stand-
ard, right and left hand, d uble aad nir g'e shin.

1—D uble and single shovel plows, with or without
shield.

Cast stfel deep tiller plows—Cut 18 inches, single

and d uble shin, right and bft hard, cast siar.dnrd.

Cast sue'. Nursery deep tileer—Cut 10 inch s,

cast standard, rigLt and 1 fc Land, single and d ulle
shin.

No,

No,

No.

No,

No.

No.

No,

No.

No.

No.

LIST OP

German Steel Plows.
No. 1—Cut 8 inches, wrought standard, for one hot se plow.
No. 2—Cut 10 inches, wrought and cast standard, right and

left hand.
Clay soil plows—Cut 10, 11 and 12 inches, double and s-ngle

shin, right and left hand, wrought standard.
No. 3—Cut 12 iuchi-8, right and Irtt hiind, si-jgle and double

shin, with wr<<ught and cast s andard.
No 4—Cut 14 inches, right and lefi hand, single and double

shin, wrought and cast standard.
No. 5—Cut 16 irches, right and left hand^ single and donble

shin, wrought and cast standard.
No. 3—Clipper plow, right and left hand, single and double

shin, Wi ought and cast standard.
No. 4—Clipper pkw, right and left hand, s'ngle and donlle

shin, wrought and cast standard.
No. I—Single and dtuble shovel plow, with or without

shit Id attachment.
Breaking plows—Cut 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. 22 and 24 inches

mould board and rod, right and left band, case and
wrought standard with tracfas, 1 ver, gauge wheels,
rdling or standing cutter, with or wi htut extra
shares, as desired.

Caltivators, with three aad five tetlh.
Scotch Harrow, with forty-two steel te th.
Rolling Cutters, 10 and 12 inch, with c'asps.

CAST STEEL PLOWS AND CULTIVATORS.

Our work will be found at the following places :

L. Lancaster, Champaign.
At the shop, Grand Detour, Ogle county, Ills.

ANDRUS & BOSWORTH.

i^ SECtJRITT.^

LYON'S PATENT

lightnTn^g^rods
Have been extensively used for five years in the states of
New Kngland, New York, Pennsylvania, Chlo, Michigan,
Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota and Iowa, and
have always given tJie most perfect saiisfacticm' for every-
thing that science or experience has shown to be essen-
tial to form PERFECT LIGHTNING RODS, has been
adopted in their construction.

Copper Rods have from ^tje to secen times as much
conducting power as new Iron Rods,

Copper Rods do not rust but will retain their con-
ducting power for years. Copper Rods need no paint
E, Meriam, of Brooklyn, says, paint destroys the con-
ducting power of any Rod.

READ OUR CIRCULARS and see what the most
scientific and practical men in tbe countrj- say of them.
We have reports from almost every ono who has investi-
gated the science and principles of Electricity, and all
are in favor of our COPPER RODS, {Circulars sent free.]

Rods of various styles of Spiral, Tubular and Flat,
famished in any quantities.

Public Buildings furnished with neat and compact
Rods, having from six to fifteen inches surface.
Single Rods sent by Express to any part of the country.

„, _^ CAUTION.
" Lyon's Patent " bears date July 11th, 1854, and is for
the '• Metalic Surface," Lightning Rod. made in any and
every form where sheet Qrpper is used.

And any other Lightning Rod made of Sheet Copper,
(whether patented or not,) is an infringement upon our
Right, and all persons who buy, sell or use, are liable to
prosecutionand damages, and will be dealt with according
to law. We are ownera BY DEED of this Patent, for
the States of Illinois, Iowa; Wisconsin, Minntsota, Ken-
tucky and Tennessee, and do hereby notifyal!)persons ir.onr
Territory, to pnrchase sach rods only of us or our au-
thorized Agents.

J

Orders or Communications addressed to i

E. P. MARSH & CO. 1

Post OlHce Box 8174, t

Office, 150 South Water Street, Chicago, lUtnois.

DUNIiAP'S NURSERY,
Forty Acres in Trees and Plants.

EEMBRACING THE USUAL NURSERY STOCK, AL:
j of which will be sold low for cash. Orders for spriu

planting should be sent in early. 5,000 two year old

SILVER MAPLES
for timber belts, can be had at $5 per 100.
J, B. Whitnev. of Chatham, Sangamon county, is theageD

for Sangamon and neighboring counties. Catalogues had or
application. Address m. L. DUNLAP,

fcbl West Urbana, Champaign county. Ill
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THE ILLINOIS FARMER:

A MONTHLY JOURNAL OF

AGRICULTURE & HORTICULTURE.

IS PXJBLISHKD AT SPEINGFIELD, ILLS.,

BY BAILHACHE & BAKER,

AND IS

EDITED BY M. L. DUXLAP,

(the "rural" of the CniBAGO TSIBUy«.)

TERMS IN ADVANCE.—$1 a year; two copies 1 5C; five

copies $3; ten copies $6, and one to getter up of the club;

twenty copies $10.

It is not nccessaey that the club should all be at one office

—we send wherever the members of tlie club may reside.

The postage on the Farmer is only three cents a year in

.he State of Illinois, and six cents out of it.

Specimens numbers sent free on application.

Subsci4«tion money may be sent at the risk of the pub-

lisher. 1

Exchanges and communications for the eye of the Editor

should be addressed, Iilinois Farmer, Champaign. Illinois

All business letters are to be direc.ed to the publishers,

Springfield.

tf BAILHACHE & BAKER.

THE ILLINOIS STATE JOURNAL
rS CONFIDENTLY OFFERED TO THE PEOPLE OF
-^Illinois as the best and most reliable news, political,

and commercial paper within their reach. It is published

at Springfield, the Capital of the State, and is the medium
of all official notices, published by State authority. Partic-

ular attention is given to commercial affairs and every

number contains copious reviews of the markets in the

principal cities.

TERMS

:

One copy one year. %2 09
Three copies one year 5 00
Six " " 7 50
Ten « " 12 00
Twenty « « 20 00

Payable always in advance. Persons sending clubs of ten

and upwards shall be entitled to an extra copy.

Address BAILH.4^CHE & BAKER,
Springfirld, Illinois.

THE

ILLINOIS FARMER

TERMS OF ADVERTISING

:

1 mo. 3 mo. 6 mo. 12 mo.
One page, or two columns $8 $20 $35 $50

Half a paire or one « 5 12 20 30

One fourth page or half colnmn.. 3 7 12 18

One eighth or one fourth " .. 2 4 7 10

One square of ten lines 1 2 4 7

Card of five lines one year $7 00

Ten cents a line for less than a square each iusortion.

All worthy objects advertised, and those of importance to

the Farmer will receive, from time to time, such editorial

notices as the Editor may consider them worthy of, without

add tional charge.

Implements and seeds to be tested should be sent direct

to the Editor, at his residence. Champaign.

We have put the price of advertising within reach of all.

It will enable those who like to freely advertise their goods,

to do so at a cheap rate,

Terms, cash. Yearlj' adverti4ers will pay semi-annually,

and all transient advertisements must be accompanied with

the cash to insure insertion.

BAILHACHE & BAKER, Publishers,

Spr'nsfield, Ills.

200,000 Peach Trees
AND OTHER

Pfuit and Ornamefilal Trees,

GEAPE VINES,
STRA WBERRIES,

ETC., ETC.

The coming Fall and Spring.

Catalogues will be furnished on application by the middle
of August.

Peach,
Nectarine,

and Apricot
TREES IW POTS,

For orchard houses.

Addre s ISAAC PULLEN,
augl-'61-8t. Hightstown, Kew Jersey.
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The sun now begins to climb the southern

sky, and the active duties of the new year

are about to commence. January is but the

continuance of the holidays, and a time for

the general closing up of the old year, that

neutral ground being between the dead past

and the active future—a proper time for

retrospect and for the laying of plans for the

coming season, No general succeeds with

out a well matured plan, not even General

Trust-to-Luck, with all his energy, will ac-

complish but little in his hap-hazard efforts.

It is those who go to work with a purpose

that succeed, and this is especially true of

the farmer.

Now, while the snow mantles the ground,

when no active duties call off our attention,

and the evenings are long, we will sit down
and reason together, and endeavor to settle

upon some, definite plans for the season's

operation. The graneries of the West are

full to repletion—the lines of transportation

are eating out the profits of the farmer

;

then why should we make an effort to add

to the heaping measure now overflowing

with cereal products? Why not stop tilling

the soil until the world shall be willing to

pay a remunerative price for our labor and
the use of our lands ? These are questions

that come to us from all quarters. If the

world did not move, if every seed time and

harvest brought an average acred product,

we might pause for a time, and resume work
at our good pleasure ; but He who holds

the destinies of nations in his hands, if He
has promised a seed time and harvest, He
has not promised a definite amount of bush-

els of grain to the acre— He has not pro

mised that the wire worm or the grub shall

not cut down the log blades of the spring-

ing corn—He has not promised to withhold

the chinch bug from devastating the fields

—He has not promised to order the clouds

to send down to the thirsty earth regular

installments of rain—He has not promised

to withhold the chilling frost, or to cool

down the heated drouth ; it is, therefore,

possible that with our best efforts the grain-

ries may become exhausted, and want stare

us in the face. We should not forget that

one, two or three untoward seasons may not

bring us back to a little reliance on a strong-

er arm than that of mortal.

To the West the year 1860 was a most

bountiful one, and revived the drooping

spirits of all classes—its large surplus of

cereals and meats wiped out millions of dol-

lars of indebtedness, and placed the prairie

States again on the high road to prosperity,

xhis was followed by a fair average crop in

1861,but the civil war now raging cut off the

usual markets at the South, and hence, the

products that had found a market by two

outlets, were forced upon one, and there is

nothing more natural than that prices of trans-

portation should, under such circumstances,

go up. We need not wonder at the result.

The Northern transportation lines that had
for the past few years been making little or

no profits, have all at once been enabled to

charge their own prices, however exhorbit-

ant, well knowing that this state of things

could not last ; but supposing it should, the

competition between lake and railroad would

soon bring down the price to a reasonable
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standard. It is, therefore, not so much to

an over supply for the world's, use that has

depressed the price of our o^reat western

staples, as it is to an accidental high rate

of freight. Our readers can, therefore,

draw a long breath, and confidently hope for

better times. The world yet is in want of

our great staples.

A LOOK NEAR HOME.

An immense army is now in the field, all

non-producers ; these must not only be fed,

b«t tl>e immense waste that they occasion,

must be «uppli^d. A large per centage of

this army is directly drawn from the produ-

cing class, and thus will lessen the ability to

produce as much the coming season, for it

will be recollected that they have been drawn

from the farms gradually, as the several

erops matured so as to spare them, butifce

coming spring they will not be here to put

in a crop, if they are to harvest one

;

therefore, it is settled that Ie?s than the

usual area will be planted, resulting from

the above cause. It is said, and doubtless

with truth, that throughout the rebel

States the crop was a very large one, and

will go far towards, if not abundant to sup-

ply them the present year, at the same time

an immense army ip gathered on their bor-

ders ready to march on to them, and at that

season of the year when they are making

provision for the season's crop, this if car-

ried out, will arrest to a great extent the

planting in thnse States along the Atlantic,

as well as in Tennessee, Arkansas and Texas.

The crops in Virginia, Kentucky and Mis-

Bouri for the past year have been destroyed,

and the country laid waste, and it is not pro-

bable that during the coming season that

these States will any more than supply the

home demand, if they do even that, for the

season of planting is too near at hand to

make arrangements for this purpose. It

cannot be otherwise than that the field of

strife must soon be transferred to the States

: south, which must, of necessity, to a great

extent, not only arrest the spring planting,

but permit no small amount of last year's

crop to be destroyed. We will suppose that

the war will end with the close of the cur-

rent year, leaving the result, whatever that

may be politically, out of the question. The

condition of the three border States named,

and the rebel States, cannot be other-

wise than in want of large amounts of food.

This will not only increase the demand on

us, but withdrawing from the northern line

of transportation now gorged with freight,

will reduce the price of transportation to the

seabord, which will be so much added to

the price, and cannot fail of making the

market satisfactory for all of our leading

staples. If this view is correct, we need

have no fears of a fall in the price of grain,

even should the crop of 1860 be repeated.

Should the war continue beyond the current

year, it would result in disorganizing the

whole praductive population of the South,

and of necessity producing a want of food

that could only be supplied from the North.

In such an event, it it might be said that

the South would have nothing to purchase

with, but the emigration from the North

would carry with it South both energy

and money to reorganize the business de-

stroyed by the war.

It is an old adage, that it is an ill wind

that blows no one good. In this case, how-

ever disastrous this war may prove, it will

bear the lightest hand on this State, for it

will furnish a ready market for our labor

and farm products. We therefore urge our

farmers to put in as full a crop as the labor

at their command will warrant, but they

should be careful not to sow or plant more

than can be thoroughly attended to; remem-

ber that it is the number of bushels of grain

wanted, rather than the number of acres run

over, half tilled, and dignified with the

name of farming. As we have shown that

all the great staples will be wanted, and

that at better prices, it will be proper to

reason together in regard to the most profit-

able crops.
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SPRING WHEAT, ETC.

Extensive preparations have been made

in the north part of the State to sow this

grain, and as it has become the cheap food

for the million, there is no danger of the

price going below the cost of culture, pro-

vided always that it is sown early • remem-

ber that spring wheat is but the forcing of

the biennial winter wheat to become an an-

nual, and as it must have a period of rest,

however short, it must feel the effects of

the sharp frost of early spring, therefore,

sow early, if you sow in the mud, never

wait to have the ground settle, but go to

work as soon as the frost begins to yield up

the surface for the action of the harrow.

Oats, corn potatoes and flax will do well to

fill up the time left vacant after the other

farm work. Corn, rye and barley must cease

to attract so much attention as formerly.

Though ale and lager beer have become na-

tional drinks, yet we have more than a sus-

picion that the chemist has lessened the dis-

tinction between the good and poor barley,

and between barley, Indian corn, and other

grains for malt. This being the case, bar-

ley, as the market now proves, is attracting

less and less attention, while from the de-

mand for malt liquors it should be the re-

verse. In this connection we do not charge

the brewers with drugging their products, so

as to dispense with the use of malt, but by

new processes, substitute other grains and

inferior barley for malt.

THE DAIRY.

During the past year the products of the

dairy have been much depressed, with the

exception of a small portion of our cheese

daires which have tried the experiment of

making Hamburg and Western Reserve

cheese. Out of several samples that we

have seen in the Chicago market, and sent

south with these brands, none of them have

fallen below the eastern standard, even in

the county of Champaign, which is supposed

not to be so well adapted to cheese piaking

as the more northern counties. The sam-

ples of Western Reserve that have fallen

under our notice have come up to the stand-

ard, and we see no reason why the counties

in Central Illinois having the dark colored

clay loams will not prove good cheese-ma-

king districts. A large portion of the silt

that forms the soil is evidently from granite

regions producing nearly soft water. Cer-

tainly experiments thus far go to establish

this point, and if found certain in its re-

sults will add to the value of that part of

the State, and the cows now used to run

with their calves, with: only the view of

growing stock can be at once put into the

dairy.

TOBACCO.

The growing of Connecticut seed leaf to-

bacco should arrest the attention of farmers,

both in the north and south part of the

State. The present and prospective high

price of the weed should be sufficient to

stimulate inquiry. Hundreds of hogsheads

of tobacco are grown in the timber lands of

the river counties, and sold at a large profit,

and we see no reason why the deep, loamy

soil of the prairie would not prove desirable

for certain kinds. It is probable that there

is no crop that so rapidly deteriorates the

soil as that of tobacco, it is, therefore, best

if we grow it at all, to do so while it com-

mands a high price. It will be some years

before Virginia, Kentucky and Missouri

can resume their full crops of tobacco ; in

the meantime, let our farmers take a hand

in it.

CORN.

This grain will always continue a favorite

crop in this State, as millions of bushels are

required annually for domestic use. Out-

side of this, no email amount will be requir-

ed for starch, as it makes a starch supe-

rior to that of the potato, and cheaper than

from wheat. Nearly all of the potatoe

starch factories at the east have been given

up, and the .lousiness ruined. The best po-
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tatoes would make only an average of nine

pounds of starch to the bushel, which at

three cents the pound, would be only twen-

ty-seven cents, leaving little for the manu-

facturer. Kiln drying corn for the Euro-

pean market is to have a trial on a large

scale on the opening of navigation, and

should it prove successful, will again make

corn one of the shipping staples of the

State not even second to wheat.

COTTON.

In the south part of the State cotton cul-

ture has become the general topic in farm

circles, and if seed can be procured in

time, a large breadth will be planted. The

Port Royal, or sea island seed will not be

used, none but the Tennessee and Arkansas

upland, and native will be planted. It will

be useless for speculators to attempt to palm

off southern seed, as all parties here are

aware of its worthlessness in this climate.

Another feature in cotton culture which

has been thus far overlooked, is the value of

the seed for oil and oil cake. In St. Louis?

the manufacturers have been in the habit of

paying a good price for the claen seed

for this purpose. It is estimated that an

acre of good cotton will yield, say nine to

welve hundred pounds of seed cotton, leav-

ins -four to eight hundred pounds of seed to

the acre. This will make some eight to

twelve gallons of oil, worth five to eight dol-

lars, after deducting the cost of making above

the value of the oil cake. There can be no

question that cotton culture is to co,mpletely

evolutionize the south half of our State,

and for some years at least to come, to give

it a prominance over the north. School

houses, so long needed in that section, will

soon be among the things that are.

A SHORT LOOK AHEAD.

Whatever may be the resulfe of this war

the State of Illinois will be the gainer. It

its true that we shall lose many of our most

valuable citizens, but their place will soon

be filled by others ; we shall have a large

tax to pay, but as we shall have abundance

to do it with, none but speculators will feel

its bad effects. Our railroads must do the

carrying trade for the States, both east and

west of us. We shall feed the armies dur-

ing the war, and after peace once more re-

sumes her sway, the border States must

draw on us for food, for horses, for mules,

for seed ind for agricultural implements,

while we shall in the meantime have fully es-

tablished the growing of cotton, tobacco,

flax, sugar and other products to be added

to the other staples of the State. Emigra-

tion is beginning to pour in, and during the

past three months more lands h9,ve been

sold for actual settlement and new farms open-

ed than during the nine months preceding.

Illinois will not long remain the fourth State

in the Union.

Mrs. Pastington on Pickets.—" As for sleep-

ing on a picket," said Mrs. Partington to the

three months' volunteer who had dropped in to

see her, " I don't see how they can do it with-

out hurting 'em. Sleeping on a post would be
a great deal more sensible, unless there's a nail

in it which might be prejudicious for the uni-

form. Every one to his taste, and such things

as where a man shall sleep is at his own auction;

but nobody can help thinking that either a
picket or post ia a very uncomfortable place to

sleep on. At any rate, there isn't much room
for more than one in a bed, and—." The three

months' man interposed to tell her the nature

of pickets and posts, in military parlance, to

which she listened very attentively, while Ike

was trying experiments in Prestidigitation by
essaying to rub the cat and the soldier's little

brown dog into one.

I^^A gentleman who has recently made his

way from Memphis, and whose character is

such that his statements are considered trust-

worthy, states to the Oincinnati Gommereial
that United States Treasury notes command
thirty per cent, premium in the " Southern
Confederacy. " They are rated equivalent to

gold, and much sought after.

-«•»-

A young lady at Niagara was heard to

exclaim, " What an elegant trimming that rain-

bow would make for a white lace overdress."

-«•»-

—We should enjoy our fortunes as we do our
health— enjoy it when good, be patient when it

is bad, and never apply violent remedies except

io an extreme necessity.
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Woman's Rights and Washing Day.

Within the past few years great progress

has been made in labor-saving implements

for the farm, in all departments of rural

economy, from a hean sorter to a steam

thresher, while the patient wife has had to

plod on almost in the old beaten paths ; it is

true that a large amount of genins has been

employed in decorating the more fashionable

part of our lady friends ; and in this regard

they have had all the necessary attention.

While the ornamental part of a lady's ward-

robe and the general trappings of her toilet

have been pretty fully up to the standard of

invention, yet in the useful departments of

her household duties she has been sadly neg-

lected. The sewing machine was a bright

spot in her life of toil, but not half of the

credit of this great invention is to be charg-

ed to woman, for the main stimulus was given

by the tailors— not out of any good will, it

is true, to their lady customers—but result-

ing in depriving them of a large amount of

labor, though it must be confessed at a poor

paying rate, just enough to keep them out of

better employ. The sewing machine was

sent out to the world and while it deprived

thousands of busy needles of work in the

large towns, yet it was to the wife of the

farmer a labor-saving boon such as had nev-

er before crossed her threshold. The tin-

ners and stove makers have made no incon-

siderable progress, but we must confess that

the farmers have not been as ready to avail

themselves of these for the lessening of

household duties as they do to avail them-

selves of the last improvements in farm im-

plements. This is perhaps one reason why
genius could not afford to while away his

time on articles of household use, when the

husband of the plodding wife was but too

willing to let her plod on. But even across

t is broad stretch of wifely wrongs we catch

an occasional gleam, and genius, in spite of

himself, will now and then grant a boon that

the million will be all the better for. The
latest in this department is one that robs the

washing day of many of its terrors and will

take another wrinkle from the brow of a wash-

ing day scowl and illuminate it with a smile

that shall give to the impromptu dinner a

zest before unknown. This new candidate

for public favor is called Putnam's clothes

WRINGER. We believe they are made at

Cleveland, Ohio ; Mr. James Frisbie is the

agent for sale of territory and machines at

Springfield, but we presume they will soon

be for sale in all the large and small towns of

the State. The clothes are passed through

India rubber rollers that press out the water

at one passage through, much more effectual-

ly than it can be done by hand. Any child

of a dozen years can do the wringing for the

largest family washing in a few minutes.

—

The clothes are ready for starching directly

from the wringer. In the process no but-

tons are broken, hooks and eyes are not dis-

turbed and the fabric is not strained in

twisting, as by hand, lor it is simply run

through the rollers and the water pressed

out—a saving of labor, of fabric, and of

back and arm aches, for it is well known

that the wringing is the most laborious part

of the washing, and on an average of at

least one-third of the labor ; added to this

is the better condition of the clothes, as the

dirty water is expelled from the whole sur-

face instead of having it forced through the

fabric, which retains the dirt and allows the

water to run out. The machine has had a

fair trial in our family and unanimously pro-

nounced a most valuable assistant, saving at

least one-third of the labor of washing day

and leaving the goods in better condition

than can be done by hand, and ready for

starching without further drying. As the

cost is only $5, no family, however small,

can afford to do without one. It is one of

those things by which " you get yourmoney

back," as the news boys say. We will sup-

pose that a washing is worth thirty-seven

and a half cents only, one-third of this for

forty washings is just $5, the cost of the

machine, when you have your money back
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I, lull and the machine on hand. We have

not been writing this for the manufacturer

of the machine, for he needs none of our

aid, but for the patient wife who is pressed

with care, and cannot at pleasure call to her

aid the washc-woman who forms so import-

ant a part of the city population. If one

thing is needed more than another it is some-

thing to ameliorate the severity of the wash-

ino- day. The wringer is one step in the

right direction, and we need further aid in

the washing part.

Patent washing machines by the hundred,

with recipes of washing made easy by fluids

that saved little of labor, while the fabrics

were badly damaged by them, the buttons

broken and the patience of the washer ex-

hausted. The genius that has dabbled in

washing machines and fluids thus far was

but an arrant pretender, and it is time that

he was nailed to the wall as bogus. But

through the suds we can discover a faint

glimmer that at no distant day will rob wash-

ing day of half its dark clouds, and thus

give to the industrious wife of the farmer a

brighter future.

The right thut we claim for woman is that

inventive genius shall give to her department

a proportionate share of his labors, and that

the lords of creation shall foot the bills with-

out grumbling.

-«•

Sakd, Soap and Glass.—The difference be-

tween chemistry and mechanics can be very

clearly explained by the changes produced on

eand. Thus, if we take a piece of quartz andre-

duce it to powder, it becomes sand. This is sim-

ply a mechanical change, the sand remaining of

the same nature as it was prior to being reduced

to dust. Silica is the chemical name for quartz,

and it is one of the most refractory substancee

known. It is perfectly insoluble in water, and

neither sulphuric, hydrochloric nor nitric eoid

will dissolve it. It is also so infusible that it can

not be melted by any heat obtained by the blow-

pipe : and yet this substance, so hard, so infusi-

ble and insoluble, can readily be converted

into soap, and made to melt like wax, through the

subtle agencies of chemistry. By taking some

Band and mixing with it a portion of caustic so-

da—carbonate of soda and lime—and submitting

these substances to a very high heat in melting

pots plaoed in a furnace, it fuses and becomes

glass. In its molten state it is blown into bot-

tlP8 and vessels of every variety of form, and is

also converted into sheets for window panes, and
molded like clay for many other purposes.

Gliss contains just a sufficient quantity of al-

kali to render it fusible, but not soluble, as nei-'

ther water nor the three ac'ds named, dissolve it

—indeed, glass is the substance common'y used
for containing those very corrosive acids, and for

this purpose it is of inestimable value to the arts.

The change produced by the soda on silica is a
chem'cal one. The molding of glass when fused
BO as to change its form, is a mechanical princi-

ple ; the action of the soda upon the silica, in

conjunction with the high heat in the furnace,

whereby the silica is made fusible, is a chemical
one, and the compound thus formed, which W8
call g'ass, is a silicate of soda. A still more
wonderful change than this is effected, if an ex-

cess of caustic akali is combined with the silica,

as it then forms what is called "soluble glass,"

a substance which will dissolve by being boiled

in water Soluble glass, (silicate of soda) is best

formed by boiling finely subdivided sand in a

very caustic lye under steam pressure, so as to

subject the silica to the highest possible temper-
ature, as this tends to form m'>re concentrated so-

lutions of the silica. This is also a chemical
change The hard silica, formerly so insoluble,

unites with the excess of alkali, and really be-

comes a soap, which is now used in Prussia and
some other places for washing purposes. The
silica takes the place of tallow, oil and grease,

which are used for making common soap, and
uniting with the alkali, it becomes soluble in wa-

ter, and may be used for washing an inferior sa-

ponaceous compound. Such are some of the

mysteries of chemistry.

Silica is one of the most common and useful

substances in nature. It is the constituent of

many rocks, and composes most of the pebbles

in gravel beds. Rock crystal is pure transpar-

ent quartz, and its name is derived from " krus-

tallos," a Greek word signifying ice. Silica is the

base of a great number of precious stones, such

as the carnelian and sardonyx, which are bright

red ; also the opal, etc. We are entirely depend-

ent upon silica for our present advanced position

in some of the arts. It forms the lenses of the

telescopes by which such advances have been

made in astronomy, and from it the lenses are

made for our most improved system of light

house illumination.

Spectacles, those aids to the aged, are also

formed of it, also our window and looking glasses;

in short, silica is applied to numberless purposes

in all the philosophical, useful and elegant arts.

The " little grains of sand" have become miphty

agents in the haada of cultivated man. It is said,

however, that the ancients were acquainted with

the art of making malleable glass—an artwhich,

if it ever existed, can be re-discovered.

—

Scientifie

American.

—A little nine year old girl, the other day,

observing a discussion among a parcel of ladies

about cooking steak—some advocating broiling

beef and others frying mutton—inquired

:

" Aunt Kit, how do they cook sweepsteaks ?
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[For the lUinoU Farmer,]

Culture of the Sorghum and its Man-
ufacture into Sirup.

Ed. Farmee :—Having been requested to fur-

nish you a statement of my process of cultiva-

ting the sorghum plant, I comply with pleasure.

In the first place, to secure a good crop of cane,

I am particular in selecting seed, and I find the

best mode is to go through the standing cane

and select the largest and best ripened heads,

and hang them till dry in some shady place.

This process insures a good article of seed, and

also tends to give an earlier maturity to the cane.

"When planting time comes on, select a p'ece of

dry land with a sunny exposure in preference.

Subsoil the ground as deeply as possible—if any

clodg remain, harrow it thoroughly, lay off in

rows, each about three and a half feet apart, (I

lay off th'ee rows at a time with what is usually

termed a corn marker), drop eight or ten seed

in each hill, cover with a two horse harrow.

The seed in this latitude should be put in the

ground as early as possible in the spring, say

the 10th of April, or sooner if the ground be in

proper order—the sooner the cane is planted

and started, the better. There is no danger of

the seed rotting if the ground selected be dry.

By thus planting early the cane ripens much
sooner, is much heavier, and of a superior qual-

ity. As soon as the cane makes its appearance,

run a one-horse cultivator through it so as to

prevent weeds and grass from hiding it. As
it gets large enough to see it in the rows both

ways, use a one-horse plow with the bar next to

the cane. When you get over it in this way,

take a cultivator and level down the ridge made
by plowing ; then turn cross ways with the cul-

tivator. After this use the plow, and do not be

afr&id of plowing too deep, but do not hill it up
too much—it needs the hot rays of the sun about

its roots. If any weeds or grass should get in

the hills, they must come out, and the sooner the

better. Cane raised in the weeds and grass is

scarcely worth making up; cane kept entirely

free from weeds and grass will yield fifty per

cent more sirup than that which is just planted

and and let go at the mercy of Providence. Pro-

vidence generally has but little mercy on such

cane, and less on such cane growers. Cane
planted at the time above mentioned will be

ready for crushing by the 20th of August. As

soon as the top part of the cane heads turn black,

commence stripping the blades off; crowd the

blades in between the stalks near the ground
;

let them cure about two days, then bind them in

bundles and stack or put them under shelter*

This is much better food for horses than hay.

Cut the heads off the cane while standing, then

throw in piles till cured, then put them under

shelter; this is worth as much for stock as a crop

of oats on the same ground would be. Cut the

cane close to the ground, and haul it to the mill

immediately. If the weather be warm in the

latter part of the season, before frost comes, it

may be cut and piled in a shed for two or three

weeks without spoiling, but If the weather be

hot, it should be made into sirup the same day

on which it is cut. Cane will grow on the same

ground year after year without any perceptible

diminution in quantity or quality. I have raised

two crops of volunteer cane the finest I ever saw.

The cane came up as thick as wheat over the

ground. I took a plow and plowed all up ex-

cepting rows, which I left four feet apart one

way, tend(d as usual, thinned down to the pro-

per quantity, manufactured it in August, and

made a very superior quality of sirup of it. I

use, in crushing cane, a large four-horse, three-

roller cast iron mill—the rollers are horizontal

;

I wouldn't hav« upright rollers as a gracious

gift, and be compelled to use them. To my mill

I have attached the horse power of a threshing

machine, which turns the mill by the use of a

large tumbling shaft. With this mill I crush out

a thousand gallons of juice per day with all ease,

,

and more if neeessary.

Taking one day with another, we averaged

about seven hundred and fifty gallons of juice

>

This we evaporate down to seventy-five gallon s-

of sirup; hence, we consider seventy-five gallons

per day our average work, (that ie, by daylight.
)

We arose one night, for the sake of experiment,

,

at about half-past 12, started the mill and pans

to work, and at sun down we had made one hun-

dred and thirty-five gallons of superior sirup,

such as no blunderer can make.

In making up the juice, that is, evaporating i f

into sirup, I use two of Cook's justly celebrated

evaporators, made by Blymers, Bates & Day, o

Ohio; I use Nos 2 and 3; let the juice first on to

No. 3, under which I have an intense fire. This

tremendious heat causes the juice instantly to

flash into foam, (the hotter you get this evapora-

tor the better); skim the scum cff as faet as it

rises. The juice by tbis time is as clean and

pure as water. Keep a constant stream of this

pouring on No. 2, under which have a moderate

fire; let the sirup thus made pass off into a cooler.

I use a number of coolers, and let the sirup ge
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entirely cold, then skim off every particle of

scum. It will not do to barrel the sirup before

it gets cold, for the reason that a heavy scum

"will rise on the top of the barrel and cause fer-

mentation. It must get cold and be thoroughly

skimmed before ban eling. I intend this year to

have a large vat made about one foot deep, capa-

ble of holding two or three hundred gallons. In

this I will put the sirup to cool. With this and

the coolers I have on hand, I shall be able to let

the sirup get entirely cool before barreling. This

ye ir I was forced sometimes to barrel before the

sirup got entirely cold, the bad effects of which

I saw in every instance.

I have made this year two thousand six hun-

dred gallons of sirup, and if I had known the

Beason would have been so favorable, could have

made much more. I sell this year at forty cents

by the barrel, and fifty cents by the keg. I have

maie very fair sales so far, considering the hard-

ness of the times. I think I shall have my en-

tire stock sold by spring.

There is one thing which has somewhat opera-

ted against me this year, and that is, a great

many have undertaken to make a little sirup in

pots, kettles, &c., for themselves. This kind of

work rather injures the market, and is of no ad-

vantage to the maker whatever.

In conclusion, I may say, notwithstanding the

scepticism of unbelieving souls, the sorghum

business has proved an entire success, and I

confidently predict that in five years from this

time southern molasses in this community will be

numbered among the things that were. I have

not experimented as much as I intended to have

done in sugar making, but 1 am convinced that

before many years our own sugar from the sor-

ghum wi'l be one of the common articles of ti ade.

Yours, &c.,

B. F. W. Striblino.

Virginia, Cass co., III. Dec. 14, 1861.

— Mr. Slribling recommends an early day for

planting, and we think he intended to say the

10th of May instead of April, for the 20th of

April is very early for corn planting in Cass

county.* Our experience is, that it is of little

use to plant before the soil begins to get warm,

say May 5th to 20th. We would then plant

shallow and roll the ground so as to press the

moist earth,on to the seed, as it is well known

that the seed requires considerable soaking, and

many persons recommend soaking in warm wate^^

one or two days before planting. Among the

specimens of sirup at the rooms of the State

Agricultural Society at Springfield, were several

very fine specimens made on Cook's evaporator,

and certainly the best sample of sugar came

from the same source. £d.

[For the IlllnoU Farmer.]

Fruit Trees.

Ed. Farmer:—I have read with interest the

jotting down of your observations, experience

and facts el cited on fruit culture on your recent

tour as one of the farm committee. It is just

the information we farmers need, it is really the

experience of fourteen or fifteen years of ama-

tuer culture boiled down to a most easily under-

stood consistency, and worth today, to the

farmers of the West, one million of dollars, for

we were all going it blind, as it were, with bad

trees, badly selected, together with the army of in-

sects, borers, curculio, &c., and if any good

fruit was obtained, it was at the expense of con-

tinual vigilance, and by not knowing what va-

rieties to select, we have freely thrown away our

money, and manj of us ten or twelve years'

watching and hoping, which can never be brought

back lo us. I have suffered enough for one man.

I have a piece of ground well prepared for a

small fruit garden, to be planted next spring,

and among other trees, I had proposed to myself

to plant one hundred dwarf apple. Now, then,

you have knocked all my hopes into a cocked hat,

although you at the same time tell us that the

fools are not all dead yet.

Now, sir, one other thing, the plat of ground

aforesaid is white oak land, and never had but

one crop taken from it, and that potatoes. It is

protected on the northwest and south by a second

growth of timber from fifty to sixty feet high,

quite dense on the north and west, moderately so

on tho south, and open on the east, with a slight

eastern exposure.

If I understand you correctly, you would not

wholly condemn such a location for dwarf apples.

I would be pleased, if convenient, for you lo

write me and say yes or no.

By-the-by, those long rows of dwarf apples in

your nursery, how much for half a hundred or

80. Yours, &c.,

8. Wood,

—According to thedescriptionof thesoil, aspect

and shelter, you have a most excellent location

for an apple orchard, and if dwarf apples will do

well in any part of Central Illinois, they should
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in your location. But we sheuld not like to

throw away such a good site for fruit on the

dwarf apple, how muchsoever we might wiah to

sell out our stock of dwarf tr^es. If you wish

to cultivate dwarfs, take standard trees two or

three years old, with heads near the ground,

treat theaa as dwarfs, set twelve feet apart each

way, and when they grow too thick, cut out the

poorest. By planting a portion of early bearer?,

such as Keswick's Codlin, Early Pennock, Hol-

land Pippin, Yellow lugestree, Scow and Stan-

nard, you will have a good supply of fruit in

three or four years,.

Of course, you would want Bellflowers, Rawle's

Janet, White Pippins, etc., to complete your list,

with a few standard pears, of such varieties as

the Bartlett, White Doyenne, Madeline, Osband's

Summer, Steven's Genessee, Flemish Beauty, and

Louise Bonne de Jerseiy, with a row of the May
cherry for a border.

We are pleased to see the labors of the farm

committee so well appreciated, especially in the

number of valuable facts that they gathered in

their progress through the State. Ed.

•*mf

Plowing by Steam.

The attempt to plow by steam on the prairie

is again to be essayed. In this case an English

apparatus is to be used. Jonathan has run the

thing into the ground, and left it in disgust, but

John Bull, nothing daunted, is to give it another

trial. " Fowler's Patent Steam Plowing and

Cultivating Machinery " is to be sent to Cham-
paign county on the opening of spring, and to

be set to work in prairie breaking.

There are to be no premiums, simply a com-
mittee of the State Agriculturnl Society to exam-
ing and report on its value. Of course, we shall

be a committee of one on the part of the press,

to report to the power behind the throne the do-

ings of his plowship.

This plow is in charge of Mr. Robert Eddison,

who dees not claim that it will compete with

teams .n light work, but is unrivaled in prairie

breaking and in all cases of deep tillage, where

extra power is required. He says : " Few, even

among practical farmers, are aware of the ad-

vantages of deep cultivation. By stirring up the

soil at a lower level, the influence of the atmos>

phere penetrates further, and the drainage is

better effected. The roots of the crops develop

themselves in their natural direction, and are

able to reach a depth where they find moisture

in the dryest seasons. By deep plowing, we often

expose a soil which never before saw the light,

rich by natural or by the drainings of former

manurings. Deep cultivation by animal power

presents many difficulties; both men and horses

are exhausted by it, and the better crop is pur-

chased at a great expense of muscle. By steam

power it is done with ease and certainty, and

soil, unproductive under shallow cultivation, may
be made profitable by burning a little extra

coal."

The engine is to be stationary, drawing the

plows by a wire rope that winds around a drum,

and draws t> e pilows back an I forward across

the field, say forty rods wide.

It is possible that this machine may prove

valuable in deep plowing, say twelve to sixteen

inches deep for orchard and vineyard p anting,

and such crops as need such deep preparation.

It will have advantages over the traction engine

for while it can move itself along the ha land,

yet when drawing the plows it is stationary, thus

making it effective on rolling land and through

low places.

It is also possible that it may prove of som

value iu mole draining, more especially should

it prove on trial the mo'e draining can be per-

formed during the summer on upland, at a time

when the soil is not charged with water.

We have no idea that steam can take the place

of horses, in any case where three horses can

do the work, bat in deep trenching in heavy

clays, as it is in this class of soil in England hat

the machine has been found the most valuable.

We like the spirit m which Mr.| Eddison en-

ter on the experiment of prairie plowing with his

''avorite machine, he asks nothing more than an

opportunity to give it a fair an impartial trial in

prairie breaking,^and in such deep plowing, as

from the nature of our soil, would warrant the

outlay. We intend to give the public a fair and

impartial account of the trial, when made.

->•—

Bean Sorter and Cleaner.—Having about

fifty bushels of beans, nearly pure navy, a neigh-

bor, Mr. J. B. Phinney, sent us one of Sandford

Adams' bean sorter and cleaner, made at Boston,

Mass. This is composed of a series of screens,

and CO sum up is just the thing with which to

clean up the bean crop. We shall not attempt to

describe it further than to say it costs five dol-

lars, and no person growing or dealing in beans

can afford to do without it.

«•»

__ A Scotch regiment, now organizing at

Chicago, advertises for pipers.
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[From the OWcago Tribune.]

The May Cherry, its History so far as
we know—Is it the Early Richmond ?
The Rural New Yorker set right.

Champaign, Ills., Dec. 10, 1861.

We have, from time to time since the year '55,

brought to the attention of cultivators the great

worth of this cherry, its hardiness, profuse bear-

ing and easy culture. We had supposed that we
had made its history and qualities pretty well

understood, from the fact of its wide dissemina-

tion since that time. We claim no particular

credit in the premises, having only done our dnty

as an agricultural writer, and our sole object

now is to place the subject in its true light. In
a late number of the Rural New Yorker we find

an article under the head of " Westeru Editorial

Notes," entitled the •' Early May Cherry," from
the pen of C. D. Bragdon, the Western editor of

that valuable paper, and which we give entire :

THE EARLY MAT CHERRY.

" I have just received from my friend, Hon.
M. L. Dunlap, his Illinois Farmer for October,

in which he announces to his readers that he has
visited James W. Wakeman, " the owner of the

large orchard of the May Cherry," etc. etc. It

is ihe same James W. Wakeman of whom the

writer wrote in his notes published in the Rural
July 13th. It will be remembered that I wrote

of the Early Richmond cherry—it being the one
cultivated by Mr. Wakeman.
Now the cherry referred to is either the Early

Richmood or it is not. Mr. Wakeman calls it the

Early Richmond; Mr. Dunlap the Early May, or

rather the May Cherry," which is, according to

Elliott, a synonym for the Early May, which is

the right name for a cherry described on page
217 of Elliott's Fruit Book. The question is,

which cherry is Mr. W. Cultivating in his or"

chard and sending all over the count'^y ? If it is

the Early Richmond, as he believes, and which
the writer believes ic is, according to Elliott, it

ought not to be called the Early May or the May
Cherry by any one; especially should it be cor-

rectly called by our veneroble friend, so long
identified with pomological matters in the West.

If, on the other hand, Wakeman is wrong and
Dunlap is right in calling it the Early May, the

question ought to be established beyond a doubt,

and the public taught to call it by its proper
name.

* The writer believes the cherry cultivated so

successfully by Mr. Wakeman, and his neig ibor,

Mr. Case, to be the Early Richmond, without the

shadow of a doul^t ; and he does not believe the

Early Richmond and the Early May identical, by
any manner of means ; therefore he believes his

friend Dunlap unmistakably wrong in calling Mr.
Wakeman's cherry auytbing else than the Early

Richmond—and this conviction is expressed with

the most profound respect for Mr. Dunlap's age,

experience and wisdom.
" The writer has carefuUy compared the fruit

grown in Wakeman's orchard with the descrip-

tion given by Elliott, several times, and believes

it to be identical. Elliott calls it productive, as

it is ; he calls it worthy general cultivation, "in-

dispensable to every garden," which is true ; but

he places the Early May in the list " unworthy
of cultivation," which is the right place for it, as

it has been found throughout this State by the

writer.

A case in point. A few weeks since I visited

Mr. Dunlap's and our mutual friend H. L. Brush,

Esq., of Ottawa. We had been walking through

the vineyard and orchard, when we came upon a

group of cherry trees. ' There,' said he, ' are

some of our friend Dunlap's Early May cherry

trees

!

' Well, what do you think of them ? Are they

productive ? and are they identical with the

Early Richmond ?

'

' Why, you know Mr. Dunlap claims they are

identical ; but the Early May I got from him are

worthless. They are unproductive and kill down
here winters; while the Early Richmond which
we get from Wakeman and Kennicott bear early,

are hardy and extremely productive.'

"I repeat this conversation to show that the

cherry which my friend Dunlap sold to Mr. Brush
as Early May is radically unlike that obtained

from Mr. Wakeman as Early Richmond. The dis-

similarity, according to the testimony of Mr. B.,

is a very important one indeed—precisely the

same, substantially, as that made by Elliott.

"The trees referred to were sold Mr. Brush
some years since ; doubtless Mr. Dunlap has the

Eirly Richmond now ; indeed the writer is confi-

dent he has si en it on his grounds ; but if he has,

and is selling it the Evrly May, or May cher-

ry, he is, in my opinion, committing a serious po-
mological sin—and I have a great respect for his

venerable self.

" It is a matter of not a little importance, this

question in nomenclature, and ought to be set-

tled. Will my friend D. aid in doing it ?
"

Remarks.—We have never positively asserted

that it was not the identical Early Richmond,

though we believe that it is not that, but a sub-

variety closely resembling it in both fruit and

tree ; this your readers will recall to mind.

We have before said that the May cherry has

for many years, been known in Kentucky, Ohio,

and Indiana, that the first trees introduced into

Northern Illinois were brought from Ohio or In-

diana, by Mr. Brunson, to the vicinity of Look-

port, Will county, about the jear 1850. Mr. Jas.

W. Wakeman, of Cottage Hill, procured trees or

cions of Mr. Brunson. These trees, coming into

bearing, with their abundant crops of fine fruit,

attracted the attention of the writer, and in the

spring of 1855 we procured several hundred trees

of Mr, Wakeman, most of which were sent out to

to our customers from the nursery at Leyden,

and which we believe to be the first general dis-

semination of this valuable fruit in the Northwest.

The trees alluded to by Mr. H. L. Brush, as hav-
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ing been rent him as the May cherry by us, and

which proved to be worthless, were not the May
cherry but the Kentish or pie cherry bo common

in New York. They were tilled to him as 12

Kentish cherry, April 26, 1853, two years before

we came into the po8sessi( n of the May cherry,

and before we had become satisfied of its value.

Mr. B. is Iherefore in error in regard to receiving

the May cherry of us, as he will at onee see by

the letter to him of that date. The Kentish,

though hardy and productive in New York, is of

no value here, as time has abundantly proved.

The May cherry of Elliott is not the one in ques-

tion, his is " a Morello, with small fruit, round,

slightly flattened, lively light red, flesh, tender,

juicy, acid—unworthy of cuUivotion." On the

other hand, the May cherry under consideration

is remarkably productive in Ohio and the West

generally, is of medium size, skin of a light red,

growing nearly black when fully ripe, and gener-

ally the Ftone adheres to the stem and can readily

be drawn out with it. Hooper in his Western

Fruit Book, says the Early May is so very like

the Early Richmond that the distinction ishardly

worth making. Both very productive and excel-

lent for Cincinnati. He also says that the Early

May hangs long on the trees. Until within a few

years Mr. Wakeman called this cherry the Early

May, after the name given him by Mr. Brunson,

and for what reason he changed it to Early Rich-

mond is best known to himself, for we do not be-

lieve that he has a tree ef he Early Richmond,

as known in New York, or from that source, in

his grounds, or has ever seen one in bearing other

than the ones produced under the name of Early

May from Mr. Brunson.

It is a well known fact that most if not all the

trees procured in New York called Early Rich-

mond are dead, and have never attracted any at-

tention. It is true that the Mazzard stock upon

which they were grafted was too tender for this

climate, and hence the loss of trees; nor has the

much lauded Mahaleb been much more fortunate,

and what is stranger still, that the Early Rich-

mond trees to be considered genuine and produc-

tive must trace their paternity to the grounda of

Mr. Wakeman, and that Early Richmond trees

from New York are of no value, while the May
cherry of Kentucky. Ohio, Indiana and Illinois

are equally productive, valuable anu identical

with this Early Richmond of Wakeman. There
is nothing strange in this, when we know that his

trees came from the same source and not from

New York. Nurserymen in those States persist

in calling it the May cherry. Now, if the Early

Richmond of Downing is equally as hardy, or as

Mr. Bragdon assumes, identical, why has the fact

of its value not become known years before this.

We have at different times purchased the Early

Richmond in New York, but the trees always win-

ter killed before they fruited, and we are free to

confess that in all our journeying through the

State, we have never seen an Eaily Richmond

tree in bearing. The May cherry almost always

produces fruit the second year after grafting,

which is not the case, as far as we know, with the

Early Richmond. We can point to two of the

latter, from the nursery of Messrs. Elwanger &
Barry, now three inches in diameter, that have

not fruited, and these dwarfs on Mahaleb stocks.

These are the points of difi"erence that we
make, that the May cherry is more drooping in

its habit, bears younger, and is more productive

and hardy for the prairies. That it is not the

Early May of either Downing or Elliott, but the

cherry well known throughioui the States, named
as the May Chekkt. As Mr. Bragdon says, it ia

time that the nomenclature of this fruit was set

at rest, but we confess that the way to do it at

the next meeting of the State Horticultural Soci-

ety, on the 3d December, is not so clear. With

such a close similarity of fruit, of habit, of ma-
turity and of foliage, without having been tested

side by side, we would ask who will take the re-

sponsibility of saying that they are, or are not,

identical, though as we have before stated, we
believe they are not the same. Yet we are not

prepared for a decided vote, for we want another

season to give us the opportanity of a more thor-

ough investigation. There is one great fact in

all this, let the cherry be called what it will. It

is the only one thus far that gives ample testi-

mony of hardiness and reliability of good crops

on the prairie. Rueal.

—There is no fruit that has attracted so much
attention within the past two years as this cherry,

and at this time we republish the above for the

purpose of adding further to its history and to

place all the facts in the same connection.

At the meeting of the State Horticultural So-

ciety the subject was discussed at consi ierable

length, a synopsis of which we give below.

We made a proposition for the appointment of

a committee of three, whose duty it should be to

examine the subject the coming season and report

upon its nomenclature with a view more espe-

cially to decide upon its identity with the Early

Richmond. In the discussion various opinions

were advanced as to the identity of this Western
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May cherry with the Early Richmond, but no

definite conclasion was arrived at, and the subject

was left to the committee.

There was a sufficient number of facts set

forth to show that at least most of the trees sent

out from the Buffalo and Rochester nurseries as

the Early Richmond are not identical with the

May cherry under consideration, but that a cher-

ry answering to Downing's description of the

Early Eichmond, and nearly or quite identical

with the May cherry has been sent out by J. J.

Thomas and some others. Messrs. Phinix, Ed-

wards and Overman bore testimony to this fact.

Mr. Edwards, who had resided some years since

at Cincinnat', said that the cherry was called

May cherry and Early Richmond indiscriminate-

ly, and he believed it to be the tr le Early Rich-

mond of Downing, and that many trees sent out

from the New York nurseries under this name

were not true but an inferior variety. We tbink

all the speakers coincided in this view.

In the first place, the committee consisted of

three members, to which ourself and one or two

others were added, but without any notice of a

meeting of the committee, to our surprise they,

or a majority of them, Mr. W. being one of the

number of the original committee, made the fol-

lowing very astute report

:

Resolved, That the cherry heretofore recom-

mended by this society as the Early Richmond or

the Early May is in our opinion the true Early

Richmond of the books; that the true Early May
is an inferior variety, unworthy of cultivation,

and therefore that the name of Early May as ap-

plied to the Early Richmond havicg been used in

defeience to local Western usag , without suffi-

cient explanation, is incorrect.

Well, truly the mountain labored, etc. Now
what does this amount to ? Have the committee

made examination through the season of 1862

and compared the tree and fruit so as to arrive at

the facts ? Certainly not unless they have used

some spiritual medium to investigate the subject.

We affirm that in our opinion the committee

have not performed the duty imposed upon them,

but in such an indefinite report have still further

befogged the subject. The May cherry wns well

known in the west years before Downing wrote

his Fruit Trees of America, but it appears to have

escaped his notice, as no mention is made of it,

though Virginia May is put down as one of the

synonyms of the Kentish in common with the

Early Richmond. The first edition of Downing's

•work was published in 1845, and the next year

this cherry was brought to Will county from In-

diana, as will appear from the letter of Mr.Brun-

son.

No doubt that these came from Kentucky, and

it is probable that it came from Virginia, as the

Virginia May, hence the name May, and subse-

quently Early May, from its earlinc^s. We have

never contended that it was not the Kentish of

Downing, but have always claimed that it was

not the Early Richmond sent out from the New
York nurseries. Had the committee reported

facts instead of their opinion we would be con-

tent. Let us first settle what is and what is not

the true Kentish of Downing and we will be at

once master of the subject. That J. J. Thomas

has it we are disposed to believe, and probably

olhers.

We hope no mau will purchase the May cherry

under any other name without he knows it is the

one that has been known in the West as such for

over a generation and in this State at least since

1846. As we have before said, Mr. Wakeman

purchased the variety under the name of May
cherry and for several years called it such. He

certainly had no right to change the name to

Early RichmoEd, nor had the committee of which

he was a member, for Downing who is the auth-

ority in nomenclature for the society, says that

the Early Richmond in common with Virginia

May is a synonym of the Kentish. Should this

cherry prove to be the true Kentish we will cheer-

fully accord it the true name and be thankful

that the West has preserved this fruit now con-

ceded to be of so much value.

It is possible that our May, or Virginia May,

may have been sent back from the West to Mr.

Thomas and others and been baptized with one

of its synonyms and returned to the West ; hence

the identity of these specimens. Virginia May

standing a<< it does at the head of the list of syn-

onyms would indicate that Mr. Downing had it

in view when writing a description of it. From

the fact that a large pait of the fruits of Ken-

tucky were brought with the early settlers from

Virginia, it is more than probable that the Vir-

ginia May came with them also. Will Mr.

Thomas and others at the East and Westassistin

settling this point. We conclude this long arti-

cle with the letter of Mr. Brunson to the Chicago

Tribune

:

Eds. Tbibcnk— I saw in your last weekly a

communication in relation to the Early May
cherry, and seeing my name in connection there-

with, I would throw what light on the subject I

could, and which I do more cheer ully on account

of the high opinion I have of that variety of

fruit.
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In the spring of 1846 Jacob Smith, of Putnam

county, Indiana, brought some of the above men-

tioned variety of cherry to my father's farm, 3

miles north of Lockport, west side of the Des-

plaines, and grafted them on the common Morello

etocks. They grew and bore well ; but of the

previous history of said cherry I know nothing.

Mr. Smith is still living two miles west of Lock-

port, Ills. He is at present suffering from a se-

vere wound from a fall, but no doubt at a proper

time, would cheerfully communicate any facts he

may be in possess'on of in relation to the previ-

ous history of said cherry. I would add that

nearly sixteen years' experience in cultivating

the Early Miy has given me a higher opinion

each succeeding year of its great merits as well

as superiority over every other variety for this

climate. I had one tree last June, two and a

half feet high, which produced four large cher-

ries, and one tree of four inches in diameter at

the ground, which produced one bushel. I would

inculcate through your wide spread journal the

absolute necessity of high culture for this cherry,

as a moment's reflection will teach any one that

such enormous crops cannot be produced other-

wise.

It is customary in this region to use the Mo-
rello suckers for stocks, which in turn fill the

land full of suckers again* to the great injury of

the tree. These should be cut down two or three

times during the summer, especially blue grass,

and in fact all other grasses should be destroyed

for a wide space around each tree. I forgot to

mention that Mr. Smith has always called this

cherry the Early May.
I remember distinctly the circumstance of Mr.

Wakeman's procuring the Early May at my fi-

ther's place, as he represented, and of initiating

the jolly sharp-shuter in the mysteries of propa-

gating the same. Yours truly,

0. M. Brttnson,

Lockport, Will county, Ills.

-«>-

"Keep Bees—Keep Bees."

The leading article in the London Mark Lane

Express, of September 30, says the Genesee Far-

mer, is devoted to bees. It states that they re-

ceive far less attention in England than they

deserve—far less than in France and other Eu-

ropean countries. France produces annually

$14,000,000 worth of honey and wax, and im-

ports $12,000,000 worth in addition. The Agri-

cultural Society of France thinks $40,000,000

might be produced annually in that country. To

show the profits of intelligent bee-keeping, the

Mark Lane Express relates the following anec-

dote:

" Some years ago a bishop was holding his

first visitation of the clergy of the diocese, in a

town in one of the midland counties. Among
those assembled he soon discovered an old college

acquaintance whom he had not seen for a great

number of years, but whom he greeted with all

the warmth of a renewed friendship. On com-

paring notes with his friend, the bishop learned

that he was still a curate in a country village, at

a stipend of one hundred pounds a year, and that

he had a wife and a large family to support. The
worthy curate, however, invited the bishop to

spend a day with him before he left the neigh-
borhood, and the latter, not wishing to appear
proud, accepted the invitation. On reaching the
parsonage, he was surprised to find his friend's

wife an elegant, well dressed lady, who received

him without any of the embarrassment which a
paucity of means too frequently occasions in

those who feel its pressure. The children, too,

were all well dressed, and looked anything rather

than as having suffered from the pinching pains

of unappeased hunger. But the good bishop's

astonishment was still greater, when he satdown
to partake of a repast worthy of the traditional

and customary fare of his order, and was invited

to "take wine" of the purest flavor and aroma
with his fair and graceful hostess. Knowing that

his friend was originally a poor man, he consid-

ered that he must have received a fortune with
his wife. After, therefore, the latter and the

children had withdrawn, the bishop introduced
the subject, by expressing a fear that his friend

had gone to an unusual and injurious expense to

entertain him, and that it would entail privation

upon him afterwards. •' Not at all," replied the

I

curate. "lean well afford to entertain an old

friend once in a while without any inconvenience."
" Then," rejoined the bishop, " I must congratu-
late you, 1 suppose, on having received a fortune
with your good lady." -'You are wrong again,

my Lord," replied the poor curate ; "I had not
a shilling with my wife." More mystified than
ever, the bishop resumed, " Then how is it possi-

ble for you to have those comforts around you
that I see, out of a hundred a year ?

' " Oh, my
lord, as to that, I am a large manufacturer as
well as a clergyman, and employ many thousands
of operatives, which bring me in an excellent liv-

ing. If you will wa'k with me tc the back of the
premises, I will show you them at work." He
accordingly took him into the garden at the back
of the house, and there was a splendid apiary,
with a large number of bee-hives, the source of

the curate's prosperity. The bishop never forgot
the circumstance, nor did he ever fail to make
use of it as an argument ; for when he after-

wards heard some poor curate complain of the
scantiness of his income, be would cut the mat-
ter short by exclaiming, " There, there, let's have
no grumbling. Keep bees, like Mr. ; keep
bees, keep bees !"

-«•»

—The labors that a man performs with bis

bands are but bis oat-woiks. Look well to the
strengthening of your inner works.

BIBTHS AND THB DATS OF THE WEEK.
Monday's bairn is Mr of fi^e

;

Tuesday'* balm Is fu' o' grace

;

Wednesday's bairn's the child of woe
;

Thursday's bairn has far to go

;

Jrlday'8 iialm Is loving and giving;
Saturday's bairn works hard for his living

;

But the child that's bora on the S bbath day
Iiludcy, and bonny, and wise, and gay.
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Should Farmers Study Law or Invest

in Law Books?

To a certain extent, we answer in the aflBrma-

tive. Of late several very vexatious and expen-

sive law suits between farmers, and between

farmers and others, have come to our notice, and

upon which we deem it our duty to have a word

to say.

For several years we have been an acting jus-

tice of the peace, and thus have had an oppor-

tunity to know something of the subject. Farm-

ers should know enough of law to keep out of

its meshes. They should also know something

of its forms, so as to defend themselves in case

they are compelled to take a part as parties to a

suit, or as witnesses. Law books are very ex-

pensive, the statutes costing alone the sum of

twelve dollars, which, with four dollars for ses-

sion laws passed since their publication, makes

sixteen dollars, but as there are so many appa-

rent contradictions of statutes and decisons of

the commoQ law, which form so important apart

of our code, that even this would be of no great

value to him, and as a general thing we would

not advise either their purchase or their partic-

ular study. "Haines' Treatise," a work design-

ed for the use of justices of the peac , em' races

all the forms of pleading, and all of subjects

coming befoie a justice's court, is Invaluable,

and, iu thousands of instances, would save vex-

atious suits and accruing costs. As the most of

suits of farmers have their origin before justices

of the peace, it is proper that farmers, to a cer-

tain extent, should become familiar with the

subject matter of this court, and what the rights

of litigants are.

This work, we believe, is ample to give one all

the necessary law and law forma needed before a

justice, and cannot fail of being valuable. We
have learned to prize the work highly for the

great number of cases that it has quashed by al-

lowing parties to read its pages, when their

rights were made plain, and they either aband-

oned their intended suits, or were induced to

settle the case, thus saving many a neighborhood

broil. The cost of the work is five dollars. It

contains a set of forms for all business purposes
;

gives a list of decisions relating to this impor-

tant court ; a complete and concise digest of evi-

dence, forms, and regulations in regard to patents,

Constitution of this State and of the United States,

in short, it is a comple vade mecum for the farmer,

trader and mechanic, and we hesitate not to say

that it should be found in the library of every

farmer who has extensive dealingti, or is threat-

ened with petty suits. In almost every town

we meet with some person who knows too much
law, that is, too much in contrast with his integ-

rity, and such men depend upon the ignorance

of their neighbors to wring from them some ad-

vantage.

Between ignorant justices and shyster attor-

ney?, the farmer stands but a poor chance ot

justice, and hence the adage that " it is uncer-

tain as the decision of a bvckwoo s justice."

To expect that a common farmer, without any

particular knowledge of law or law forms, could,

upon receiving a commission from the Governor,

make correct decisions at once, is at least absurd,

tor there is no branch of business that does not

require some little study and attention. As a

general rule, our village attorneys at once advise

their clients to commence a suit, let their griev-

ance be what it may, something upon the plan of

the doctor who doctored his patients iuto fits, as

he was " death on fits." It is to save the farmer

from the needy grasp of the village pettifogging

lawyer that we recommend this work, which is

so reliable and cemplete in itself for almost all

the legal and business departments required by

the farmer.

With the author, Hon. E. M. Haines, we have

had a long acquaintance, dating back to the

Tillage of Chicage with its few thousand inhabi-

tants and muddy streets, but now the commercial

metropolis of several powerful States lying to-

gether in the great valley of the lakes and the

upper Mississippi.

A farmer needing legal advice had much better

invest in such a work than to employ some tenth

rate lawyer, as is too often the case. In the

opening of a highway we have seen a suit com-

mence in chancery when almost any school boy

would have known better, but the attorney must

have the fifteen dollars, even when he knows his

client would have the costs to pay, for the sim-

ple fact that suits of that nature can only be

tried in law courts.

We could give a long chapter of similar swin-

dles that would not be to the credit or talents of

these leeches on the producing class. The hon-

orable, high minded attorney we hold iu high

esteem, while we would send the needy pettifog-

ging lawyer to some other business more useful,

if not so ornamental ; and it is with shame that

we confess that a large share of their ill gotten

gains are drawn from the too confiding farmer.

Farmers should be sufficiently intelligent to make

out their own leases, contracts, notes, bills, &o.,
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and with the aid of such a work, they can easily

do it.

The work is sold by E. B. Myres, 111 Lake

street Chicago.

-«•»-

Annual Meeting of the State Horti-

cultural Society.

In our last nutrber we had written up the

proceedings of the third day, and now resume.

In our last several typographical errors occurred.

The President is 0. B. Qalusha, of Lisbon, Ken-

dall county ; K. H. Fell, of Bloomington, is the

Vice-President of 8th district; G. H. Baker is

from Union instead of Marion county.

In the discussion of apples for Northern Illin-

ois, the writer of this stated that he had fruited

in his orchard at Leyden, Cook county, over

two hundred varieties, and that out of this large

number only the following varieties had borne

good crops the past season, and that only a part

of these he considered good market sorts:

Twenty Ounce, Late Golden Sweet, Holland Pip-

pin, Milam, Winter Bough, Red Gilliflower, Stan-

nard, Winesap, Early Harvest, Summer Queen,

Early Pennock, Belmont, Keswick's Codlin, Snow,

Tewksbury Winter Blush, RamsdelVs Sweet, Jona-

than, Flushing Spitzenburgh, and Pound Sweet.

This is a large cutting down of the list, and

even these must have a further thinning. Those

in italics aie only such as have proved at all

profitable for market, and the other may be

mainly dispensed with. Of these, four are sweet

apples, all productive, but as the demand for

for sweet apples is limited, they should not be

planted on a large scale. The Late Golden

Sweet is one cf the best autumn sweet apples for

the table. Pound Sweet is Lyman's Pumpkin

Sweet.

Were we to select for a market orchard from

these, say fifty trees and over of each variety,

Holland Pippin, Stannard, Winesap, Summer
Queen, Early Pennock, Keswick's Codlin, Snow,

Flushing Spitzenburgh and Jonathan, would only

find a place in it. Of course some of the others

are profitable to a certain extent, and could not

be dispensed with.

OEAPBS AND ORAFE CULTURE.

One of the most interesting and valuable dis-

discurred on the above subjects.

THK DELAWARE.

We copy the proceedings as published, correct-

ing and adding to them from our own.

Mr. Dunlap—I have seen the Delaware this

year in many localities. It grows variously as
to strength. Have had it myself four years, and
from two sources, Rochester and Columbus 0.
It grows poorly with me. There can be no quee-
tion that soil has a powerful effect on it, as I
have observed that on all light colored soils, like

those of Adams county, it does well, while on
the darker loams in the central and north part
of the State it is less vigorous. In Champaign
county, unless we discover some new mode of
culture, it will prove of no value. Stewart, of
Quincy, who makes these grapes a speciality,

has the best I have seen. Would recommend
this variety for special soils. In the grounds of
Mr. Merrick in Quincy, I have seen shoots fifteen

feet long.

Kidder—I have seen them grow twelve or four-
teen feet in one year.

[Mr. K. is at Evanston, on a sandy soil, but

we did not understand him to say that these

vines were upon his own grounds, but at Pitts-

burg and Cincinnati, thus agreeing with Dr. Hoy,

that at Racine, on the lake shore, it was not es-

pecially vigorous-]

Baldwin—I think the Delaware is a capricious
grower. 1 had a vine of Dr. Gr-int a year ago
last spring; it grew eighteen inches last year,
and twenty four this, but a graft cut off grew
five feet, lived through the winter, and this year
grew ten feet, and gave me as many layers ; the
old vine has done nothing; I live in touth part of
LaSalle county.

Nash—In the spring of 1858, I bought a rine
said fo be the Delaware, in Connecticut. I pre-
pared the ground ai I do for others by trenching
two and a half feet deep, I have nursed it care-
fully since and have got it up eighteen inches.
In 1859, I bought one not so good looking of Mr.
Phoenix, which grew six feet last year. I cut it

back to two eye ; this year it bore five bunches,
and grew canes of ten or twelve feet.

Thompson—The grape is everywhere allowed
to bear too early; it is a rich feeder.

Willey—Is not feebleness of the vin' sowing
to excessive propagation?
Bragdon—I visited Mr. Brush, of Ottawa, who

wanted no stronger growth than these made,
when properly propagated.

[Mr. Brush is on the bluffs at Ottawa, a strong

limestone soil of heavy clay, well adapted to the

grape.]

Overman—What amount of deterioration does
layering froiL fruit bearing viries produce ?

President—The deterioration is in proportion

to the amount of layering; the old viae must not

be neglected.

Phoenix—Dr. Grant says a grape vine can be
layered to death.

Bliss—The Delaware does not make so mach
wood as other grapes.

President—I had a Rachel plant layered to

death.

Kidder—I think grapes have not been taken
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care of. A m n Bhould not set out until he is

ready for it.

Minier—I have had grapes from grafts of the

same year ou the Catawba; my father has five

dollar vines, which produce the same year, but

are not go good for stock as younger vines.

Dalton, of Calumet—I had this grape some
years ago from Delaware, Ohio. The old plants,

although not forced, did not live well, while
thosflfiom them grew finely. I think the reason

that the old vines did not do well was the change
of the soil, &c.

Douglas—It is a ccmmon rule among propaga-
ors to throw away the old vi e after a few
tyears.

Andrews—I put a cutting six inches long in

the ground last spring, and it grew fourteen or

fifteen feet ; I layered it, and will get ten or

twelve roots; my soil is light colored; on dark
colored soil near by the river did not do so wel

;

in fact, I think in no instance has the dark so 1

done well. No bones are needed in grape culture;

mix up the soil well; plant on soil that will drain

itself, or underdrain, if flat. In this way I raise

even the Golden Chasselas, Hamburg and White
Muscat out doors; it is better to starve grapes

than to over feed them. For foreign giapes, I

would suggest the east side of a close fence six

feet high. Plant four or five feet apart, and six

feet between the rows; prune in the fall; train

the vine so as to slant at the root and protect it

in winter; put a stone on the bent over vine to

hold it down, and throw on a few shovelfulls of

earth; I prune my vines so as to have two arms
at right angles to the main vine, which are low
enough to be included in this covering; I do not

let my vines overbeav; I can ripen the Catawba
the first of September, in October, or not at all,

by different growing and pruning; overbearing

and shortening in, retard the time of ripening.

The Delaware is very easily grown from cuttings,

by putting two eyes below the ground; water and
dig about a little way off; cut cuttings in autumn;
put them on the ground and cover up with earth

until used; set out in spring.

[The soil of Mr. Andrews' is on the Trenton

or Galena limestone, a porous, friable stone that

is easily weathered down. The garden of Mr.

Rosenstiel at Freeport is also on an outcrop of

this rock, and his grapes do so remarkably well

that it is a matter of astonishment to every one.

Why these two gent'emen should be so remarka-

bly successful is no great secret to us. In the

first place their soils, though twenty-eight miles

apart, are alike, and another coincidence, they

are practical grape growers, and have taken the

utmost advantage of their soils. Let no one sup-

pose that with the same care they can succeed

anywhere, as these two persons have done. With

similar soil others may suooeed. Their practice

will be found valuable on all soils.]

Douglas—In planting an old vine, I would
bend it over and make it put out new roots above

the old. In layering a vine, the first layers are

stronger than those succeeding.

Phoenix—I would always use well rotted ma-
nure.

Bragdon—Brush would indorse Dr. Andrews
as to letting laterals grow. He is down on ma-
nure.

Asa Kennicot*, Dr. Grant and Chnrles Down-
ing told me I mudt use no manure; I make use
however, of some wtU rotted muck and cow ma-
nure. Where a mixture of these and sand were
used the vines started twice as well A part of

these I then planted in sand with a little leaf

mold, and a part in a very rich border. The last

grew well; the former not.

[The Dr. is located on the lake shore sand

knoils, aad needs both manure and clay.]

Phoenix—I would use manure in planting out.

Kidder—I would ask how they get crops at

flockford without manure.
Andrews—It is a light clay soil, not rich; a

shell limestone soil, perhaps.

[As we said before, this lets out the secret,

this outcrop of shell lime. It has doubtless once

been the bed of Rock river, washed down to the

rock, and a change of channel has allowed this

rock to become weathered down to soil, forming

oile of the best of gi'ape soils.

Kidder—The best vineyards in the west which
I have visited, were well manured; they were
not in Illinois, however.
Andrews—If our soil were heavy clay, I shoud

mature.

The Delaware was recommended for general

cultivation, by a very clcse vote, however. A vote

that at no distant day will berescinr'ed, placing

it among those that do well 'n certain locations,

According to usage, no fruit is entitled to a place

on the general list unless it is vcluable in all

parts of the district, which this grape is not, as

shown both in thiis discussion and the vote.]

Diana.

Douglas—It has been dropped by some of our
eastern friends, but I do not want to be too hasty
in doing so.

President—I have it in the open air.

Starr— It is hardy at Alton.

Nash—It is hirdy with the Catawba.
Overman—I had good vines of Charles Down-

ing in 1853, good layers therefrom and very nice

fruit; lost them in making new location; superi-

or to Catawba, though smaller, and next in quality

to the Delaware.
Bragdon—I have noticed that with the same

treatment it is Irom ten days to two weeks earlier

than the Catawba.
Sherman—I find it one of the best.

Phoenix—It is tough skinned; and has a pecu-
liar flavor.
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' Bragdon—I have seen it tested a dozen times

and put next to the Delaware.

Recommended for general cultivation.

[Here is another grave error of the Society,

and one that they will repent at leisure ; we re-

fer to the same reason given above in regard to

tho Delaware.]

Concord.

Andrews—When thoroughly grown, I think it

one of the best; could I have but one it would be

the Diana or Concord; it is a free bearer, large,

and delicious, when well grown,

Douglas—I prefer Concord to Diana. It is

remarkably hardy with us; I have seen it in sand,

gravel, clay and prairie soil; it is hardier than

the Catawba or Diana, and the best we have for

general cultivation; it is the best one grape, but

has never been over propagated like the Dela-

ware, remember.
Sanders—The Delaware is a poor grower,

whilst tho Concord is stronger, so that it bears

propagation better; cut down the Delawares more
and they would do better.

Chandler—It is a rambling but good grower,

not better than the Diana, but better than the

Delaware; stands without covering with us at

Madison, Wis;

Kidder—I believe it is the grape for the people.

It will bring twice as much as the Catawba; has

a white bloom and handsome bunches; you can
manure it, for it will bear stimulating; I saw
vines this year two and a half years planted that

produced sixteen pounds of grapes each, worth
twenty cents perpound, or $3 20 to the vine.

Asa Kennicott was opposed to pandering to

the popular taste.

Sanders—Where is the poor man to buy his

fruit ? The grower can afford to raise cheap
grapes, and the consumer to buy them.

Dunlap—I indorse Mr. Sanders; I planted a
first class orchard at Leyden, in this county, and
all the first class fruit is dead, while the second
class varieties are doing well. I am done with
all this first class fruit, suited only to the fasti-

deous palate of some, would-be parvenu; give

us goed fair fruit in abundance, fruit for the mil-

lion at a cheap rate. I have no objection to am-
atuers growing strawberries worth a dollar a
quart, or grapes five dollars a pound, but these
will never tickle the palate of the laborer, or be
found on the table of the washer woman. Let
us talk about something that is useful, and some-
thing that we can all have. The Concord is the
people's grape; it grows everywhere; there is a
difference of opinion on the Delaware; none on
the Concord.

Kidder—The Concord grape properlyripened
is very good, in the opinion of the best judges.

Ozanne—I have the Concord infruit for three
years. It ripens ten days earlier than the Isa-

bella; its flavor is good; one in ten preferred it

to Isabella; is quite hardy on the trellis all win-
ter; bears well; I think it the grape for the peo-
ple.

Sherman—It ia one of the grapes for the peo-

—2

pie; it is third in quality, counting Delaware as

first, and Diana second; it is a strong grower
and a hardy grape, but should not include the
other two.

President—A fruit that may be had with com-
mon treatment.

Periam—What are the qualities for general
cultivation ?

Andrew—The millions can have grapes when
they learn how to take care of them. The culti-

vation of grapes forces itself upon us because of
the late bearing of large fruits and our hot sum~
mers so favorable to ripening. If one thousand
Concords and one thousand Delawares were sold

out indiscriminately, the former would do the

most good; the Diana, too, is apt to fail in green
hands, though I never knew it to blight.

Periam—The secret of grape culture is in the

winter treatment; we can get along with it in the

summer.
Kidder—Grapes, I think, can be grown on flat

prairies; hill sides are not necessary; in Eurepa
the hill sides are used, not because they are best,

but cheapest.

Sanders—Late frosts are the chief trouble with
grapes; they should be protected as late as pos-
sible; this can never be a great grape growing
country,

[Probably not on the drift sands north of Chi-

cago, but easy when on the well drained prairie,

whether hill sides or not, such grapes as the Isa-

bella, Catawba, Concord and Hartford Prolific

will yet make glad the masses that give them

good culture.]

Periam—Covering a vine makes it start quicker
when uncovered, so that it is more liable to in-
jury.

Bragdon—I believe grapes can be grown with
good common care.

Andrews—The time of uncovering vines with
me is the first week in May, without much ref-
erence to weather; I throw off the earth, let

them dry, and then raise' them up; we need not
fail with grapes oftener than elsewhere. I have
from one to two hundred per cent, greater re-
turns from grapes than anything else in the way
of fruit; I would put the roots of all fruit trees
deep in the ground in Northern Illinois; the hoi
weather comes and cakes all the top soil, and the
thinly covered roots are baked; if they survive,
it is to make a full growth, and be tender enough
to freeze in the coming winter; any one can find

the dead roots and satisfy himself; I trench the
earth three or four feet deep, and bring the sur-
face soil to the top, and put in the tree without
packing the earth around the roots; the soil

around Bockford does not require underdrain-
ing.

Bragdon—Brush says he can make two hun-
dred to three hundred dollars profit per acre.

Nash—In the spring of 1856, I found all my
vines dead, and went to raising potatoes: about
the 25th of April I noticed a vine lying on the
ground, and covered with potato tops of the pre-
vious year, which was still living. I took the
hint^ and sinee th«Q I }a; them down in Novcm-
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ber and take them up about the 1st of May.
Put a rock oa to keep the vine (Jown and retard

the flow of sap. When I take them up, the buds
have started some; if there is danger of frost, I

cover them up; have had but one failure, (in

1856) in ten yeara.

Bragdon—Brush would not uncover befjre Ist

to 15th of >[ay. A dozen others give substan-

tially the same testimony.

[It was conceded by every person present that

all grape vines, even the hardy Clinton, were

largely benefitted by laying down in the fall and

covering up. The crop of fruit in all cases are

uiore certain. When the renewal system is adopt-

ed, this laying down is easily effected.]

Kidder—A friend of mine keeps grapes back
by covering them with corn stalks.

The Concord was added to the list for general

cultivation.

The following were announced as the commit-

tees from the seven fruit districts, filled so far as

possible in accordance with the resolution of yes-

terday :

1. Lake Shord District—Douglas, Periam and
Bragdon,

2. Galena District—No one present.

3 Northern Illiiiois—Kimball, Whitney and
Minkler.

4. Bloomington District—Dunlap, Overman
and Phoenix.

5. Al'on District—Huggins, Starr and Flagg.

6. Centralia District—No one present.

7. Jonesboro' District—No one present.

The committee on communications would re-

port that they recommend that the reports of the

Madison County Agricultural Society, and the

report of the St. Louii Horticultural Society be

copied and published with our proceedings.

The report was received and adopted.

[We learn that the St. Louis Horticultural So-

ciety have raised a sum of money to fay their

proportion of the proceedings.

Geo. M. Beeler, of Indianapolis, was elected

an honorary member.

Messrs. Overman, Wakeman, Phoenix, Dunlap

and Edwards were appointed a committee to in-

vestigate the question of the identity of the

Early Miy and the Early Richmond, and report

at this meeting.

Some wine from the black currant, sent up by

John A. Pettingill, of Bunker Hill, in the State of

Macoupin, got uncorked soniehow, about this

time, and created some confusion, owing to its

good quality; order being restored, the society

proceeded to discuss

GBAFSS AGAIN.

Catawba.

Nash—I have had ten years experience with it

and good crops of it.

Edwards— I am satisfied with it.

Bragdon—I have found it well ripened this

year north of this.

Becommended.

Hartford Prolific.

Ellsworth—I introduce it. to elicit discussion.

Edwards—I have had a few years experience
with it, and like it.

Chandler—I have fruited it in Southern Wis-
consin; it ripens the 10th of September; is apt
to fall off whan ripe; never mildews.
Andrews—I have seen it; it is thought a good

deal of at Rock ord; is of good quality; I regard
it as worthy of general cultivation.

So recommended.

The question of protection to grape vines being

agrain raised, Messrs. Andrews, Dunlap and Starr

were appointed a committee to bring in resolu-

tions in regard to the protection of grapes.

Mr. Andrews, from the above committee, made
the following

REPORT ON PROTECTION OF QBAPB VINES.

Mr. President and Gentlemen : Your committee
to whom was referred the subject of winter pro-
tection of grape vines, having had the matter
under consideration, would respectfully report
that it is our opinion that all vines growing in

the open air, however hardy they may be, will

bear fruit of larger quality in better quantity,

and with less liability to failure, by protecting
them in winter, by laying them upon the ground
in such manner that water will not settle and
freeze around them, and covering with earth or

coarse straw litter, and that this may be done
conveniently, we recommend that they be fall

pruned, and cultivated with reference to giving

them such protection; and that the vines may be
conveniently laid down closely to the ground
without danger of breaking or splitting them,

we suggest that they be pressed over when young
in such manner that they will rise from the
ground in an oblique or curvilinear, instead of a
perpendicular direction.

C. N. Andrews.
M. L. DUNTAP.

Northern Mvseadine,

Phoenix—I move it be placed on amatuer list;

it ripens in October at^Geneva; I thought it next

to Delaware; very hardy; grapes drop.

Sherman—I have fruited this year; it is a fine

red grape; place it below Concord and Diana;

they all drop from the vine.

Andrews—It i? being cultivated in Wisconsin,

and promises well one of the best fox grapes,

drops from the vines, but so do all fox grapes,

even the Concord.
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Willey—It is grown a good deal in Northern 11.

linois and Wisconsin, and is thought well of

Drops from vine ; is hardy.

Minier—A grape man told me mine was the

finest Muscadine he ever saw ; mine do not drop.

Fell—I bought two a year ago last spring; they

bore about half a bushel this year; ripened first,

and were about equal in quality to any I ate;

drops.
Ozanne—I have had some experience with it

for five years ; had trouble in makingmine grow;

last year it bore a little, this year a good deal

;

drops.

Gates—I have been three years getting up a

grapery in town ; the first I had was Northern
Muscadine ; had a hundred feet row of them
ripening this year ; did well at first, b'lt dropped

badly as they ripened ; I have given them up ex-

cept a few as early grapes.

Ellsworth—It has superceded the Isabella, etc.

It originated with the New Lebanon Shakers.

Eecommcnded.

For an early grape this must be considered val-

uable. It is of fine flavor, a good bearer, and

hardy. Of course it is not intended for a market

grape on a large scale, but for an early grape at

the north.

White Elizabeth.

Sherman—It is hardy without any protection
at Rochester ; it is nearly as compact as the
Clinton, and has a fine color like Golden Chas-
selas.

Andrews—I think it a superior grape.
Phoenix—I have heard it. is hardy in New York,

and considered it worthy of trial.

Andrews—The " Gardners' Monthly" and the

Grape Growers' Convention commend it. Not
added.
Andrews moved that a committee of seven be

appointed to test and observe difi'erent varieties

of grapes, and report at our next meeting. Car-
ried.

COMMITTEE.

C. N. Andrews, Rockford, Winnebago County.
C. A. Rosenstiel. Freeport, Stephenson Co.
Dr. H. Schroeder, Bloomington, McLean Co.
J. F. Nash, Ottawa, LaSalle Co.
Frank Starr, Alton, Madison Co.
T. Engleman, Mascoutah, St. Clair Co.
Chas. Cobley, South Pass, Union Co.

The foregoing is but a meager report of the

grape subject, but enough to show that an abun-

dant supply of grapes can be had in all parts of

the State, with very little expense.

At this time interested parties are busy in

palming off on the credulous a large number of

new varieties of doubtful value. Let those who
know little of grapes or grape culture, beware of
the grape pedlers and get their vines of respon-
sible parties who know what they are selling.

The following persons were appointed to pre-

pare papers for the next meeting, to be read or

published:

C. N. Andrews, of Rockford—On the Grape.
H. L. Brush, of Ottawa—On the Grape.
Dr. P. R. Hoy, Racine, Wis.—Subject optionaL
B. D. Walsh, Rock Island—Entomology.
Robt. Douglas, Waukegan—Pears.
Verry Aldrich, Tiskilwa—Pears.

C. A. Montross, Centralia—Pears.
8. G. Minkler, Specie Grove—Apples.

Dr. Geo. Haskell, Battle Creek, Mich.—Michi-
gan Fruit.

F. K. Phoenix, Bloomington—Apples.

G. H. Baker, Cobden—Apples.
G. W. Minier, Mackinawtown—Forest Trees.
James E. Starr, Alton—Peaches.

E. N. Clark, South Pass—Peaches.
Sam'l Edwards, La Moille—Evergreens.
C. R. Overman, Bloomington^-He Iges.

Chas. Hamilton, Henry—Gooseberries.

H. M. Kidder, Evanston—Strawberries.
Chas. Merritt, Battle Creek, Mic.—Blaeberries.
H. Shaw, Tremont—Strawberries.
A. P. Crosby, Centralia—Blackberries.
Charles Kennicott, Sandoval—Small Fruits in

Egypt.
J. T. Little, Dixon—Currants.
C, A. Rosenstiel, Freeport—Foreign Grapes.
M. L. Dunlap, West Urbana—Screens, etc.

J. Asa Kennicott, Chicago—Ornamental Fruit
Trees.

James Wakeman, Cottage Hill—Cherries.
H. M. Kidder, Evanston— Raspberries.
C. A. Rosenstiel, Freeport—Raspberries.
C. A. Rosenstiel, Freeport—Plums, Prunes and

Cherries.

C. T, Chase, Chicago—Beautifying our Homes.
C. R. Overman, Bloomington—Landscape Gar-

dening.

Jonathan Periam, Hope—Kitchen and Market
Gardening.

Dr. J. A. Warder, of Cincinnati—Subject Op-
tionaL

Friends from other States were invited to pre-
pare and present papers.

PBAK CULTUEE.

Minier—I have been trying to grow pears for
the past two years, but without much encourage-
ment. Of late has used old iron about the reots
with good success.

His trees are both standard and dwarf.

Douglas—There is iron in my soil; I have tried
iron, but never saw that I derived any good from
it ; blacksmiths' cinders, etc., enriched the soil

but injured the pear stocks, and are not good for
my soil ; Prof Turner said, I think, in one of
the past volumes of "Transactions" how well he
had prepared his ground, dug deep holes and bad
threes that put forth enormous shoots, and then
the hundred trees all dwindled and died ; I did
the same thing myself with the same result ; the
pears blighted worse in hot weather after a rain;
now I say dig no holes deeper than you plow

;

this rale is general; As regards the pear on tht
quince root in my land and in all Northern Eli-
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nois, the graft must be planted an inch or two
under ground ; cut off the root if it go too deep:
the surface roots must be kept alive. Leading
men differ much in their treatment, owiog to their
diffejent localities; Barry plants his grafts even
with the surface; there is snow theie nearly al-

ways during the severe cold ; there came a winter
without much snow and they lost their trees;
Wilder plants the graft two inches under ground
in order to have the tree take root from the pear;
Rivers, a man that has had experience, says never
to plant so as to have the pear take root ; but he
plants on a reclaimed swamp, and if the pear
takes root it rnns down into the water and so
fails ; Lewis F. Allen condemns all dwarf pears

;

he can raise good pastures, but grass is not good
for pears ; Cobbett at Buffalo succeeds ; we see
dwarf pears can be grown to take root under
ground (though they do so more slowly than ap-
ples,) and thus AVilder makes his trees more per-
manent.
Overman—The cultivation of the pear is get-

ting to be an all absorbing topic ; for myself I

have been very much troubled in getting dwarf
pears by leaf blight ; I succeed better by grafting
the quince on a bit of apple root first ; the quince
lives better, and finally kills the apple root, and
gets in fit condition for budding the same year.
Doug'as—I have had a good deal of trouble get-

ting quince stocks ; my plan is to take up roots
early for grafting, and heel them in, in dry sandy
soil, covering the greater part of the leaves; in

this way the leaves ripen sooner; must not be
covered so as to heat , when the quince stocks

remain in the nursery I head them down and
throw up a furrow each side of them.

Ellsworth—I put litter (not manure) along the

rows before throwing furrows against them ; this

keeps the ends dry; short straw or chaff is the

best; peach trees may be treated the same way
by covering up the buds ; This makes a substi-

tute f©r snow.
Pr^ident—I had a perfect mat of grass in my

nursery which I covered with the plow, in the

way just spoken of, and the long tailed mice got

in and did a good deal of mischief.

Ellsworth—The reason quince roots kill so is

want of deep culture and drainage.

Dunlap—The pear fever rages, although ten

years tgo we had the fire blight, and this year it

has appeared, somewhat, near the Mississippi, on
the lime mud drift ; I have made pears a special

study during the last year ; I think we can grow
them

;
[Mr. Dunlap here read an abstract from a

letter from Mr. Coe, of Port Byron, (page 323,

of the Illinois Farmer for 1861,) to the effect

that the climate, not soil, was the difiSculty to be
overcome } At Leyden pears protected by belts

of trees have succeeded, whilst those unprotect-
ed Flemish Beauties, Buffums, etc., are all that

are left of hundreds of trees ; wherever I have
found the pear tree sheltered, I have found pears;

the soil is all right ; the difficulty is only in the

climate ; we must grow pear trees in one climate

and winter them in another; I believe pears will

be raised on pear stocks ; the trees ar« every way
more durable ; the only objection is they are said

not to bear so soon ; as a fact some bear earlier

;

the competition on pear orchards before the farm

committee was strong; the committee, after a
careful examination of a number of orchards,
concluded that the pear stock was the thing and
would have awarded premiums to orchards on
pear stock had it not been that the society made
it a condition that the 100 trees competing should
be in bearing

; the three points essential in pear
culture are drainage, shelter and low heads.

Starr—The summidg up of this evidence is,

that top protection is beneficial; the flow of sap
cannot be retarded by covering the ground.

Bliss—Said he knew a tree, all of which stood
in the shade of a house, except one limb, which
the sun shone on ; that limb was barren ; the re-
mainder of the tree blossoraed.

Minier—I knew two peach trees to have corn
shocks just around them, and they bloomed when
all the rest in the country were killed.

Hansen—Said he had put coarse straw around
every other tree in a row, and perceived no dif-

ference in the time of putting out.

Ellsworth—I have removed large pear trees
with a ball of frozen earth about the roots in
winter; they bloomed later, and bore when oth-
ers failed

; I would not, therefore, recommend to

remove your trees every winter, but wish to call

your attention to the fact that to get fruit, you
must retard the blossoming.

BLACKBEBRIES.

A paper, giving Mr. Ozanne's experience in the
cultivation of this fruit was read :

" The Blackheiry.—In the autumn of '541 prox
cured of W. Lawton, Naw Rochelle, one dozen
(Lawton ?) New Rochelle blackberry plants, set

them out on a prairie soil in the latter part of
October. The following summer they made a
good growth ; the winter of 1855-6 killed them
almost entirely, so that with difficulty I found a
few small roots that with care made a feeble

growth in the summer of 1856 ; the winter of
1856-7 I partially protected them, and in the

summer of 1857 I had a fine giowth and a large
increase of plants, which bore a few large ber-
ries in the following year, 1858 ; I did not keep
back suckers, so that in the years 1859-60 I had
a perfect thicket from my original setting-out,

which bore a few berries without protection, gen-
erally small, with an occasional good sized one ;

in the fall of 1859, I laid down a few canes, cov-
ered with earth ; these, notwithstanding the
drought of 1860, bore heavily; I also set out a
small plantation that spring, kept back all suck-
ers, protected them last winter with straw, and
in some instances a little earth, just enough to

keep the straw from blowing off by the wind, and
this year every cane was loaded to its utmost ca-

pacity with the largest kind of berries ; so much
60 that some of the laterals broke down under
the weight of the fruit; I might state that the
plants were set in rows six feet apart and four in

the rows, pruned in the summer of 1860 to about
five feet in hight, and laterals cut back this

spring at least one-half; and what I consider of

great importance, all suckers kept down, by cut-

ting them off as soon as they appeared ; the

quantity of fruit on each bush was estimated by
several who saw them to average four quarts to
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the bush ; I did not estimate it at over three

quarts, which I know to be the fact ; if picked

when ripe the fruit is of good quality.

THE EGYPTIAN BLaCKBERET.

Two years ago last spring I procured a half

dozen plants of this variety, which have borne a

few berries this year about one-half the size of

the New Rochelle, and about one quarter the

quantity of fruit on same size canes of New Ro-
chelle ; of good flavor, I might add with protec-

tion,

DORCHESTEE.

Bears well with me ; requires protection, and

is a sweeter berry ; the protection of fruit about

half compared to New Rochelle on same size

canes.

Newman's thornless.

Has borne goon crops of good sized berries of

tolerably good flavor : has the advantage that it

can be laid down as easily as the raspberry, which
is not the case with the New Rocbolle, as those

who have tried it can testify ; requires protec-

tion.

Racine, Wisconsin. Jas. Ozanne, je."

Merritt—The Lawton blackberry is a favorite

fruit with me ; I have had an acre of plants for

three year? ; they need protection ; after the

bearing shoots are cut out I and two men with

spades can lay them all down in a day ; I scratch

and loosen the earth with a rake on the side to-

wards which the bushes are to be laid down, and
then push them over with the head of the rake

;

while the men throw on the earth I put on a little

rough litter; bend them in any direction ['must

be south here,' says Douglas.] I plant six feet

apart and cultivate each way ; stake them in the

spring ; before covering in the fall, I cut off the

main stalk nearly down to where it bends over

and the side branches to fifteen or eighteen

inches ; where there is no snow, I would cover

the stalk ; last spring when I got ready to plow
I found I had only about half enough canes on
the acre ; I manured in June with a wheelbarrow
load to every two hills; they were a "sight"
when they blossomed ; the crop was estimated at

from 100 to 150 bushels, and sent them to this

market ; brought $4 50 to $5 per bushel ; four

stalks iu a hill are enough ; I sell the sprouts or

cut them down ; I think from 120 to 150 bushels

can be raised on an acre ; Some of the ground I

mulched with cut corn stalks, which was an im-

provement ; my soil is a gravelly sand with loam,

sub soil gravelly and open, but not leachy ; the

berries were uniform in size, except in the last of

the reason.

Douglas—My experience corresponds with that

of the last gentleman ; I think thev will not do

well on black soil ; cut off the shoots early in

September and the wood will harden ; I lean

them to to the south to keep the sun off, and
cover with old straw, etc.; plants from root cut-

tings are better tean suckers ; I wish here to add
a caution in regard to plants; I got the Dorches-
ter of Hovey ; I found some of the plants had
green shoots and a sweet oblong berry, while

others purple and not good ; berries are better

shaded.
Asa Kennicott had had the same berry from

EUwanger & Barry ; it was a humbug, and they
should be reprimanded.

Starr—I have grown both the Lawton and the

Dorchester ; the formers needs no protection, but
grows and leaves well; I do not like the taste, it

is too acid ; the Dorchester is indifferent.

Huggins— I am glad to find the Lawton has
some friends ; I recommend it and will show
friend Starr some sweet ones at Woodburn ; I

mulch heavily and have deep land; I can sit in

the shade of the bushes and pick them.

It was stated that native blackberries could be

purchased in the season of picking at Centralia

and other points below there on the I. C. R. R. at

about seventy-five cents a bushel, and the diffi-

culy in the way of shipping was the two express

companies meeting at Oentralia, both wishing to

take all the profits of the trade, and the result

was that thousands of bushels that would have

been shipped rotted on the ground. The Law-
ton needs winter protection and cutting back in

all cases ; it is otherwise tender and of no value.

The last season's crop was probably the best ever

grown in the West. Our confidence in it is not

of the sanguine description, but with good cul-

ture, shelter and winter protection good crops

can be had. The fruit is very good ; needs

thorough ripening before picking.

EASPBEERIES.

Allen.

Asa Kennicott—It is good, but needs another
variety with it to fertilize it ; with the Fastolff

and Brinckle's Orange on each side it boro well.

Merritl—I have had the kind six feet from
aaother variety for three years, but no good fruit.

Asa Kennicott—I would refer to Prof. Blaney,
who gave me the hint for a confirmation of my
views.

Ellsworth—It is a fancy crop.

Dunlap—It is generally no crop at all ; for the
prairie a worthless variety, tend it as you may.

Phoenix—I have been told that cultivated in
hil's and kept properly thinned, it is good, but it

is not with me.
Smith—Elliott says the canes must not be too

thick.

Huggins—My experience corresponds with Dr.
Kennicott's ; I procured it of Mr. Allen, put it

by the side of the red raspberry, and raised very
fine fruit; removed it two years ago, and now I

get no fruit; I am not so much in favor of it as

I have been.

Ozanne—I had it four years in hills and in
clusters with the Red Antwerp within six feet,

but never had a perfect berry.

Asa Kcnicott—I think there is too much de-
sire to shove off work and fruit that requires it,

on to the amateur list.

Overman—The millions will not fake it.
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Phoenix—Does not the Cincinnati Red work the

game way if neglected ? The raspberry will not
boar neglect.

Edwards—With the same cultivation as the
Cincinnati Bed it fails.

The vote of last year recommending the Allen

for Central Illinois was rescinded.

Mr. Overman gave an excellent exhortation

npon going into the Horticultural Fair next fall

with spirit. He said " we wanted at least a ton

of the fadeless flowers, from a Batchelor's But-

ton up to two tons of Evergreen sprigs and a few

bales of long moss from the southern kingdom,

provided the way were then open."

The matter was referred to the Executive Com-

mittee.

PEACH CULTUKE.

Dr. Haskell—I removed to Michigan three

years ago, and set out trees, which are now large

enough to bear ; I expect a crop next year ; my
soil is a sandy loam well adapted to their culture.

Merritt—1 am trying the laying down of two
year old peach trees ; I dig a hole by the side

and work under the tree and loosen its roots

somewhat; then bend the tree over, and f^o lean
gradually get over and cover with corn stalks,

oak leaves or evergreen boughs, the latter being
best ; this will do for garden purposes.
Edwards— I am raising peach trees by dwarf-

ing them and keeping in tubs, which I put in the

cellar in winter.

Phoenix—We ought to have peaches from Maine
to Minnesota, and we will ; I feel it in my bones;

[great applause] ; the trouble is, people don't

w mt te take trouble, and will not enjoy the duty
and privilege of fruit raising.

Minier—I am satisfied that fair protection is

what is needed.

Overman—The collar is attacked by the white
grub, which is the worst enemy of the peach ; a

friend says brown paper wrapped around the col-

lar in spring is the best preventive.

Starr—We can't protect our trees in Egypt

;

they grow too big ; they interlock t^eir branches
at a distance of sixteen feet, and have trunks a

foot in diameter ; we grow corn among them the

first year to shade them, and after that cultivate

them without corn ; trim up to a pood hight for

convenience in fighting the curculio ; have good
crops three years in five; the worst enemy is the

curculio, which is the same as that of the plum.

To Make Good Winter Butteh.—At the an-

nual meeting of the Jefferson county agricultural

society at Watertown, on the 14th of January, a

tub of i-uperior winter-mads butter was exhib ted

by Mr. Daniel Parker of that town, for which a

premium was awarded by the discretionary com-
mittee. " The butter," says the Northern Jour-

nal, "was quite as yellow as much of the fall

made sent to market, and 'he flavor so fine, that

we obtained of Mr. Parker the mode of manu-
facture. He states that the milk into pans and
allowed to stand until the cream ia ready to be

taken off, which will depend upon the tempera-
ture of the room in which it is set. Before
churning the cream must be kept in a warm room
at least twelve hours ; then it will require churn™
ing less than an hour. He washes his butter im-
mediately after taking it out of the churn, and
at the same time salts it. His cows had been fed

on clover hay, without grain or roots, for six

weeks previous to the time of making this sample.
Butter made in this way is perfectly sweet, of a
good color, and will bring from two to four cents

per pound more in market than that manufactur-
ed in the ordinary way. It is worth the atten-

tion of farmers."

—t-

To Protect Trees from Rabbits.—Mr. A. G.

Hanford writes the " Country Gentleman " that

a good way to prevent rabbits from injuring trees

in winter, is to take narrow strips of cotton cloth,

a yard or more long— old oil cloth will do—and-

commence at the bottom of the tree, winding it

around the body till you get above the reach of

the rabbits, and there tie it. Remove in spring,

dry and put away for another season. If well

cared for these strips will last a number of years,

or as long as the trees will need protection.

-*)b*-

The Reduction of Pay of the Soldiers.—
Great opposition is made to the proposed reduc-

tion of soldiers' pay, embodied in the bill of

Senator Sherman. A memorial has been pre-

pared and is being numerously signed, urging

Congress not to reduce the pay of the officers,

but to assess upon the present rates whatever
tax may be deemed proper, even to twenty or

thirty per cent. This proposition is growing
into favor, as it is a manifestation of patriotism

and not the submission of hirelings. Senator
Browning is preparing a bill to meet this sug-

gestion, which covers the entire ground.

Unpopular Measures.—Some members of

the Constitutional Convention propose to rein-

state the old barbarism of the viva voce voting,

and the old County Commissioner system, and
to set our Common Schools back on the old

platform, amounting to no education at all.

We would just like to see a vote of the

people on these propositions in a separate arti-

cle to the Constitution. They would be voted

down by a larger majority than ever was given

by any State on any issue.

—

Chicago Journal,

—"Why, my dear Mrs. Smith, what have
you done with your piano ?" " Oh, Mr. Smith
insisted upon my disposing of it and buying
instead a sewing machine for each of the girls.

He says they are much more useful and would
make much less noise."
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BAILHACHE & BAKEB PX7BLISHEES.

M. L. DTJNLAP, EDITOR.

SPRINGFIELD, FEBRUARY, 1862.

Editor's Table.

With February begins the active duties of the

new year, and from this time onward one duty

after another is brought to our view. Thefarm-

er's life is an active one, but the duties are not all

arduous, for genius has brought to his aid mus-

cles of iron and sinews of steel, that take from

his broad shoulders, sun-browned brow and horny

hands a large part of their burthen. It is well,

for we have now become so accustomed to what,

not long since were deemed luxuries but now ne-

cessaries of life, that we must have new fields of

productive labor open to us to allow us to indulge

in (he new mode to which we have become accus-

tomed. Free tea, free coffee and free spices, with

other free luxuries, are fled, and we may yet go

back to them a^ luxuries and not as necessities.

The new year opens an unwritten page, with pa-

per of a sanguine hue, but we hope it will grow

brighter and brighter to the end.

The Polo Advertiser says that in the south-

ern part of the State great efiforts are being made

to produce a crop of cotton ; let us of the north

make a corresponding effort to grow a crop of

flax, and next year we can go well dressed in our

own domestic fabrics, and at the same time assert

our independence of Secessia and England for our

comforts and good appearances.

Cotton Seed.—The seed of our native cotton,

as well as the seed from New Orleans cotton

planted in this State are green, as is proved by

samples in our office ; we also have samples from

seed of North Carolina seed grown in Urbana, all

of which is of the same color. The following,

headed " Cotton Seed for the Northwest," is from

the Chicago Tribune:

" The discussion of the question of the intro-
duction of cotton culture into the southern part
of this State, or rather the revival of its culture
there, has awakened wide attention among all in~

terested, and there is an eager inquiry for seed.

One thing, however, seems well established by
concurrent testimony of those who are excellent
authority in the natter. The scheme of looking
to the islands of Beaufort will fail and give no
good result. What is wanted is the green seed
known as the Tennessee upland cotton. The Sea
Island cotton has a black seed, and nothing can
be expected from its introduction here but disap-
pointment. As to the green seed, we learn that
nearly half enough seed will be furnished in

Southern Illinois from last season's crop, and the
remainder can be procured from the Southwestern
States."

Cotton Culture in the West is becoming the

Court talk, as well as in more humble circles. We
need have n 9 fear of a want of seed; two and a half

months will accomplish no small amount in this

direction.

" The Commissioner of Patents has issued a
circular in which he says the cultivation of cotton
in the middle portions of the Free States is be-
ginning to attract general attention. It is, how-
ever, a principle in vegetable physiology, that
tropical plants can sever be acclimated in the
North, except by a repeated reprcducion of new
varieties by seed. The attempt to grow Sea Isl-
and cotton, such as now brought fr( m Hilton
Head, would prove a failure in any portion of the
Free States. The only variety capable of suc-
cessful cultivation in those sections now seeking
its introduction, is the green seed cotton, such as
is now being raised extensively in Arkansas, Mis-
souri, Tennessee, and portions of Kentucky, and
which produces whole fibre. Seed should be ob-
tained from the?e localities. The modificatir-ns
of soil and climate will influence the size of the
plant, the length and fineness of the fibre, and
the product of the crop. Effortsarenow making
by this department to procure the proper seed for
distribution."

Coffee in Egypt.—The following is the cor-

respondence of the Chicago Tribune :

Spkingpield, Jan. 15, 1862.
The Hon. S. W. Moulton, of Shelby county,

informs us that he has tested a sample of coffee
grown in Effingham county the past season, by
Mr. Geo. L. Hoffman, residing eight miles north-
west of Effingham Station, on the Illinois Central
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railroad. Mr. M. says that with the exception

of a slight taste of rawness, owing doubtless to

the want of age of the berry, the sample was
fully equal to the best Rio.

Mr. Hoffman received a few seeds of coffee,

three years since, from his son in Australia

;

these he planted, and the past season produced
two bushels of ripe coffee. He estimates the

yieKI at thirty bushels per acre.

Thus far the plant appears to be hardy and
promises to be productive. Several parties in

Effiogham county are preparing to enter on its

culture. It would appear from the statement of

Mr. Moulton that ths plant comes into bearing
the second year, and the third year it produces a

pretty fair crop. The berry is similar to that of

Rio, ;ind is doubtless the same.
With these facts before them, the State Agri-

cultural Society have offered a reward of $50 for

the best 500 pounds of lUinoip grown coffee, fifty

pounds of which must be exhibited at the Janu-
ary meeting; and a f

remium of $25 for the l>est

fifty pounds, five pounds of which is also to be on
exhibition.

Effingham county is in latitude thirty-nine, and
as p.-rsons at a distance may be surprised to hear
that so many semi-tropical plants grow and ma-
ture in (his latitude, their surprise will abate

somewhat to know that the great volume of heat-

ed air, known as the trade winds, passing from
the coast of Africa to Central America, is turned
in its course by the Andes and is forced north
through the valley of the Mississippi river and
sprc'ids its genial influence over the prairies of

Illinois. We shall watch the progress of i his new
product of the prairie with a deep anxiety, and
shall hope to be able to report its permanent suc-

cess. This coffee has no connection with the

okra, an herbaceous plant, whose pods are exten-

sively used in soups at the South. Rural.

A few days since me met the agent of a large

landholder in Christian county, who has made

sale of several tracts of land to farmers who have

been driven out of Arkansas and Southern Mis-

souri, and to receive pay in the cotton crop; the

land is sold at $20 per acre, the purchaser to put

one-half of the land (which has been broken up,

and in wheat last season,) into cotton crop, early

in May, and give it good culture, for which, when

ready for picking, the buyer to have a credit of $10

per acre, thus paying for the land with twocrops

grown, without being at any expense in the har-

vesting. As it will cost little more to cultivate

cotton than corn, aside from the picking, this is

an easy and sure way to pay for a farm. It is

another evidence that men of capital have an in-

terest in the success of cotton culture in the south

half of the State.

-«•

will contain from thirty-two to forty pages, oc-

tavo, or the same size page as the current volume

of Transactions. This is not intended to take the

place of any of the agricultural journals of the

State, but as a convenient vehicle through which

to send out a record of their proceedings, essays

and such papers as requires to be laid before the

public at an early day. At present the plan of

publishing biennial reports and Avaiting until the

subject matter grows ont of date, is a bad one.

They will now be sent out in time to be of use.

At this meeting there are some twenty-five es-

says, all more or less valuable, especially those

on sorghum, insects, cotton and the management

of soil, that should be sent out before the time of

planting arrives, so that the farmers may avail

themselves of the inforiuation contained in them;

and as there is no paper that would wish

to undertake the publication of so large a

mass of purely statistical matter and detail-

ed statements, though valuable, yet contain-

ing a larger proportion of long articles than they

wish to inflict upon their readers ; hence (heir

publication will prove a valuable aid to those who

are directly interested. This journal will also

prove valuable for the publication of the list of

premiums and awards, and leave for the volume

of transac>ions proper, only such material as will

be of permanent value. The price of the journal

will be fifty cents—the publication commencing

with January. It will be printed at the Register

ofiBce, and edited by John P. Reynolds, Esq., the

present able and efiicient Secretary of the Board.

We have no doubt that this work will prove of

immense advantage to the State. It will send

broadcast over the State a large amount of valu-

able practical matter that would otherwise mold

on the shelves of the society, waiting the tardy

action of a biennial Legislature to send it forth

to the people. Now it will go forth with all the

freshness of youth to give lessons in every de-

partment of rural economy. The number fo

January will, of course, from necessity, be out

rather late, but the others will doubtless be in

time. We shall look fcr the essays on sorghum

culture, on soils and on insects at an early day.

We welcome our friend Reynolds to the chair ed-

itorial.

Journal of the State Aqkicltural Society.—
The Society, at its late meeting, decided to pub-

lish a monthly journal of their transactions. It

Burn Corn for Fuel.—The Amboy Times ad-

vises farmers to burn corn instead of wood, for

fuel. It urges the question thus :

" We repeat our advice to the farroers of this

country to burn corn and save their wood, espe-

cially where they are in the habit of selling the

former to buy the latter. Corn at thirteen ceBts
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a bushel is as cheap as wood at $3.50 per cord.

If half our corn be consumed this winter for fuel,

the remaining Lalf will be worth next spring

more than the whole will otherwise be, and then

a winter's expense for fire will be saved. Corn
will be low as long as the sudpV exceeds the de-

mand, which will be the case for at least eight

months to come. If the rebellion should be put
down next summer, we should still find but a

meagre market for our corn, for the South will

raise less cotton and sugar and more cereals. We
have more corn than can be used to profit in the
ordinary way of trade, and so we must put it to

new uses* Some think it almost wicked to burn
corn, and at the same time have no hesitation or
compunctions of conscience in selling it to be
made into whisky. We maintain that as far as

morality is concerned the weight of evidence is

all on the side of burning it. Again, what's the

difiFerence whether we set apart a portion of land

to raise corn, or timber, for fuel ? Many old coun-
trymen feel about the same in regard to burning
wood that we do in burning corn, and we are not
sure but they have the best reason for so feeling.

Cast aside your groundless scruples, and cram
the corn into your stoves If some of our sub-

scribers will bring corn in the ear on subscrip-
tion, we will give two cents above the market
price, and follow the advice we give to others."

We agree wi'h the Times that it is as proper to

burn corn as wood, provided that it cost no more.

Fluid that has been so extensively used for light

is the product of corn ; certainly no one felt any

compunction of conscience in its use, nor would

they now if kerosene was not both better and

cheaper. As will be seen in anothpr part of the

Farmer we do not subscribe to all the views of

the Times.

Something New that is Worth Having.—
The new War Map recently published by Asher

& Co., Indianapolis, Ind., has just been revised

and thoroughly corrected so that now it is not

only the most convenient Pocket WaeMap, but

the most correct. They advertise for county

agents to sell in each county, and offer a good

discount. We advise any person in want of a

good map te send twenty-five cents by mail and

they will receive the worth of their money. Any

man with from five to ten dollars capital can

make good wages as county agent. Address as

above.

—"If there is anybody under the canister of

heaven that I hate in utter excrescence," said

Mra. Partington, " it is the slanderer, going
about like a boy constructor, circulating his

calomel upon honest lolks."

-••»-

— Who is the laziest man? The furniture

dealer; he keeps chairs and lounges about all

the time.

From the Chicago Tribune.]

Illinois State Agrieultiiral Society

—

List of Premiums, etc.

SraiNGFiELD, Jin. 16, 1862.

The Treasurer reports on hand $500. This,

with the $3,000 due from the State, will make a
respectable fund for the beginning of the year.

The society's journal, it is supposed, will be self-

sustaining. It will be edited by the Correspond-
ing Secretary, J. P. Reynolds, Esq., who will

make its pages interesting.

The samples of sorghum sugar and syrup are

numerous, and in the main highly creditable; the

syrup is probably all that could be expected of

the crude article, audit is now generally conced-

ed that it is much improved by refining, as is cus-

tomary with the Southern article. Most of the

samples of sugar aro more or less clammy, and
the only sample that has a lively appearance and
color similar to fair New Orleans, is from Ohio,

made on Cook's evaporator
;
yet, like all the sam-

ples, it has the vegetable or sorghum taste. The
truth is, that no certain mode has yet been dis

covered to granulate the syrup, and it is certain

that when this end is attained, it must be refined

to please the taste of a majority of our people.

PREMitTMS ON ESSAYS.

Essay on the Cnltivation of Cotton.—On this

subject there were four competitors, one of them
a lady. The award was made to C. T. Chase, of

Chicago, $10. Subsequently an essay was re-

ceived on the adaptation of cotton to the southern
half of the State, and its culture, for which a
special premium of $10 was awarded.

Culture of Sugar Cane.—1st premium, $10
awarded to E. F. Newberry, of Montgomery
county.

Preparation of Soils.—Premium of $10 to J.

B. Turner, of Jacksonville.

Draining.—Premium of $10 to H. M, Kidder,

of Cook county.

Orcharding —Premium of $10 to J. T. Little,

Dixon.

Insects Injueious to Vegetation.—Premiums
of $25 each to C. Thomas, Jackson county, and
Gen. B. D. Walsh, Rock Island.

Both essays are valuable and will prove of vast

benefit to the farmers of the State. The com-
mittee were unable to decide which was the best,

and cut the gordian knot by awarding a like sum
to each of those gentlemen. If our State had
paid one tithe of the amount to investigate the

living insects that feed on our crops, that they

have to those imbedded in the recks, we should

have seen some benefits from it. Five thousand
dollars a year for the history of dead insects

turned to stone, but not a cent to those that come
in swarms to disappoint the cultivator.

premiums on essay for 1862.

In addition to the list of last year the Board
added $10 for essay on Flax Culture; $10 for

culture of Tobacco ; for $10 for bes-t essay on
culture and manufacture of the Sugar Beet.
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To the list of field crops was added $10 for

the best half acre of tobacco, and $10 for the

beat half acre of the sugar beet. The premium
on coffee you already know. On cotton, for best

five acres, $100; best half acre, $<25. Best bushel

of cotton seed, the growth of 1862, adapted to

this State, $10.
The usual farm committees were not appointed.

The competitors in place of having the usual ex-

amination must make a full report in detail of

their operations, upon which the Board will base
their award at the annual meeting.
The Board have adjourned to Tuesday, Janua-

ry 25th, for the purpose of considering applica-

tions for the place of holding the next Fair, cor-

recting the premium list, and other business that

may come up at that time.

Peoria and Sandoval have made formal appli"

cation, and there are informal applications from
three others, but the whole subject will come up
at the next meeting.

The Legal Adviser—We have received among

our exchanges a monthly journal by the above

title, edited by Hon. E. M. Haines, Chicago.

$1 a year.

The number for January contains several de-

cisions of the Supreme Court not yet published

in reports. We clip the following that are of in-

terest to our readers :

•'Money paid under a misapprehension of facts

may be recovered ; so, also, if there be a total

failure of the consideration for which the money
was paid."

The above will be good news to all those who
have made advances on worthless implements, to

responsible dealers, and will be a caution and

show how far it is safe to recommend an imple-

ment for the sake of making a sale.

"Highways.—Where a road, after its survey
and location, has not been opened for the use

of the public, nor the proper notice given the

owner of the land to remove his fence, neither

the commissioners nor any other person can re-

move a fence without becoming trespassers. If

parties over whose land a road has been laid,

having notice, real or constructive, fail to claim
damages at the appropriate time, they will after-

wards be estopped.

"The purchase of land and payment of the

money, followed by possession by the purchaser,
and the making of lasting and valuable improve-
ments upon the premisps by him, takes a verbal

agreement for the sale of lands out of the statute

of frauds, and entities the purchaser to a specific

performance of the agreement."

" Railroad Corporations.—The act approved
14th February, 1855, requiring all railroads then

completed and open for use, to be fenced, and
imposing as a penalty for non-compliance, the

payment of all damages which may result to cat-

tle thereby, although such requirement was not

exprpssed in their charter?, does not conflict with
the 17th section of the 13th article of the Con-
stitution.

Acts of incorporation are subordinate to gen-
ernl police regulations.

The act to regulate the duties and liabilities of

railroad companies, passed in 1855, applies to

companies previously incorporated. Since the

passage of that act railroad companies in IlUi-

Eois are liable foi injuries to cattle that may have
strayed on to their tracks, through the want of

the required fences or cattle-guards. If a rail-

road company has erected and maintained suffi-

cient fences and cattle-guards, then the onus is

on the claimant to show a negligent or willfulact

by the company, before he can recover."

It is probaWe that the above decision under the

Act of 1855 only refers to cattle on farms adja-

cent to the track, for it hardly appears right to

compel the railroad companies to protect them-

selves against all the vicious cattle that people

might turn out into the common or highway. We
believe in compelling people that own stock to

take care of it, and to the holding adjacent own-

ers to a strict accountability to each other, and

compelling all others to fence in their stock, or

take care of it both as against farmers and rail-

roads. Where farmers gain seme undue advan-

tage against the railroad it is but natural that

they should retaliate in seme way.

"Books of account are admitted in proof un-
der certain circumstances, as secondary evidence,

but not where the partly efi"ering the proof had
clerks or servants in his employ who could have
been called to prove the delivery of the goods and
the fairness of the entries."

Farmers would do well to act on the above

hint, and when they have dealings with others to

any extent in the way of look accounts, get a

good sett of blank books and make their entiies

in a clear, intelligiV le manner, and not, as is too

often the case with farmers, in some little mem0"«

randum book in a slip-shod manner without date.

Recipes for Cooking.— Not having bet ourself

up for a good cook we are not enabled to give our

readers whole pages of recipes for cooking, either

fancy or plain ; taking it for granted that every

family of any pretensions to good living are in

possession of a good cook book with its thousand

rccices for goodies, we have concluded that our

pages could be more profitably filled than with

reprints of these works, and not being a judge

we should be liable to make very many bad selec-

tions. So GOon as we can obtain a good lady edi-

tor who is posted in all manner of household du-

ties and has a charming style, we shall engage

her—for the Chief Clerk in the Farmer office.
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Maple Sugar.—la view of the tariff on sugars

great preparations are being made among the far-

mers for making maple >ugar the coming season.

There are tens of thousands of maple trees in

our forests, and there is no doubt but they will

be made useful the coming spring.

—

Ifiles [Mich.)

Hepublican.

The Waukegan Gazette, commenting on the
above, say? " the increased tariff on sugar, and
the consequent rise in the price, should induce
an increased ma'ufacture from the maple. The
forests of Vlichigan and Wisconsin abound in the

sugar tree, and if the proper attention was given
to the manufacture of the article, more than a
sufficiency could be produced in those two States

to supply the home demand. This would be a
great easing to the people; besides this, they
would get a far better article than the imported
sugar.

"Even in these troublous times, we presume it

will net be considered an act of disloyalty to en-

gage in the business of making maple sugar. It

is true, it may somewhat affect the revenue, and
cause a falling off of funds to speculate on in

army contracts; but for all this, it is sound poli-

cy and wisdom to cultivate the sugar fields which
nature has given us, to the exclusion of the imx
ported article.

*' The capabilities of the sugar tree in either

of those States, to yield, is over 10,000,000 ibs.

annually
;
yet this great source of sweets is al-

most neglected by the people inhabiting those re-

gions, much to th(ir pecuniary loss."

There is a singular fact in regard to the sugar

maple in the prairie groves, that the yield of sap

is not only very limited, but of an inferior qual-

ity. In some of our river bottoms there is some

improvement, but on the whole the sugar maple

in the groves and river belts of the prairies is of

little value for sugar. The making of maple su-

gar is a laborious and many times an unhealthy

business, inducing colds, etc. When a boy we

had ample opportunity to learn all about making

sugar in the sugar fields of New Tork, but we

prefer the sorghum, and have greater faith in a

supply from that source than from the maple.

Gabdeners' Monthly.—We have received the

January number of the "Gardeners' Monthly,"

edited by Thomas Meehan, published by W. G.

P. Brinklie, 23 North Sixth street, Philadelphia.

Truly does the above title apply to this number,

for should each succeeding one be as valaable, it

will be worth ten instead of one dollar a year to

persons interested in borticulture and its kin-

dred branches.

Illinois Coffee.—We have a suspicion that

the Illinois coffee noticed in another part of the

Farmer is nothing more nor less than the Okra,

that is 80 common in the gardens of the south,

and often mt with at the north. In our next we
shall be enabled to speak of it in more positive

terms, and in the meantime let people hold on to

their loose change and let the coffee wait further

development. Possibly it is the Japan pea.

Ohio State Reqisteb.—This is a valuable lit-

tle hand book sent out by the "Field Notes;" is

both valuable and interesting to all Western men.

It is sent out at ten cents. Address " Field

Notes," Columbns, Ohio.

«•»

Illinois Tboops at Fokt Donaldson.—It

may be interesting to our readers to know that

among the troops investing Fort Donaldson, are

the follovring from this State, viz: Twenty-
ninth, Col. Reardon; Eighth, Col. Oslesby;

Seventh, Col. Cook; Eighth, Lieut. Col. Rhodes;
Eighteenth, Col. Lawler; Thirtieth, Lieut. Col.

Dennis; Thirty first, Co). John A. Logan;

Tvrentieth, Col. Marsh; Forty-eighth, Col.

Haynie; Eleventh, Col. Hart; Forty fifth, Col.

Smith, and some others impossible at present

to obtain. Batteries—Schwatz', Dresser's,

Taylor's, McAllister's, Richardson's, Willard's

and Buell's, in all thirty-four guns. Cavalry

—

Col. Dickey's and part of Col. Kellogg's regi-

ments; Capts. Stewart's, Dollins', O'Harnet's

and Karmichel's companies, with Gen. Grant's

body guard, Capt, Edward Osborn Command-
er-in-Chief, Gen. Ulysses S. Grant; Com-
manders of Brigades, Gens. McCIernand, Smith
and Wallace.

—
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Publishers' Special Notices.

Agents.—We do not appoint any agents ; all

are voluntary. Any person so disposed, can act

as agent in any place.

Enlarge Your Club.—Will not the friends of

the Illinois Farmer inquire how many copies of

the Farmer ara taken at their respective ofl5ces,

and pass around among those who ought to have

their names added to the list ? Our terms are so

low to clubs of ten and twenty that we ought to

have one or the other made up at every office in

the State, and at every office in Central Illinois,

one of twenty or more. Will our friends, and

the friends of practical agriculture see to it, and

thus lay us under renewed obligations ?

To Single Subscribers.—You receive the only

copy of the Farmer that goes to your post office.

Can you not send one, two, three or more new
subscribers, without any trouble ? Try. Sam-
ple numbers, &c., sent free.

Drafts.—Those remitting us large amounts of

money, will please send us drafts on Springfield

or Chicago, less the exchange. If you send cash

in a letter, be sure that is well sealed and well

directed, to Bailhache & Baker, Springfield,

Illinois.

The Farmer as a Present.—Any of our sub-

scribers who wish to make a present of the Illi-

nois Far3ier for 1861, can have it at the lowest

club rates, when sent out of the State. For
fifty cents you can treat your eastern friends to

a western agricultural paper. In no way can
you invest that amount to so good advantage to

emigration.

Send Now.—Any person who remits pay for a

club of ten or fifteen, or any other number at (he

specified rates for such clubs, can afterwards
add to the clubs, and take advantage of the re-

duction. Thus a person sending us five subscri-

bers and three dollars, can afterwards send us
three dollars more and receive six copies.

To THE Casual reader.—This and other num-
bers of the Illinois Farmer will be seat to many
persons who now see it for the first time. Will
they not examine it, and if they like it, subscribe

for it, and ask their neighbors to subscribe?

Sample numbers, prospectuses, etc., sent free to

all applicants. See terms elsewhere.

How TO Obtain Subsceibers.—The best way
is to send for sample numbers. Any young man
by canvassing his neighborhood, can easily make
up a club of five, ten or twenty, but no time

hould be lost in doing so, for your neighbors

may send east for their paper which, though val-

uable there, is much less so here, the diflference

of soil and climate putting them out of their

reckoning when attempting to teach us western

farming.

How TO Help.—The friends of the Illinois

Farmer will find a prospectus in another column.

We desire to suggest a few ways in which they

can use it to advantage. 1. Show the Fabmbr
to those who are unacquainted with it, and tell

them what you think of it. 2. Send for pros-

pectuses, and put them into the hands of those

who will use them, and place posters where farm-

ers will see them. 3. Get postmasters interested.

They see everybody, and are efficient workers.

4. (Send us the names of persons in your town

to whom we can send prospectuses and sample

numbers. 5. Begin now, before the agents of

eastern papers get up their clubs. This last hint

is especially important. Let us hear from you

soon. See terms elsewhere.

Jl^^-Clubs may be composed of persons in all

parts of the United States. It will be the same

to the publishers if they send papers to one or a

hundred post offi.ces. Additions made at any

time at club rates. We mail by printed slips,

which are so cheaply placed on the papers, that

it matters little whether they go to one or a

dozen offices.

S@" Correspondents will please be particular

to give the name of the post office, county and

State.

J^"Specimen numbers will be sent gratis,

upon application

j|^°Addres3
BAILHACHE & BAKER,

Springfield, Illinois.

<•>

Special Notice.—For terms see prospectus on

last page. All exchanges and communications

for the eye of the editor should be directed to

Illinois Farmer, Champaign, 111. Electrotypes

and business matters, and subscriptions, to the

publishers, Springfield, 111. Implements and

models for examination should be sent to the edi-

tor. The editor will, so far as it can be done

personally test and examine all new machines and
improvements submitted to his inspection. He
will be found at home, on his farm, nearly all of

(he time. So far as it is possible the conductOBS

on the I. C. R. R. will let off passengers at his

place, which is directly on the road, three and a

half miles south of the Urbana station, now the

city of Champaign. tf
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PLOWS I PLOWS !

!

THE «RAND DETOHR PLOWS AND CULTIVATORS
have no supiriors in the West. Their deep tillers,

brtaking ard shovel plows have no equal. There is ro other

deep tiller that will throw out so clean a furrow and at the

same lime socompletely pulverize the soil as our our No 4

With our sixteen inch Prairie Breaker two h* avy horses will

break tw<> acres a day. Thess are sup; lied with extra shares

whim required For shovel plows we can not be excelled, and

CO farm-r need use up his team with the old lumbering dirt

carriers so often seen in usj. In the cons ruction of our

plows we use the best of malarial, boih of wood, steel and

ron, and we call especial attention to our

LIST OP

Cast Steel Plows.
No. 1—Cut 8 inches, wrought iron standard, for one norse

jiower.

No. 5—Cut 10 Inches, wrought and cast standard, right and
leit hand.
Clay foil plows—Cut 10, 11 and 12 inches, right and

loft band, donbie and single shin, wrought standard.

.
3— :ut 12 inches, wrought and cast standard, right and

l?lt hand, sing'e and dout>le shin.

. 4_Cut 14 inches, wrought and cast standard, right and
left hand, single and don! le shin.

. 5—Out 10 incues, wrought and cast standard, right and
left baad. single atid double shin.

No. -3—Clipper plow ; cut 12 inches, wrought and cast stand-

ard, right and left hand, single and dc uble sliin.

No. 4—Ciit'per pV>w ; cnt 14 inches, wr ught and cast stand-

ard, right and left har.d, sin.le and double thin.

No.3—Cart steel, CHSt standard, right and left band, double

and single bin: Bottsmund plow, cut 12 inches.

ITo. 4—Cut 14 i; clies, stubble plow, wrought and cast stand-

ard, right and left hand, d uble aad ^irg e shin.

No. 1—Di uble and single shovel plows, with or without

shield.

CHst steel deep tiller plows—Cut 18 inches, single

and double shin, right and 1-ft h»T d. east standard.

Cast stee!, NuRSEKT deep tilebr—Cut 10 inch s,

cast standard, right and b.fc hand, single and double

shin.

No.

No.

No.

LIST OF

German Steel Plows.
No. 1—Cut 8 inches, wrought standard, for one he se plow.
No. 2—Cut 10 incLes, wrought and cast standard right and

left hand.
Clay soil plows—Cut 10, 11 and 12 iochs. double and s'ngle

shin, right and left hand, wrought standard.

No. 3—Cut 12 iuchis, right and 1 -ft hand, si-jgle and dcnWe
sbln With wn.nght and cast s aiidard.

No 4—Cut 14 inches, right andlefi hand, single and double
shin, wrought and cast standard.

No. 5—Cut 16 i( ciies, right and lefc bund single and double
shin, wrought aud cast standard

No. 8—Clipper plow, right and left hand, single and donbie
phio, W' ought and cast standard.

No. 4—Clipper pi w, right and left hand, single and donlle
shin. wroua;ht and cast standard.

No. 1—Single and dcnble shovel plow, with or without
shield attachment.

Breaking plows—Cut 12, 14, 16, 18. 20, 22 and' 24 inches

mou'd beard and rod, right apd left hand, case and
wrought standard with trees*, 1 ver, gauge wheels,

rrlling or standing cutter, with or without extra,

shares, as desired.
Cnlti'-a'ors, with three aad five teeth.

Scotch Harrow, with forty-two st-el te; th.

Kolling Cutters, 10 and 12 inch, with clasps.

CAST STEEL PLOWS AND CULTIVATORS.

Our work will be found at the following places

:

L. Lancaster, Champaign.
At the shop. Grand Detour, Ogle county, Ills.

ANDRUS &. BOSWORTH.

^ SECnMIT.^

LYON'S PATENT

lightnTn^g^rIos
Have been extensively used for five years in the states of
New Kngland, New York, Pennsylvania, L hio, Michigan,
Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin. Minnesota and Iowa, and
have always given the most perfect satisfaction' for ever}'-

thing that science or experience has shown to be essen-
tial to form PERFECT LIGHTNING HODS, has been
adopted in their construction.

Copper Kods have from^re to seven times as much
conducting power as new Iron Kods.

Copper Rods do not rust but will retain their con-
ducting power for year^. Copper Rods need no paint
E. Meriam, of Brooklyn, says, paint destroys the con-
ducting power of any Rod.

READ OVR CIRCULARS and see what the most
scientific and practical men in tbe country say of them.
We have reports from almost every one who has investi-

gated the science and principles of Electricitv, and all
are in favor of our COPPER RODS. [ Circulars' sent free.]

Rods of various styles of Spiral, Tubular and Flat,
fhrnished in any quantities.

Public Buildings furnished with neat and compact
Rods, having from six to fifteen inches surface.

Single Rods sent by Express to any part of the country.

_ _ CAUTION.
« Lyon's Patent " bears date July 11th, 1S54, and is for
the '• Metalic Surface," LigMning Rod. made in any and
every form where sheet Copper is used.

And any other Lightning Rod made of Sheet Copper,
(whether patented or not,) is an infringement upon our
Right, and all persons who iuy, sell or use, are liable to
prosecution and damages, and will be dealt witli according
to law. We are owners BY DEED of this Patent, for
the States of Illinois, Iowa; Wisconsin, Minnesota, Ken-
tucky and Tennessee, and do hereby notifyalljpersons ir our
Territory, to purchase such rods only of us or our au-
thorized Agents.

Orders or Communications addressed to :

E. P. MARSH & CO. '

Post Office Box 8174, •

Office, 150 South Water Street, Chicago, Illinois.

DUNLAP'S NURSERY,
Forty Acres in Trees and Plants,

B>MBRACING THE USUAL NURSERY STOCK, AL
i of which will be sold low for cash. Orders for spriii

planting should be sent in early. 6,000 two year old

SILVER MAPLES
for timber belts, can be had at $5 per 100.

J, B. Whitnev, of Chatham, Sangamon county, is the age?,
for ."^angamon and neighboring counties. Catalogues had cr
application. Address m. L. DUNLAP

febl West Urbana, Champaign connty,'lll
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FRUIT THEES

AT

WAR PRICES

THE LARGEST NURSERY

Stock in tlie ^\^est•

COMPRTSTXa A COMPLETE ASSORT-
MENT of Fnsit Treos, Floweri'-g Shru b, and Green-

house pa tg. f r saie at fie v ry lowest cash prices.

The fnilowi g s*o k on hand and for sale to the trade at as

low pric-s as can be purchased in any responsible establish-

ment in the West

:

150,100 one yar old Ap les.

ITo.OOOtwo " " "
12.% OOO three " " "
75,tiO<> four " " "
10,000 Peaches,
2,000 Cook'-' Seedlinz Peach,

10,000 one, two and three year old Plums.
2 00" one and iwo ear old Dwarf Pears.

8,000 " " " " Standard Pears.

4o|0" 1 one year o'd Orange Quince.
2ft 000 t<ro " " •'

"

12,000 three" " " "

10 000 'ilver Poplars—rew kind.
20,0nO Loraba dy Poplars.

15,0 'V celling Wi owa.

I2JO0O Silver Maplp.

60.000 Kaspberr es—in varieties.

7.1, "0 I Oiirr ints

20,0u0 one »nd i wo yea old Asparagus.

180,000 ' hio Prolific and Houghton Seedling Gooseber-
rifs

125,000 one and tw > year o d Cawtaba Grape Boots.

gO^mrO '• '• " Isabella " '

40oVoo Grape Catt ngs.

100,01:0 A!>p fs uraf e in fall.

100,0 '0 Q I'noe S ccks
5" 000 Q ilncc Cu'tings.

6(i0,0'i0 ^raerio cut iated Cranberries.

1511,0011 one a- d two ye;ir old Apple Stocks.

50,"O" import.-d P ar Storks, deliverable In spring.

SftVi'iO 1! irn -^to ks.

80,000 \Uzz»r ; C erry Srocks.
20,1100 Mahaieb " "
5(1, nOO O^a e Oran e,

86,000 i,awioa BiaC'-lK-r y.

Al thf> above stock is new -jrowing and ready for Jnspec-

fion in the

Walnut HiHs and White Oak
Nurseries.

Descript've Catalogues with prices annexed will be sent on
application to

J. S. COOK.

Ail orde's addr ssed as ah ive and directed to box 1029,

Cincinnati post office wll' meet w th attention,

P. S. Baker's spl-nd d line of Omnibuses pass the Nur-

series every hour, starting from Luer's Steam Bakery, No.
172 Sycamore street, tour doors above Fifth, Cincinnati.

noTl-6mo

PROSPECTUS FOR THE

JOURNAL OF THE
Illinois State Agricultural Society.

The Executive Committee of the Illinois State Ag-
ricultural Society believe the time has arrived, when
the publication of a Journal of the Society is impera-
tively demanded. Pursuant, therefore, to the duty
with which they are charged by the 5th section of the
Constitution of said Society, revised and adopted by
the meeting of delegates from County Agricultural
Societies, held on the Fair Grounds, at Jacksonville,
Sept., 1860, they have made the necessary arrange-
ments for the issue of such Journal, monthly, com-
mencing with January, 1862.

Each number will contain at least 32 pages (octavo)
of reading matter, composed principally of such por-
tions of the Transactions of the State and County
Societies, and communications on the subjects of

AGRICULTURE IN ALL ITS BRANCHES,
Mechanics and Natural History, as may require early
publication.

All premiums offered and awards made by the State
Society will appear in its columns.

All pertons, and especially Secretfirieg and other
oflBcers of County Societies, are respectfully requested
to communicate to the editor any matters of general
interest to the industrial classes, as may from time to

time arise in their respective localities.

To place the Journal within the reach of all, the
subscription price has been fixed at

FIFTY CENTS A YEAR!
Barely sufficient to cover cost 0/ publication, payable
invariably in advance.

Back numbers for the current year will bo furnish-
ed until the edition is exhausted.

All subscriptions and communications may be for-

waided to the undersigned, Springfield, Ills.

JOHN P. REYaOi.DS,

Cor. Sec. and Editor Journal.

STANDARD

SCALES
OP ALL KINDS.

FAIRBANKS & GREENLEAF,
172 LAKE STREET, CHICAGO,

And corner of MAIN and WALNUT struts, ST. LOUIS.
Sold in Springfield by

E. B. PEASE.'
Buy only the genuine. apl-ly

THE YELLOW NANSE ONb~
IS THK ONLY VARIKTY OF SVVJCKT POTATOSTHAT

has given entire satisfection in tlie n')rtliwest; Our stock
of the above in store for next Hi>ri(ig is unusually large, and
of the best quality—propagatod fr.iiii tlie

BEST LARGE POTATOES
Selected from many hundred bushel."; ti-:,! tin; completion
of our raiiroad to Rockville will inalih> lis to fill and forward
promptly all Cash Ordera with wliich w.- inny be fiivored, at

the very low price of - 5 PER B A K il v. ^ for eastern funds
Kesponsible Agents Wante!. in every connty, town, and

village, to sprout small lots on lialvi.-. miners can club
together and buy or sprout our potatoes in shares, and thus
secure good plants for themselves I'l • e of cost.

The Sweet Potato OUiTUciST. j^ivinjc full directions for

Sprouting. • lantinu, ' ultivatiiig nnd li,eepiug. will be fur-

nished grutis to Agents and Customers ; and to others by
mail, vost paid, f.r twenty-five cents in stamps. Aderess,

J. W. TENBROOK,
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TREE PEDDLER8

TAKE NOTICE.

I will sell good

APPLE TREES
C to 8 feet high at $45 per 1000

8 to 5 feet high at S5 « «

S"me of them n^w in fruit,

8 to 11 fe«t high 60 « «

Seedling trees, 8 to 11 fe-t 35 " "

Bed Dutch currant, 1 year 25 " 100

Do do 3 vrs 10 « «

Ho' gli ton seedling gooseberry lyr 4 " "

Do do do Syrs 10 « "

Red and yellow Anthwcrp raspberry 1 " "

Tranconia do 2 " "

ftravrb(>rris. 25 varieties. $2 to. 10 " 1000

Dow er's Prolific strawberry 5 " 100

Rhnbirb Tictorie 15 « "

Do Cahoorg 15 « «

Do Scotch Hybrid 80 "1000

Do Seelling 10 " "

Boses, h rdy summer, 20 varieties 15 " 100

Do Hybrid Perretna', 80 varieties 20 " "

Do Climbing, 8 varieties 18 " "

ALSO,
A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF

Ornamental Shrnbsi,
AT S12 PER HUNDRED.

Descriptive Catalogues sent to all applicants.

JAMES L. LOOP.
Address

C, D. STEVENS, Agent,

ang,'61-10t Mendota, Lasalle Co., Hie.

GTW AS A REMEDIAL AGENT.
THIS DELICIOUS TONIC STIMXTLANT,
Especially designed for the use of the Wedical Professio
and the family having superseded the so-called "Gins,"
"Aromatic," "Cordial," Medicated," 'Schnapps," etc., i;

now endorsed by all of the prominent physicians, chemists
and connoisseurs, as possessing all of those intrinsic niedi

cinal qualities (ton'C and pluretic) which belong to an oh
and pure Gin. Put up in quart botttles, and sold by af
druggists, grocers, etc.

A. M. BINNINGEB & CO.,
Established in 1798. Sole pvoprietors.

No. 19 Broad street, N. Y.
For sale by D. S. Barnes & Co., No. 13 Park Bow, Nev

Tork.
Our long experience and farailiaritj' with tlie requirement

of Druggists, and our superior business facilities, enable ut
to furnish them with choice Liquors for medicin.'il and fan.,

ly use. novl3-mAa

BLOOMINGTON NURSERT
BLOOMINGTON, ILLINOIS.

Eighty Acres Fruit and Ornamental Trees
«^AA NAMED SORTS TULIPS, ALSO HYACINTHS
JiXJyj Crocus, and a general assortment of Bulbs
and Flower Roots for Fall and Spring planting.^
Nursery stock. Evergreens. Greenhouse and gardei
plants—all at wholesale and retail at lowest cash
rates.

4S*For particulars see Catalogues or address subscribei

.

F. K. PHCENIX.
Bloomington. 111., Aug. 1, 1^59.

TO
Architects, "Builders,

CARPENTERS, MACHINISTfc^

r>
AND

NOW PUBLISHING WEERLY, THE
Architects' and Mechanics' Journal
The only Illustrated Weekly publication of its kind ii

this country, and indispensable to all engaged in Buildin
and Mechanical Operations.

EDITED BY PRACTICAL MEN
Who are well known as among the ablest men in tlii

country.
Every week lUustrrtions appear of great practical utility

such as

ENGBAVIWGS OF NEW BUILDITJ-GS
Already erected, now going up, or iatended for erection, u
different parts of the country.

DESIGNS AND WORKING DET.4ILS
Connected with Building oppi-ations, of great value to Arch
tects. Builders and Carpenters.

The Mechanical Department
Is enri bed by Engravings connected with nt-w Invention;
as well as a complete synopsiF of everj-thing which is goin
forward in the Mechanical World.
Subscription $2 per annum, in advance.
iS^Send 2.5 cents for five wee::lT numbers, as samples.
The Scientific Amebic.^.v. of October 29th. in noticinglb

Architects' and Meehanics" .lournal. says it is •• Edited witi
evident ability Altcgether the best work of the kiu
ever published in our city."—[ cw Yf rk.]

Published by Alexander Ilartbill, 12S Fulton street, Ne\
"Sork.

The Trade supplied by any wholesale House in New York
febl-if
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THE ILLINOIS FARMER:

A MONTHLY JOURNAL OP

AGRICULTURE & HORTI

IS PUBLISHED AT SPRINGFIELD, ILLS.,

BY BAILHACHE & BAKER,

AND IS

EDITED BY M. L. DUNLAP,

(THE "rural" of THB CniBAGO TBIBUNB.)

TERMS IN ADVAXCE.—$1 a year; two copies 1 5C; five

copies $3; ten copies $6, and one to getter np of the club;

twenty copies $10.

It is not necessaey that the club should all be at one office

—we send wherever the members of the club may reside.

The postage on the Farmer is only three cents a year in

he State of Illinois, and six cents out of it.

Specimens numbfrs sent free on application.

Subscription money may be sent at the risk of the pub-

I isher.

Exchanges and communications for the eye of the Editor

should be addressed, IiUNOls Farmer, Champaign. Illinois

All business letters are to be direcied to the publishers,

Springfield.

tf BAILHACHE & BAKEE.

THE ILLINOIS STATE JOURNAL
IS CONFIDENTLY OFFERED TO THE PEOPLE OF

Illinois as the best and most reliable news, political}

!ind commercial paper within their reach. It is published

;it Springfield, the Capital of the Ftate, and is the medium
of all official notices, published by State authority. Partic-

ular attention is given to commercial affairs and every

number contains copious reviews of the markets in the

principal cities.

TERMS :

One copy one year. S2 09
Three copies one year 5 00
Six " " 7 50
Ten " " 12 00
Twenty " " 20 00

Payable always in advance. Persons sending clubs of ten

and upwards shall be entitled to an extra copy.

Address BAILHACHE & BAKER,
Springfirld, Illinois.

THE

ILLINOIS FARMER

TERMS OP ADVERTISING

:

1 mo. Smo. 6 mo. 12 mo.
One page, or two columns ;8 $20 $35 $50

Half a pace or one « 5 12 20 30

One fourth page or half column.. 3 7 12 18

One eighth or one fourth " .. 2 4 7 10

One square of ten lines 1 2 4 7

Card of five lines one year $7 00

Ten cents a line for less than a square each insertion.

All worthy objects advertised, and those of importance to

the Farmer will receive, from time to time, such editorial

notices as the Editor may consider them worthy of, without

additional charge. *

Implements and seeds to be tested should be sent direct

to the Editor, at his residence. Champaign.

We have put the price of advertising within reach of all.

It will enable those who like to freely advertise their goods,

to do so at a cheap rate.

Terms, cash. Yearly adverti4ers will pay semi-annually.

and all transient advertisements must be accompanied with

the cash to insure insertion.

BAILHACHE & BAKER, Publishers,

Spr'ncfield, Ills.

200,000 Peach Trees
AND OTHER

Ffuit -and Ornamenlal Trees,

GBAPE VINES,
STRAWBERRIES,

ETC., ETC.

The coming Fall and Spring.

Catalogues will be furnished on application by the middle
of August.

Peach,
l^ectarine,

and Apricot
TREES IW POTS,

For orchard houses.

Addrers ISAAC PULLEN,
augl-'61-8t. Hightstown, Kew Jersey.
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March.

In this latitutde this is the first month of

actual spring, as it is the first on the calen-

dar, but a few degrees further north and

spring waits for April before the time of seed-

ing is at hand. The first week in March is

the usual time to sow spring wheat, though

not always. We generally begin to lift trees

in the nursery by the tenth of the month,

occasionally before, but seldom later, though

a cold snap of three or four days will some-
time intervene after this. Spring wheat is

always better for undergoing one or two such

tight spells of weather. Oats should not be

sown before the last of the month, though

barley can follow soon after the spring wheat.

Grass and clover seed that has not been

sown on the winter grain should be attended

to at once. In seeding with spring grain

we sow after finishing with the harrow and

roll at once after seeding. Sprin g- wheat and

barley are the best spring crops to seed with.

Oats are not as good, for should the crop be

heavy the foliage which is so abundant on

this grain, so shades the ground that the

grass and clover become slender, sickly

plants, and if followed by hot weather fora

few days after harvesting the sudden expos-

ure is pretty sure to kill them, while on the

other hand, if followed by cloudy wet weath-

er they soon recover and make a vigorous

growth ; for these reasons we do not seed af-

ter oats unless compelled to do so.

The Wood Pile should be carefully

looked to, and on such days as the farm work

cannot be attended to, advantage should be

taken of it to have an abundant supply of

good wood ready for the stovC; or kitchen

fire. It is bad economy to use green wood

or to be compelled to stop in the hurry of

other work to haul up a load of wood or to

cut it for the stove. No good farmer will

allow himself to be cutting fire wood when
other work is pressing. Coals are extensively

used for fuel ; these must be housed and

kept dry or a few rains will spoil them.

—

Corn is also used to some extent, but we
doubt its economy; corn cannot be put into

the crib at less than fifteen cents a bushel,

and from what we have tried it, two bush-

els are not worth more than one bushel of

first quality Illinois coal. That is at fifteen

cents a bushel, it is equal to coal at seven

dollars and a half a ton, an aveeage loss of

three and a half dollars, or eight cents a

bushel, for the corn. It is possible that we

are not precisely accurate in this estimate,

but it cannot be far from the truth. We
know that steam works at this point prefer

coal at the current rates to corn at ten cents.

We have seen no estimates of its value for

steam, though it is often used with coal to

get up steam at once, in starting the fire or

to suddenly renew it ; it burns freely and

produces a large amount of flame, On the

whole we cannot consider the use of corn for

fuel at all profitable, though if the farmer

will persist in supplying green or rotten

wood the good wife would be considered at

perfect liberty to draw on the corn crib un-

der every such provocation.

Hot Beds should now be looked after

;

see that sash is in order and have the ma-

nure piled so as to undergo the first process

of fermentation before using, this is very

important to the stability of a good hot bed.
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Garden Seeds should be looked over,

and what is lacking purchased. We are no

longer under the necessity of purchasing old

seed kindly sent West by seed dealers, as

we have them grown on our own soil. S.

Wilbur, of Momence, Kankakee county can

supply the demand. Better get Illinois

grown seeds, perhaps with the exception of

turnip seed, as we have fancied that the

English grown is the best, but it may be

fancy after all. Should you want eastern

seed send at once to the large seed stores in

the cities, for, as a general thing, they have

good fresh seed, and it is seldom they send

old seed to their customers, as the old seeds

are sold to amateur seedsmen done up in new

papers and sent out to the country store both

east and west ; look out for them. Our best

Chicago gardeners now use home grown seed,

and no class of men grow better cabbage and

root crops than they do. For our own use,

what we do not grow we draw on Mr. Wil-

bur for the supply.

Fencing.—March and April are the best

months for putting up board fences. We
never set fence posts with an augur or spade,

for the simple reasons that they are set

cheaper with an iron maul where the ground

is soft, and are much firmer; and as the

earth is firmly packed about them will last

longer. Always set the top end down, as we

know from frequent examinations that thus

set they are more durable.

Farm Roller.—No farmer should be

without a good roller. The prairie soil is

porous and many times lumpy, and seeds not

well covered dry out and are lost; with the

use of the roller we insure a better stand of

all kinds of seed, while the loose surface

is packed on to the seeds and prevents the

dying out, and at the same time crushes the

clods. An iron section roller is better than

one of wood, but the wood is better than

none. A roller need not be large ; ours is

twenty-two inches in diameter and is as large

as needed.

Fruits.—Because the times are hard and

money scarce do not forget to set out fruit

trees. They can be had cheap at this time,

as the nurserymen are anxious to sell; see

that you get the proper varieties. The last

volume of the Farmer contains more valu.

able, practical information in regard to fruit

culture on the prairie than has ever before

been published ; it will well repay you to

study it more thoroughly before you make

up your orders for trees and plants; see,

also, the two last numbers in regard to the

doings and sayings of the State Horticultu-

ral Society.

[From the Farmer's Advocate.]

Why do We Feed Our Cattle Salt ?—A long
time ago, says Mr. J. S. Chandler, of Roekton,
Ills., I noticed an Inquiry in the Advocate in re-

gard to feeding our cattle salt. I do not recollect

the inquirer's name, but I thought at the time he
knew the whys and wherefores and wished to

fini out whether any one else knew exactly why
we feed salt to our cattle and use so much of it

ourselves. I have waited patiently for some one
to answer this important question, as I wished to

know whether it was really necessary to use salt

or whether it was a habit, like many other things.

James F. Johnson, A. M., writes thus in regard

to the chemical use of salt

:

"The wild buffalo frequents the salt licks of

North Western America; the wild anima's in the

Central parts of Southern Africa are a sure prey
to the hunter who conceals himself by the salt

springs and our domestic cattle run peacefully

to the hand that offers it a taste of this delicious

luxury. From time immemorial it has been, known
that without salt man would miserably perish

;

and among horrible punishments entailing cer-

tain death, that of feeding culprits on saltless

food is said to have prevailed in barbarous times.

Maggots and corruption are spoken of by ancient

writers as the distressing symtoms which paltless

food engender ; but no ancient or unchemical
modern could explain how such suffers discom-

fort and why it ultimately falls into disease if

salt is for a time withheld. Upwards cf half the

saline matter of our bodies —57 per cent.— con-

sists of common salt ; and as this is partially dis-

charged every day through the skin and kidneys,

the necessity of continued supplies of it to the

healthy body becomes sufBciently obvious. The
hile also contains soda as a special and indispen-

sable consistent, and so the cartilages of thebody.

Stint the supply of salt, therefore, and, and nei-

ther will the bile be able to assist the digestion,

nor the cartilages to be built up again as fast as

they naturally waste."

—

Chemistry of Common
Life, p. 327, 328.

Thus we see the necessity of the use of salt in

order to produce the comforts and enjoyments of

life, and prolong our existence.

<•»

A dull and plausible man, like an unrifled

gun, is a smooth bore.
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American Pomological Society—Re-
vision of the Society's Catalogue of
Fruits*

" At the last meeting of American Pomological
Society, held ia Philadelphia on the 11th, 12th
and ISih of September, 1860, the following reso-

lution was offered by P. Barry, and nnanimouslj
adopted :

Resolved, That, i:: conformity "with the reeom-
mendaiions of the President in his annual ad-
dress, and of the general chairman of the Frnit

committee, Samuel Walker, Esq., at the last

meeting of the Society in the City of New York,
a local committee of five be appointed in each
state end territory, which shall be charged with

the duty of preparing a catalogue of the fruits

in its own locality,, on the same general plan as

the Society's catalogue, due regard being had to

soil, climate, position, and other circumstances
affecting the tree and fruit, and that the Chair-
man of such local committees shall be the Chair-

man of the State committee, with power to ap-
point his associates.

Resolved, That a Special Committee be ap-

pointed by the Chair at this time, to whom these

various Local Committees shall make their report

during the year 1851 ; and that such Special

Committee be charged with tie duty of compil-

ing from the Local Catalogues, prepared by the

various Local or State Committees, and from the

present Catalogue of the Society, full lists of all

the fruits therein named, properly classified and
arranged, with due regard to nomenclature and
terminology, and shall submit the same at the

next biennial session of this Society for its consid-

eration and action.

In compliance of the second resolution, the fol-

lowing gentlemen were named by the Chair as

the Special Committee :

P. Barky, Rochester, Kew York.
J. S. Cabot, Salem, Mass.

J. A. Warder, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Charles Downixg, Newburgh, New York.

L E. Berckmans, Augusta, Georgia.

Wm. Eeid, Elizabethtown, Kew Jersey.

To which was added, by vote of the Society,

Hon. Marshall P. Wilder, the Presidrait."^

Having been appointed chairman of the local

committee for this state, I have made up the

fruit committee as follows :

A. S. CoE, Port Byron, Bock Island County,

J. H. Stewart, Quincy, Adams "

S. G. MiNKLER, Specie Grove, Kendall "

Chas. Colby, South T^aa, Union "

" The various State committees of this Society,

are expected to eubmit accurate and full reports

of the condition anS progress of fruit culture

within their limits, together with definite answers

to each of the following questions :

What six, twelve and twenty varities of the

apple are best adapted to an orchard of one hun~

dred trees for family use, and how vavaj of each

Bort should it contain ?

What varieties and how many of each, are best

for an orchard of one thousand trees, designed to

bear frnit for the market ?

What six and twelve varities of the pear are

best for family use t on pear stock ? what on

quince stock? What varities and how many of

each are best adapted to a pear orchard of one

hundred or of one thousand trees ?

What are the best six and twelve varities of the

peach ? What are the best varieties and how

many of each are best adapted to a peach orchard

of one hundred or one thousand trees ?

Answers to these questions should li) made
from reliable experience, and with refe.'ence to

the proximity aiid remoteness of the mf rket..

It is desirable' that the several reports beseiri

to me at an early day ; that a full repoFt for the

State committee be made as reqoireif,. a moBtla

before the annual meeting to thie geaeral com-

mittee, that they may be esskbJed t» make up &
full report.

It is of importance thjat t&e members of tie

committee go to work,, irrespectively, place (Aeir

State in its true po&itioo \s a great friiiS grow-

ing State. Reporta sbouM be directed to

M. L. D^TNiAT,

Chairman.

The following will explain itself:

M. L. DrottAP-, Chairman of Local. State. Fruit
CoseMiTTEE. Dear Sir

:

—^At the last meetirg of

the American Pomological Society, held in Phil-

adelphia on the 11th, 12th and 13th September
last (1800), action was taken apon the revision

O'f the Society's fruit catalogue, as will be seen
from the subjoined extract from the proceediugs^

and the undersigned were appointed a speeiaL

committee to receive the reports or catalogues of

local or State committees, classify and arrange
the same, and snbmit them to the Society at its

nest biennial session, to be held in Boston in 1862.

It is therefore our duty to request yoa, as
Chairman in your State, to organize your commit-
tee and enter upon the work of preparing your
catalogue at once, so that it may be transmitted

to us sometime during the ensuing year, 1862,

as provided in the resolution.

In preparing your report or catalogue, you
will please observe that the arrangement of the

present catalogue of the Society is to be followed

as closely as possible, giving,

—

1st, A list of varieties/suitable for general cul-

tivation in your State, or such other region or

district of country as your committee represents;

2d, A list of such new or newly introduced

varities as promise well

;

3d, A list of such as are known to be valuable

for such purposes,—as for marketing, or for par-

ticular soils and localities only.

It is the design and aim of the Society to make
its catalogue so coraprekensive and accurate that

it may become the stanikird of American Pomol-

ogy ; hence it is important that committees exer-
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cise the greatest care in preparing their lists,

acceptins; such information only as they know to

be perfectly reliahle.

It will be understood that ho varities are to be
classed for "general cultivation" within any
State or locality, upon brief or partial experi-

ment, but must be generally and successfully cul«

tivated for a considerable period of time. In the

case of those classified for particular loca itiesor

purposes, the nature of these particulars should
in all cases be given if possible.

Trusting you will find it convenient to give

promp attention to this work, we remain,
Very Respectively,

P. Bakrt, Chairman,
J. S. Cabot,
L. E. Berkmans,
J. A. Wabder,
Chas. Downing,
Wm. Reid,

Marshall P. Wilder, Pres. Ex~Off.
Committee.

Low Heads the Best Winter Protec-

tion for Trees.

Fruit trees of all kind", we believe, are greatly

to be preferred with low heads; but the popular

taste demands them quite high.

Nursery men, of course, find it to their advan-

tage to supply the wants of their customers;

hence trees as genera ly sent out have their

heads pretty well trimmed up.

Trees two or three years old (the proper age

for planting) may easily be remodeled to suit the

planter; if trimmed too low, trim up; if too

high, cut back Do this at the time of planting.

As a rule, the more you shorten, the less the risk

of transplanting, and the better the subsequent

growth.
The cherry, the apple and the pear, with long

and naked stems, are apt to ba injured during

winter and early spring, by the aciion of the sun

upon the exposed bodies. Protection from this

is desirable.; the best is the shade of a low

spreo.ding top. There are many other reasons

why low headed trees are best.

Where a tree has already attained considerable

size, and the form cannot be easily changed,

some other protection should be devised.

Sometime since, while visiting the grounds of a

successful orchardist, on the Hudson, we observed

his pear trees were protected on the south side

by strips of bass matting the whole length of the

trunk, tied loosely. Long rye straw would do

equally well.

He remarked that, beside preserving the bodies

from injury, since he had 4)ur8ued this practice,

his trees were more exempt from blight.

The culture of the finer sorts of the cherry is

often unsatisfactory in the west, by reason of the

cracking of the bark. With thietreatmeut better

puccess might be h^d ; the experiment is at least

worth making — Wis. Farmer.

The system of low heads is bound to win, as one

after another gives in his adhesion to it. It is

certain that with high beads, the fruit crop is not

only tardy, but uncertain, with low heads we
cannot be any worse off, and may bemuch better.

et us give it a thorough trial. Ed.

[From the Farmers Advocate, Chicago.]

Sorghum and Imphee.

Messrs. Editors :—I promised some time last

fall to report my experience in the raising and
manufacturing of Sorghum. I will now also state

what 1 have seen of other manufacturers.
In the Spring of 1861 I sowed a small bed of

the black Imphee, as an experiment I let it re-
main in the bed until it had attained a hi ight of
about six inches ; after I had planted in the field

all I expected to, I transplanted out of the bed.
I set out one fourth of an acre, an^ it >ipened
some three weeks earlier than that which had
not been transplanted. I also found ihat which
was 'ran planted to be c,uch the easiest tilled.

I think this the best way of putting out Sor-
ghum. If the land is drilled, or check-rowed, it

is not so much work as one would snppost^. Last
year's crop did not yield as well per acre as
former years. I think this may be accounted for

by the difference in seasons, and not in manu-
facturing.

Many are of the opinion that the best way to

manufacture is to boil the expressed jui e with-
out clarifyingr, or using any ingred ents what-
ever. I differ from this opinion. If never so

carefully skimmed, the syrup, if made without
clarifying the juice, will have the taste of the
cane.

I have manufactured of three different kinds
of Imphee, and all make a different kind of
syrup. Chinese cane grown upon different soils

differ in quantity and quality, I have lost much
from impure seed.

I can get but little informa'ion about cane
sugar. At one manufactoiy I saw about 300
pounds of sugar, but none that 1 have seen is

pleasant tasted, although it may be light colored.

I have made an article from cane juice which I

call cider, but I will have to give it a new name.
I propose calling it "Plantation Champagne."
We think it a good substitute for cider, and with
experience, have no doubt it will take a place

and rank with the best champagnes. So we may
obtain sugar, syrup, champagne and vinegar
from this new article of Chinese sugar cane ; and
beside all this, the seed is valuable for distilling

purposes and for feeding stock. What other crop

do we raise that is of greater value ?

S. P. Whiting.

Alton, Knox Co., III., January 24, 1862.

—Sometimes a lightly uttered word destroys

an existence, or takes away the happiness or

repose of a family. What matters it? We have
laughed

!

—A good many of Nature's human produc-
tions are written in cypher— a kind of cypher,

which like that in mathematics, means nothing.
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Weights and Measures of Various
Farm Products and Other Things
in Various Countries.

In England and America grain is generally

rated by the bushel, though it is not the same
measure ; for here we use the Winchester bushel,

which contains 2,160 42-100 cubic inches. There,

since 1826, the le^al measure is called the impe-
rial bushel, which contains 2,218 cubic inches

;

80 that 32 of their bushels are about equal to 33

of ours.

The following are the commercial weights of a

bushel of diiferent articles, viz : Wheat, beans,

potatoes and clover seed, 60 pounds. Corn, rye

flaxseed and onions, 56 pounds. Corn on the

cob weighs 70 pounds. Buckwheat, 52; barley,

48; hempseed, 44; timothyseed, 45; castorbeans,

46; oats, 32; bran, 20; blue grass seed, 14;
ealt, 50, according to one account, but Onon-
daga salt is 56, (the real weight of coarse is 85
pounds to the busliel;) dried apples, 24; dried

peach°s 33, according to a table lately published

in numerous papers, but according to our exper
ience both are wrong. We have seen thousands
of bushels sold at 22 pounds to the bushel, which
will measure about three pecks.

Heaping Measures.—Potatoes, turnips, and es-

culent rcots, apples aud other fruits, meal and
bran, and in some states oats are sold by heaping
measui'e, which contains 2,815 cubic inches.

The size of a Winchester bushel measure, is a

circular ring with straight sides 8 inches high

and 18j in diameter. A box 12 inches square,

with sides 7.7 1-32 inches high, will hold half a
bushel.

Barrel Measures.—Rice, 600pounds; flour, 196
pounds; powder, 25 pounds; cider and other

liquids, 30 gallons ; corn, 5 bushels, shelled. By
this lat*er measure crops are estimated, and corn

bought and sold throughout most of the Southern
and Western States. At New Orleans, a barrel

of com is a flour barrel full of ears. In some
parts of the West it is common to count a hun-
dred ears for a bushel.

Ton Weight and Ton Measure.—A ton of hay
or any course bulky article usually sold by that

measure, is twenty gross hundred; that s, 2,240

pounds ; though in many places that ridiculous

old fashion is being done away with and 2,000

pounds only counted to a ton.

A ton of lumber, if round, consists of 40 cubic

feet; if square, 54 feet. A tun of wine, is 252

gallons.

A Quarter of Corn is the fourth of a ton, or

eight imperial bushels. This is an English mea-
sure, not in use in this country, though very
necessary to be known, so as to understand agri-

cultural reports. So of several of the following

weight and measures:

A Lasp of scat, ashes, herring, &c., 12 bar-

rels ; of corn, 10 quarters ; of gunpowder, 24
barrels; of flax or feathers, 1,700; of wool, 12
Backs.

A Sack of Wool\s 22 stone; that is, 14 pounds
to the stone, 308 pounds.

A Boll of Wool is the same weight.

A Pack of Wool is 17 stone 2 pounds—240

pounds, a pack load for a horse.

A Tod of Wool is 2 stone, that is 28 pounds
;

6J tods 1 wey ; and 2 ways a sack.

A Clove of Wool is 7 pounds, or half a stone.

Recollect, a stone is 4p pounds, when talking of
wool, and other meats, it is only pounds.

A Truss of Hay, new, 60 pounds; old, 56; of

straw, 40 pounds. A load, 36 trusses.

A Firkin of Butter is 56 pounds; a tub 84.

A Scotch Pint contains 105 cubic inches, and is

equal to four English pints.

A Farlot of Wheat is 21J Scotch pints.

Troy Weight and Avoirdupois Weight.—One
hundred and forty-four pounds avoirdupois are

equal to 175 pounds Troy—175 ounces xroy are

equal to 192 ounces avoirdupois. All precious

metals are bought and sold by Troy weight.

Kilogramme of France is 1,000 grammes, and
equal to 2 pounds 2 ounces, 4 grains avoirdupois.

A Chaldron of Coal is 58f cubic feet, generally

estimated 36 bushels. A bushel of anthracite

coal weighs 80 pounds, which makes the weight
of a chaldron 2,880.

Weights of a Cubic Foot.—Of sand or loose

earth, 95 iDOunds; compact sod, 124: strong or

clayey soil, 127; pure clay, 135; mixture of

stones and clay, 160 ; masonry of stone, 205

;

brick, 125 ; cast iron, 450 , steel, 489 ; copper,

486; lead, /09 ; silver, 654; gold, 1,203; pUtina,

1,218; gla.js, 180; water, 62; tallow, 59, cork,
15; oak tiojber, 73 ; mahogony, 66; air 0753.

In the abore, fractions are disregarded.

A Bale o ^ Cotton, in Egypt, is 90 pounds ; in

America, a commercial bale is 400 pounds, but is

put in difi^trent States varying from 280 to 720
pounds. Sea Island cotton is put up in sacks of
300.

A Bale of Hay is 300 pounds.

A Cord of Wood is 128 solid feet usually put
up 8 feet long, 4 feet wide and 4 high. In
France a cord of wood is 576 feet.

A Stach of Wood\& 108 solid feet ; 12 feet long,

3 high, and 3 wide. A skid of wood is a round
bundle of small sticks, 4 feet long, girting for a

one notch, 16 inches; two notch, 23 inches;

three-notch, 28 inches; four-notch, 33 inches

;

five notch, 38 inches. A billet of wood is simila;

to a skid, being 3 feet long, 7, 10 and 14 incher

round. They are sold by the score or hundreds
A scoi e is 20 in number.

Fago's are bundler of brush 3 feet long and 2

feetrouod. A load of fagots is 50 such bundles.

A quintal of wood is 100 pounds. All fuel should

be sold by the pound.

A Percn, of Stone is 25 feet, piled, or 22 in the

wall.

Lime and Sand to a perch of stone. Three
pecks of lime, and two-thirds of a one horse cart

load of sand.

Weight of Lime.—A bushel of limestone weighs
142 pounds; after it is burned, if weighed
directly from the kiln, 75 pounds ; showing that

67 pounds of carbonic acid and water have been
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driven off by fire. This bushell of lime will

absorb 20 pounds of water, gradually applied
during several days, and will then be in a state

of dry powder, weighing 93 pounds; showing
that 18 pounds ot water have been converted into

a dry substance.

To Measure a Ton of liny.—One hundred cubic
feet of hay, in a solid mow or stack, will weigh
a ton.

So Measure Cat le hy Compute WeigJit.—Ascer-
taining the girth back to the shoulders, ai.d the
length oldDg the back, from the square of the

buttock, to a point even with the point of the
shoulder blade; say the girth is (5 feet 4 inchrs
and the length 5 feet 3 inches, which, multiplied

toget' er, gives 31 feet. Multiply thi," by 23, the
number of pounds allowed to the foot, between 5

and 7 feet girth, and the result is 713 pounds,
for tie number of pounds of beef in the four
quarters. Girths, from 7 to 9 feet, allow 31
pounds to the foot. Cattle must be fat and
equare built to hold out weight.

To Measure Grain in Bins, multiply the length
and width together, and that product by the
heighih in cubic inches, and divide by 2,150, and
you hive the number of bushels.

To Measure Corn in the Ear, find the cubic
inches as above, and divide by 2,815, the cubic
inches in a heaped bushel, and take two thirds

of the quotient for the number of bushels of

shelled corn. This is upon the rule of giving
three heaping half bushels of ears to make a

bushel of grain. £ome falls short and some
overruns this measure.

Board Measures.—Boards are sold by the face

measure Multiply the width in inches by any
number of pieces of equal length, by the inches
of the length. Divide by 144, and the quotient
is the number of feet, for any th ckuess under an
inch. Every fourth inch increase of thickness
adds a fourth to tha number of feet in the face
measure.

Land Measure.—Every farmer shou'd have a
rod measure, a light stiff pole, just Ifii feet long,

for measuring land. By a little practice he can
learn to step just a rod at tivc steps, which wi 1

answer very well for ordinary farm work. As-
cer.ain the number of rods in width and length
of any lot you wish to measure and multiply one
into the other and divide by IGO, and you have
the number of acres, as 160 square rods make a

square acre. If you wish to lay off one acre
square, measure 13 rods upon e'ch side. This
lacks one rod of being full measure.

Government Land Measure.—A township is six

miles square, and contains 36 sections, 23,040
acres. A section, one mile square, 640 acres.

A quarter section, half a mile square, 160 acres

As this is 160 rods square, a strip one rod wide,

or every rod in width, is an acre. A half quarter
section is half a mile long, north and south,

almost universally, and a fourth of a mile wide,

80 acres A quarter-quarter section is one-fourth
of a mile square, 40 acres, and is the smallest
Bized tract, except fractions, ^ver sold by the
government. The price is $1,25 an acre.

Scripture Measures —" A Sabbath Day's
Journey" is 1,155 yards—about thwo-thirds of a

mile, A Bay's Journey is 33J miles, A Heed is

10 feet 11^ inches. A Palm is 2 inches. A
Fathom is 6 feet. A Greek Foot is 12^ inches.

A Hebrew Foot is 1 2121000 English feet. A
Ctibii ia 2 feet. A Great Cubit is 11 feet. An
Egyptian Cubit is 21 888 1000 inches. A Span
is iO 944-1000 inches.

As the superfices of all our States and counties
are expressed in square miles, it should be borne
in mind that the contents of a mile is 640 acres.

Nxnnher of Square Yards in an Acre.—English,

4,840; Scotch, 6,150; Irish, 7,840; Hamburg,
11545; Amsterdam, 9.722; Dantzic; 6,650;
France, (hectare,) 11,960 ; Prussia, (morgen,)
3,053.

Manure Measure.—This is generally estimated
by the load, which is just about as definite as the
phrase, "about as big as a piece of chalk." It

ought to be measured by the cubic yard or cord.

A cubic yard is 27 cubic feet, each of which con-
tains 1,728 cubic inches. A cubic cord is 128
cubic feet. As the most of farmf rs have an idea
in their minds of the size of a pile of wood con-
taining a cord, they would readily compare that
with the quantity of manure, if stated in cords.

Every cart or wagon box, before it leaves the
maker's shop, ought to have the cubic feet and
inches it will contain, indelibly marked upon it.

This would enable the owner to calculate the
amount of his load of grain, roots, earth, stone,

or manuie.

The above table will be found both useful and

curious. We cut it from some exchange several

years since, and now transfer ii from our scrap-

book. Ed.

-«•>-

—A queer-looking customer inserted his head
into an auction store, and, looking gravely at

the knight of the hammer, "oan I bid, sir ?"

"Certainly," replied the auctioneer, "you can
bid." "Well, then," said the wag, walking oflF,

"I bid you, good night."

—A young Bull, sojourning at one of our ho-

tels, was overheard, in conversation, yesterday,

to say, with reference to Lowell's last pungent
"paper" in the Atlantic Monthly. "It is vewy
diswespectful to Hengland, and vewy hillitewat

;

so much so, that it is positively quite hidle to

hattempt a pewusal."

—Wordsworth cautions a studious friend

against " growing double, " but the girls think

it is the best thing a nice young man can do.

—•'~

—"Sam, do you know why that stick ofwood
you're sawing is like the elephant that was
here last week ?"

"I'll be banged if I can see any resemblance.

Why is it, Bill ?"

"Because you saw it, to be sure !"
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St. Louis County Horticultural Society.

Society met on Saturday, Jan. 2.5th, at 10 a m.,

at N >. 32 North Fifth street, President Mndd in

the chair.

The agent of the American Wine Company pre-

sented a bottle of native Champagne which was
tested and commended by the members.

N. J. Colman, of the Valley Farmer, presented
to the society some Tennessee upland cotton seed.

He said the seed presented was a sample taken
from over fifteen hundred bushels, which he ex-
peeted to distribute among the farmers of Mis-
souri and Illinois the ensuing spring. From all

the testimony he could gather, cotton could be
successfully cultivated throughout the entire

Boutbern half of Missouri and Illinois.

Dr. Edwards said he had cultivated cotton as a

farm crop in Kentucky with good returns. For-
merly the crop was cultivated largely in the vi-

cinity of his native place, Russellville, Ky. The
cotton grew well and yielded well. Some tw nty-

five years ago he removed to Edwardsville, Madi-
son county, II inois, and for many years nearly
every farmer in the vicinity, and throu«hcut the

Southern half of Illinois, cultivated enough cot-

ton for domestic use. It was worked up alto-

gether by the female portion of the household by
hand. -T^he culture was gradually abandoned,
no because the plant did not succed well, but be-

cause the fabric C'u'.d be worked up cheaper by
Eastern mills than by ladies' fingers. He thought
the seed procured from Tennessee or Arkansas
would be far preferable to that obtained from the

sea coast.

President Mudd said that as long ago as he
could recol'ect cotton was cultivated extensively

in Pike county, Mo. Some of his earliest recol-

lections were of fields of cotton. He was but a

lad, then, but the white fields of cotton were dis-

tinctly impressed upon his mind. The manufac-
tured goods finally could be sold cheaper than

they could be sold cheaper than they could be
made by hand, and consequently its culture was
gradually abandoned. He said Pike county was
about one hundred miles north of St. Loui^, a'sd

he never heard of any complaints of the plants

not succeeding well, or that the yield was not

good.

Mr. Bayley said he could furnish the Society

with samples of cotton of the growth of 1861,

which he raised in this county. The plant seem
ed to be perfectly at home in our soil, and ripen-

ed its bolls well.

The question for discussion for the day was the

best site for planting an apple oi chard.

Mr. N- J. Coleman being called upon, said that

the apple was a fr'iit that could be planted al-

most anywhere with a certainty of good returns,

if well planted and properly taken care of. They
could be planted on hills or in valleys, and would
give profitable returns. When the fruit grower
has the choice of slopes he would recommend him
to plant upon a rorthern exposure. The sap will

not rise so soon, and the blossoms will open from
one er two weeks later on a northern exposure
than on a southern, and by this means a crop of
fruit will be saved frequently on the north side,

when the buds in blossom on the south side will

all bs destroyed by frost. Our climate is very
variable, and we frequently have warm weather
enough in February or March to set the sap even
in the apple tree on southern slopes prematurely
into circulation and severe cold weather follow,

freezing the tap, rupturing the sa.. vessels, and
eventually destroying the tree. For these rea-
sons he preferred almost any other exposure to a
southern one. He would in all cases prefer a
limestone soil for an apple orchard.

Mr. Kelly thinks the difference in the slopes is

of but little importance. He should pay more
attention to the training of the tree.

Mr. E. R. Mason—It is my impression that the
northern slope will produce the most fruit, but
that the southern slope would produce fruit of

the best quality. I reason from analogy. It is

well known that the grape for wine purposes is

better when raised on an exposure to the sun.

The hot suns of summer are necessary to give

the grapes # sufficiency of saccharine matter to

make good wine. From this I infer that the best

apples would be produced on trees fully exposed
to the sun on a s'ope facing to the south.

Dr. Edwards—What is the difference between
an eastern and western declivity for apples ?

Mr. Mason—I apprehend the eastern to be the

better. It is shielded on the west from the cold

winds and storms.

Mr. Colman differed from Mr. Mason in regard
to the quality of apples being better, on the south
side than on the nortSi side of the hill. To prove
his position Mr. Mason had introdueed thegr pe,
not an analogous fruit, and no way related t} the

apple. Because the grape needed a great deal of

sun and heat to perfect it, it was no reason the
apple did. It is a well kaown fact that apples
succeed better in a more northern and cooler cli-

mate than they do here. Grapes will scarcely
ripen where the apple is perfectly at home. The
ct'rrant will not succeed well in this cHnrate when
planted on a southern exposure, but planted on a
northern exposure it does well It would be just
as reasonable to say, because the grape needs to

be planted on a south hill side, the currant also

does, as to say because the grape doe« the apple
does. The apple does not require the heat and
sun that the grape does, as is proved by its suc-
ceeding so admirably at the North, where the
quality of the fruit is better than here, and where
the heat of the sun is not as great a-i here. I

think the gentleman is more theoretical than
practical in his views.

Mr. Mason—I am accused of being theoretical.

It may be so, and yet my theory be a demonstra-
tion. Why, sir, it is a well known fact that

peaches, pears, cherries, plums, etc , are of far

better quality when raised by artificial heat than
when grown in the open air. It is heat they need,

and the fict that they are better when raised in

a hot house is demonstrative of my position.

Mr. Coleman—I am astonished to hear the po-
sition taken by the gentleman. He believes that

puny man can rival and surpass the Almighty in

ripening and giving quality to fruit. 1 admit
that this may be true with tropical fruits, or with
fruits not adaped to our climate. But such fruits

as peaches, pears, cherries and plums, attain a
perfection in the open air which no artificial heat
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or fkill can give them. Such fruits are adapted

to our climate and they need the warm sunshine,

the showers and dews of heaven, the pure atmos-
phere, to give that rich, luscious, sugary, inex-

pressible quality, th^t delightful aroma, to them,

which they possess, and of which they are defi-

cient when raised by artificial means.

Mr. Mason—I shall take occasion at some fu-

ture time to substantiate my position upon atith-

ority equally gocd with that of the gentleman last

upon the florr.

Dr. Matthews—I cannot speak from personal

experience, but know that Mr. Rivers, the famous
grower of fruit by artificial heat in England,

says that the fruit grown in hot houses is not of

BO high and fine a flavor as that ripened in the

©pen air, and he is considered standard authOiity

upon the subject.

Mr. Kelly—When you shade trees by boards or

otherwise, as is sometimes recommended, it is

too artificial a protection for their well being,

but keep the trees well pruned down, so as to

shade themselves, and you will grow plenty of

good fruit on any slope. I would as soon plant

trees on a southern slope as any other.

Mr. Spencer Smith—I have observed in Ver-
mont that the best apple orchards were on a slope

covered by a hill on the western side.

Mr Colman said that he took issue decidedly

with Mr. Kelly about planting orchards on a

southern slope. The sap iu the trees on this

elope is started too early in spring, as before

stated. They shielded from the cold, and the

sap is easily excited by the warm sunshine. They
should be exposed to the cold. The more they
are exposed the better. If protected, and severe

cold weather reaches them, they are destroyed.

Mr. Husmann, of Hermann, has trees on a south-

ern slope ki'led on account of being protected

from the north, while those trees of the same va-

rieties exposed to the cold are healthy. He says

putting trees in protected places, is like keeping
children in warm houses and then suddenly turn-

ing them out of doors in the cold naked. The
sap of the apple is not as easily started as of the

peach and some other fruits, yet it is affected in

early spring by the sunshine on southern slopes

when it would not have been on northern.

Mr. Kelly—I did not advocate southern slope
for crop, but for quality.

Mr. Mudd—The application of slopes has been
too general. A man planting on a multiplicity

of slopes, as many are obliged to do, should plant
the variety adapted to each ore of them. The
Jeneton should be planted on a southern decliv-

ity, as it blooms late.

Mr.Bayley—I have eaten, recently, pears that
were ripened by artificial heats, and instead of
being of fine flavor, they are really insipid.

Mr. Carew Sanders contended that fruit could
not be ripened without the solar rays, and in mid-
winter they could not be had suflBclently strong
to perfect fruit. It was impossible to effect by
artificial heat, in any latitude, or any country, a
perfect flavor, but by combining artificial heat
and the solar rays, fruit of as good if not better
flavor could be produced.

Mr. Mason—I have not advocated artificial

heat alone by any remark of mine to-day, but
only as an auxiliary.

Dr. Matthew*—Mr. Rivers advises the ventil-

ation of hot houses that their contents may
brea'he, and adds that they should at an enrly

period be removed to »he open Hir so as to give

them a better quality and higher flavor.

On motion, the meeting adjourned one week.
Wm. W. Wheeler,

Secretary.

— Doctors continue to disagree in regard to the

aspect of the orchard, and doub'less will for

some time to come, so long as latitude and eleva-

tion are elements of climatic value. In the lati-

tude of St. Louis, which corresponds with that of

Centralia, northern and eastern slopes are of some

value, though we have seen orchards that have a

southern aspect prove quite as fruitful, but not

in all cases. When a southern slope is protected

by high hills or forest trees on the north and

west we have found complaints of killing by frost,

the buds starting too early. Low headed trees,

such as those of Mr. Cjc, at Port Byron, will do

much to ward off this danger, as the sun cannot

so easily heat the groucd under the trees, to start

them prematurely, as the branches shade tha

ground, and thus retards the rit-ing of the sap.

The suggestion of Mr. Mudd that the Raules Ja-

net would do well on a southern slope, on account

of its late blooming, is doubtless of value. The

Northern Spy is similar in its habits. Protection

elevation and soil have much to do iu modifying

the effect of the aspect of the orchard, and

should be studied in every case. Ed.

-••>-

Changing Seeds.—The Irish Agricultural Re-
view s-iys : The practice of changing seed is now
recognized in many sections as ess< ntially neces-

sary to the production of a first rate crop. We all

know that the practice of procuring seed potatoes

from a distance—say 20 or 25 miles—and from
different kinds of soil has a most marktd itjfluence

on the product. While the rationale of this is not

quite obvious, the fact is indisputable. The same
result follows also in the management of corn,

wheat, pumpkins, beans and garden seeds. Even
where exchanges are made between farmers in

the same neighborhood, and where there is no

very marked difference in the geological or min-
eral characteristics of the soil in respective local-

ities, the practice is conducive to improvement.

Let those who have never tried the experiment

do so—on a small scale at first—if they are at

all skeptical, and mark the results, both as re-

gards quantity and quality of crop.

-«•»-

—The monument of the greatest should be
but a bust and a name. If the name is insuf-

ficient to illustrate the bust, let both perish.
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Fruit Lands in Egypt.

Probably no part of North America has re-

ceived an equal share of the attention and inter-

est which have been bestowed upon the famous
Fruit Belt of Southern Illinois during the last

four years. Pomologists are deeply interested in

spite of themselves. The chain of miniature

mountains that runs across this peninsula ishea
vily wooded with a dense growth of oak, poplar

and hickory, and the surface of the country is

very rough and broken ; but the vegetable won-
ders that grow upon its lofty table lands and its

fertile slopes pay the traveler a hundred fold for

a few day's sojourn among its hospitable people.

In no part of North America, perhaps, has the

peach attained so high perfection in the short

space of time in which choice varieties have been
cultivated, as in this.

The climate is a happy blending of the tropica

with the north temperate. The valleys furnish

excellent pasturage, the slopes grow the best

quality of cane, upland cotton, apples, pears,

grapes and vegetables, while the tops of the hills

are the crowning glory of Egypt. Here the

peach, almond and apricot grow to their ut-

most perfection, entirely exempt frum the frosts

of the valleys which nip the fruit buds of these

tender vaiieties farther north.

During the latter part of December while stop-

ping a few days in this mountainous region, we
noticed strawberries and crysanthemums still in

full bloom in the open air, and in places open to

the south, swarms of insects were sporting in the

warm rays of the sun. It seemed so strange to

hear the murmur of insects wings, and see flow-

ers open to the sun, when two daysbefore we had
breathed an atmosphere whose temperature de-

noted 15° below zero on the banks of Lake Mich-
igan, whose waters, tossed by the bitter wind into

the air, fell back in showers of ice-jewels.

We learn, however, that more snow has fallen

in the fruit region this winter than has been
known be*ori» for many years, and (he Egyptians

are enjoying it to tlie best advantage—the boys

in riding down hill on their hand-sleds, and the

older people in more dign fied sleigh rides. Such
visitations of snow are like " angels' visits, few
and far between."

This mountainous country was opened to set-

tlement and made available as a fruit growing re-

gion by the Illinois Central Railroad, to which it

owes everything that makes fruit culture desira-

ble. The railway plunges into these mountain
solitudes soon after leaviag Carbondale, going

south, climbs nn up-grade which culminates at

or near Cobden in Union county, and then de-

scends toward Cairo and the land of Dixie. Cob-
den is called by the inhabitants. The PafS. The
name of its post ofiSce is South Pass.

Fruit lands in this neighborhood are being rap-

idly taken up and improved by enterprising and
intelligent men. To illustrate the high value

placed upon them we may be allowed to copy
from a private letter in which the writer says :

" All the land is being bought about here. The
Hartline farm by a man from Cincinnati, and the

Clemons farm by a man from Watertown, N. Y.

And I have just heard that Col. Bainbridge has
sold his place for ten thousand dollars to a Mr.

Evans from Makanda," the first station this side,

aud equally good for fruit—" who ha" sold his

place, one mile from the station, for fourteen

thousand and five hundred dollars. Evans is a
good man—one of the right kind." Of course

he is, or "any other man," who brngs like in-

tellect and capital to bear in propagating fine

fruits in one of the finest fruit growing regions

in the world. An ofiicer in the U. S. Army for-

merly of this city, lately left here with his family

to purchase a fruit faro in the heighborhood. He
intends, after threshing out the rebrls, to retire

to his Egyptian paradise, sit under his own vine

and fig tree, and live on peaches and poe-try the

rest of his life. His sword will make a splendid

pruning knife. Such may be deemed truly,

"A consummation
Devoutly to be wished."

l^Farmer^s Advocate, Chicago.

[From the Ch'cogo Tribune.l

Saltpeter Caves—What has become of

them?—The Palma Christa, or Castor
Bean—The History of its Culture in

this State—Suggestions in Relation to
its Value.

Champaign, Ills., Feb. 7, 1862.

AN OLD LAW STILL IN TOECE.

In Gale's statutes, page 623, is "An Act to pro-

vide for the enclosing and guarding of Saltpeter

Caves in this State "
:

" Sec. 1. That all persons working saltpeter

caves in this State, for the purpose of manufac-
turing saltpeter, shall, previous to commencing
the manufacture of saltpeter, enclose said cave

with a good and lawful fence, and keep the same
at all times in good repair, so as to prevent cattle

and other stock from gaiiiing access thereto.

" Sec. 2. All persons working saltpeter caves

in this State, and not first complying with the

first section of this act may be fined in any sum
not exceeding fifty dollars, to be recovered be-

fore any Justice of the Peace of the county in

which the offence may be commi ted, upon com-
plaint made by any person in the name of the

County Commissioners' Court of said county, one

half to the person suing therpfor, the other to

the County Commissioners' Court of the proper

county, and may be liable for all damage which
individuals may sustain by reason of their stock

gaining access to sal pel er caves or manufacto-

ries. Approved Feb. 5, 1835."

The above law has been brought down in the

present statutes, and would lead one to suppose

that there are in this State extensive caves of

saltpeter. We have been a resident of the State

within less than a year of the passage of the

above act, have been in most parts of it, but have

never had the pleasure of seeing one of these

caves, nor d« we know more of their existence

than is contained in the above law.
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If there are no caves of this character in the

State, we are at a loss to account for the law, un-

less some son of Kentucky was ambitious to en-

graft into our code a poriion of the law of his

native State. There may be saltpeter caves in

the souih part of the State, for aught we know.

If so, will not some of the "oldest inhabitants"

inform us in regard to the matter ?

If there are such caves, now is the time to

work them to advantage, and the farmers upon

whose lands they are situated, should at once

enter upon their enclosure with the view of

making them useful. On the other hand, if they

as we suspect, are a myth, let the statute be

purged of the absurdity.

CASTOR BEANS.

There is a general impression that castor oil is

only used in medicine as physic, but this ia not

the case, as it is used for other purposes. Four

parts of castor oil and one of spirits of turpen-

tine was extensively used in place of sperm oil,

twenty years ago, in North Carolina, according I o

the North Carolina Farmer's Advocate of 1841.

" That it burns perfectly free from smoke, or the

least degree of offensive smell, emits a clear and

powerful light, and never congeals in the c Idest

weather The preparation should be used with

great care, for it is as inflammable as gunpowder,

and explosions often occur by bringing a flame so

near as to ignite the gas. The wick should be

passed through long tubes, and in no instance

should a lamp be filled when lighted."

Its dangerous properties when mixed with tur-

pentine may have been the means of its discon-

tinuance, though T^e suspect little was gained by

substituting fluid and camphene in its place.

Since 1844 the culture of the castor bean

has been gradually losing ground, and of late

years has attracted but little attention. A house

in St. Louis offers to pay a dollar and a half a

bushel for the seed, to be sold to farmers for plant-

ing, and are urging an increased culture ; to this

end they also offer a premium of twenty-five dol-

lars for the best article on the culture of the cas-

tor bean.

Flax seed has also taken an upward turn.

"Whether this is due to the new tariff or some

other cause, we know not. Castor oil is one of

the best oils for leather, making it soft, pliable

and water-proof, and can be used for many pur-

poses in the lab'^ratory. It is one of the most

inodorous of oils ; hence, valuable for many pur-

poses. Unless there is some foreign demand we
would suppose the business can be easily over-

done, but at present we propose to consider the

question as a matter of fact.

PRICE OF BEANS.

There is no crop that has brought so steady a

price, for the past thirty years, as that of the

castor bean. When the price for a short time

went down to fifty and sixty cents, the planters

refused to put in new crops, and the consequence

was, they soon came up to the old price, a dollar

a bushel, at which price they have remained with

little variation until now, when those interested

in the manufacture of oil are busy pushing the

new planting into a broader space, and the price

is one dollar and a half. So far as we are advis-

ed, Cincinnati, St. Louis and Alton are the only

points in the Northwest that have mills for man-

ufacturing, and that the culture of this plant has

generally been within wagon distance of the

mills. The supply since the advent of railroads

has been too small, and the demand so dull, that

no advantage has been taken of it. The crop ia

unprofitable, as we will show when we come to

the culture of the plant. From what we can

learn, no satisfactory attempts to grow the castor

bean have been made north of Madison county,

and that Madison, Kandolph and St. Clair coun-

ties have furnished the main supply for the St.

Louis and Alton oil mills. The Alton mill was

not in operation until 1841. In 1848 the culture

was extended to Macoupin county, and a mill put

up at Bunker Hill. At that date beans were

worth %\ 30 a bushel, and the oil sold in New
York at $1 50 to $1 75 per gallon. A bushel of

beans will make on the average one and three-

fourths gallons of oil, depending on the manner

in which they are dried and pressed, varying

from one to two and a half gallons. Two quali-

ties of oil are made, being fir^t and second press-

ings. We also hear of cold pressed oil, but the

cold is only the first pressing, s the seeds must

be first hulled, or the dirt rubbed from them in

an iron mill, and then heated in a large oven as

hot as possible, without burning them, when they

are submitted to an immense pressure. A peck

only is pressed at one time, and that with a screw

six inches in diameter. It will thus be seen that

the idea of cold pressed oi! is out of the ques-

tion. After pressing, the oil is clarified by boil-

ing, giving another contradiction to cold pressed

oil. A second grinding and heating follows,

when the hoi pressed oil makes its appearance.

In 1850 a mill was built at Louisville, Ky., and

the farmers near Shawneetown induced to try

their hand. Speculation run the seed up to two

dollars a bushel for planting, but the crop sold at

fifty to sixty cents, and no further efforts made

to cultivate them.
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SOIL AND CLIMATE.

It is generally supposed thatthe range of coun-

try in which this plant can be cultivated is lim-

ited to a few counties in Southern Illinois, euch

as Macoupin, Madison, Randolph, etc., with a

few locations in Missouri, and along the Ohio

river. In this view we have no faith, for it is

certain that in all parts of the State the plant will

mature, and even as far north as Oswego county,

in the State of New York, we have seen it in the

gardens as an ornamental plant, mature its seeds

and never heard any complaint on that account.

At the saroe time, it is probable that it is a more

profitable crop in the deep rich loam and warm
climate of the districts named than fuither north.

ITS CULTURE.

The land should be a deep rich soil, deeply and
thoroughly plowed, and have the surface firmly

pulverized, for it must not be fcrgctten that the

plant in its normal condition is semi-tropical, and
like itg congei.ers sorghum and cotton, is deli-

cate in the first stages of its grown, though ex-

ceedingly rampant in its second and later stages.

The first plants begin to break ground in about

two weeks, and it will be fully four weeks before

all the plants will be up, unless the seeds have

been soaked in warm water three or four days,

which will tend to bring the crop forward some
days. The seod is enclosed in a hard shell,

which accounts for the tardy appearance of the

plants above grounU so long after planting. In

planting, the rows are marked off four feet apart,

both ways, with every fifth row six feet wide for

the purpose of harvesting with a one-horse cart

or sled. Four beans are put in a hill, though

sometimes more are used to supply the demand
of the cut worm, which sometimes seriously in-

jures the crop. Some punters leave two and

others one plant in a hill at the second hoeing.

Both have their advocates, though it is probable

that in rich land and good seasons the one plant

system is the best. The culture is similar to that

of corn, with the addition of thinning out the

plants and weeding out the grass with a hoe.

—

The plant is of nmpant growth after it once gets

started ; often a whole field will average six feet,

with many plants eight feet high.

HARVESTIXG.

Here is where the "gazelle" comes, in and

upon which depends the piofit of the crop. The

beans begin to ripen from the middle of August

to the first of September, and if not gathered as

they ripen, they "pop out" and are lost. This

is the main point to guard against, heace the ne-

cessity to harvest them as they mature, and this

occurs gradually, that is, from the time above

stated to that of the final cutting down by frost,

for the first frost puts a stop to further ripening

in the most summary manner. The beans do not

grow singly but in clusters, resembling small

cones, and are contained from three to eight in a

burr or outer shell which form these clusters.

—

In harvesting, the first thing to be done is lo pre-

pare a

POPPING GROUND.

To do this, a space is cleared off and swept, of

from fifty to two hundred feet in diameter, de-

pending upon the amount of the crop. The crop

is harvested by passing a one-horse cart or more

commonly a sled, through the fifth row, on which

is a box holding about eight bushels, the cones of

ripe berries are cut off and placed in the box,

hauled to (he popping ground and spread out near

the center, when they are exposed to the sun,

which in drying shrinks the outer husk and the

beans pop out with a sharp report, often to the

distance of forty feet. During a warm day the

mimic battery of beans keep up a continuous

firing. It will thus be seen that if the beans are

left on the stalk until fully ripe they would pop

out and be lost. It is therefore of the first im-

portance that crop gathering be attended to in a

very prompt manner. The harvesting begins

about the middle of August and lasts until the

first frost puts a stop to the operation. At first

the labor is not hard nor diflBcult, but after a few

days the ripening rapidly advances and there is

a slight hurrying up of the work.

The usual yield is fifteen bushels, though oc-

casionally twenty-five are realized. The cost of

harvesting is large, one hand can only harvest

about four acres, or say sixty bushels in the sea-

sop, which is from the middle of August to the

middle of October. When the price is down to

fifty cents it will be seen that it will scarcely pay

for the expense of harvesting, and will account

for the discontinuance of planting at that price.

The owners of the oil mills, when there is an

over crop, hold on to the oil, acd thus keep up a

fair average price ; they know that it will not do

to allow the price to go below the standard, that

is one dollar the bushel. The amount of this oil

used is limited to certain uses, and the mill own-

ers in this county know within a few barrels the

amount wanted to supply the market. No use is

made of the oil cake or any other part of the crop.

The dead plants are broken down with clubs and

plowed under.
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Under the present demand it would not be safe

to largely increase the culture of this plant.

Had it not been for the discovery of the oil wells

a different result might havfe been reached.

THE CRCP IS 7MNGER0US TO STOCK.

The castor beans are sure death to stock when
eaten by them, and to guard against damage in

this respect, the Legislature passed an act, ap-

proved January IG, 1836, as follows, and which

still remains in lorce :

"Sec. 1. That no person or persons shall here-
after be permitted to plant and cultivate castor
beans, without securing the same with a good and
sufficient fence, or fences, as is generally put up,
and used for the protection of grain crops in the

neighborhood.
"Sec 2. That all persons violating this act

shall be fined in the sum of twenty-five dollars,

to be sued for, and recovered, by any person be-
fore a Jnr.iice of the P< ace within the proper
county in an action of debt, the one-half whereof
shall go to the per.«on so suii'g, the other half
into the treasury of the county where such pen-
alty is recovered ; nothing herein contained shall

in anywise prejudice tlte owner or owners of ani-

mals which may be injured by the negligence of

any of the persons aforej^aid from recovering ad
equate damages for such injury."

In several respects the above law is peculiflr,

especially in regard to the kind of fence, but its

animus is appar. nt to show that the castor bean

is a dangerous crop, and must be subject to more
strict public rtgu'ations than other crops. The
provisions for division fences in this case is ig-

nored, and the planter of castnr beans must fence

around the entire field. From what we can

learn, not over filty thousand bushels of castor

beans have been grown in this State in any one

year, and that about 1840 the quantity was greater

than at any time since. Should there be a de-

mand for the artii'le, our farmers could soon send

millions of bushels to market, but this under the

existing state of the oil wells does not look very

promising. Rural.

—From October 1st, 1861, to February
7th, 1862, there were imported into New York,
from various British ports, chiefly Liverpool,

seven miliicn five hundred smd forty eight

thousand five hundred and twenty seven pounds
of cotton, valued in the invoices at one million

five hundred and fifty thousand one hundred and
ninety-two dollars. This is at the average rates

of about twenty and a half cents a pound.

-—*-

—What's a foUar-bone, Jim ?" "Well," said

Jim, thoughtVilly, "I don't know, unless those

stiff dickies nas got bones in 'em; I guess dat's

it."

Corn Culture—Drills vs. Hills.

The most common practice with the large corn-

planters, is to lay off the hills, three feet nine

inches each way, and to plant about four grains

of corn at the intersection of these rows. To do

this the whole field must first be plowed, harrow

-

e and laid off before the planting can be done.

We will suppose that a small farmer, with one

team puts in forty acres of corn, the plowing will

occupy at least twenty days, the harrowing four,

laying off two more, making, includi-g Sundays,

over a month from the turning of the fir:t fur-

row to the planting, and the planting will occupy

about three days more. Of course the whole

piece will be up and ready for working at the

same time, while that first plowed will have a good

start of weeds long before the corn is up, which

will add much to the labor of cultivating. In

some cases the field is divided aid one-half plow-

ed and planted before the remaitder is entered

upon. In this case, a part of the crop will be

ready so soon as the last planting is through with,

but in the case where it is all planted at one time

the farmer will have to wait some days for the

corn to be ready for working, which will give the

weeds on that first plowed a fine start. In this

way the planting is late, often too late to make a

first rate crop. On the other hand it is charged

that in drilling the rows but one way it is more

difficult to work the crop and keep it clean of

weeds. This would be true if the land was left

for the weeds to get a good start, but if attended

to in time is not the case.

DRILLING.

We will suppose that we commence plowing for

crirn the middle of April and continue to plow to

the 25th, some fifteen acres would be ready, if

the weather should prove favor^tble, one day

would suffice to harrow it, and as it would need

no laying off, one day's work is gained. The

rows can be drilled in hills or along the row to

suit the taste of the farmer, or according as the

machine is adapted to either. Up to this point

one day's work of a man and team is saved in

the laying off, and one day of a man to work the

machine to check-row the hills. This we can

count worth at least three dollars, or a saving of

nine dollars on forty-five acres, the usual amount

for one hand. As this date is the earliest time

that it will venture to plant, we may expect that

it will be full large to work, by the close of plant-

ing. The remainder of the planting can be done

at intervals of two or three days. In this way

the seed is all planted in fresh plowed ground,
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which all know is an advantage and will always

insure a better stand, more especially if the land

is rolled after planting, as it should always be.

\?^e will suppose that the planting is completed

by the 20th of May, as it ought to be when the

first fifteen acres are ready for working; thus no

time is lost, nor will the weeds have got the start

of the corn. The land having been rolled the

corn can be worked Pome days sooner than other-

wise, nor is there so much danger of covering it

with the cultivator, as most of the clods are

crushed by the roller, and of course in the con-

dition of good friable soil.

Corn planted in freshly plowed land is not so

liable to destruction by the cut-worm, the wire-

worm and other in'ects as when planted in soil

that has become settled and given time for the

breeding of these pests of the farmer. Land

thus fresh y plowed s warmer, as its dark color

when first turned up to the sun, absorbs its rays,

and the seeds deposited at that time sprout sooner

and grow with more vigor. Gardeners under-

stand this, and are very careful to so arrange

their work so as to deposite the seeds in the

freshly stirred eanh, and so important do they

deem this that the ^Isinting is followed close on

the preparation of the soil. It would be all the

better to have each day's plowing planted the

same day. and with the drill system we see noth-

ing in the way of doing it. When the land is in

good order harrowing is not always necessary

before planting, if it is, as it always should be,

followed with the roller. A couple of hours each

day with the planter and roller will complete the

work, going over a lets surfs ce, of course, but

having the entire work completed beyond the

contingency of heavy rains. It often occurs af-

ter a week's plowing of good weather that heavy

rains fall that delays the planting for some days
;

in the meantime the weeds are busy sending up

their shoots and filling the surface with their un-

pleasant presence, and on the return of good

weather the field must be thoroughly harrowed to

check their growth so as to allow of the safe

planting of the seed. In all such cases much

time is lost, for if the planting had been attended

to daily, as the plowing progressed, the corn

would be up ahead of the weeds, and the thor-

ough harrowing needed to refit the ground would

have answered for the first working of the crop,

which would he so much gained. Last year we

pursued this course with our corn crop, planting

as fast as the ground was made ready, using a

roller and planting very shallow. The result was

one of the best possible stands of corn, by far

the best that we have ever had under any circum-

stances. From necessity we used a common check

row planter, dropping in hills, but by taking out

the double drop the seed was considerably scat-

tered in the row, and the hill of four to five

plants usually occupied a foot of space. This

year we shall use one of " Prindle's Drill Plant-

ers," that needs no other guide than the team-
drops, covers and rolls the earth over the seed.

It is also an admirable bean planter, pro! ably

the best. This is a cheap machine, as all single-

dropping, non-check row machines should be,

thus saving more than half in the cost of a planter.

Farmers who put in large crops of corn will find

it as much to their advantage to use this kind of

planter as the small farmer. On the check row
planter two persons must be hauled, making it

hard work for a good span of horses, while with

the drill a light team and boy can do the plant-

ing ; we have known a boy to plant three hun-

dred acres of brocm corn in a season, which is

equivalent to planting fve hundred of corn.

—

Eight trains will do the plowing for one planter,

to be followed with one team with the roller; the

rolling is more than four times as valuable as the

harrowing and cheaper done, with the exception

of outlay for the roller, which will cost about $50.

Another advantage in drilling is in the facility

of working ; the rows are much more straight,

and will admit of wt rking close up to them. In

working with Turner's cultivator we found that

the apparatus or guide for the Lills was of no

practical value, and made it fast to the machine

as useless ; this will tend to lessen the cost of aU
such implements.

To sum up the advantages of planting rows
our way, we have

—

1st. A saving of harrowing, marking oflF and
the time of one man to to do the check-rowing;

the use of a lighter, cheaper and less complicated

machine ; less labor for the team, shallower

planting; and added to this we see no objection

to attaching it at once to the section iron field-

roller, and thus at one operation plant and roll.

2nd. Planting the seed in the freshly plowed

ground, thus insuring a better stand, a more vig-

orous growth, lees danger from insects ; no risk

of delay from heavy rains after fitting the land,
having the first planting ready for working on
the completing of the planting, and the whole is

ready in succession, enabling the farmer to take
advantage of the woik from the turning of the
first furrow until the crop is laid by.

We hope the manufacturers of corn planters
will be wise and keep up witfi the requirements of
the age. The West can beat the world with cheap
corn; buttodoit we must have the most approved
implements, and the best modes of culture will

follow.
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More About Illinois Coffee.

Since "writing to notice of the above named

coffee, grown by Mr. Huffman, of Effingham, we

have received from him specimens of the berries.

They in size, color and form resemble the seed

of the sweet orange. The berry itself is envel-

oped in a thin, hard skin, which is nearly of a

pure white, and has a wrinkled or rough appear-

ance, much like other members of the Ligumini-

ous family to which it belongs. The seeds are

two boiled, like the bean, and easily separated

by splitting; hence, the supposed similarity to

Coffee that deceived our friend, the Hon. S. W.

Moulton. The size being that of a large pea,

the flesh is of a bright golden yellow, is hard,

and in its raw state, has a decided pea taste,

and we should consider it as destitute of any

of the real properties of coffee as that of the

common field pea that is so commonly used to

adulterate the pure berry. Mr. H. having the

kindness to send us just fifty seed for one dollar,

we cannot give it a trial in the way of a cup of

coffee, as we have sent samples to an eminent

botanist to see if he can make out the plant.

Thus it will be seen that we are unable to settle

the most important point in regard to its value,

to-wit: "will it make a cup of genuine coffee,

equal to the best Rio ?" It is neither the Ok a

or Japan Pea, but a legitimate member of the

pea family, and will doubtless prove as valuable

for coffee as any of its congeners. Mr. Huffman

is a patriot, and, withal, a shrewd genius, and

goes upon the broad principle of "helping others

to help himself." He sells £fty seed for a dollar,

providing that two red stamps are sent to pre-

pay the postage, showing a precision in the seed

business seldom attained.

Mr. Huffman has very kindly answered several

of our enquiries in regard to its habits and cul-

ture, and promises to give us instructions as to

its use, but he says that " he cannot afford to

put up less than a dollar's worth of the seeds,

as the writing and mailing of it would be too

much for a less amount." We would not, there-

fore, a ivise any one to trouble Mr. H. with less

than that sum, as it would only be an annoyance to

him. On the whole, the price is exceedingly

reasonable. Seventy- two of the berries will

weigh an ounce, which, at two cents each, makes

one dollar and forty-four cents, or at the rate of

twenty-three doUars a pound, and as beans and

and peas usually weigh sixty pounds to the bushel,

the snug little sum of $138 the bushel. Now,

as Mr. H. had only some two bushel of the ber-

ries, and is thus patriotically distributing them
broadcast over the land, we feel as though

THE WEST HAS BEB CHE iTED

out of a grand chance to become famous, and
the interests of Mr. H. has been sacrificed by a

premature publication of the great virtues of

this invaluable discoveory of a domestic coffee.

Mr. H. should have waited another year, when
his two bushels would have yielded three hun-

dred fold, and his two bushels would have yield-

ed a princely fortune. Besides this, the fame

that would have attached to the State is partially

lost, and the opportunity of paying off our east-

ern friends for such act? of kindness as giving

us China tree corn at a cent a grain, Morus Mul-

ticaulis at five dollars a plant, Rohan potatoes

at twenty-five cents each. Charter Oak grapes at

three dollars, Chinese Battatas, six seeds from

the axils of the leaves, at five dollars, with nu-

merous smaller favors equally valuable. Had
not r. H. given our friend, the Hon. S. W.

Moulton, of Shelby county, the berries to test

in the way of coffee, had Mr. M. not conceived

the idea that it was nearly equal to the Rio, had

he not been at Springfield at the meeting of the

Executive Board of the State Agricultural So-

ciety, they would not have offered the one hun-

dred dollar premium, nor would the modest cor-

respondent of the Tribune have advised the world

of the exhibition of this invaluable plant, and

the next crop could have been sent out in such

a quantity as to have produced great results.

Now the plant will be in so many hands that it

cannot be available, and thus our great opportu-

nity is lost.

We have been patiently waiting for years for

something of the kind to turn up, with which to

return such valuable favors to our ingenious east-

ern horticulturists, but alas, " the best laid

schemes of mice end men gang aft aglee.
'

Crandall with his "Egyptian corn" made a faint

effort in that line, but he lacked either tact or

energy, and but a few hundred dollars was the

bare results, without any particular advantage

to the State, as having developed a great genius,

that she might place on the roll of fame, be-

side the worthies who have from time to time

sent us out such horticultural wonders.

ITS CULTUEE.

Plant in good deep soil, prepared as for corn

in drills, four feet rows, and and plant in a hill,

eighteen inches apart in the rows; cultivate same

as corn, and thresh the same as beans. The
plant grows about two feet high, and has a habit
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resembling the Japan Pea; from one to two peaa

in a pod, generally two, never more, blossoms

ffhite, can be grown by sowing broadcast on

clean land or in drills, eighteen inches apart.

The common field pea not being adapted to

our alimate, it has been an object to ascertain if

some other members of the family would not an-

swer the same purpose, but tnus far without

success. The Japan Pea had a large run, and

those who had the seed for sale were for a time

lavish in its piaise, but it has thus far proved of

no value. Aside from the thick skin on this pea,

it gives greater promise of being valuable than

that of the Japan, to which it is so closely allied

ia habit and foliage. We would discourage no

one in the trial of new plants, but hereafter we

hall be careful about setting forth the virtues of

any new plant upon the authority of any person,

however high in his profession or honest in his

motives, unless he is also a pra2tical horticultu-

rist, an(f knows whereof of what he speaks.

-••»-

Improvement of Vegetables.

There is no vegetable now cultivated which is

not susceptible of almost indefinite improvbment.
Yet we see very little difference between the

crops produced now, and the crops raised by our

forefathers. Indian corn, beans, pumpkins,
squashes are the same, identically, as we were
accustomed to see in our fathers' fields and gar-

dens forty years ago, except that, in some in-

stances, there is an obvious deterioration as re-

regards both size and quality. This is the plain

result of carelessness— a sin to which most cul-

tivaiors will, we fear, be compelled to plead guilty,

and of which they are annually, although some
seem not to be aware of it, experiencing the fatal

effects. The power of art over nature has already

been most forcibly exemplified in the vegetable

kingdom, and with reference to some of the very

productions which in this enlightened age we are

permitted to " run out." By carefully studying
the habits and modes of nuitrition and growth
covered by the various products of the soil, and
by selecting annually the best, most perfectly

developed, and vast products of the field and
garden, we may in a very brief period so modify
and change them, as almost to remove them from
their respective classes. The fine specin^ens of

Indian corn which we see at our agricultural ex-

hibitions have all been improved in this way.
The earliest potato we know of is the Ash-

leaved Kidney. It is small, white, and of a very
perfect kidney ^hape, uniform in size and form.

In quality it is very good, the best of the very
early potatoes. In ordinary seasons, this potato
will be fit to eat the latter part of June or begin-
ning of July, and will be entirely ripe by the

middle of the latter month, if the soil is not too

rich or too moist, when it will keep green a little

later. Next to this in earliness, is the Early
Jane, a small, white, round potato, skin a little

russety, but smooth. There are several varieties

called by the same name, but when growing, the
true Early June can be distinguished by its glos-
sy leaves, that looks as though they had been var-
nished. In quality this is hardly as good as the
Ash-lt-aved Kidney, but is a little more product-
ive, and is a fair potato for an early variety.
Neither of these yields enough to pay for grow-
ing by farmers, except for fam ly use, or where
they can be sold for a high price—say a dollar s
bushel—in some neighboring city.

Next to the above, and very good for a suc-
cession, is the mountain June, a large, white po-
tato, yielding well, but not of the best quality,

though far from being a bad potato for the sea-
son, especially when grown on dry land. The
Buckeye ripens about the same time as the
Mountain June, and is a large potato, giving an
excellent crop. When grown on dry and rather
poor ground it is very good, but on soil that is

rather rich or moist, it grows too large, becomes
hollow and somewhat watery.

—

Rural New
Yorker.

— In our next w intend to fully discuss th ^
subject of varieties and culture of the potato.

The failure of the potato crop occurs too oftea

in this State for profit, and for some years we
have suspected that the fault was more in not

adapting our mode of culture to the soil and
climate of the State than to any other cause.

The Missouri State Horticultural So-
ciety. '

This Society closed its labors after a session

of four days. In addition to the liat of apples

and peaches already published, they agreed to

recommend the following fruits :

PEABS—SUMMER.

For General Cultivation—Bartlett, for market
and family.

Promising Well—Doyenne d'Ete, dwarf, for mar-
ket and family.

Madaline, dwarf, for market and family.
Tyson, dwarf, " " "

FALL PEA- s.

For General Cultivation Louise Bon de Jersey,
dwarf, market and family.

Belle Lucrative, dwarf, market and family.
White Doyenne, «' '< "
Seckle, «' " "

Dutchess d'Angonleme, dwarf, market and fam-
ily.

Promise Well—Flemish Beauty, dwarf, market
and family.

Beuerre de Brighals or Des Nonnes, dwarf, mar-
ket, and family.

Beurre Rose, standard only, market and family.
Grey Doyenne, dwarf, market and family.

WINTKB, PEAKS.

General Cultivation—Qlout Morceao, dwarf, mar-
ket and family.
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Winter NeHs, dwarf, market and fami v.

Promise Well—Beurre d'Aremberg, dwarf, mar-

ket and family.

Vicar of Wakefield, dwarf, market and family.

STRAWBERRIES.

General CuUivation—Wilson's Albany, market.

Macavoy's Superior, home market and family.

Longworih'w Prolific, market and family.

Mouroe Scarlet, M:uket and family.

Promise Wei!—Cremont's Perpetual or Imperial,

(a local name), market and family.

BASBSERBIES.

Promise Well—American Purple and Purple

Cane, family.

Ohio Everb' aring, home, market and family.

American Native Black Cap, market and family.

BLACKBERRIES.

For General CultiTation—Lawton, market and

family.

It was on motion.

Resolved, That inasmuch as many experiments

are being made to test the different varieties of

the grape, this See ety will not at this annual

meeting recommend a list of grapes for general

culiivatton —tit. Louis Democrat.

— The above will be of value to our Egyptian

headers, as combining the experience of their

Missouri neighbors with soil and climate similar

to their own. Ed.

-——
The Peach crop in central Illinois.

At this writing, (February 22d) the peach buds

are badly injured. For some days preceding the

14th inst., the weather was warm and thawy.

That day we were at Quincy on the Mississippi

river; the streets were muddy, and the enow

slush made them particularly disagreeable. Soon

after we left on the 4 p. m. train for home, the

wind suddenly veered to the north, and before

midnij^ht the cold was intense, sending the mer-

cury at least ten degrees below zero. The re-

sult is a wide gap in the next peach crop. Upon

examining the buds in our own grounds this

morning, we find but few sound ones on the bui-

ed varieties, while on some of the seedlings a

tolerable supply remains. As the cold was less

intense in this section than further west, we

judge that the peach crop is nearly ruined in the

central part of the State.

Our trees sheltered from the severe wind that

prevailed on that night are less injured than

others, and also on the southeast side of the

trees, there is a show of live buds.

from the Chicago Farmer's Advocate.

Sorghum.

Seeing an arfcle from your Beloit correspond
ent complaining of the price of crude sorghum
simp, viz : 35 cents a gallon. I prupose to give
the expenses of raising the cane and preparing
it for manufacture. B-it if I prove that it can
be made a paying crop at present prices, I do
not see as it will aflFect Mr. C, as he claims his

home market as 15 cents higher than Chicago.
Unfortunately we have no such homs demKnd
here in Central Illinois, but we think if the price
will remain stationary in Chicago, we can make
it pay even here, as facts and figures are what
we want:

Rent of an acre of land
Plowing
Marking off and dropping seed .

Harrowing in ... ,

Cultivating ....
Stripping and topping
Cutting and hauling one mile

1 00
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The State Sorghura Convention.—In
Session at Joliet.

The State Convention of Sorghum growers

and manufacturers was held at Joliet on the 12th

inst., pursuant to a call made by a committee

appointed for that purpose. There was a hand-

some attendance, and much interest manifested

in the proceedings.

ORGANIZATION.

The Convention was organized by the choice of

Dr. Ira Knapp, of Channahon, as President, and

Lyman Meacham, of DuPage, as Secretary.

BEST METHOD OF SaVING SEED.

Mr. Meacham, of DuPage, stated that he has
raised the cane for four years. He cuts the tops

oflF some 12 or 15 inches, and lays them in the

sun, or where the air will have free access; they
must not be allowed to mold. He has had no
trouble with his seed, if treated in this manner.

Mr. Knapp considered it as easy to save sor-

ghum as broom corn seed, and advised the use

of the same means as the preceding speaker.

Mr. Shoemaker goes through the field, and
selects the ripest seed, adopting the same gen
era! method of curing as that of the last speaker.

Mr. Brandon had had some trouble in saving

seed. He first saved it in too large bunches,
and he found that in the centre of the bundle
the seed was moldy and did not come up. He
advised that it be hung in small bunches where
there was free access to the sun and air.

Mr. Reed had raised cane for four years, and
saved seed for that time with uniform success.

He cuts off the top of the cane, and spreads it

on the field till it becomes wilted, then hangs it

in bundle"' in the sun until it becomes perfectly

dry, and then separates the seed from the stalk,

and heads it up in a flour barrel He has al-

ways succeeded in saving seed that is sure to

come up. The seed is a hardy one, and is not

affected by dew or rain; nothing but frost in-

jures it.

Mr. Tate states that he cut the seed when
black, and hung it up in the sun and air. The
seed was fully ripe.

Mr. Eeed said that a kind of green mold would
sometimes, unaccountable, collect on it. When
this was present the seed would not come up.

A brown mold would not injure its vitality.

DETEBIOBATIOK OF SEED.

Mr. Hale bad discovered that the cane was de-

teriorated from the admixture of broom corn.

His experience was that it would hybridize.

Mr. Beed thought thought that the seed would
80 far change as to lose its saccharine qualities.

The deterioated cane ripens earlier than the pure
cane, although he does not consider this an evi-

dence of deterioration. His experience was that

hybridization would result from planting near
broom corn. Planting near Indian corn did not
affect the quality, neither did the coffee corn, as
they were out of flower before the sorghum. He

advised the planting of the best seed, but thought
that there was no necessity of importing seed
from Algeria or elsewhere. Sorghum and imphee
should not be allowed to mix, the result would
be disastrous, where the mixture prevails, hy-
bridation is effected—there is a great falling off

in the quantity and quality of the product.
Da. Knapp planted the seed in a dozen hills

five years since, and saved the seed, which plant-
ed an acre. He found in the field four or five
stalks altogether different from the rest of
tLe field; the stalk was tasteless, and en-
tirely free from saccharine matter. He selected
his seed from stalks standing far distant from
that, and had had no deterioration of seed since.

PREPAKATION OF SEED FOB PLANTING.

Mr. Reed stated that he never soaked sefd,
or prepared it in any other manner. He only
planted it and it came up readily.
Mr. Meacham soaked his seed in water and in

chloride of lime, with gratifying results; he
thought that it would hasten its germinating
qualities, but found he was deceived.

Mr. Hill was opposed to soaking seed when
the ground is warm and dry, or warm and wet;
when cold and wet he wouM advise soaking; he
believed whatever hastened the growth was de-
sirable; one of his neighbors soaked his seed in
copperas and chloride of lime with good results.

Mr. Shoemaker soaked his seed last year in
warm water for three days, then planted, and in
five c'ays the corn was above ground from one
end of the field to the other; his experience was
that growers geoerally plant too deep; when he
planted the seed dry he did not succeed so favor-
ably.

Mr. Reed had planted seed two years old, and
it germinated properly.
Mr. Hills had planted seed three years old,

which came up well.

Mr. Young planted old and new seed, and
found that, of the older, almost every kernel
germinated,

[We think much of the difficulty with the wan
of a good stand is too deep planting; plant shal-

low and roll the land, and if the seed is good it

win come up, but we know from exper tnce that

the best of seed deeply planted will n it germi-

nate.]

PEBPABATIOK OF SOIL.

Mr. Hills thought that everything depended
upon the preparation of the soil; the roots ex-
tend deeply into the soil, and the ground should
be finely comminuted, so that there shall be no
obstruction to the passage.
Mr. Enapp had learned that the great trouble

relative to the germination of the seed arose
from the indifferent manner in which the soil was
prepared; his experience was that the land should
be deeply plowed six months in advance the
later m the fall the better, because the soil pul-
verizes more readily from the late plowing; and
in the spring, as soon as the frost is out of the
ground, he advised to cultivate and break np
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with a harrow until overy portion is finely com-
minuted; and also recommended that the seed
should be planted one half to three-fourths of an
inch deep.

Mr. Sly would also prefer fall plowing, and
select laud entirely free from weeds; he thought
the crop "would bear manuring, ajd said thai

thorough cuiiivation would hasten the crop two
weeks—a most important consideration in his

opinion; he recommended planting upon ground
three years from the sod.

Mr. Shoemaker agreed generally with prece-

ding speakers, but advised planting in rows four

feet apart.

Mr. Meachman advised growers not to manure
their lind. His experience had taught him that,

though the product is larger, the syrup, in all

those essentials which go to make up a superior

article, was vastly iaferior.

Mr. Reed differed from the last gentleman, and
advocated the use of stable manure^ particularly

on stiflF clay Boils, and thought the grain for

adopting this course of procedure was equal to

30 per cent. The best syrup he had ever made
was from a heavily manured clay soil, and he
was decidedly in favor of it.

Mr. Brandon planted his seed on the 25th of

May, upon a wide clover sod, just broken, and
the syrup was unequaled. He attributed this

result to vegetable manure caused by thedecom
position of the sod.

TREATMENT AFTER PLANTING.

Mr. Bower gave the cane the same treatment

as corn.

Mr Baggs did the same,

Mr. Sly advocated thorough cultivation, and
insisted that the cause of the numerous failures

in the cultivation was the lack of thoroughness.

Mr. Knapp presented two specimens of syrup
—one made from cane grown on rich manured
soil, and the other on light soil, showing a deci-

ded superiority in favor of the latter in all desir-

ble qualities.

Mr Reed had found that, in clayey ground,
the sprouted blade of the seed was sometimes
unable to penetrate the crust; for instance, after

a shower and a warm sun. In such cases he
raked the surface of the hill, broke the crust,

and the plant vegatated rapidly.

STRIPPING AND HAEVESTINO.

Mr. Reed uses a common lath, with which he
strikes downwards, stripping the leaves from top

to bottom with a single blow,

Mr. Foster uses two wooden swords, one in

each band.

Mr. Hill did not wish his cane stripped long

bpfore he manufactured. The cane might lay

for months after it be cut, if it be not frosted,

and the joints are not bruised. He binds the

stalks in bundles, and piles it in such a manner
that the air circulates freely throughout the en-

tire ma«8.

Mr. Gates had a specimen of syrup in his poss-

ession, made from cane which had frozen and
thawed, and he considered it tjie best sample he

had seen.

Mr. Meacham advised all growers to keep
their c\ne where it shall not be exposed to alter-

nate thawing and freezing. It would sour and
become worthless.

Mr. Hill said there was ni virtue in cane tops,

and advised growers to discard them and throw
them awiy.
Mr. ReeJ thought differently. He had exper-

imented with tops and butts, and he found that
the notion that the saccharine matter was loca-

ted in 'he butt of the stock was all fudge.

Mr. Brandon had succeeded in getting a good
produc from suckers.

Mr. Reed had found that the longer the cane
can remain in bulk after harvesting, the better.

It must be cut before frosting in the field ; after-

wards, no matter how much they frost, if it does
not freeze and thaw, the better will be its condi-
tion.

MANUFACTURIKG.

Mr. Reed uses one of Gate's crushing mills,

and finds that it does excellent service. He uses
Cook's evapc-ator with general success. He
boiled his juice with the fire, and with the care
taken by him, considered his syrnp as good as
Belcher's. There is nothing peculiar in his pro-
Cl'ES. He boils and skims until the syrup indi-

cates 35 degrees by the saccharometer. In mak-
ing sugar he used the lower stalks, expressed the
juice, then added clear lime water, and after

boiling a short time, infused a solution of nut-
gall, tested and boiled; the nu gall in solution

seizes upon all impurities, bringing them to the
surface leaving the residue very clear ; then
filter through sand and charcoal, and boil down
to 38 degrees, when granulation will commence.
The molasses will separate from the crystals, and
in a few days the operation is complete.

Mr. Luce manufactures the syrup by steam,
and uses Gate's mill; raises the first scum with
the escape steam of the boiler ; after the scum
is taken ofi", the syrup is drawn into an
evaporator, and steam applied until it reaches
the boiling point, when the scum is again removed;
boils rapidly and skims till the density, as indi-

cated by the saccharometer, is 38 degrees. After
drawing off, he adds lime in the p'oportion of
three ounces to twenty gallons of the syrup. The
object of the lime is to prevent the accumalation
of froth.

Mr. Meacham presented a sample of sugar of

superior flavor, but inferior in color. The diffi-

culty in the manufacture of sugar was, in his

opinion, owing to the presence of gum, which,
from experiments he had made, lay wholly in

joints of the cane. The vegetable "twang" had
its origin here also. In the specimens presented
the joints were taken out. In good seasons and
upon land not manured, the yield is large, Light
sandy soils produce sugar more largely. He
usually boils syrup to 36 degrees while hot,

equally 40 decrees cold.

The discussion was here closed, leaving several

points named by the committee untouched, and
after examining the numerous specimens of sugar
and syrup presented by the members, the con-
vention adjourned sine die.
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SAMPIiKS OF 8TEXJP AND SUGAK.

At least a hundred different samples of syrup

were presented, in various styles of granulation,

some of them with just a murky tinge, indicating

the presence in a slight degree of the crystal

;

the others being one-half, and in some instances

even a larger proportion, in a granulated or crys-

talized condition. The Chicago Refinery exhib-

ited a specimen of their pl^ntation syrup, and a

sample of unrefined sorghum grown in Loda,

which had been submitted to chemical analysis,

and found to contain 56 per cent, of sugar and
18 per cent, of grape sugar, the balance being

gluten and water.

Of sugar the samples were numerous, satisfac~

torily demonstrating the fact that sugar can be

produced from sorghum. The manner of arriv-

ing at this result was diversified. Each manufac-
turer arrived at the same end by pursueing a

slightly different pathway. The specimens
mostly admired were a sample of sugar from

Bela Luce of Plainfield, Will county, consisting

of crystals large and well defined, about a six-

teenth of an inch in diameter, which when pulver-

ized, equalled in favor the best loaf sugar ; a

sample from Keokuk, Iowa, equal to the best

New Orleans product presented by the Refinery
;

a sample from P. W. Gates of Chicago, and
another from Mr. Meacham of Du Page—the

former resembling refined New Orleans sugar,

and the latter bearing some likeness, both in

color, consistency and flavor, to common domestic

maple sugar.

S0RGHTJM CIDEE AND BUM.

A sample of cider, made bp Rev. Royal Reed
of Joliet, from the skimmings, was examined
and favorably reported upon by the tasters; also

an excellent sample of sorghum rum, distilled

from the skimmings and washings of the boilers,

which is a liquor 20 per cent, above proof, and it

is said by physicians to be valuable for its medi-
cinal qualities, its peculiar action being a diuretic.

[Confiscated Correspondence.]

Experiments and Acclimation.

I appreciate fully the chemical difficulty of

making crystalized sugar from a new sugar plant,

or even from one well known, when transferred

to a new climate ; and perhaps the more so from
having been a student of chemistry under Dr.

Hare of Philadelphia in my early days. Mr.
Levering has done much harm by his thoughtless

Baying that "it is as easy to make sugar from
eorgbo as to make a pot of mush, and easier than

to make a kettle of apple butter."
Next to knowing what we can do is the know-

ledge of what we cannot do, in the present state

of science on a given subject. And this applies

to the raising of crops, as well as to their after

manipulations for useful purposes. I was not
aware that more than 12 per cent, of crystalized

sugar has been produced from beet root syrup

;

which is about equal to the best results as yet
produced from the sorgho. The southern cane
produces I believe about 18 to 20 per eent.

The question of acclimating plants I am glad
to seeattracts just now much attention. To ihose

who farm for pr fit, in our day of railroads and
steam, the selection is practically narrowei to

such plants as the farmer can profitably grow for

household use, and for the market in which he
sells, in competition with producers from other
climates, in a constantly widening circle of com-
petition.

And after the experience of over thirty years,
I have very reluctantly come to the conclusion

that in southern Ohio we cannot cultivate either

potatoes, turnips or beets, cheaply enough for

regular feed to our stock, or in competition with
the crops above 42®; where the expense of

freight to market is the same. Where there is a
near market and high prices, they may be profit-

ably cultivated for the table, in small patches
with the certainty of frequent failures, but also

with the advantage (except potatoes) of sending
them fresh to market, and also the freight on
such heavy and cheap articles.

This is not owing to a defect in our soil, for in

some exceptional seasons very large crops of all

those plants are produced with little care. Three
years ago I raised 216 measured bushels of large

blue potatoes from less than half an aere, besides
a quantity (not measured, but not less than 16
bushels) of small potatoes. They were planted
without manure, in hills 3J feet apart, and were
not hoed but cultivated exclusively with the
shovel plow, from seed raised on an adjoining
plot the year before, (not 18 bushels to the acre,

which is an average for 3 years out of 4,) with
the same treatment, but those seed potatoes not
averaging more than half the size ot a ben's egg.

I have also raised, and so have my neighbors,

sugar beets weighing (the largest) from 16 to 19
pounds, and very large crops to the acre, as ex-
ceptional crops, but for at least 3 years out of 4
all our care and labor were thrown away on the
crops, or nearly so.

Some of these same men who have since migra-
ted to Iowa and Wisconsin, say that w'th the
same care they grow there large and regular
crops of potatoes, beets, turnips, etc. As neither
skill nor care nor a proper soil were wanting
here, I have been compelled to the conclusion
above stated that our climate in southern Ohio,
(about 30 ° ) does not admit of their profitable

cultivation by any mode as yet known as field

crops.

I see that you do not accept my views as to the

laws which I believe govern these and most other
crops. I have no right to ask you to do sj, but
merely that you will consider the matter worthy
of investigation. Let me state the proposition
in a more practical form.

"The plants cultivated in Ohio, in field and
garden as food for men and animals, cannot be
made by any n eans now known, to produce reg-

ular crops in North America east of Kansas, in

the central and southern portion of the climatic

rei'ion of their natural growth. But iu some
part of the northern portion of their climatic

belt ; sometimes quite near the northern limit,

these same plants can be made with care and
skill to produce large and comparatively regular
crop^s."
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The experience and observation of one man is

little in solving so complicated a question. Argu-
ments drawn from analogy are also inconclusive,

except when supported by large and extensive
practical tests. The census returns for 1840 and
1850 (1860 I have not seen) give the results as to

potatoes and the meadow grasses, and they are
conclusive so far as these and some other crops
are concerned. See De Bow's Compendium, pp.
171 and 172, and compare as to crops of hay and
potatoes the conveniently arranged states, Con-
necticut with Georgia, Maryland with Massachu-
setts, Michigan with Mississippi, New York with
North Carolina, and Vermont with Virginia.

These crops, (hay and potatoes) so largely con-

sumed in northern states, and costing so lar^e a

percentage to transport, would certainly be ex-

tensively cultivated there if they could be profit-

ably grown. But the returns both of 1840 and
1850 show they are not. They have their com-
pensations but always in crops of which their

region is near the northern limit. Take cotton

for example, a perennial in the tropics ; where it

would seem that the fortunate children of the

sun have only to pick oflf the bolls from the trees

and grow rich. Yet their crops cannot compare
in quantity and quality, and especially in regu-

larity, with that of the gulf sta*es where the

cotton is almost every year damaged more or less

by the frost.

The same mny be said of rice and suear cane.

Even maize, the vegetable proteus of eastern

North America, with its wonderful adaptability

to our various climates, (wherever there are a

few very hot days,) is an uncertain crop below
34 ® , and the best and most regular crops are

between 35 and 41 ® . In Europe I never saw
even &fair crop of maize, the best being a small

patch on the ruins of the palace of the Cessars

of Rome, (Nero's golden house.) My letter is

already too long to be read, so I will give you
only one other instance and quit. I grow figs in

my garden in the open air (both purple and yel-

low.) I own 8 small trees, and have regular

crops of fine, ripe figs, gathering often for 6

•weeks from half a gallon to half a bushel a day,

with little care or trouble. Some of my neigh-i

bors, following my process, do the same. But
after repeated trials we have all utterly failed to

make the cranbery bush succeed, though planted

in similar soil (evidenced by the original forest

growth) and in similar situations to where as a
surveyor, I have wadei through miles of flourish-

ing cranberry swamp, in that part of Ohio which
lies north of latitude 41 ® .

I am satisfied we have not begun to find oat

the capabilities of our climate, but believe that

we shall hs^ve to look rather to the eastern coast

of the old continent, (China, Japan, etc.,) rather

than to Eqrope for further accessions of plants

and animals suitable to our climate, which like

theirs is dry, and has great extremes of heat and
cold; and to southern ratker than to northern

plants.

Yours, very tr»ly,

JaS, T. WOEIHINGTON.
Ellensmere Farm, Chilicothei.

{Field Notes.)

Good on Newspaper Scriblers.

The executive committee of the State Agricul-

tural Society has been in session in Springfield

for some days past. At a sitting on the 10th

inst., as reported in the Chicago Journal, the

following action was had :

Mr. Holder, of Bloomington, introduced a res-

olution proposing that the executive committee
commence the publication of a monthly agricul-

tural periodical, to be called The Journal of the

Illinois State Agricultural Society, with John P.

Reynolds, corresponding secretary of the society,

as its editor.

Capt. Wait, the venerable and excellent mem-
ber from Egypt, spoke warmly in its favor, urg-

ing that the society ought to adopt some measure
by which it cruld be "independent of the news-
paper scriblers all over the country."

Without questioning the propriety of the Agri-

cultural Society establishing an organ, in oppo-
sition to the three excellent agricultural papers

now published in the state, we would suggest to

the " venerable member from Egypt," that the

society had better eschew "sod corn" than attempt
to make themselves " independent of news-
paper scriblers," for the feat is easier of accom-
plishment.

The Agricultural Society, as well as the state

of Illinois, owes the success it has attained, to

the persistent efforts of these "scriblers." And
"Egypt" too, the home of the "venerable" Capt.
Wait, is under vast oblioations to the same
source, for the advantages they now possess.

Had this power been extinct, what, we ask,

would have V een the condidon of " Egypt" to

day? The same disadvantages under wh^ch she
labored thirty years ago, would have clung to

her yet.

Newspaper " scribblers" was the motive power
which caused our state to be gridironed by the
iron artery, which throbs and pulsates the whole
length and breadth of the land, and sends com-
merce and intelligence, with lightening speed to

every accessible point within her borders.

In ignoring "newspaper scriblers" the society

proposes to install its corresponding secretary
into the editorial chair. The selection doubtless

is a good one, and we very much doubt that he is

disposed to underrate the services of the "scrib-
lers" of old Marion county, his former residence,

in behalf of the society, nor the unwearied efforts

of his village paper, the Salem Advocate, in fur-

thering the agricultural interests of that portion

of the state.

The press of the state has made the agricul-

tural society a prominent institution ; in its in-

fancy they nursed it; in its adversity they admin-
istered consolation to it; and, now, when thia

same power has brought the society safely

through the "filth and mire of Brighton," where
its managers had " swamped it," it comes with
ill grace for them to talk about Ijecoming *' inde-

pendent of newipaper scriblers," Of a truth,

the " venerable Capt Wait" must be a fossil of

fossils.

—

(Waukegan Gazette.

—It is better to prevent a quarrel before hand
than to revenge it afterward.
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Pnming Trees.

SELECTED.

The advantage of spring pruning is, that it is

a time of leisure with the farmer. The labors

of the farmer, at least it March and April, are

not pressing him as at some other seasons. The
disadvantages are, that the sap is in full circula-

tion up the tree. The tree, in all its parts, is

filled with sap, and the wood at the wound cannot

season. Hence the wood becomes corruptible

and readily decays. Any persons who should

cut timber at this season, especiilly hard wood,

and expect it would season with the b^rk on and

become endurable, would be considered out of

his senses* The sap vessels are open and will

not close. The sap will flow out and run down
the tree. The bark will become caLkered, turn

black and cleave from the wood. A wound that

can never heal will surely be the result. The sap

being in brisk circulation up the tree, or waiting

to be received by the leaf, and finding itself cut

off in its communication, will resort to the recu-

perative principle common throughout nature,

and will throw out innumerable suckers. In

many instances these are suffered to grow, to the

great injury, if not destruction of the tree. The
tree is destitute of foliage, and the pruner is not

quick to note the limbs which should be removed
on account of feebleness end decay.

SUMMKB. PKUNINQ—ADVANTAGES.

The sap has now ascended the tree, hns pa'^s-

ed into the leaves, and has been by them elabo

rated. It is descending between the wood and
the bark, or in the inner bark, for the formation

of fruit and the growth of a new grain of wood.
The sap is appropriated, and nature is not pre-

pared jor the recuperative process, and throws
out but few, if any shoots. The elaborated sap,

being »n active operation, may be seen in a few
hours oozing from between the bark and wood,
ready to commence the healing process.

It commences quickly and progresses rapidly.

When the tree is in full verdure, the farmer may
readily observe which of the limbs are diseased

and require amputation. He can the more read-

ily see what part of the top should be removed,

in order to admit the fructifying influences of

heat and light. The pruning is very beneficial

to the remaining fruit. It causes it to hold, to

grow larger and fairer, ana to ripen more per-
fectly.

DISADVANTAGES.

Farmers are very busily engaged in other farm
operations. The bark which is then tender and
yielding, may be injured by the heel of the care-

less pruner's foot. The sun's more vertical rays

may be let in upon tender limbs, in which case

they become sun-scalded at those points where
the sun's rays fall at right angles from noon un-
til two o'clock ; the wound may not season as

readily and become as incorruptible as at fall and
•winter pruning.

WINTER AND FALL PRUNING—ADVANTAGES.

The sap has become quiescent. It has passed

up the trunk and limbs, has been elaborated by
the leaves ; has returned down the limbs, trunk
and roots for the production of fruit, and the for-

mation of a new growth of wood. The wood
readily seasons and becomes hard, firm and in-

corruptible. It will seldrm rot, although large

defective limbs are amputated. The sap vessels

consequently become closed, and the sap the next

spring will not be so forced in that direction as to

throw out so many sheots; as though pruned in

the spring, neither can the sap flow from the

wound. The operation can be performed with-

out liability of injury to the bark. The farmer

has leisure ; most of his farm operations have

ceased necessarily. There is, therefore, time to

perform this long neglected service.

DISADVANTAGES.

The operator cannot -so quick'y determine the

points to be attacked, te dislodge the defective

limbs, and to open the top judiciously. The only

serious objection to pruning now is, the orchard-

ist does not know, con ider, and appreciate the

very great advantage and necessity of pruning.

If the redder has followed the article as closely

as the importance of the subject demands, he will

now be prepared to strike a balance in favor of
summer against spring pruning ; and a large

balance i.i favor of fall and winter pruning.

We have, for many years, noticed thedeleteri-

ous effects of spring pruning, arising from a flow

of sap. and the multifarious production of suck-

ers. We do not mean to say that, as a whole, an
orchard had not better be pruned in the spring

than never to be pruned. Much depends upon
the age and condition of an orchard, as regards

the injury of spring pruning, and the great ad-

vantage of fall or winter pruning. A young,
healthy, and vigorous tree may be pruned in the

spring with less detriment than an old, decaying

tree. As regards the flowage of sap, the peal-

ing operation and the multiplication of suckers,

comparing April, May and June, we have had
ample experience. The advantage is decidedly

and positively in favor of the latter part of this

season. As regards the quantity and quality of

fruit, from the pruning in April and July, we
have had experience to show that the balance is

in the same direction. Cole, in his "American
Fruit Book," referring to fall pruning, says :

—

" Thirty years ago, in September, we cut a very

large branch from an apple tree. The tree was
old, and it hasneyer healed over, but is now hard,

almost as hard as horn, and the tree perfectly

sound around it. A few years before and after,

large limbs were cut from the same tree in spring,

and where they were cut off the tree has rotted,

so that a quart measure maybe put into the cav-

ity."

<
As flowers never put on their best clothes for

Sunday, but wear their spotless raiment and ex-
hale their odor evry day, so let yonr life, free

from stain, ever give forth the fragrance of the

love of God.
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Fork vs. Spade.—The time honored s-pade is

falling into disuse. Look at yonder son of Erin,

as he drives the shining blade into the moist

loam, and heaves out a square compressed mass,

two sides of which are smooth and compressed as

possible. If you are standing near or working
by his side he will hit it a rap and crumble the

top of it a little, while the mass probably remains
intact.

The ground will be leveled off with a rake, and
the lump will bale slowly, and remain likely

enough hard and impervious all summer, if the

ground is not deeply worked again. When spad-

ing is done in very dry weather, it is not liable to

the same objection in degree, yet it leaves the

soil always more or 1p3S lumpy.
How different it is with the use of the fork.

—

The spading fork is found of various forms in

the shop. We prefer one of narrow tines, rather

long and very thick, made of good steel. A good
quality of steel is very important, for often a

single tino striking a stone or stick has to take

instantly the whole force of the blow or shove.

The tines should be thick, as considerable pry-
ing power is often required—and they should be
narrow, that the earth may be no more compress-
ed than is necessary.

A fork like this may be driven much deeper
with the same force. It will lift the earth quite

as readily as a spane, and without packing it.

If roots of trees, bulbs, or anything of the kind
are present, there is little probability that they
will be injurtd, if care is used, and the ground
may be loosened sufBciently in many cases with-
out lifting the earth at all, in a way to bear the
roots.

The fork, in fact, may be used whenever the

spade can be, and a shovel is not more desirable

—we do not claim for it superiority in shoveling
sand or g-avel—and it may be used in many
places where a spade can not be used. About
trees, in raspberry, currant or vine borders, es-

pecially will the fork be found of incalculable

fcervice, and the spade should be banished forth-

with.

—A Good Hit.—Some one, at an entertain-

ment in Paris, being asked how he was pleased

with the French beauties, who happened to be
rather highly rouged, said, "I am no judge of

painting."
~—~

—Thin—An Irishman remarked to his com-
panion on seeing a lady ;

" Pat, did you ever

see a woman so thin as that before?" "Thin,"
replied the other, " botherashon," I seen a wo-
man as thin as two of her put together."

Funny.—During an examination a medical
student being asked " when does mortification

ensue? " he replied, " when you pop the ques-

tion, and are answered, " No."

— "Will not the tax ou carpets require up-
holsterers for collectors?

Osier or Basket Willow.—A correspondent,

writing to " Field Notes," says, " with your per-

mission I will give a few facts relative to the

cultivation, growth, market and profits of the

Osier Willow

:

"It is now five years since I commenced the

growing of the willow, and I am satisfied that it

pays better than any other crop ; and as there

are thousands of acres that are now laying use-

less that might yield from two to three tons per
acre, which now sells for $100 per ton—say

$200 per acre, or more, cash. Now what is to

be done? I will tell you : Ditch your land, if it

is too wet for good grass, then plow and prepare
it as you would for a crop of corn, and do it well,

as it has to be done but once. Procure your cut-

tings of the best kind, the purple or "salix vam-
inalis, set the rows three feet apart, cuttings one

foot in the row; plant by a line, hoe them well

the first year to give them a good start. Your
fi-st crop will be worth but little, yet will pay the

expens'es if you have a basket maker to work it

up ; the second year will yield about one third

of a crop ; and the third year you may expect a
pretty good crop, and after that a crop as long

as wood grows.

"I will now give you the figures, say on one
acre : Hoeing in June, well done, $5 ; cutting

and binding, $12, (this may be done betwixt No-
vember and Ap: il) ; sitting in water till they will

peel, $12; peeling by machine, $20; freight,

iJnIO ; commission, truck, storage, etc., $10; to-

tal $69. Now call the crop, say two tons per
acre, at four cents per pound, $170—which is

$40 less than they fetch this year, and from $80
to $90 less than I have ever sold any before this

year—and this leaves $91 for the use of one
acre, ready cash ; and when I consider that this

is only one branch of farming, and that almost
the whole can be done when other branches do
not crowd, and that it is also a quick sale cash
business, at much higher figures than the above,

I do wonder that there are not more farmers

ready to commence the business." J. J.

-••»

To THE Boys.—I wish just to say to the
young men of the farm, not to forsake it for

other pursuits because it may not seem to some
as respectable as to be a city clerk, or a
traveling peddler for some quack nostrum ; and
not be ashamed, at any time of life, of honest
manual labor. Leave off supposing that it

takes only Patrick cr Hans to work the old

homestead. No such thing boys ; it needs
brains—head work—in short, just such quick,

active intellects as are posseseed by a majority

of our native born Yankee blades. " Why, we
supposed any dummy could carry on a farm !"

No, sir—no such thing ; and the sooner you
disabuse yourselves of such foolish ideas, the

better. Better by far pursue a healthful hon-
est occupation, if w th only a moderate income,
than leave it for the uncertainties of another,

above all things eschew idleness—better, I was
about to say, make a mistake than do nothing.

Make your mark in the world in some way.
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Strawberry Culture and Wine Making.

We have before us a letter to a friend of ours

from a fruit grower in Indiana which states that

the writer received six hundred doUarsfrom half

an acre of strawberries made into strawberry

wine, it selling by the barrel at two and a half

dollars per gallon. This gentleman _says he is

80 confident that the crop will pay that he intends

to make seventy five or a hundred barrels of the

wine this year. He has forty acres of strawber-

ries, half of which are at Aurora and the other

half in Egypt, where he also has in small fruits

and peaches fifty-five acres, the peach orchard

containing six thousand trees just coming into

bearing. These at sixteen feet apait the usual

distance cover tLirty-five acres. One would sup-

pose that forty acres of strawberries and tliirty-

five of peaches would be sufficient to keep one

man busy, but it appears this gentleman thinks

differently, as he intends to put out sixty acres

more of the strawberry. The largest cultivator

of the strawberry that we know of is Mr. Knox,

at Pittsburg, who has sixty acres, but we have

no objection to have our own State ahead in this

line. It is certainly expensive for Mr. Knox to

send his fruits all the way by rail from Pitts-

burg some five hundred miles to Chicago, and it

is but proper that some of our cultivators step

in and relieve him of so much expense, and the

furiher anxiety in regard to the market. From
present appearances we may confidently antici-

pate a fair show of fruit in our markets at no

distant day. It is not probable that strawberry

wine will command $2 50 a gallon at wholesale

for any great length of time. Mr. Knox says he

grows three hundrsd bushels of strawberries per

acre, but the letter in question says one hundred

and forty is a good crop, but we doubt if one hun

dred is not more than an average, even with good

culture. Most people would be satisfied with

two hundred and forty gallons of wine to the

acre, especially if it would sell for seventy dol-

lars a barrel of thirty gallons.

There can be no question that the profit on

email fruits is large, or the culture would not be

80 rapidly extended. Some years since we call-

ed them the " great fruits, " from the important

position that they held.

Willson's Albany and Triomphe de Gand and

the Austin are the varieties recommended by this

fruit grower. His statements that he has real-

ized six hundred dollars nett profit from half an

acre of strawberries made into wine is certainly

arge, if true of which at the price stated is

rather probable, though we suspect some sugar

must have been used.

The Willson should be planted in rows two feet

apart and one foot in the row ; these can be

worked with a scuttle hoe with one horse. This

is a cheap way of keeping out the weeds, gives

the ground good culture and leaves the plants in

a position for easy picking.

Hog Cholera.

Now is a good time to provide against the hog

cholera, which is so disastrous to the hog crop

in the west.

We have never heard of a farmer losing hogs

by this disease who kept them in a good clover

pasture through the summer. Now is the time

to sow clover seed, and fence off the hog lot;

give it a trial, and you will find that you have

fenced in your hogs where they are cheaply pas-

tured, and fenced out that scourge tnat is so

fatal to hogs running in the woods and barrens,

picking up such feed as they can find. No won-

der that they have the cholera.

We have seen many cures for this disease,

none of them very high in favor. Camphor in

small doses, or sulphur, are doubtless the best,

but the prevention is better than all. Put your

hogs in clover pastures, ring their noses, give

a moderate feed of corn through the summer,

and you will have little trouble to fat them in

the fall, free of the hog cholera.

Journal of the State Agriculutral Society.

The initial number of this journal is at hand, and
cannot fail of meeting the public expectation.

Without interfering with the agricultural journals

of the State, it will prove a valuable aid, not

only to the farmer and mechanic, but the State

Agricultural Society. The prospectus will be

found in our advertising columns.

Iowa Homestead.—The Northwestern Farmer

has been removed to DesMoines, Iowa, and re-

named as above, and published weekly. Marsh
Millar is editor and publisher. It is a valua-

ble paper, and if the Hawkeyes do not give it a

good patronage, they will be blind to their own
interests. $2 a year.

-*»-

Gardner's Monthly.—This journal continues

to improve, if improvement is possible, where

all the numbers have been good. We club it

with the farmer for %\ 50.
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Editor's Table.

The plans for the season are now, or at least

should have been laid, and the farmers are busy

in their development. Seldom has so thick a

wall of impenetrable mystery hung over the fu-

ture of the farmer's prospects, as now. The best

crops to plant are but guess work, the last two

crops of corn have not paid the cost of their pro-

duction, or at least all that portion sold since the

first of May last. This gives a dark picture to

the corn grown and will have the effect to largely

curtail the breadth of the next crop. Broom

corn is only in moderate request, showing that

the prairies can easily glut the markets of the

world with this staple. Spring wheat presents

the most sure basis and has become the cheap

food, that pleases the million, but thus far this

crop has been mainly confined to the north, when

fall plowing and early seeding is the order of the

day, when farmers read and reflect, when they

farm it with both brains and muscle. In the cen-

tral portion of the State winter wheat is much

more popular than the spring, and we believe

will be proven as certain of a good yield. Far^

mers are stepping out of the old beaten paths and

aiding brains to manure and muscle, with an ex-

cellent promise of success. Cotton, tobacco,

castor beans and sorghum appear destined to yet

figure largely in the staple products of our State.

The south half the State is legitimately within

the cotton zone. Tobacco, as is well known, can

be grown in all parts of the State. Castor beans

have been largely grown in the central counties

but from some cause that we have not as yet in-

vestigated passed off the stage. Sorghum is be-

yond all doubts a success, and must remain so

apparently to all time. The crops to be planted

are to some extent already decided upon, but no

approximate figures can be fixed upon, as the

value of the products, all in that direction lies

shroud' d behind that black pall that hangs over

our political horizon.

— —

—

Garden Seeds —Do not purchase eastern gar-

den seeds, put up by parties that you know noth-

ing about. The large city seed stores undergo

an annual cleaning out and these old seeds are

purchased cheaply by parties who put them up

in small paper packages of ab> ut one hundred

and fifty of the e to a box and trade them off to

the country stores, who supposing them from the

labels, to be fresh seeds, innocently sell them to

their deluded customers. This accounts for the

failure of garden seed to a great extent. The

men who put these seeds up, either sell them un-

der the name of some spurious seed grown or

counterfeit some well known establishment. You
can almost alwavs depend on good fre«h seeds

from the large city dealers, for they know it will

not answer to send poor seed to their customers,

especially when there is so neat a way provided

to get rid of the old stock. The seed dealers not

a thousand miles from Chicago have no", been as

wise and sell more or less indifferently, but the

demacd for the past two seasons has been so brisk

that we think they must have an entire new stock

at this time, whether out of the annual clearing

of Eastern seed stores or from the fresh supply

we know not, and personally care less, for we
have sti'l loo vivid recollections of bad seeds

from that quarter, to return until we are assured

of a little more discrimination in the selections.

For our own use we draw on Wilber, of Momence,

and the Eastern dealers whom we know send o it

good seed. As the postage on seeds is but six-

teen cents a pound we general'y gain more in

price than we lose in freight. Our motto is home

patronage, but we cannot afford to have part of

our grounds grow up to weeds, to assist someone

to make a few shillings.

Cotton Seed—How Much Will Plant an

Acre ?—A bushel of the Tennessee green seed

will weigh twenty-two pounds, and contains in

round numbers about 93,000 seeds to the bushel.
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An acre of cotton contains from seven to eight

thousand hills or plants, as but one plant is al-

lowed to remain in a hill. If every seed was

good a bushel would plant at one seed to the hill

eleven and a half acres, but as all samples of

cotton seed contains more or less imperfect ones

aot less than three seeds should be planted ; to be

ife we would prefer to double this, at three

.eeds to the hill a bushel will plant four acres,

»t six but two. At this r^te, with cotton seed at

bur dol'ar=i a bushel, it will require considera-

»le of a sum to supply the new Illinois cotton

ields with seed.

Cotton Seed by Mail.—To those of the snb-

iribers of the Illinois Farmer who wish a

nail amount of seed to plant in their gardens

or trial, by sending us one or two stamps to pre-

\y the postage, will have that amount of seed

at them. The seed that we have was sent us

7 Norman J. Coleman, of St. Louis, Mo., who
IS fifteen hundred bushel and is selling it at

ur dollars a bushel ; it is the green Tennessee

pland, the best variety for this State.

The Douglas county Shield says there will be

t less than from 1,000 to 1,500 acres of cotton

lanted in Douglas courty the coming season.

e have conversed with quite a number of far-

ers who propose planting from one to three

jres. Cotton, we believe has been raised in this

ounty by some of the old settlers, and we should

be pleased to have them communicate their views

to us on this important subject for the benefit of

others

The Legal Adviser.—This valuable journal is

again on our table. E. M. Haines, Chicago; $1

a year. We cut from it some matters of interest

to our readers—late decisions of the Supreme

Court

:

"Boundaries.—In the description of land con-
veyed by deed, monuments, tangible things capa-
ble of being identified by witnesses, must always
control and supercede courses and distances. A
railroad is itself a palpable continuing monu-
ment."

Farmers cannot be too careful in maintaining

of boundaries; a good plan is to plant a tree, an

elm, a willow or cottonwood, as best suited to

the particular location of the corner.

Eeal Estate.—All improvements of a perma-
nent character placed upon land, designed for

its better enjoyment, are deemed a part of the

land. By express agreement, improvements of

this character may be removed from the land.

Buildings are presumed to be a part of the land,

and unless something is shown to overcome this

presumption they will always be so considered.

A stranger who erects a building upon the land
of another, will become a trespasser by remov-
ing it. If parties agree upon an exchange of
land, and one builds, if the agreement is rescind-
ed without reserving the buildings, they remain
with the land. The intention of a party, at the

time a building is erected, fixes its character; if

he intended it should be permanent, so it will

remain. ^

Catalogues Received.—J. H. Stewart, Cuincy,

has a superb stock of apples, grapes, and orna-

mental trees, with the usual supply of other

fruits, Mr S. is a practical man, and can be

relied upon for correctness.

L. Ellsworth & Co., Naperville, DuPage county.

This is one of the largest establishments in the

State, with a general assortment of nursery

stocks, while in the way of evergreens, it is bu-

purb.

Small Fruits, at the Evanston fruit farm, by

Kidder & Knox, strawberries, raspberries, black,

berries and grapes make up the list in this spe-

ciality. The stock is large and select.

The Game Law of Illinois.—The law prohib-

iting the killing, ensnaring or trapping deer,

wild turkey, grouse, prairie, chicken or quail,

went into effect on the 15th of January, and con-

tinues until the 1st of August.

Postage on Seeds by Mail.—We again re-

mind our readers that the postage on seeds and
cions by mail, is only sixteen cents a pound, or

one cent an ounce. They can therefore avail

themselves of this to obtain valuable seeda from
a distance at a cheap rate. Many of the seeds-

men in our small country towns, charge a dollar

a pound for such seeds as should sell for seventy-

five cents, and which are sent at that price, for

this cheap postage on seeds will have the effect

to correct these irregularities of small dealers.

The immense demand for all kinds of 8«ed in

Chicago, should induce some competent parties

to engage in the business. We learn that St.

Louis is very well supplied in this respect, and a

large number ef our readers draw their supplies

from that quarter.

The Gray oe Powder Willow.—Overman &
Mann, of Bloomington and others, are oflFering

cuttings of this willow. From what we have

seen and learn of this tree, it will prove valuable
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on the farm for timber, hutts and screens, and

will furnish aiarge supply of timber for rails and

fuel in a very few years. There is little danger

of planting too many trees on the prairie. The

cutting will be quite sure to grow. It is among

the most rapid growing trees.

A Fallacy Exploded.—We had always heard

it asserted iht^x it was impossible to " make a

whistle from ^f ig's tail ;" but ia this age of in-

vention, improvement, progress, the obstacles

which lay in the way of accomplishing this feat

have been removeii, and we acknowledge a

Christmas present of a whistle made from a Pig's

Tail. The successful man is a Vermont Yankee

—one not known to fame in this region as the

most untiring and accomplished AVriting Teacher

in the West. The article shows ingenuity and

inventive genius. Accompanying his whistle was

the following letter:

Mr. Editor:—You will be presented in the

coming holidays with fat Turkeys and good

things in abundance. You will be wished a

" Merry Christmas" and " Happy New Year,"

aad to make it so, I present you with a whistle,

ma.de of

—

a Piff's T.iil—to whistle dull care away

with during the holidays, and enjoy yourself

in the coming new year.

I have whittled it out during my spare mo-

ments, to answer that standing objectien of the

Old Fogy— *' You can't make a whistle out of

a pig's tail.'"' You see the thing can be did.

Yours truly,

Thos. E. Hill.
Gazette, Waukegan.

—When a boy we saw the same feat accom-

plished, but the value of the whistle when made,

bore no proportion to the labor expended upon

it, and the maker concluded it would not pay.

We may concede that the fallacy has been explo-

ded, but cannot be turned to any useful purpose.

We therefore, answer, that a whistle can be

made out of a pig's tail, but would not recom-

mend any of our friends to go largely into the

business with the expectation that it will prove

a paying investment.

-*—-

The Horticulturist —The February number
of this valuable Journal is on our table. The
Frontispiece is the Gladiolus, and is a superb

engraving, and the coloring (in colored edition)

truthfully done. By the way this colored edition

is worth more than the difference in the price,

$2 plain, $5 colored. Address Mead & Wood-

word, N. Y., or club with the Fabmeb at $2 50.

Illinois Central Railroad.—The earnings

of this road for January has fallen ofiF nearly

one hundred and fifty thousand dollars. This is

mainly on account of the loss of its southern

terminations. It is certain that the Company

cannot long hold out with such a constant drain

upon its resources. The officers have been un-

tiring in their endeavors to economise in the ex-

penses, and the President, W. H. Osborn, Esq.,

has removed to Chicago, where he is giving the

whole of his energies to the work. Mr. 0. is

one of the ablest financiers of the day, and will

do all in his power to save the credit of the com-

> any. There is no enterprise in the State that

ha3 done so much to develop its resources as this

road, and now in its need let it be treated kindly,

do not kill the goose that lays the golden egg,

but cherish her that she may continue to lay du-

ring long years. The falling off to the State of

the seven per cent, will be about ten thousand

dollars, or at the rate of over one hundred thou-

sand dollars per annum, a loss that the State will

fjel. We hope for the sake of the Company, for

the sake of ihe State treasury, and for the sake

the country, that this state of things may not

continue for a long time. The demand for lands

of the Company is steadily on the increase, es-

pecially in the south part of the State, for fruit

culture. Should cotton prove eucceS5ful, they

would soon iispose of all their lands in the basin

of Egypt.

From Wisconsin.—0. S. Willey, of Madison,

>Vis., writes ns under date of February 12th,

that they are having a fine winter, with snow

two feet deep, and more coming, and thinks we
Suckers don't know half the delights of winter.

Everything is well mulched with Nature's winter

blanket—trees all right, with sound buds—when
March comes, then comes the tug of war.

Well, friend Willey, we prefer less of what

you call Nature's blanket. While you Badgers

have been enjoying your two feet of snow, and

more coming, the farmers hereaway have been

enjoying good roads, with fine weather for corn

husking, and as the mercury has only marked
6 ° below zero, our fruit buds, peach included,

are all right, and as sound as though we bad

a dozen feet of snow. March, why, March is a

spring month with us, sending out the buds into

young leaves, shooting up the tillering spikes of

the winter wheat, with the forest made varied

with returned songster.
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American Pomological Society.—By a letter

from President Wilder, we learn that the next

meeting of this Society is to be held in Boston,

commencing the I7th of September next. Am-

ple preparations will be made to make their

western friends comfertable, and a warm invita-

tion is extended.

C. R. Overman, of Bloomington, is Vice-Pres-

ident for this State, and M, L. Dunlap Chairman

of the Fruit Committee, who is directed to fill

up the committee at an early day. It is to be

hoped that a full report will be made from this

State. The subject is pretty well set forth in

another part of the Farmee.

Time to Prune.—Custom often overrules judg-
ment, and we have so long been accustomed to

take from the practice of our fathers the rule to

prune trees in February or early in March, that

it is difficult to change, even when a knowledge
of the error of our course is perfectly apparent.
There is no better time to prune than that month
in which the tree is making the most wood. The
sooner a wound heals the better, and a tree that

is growing, all know will heal a wound quicker
than one iu a comparatively dormant state. The
sap, as it rises from the root, is in a crude state,

but after it has been elaborated by the leaf it

commences its downward current, and forms new
wood, or the granulations that assist to heal a

wound. It is evident, then, that when the tree

has the most of leaves, and in a condition to elab-

orate the greatest quantity of proper sap, that

then is the best time for pruning. This period
varies in seasons, from the middle of July to the

middle of August.

—

Field Notes.

—All men need truth as they need water ; if

wise men are as high ground where the springs

rise, ordinary men are the lower grouuds which
their waters nourish.

—What is the most extensive " forward
movement" yet reported?

An advance of one Foote up the Tennessee
River.

—Joy is aWays a giant surprise; success

is a disappointment among the appointed fail-

ures.

—The difference between a carriage wheel
and a carriage horse is, that one goes best when
it is tired, and the other don't.

—A Chicago paper having said that the se-

cessionists were in league with hell, Prentice
suggests that they are within a league of it.

-***

—Foreign Exchange—Would it not be well

to offer our Bright for her Bright ? Ours is too
bad for us; hers is too good for her.

—Ties of choice are closer than ties of blood,

unless the hearts are kindred as well as the

bodies.

—Eat little to-day, and you will have a bet-

ter appetite for to-morrow—more to eat to-mor-

row and more to-morrow for eating.

-tf>-

—Wise's favorite Latin quotation when re-

ferring to himself.

Sie Passim. It is to be feared our troops

did pass him on their way to Elizabeth City.
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Publishers' Special Notices.

Aqento.—We do not appoint any agents ; all

are voluntary. Any person so disposed, can act

as agent in any place.

Enlarge Your Club.—Will not the friends of

the Illinois Farmer inquire how many copies of

the Farmer are taken at their respective offices,

and pass around among those who ought to have

their names added to the list? Our terms are so

low to clubs of ten and twenty that we ought to

have one or the other made up at every office in

the State, and at every office in Central Illinois,

one of twenty or more. Will our friends, and

the friends of practical agriculture see to it, and

thus lay us under renewed obligations ?

To Single Subscribers.—You receive the only

copy of the Farmer that goes to your post office.

Can you not send one, two, three or more new

subscribers, without any trouble ? Try. Sam-

ple numbers, &c., sent free.

Drafts.—Those remitting us large amounts of

money, will please send us drafts on Springfield

or Chicago, less the exchange. If you send cash

in a letter, be sure that is well sealed and well

directed, to Bailhache & Baker, Springfield,

Illinois.

The Farmer as a Present.—Any of our sub-

Bcribers who wish to make a present of the Illi-

Kois Farmer for 1861, can have it at the lowest

club rates, when sent out of the State. For

fifty cents you can treat your eastern friends to

a western agricultural paper. In no way can

you invest that amount to so good advantage to

emigration.

Send Now.—Any person who remHs pay for a

club of ten or fifteen, or any other number at the

specified rates for such clubs, can afterwards

add to the clubs, and take advantage of the re-

duction. Thus a person sending us five subscri-

bers and three dollars, can afterwards send us

three dollars more and receive six copies.

To the Casual reader.—This and other num-
bers of the Illinois Farmer will be sent to many
persons who now see it for the firsf time. Will

they not examine it, and if they like it, subscribe

for it, and ask their neighbors to subscribe?

Sample numbers, prospectuses, etc., sent free to

all applicants. See terms elsewhere.

How TO Obtain Subsceibebs.— The best way
is to send for sample numbers. Any young man
by canvassing his neighborhood, can easily make
up a club of five, ten or twenty, but no time

hoald be lost in doing so, for your neighbors

may send east for their paper which, though val-

uable there, is much less so here, the difference

of soil and climate putting them out of their

reckoning when attempting to teach us western

farming.

How TO Help.—The friends of the Illinois

Farmer will find a prospectus in another column.

We desire to suggest a few ways in which they

can use it to advantage. 1. Show the Fabmer
to those who are unacquainted with it, and tell

them what you think of it. 2. Send for pros-

pectuses, and put them into the bands of those

who will use them, and place posters where farm-

ers will see them. 3. Get postmasters interested.

They see everybody, and are efficient workers.

4. (Send us the names of persons in your town

to whom we can send prospectuses and sample

numbers. 5. Begin now, before the agents of

eastern papers get up their clubs. This last hint

is especially important. Let us hear from you

soon. See terms elsewhere.

J^°Clubs may be composed of persons in all

parts of the United States. It will be the same

to the publishers if they send papers to one or a

hundred post offices. Additions made at any

time at club rates. "We mail by printed slips,

which are so cheaply placed on the papers, that

it matters little whether they go to one or a

dozen offices.

Correspondents will please be particular

to give the name of the post office, county and

State.

fg^Speoimen numbers will be sent gratis,

upon application

I^^Address
BAILHACHE & BAKER,

Springfield, Illinois.

• tt

Special Notice.—For terms see prospectus on

last page. All exchanges and communications

for the eye of the editor should be directed to

Illinois Farmer. Champaign, 111. Electrotypes

and business matters, and subscriptions, to the

publishers, Springfield, 111. Implements and
models for examination should be sent to the edi-

tor. The editor will, so far as it can be done

personally test and examine all new machines and
improvements submitted to his inspection. He
will be found at home, on his farm, nearly all of

the time. So far as it is possible the conductors

on the I. C R. R. will let off passengers at his

place, which is directly on the road, three and a

half miles south of the Urbana station, now the

city of Champaign. tf
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TREE PEDDLiER8

TAKE NOTICE.

I •will sell good

APPLE TREES
6 to 8 feet high at $45 per 1000

8 to 5 feet high at, 85 « "

Some of them now in Iruit,

8 to 11 feet high 60 « «

Seedling trees, 8 to 11 feet 85 " "

Red Dutch currant, 1 year 26 " 100

Do do 3 yrs 10 « «

Houghton seedling gooseherry lyr... ...... 4 " "

Do do do 8 yrs.... 10 « "

Ked and yellow Anthwerp raspberry 1 " "

Tranconia do 2 " "

Ftrawberries, 25 varieties, $2 to 10 " 1000

Downer's Prolific strawberry 5 " 100

Rhubarb Victorie 15 « «

Do CahooBB 15 « "

Do Scotch Hybrid 80 « 1000

Do Seedling 10 " "

Boses, h'^rdy summer, 20 varieties.. 15 " 100

Do Hybrid Perpetua', 80 varieties 20 " "

Do Climbing, 8 varieties 18 " «

ALSO,
A LARGE ASSOKTMENT OP

Ornamental Shrnbsi,
AT S12 PER HTiTNDRED.

Descriptive Catalogaes sent toall applicants.

JAMES L. LOOP.
Address

C. Di STEVENS, Agent,
a«g,'61-10t Mendota, Lasalle Co., lUt.

iGIN C5^

GIN AS A REMEDIAL AGENT.
THIS DELICIOUS TONIC STIMULANT,
Especially designed for the use of the Wedical Professio
and the family having superseded the so-called "Gins,'
"Aromatic," "Cordial," Medicated," 'Schnapps," etc., it

now endorsed by all of the prominent physicians, chemists
and connoisseurs, as possessing all of those intrinsic medi
cinal qualities (ton'c and pluretic) which belong to an olc

and pure Gin. Put up in quart botttles, and sold by al
druggists, grocers, etc.

A. M. BINNINGER & CO.,
Established in 1798. Sole proprietors.

No. 19 Broad street, N. T.
For sale by D. S. Barnes 4 Co., No. 13 Park Row, Nev,

York.
Our long experience and familiarity with the requirementf

of Druggists, and our superior business facilities, enable ut
to furnish them with choice Liquors for medicinal and fan.«

lynse. novl^m£a ^

BLOOMINGTON NURSERY.
BLOOMINGTON, ILLINOIS.

Eighty Acres Fruit and Ornamental Trees
OAA NAMED SORTS TULIPS, ALSO HYACINTHS
A\j\J Crocus, and a general assortment of Bulbs
and Flower Roots for Fall and Spring planting.^
Nursery stock. Evergreens, Greenhouse and gardeiA
plants—all at wholesale and retail at lowest cash
rates.

Ji^'SoT particulars see Catalogues or address subscribei.

F. K. PHCENIX.
Bloomington, 111., Aug. 1, IS 69.

TO
~

Arcliitects, "Builders,
CARFENTEKS, MACH IN I STii.

ANDDE!COIl.A.TORS
NOW PUBLISHING WEERLY, THE

Architects* and Mechanics' Journal
The only Illustrated Weekly publication of its kind ir

this country, and indispensable to all engaged in Boildin
and Mechanical Operations.

EDITED BY PRACTICAL MEN
Who are well known as among the ablest men in thi

country.
Every week Illnstrrtions appear of great practical ntillty

such as

ENQBAVINQS OF NE\^r BUILDINGS
Already erected, now going up, or i atended for erection, it

different parts of the country.
DESIGNS AND WORKING DETAILS

Connected with Building operations, of great value to Aitll>
tects, Builders and Carpenters.

The Mechanical Department
Is enrl hed by Engravings connected with new Inventiom
as well as a complete synopsis of everything which is gcHil:
forward in the Mechanical World.

Subscription $2 per annum, in advance.
i^>Send 25 cents for five weerly numbers, as samples.
The ScTENTiFic AsosBiCAN, of October 29th. in noticing <h

Architects' and Mechanics' Journal, gays it is " Edited wltl
evident ability Altogether the best work of the Han'
ever published in our city."—[New Ycrk.]

Published by Alexander Harthill, 128 Fulton street, Ne^
York.
The Trade supplied by any wholesale House in New York
febl-if
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THE ILLINOIS FARMER

:

A MONTHLY JOURNAL OF

AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE.

IS PUBLISHED AT SPRINGFIELD, ILLS,

BY BAILHACHE & BAKER,

AND IS

EDITED BY M. L. DUNLAP,

(THE "rural" of the chibago teibukb.)

TERMS IN ADVAA'CB.—$1 a year, two copies 1 50; five

copies $3; ten copies $6, and one to getter up of the club;

t wenty copies $10.

It is not necessaey that the club shonld all be at one office

—vre send wherever the members of the club may reside.

The postage on the Farmer is only three cents a year in

he State of Illinois, and six cents out of it.

Specimens numb(-rs sent free on application.

Subscription money may be sent at the risk of the pub-

lisher.

Exchanges and communications for the eye of the Editor

should be addressed, I.LiJfois Farmer, Champaign. Illinois

All business letters are to be directed to the publishers,

Springfield.

tf BAILHACHE & BAKER.

THE ILLINOIS STATE JOURNAL
Is CONFIf'EMLY OFFERED TO THE PEOPLE OF

Illinois as the best and most reliable news, political)

iind commercial paper within their reach. It is published

at Springfield; the Capital of the State, and is the medium
of all official notices, published by State authority. Partic-

ular attention is given to commercial affairs and every

number contains copious reviews of the markets in the

principal cities.

TERMS:

One copy one year. $2 09
Three copies one year 5 00
Six " " 7 50
Ten " •' 12 00
Twenty " " .20 00

Payable always in advance. Persons sending clubs of ten

and upwards shall be entitled to an extra copy.

Address BAILHACHE & BAKER,
Springfirld, Illinois.

THE

ILLINOIS FARMER

TERMS OF ADVERTISING

:

1 mo. 3 mo. 6 mo. 12 mo.
One page, or two columns ,8 $20 $35 $50

Half a page or one « 5 12 20 30

One fourth page or half column.. 3 7 12 18

One eighth or one fourth " .. 2 4 T 10

One square of ten lines 1 2 4 7

Card of five lines one year $7 00

Ten cents a line for less than a square each insertion.

All worthy objects advertised, and those of importance to

the Farmer will receive, from time to time, such editorial

notices as the Editor may consider them worthy of, without

add'tional charge.

Implements and seeds to be tested should be sent direct

to the Editor, at his residence. Champaign.

We have put the price of advertising within reach of all.

It will enable those who like to freely advertise their goods,

to do so at a cheap rate.

Terms, cash. Yearly adverti4ers will pay semi-annually,

and all transient advertisements must be accompanied with

the cash to insure insertion.

BAILHACHE & BAKER, Publishers,

Springfield, Ills.

PRIIS^CE & CO.'S
LINNiEAN BOTANIC GARDENS & NURSERIES,

Flushing, Long Island, near New York.

Priced Catalogues, which are sent to purchasers
of trees, and to applicants who inclose stamps.

No. 1—Descriptive catalogue of fruit and ornamen-
tal trees and shrubs, raspberries, currants and other
small fruits. No. 2—Roses, carnations, chrysanthe-
mums, phloz, iris, double sweet Williams and other
herbaceous flowering plants. No. 4—Wholesale cat-
alogue for nurseries and dealers, comprising trees,

shrubs, roses, plants, bulbous flower roots, stocks for
engrafting, etc. No. 6—Wholesale catalogue of veg-
etable, agricultural and flower seeds, and tree and
shrub seeds, etc. No. 6—Descriptive catalogue of our
unrivaled collection of 160 select varieties of straw-
berries, with a "rejected list," and directions for cul-

ture. No. 8—Wholesale list of native and foreign
grapes. No. 9—Catalogue of bulbous flowers of every
class, together with tree and herbaceous pseonies,

dahlias, primroses, poleanthus, cowslips, auriculas,

daisies, iris and other rare flowering plants. No. 10
—Wholesale catalogue of the same. No. 18—Cata-
logue of greenhouse plants. No. 14—Descriptive
catalogue of 400 natire and 120 foreign varieties of
grapes.
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PLOWS I PLOWS ! t

THE ORAND DRTOnR PLOWS AND CULTIVATORS
have no sup' riors in the West. Their deep tillers,

breaking a' d sh'vel plows have no eqnal. There is eo oih r

deep tiller that will ihmw out so clean a furrow and at the

game lime socompletely pulverize the soil as our our ^ o 4
With our Bixfcen inch Prairie Breaker two heavy hors* s will

break iw i acres a day. Th se are supplied with extra shares

when required For shovel plows we cannot be exctllt-d,a'id

DO farm r need use up his team with the old lumbering dirt

carriers so ofie n seen in usi. In the consruction of our
plows we use the best of material, both of wood^ steel and
ron, and we call especial attention to our

LIST OP

Cast Steel Plows.
Ko. 1—Cut 8 inches, wrought iron standard, for one norse

power.
No. 5—Cut 10 Inches, wrought and cast standard, right and

le't hand.
Clay -oil plows—Cut 10, H and 12 inches, right and

left hand doable aodAiogle shin, wrought standard.

Ko. 3—'~^ut 12 inches, wronuht and cast standard right and
lett hatid. single and double shin.

Ko. 4—Cut 14 inches, wrought and cast standard, right and
left hand single and doutle shin.

No. 5—Cut 16 incaes, wrought and cast standard, right and
lefc hand, single a"d double shin.

No. 8—Clipper plow ; fut 12 inches, wrought and cast stand-
ard, riaht and left hand, single and dcnble siiin.

No. 4—C ii per p'ow; cnt 14 inches, wrought and cast stand
ard light and left haiid, siniile and double fhin.

No. 3—Cast steel, ch St standard, right and left band double
and ping'e hia : Bottsm LiifD plow, cut 12 inches.

No. 4—C'lt 14 ic es, stiibble plow, wrought and cast stand-

a-d, right and left hand, d /Uble aad sing'e shin.

No. 1—D ub'.e and single shovel plows, with or without
shield.

Cast stpel deep tiller plows—Ctlt 13 inches, single

and d iublfl shin, rightand left hand, rast standrtid.

Ca^t sv ei, NiTBSEKT deep tileer—Cut 10 inch s,

cast standard, r;ght and left hand, single and d ulle

shin.

LIST OF

Oerman Steel Plows.
No. 1—Cut 8 inches, wrought standard, for one ho s? pi 'W.

No. 2—Cut 10 inchej, wrought and cast standard, right and
left hand.

Clay soil plows—Cut 10 11 and 12 inchos, double and single
shin, right and left hand, wrought standard.

No. 8—Cut 12 iuch-8, right and Ifft hitnd, sitigle and danble
shin W£ih wr< ught and cast s aodard.

No 4—Cut 14 inches, right and lefi hand, single and double
shin, wrought and cast standard.

No. 5—Cut 16 i' ci^es, right and left hand, single and double
shin wrought and cast standard.

No. 3—Clipper plow, ri^ht aLd left hand, Single asd double
shiu. w ought and cast standard.

No. 4—Clipper pi w, right and lefc hand, single and doul le

shin, wrought and CHSt standard.
No. 1—Single and double shovel plow, with or without

shield attachment.
Breaking plows—Cut 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. 22 and 24 inchps

mua!d board and rod, right and left band, cas nd
wroughr staiidar<1 with trucks, l.ver, gauge wheels,
re Uiog or standing cutter, with or without eztia
shares, as desired.

C'llti'-a'-ors. with three aad five tetstfa.

Scitrh Harrow, with fortv-two Btsel te' th.

Rolling Cutters, 10 and 12 inch, with clasps.

CAST STEEL PLOWS ANB eULTiVATORS.

Our work will be found at the following places

:

L. Lancaster, Champaign.
At the shop, Grand Det«iur, Ogle county, Ills.

ANDRUS & BOSWORTH.

^ SEQURITY.^

liYON'S PATENT
O O I=* ^ E I^

LIGHTNING RODS
Have been extensively used for five years in the states of
New England, New York, Pennsylvania, ehio, Michigan,
Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin. Minnesota and Iowa, and
Jiave always given the most perfect scdisfadion' for every-
thing that science or experience has shown to be essen-
tial to form PERFECT LIGHTNING BODS, has been
adopted in their construction.

Copper Rods have frova.five to seven times as much
conducting power as new Iron Kods.

Copper Rods do not rust but will retain their con-
ducting power for years. Copper Rods need no paint
E. Meriam, of Brooklyn, says, paint destroys the con-
ducting power of any Rod.

READ OVR CIRCULABS and see what the most
scientific and practical nien in the country say of them.
We have reports from almost every one who has investi-
gated the science and principles of Electricity, and all
are in favor of our COPPER RODS. [^Circulars sent free:]

Rods of various styles of Spiral, Tubular and Flat,
furnished in any quantities.

Public Buildings furnished with neat and compact
Rods, having from six to fifteen inches surface.

Single Rods sent by Express to any part of the country.

_ _ CAUTION.
" Lyon's Patent " bears date July 11th, 1854, and is for
the '- Metalic Surface," Lightning Rod. made in any ami
every form, where sheet Capper is used.

And any other Lightning Rod made of Slieet Copper,
(whether patented or not,) is an infriiigement upon our
Right, and all persons who buy, seU or use, are liable to
prosecution and danu^es, and will be dealt with according
to law. We are owners BY DEED of this Patent, for
the States of Illinois, Iowa; Wiscxmsin, Minnesota, Ken-
tucky and Tennessee, and do hereby notifyallipersons ir.our

Territory, to purchase such rods only of us or our au-
thorized Agents.

Orders or Oommnnications addressea to I

E. P. MARSH & CO. 1

Post Office Box 8174, •

Office. 150 South Water Street, Chicago, JUineit."
DUNLAP'S NURSERY,

Forty Acres in Trees and Plants.
I,>MBRACING THE USUAL NURSERY STOCK, ALI
J of which will be sold low for cash. Orders for spriii

planting should be sent in early. 5,000 two vear oldSILVER MAPLES
for timber belts, can be had at %b per 100.

J, B. Whitney, of Chatham. Sangamon county, is thea«:«t>l

for »angamon and neighboring counties. Catalogues had op
application. Address M. L. DUNLAP,

febl West Urbana, Champaign county. 111.
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WAtTOtiES.

THE LARGEST l^JJESEEY

Stock in the 'V^est-

'. >

! ;

COMPRTSTNG A jOOMPLETR ASSORT-
MENT of Fr it Tre's, Floweri- g ehru««, and Green-

house pla >t9, for aaie at the ver^ lowest cash prices.

The followi- g stck oo hancUtnJ for side Ho tfce tr^de at as

low prices' ai can be purchased ia acy fespoiwible establish*

ment in the West

:

;3

150,000 one year old Apples.
t

•
r ' -t^-- .

175,000 two " " " , ^,. 'C;
125,000 three " «• '« . .

76,000 four " " " .,.'/.,
10,000 Peaches, , .

,
... „ ...

2,000 Cook'" Seedling Peach, '

, ,
'

,

10,000 one, two"and three year old PIubib'. ', ,'.

a.".000 one and two j ear old Dwarf PfV'- i

8,000" " " " Staidard Pearjt.

49,a(Hi oneyearoldOraijge Qjilacf.. , ,

25,000 two " " •' " ,. ^
12,000 three" " " , *« .,% , •. , ., . .. -

10,000 Mlver Poplars—ilekldnd. . , , . ^.
80,000 Lomba dy Pepiare. -

, . r .

""

15,0 Weeping Willows.
, ;

•,
12,000 Silver Mapie.

.

'
,

60*000 Raspberries—Iq varie/iea.
, , , .

75,000 Currants
, . .

20,000 one and t wo year old ^Aspar^gus. ,

180,000 Ohio Prolific and Houghton Se^^Ung Qooseber-
• ries.

125 000 one and two year oM Ofwtaba p;rape Boots.

SO.OOg ..." ..." " laabeUa ",1 ,

••

400,000 Grape Outt'"^s. . - . *
"'

'

100.000 Apples, grafed in lalk -
^

^
100,000 (JninceSieck* • '

•'

50 000 Qirioee Cutting*.
600,000^merica 1 cul IvAted Crw*errtef. ' • - t

150,000 one a-'d two year oW Ap3^ Stocks.

60,000 import<Kl Pear SiaCki^4(ttl«r»fte In spring. ' '

25,000 Pliftn Stocks. .,.'</.
gO.OOO Mazzarl Cherry StA^KM ' -^

•
•

20,000Mahaleb . -•" »«r i . . . • .

50,000 Osa'e'OraBKe, ~ - I .• t*' .
' '

£5,000 i-awton Blackberry. • ••

••»••»..« ««&..'. r .

Al the above stock-is now groviiig-«pdi^ady|qr inspec-

flon In the - , .

Walnut Hms .a^d.^hit^ O^k
Nurseries^ . :^

Descriptive Catalogues Trtth prices aoq^M Wiii be sent on
appUcationto

:
' i.V OOOK.

Ail orde'-s addr-ssed as abore and dlrfclfld to box 1029,

OIncinnati post office will meetw th attention, -

P. S. Baker's splendid line of Omnibuses pass the Nur-

series every hour, starting from Luer's Steam Bakery, No.

172 Sycamore street, tour doors above Fifth, Cincinnati.

noTl-6mo

i-FOE THE

JOUiKrAL OF THE"
Illinois B|^j?;e Agri,ciiltural Society.

The Executive CoBamitUo-of the Illinois State Ag-
ricultural Society feelfeveiUie time has arrived, when
the publication t)f t( Journal of the Society is impera-
tively demanded. \Pursuapt, therefore, to the duty
with which tbey.are chargf^by the 5th section of the
Constitution of said Society, revised and adopted by
the meeting of i'delegates from County Agricultural
Societies, held onttibe Fair Gronnds, at Jacksonville,

Sept., 1860, they have i]|ade-|he necessary arrange-
ments for the issu^ ^f such Journal, monthly, com-
mencing with'^fttn^M^ 1^2. '^

Each number T/ml contain at least 32 pages (octavo)

of reading matter, <60f[ipoted prineipaJly of such por-

tions of the Transactions o^ the State and County
Societies, and c^iiilfiiffiications on the subjects of

AGRICULTIBK.E IN ALL ITS BRANCHES,
Mechanics and Natural History, as may require'early

publicati()n. * ~ '• „" i ":,*

All pr^fmwna sf[efe4, o.nd awarda made by the State

Society will appear in iti columns.

All peftons,' aftd iSspecially Secretfiries and other
officers of Couni,y StJcieties, are respectfully requested
to communicate tf^ the editor any matters of general
interest to the industrial classes, as may from time to

time arise in their respective localities.

To place the Journal within the reach of all, the
subscription price has been fixed at

FIFtY CENTS A YEAE !

Barely sufficient to'^over cost 0/ publication, payable
invariably in ^diffince.

Back numb^rSjjToi the current year will be furnish-

ed until the edition is-exhausted.

All subseriptiiMiJi a«d communications may be for-

wai ded to the undersigned, Springfield, Ills.

JOHN P. REYNOLDS,
' Cor. StCrtrnd Editor Journal.

ALES
.OP ALL KINDS.

rAIRBINM& GREENLEAF,
172 IiiAJEil STREET, CHICAGO,

An4 carnfis Pf MiftlNani ffALNUT streets, ST. lOTIiS.

Sold in Springfield bv « r. .' ^ •

.
> •

-i.
*,._i-Av.^»f« =•» .. E. B. PEASE/

Buy only the genuioe. > i^ « . apl-ly

THE.
-feir* irr—.——r-

NANSEMOND
IS THK ONLY VARJBTT OP SWEET POTAtOH THAT

has gi'^n entire satiW^ion'in'theoorthwest; Otu* stock
of the ahove Ifi'StoriB for next sfring is'ttniistrally large, and
of the best qflality-^propagated frein the

^feSr LAftCfEl>OTATOES
Selected from maby hundred bushels; *nd the completion
of our raiirp«(d to Ro<*:ville will enable us to fill and forward
promptly.*!!.- C5»sA Orders with which we may be favored, at

the very low price of f5 PER BARREL for eastern funds
RESPoRdtfiia: Agehts JV^ahtid in every county, town, and

village,' idVprout small lots on Tialves. Farmers can club
together and buy or sprout our potatoes in shares, aud thus
secure good plants for themselves free of cost.

The Sweet - Potato CuLTUKiaT, giving full directions fat

Sprouting, Plantinu, Cultivating, and Keeping, will be tat'

nishod grutis to Agents and Customers ; and to others by
mail, vost paid, f r twenty-five cehts in stamps. Adeiest,

J. W. TENBROOI,

••
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April.

" 'Tis a month before the month of May,
And the spring comes slowly up this way."

Coleridge.

At this writing, March 7th, spring is in

the offing. Yesterday when we left our

home in Champaign county, two hundred

and thirty miles by rail north of Cairo, the

whole land lay locked in frost, with here and

there a thin patch of snow that the sun had

left to show that the winter king yet held

undisputed sway. For several seasons we

have had our spring wheat sown before this

date, but we prefer to see winter keep a

steady hold, until spring, by actual force,

compels the yielding up to his warm breath.

By reference to an article in another column,

it will be seen that spring is making up his

wardrobe in the south part of the State.

—

The vernal flora that has bloomed for ages

amid the solitudes of the " grand chain,"

will soon greet the eye and please the taste.

Here Pomona sits enthroned as queen of

these rugged hills, where the sun kisses the

peach and paints it with his ardent glow.

Another week we may be in the sunny south,

surrounded with all the pomp and circum-

stance of war, armed with our pen we may

hold captive many an incident, and note not

only the going forth of the army, but the

hardy toilers to the field. We shall meet

the spring in his going north, driving rugged

winter back to his icy fastness beyond "Su-

perior." His vanguard is here where Cairo

holds the key to commerce and the dogs of

war; huge columbiads scowl darkly over the

rapid flow of the father of waters.

Before this reaches our readers the plow

and harrow will be afield, the spring wheat

will have been committed to the earth, and

the farmer will be busy in making ready for

the hoed crops, com, potatoes, sorghum and

cotton. In the South half of the State cot-

ton and sorghum are the new hobbies that

the farmers are disposed to ride. "While in

the centre, the great corn zone will allow

thousands ot acres to lie idle for wantof cul-

ture. Thousands of the farm horses are in

the army, thousands of owners of farms are

there also, thousands of farm laborers and

thousands of the sons of farmers are there

too ; it cannot, therefore, be otherwise than

that thousands of acres in that part of the

State will not feel the plow when spring

gladdens the land. Farther to the north the

population is more dense, farming will hold

its wonted way and the usual crops be

grown. It is there the village manufactur-

ing population has been more largely drawn

upon for the war. The spring is slowly on

its way ; at C?iro the mud is giving way to

solid streets; at the ''grand chain" the

buds on the south sides of the hills are feel-

ing the first breath of spring ; at Centralia

the birds of passage are bidding the farmer

to rejoin the farm and hold himself in readi-

ness, while at Champaign the whole land

lies locked in frost, though not so deep that

a few warm' days will not make the roads im-

passable and soften up the soil ready for the

driving of fence posts. But though spring

is coming slowly this way, it will wait for

April to pass over our line on its way to

wake up our neighbors of the 'Lake region-
-—-

—Virtue without talent is a coat of mail with-

out a sword ; it may defend the wearer, but will

not enable him to j rotect his friend.

^liUbA--
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The Potatoe Crop.

Notwitlistanding all the drawbacks to this

crop, it continues to be one of great impor-

tance ; not only to the producer, but to the

consumer. Whether the price goes down to

ten cents or up to two dollars, it is the com-

mon food of both rich and poor, and one

that they have no desire to part with.

When a boy, a crop on new land was

often four hundred bushels; seldom less

than two hundred. An acre was a large

plantation—sufficient to supply the family,

fatten a cow, go far towards making the

supply of pork and paying the village black-

smith. Since then it has become an impor-

tant crop for shipment to the great cities

;

that like Jonah's gourd, have grown up

since our boyhood. But as it has grown in

demand and in favor, the rot has made its

appearance and at times threatenad its utter

extinction. The yield has gone down to an

average of about seventy-five bushels per

acre. Last season was unfavorable for this

crop. The heavy rains of September appear-

ing to have a bad influence on the crop,

which is reported over a large area of country

to be nearly ruined. In this county, the

yield was fair and of good quality, but the

breadth planted was less than usual. Along

the Ohio river, above Cairo, the crop was

good, much larger than usual ; so of all the

timber counties in the south part of the

state. This is fortunate, for it is difficult to

get good potatoes at the north. While the

crop is worth 40 or 60 cents a bushel in

Chicago, at Cairo they are plenty at twenty-

five and thirty cents, just the reverse of the

usual price, as thousands of bushels have,

until this season, bee i brought south on the

Illinois Central Kail Road.

SELECTION OF SOIL.

The best soil on the prairie for potatoes, is

after one or two other crops on the sod; often

the second crop is best, the sod is nearly

rotten, and yet full of vegetable fibre which

suits the potatoe. It is then.also rich which

is of value, at the same time barn-yard ma-

nure is not good for the crop, as it induces

the rot. It is, therefore, better to select

rich land, or that which has not been ex-

hausted by other crops.

We like sod land after a crop of wheat,

barley or rye ; these leave the soil open to

the air, and the potatoe will flourish in it.

VARIETIES.

The Neshannock continues to hold a high

position for an early market variety, as well

as for winter use, and it is doubtful if we
really have a better one. There are several

sorts a few days ahead of it, but these are

seldom planted largely. We may safely say

that it is the leading early variety. Among
later sorts, English Fluke is valuable and

highly productive, its form is of the best

for cooking long and smooth. Garnet Chili

is the most productive of any we planted

last season. The potatoe itself is second or

third rate, but its productiveness will make

it popular. Nearly our entire stock of early

potatoes were destroyed last season by the

hail storn that swept over our farm on the

19tb of June, just at the right time to de-

stroy them most effectually. For the past

fifteen years we have grown potatoes for

market, and have generally had good crops.

Last year, notwithstanding the storm, the

crop averaged nearly one hundred bushels

to the acre, and harvested as follows :

Carters 180 busholf.

Peach Blows 20 "

Prince Albeit 15 "

Garnet Chili 15 ^

Mexican 20 '•

English Fluke 40
Mathews Early Blue 15 "

Meshannock 450 "

Total harvested on eight acres 155

These we planted as directed in the last

Vol., that is, plowed in shallows. We have

several other sorts on trial in the same way.

As we send our potatoes south for seed,

we find the Neshannock the most saleable

for that purpose. The eyes are so deep in

the Carters, that, notwithstanding their other

good qualities, they will not become popular.
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The Peach Blow is productive, but only a

second rate sort for the table. The Prince

Albert are similar to the old Pink Eye.

The Mexican is the best of all for cooking

;

it is also early but not productive,

Mathews Early Blue is the best early po-

tatoe that we have seen.

The Flukes are a fine showy potatoe and

productive. The coming spring we should

plant of the Mathews Early Blue, Garnet

Chili, (Mexican for baking, family use,)

Flukes and Neshannock. They cost the

most largely of all.

Instead of plowing under in the way prev-

iously laid down, we should fit the eround,

work out the rows with the shovel plow,

cover with a harrow and roll. We find in

this way, the crop is equally good, and with

Turner's cultivator is easily worked, the crop

is more easily dug, as early plowing some-

times gets the seed too deep. When plow-

ing under, we are careful to keep a gage

wheel on the plow to prevent too deep plow-

ing-

After the crop is in bloom, we stop work-

ing and cut out all weeds with a sharp hoe.

If this is not done, the digging will be no

easy task, nor will the crop be as good.

—•*-

Chxlture of Cotton.

In the January number of the Farmer,

we gave pretty full directions in regard to

cotton culture, but there are two or three

points that should not be overlooked in this

connection. Cotton seed is ginned in what

is called the saw gin j that is, the seeds are

taken out with a series of revolving saws.

These injure the seed more or less, and care

should be taken to use plenty of seed. Plant

shallow and roll the land all over. The

prairie winds have a wild sweep and will

blow the ripe flacculent fibre over the field,

and it will be lost. We would therefore,

recommend when the fields are exposed, to

plant belts of corn among the cotton. This

will protect the crop to a large extent. A
half dozen rows of corn running north and

south through a field at intervals of a dozen

rods will give it a good protection from the

sweeping winds. Old cotton seed is (o be

avoided as much as possible, as cotton when
left unginned is allowed to heat, so that the

oil of the seed will impart a rich color to the

fibre. Of course, but a small per cent, of

such seeds will grow. And of several

samples tried in the greenhouse, only some

twenty per cent, of old seeds would germi-

nate. Not less than a peck of seed should

be planted to the acre, even of the best.-

If there is any doubt of its quality, double

this amount; have the soil deep and mel-

low
;
plant early and plenty o* seed

;
put

it in shallow and roll; give it thorough

culture; ir<>c'. n from heavy winds, and

we have full confidence in a paying crop all

south of the Great Western Railroad of this

State.

Floub at New Orleans.—On the 20th flour

was quoted in New Orleans at $22 per barrel.

Sugar is 1^ cents per pound !

j^^It is a general remark that the growing
wheat never looked better or more promising,
for the season, than it now does throughout

Indiana.

H^^By the direction of the Secretary of the
Interior the Commissioner of Indian Affairs ad-
vertises for purchasers of the Kansas, Sac and
Fox Trust Lands. Proposals will be received
for the purchase of these lands until the 1st of
May next.

The Fulton (111.) Democrat says :
" Farmers

from various parts of the country advise us that
the young wheat looks very promising at this

time, as a general thing.

-••»-

Whitewash fob Fences.—One oz. white vit-
riol (sulphate of zinc), and 8 pounds of salt, to
every 3 or 4 pounds ofgood fresh lime, it is said,
will render whitewash very durable when ex "

posed to the weather.

-••^

—To have a clear conscience, you must pay the
printer.
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A Visit to the Peach Orchards of Egypt—The

Climate— Winter Lettuce—A Venerable Po-
mologist—Dwarf Apples not Valuable—A
Disgusted Secessionist— Value of the May or

Kentish Cheery—Small Streams to be Avoided

in Peach Orcharding— Trees to be Planted—
Tomatoes—Sweet Potatoe Culture—Popular

Varieties of Fruit—Orchards at Makanda—
Cotton Culture—Sorghum.

At South Pass, March 1, 1862.

The "Grand Chain" or row of hills that stretch

eastwardly across the Ohio, are situated between

the thirty-seventh and thirty-eight parallels of

latitude, and a little south of the latitude of

Richmond, Virginia. To show the mildness of

the winter, we will point to the fact, that the

lettuce growB for the northern cities, is planted

in the open ground in September, and the plants

reset in rows six inches apart in beds. These

are enclosed with a row of rough boards, the

front ones eight inches wide, and the back ones

a'oot. Stakes are driven at intervals to keep

the boards in place, and over them is placed the

common glass frames, such as are used on hot

beds. No particular pains are taken to make

close fitting joints to keep out the frost, and yet

the lettuce is not only, not injured by frost, but

continues to grow through the winter, and within

two weeks will be ready for market. The plants,

having both air and sun, are of a healthy green

color, much to be preferred to those grown in

close hot bed frames at the north. The ground

never freezes to exceed three or four inches deep

during winter, and could be plowed at almost

any time. At this writing the season is said to

be unusually backward, and the buds have but

just commenced tp swell, though the nights con-

tinue frosty. This is looked upon as a good in-

dication of a favorable season for fruits, ia di-

minishing the danger to late frost by the too

early starting of the blossom buds. As there is

little at this early season to interest the eye, we

turned our attention more to the extent of orch-

arding and the details of the busine^s. It may
interefct ourreadersalso, to seethe rapid progress

made in the business at this point, (Cobden Sta-

tion,) the post ofiBce of which is named South

Pass.

On the sixth day of March, five years since,

Conductor Eddison, (now of the Ordnance De-

partment at Cairo,) put us in company with Col.

Ashley and a few other gentlemen, down at this

point for the purpose of examining these hills in

regai d to their value for fruit growing. Two

small orchards had been planted the year before,

and others contemplating a like effort. From
our examinations, we pronounced the location

more desirable than Jonesboro, and the result

has proved that we were not mistaken. Since

that time, the station has been located, and the

heavy timber that graced the sides of the deep

gorge, through which the railroad winds its way
up the valley of the Drury, and over to the Coder,

have given place to the white houses of the vil-

lage, and to extended orchards of the peach and
other fruits. To illustrate this more fully, we
will give the statistics of a few in the neighbor-

hood. First, is Mr. Benjamin Yancil, a native

to the manor born, who has seen over sixty win-

ters come and go, and for the last fifty years has

resided on the same spot, which is about one and

a half miles east of the village of South Pass.

His orchard is DOt large but his experience is val-

uable. For fifty years he has known the Buck-

ingham App'.e that haj attracted so much atten-

tion in this part of the State for the last half a

dozen years, and at our State Fairs, has been the

center of attraction in the fruit department. If

he was to plant an orchard of Autumn apples of

a hundred or a thousand trees for marketing, he

"would most unhesitatingly seleot this variety.

The tree is hardy and always productive ; the

fruit large, fine and desirable ; is good for cook-

ing, eating, drying and for cider. It is the Au-

tumn applefor the commercial orchard." Whether

t is adapted for the country further north, we
cannot say, but from what we have seen of it,

we must coincide with Mr. Vancil. Of summer

varieties, he is pleased with the Early Harvest for

eat ng, the Horse apple for cooking and drying,

the Summer Queen for market. Of late the Kes-

wick Codlin has pleased him highly as an early

cooking market apple. He thinks Bed June is

of little value, the fruit is toosmall, and the birds

have a strong liking to them and seriously in-

jure the crop. The Summer Queen, he thinks,

will be one of the few leading summer fruits-

He has several trees of the dwarf Paradise, the

kind so commonly used for dwarfing the apple.

These bear well, are early and sell at good prices,

but must give place to better varieties. Of the

dwarf apples sent out from Rochester, he has

about twenty trees, three to four years set, which

bore the last year from three to eleven apples

each. He has a good opinion of them, but we
are satisfied that most of our varieties are their

own roots, treated in the same manner, would

have done even better than this. Our faith in

dwarf apples for the west is too slight to be of

any value. The Buckingham has been called by
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some a winter apple, and doubtless will so prove

at the north, but it is seldom that specimens are

seen at this date, and then of little value. Its

season is from October to January—at this point.

Of winter varieties he has had long experience

with the White Winter Premium, and esteems it

among the best. Four years since, he had eight

large trees grafted with the Esopus Spilz nburg,

and last sea-^on gathered from these trees over

fifty bushels of most superb fruit. It is possible

that this popular eastern fruit may prove pro-

ductive on these hills. The Little Romanite is

productive and always sells well. The Yellow

Bellflower also, promises well. Winsap is a'ways

a fine and valuable variety, while the Paldwin is

of no value. Mr. Vancil has a peach orchard of

some twelve hundred trees, mostly seedling

cherry trees from the Rochester nurseries, now

promise well, but too young yet to determine

their value. The plum crop is always ruined by

the curculio, which also does a large amount • f

damage to the peach crop. Pears promise well,

but the orchard is too young to decide on this

point ; certainly the trees are very thrifty. Out

of 280 dwarfs, three years set, one hundred of

them fruited the past season. Mr. V. has quite

a plantation of Houghton gooseberries which

produce well, and for which a ready market is

found in Cairo at two dollars a bushel. We
should have said that the Rho. I. Greening

promise to be profitable here ; it is an early win-

ter fruit In his orchard are some twelve hun-

dred apple trees, embracing seventy varieties,

two thirds of which have fruited. No person

visiting this point for its fruits, should fail to

call I this venerable pcmologist, whose grounds

teem with an almost endless variety of valuable

fruits.

Casting y^ur eyes to the east from the station,

far up the rocky fronlet of Mount Tabor, and em-

bracing its summit, is seen the plantation of Col.

Bainbridge. The Union cause has broken his

heart. His neighbors have no sympathy with

secessia, and the booming of cannon at Forts

Henry and Donelson which came likedistant thun-

der to these grand old hills, bearing in each echo a

shout of triumph, was the last feather that broke

the camel's back. The sacred soil of his native

place was invaded, and his kindred were being

involved in their own traitorous meshes—he

would sell his homestead and retire to a farm

of his in southern Missouri. Ten thousand dol-

lars was quickly offered and as quickly taken,

for these one hundred and twenty acres of frui

a uds are the best in all this region. The orchardst

in their infancy, gave an income last year of over -:]

two thousand dollars. Tlie fortunate purchasers j

are the Brother Evans' of Makanda, whose cul- '

tivated taste and energy will make this planta-. ?

tion a paradise of the beautiful and the useful. •

The orchards on this planta,tion contain four

thousand peach trees of the best varieties for

bearing; two huudred dwarf pear, four hundred

apple, one hundred of which is the Keswick Cod-

lin, one hundred Early Harve^it, and one hiiudred

Yellow Bellflower, and the remainder White

Winter Pearman and Buckingham. It may ap-

pear strange to many to know that the Codlin,

though only a cooking apple, yet is the most

profitable for market ; what it lacks in high price

it makes up in steady productiveness. In the

vineyard there are five thousand bearing vines of

Catawba and Isabella, but the fot nearly de-

stroyed the crop last season. The sides of this

hill, in common with others in the vicinity, is oc-

cupied in part, with masses of sand stone, known
among geologis^ts as cilicious conglomerate. This

belt overlie? the shale, which in turn rests on the

mountain's limestone, and the south and west

side of this hill is largely occupied vith this

rock. The base of the orchard and vineyard

rest upon this bed of sandstone, and passing

over the summit of the hill, is lost in the wody
slope on the north and east. The next hill to

the east is Mount Lookou', whose summit con-

tains the orchard of Mr. C. Colby, and contains

fourteen hundred bearing peach free^ of tne best

varieties; four hundred peais dwarf and stan-

dard, set alternately. One hundred of the May
Cherry of the v"est, and which is doubiless,

identical with the Kentish of Downing, but not

the E-^rly May or Richmonl of the New York
nurseries. T Lis cherry p-omisesto be valuable

as the fruit is S3 early, being ripe the last of

May. This fruit is soon to become abundant in

the Chicago market, from the last of May to the

last of Augus , the first f om this point and the

last from northern Wisconsin ; it is one of th se

fruits which are at home in a wide range of cli-

mate. Mr. C. has one hundred of the Quince

which are growing thrifty, and judging from

specimens seen at Jonesboro, we think they will

succeed One hundred and fi ty grape vines of

several varieties, are very promising. But the

most interesting feature of the grounds ol Mr.

C, is four acres of Willsuu's Albany Strawberry,

set last year and ready for a good crop. They
were set too wide apart to be worked to advan-

tage ; the rows are four feet instead of two, and

20,000 instead of 40,000 set on the four acres.
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At two feet they are easily worked with a horse,

and giving a batter opportunity for the pickers to

gather the fruit without injury to the plants and

the green fru t.

On a part of the same hill, is the orchard of

Parker Earle. He has one and a half acres of

the Willson ; these are closely planted and will

produce a full crop the coming season. Mr. E.

has three hundred peach, one hundred pear and

two hundred apple trees, allgrowing exceedingly

thrifty; but the strawberry ib his particular

hobby, and which he is riding to no small profit.

A mile north of the station is the extensive

orchards of Messrs. Clark & Newhall, containing

five thousand bearing peach trees, two hundred

of the apple, fifteen hundred pear planted, alter-

nate standard and dwarf, one and a half acres of

the Willson Strawbery, a thousand grape vines and

half an acre of the Lawton Blackbery. These

we saw last summer loaded with an immense crop

of fruit—far ahead of anything of the kind to the

manor born.

Mr. G. H. Baker, so well known to our State

Fair goers as the person exhibiting the immense

collection of apples from Egypt, is the owner of

Floral Hill, about three fourths of a mile to the

west of the village; has sixteen hundred of the

peach, six hundred of the apple and one hundred

of the May or Kentish Cherry, two hundred dwarf

and standard pear, an acre of the Willson Straw-

berry, and a small vineyard.

The other orchards in the neighborhood are.

Mr. Hoag; 300 apple just in bearing, 900 peach

six years set. The year after this orchard was

set, we pointed out its bad locality. A small

stream is on the south side of it, which saturates

the air at night and is liable to freeze and kill

the blossom buds, while the same degree of

cold, with a dry atmosphere, would do no injury.

The orchard has never produced but little fruit

of the peach, but as the surrounding woodland

is cleared off, it will improve, but never be de-

sirable for this fruit. Apples and other hardy

fruits will prove more profitable. Mr. H. has

400 grapes, but we fear they will not prove more

desirable than the peach.

J. A. Carpenter, the curiosity man of Egypt,

has 1200 peach, 1200 apple, one and two years

set, besides considerable small fruits. His place

is distant four miles. Mr. C. usually brings to

our State fair a full car load of pigs, chickens,

dogs, fruits, specimens of timber, etc.

Dr. Beckwith has half an acre of the Willson

Strawberry; David Gow one acre of the same
i

strawbery, besides a large plantation of the peach

and apple set last spring. F. A. Nichey half an

acre of the Willson Strawberry. T. A. E. Hal-

comb, 300 peach and 100 pear. Mr. Eimmell,

1500 apples, 200 pear, all dwarf. H. Randleman

1100 peach. A. Buck 300 peach, 100 apple.

Chas. Musson 1000 apple, 800 of which are in

bearing, and a large orchard of seedling peaches

many of them fine October sorts Mr. Howlet

3500 peach; Mr. Webster 1000 peach, 600 apple

100 pear, and 100 gi ape.

There are now at this point ready to be set,

ten thousand peach, ten thousand pear and five

thousand apple trees—enough to set one hundred

and seventy acres of orchard. Last spring there

was seventy thousand plants of the Willson's

Albany Strawberry set out in this immediate vi-

cinity, and the coming spring, the number will

bo quadrupled.

Mr. Geo. E. Walker, some four miles west of

the station, has three thousand peach and apple,

and five hundred pears three years set, and just

coming into bearing. He has also a small vine-

yard. There are a large number of old orchards

both of peach and apple, mostly seedling. It is

only our purpose to notice tho?e containing graf-

ted fruit of the approved varieties, but enough

has been given to show that at no distant day the

shipment of fruits from this station, will be im-

mense.

TOMATOES.

It is from this station that the main supply of

early tomatoes come to supply the Chicago mar-

ket. The plants are now just up in the hot be Is,

and preparations are making for the crop, which

will be only a limited one, the general impression

being that the demand will be light.

SWEET POTATOES.

We met Mr. Nesbit, who resides five miles to

the east of the station, and has grown sweet po-

tatoes for the market for the past seven years.

For the past three years he has planted the Yeln

low Nansemond, and finds it the most profitable

for market on account of its early maturity. He
plants about ten acres a year and has an ave-

rage of one hundred bushels to the acre, which
Mr. N. considers a fine average crop. Those
bring on an average, at the station, seventy five

cents a bushel and find a market south, being

nearly four weeks in advance of the larger va-

rieties, usual to the vicinity of Cairo and Colum-
bus. But few of these potatoes ever go north.

It is evident that this branch of business could

be profitably extended at this point. There is
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another feature in the sweet potatoe business

that should not be 07erlot.ked, and that is: the

efiFects of the climate in preserving them through

the winter. It is well known that in some parts

of Kentucky and points south, that the sweet po-

tatoe is easily kept through the winter without

artificial heat, while in all the States north of

the Ohio liver, they are kept with the greatest

care in buildings warmed with artificial heat.

This has added so much to their value, that few

can afford to use them on the table; the usual

price being one and a half to two dollars a bushel

—a price that excludes them from most tables,

and which can only be paid by those wanting

them to sprout for seed. Mr. Nesbit finds no

difficulty in keeping them over winter. After

d'gging, they are left on the surface to dry; if

the weather is favorable, sometimes they are left

out two or three days. After drying in this way,

they are put in the cellar and mixed with dry

sand. The only danger is in keeping tbem too

warm on the start. To avoid this, the cellar is

kept well aired, and of course must be located in

a dry airy place ; but so soon as there is danger

of frost, it is kept very close, and only opened to

admit air when the themometer is above forty

degs. At the north, if the potatoes are left

above the ground a few days, they will rot,

while at this point they commence to grow. No
advantage has, as yet, been taken of this dis-

covery to preserve large amounts for market.

We have, during the past six years, seen sweet

potatoes kept over in the cellars of the farmers

in this part of the State, and have often eaten

them in March, and it is a matter of surprise

that no one has gone into the business. Mr.

Nesbit has for some years been in the practice

of keeping over seed for his neighbors, for which

he has only charged a dollar a bushel, and which

he considers as profitable as to sell them in the

fall at seventy-five cents. This being the case,

the time cannot be distant when the northern

cities will have a spring supply of sweet potatoes

at a reasonable rate. We are satisfied that the

crop is a profiiable one at fifty cents a bushel

;

to this add twenty-five cents for wintering

;

freight to Chicago by the car load, twenty

cents ; cost of packing, five cents, making one

dollar in the hands of the wholesale dealer. If

twenty-five cents is added for cartage and retail-

ing, the price will be within the reach of most per-

sons, and will soon place them among the staple

vegetable of tl e market. That this result will be

reached, we have no doubt. The most valuable

lands for this vegetable at this point, are not

adapted to the peach and other valuable fruits,

and the same crop can be grown year after year

on the same ground without the aid of manure.

We often hear of much larger crops, say from

two to three hundred bushels to the acre, but we
have confidence in this estimate of Mr. Nesbit.

He IS a careful cultivator, and whatever may be

grown at other points, he is positive in regard to

this. We have occasionally seen a larger yield
*

three hundred miles north of this, while the ave-

rage is not one-half as much.

PROFITS OF FRUIT CPtTURE.

The profits of fruit culture depend upon a

proper selection of varieties, and upon the care

of the trees. Mr. Baker has peach trees three

years set in his orchard that produced over one

and a half bushels the third year and sold for

three dollars a bushel, paying him five dollars.

The treeswere Coolage's Favorite and Old Mixon

Free. These peaches sold in Chicago at three

dollars the basket of half a bushel. The planters

are confining themselves to a very few varieties.

Troth's Early stands first and foremost, though

the Early Barnard is coming into notice. Large

Early York, Early and Late Crawford, Old Mixon

Free. Coolage's Favorite, George the Fourth

and Heath Cling for late, are the most popular

and generally planted. Among the apple, Kes-

wick Codlin and Horse Apple for cooking and

drying. Red June and Early Harvest for eating.

William's Favorite, Benoni, Summer Sweet,

Paradise, Sweet Bough and other popular sum-

mer varieties are, as yet, little known, and their

value for this climate not decided. The Summer
Queen has thus far given promise of great value.

Buckingham for autumn and early winter are

ab ut the only sort that are considered of any

value. The winter varieties are limited to Wil-

jow Twig, large quantities of which are grown in

William and Johnson counties. White Winter

Pearmain, Winesap, Smith's Cider, and of late

Rome Beauty is attracting attention. Apples at

this time sell readily at a dollar a bushel and not

a supply at that. Peaches are sold by the bex

or basket of half a bushel at from one and a

half to two and a half dollars each, while the

common seedlings brought in by the farmers, sell

at twenty-five to seventy-five cents, and yet but

few of these old settlers can be induced to set

out thenew varie ies, preferring to sell out and go

further west. The result is that the population

is rapidly changing, and will soon be mainly com-

posed of northern and eastern neonlo
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THE PEACH BUDS.

On examining the buds to-day, Feb. 27th., we

find that, as a general thing, they are little in-

jured—not enough on any of the leading sort to

create any alarm. A variety purchased for the

Columbia, but not true, is the worst off. Sev-

enty-five per cent, killed ; Early Crawford, say

ten per cent. ; Early Tillotson, fifty per cent. ; all

others about five per cent.

ORCHARDS AT MAKANDA.

Makanda is next in importance to South Pass

in the way of fruits. Messrs. T. J. and F. Evans

Bold their home plantation to a gentleman from

Maryland, for $10,550, all cash. This plantation

' has on it 7500 peach, 500 apple and 400 of the

pear, one to three years set. These brothers

have another farm at this point, on which they

are to set sixty acres in the spring. Messrs

Deo & Co. have 200 quince, 50 of the May cherry'

1500 peach, all three years set and fruiting lasf.

year, and 400 of the apple, three years in the

orchard. B L. Wiley, 3000 apple, a large nura

ber of which are the Newton Pippin, and which

promise to prove valuable. Messrs. Hadley &
Harkehode, 450 peach, six years set, and produc-

ing large crops the lat^t season. Dr. Peltoni

200 peach. Mr. Shaw, 300 peach. These are

but a few of the planters at that point.

COTTON CULTURE.

"We learn from Col. Ashley, that all the cotton

seed produced at the Jonesboro cotton gin, has

been disiributed m the immediate neighborhood

of the gin for planting?, without c! arge to the

farmers, but it cannot be purchased at any price

as the owners of the gin ma'' e it a point to in-

crease their own business at home, insist that

the seed be retained in the neighborhood. If

seed is furnished at the stations along the rail-

road in time fcr planting, a large breadth would

be put in.

SORGHUM

is at this point the great crop ho'^by ; but (he

prospect of an early opening of the river south, is

throwins cold water on it, and if the cotton seed

comes to hand, less of this will be planted, if not,

8 large breadth will be planted This season is

very favorable to the sorghum and its growth

has been thus far highly satisfactory.

-<••-

—Wh^n a fellow is abf^ut to be burned by the

•avktres. Ills very existence is at stake.

[For the Ulinols Farmer.]

Some Things That I Have Learned.

I have learned that a farmer who leaves his

legitimate business and embarks in merchandis-

ing or any outside speculation in no wise con-

nected with his farming, is in danger of losing

his farm. Nine»fenths of those who have lost

their farms in the last five years in this county,

may attribute their losses to the mistaken notion

that they could make money easier and faster in

some other business.

I have learned that a man who is in the habit

of trading at one store and at another store, and

at half a dozen stores during the season, on cred-

it, and thinks in the fall he owes about fifty dol-

lars, will be more likely to find when he settles

with all, that he owes the fifty with a figure one

at the left hand of it.

I have learned that the only safe way for a poor

man is to pay for everything he consumes in the

family at ihe time of purchase; he will then be

more capable of judging which will do him the

most good, the merchandise or the money laid

out some other way.

I have learned that there are many things that

we think we need, which, by adopting the above

rule, we are forced to do without, and we get

along just as well and are just as happy.

I have learned that it will do sometimes to buy

seeds and farming utensils at reasonable prices,

on credit, when the probabiliiy is tha' the use of

them wili be worth several times the interest.

I have learned that nine tenths of the agricul-

turJ machines offered for sale are of no use

whatever, unless it be to line the pockets of the

sellers, and some even fail to do that.

I have learned that whoever buys a machine or

any oth<r thing on credit and pays for it when
he agrees to, can buy again on credit when hehas
occasion.

1 have Iparned that men who pursue agricul-

ture merely for the purpose of supporting them-
selves and families, and not from any love of

the business, seldom do more than accomplish

the primary object.

I have learned that what people can do well

they generally like to do, and wtiat they can-
not or do rot do well, is irksome.

I have learned that a farmer who takes two
or three good agricultural papers, like the It-

Li>ois Farmer, and p' ys *'>r them in advance,

invests his money wheie i: brings him an enor-

mous interes . S W. Arnold.
Cortland, DeKalb Co., Ills., March 1, 1862.

— The above is most excellent advice, and
some of our readers will do well to heed it.

—

Mr. Arnold has promised us further instalments

of the same sort. Send it on, we like this

kind of talk. Ed.
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Justice to the Press. .

I have just been invited to notice an article

headed " Good on Newspaper Scribblers." pub-

lished in the Illinois Farheb for March, acd

credited to the Waukegan Gazette.

This article mentions a sitting of the Execu-

tive Committee of the State Agricultural Fociety,

when it was pr'iposed to pubUsh a monthly Journal

to be called The Journal of the Illinois State Ag-
ricultural Society.

The announcement wag followed by this re-

mark : " Capt. Wait, the venerable and excel-

lent mpmber from Egypt, spoke warmly in its

favor, urging that the society ought to adopt

some measure by which it could be ^'independent

of the newspaper scriblers all over the country."

The " Capt. Wait" alluded to is probably my-
self, although I can boast of no such title, and

in reply, I beg to say, that I am a friend to the

institution of such a Journal, but not for the

reason assigoed, to render the society indepen-

dent of the newspaper scriblers." I do not recol-

lect of making any such remark ; if I did. it was
a mere lapsus linguae, made without refl. ction,

and without the assent of my heart or my sober

judgment, and I take the earliest occasion to ex-

press my sincere regret for an offense that was
wholly unintentionall, and to ask pardon of the

whole editorial fraternity for its gross imperti-

nence.

To ehow that my whole heart is in this apol-

ogy, I need only advert to the fact that my hon-

ored father established the first newspaper press

in Maine, before I was born, and was a " news-

paper scribler." Although destitute of the merit

of editor! il responsibility, I have been a news-

paper scri ler myself for more than half a cen-

tury, and even at this late day, I have not en-

tirely outlived the propensity.

It is from no unseemning partiality, but the

result of my bfst judgment and reflection, and

n numerous instances with the aid of intimate

knowledge, that 1 consder the editorial fraternity

of the nation, as possessing a general character

for intelligence, liberality of sentiment, disin-

terestedness and patriotism that is unsurpassed,

if equalled, by any other profession, whatever

and that without the aid of the newspaper pr sp,

and ''newspaper Bcn'iJZer«," free institutions could

never have been established, and were they now
suppressed, free institutions could no longer be

sustained.

WiniAM S. Wait.

Greenville, Bond Co. III., March 19, 1862.

—The article alluded to was first publi-hed in

the Chicago Eevening Journal, and was from a

correspondent attending the meeting of the Ex-

ecutive Committee. Coming under the notice of

the editor of the Gazette, who has served several

years in the editorial chair in Egypt, he felt dis-

posed to vindicate the scriblers,

In justice to our much esteemed and honorable

friend W. S. Wait, we cheerfully give place to

his disclaimer, and exonerate him so far as we

are concerned, from any disposition to detract

from the value of "newspaper scriblers." We
think it highly probable that the correspondent

of the Journal might have misunderstood the re-

marks of Mr, Wait, and from our personal ac-

quaintance with him, believe that he will at once

set the motive right. E».

Vermin on Cattle.

Oxen and cows, and especially young cattle,

are very liable to be attacked by vermin, and un-

less care is taken to present their depredations,

they will seriously impair the growth and pro-

ductiveness of the stock. In the spring these

exotics usually show themselves the most num-
erously, and for this reason we call especial at

tention to the raa.ter now. Applications are an-

nually made to us for some remedy to destroy

these pests, and among those suggested are

—

Any clean oil, applied to the skin and thor-

oughly rubbed over all the upper portions of the

animal, and particularly along the line of the

backbone, between the horns and ears, and on

the shoulders and neck. The reason for cover-

ing such large portions of the creature is, that

lice do not breathe through the mouth, but through

breathing holes or pores in the body, and when
they come in contact with oily substances, these

pores are stopped, and they die.

Fine sand, or dry loam carefully sifted over

the animal, and frequently repeated, will greatly

annoy vermin, and perhaps drive them from their

places. It is probable that cattle paw the fresh

earth and throw it upon themselves, for the same
reason that fowls burrow in the ruts or the dry

garden soil.

Ashes—Some persons apply wood ashes, and

it is good, but requires to be used with much
care. If it is applied plentifully, and the animal

is exposed to rain soon after, the ashes are leached,

trickles down in lye, and takes ofiF the hair as it

passes.

Tobacco water is also employed by many, and

is frequently effectual. This may be purchased

in a highly concentrated convenient form.

Kerosene his been latterly used, and with suc-

cess. If applied too freely, it seems to set the

hair and partially tan the skin. When it has

been applied profusely, we have seen the old coat

of hair remain on nearly through the summer,

while the skin under it was hard and dry, aod
appeared to be inactive.

Yellow snuff is often successfury applied.
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TJnguentum is a certain remedy, but is a dan-
gerous one in unskillful hands. Its active prop-
erty is probably quicksilver (mercury), and has
a powerful influence upon the skin, rendering
the animal liable to take cold upon exposure.

Spirits of Turpentine is another remedy, and is

said to be a most effectual one. The mode of

using it is to take a common wool card, and pass
it over the animal until the teeth are pretty well

choked with hair, then pour on a small quantity
of spirits of turpentine, sufficient to moisten the
hair in the card, and again pass it over the ani-

mal's coat—applying the card first in places
where the vermin " do most congregate." In
this way every insect will be compelled, almost
immediately to "vamoose." The operation
should be repeated in the course of three or four
days, as newly-hatched lice may supply the place
of their proL'enitors which have been destroyed
or driven off by the first. As turpentine is of a
very diffusive and penetrating nature, one wet-
ting of the hair in the card will be sufficient to

dress off an animal of ordinary size. This last

remedy we give on the recommendation of others,

and not as the result of our own experience.

—

New England Farmer.

All in the E,at Line.

The Circleville ('>hio) Watchman tells of a
movement among the farmers of one of the town-
ships of Pickaway county to rid their barns and
Stacks of rats. Some forty^-two citizens formed
an association, and divided equally twenty-one
on a side, and then proceeded to hunt and get

rat tails as best they could. The conditions of

the bunt were as follows :

"The party or side that produced the least

count of rat tails on the 20th of December, were
to pay Abram D'-nnis, landlord, $2 each for sup-
per for self and partner, the priviledge of the

ball-room and enjoying a social dance, and the

winning party to go in free of charge."
On the appointed evening the XaX tails began

to pour in by hundreds and thousands. A com-
mittee was appointed to make the count, and the

following was the result: Whole number pro-

duced was 17,370, making an average of 413 to

each man in the hunt. One side beat the other

by 2,476. The contest being over, the supper
was served, of which 175 persons partook. Affer

supper the party proceeded to the ball-room,

danced all night and went home with the girls in

the morning.
The Watchman estimates that the killing of

these rats will save 35,000 bushels of grain in a

year, and, if followed in each township in that

county, with the same result, would save 525,000
bushels of grain every year, which would be
•worth $150,000 at least—a pretty nice item.

That was combining the useful and the agree-

able in a way highly commendable to the parties

engaged.

Sorghum Mill and Refinery at Tuscola.

The meeting of farmers yesterday, resulted in

all that was desired. The 800 acces was pledged,
mostly in small quantities. For the location of
the mill Messrs. Lathrop & Smith desire twenty
acres near the lower railroad crossing. The
ground is owned by Mr. Baker, of Charleston,
and we understand that Mr. Ficklin, who owns
the adjoining tract, has offered to deed Mr.
Baker twenty acres of any pirt of his farm, if

he will deed to Messrs Lathrop & Smith the

twenty acres they desire. It is thought Baker
will accept, and if he does, they will commence
the erection of the mill without delay. When
completed it will cost about $36,000. Its benefit

to the place and surrounding country '\\ beyond
calculation. The trade it will draw here will tell

immensely on the prosperity of the town.;

—

Douglas Co. Hhield.

Ourfarmers anlbusinessmen appear in earnest

in regard to sugar making. Our fine climate,

rich soil, and enterprising people, will form a

full match for the south in their present disor-

ganized condition. Boll on the ball ! Tuscola is

setting a good example for other points in Cen-

tral Illinois. Ed.

^ > »
"He that would live at peace and ease,

must not speak all he knows nor judge all that

he sees-

Tobacco Culture—Minute Directions
to the Farmers of the West.

Some days ago we printed a brief article, in

which we urged the farmers of the northwest to

p y some attention to tobacco as a crop for this

year, basing the appeal upon the fact that all to-

bacco-growing districts in the country are suffer-

ing from the rebellion, and that the year's crop
will necessarily be small and prices high. A gen-
tleman of this city—a man of sense, education

and character—who has had much experience in

tobacco culture in New York, has undertaken to

prepare for our columns a series of articles, in

which minute directions to the sower are set

forth. His information is reliable and valuable.

We print the first of his communications below :

EmxoKs Chicago Tbibunb:—Noticing an ar-

ticle in a late number of your psper on Tobacco
Culture, it occurred to me that some practical in-

formati on on the subject might be of value to

some of your readers, and therefore I volunteer

a few remarks to that end.

The only kind of tobacco grown succe?fully in

the northern States is the "Seed Leaf," used in

the manufacture of smoking tobacco, and has
been mostly confined to snaall districts in Con-
necticut, New York, Pennsylvania and Ohio.

Connecticut having taken the lead in its produc-
tion, her tobacco has become the standard of

quality, and consequently much of the higher

grade of seed tobacco furnished for market is

sold as Tonnecticut seed, though actually grown
in New York, Pennsylvania, Obio, or elsewhere.

It- main feature is its quality, and the profitaris-

ing from its production upon the ability of the

producers to furnish a quality which will com-
mand a ready market and a good price ; and, I
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•ffill add, that no article of productiou commands

a more prompt and certain return than a first

class quality of seed tobacco in every market.

In the Stales above mentioned the crop has

proved very profitable where proper land has

been selected for its growth, and the requisite

skill and care exercised in its management. The
average yield per acre, under good husbandry, is

about 1,500 lbs , and on choice soil and rich, ex-

tra tillage, 2,000 to 2,500 lbs.

The average price for a good, well managed
crop has been about $200 per ton ; on extra crop

as high a.= $220 and $300 per ton.

After the proper fixtures are erected, the cost

of the crop, fitted for market, is froih $40 to $60
per acre, depending upon the price of labor, ma-
nure, etc. One consideration in regard to the

labor, however, is, that one half is required in

the winter season in preparing it for market, at

which time farmers have but little to do.

These figure- show, in case of successful crop,

a very large return for the labor and outlay, and
will admit of a reasonable allowance for a poor
crop and still have a profit ; they are based upon
my own operations for several successive years
in the production of tobacco in the state of New
Yom. They show a moderate estimate of the

costs and receipts.

The fact that tobacco of thrifty growth and
good quality can be raised in Illinois, Wisconsin,
Indiana and Michigan, has been demonstrated to

a certainty. Duri' g the seven years that I have
been a resident of Chicago, my attention has
been called by dealers to samples grown in all

the last mentioned States. These samples prove
that the proper soil for its successful growth is

not wanting ; but they also prove that the ben-
efit of this production is lost for the want of

knowledge in the curing and preparation of it

for market ; for its unmarketable condition ren-

ders it valuable only for the most common uses

to which the article is appropriated; and, in con-

sequence, the owner realizes only one half, and
sometimes not over one-fourth, of the price which
it would have brought had it been properly

treated from the time it was taken from the field.

The samples which I have examined from Mich-
igan and Indiana, when considered independent
of the condition, did not exhibit as fine a quality

of leaf as those of Illinois. Specimens of Illinois

tobacco show as fine and elastic tecture and as

good a burning quality as any of Connecticut,

New York or Ohio ; and, under the s^me treat-

ment, I have no doubt, would bear as good char-
acter in the market after its merits become
known. Another feature encouraging to the

western farmer to try the experiment, is the fact

that the supply ofthe northwestern States is now
being manufactured to a great extent at Chicago,

and that the stock of leaf tobacco which furn-

ishes these manufactories is purchased east, and
eomes to the manufacturer charged with the pro^t
of the jobber and cost of traBiq>ortation, ov«r the

amount received by the producers, as stated

above. In this view of the case, it is a matter of
importance to the farmers of the west, and es-

pecially of the fertile regions of Illinois, in dis-

tricts distant from market, to make the experi-

ment, and if successful, add this valuable pro-
duct to their rich harvests.

To enable any one who are not acquainted
with the crop, and who may desire to make the
experiment, I will briefly describe the process by
which the crop is produced. The soil requisite

for a good growth and quality is a dry sandy
loam, in a warm location, protected as much as
possible from winds. Soil containing any mix-
ture of clay is objectionable. The field selected

should have been under cultivation for the last

year and highly fertilized by manures ; should
receive another dressing this spring, and plowed
deep as early as the conditien of the soil will ad-

mit. One object of using artificial means of fer-

tilizing is, that it improves the burning quality

as well as stimulates the growth of the product.

The first business, however, to command the
the attention of the farmer who intends to make
the experiment this season, is the preparation

and seeding of a bed for the production of the

plants As soon as the land is in a condition to

work light, select a patch of rich, warm, light

land, in a position to be shielded from exposure
to the north and west winds, and prepare a bed
with a plentiful admixture of strong compost.
Hog or hen manure is preferable, for the reason
that it is much more active in hastening the

growth of the young plant and does not incum-
ber the soil by preventing the surface from being
rendered friable and equally pulverized for the

reception of the seed, which is small, and requires

a position so near the surface that it is hardly
covered from exposure. The manure or compost
should be, near the surface. When the bed is

prepared the seed should be thinly and evenly
distributed over it, and should be immediately
fastened by pressing the surface firmly with tiie

back of a shovel, and the bed then covered with
a layer of clean, straight straw, and kept in its

place with light poles, laid upon it at suitable

distances. This covering should be sufficienty

thick to prevent the seed from being distribited

by the wind, and to assist the land to retain
moisture on the surface and not prevent the
warming influence of the sun upon it. This pro-
cess ensures a uniform germination of the seed,

and in one-fourth of the time required by leav-

ing the surface exposed. This covering should
be left undisturbed until the plant appears and
then removed. The plant may be distinguished
on its first appearance by its small round leaves,

closely set to the stem, and unlike other plants.

As soon as it has attained sufficient size not to be
disturbed by weeding, the bed should be cleaned
of weeds and the plants thinned sufficiently to

grow separately without interference. This
should be done without pressing on the bed, as it

is required to be kept light. A plank supported
at each end, laid across the beds for the laborer

to recline upon while doing the work, will obvi-
ate that danger. The beds should be constantly

attended and kept clean until the leaves of the
plants are two inches in diameter, when they will

be fit for transplanting. The seeding may be
done as late as the middle of April, but it is de-
sirable that it should be done as early as the
first, A few days before the plant is ready to

set, the field intended for the crop should be
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again plowed and harrowed, and rows marked
north and south three and a half to four feet,

and places prepared with a hoe two feet apart on
the rows, for setting the plant. The first wet
day after the ground is prepared should be im-
proved in transplanting. This process is most
important of all, and, I shall, therefore, be par-

ticular in its description. The plants should be
moved while the bed is wet, by inserting a small

iron instrument to the depth of the root, gently

loosening it, until it can be easily drawn out.

They are then trant-fered to the field, and by
means of a round pointed wood instrument one
inch in diameter, a hole is made some four or

five inches deep in the place prepared, into

which the root is inserted and the earth tressed

firmly together around it. During the season of

its growth the field be kept clean with the hoe as

long as there is space to work round the plants.

I have thus far l)een minute in describing the
process, hoping to assist any unacquainted with
the crop and its mode of management iiho may
feel disposed to make the trial this season. In a

subsequent article, with your permission, I will

give your readers the mode of maturing the plant

for harvestiag, and the subsequent management
of curing and preparing it for market. Also
directions for the erection of cheap and con-
venient fixtures for the purpose.

Seed Leaf.

-<•»-

Plant an Apple Obchard.—This is the ad-

vice given by an agricultural exchange. Plant

an apple orchard. The old ones are fast dying
out all through the older States. They were
planted a hundred years ago, or more, have
done good service, and ought to have their day.

When apples are three dollars a bushel and up-

ward, there is not an adequate supply in the

country. They can be grown at a dollar a bar-

rel, with profit. The apple crop in a single

small county in this State, was worth half a

million of dollars last year. Other counties in

the older parts of the Eastern States, were un-

der the necessity of paying out a hundred thou-

sand dollars for this fruit, because they had not

the article at home. Peaches and plums we
may be able to gf t along withou*, but apples wo
must have—for sauce, for pies, for the desert,

and for the dinner basket of little boys and
girls who can not come home from school to

dine. We say then to every farmer, plant an
orchard of at least a hundred trees. The trees

are all ready for you at the nursery, well grown
and grafted, two and three years from the bud.

Get thrifty trees, of varieties that you know will

flourish in your locality, and in four years yon
will be eating fruit from them. Do not fail to

plant an orchard this very month.

"Let the thoughts of a crucified Christ," said

one, " be never out of your mind." Let them
be your sweetness and consolation, your honey
and jour desiie, your reading and your medi-

jtatioD, jour life, death, and resurrectioD.

id No. 10. I
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Nine Days on a Gun Boat—Gun Boat
Mound City—A Novel Sanctum—The
Armament and Arrangement—Our
War Experience.

On Boabd GtJN Boat Mound City,

Mississippi river, at Siege of Islanc

Wednesday, March 18,

The readers of the Farmer must excuse us for

giving them a chapter of active war news in

place of the usual agricultural subjects. To

write of the culture of the soil, amid the booming

of cannon, the loud bellowing of the huge mor-

tars, and the excitement of the siege, which is

now in progress in its fifth day, is out of the

question. We will, therefore, draw on our note

book for the past five days.

THE MOUND CITY.

We went on board this boat the 9th inst., and

have had an opportunity to learn something of

river naval warfare, especially when five days of

it have been spent inactive service. The length

of the boat is about one hundred and seventy

feet with a width of fifty feet, tapering but little

towards the ends, which present a screw appear-

ance. There is no beauty in the form of these

boats ; their hulls are sunk to the water's edge,

while the gun room on deck is roofed over with

heavy oak timber, which, for the most part is

covered with long narrow iron plates, 'ay an inch

and a halt thick and eight inches wide. She

draws seven feet of water, thus putting her boil-

ers and machinery below the water line, though

exposed to a plunging shot from above or through

her port holes. The gun deck is six and a half

feet in the clear, lighted from above by sky-

lights. What with port holes, plunging shot and

sky-lights for the ingress of stray shot, we do

not consider this so safe as our own f anctum, for

while writing a stray shot may enter one of the

forward ports, from which the iron messenger of

death are now being sent to the enemy, traverse

the gun room, lay waste the slight partition of

the ward room in which we now write, and cut

short our scribbling. Yet this has been our liv'

ing room, located within range of the enemies

batteries for the past four days. Our dependence

is not so much on the solid defences of the oak

and iron as upon its ability to glance off the

balls, and thus turn them harmless from their

course. A conical shot from an eight inch rifled

cannon at a mile range, should it not glance o£f,

would pass through this iron sheeting and band

of solid oak as though it was pasteboard. Our

safety then, depends upon the glancing of the

shot.
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On the bow of the boat are three guns, the

right and left ones, or as the sailors call them,

port and starboard guns, are seven inch forty-two

pounder rifled coast gans, throwing a conical

shot of eighty-four pounds, and shell of about

seventy pounds. Their range is over two miles,

and weigh eight thousand six hundred and thirty-

six pounds each. The middle gun is an eight

inch co'nmbiad and weighs six thousand and three

hundred pounds, throwing a solid shot of sixty-

four pounds or round shell of fifty three pounds.

The two forward side guns are also seven inch

rifles of the same class, and the two next eight

inch columbiads as above. The other six guns

are thirty-two pounders, weighing four thousand

and two hundred pounds each. On the upper

deck is a twelve pound brass mountain howitzer,

for throwing grape and shrapnel. For close

quarters there are fifty musskets, seventy sabres,

forty-five boarding pikes, fifty navy revolvers,

and several pieces of hose to throw steam on any

unwelcome visitor. The working force of this

craft, in men and officers, numbers one hundred

and eighty. A charge of powder for the rifles

is thirteen pounds, for an eight inch columbiad,

eight pounds, and the thirty-two pounders, six

pounds. The boilers are in the centre, the en-

gine just back of them and the wheel next, leav-

ing space at the stern for the Captain's room,

and the wardroom <or the officers. The wheel is

thus well protected, for these two rooms are

each graced with a thirty-two pounder, a piece

of furniture often more useful than ornamental.

The officer's berths are on each side of the wheel,

leaving a narrow passage back to the cabins^

while t*^ie non-commissioned officers have their

dining and sleeping rooms over the engine. The

cooking is done over the boilers and the men

sleep in hammocks suspended from hooks in the

beams on the gun deck. It will thus be seen

that this space of one hundred and seventy by

fifty feet, is pretty well filled with men and

implements, and nothing short of the strictest

discipline could keep things in anything like order.

Yet all goes like clock work. Every part of the

vessel fs clean, and no offensive smell comes

forth to disturb the olfactories. The men are

clean, their clothes never get sour by long use

without washing ; the food is abundant and good,

and always well cooked. Dr. Jones, the sur-

geon, keeps a sharp eye on the sanitary condition

of the men. Soap, water, healthy food, good

cooking, and clean decks are his especial favor

ites, rather than the medicine chest. The result

is, the e are but three men off duty, and one of

them from a fall. The hull of the boat is in eight

water tight compartments, and as it is out of the

reach of shot, there is little danger of sinking,

The officers are

:

A. H. KiiTT, TJ. S. N , Lieut. Commanding.

W. A. Stewakt, 1st Master, Cin. 0.

C. Doming, 2d " Peoria, Ills.

J. H. KisziB, jun.,8d " Chicago, Ills.

Wm. Hakte, 4th " Rock Island, Ills.

Geo. E. Jones, Surgeon, Cin. 0.

John M. Gunk, Paymaster, Anna, Ills.

Jas. C. Canida, Pilot, Cin., 0.

Chas. B. Young, " Cin., 0.

John Cox, Engineer, Cin., 0.

Jas. A. Scofield, Master's Mate, Chicago 111.

Henry R. Beowne, Master's Mate.

Thos. McElbot, Acting Gunner.

When we look upon these men, all in good
health, yet huddled together, we cannot avoid

the conclusion that, bad food, poor cooking, filth

and neglect, have a large hand in diminishing the

ranks of our land forces. The shoulder strap

disease is more to be dreaded than the enemy's
bullets. Deliver us from the annoyance of big-

headed officers, who think more of their own vast

importance than of the comforts and good health

of their men. When the history of this war is

written, thousands of officers will sink into puny
insignificance, and their shoulder straps will go
out of sight. The wail of widows, of orphans,

of fathers, mothers, sisters and brothers, will

ever sound in their ears, and they will ask the

rocks and hills to fall on them. The country

press will some day teem with these small histo-

ries of these small minded men, now so inflated

with their position. Just take a look at this gun«
boat crew, composed of three classes of men

:

1st. Old salts from the east. 2nd. Lake men from

Chicago. Srd. River and lumber men from the

north. These have been laying idle for mouths
waiting for the boats to be ready for service, and
yet but three of them are slightly indisposed and
off duty. Did the officers of the land forces use
the same care as is here daily experienced, a like

result would follow.

The company in the ward room, consisted of

nine officers, Mr. J. B. McCullagh, of the Cin-

cinnati Gazette and ourself. The pilots and the

two last named lodging in the pilot house, a
strong tower near the forwrrd end of the boat.

The sailors have grog, that, is Ohio whisky, sev-

eral times a day ; but during our stay on board

no intoxicating drinks were used by the officers.

The navy regulations provide for the men, though

a large number of them prefer the four cents a
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day to the grog. We were onboard all the gan

boats, and so far as we had an opportunity to

judge, the strictest temperance prevailed among
the officers. Thanks to the example and influ-

ence of Com. Foote and the good common sense

of his officers. Such men have and will succeed.

The greater the obstac'es, the more they will rise

above them, and the strongholds a'ong this great

river, will one by one yield to their untiring per-

severance and steady skill. They will be careful

of the lives and health of their men, so as to

return them to their friends and families, to en-

joy the rewards of a great victory.

On Monday al; 1 p. m., the lOth Inst., the gun

boat Mound City, steamed down the river to

Columbus. The river was high, and the bottoms

generally submerged. The farm houses along

the shore are sorry looking things, many of

them standing in the water, and none of them

out of the reach of the flood that is gradually ris-

ing. The first high land is the high bank at Col-

umbus, twenty miles from Cairo. Upon this

bluff is located the "Gibralter of the West,"

but Gibralter no longer; the earth batteries are

now harmless, and the sound of national music

comes over the waters from loyal men, instead of

the reb 1 hoards that so lately held high carnival.

Our gool boat lay here two days, giving us

enough time to look over the fortifications. In

all deferc'Dce to military men, we say the point was

a weak one against attacks from the river. The

forts being iu line, the h ige mortars would have

done sad havoc, for scarcely a shot would have

missed, doing more or less damage. The high

perpendicular blufi"8 of ocean silt would have

crumbled and made immense land slides, with

the undermiring process of shot and shell, carry-

ing the upper batteries down a hundred feet to

fill the lower or water batteries with the ava-

lanche of loose earth. The magazine would have

been closed at once; even without this aid it

must soon be buried beneath the debris of the

crumbling bank. Nearly all of the heavy guns

were taken away for the defence of Island No.

10. Six only of the largest size are positively

known to be left, though it is supposed that sev-

eral are now lying in the river. An immense

quan'ity of round shot are in the works.

Had the same amount of labor been expended

along the river in throwing up mounds to secure

the farms and the stock from being washed off at

high water, as is here expended in ditches and

embankments, thousands of happy homes might
have smiled out upon the this great highway of

nations, instead of the desolation that now reigns

along its solitudes.

On Friday morning, March l4th, the Missis-

sippi fleet came down to join us, and left for

Hickman at 3 p. m. Commodore Foot had his

Pennant on board t^e Benton, which put off

folio ?^ed on the right by the Mound City,

and on the left by the Cincinnati, in the rear,

the St. Louis, Pittsburgh and Carondalet, iron

clad boats, and the wood boat of four guns, the

Conestoga. This last is a side-wheel steamer of

great power and speed. The Judge Turner came
next with an immense load of mortar ammuni-
tion, and the Great Western with similar stores

for the gun boats. To these add a large number
of transports with mortars in tow, stores, men,

infantry, artillery and cavalry, and you have a

grand and imposing sight. The dark low hulls

of the gun boats, with their huge guns frowning

from their sides, from stem to ftern, leading the

way, and followed by miles of these floating

palaces, so lately engaged in exchanging the

products of the north for those of the south, but

now filled with the dread implements of death

and destruction, is a picture for the artist, a

study for the philosopher, and to the lover of the

flag 0' our country, which floats over those

waters for the first time in several months, a har-

binger of joy.

Arriving at Hickman, white flags, white

sheets, and white cloths of every description

were waved from the windows and balconies of

the Union loving, and doubtless others who would

like now to be counted as such.

March 15th. At six ©'clock this morning, the

signal was made to follow the lead of the flag

ship. The wind was from the north-west, cold

and brisk. The boats were cleared for action,

the guns loaded with shell, sabres and pistols

strapped on, pikes laid ready, and every man at

his post—the sound of the escaping steam broke

the stillness of the river solitude. Women and

children came out of the rude houses, that ap-

peared here and there amid the waste of water,

and gazed with open mouthed wondtr upon the

imposing novel display, doubtless wishing that

their fathers an J brothers were at home and free

from any hand in the war. No waving of white

handkerchiefs, but a suUei gazing at the moving
panorama. Coming around a bend in the river,

a small armed steamer lay at a woodyard a mile

distant, but with steam up ready for a start. She

wheeled into the swift current, and before the

guns of the Benton could be turned on to her, she

was out of reach, and with her shrill whistle

gave the note of warning to the foe at Island No.

10, now three or four miles distant. The fleet
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arrived two miles above the upper batteries of

the rebels, planted on the Kentucky side of the

river. An immense number of tents lined the

shore for nearly a mile and a half, while the

island was almost entirely covered with the white

dwellings of the soldiers. Batteries along the

main land in the semi-arch, formed by the bend

of the river and on the island, showed the dogs

of war, frowning with their dark shadows over the

well made battle works. Here then is the Gib-

ralter of the west, the gate that must be opened

to permit this fleet to reach the waters of the

gulf. Eighty cannon of the largest calibre, with

several gun boats, backed with an army of twenty

thousand well armed soldiers are to try the for-

tunes of war, with less than four thousand that

compose the force to attack them.

The Commodore has decided that no rash at-

tempt should be made on this stronghold, but

that with the large mortars and long range rifle

cannon, he will reduce their works one by one.

This will, of course, occupy some days, but in

the saving of the life of our men, make a full

compensation.

During the afternoon, the Benton dropped

down to reconno'ter the rebel position, and threw

forty-three nine inch shell at the upper rebel

battery, while they obtained three shots in reply.

During the afternoon, the mortars commenced

their practice, and threw thirty-two thirteen

inch shell into the several camps and batteries,

by way of feelers.

The weather was cold with a drizzling rain, in

keeping with the place. The river, which for

several miles has a south course, here takes a

sudden turn to the north west, and a half a mile

below the point of land that forms what is called

Point Donaldson, is the head of Island No. 10,

and not as is represented on the maps in the

bight of the point. Opposite the island on

both shores land is cleared and cultivated, and

there is one farm on the island. On the Missouri

side there are four families. The one farthest

from the batteris and out of the reach of rebel

guns and above the track of our mortar shell

remains ; the others left so suddenly that they

took nothing but their wearing apparel with

them. Some two hundred half grown hogs, and

a few head of cattle were left to take care of

themselves The hogs and pigs are being put to

use, the chickens have ceased to crow, and some

thoughtful soldier pulled down the corner of a

corn crib to give the starving cattle a chance to

live. The houses are of logs, and possess few

luxuries. The nearest approach to this wMcIl

we saw, was a cottage bedstead, worth some six

dollars, and a large looking glass of about three

d3llars ; these made a strong contrast with the

rough interior and rude comforts of the house.

The only school house that we saw after leaving

CairO; except at Columbus and Hickman, was a

few miles below the latter place on the Kentucky ;

side, and near this were thrt»e men, the only

ones that made their appearance. We doubt not

that a Union sentiment yet lingers in thai neigh-

borhood, for country school houses in I secession

can never go together. Nothing like a newspa-

per or books were to be seen in the deserted

houses, nor do we think one of the inmates could

read them if there had been. New Madrid, dis.

rtant two miles, is their place of market and gen-

eral headquarters for news.

These river families must lead a miserable life,

subject to annual overflows, when tLeir stock of

hogs and few head of cattle are often swept into

the stream; and around them for miles, nothing

but the wild sweeping current, surging through

the interminable forest of cottonwood, sycamore

and water oak, and holding them close prisoners

for weeks. No school houses, no mails except at

the large towns ; no newspap: rs—education to

them is a hidden mystery, which they have not

the ambition to unlock, to partake of its wealth.

Isolated from the world, they live in lazy ease,

hunting, fishing, and occasionally cutting a few

cords of cottonwood for the steamboats, to ex-

change for whisky and other needed articles

As this river soil will not produce pasturage

milk and butter is almost out of the question.

The cattle are a miserable, scrawny breed, and

the hogs of the long-legged kinl. A hog that

weighs two hundred pounds is consider^ d large.

The soil is excellent for corn of which they grow

good crops, but from their indolent habi's, the

fields are small. On one of thet^e farms is abont

two thousand bushels, and on auother about half

that amount. The third farmer had sent all his

corn south, and just received in return a hogs-

head of sugar and several barrels of molasses.

These formed a rich treat to the sailors and sold-

iers who took charge of them. We were told by

a farmer, who resided some three miles down the

river, and whose married daughter was the only

female housekeeper remaining here, that these

four farms were the most desirable and valuable

of any for a long distance up or down the river,

andtheir owners the most well to do. If this is

so, we have no desire to divide the comforts and

luxuries with these river farmers for any length
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of time, and most esiiecially during the long

months of the mosquito infliction. It is an old

proverb that " one half the world do not know

how the others live, " and certainly the outside

world know lilt! e ia regard to the doings among

these river sweeps, cut off from their fellows by

cypress swamps, deep bayous and long tangled

forests of Cottonwood. The earthquake of 1812,

that s'lnk the village of a few miles to the

west, has left its traces here. Island No, 10 was

in that convulsion, cut off from the main lacd

and the Mississippi, induced to take the new

channel through the valley sunk by the unseen

power. The motion of this remarkable phenom-

ena was from east to west, settling the earth in

parallel valleys, now forming long bayous that

reach for long miles into the country, and render

it almost uninhabitable. If the deep toned thun-

der of the earthquake gave warning of God's

wrath, sinking whole villages and farms into the

deep recesses of the bayou, no less disastrous

to human life are the bellowing of these

monster mortars, which make the earth vibrate

for miles, and whose deep tones are heard in a

radii of sixty miles. They fly through the air

in graceful circles, with an unearthly scream,

"and wing a death to rob a tomb." We have

seen them drop into the rebel camp amid the

tents, shutting out the sight by an immense clond

of dust and smoke, and doubtless sending many

of the rebels to their long homes. Again they

drop into the enemy's batteries destroying every-

thing but the big guns, but here the men flee to

the casemates and receive less injury. Some-

times they go beyond the range and fall into the

forest, from which come the booming sound of

the bursting shell, and a column of smoke rises

high above the trees. Others burst in mad ca-

reer nearly half a mile high—a bright flash like

ohaia lightning ; the sudden forming of a little

cloud, which sails graceflly off in the direction

of the wind, retaining its form for hours. Look-

ing at the surface of the river at the sametime,

innumerable jets of water go up, to mark the

spot of the falling fragments. Some times they

burst just over the devoted works, and at others,

sink deep into the yielding soil, and bursting,

send a column of mud high into the air. Were

it not for the death and destruction that mark

their explosion, we might look upon them with

pleasure. As it is, they are to us a matter of

awe, of wonder and admiration, at their un-

earthly sound and destructive power— of wonder

that such a huge body can be hurled through the

air for so long a distanoe by the force of such
|

simp'es as carbon, sulphur and nitre—each so

harmless in inself. Of admiration, that the

genius of man is capable of constructir^g and
commanding such a mighty foe,—the graceful

circling of the monster shell as it sails through
the air, looking no larger than a good sized mar-
ble, bursting into a thousand fragments at the

will of the gunner, and sending back its thunder
tones.

Standing just back of the guns or mortars, the

flying shot can be seen for a long distance with
the naked eye, but shot coming toward you are

invisible, and when you hear the sound, it is too

late to dodge, though most persons involuntarily

go through the^motions.

Sunday, MA'fBk 16.—The wind still continues

N. W., though the weather is more spring like.

At a quarter past eight, a steamer came up past
the isLind to the lower land battery, but a well

aimed shot from one of the Benton's nine inch
Di^hlgren guns, sent her afloat, and she disap-

peared below the island. Soon after a white

flag was waved from the upper battery, and Com.
Foot sent one of the tugs with a flag of truce to

enqu're its cause, but was informed that they

were signaling their own boats below. The tug

returned, and at once the Benton opened a dam-
aging fire on the battery, which hauled down
the white flag and run up the stars andbars.

The firing continued brisk through the day,

but the rebels did not reply until near 5 o'clock,

aud then with only three shots. To-day the

mortars threw two hundred and eighty shell,

and the Benton fifty. In the afternoon. Col. Bu-
ford tried the effects of a battery of artillery on
the lower part of the Island, but without any
damage. The enemy returned a brisk fire from

a thirty-two pounder, mortaly wounding one man.
The troops under Col. Buford are the 27ch, and
24th Ills., and 15th Wis. The Mound City had
been directed to take up a position at the Point

to protect the mortar boats, and was distant one

and three-fourth miles of the upper battery, and
within range of fire of the enemies batteries.

Monday, Makch 17.—We have occupied so

much space already, that we must close. This

was the great day thus far—the weather was
spring like. At 9:45 the rebels fired two shots at

us, they having become impatient of our delay.

The Mound City was swung round with her head

down steam, and fastened to the shore with a
large hawser. At 10:30 a. m , the first mortar

shell was thrown, and soon after the Mound
City sent her first shot at the enemy. She
has one of the best gunners, Mr. McElroy
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who seldom fails of making his mark. Mr.

Dominy, the Second Master, made some capital

shots also. The Benton, Cincinnati, St. Louis,

Mound City, and Carondelet, took part to-day,

firing nine hundred and sixteen shots, and the

mortars some three hundred shots, in all, over

twelve hundred shots.

In the afternoon, the enemy opened rather

briskly from five different batteries, but without

any serious effect. One shot went through the

deck of the Benton, and four others struck the

Benton and Cincinnati, wounding one man
slighty. The bursting of a gun on the St. Louis,

killing two and wounding nine, part of themmor-

tally, was a sad incident of the day. This burst-

ing of guns is a matter of almost pure careless-

ness in not ramming home a badly fitted shot or

withdrawing it in case it can not be driven to its

place. The danger is mostly with rifled cannon,

and conical shot, with heavy projectors to fit the

grooves.

The constant thundering of the guns, the clouds

of smoke, tlie bursting of the shells, put one in

mind of pandemonium ; a scene, in itself, grand,

sublimt, and devilish ; a repetition that we care

not to witness.

When we look upon such a scene, and reflect

that the last efforts of the genius of man is here

displayed in all its destructive force, that these

river solitudes should be broken with sounds

like these, it gives us but a poor opinion of the

civilization of the age. A few ambitious persons

have brought this all to pass, and entailed an

almost endless amount of suffering upon the

masses of the people. The more we see of the

common white people of the South, the more we
pity thom : without schools, without books, and

without moral leaders, they are fast falling back

into the ranks of barbarism, and this war, if

long continued, will sweep them from the land.

If the African is ignorant, he is affectionate and

kindly in his disposition; not so of these poor

whites who pour out their blood like water at the

bid of their leaders.

"Careless for what or whoiM they fight,

For despots, slaves, for wrongs or rights."

Tuesday, March 18.—The day is beautiful

;

the birds are sending forth their cheerful notes

of spring, amid the silver spray that is just be-

ginning to glimmer among the branches of the

river forest, and the river, itself, lays like a band

of silver between the einuous belts of cotton

wood, as the morning sun kisses its golden sur-

faee, looking as innocent as though the spirit' of

man had never done ought but deeds of kind-

ness along its shores. Upon its surface, here

and there, repose the dark forms of the demons

of war, ready to vomit forth the flame

—

" That wings a death

To robe a tomb."

Along the river's margin, close under the out-

stretched arms of the giant denizens of the ever

changing shore, lay numerous steamers, filled

with armed men, ready for the coming fray. To-

day the fight is to be moderate, the unexpected

strength of the enemy and his almost impregna-

ble position call for other modes of attack, and

some days must elapse before these can be per-

fected. At nine o'clock a. m., comes the heavy

booming of cannon at Point Pleasant, where the

enemy are endeavoring to force a passage to re-

inforce another point.

In company wifh Captain Sandford, who, with

his tug, supplies tho fleet with ammunition, we
visited the whole fleet. Now and then a mortar

sent its compliments to the enemy, who main-

tained a sullen silence until a little after noon,

when one of the transport steamers coming with-

in range, a conical shot came screaming over the

water, and landed nearly in the center of a group

of some fifty soldiers who were taking their

noonday meal, but, strange to say, doing no

damage. It would seem that nothing short of

some unseen hand guiding this dangerous shot

and withholding its explosive power could have

made it thus harmless.

Anxious to take a new survey of the Island,

with its batteries and the Pelican dry dock, now
thoroughly armed and lying on the Missouri

side of the Island, we, in company with the re-

porter of the Cincinnati Gazette, Mr. McCulough,

strolled down the banks of the river along the

farms that front the Island. The day was one of

the loveliest of spring days, and naught to mar
it but the deep toned thunders of the mortars

which had become more active as the day ad-

vanced and which had continued their fire upon

the Island, and to the shipping beyond, the huge

shells went soaring over head, some bursting

high in air, some near the shipping, and others

on the Island, and again plunging into the deep,

muddy waters of the river, sending up a column

of spray far above the tops of the trees.

The farm houses were deserted by their ten-

ants, the cattle were taking a holiday at the com
cribs, which some of the soldiers had pulled

down for that purpose, the chinks were non est,

and the swine had nearly all disappeared ; sol-

diers were straggling about, watching the ex-

ploding shells, and dodging the shots of a thirty-
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two pounder, located on the island about a mile

distant ; the birds were singing merrily of spring,

the opening leaves of the forest that walled in

these river homesteads gave a fairy look, the

river pouring its muddy current swiftly by, the

long belt of primeval forest festooned with grape

and trumpet vines, and sprinkled with the green

misletoe that parasite of genial skies, the

soft spring-like air, the Bcreaming of the

shells as they winged their way to deal out death,

the sharp note of the rifled cannon and the deep

throttled mortars, all lend an enchantment, a

mixture of the beautiful, the wonderful and the

fearful to the scene. Slowly plodding on, with

glass in hand, now looking at the falling shell,

now at the opposing batteries, where we could

see the gunners load and fire at our men who had

strolled beyond us, and who were in groups of

two or three, throwing themselves on the ground

whenever the battery belched forth its volley of

death, and whose messengers plowed up the

ground often in fearful proximity —we pass

among these squads of soldiers, knowing, yet

not heeding, any danger, when, within fifty feet

above, and directly over us, go one of these un-

welcome visitors, passing on sixty or eighty rods

near the outskirts of the field, it sends up a

shower of earth and rests in a grave of its own
making. The warning was heeded, and we were

soon out of this dangrrous position, gaining a

position more favorable to a view of the huge

iron-clad battery that lay against the shore of

the Island, and, as we supposed, out of the no-

tice of the rebels ; but being joined by two sol-

diers with their glittering weapons that flashed

back the sun, the mark was too tempting, and

without further no'ice, a thirty-two pound shot

gave its significant warning within twenty-five

feet of aur heads, striking the earth a few rod^

beyond us. This was enough ; the enemy had

obtained our range, and reloading the gun and

giving it a less elevation—we turned around in

time to see its column of smoke curling np, and

knew that the messenger of death was after us

—the soldiers threw themselves on the ground,

while we two members of the press concluded to

go, and not to stand upon the order of our going,

for but seven seconds is no long time for the

ball to speed its way, half of which had

already elapsed, and consequently the distance

that our willing legs had carried us before the

well-known sound added, if possible, to our

speed, was so limited that It appeared just at

our heels, fanning the prostrate soldiers with its

uapleasant bieath, and striking the earth within

a hundred feet, making a ditch thirty feet long

and at one end three feet deep, where it rested

in quiet, looking as innocent as though it had

never been set to music by the aid of six

pounds of powder. The music of the birds, of

the deep forests, the balmy air with its harbin-

gers of spring, the flying shells, the river, all,

lost their poetry, and we incontenently took to

sober prose, and vowed that the readers of the

Farmer should not run another risk of losing

their Editor by these dastards. Sending a sailor to

remove the shot, which is a thirty-two pounder,

we shall lay it ia our sanctum as a memento of a

moving incident of the siege of Island No. 10.

Returning to the mound City, we found her three

bow guns busy in leveling the parapet of the up-

per battery, receiving an occasional shot in re-

turn, none of which struck her. The firing con-

tinued through the night, one in every fifteen

minutes. Our bed, as usual, was laid in the pi-

lot house, just over this music of the rifles, that

send their conical shot with a force of fifteen

pounds of powder,—no gentle place to lull one

to sleep, as with the regularity of the clock the

bass notes of our friend Dominy comes up from

below

—

ready—fire! followed with a crash that

shakes the firm timbers of the ship, and whose

echoes reverbrate from shore and headland, and

die away in the long reaches of the river.

Wednesday, March 19.—The morning breaks

upon us with a dull leaden sky and high wind,

lashing the river with foam and strongly con-

trasting with yesterday. It is now certain that

this seige will now continue days if not weeks,

we therefore pay our respects to Commodore
Foote, and a^k leave on the next transport going

north. At noon the Commodore's Tug called for

us, and while passing around the fleet for the

mail, a hundred and twenty-eight pound shot

from the enemy plunged into the river within

fifty feet of the tug, it having been intended for

a transport passing near us. Returning our

thanks to Commodore Foote, and the officers

and men on board the Mound City, whose kind

attentions will always have a green spot in the

exciting memories of the past ten days, we
stepped on board of the tug Erubus at 1 p. m.,

bound for Cairo, where we arrived at 10 o'clock,

and a few hours thereafter found us opposite our

home, with breaks down, and conductor Scott

handing us our baggage in that happy style that

is so becoming when he puts a man of our size

off his train, just here when several pair of

anxious eyes are looking on with deep interest.
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l^From the Chicago Tribune.']

Substitutes and Adulterations of Cofifee

—Bye Cofifee—Chieeory—Sweet Po-
tatoes.

Champaign, March 25, 1852.

At this time when coffee commands a price

that admonishes housekeeper-^ to be very prudent

in its use, a very general disposition is manifes-

ted to use substitutes of home growth, in whole

or in part. The consumption of coffee has in-

creased very materially within the past year, as

shown in its sale at our large seaports. A part

of this is probably due to its extensive use in the

army. At the same time large amounts of other

substances have been used. We have seen no

Btatemeut in regard to the amount of tea used

the past year as compared with previous ones,

but would suppose a falling off. The increased

use of coffee in the west is in part due to cheap

sweetening, sorghum molasses being largely used

among farmers for that purpose. Among substi-

tutes used in whole or in part, three stands out

prominently, and are more or less pulverized,

as they are easily grown at all points in the

State, and valuable for the purpose, or at least

among the most valuable, we will describe them

at length.
BYE.

This grain has been very extensively used for

coffee, and the consumption in Europe and other

civilized coufatries amounts to some millions of

bushels annually. It is oftener used without

than mixed with the berry. In our visits

to Missouri, we found it used exclusively at all

thepublic and private houses at which we stopped,

and in some caeses so complete was the meta-

morphose, with sugar and cream, that some of

our companions would not believe that it was not

the berry itself. Where the grain is plump and

has been prepared with two or three washings in

hot water, then spread out to dry, before roasi-

ing, and mixed in liberal quantities with well

prepared coffee, it is many times difficult to de-

termine the cheat. If the rye is not washed in

boiling hot water, there is an unpleasant taste

about it that at once leads to it- detection. Rye
grown at the west, or at least that on the prairies

is the most valuable for coffee, as it is destitute

of ergot or rye-smut, which is often found in this

grain at the east, in such large quantities as to

render it unfit for food, much lees to drink. Per-

sons purchasing rye to be used for coffee should

be careful to get that grown on the prairies.

The grains will not be as large or wide as that

from the timber lands of the north, but it will be

free from ergot [cornutem.)

Bye thus selected, scalded, and otherwise prop-

erly prepared, makes a very good substitute, or

rather, it makes a palatable and healthly drink

with the morning meal, but of course does not

contain the valuable properties of pure coffee.

Rye is probably the cheapest and the most exten-

sively used as a substitute for coffee, of all other

substitutes combined.

CHICCORY (Cichorium Intyhus.)

This plant is largely cultivated in England,

France and Belgium, for the purpose of adulte-

rating coffee, and is also often used wholly for

coffee. It is shipped in large quantities from
those countries to the United States for this pur-
pose. ^*- hen properly prepared and used alone,

it makes a palatable drink, resembling coffee,

with a somewhat distinct smell of liquorice.

People accustomed to its use become fond of it.

It is certainly better than nine-tenth of the coffee

served up at the hotels.

It is simple in its preparation and less liable to

damage in roasting. Certainly well prepared
chieeory is to be preferred to over roasted coffee

a la hotel. Chieeory is easily cultivated, and
every farmer can grow it at a trifling cost. It

is grown in this neighbo" hood by several parties,

and is used by some farmers almost exclusively

for coffee. It ripens its seed in September, of

the second year, and is in use as early as July.

The roots are washed and dried in an oven,

roasted and ground, packed away ^nd drawn
upon as needed for use. The plant grows two
to three feet high. Those who wish this substi-

tute for coffee need be at no lurther expense
than a paper of seed, and a few hours work, to

produce an abundance, in fact. It will seed itself

in the garden borders, though of course the roots

in that case would be smaller and of less value.

Chieeory and peas are the substances used by
coffee roasters in our large towns with which to

adulterate coffee. The pea bug has of late years
nearly ruined the pea crop for this use, and the

chieeory has been mainly depended upon for

this purpose. This root adds to the apparent
strength of the berry, and in this respect is con-

sidered economical. But there is little of the

roasted and ground coffee sold in shops that is

not more or less adulterated with chieeory. We
do not know whether an adequate supply of this

plant is as yet grown in the United States, but it

is certain that its culture is becoming quite com-
mon. From its ease of culture, the roots can be
afforded at a cheap rate and should be grown at

home. As it is so extensively used, some of our
gardeners should supply the demand and no
longer depend upon the East or our neighbors
over the water for a supply.

In the countries named chieeory is exten-

sively used for green fodder for soiling, and it is

little effected by drouth, would doubtless prove
valuable in the south part of the State. When
it is cultivated for fodder, it is sown in the spring

with eats, at the rate of four or five pounds of

seed to the acre. It also makes a good salad the

first year, as its broad tapering leaves contain a
milky substance, with a bitter taste, and is con-

sidered valuable as a diuretic wa'' to re establish

the appetite. It remains in the ground thvoagh
the winter like the parsnip, and its roots are used
the second season for coffee. These are washed,

out in thin slices and dried in an oven. The
pieces are then browned to the color of coffee,

ground and packed away for use. Nearly all of

the best old Java, sold as ground coffee, contains

about one fourth of chieeory. We have pur-

chased pure ground Java, but have oftener found
it mixed with chieeory.

As chieeory will continue to be used for the

purpose of adulterating coffee, and as it is valua-

ble for salad and will probably prove valuable for
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green fodder in the south part of the State, we
would call special attention to it. It can be

sown at almost any spason of the year, but the

spring is the best and the roots will be stronger

and prodvice better crops of foliage. The leaves

are two to four inches wide and average one foot

long. The flowers bloom for a long time, every

morning, and shut up before noon ; they are of

a pale blue color. The soil must be deeply mel-

lowed, as the roots are long. Ten thousand

pounds of dry roots may not be considered a

large yield, which, at two cents a pound, would

pay a handsome profit over the cost of culture,

drying, roasting and grinding.

SWEET POTATOES.

For a long time the sweet potato has been used

among our hoosier neighbors as a substitute for

and with which to adulterate cofiFee. For this

purpose the small tubers are used; consequently

the cist is the picking up, drying, roasting and

grinding. In this respect they are treated like

chiccory, and used in equal quantity w;th ground

coffee. Many p-jrsons prefer the flavor of the

new combination to that of the pure ber<y, and

so complete is the disguise that few persons

would detect the adulteration. There is a rich-

ness added to the coff"eethat pretty fully compen-

sa*es for the want of all coffee. For some weeks

we have been using this substance, and must say

that it is so near tho pure Java that we have no

particular choice between them.

The potatoes were sent us by J. W. Tenbrook

of RockviUe, Indiana, an extensive grower of

this vegetable. We do not suppose that full

grown potatoes kept through the w nter f r ^eed,

could be economcally used for this purpose;

but in the fill, when the sweet potatoes are dug,

a large amount of the small potatoes can be

saved at a trifling cost. Mr. T. says: " I send

you from Egypt, the product, (six and a half

pounds) of half a bushel of sweet potatoes,

which you will please brown to &li(/ht brown color

when broken, grind and use as coffee, mixing one-

third to one-half of it with coftee. I woul 1 sug-

gest that the Nansemond sweet pctatoe will make
the richest and most nourishing beverage, and
requires less sugar than other varieties. That

the small potatoes can be used profitably for this

purpose there can be no doubt. The skin need

not be taken off, ^s it adds to the richnes^ of

color. This is without doubt the best and most

healthy substance yet used to adulterate coffee.

The sample sent you was dried in my heating

oven." Mr. T. further says that at the pticeof

potatoes for seed, the dried potatoe could not be

afforded at a reasonable price, as only twelve to

fourteen pounds of the dry article is produced
from a bushel of potatoes, and as these are worth

two dollars a bushell, the dry product would

cost nearly as much as coffee, and therefore this

substitute is not at present available, unless the

potatoes are furnished in Kentucky, dried and

sent north. From trial we can recommend this

substance as valuable to mix with coffee, and all

farmers growing sweet potatoes can make a sav-

ing of the small tubers, before useless. These

can be dried in on oven, roasted, grouni and

packed away in boxes or jars ready lor use.

Mr. T. also suggest that these small potatoes
could be prepared in the same manner as the Irish

potatoe and ussed as food for our soldiers and for

emigrants to California. These two uses should
stimulate the culture of the sweet potatoe, so

that it should be as common in our gardens as

the beet or parsnip. In this neighborhood are

several families who for years have been in the
habit of drying the small roots of the sweet po-
tatoe for the purpose of mixing with coffee, not

so much for the purpose of saving the cost of the
coffee, buf, as they aver, that it adds to its rich-

ness. The Nansemond is a cream-colored yellow
potatoe, rich in sugar, and the most desirable for

the purpose. It is also best adapted to this cli-

mate, and is both hardy and productive.

With coffee at twenty five to thirty cents at

retail, and tea a doll. r to a dollar and fifty cents,

it is natural that adulterations should be used
more largely thnn usual, when we take into con-
sideration that at twelve to fifteen cents the cof-

fee roasters have used hundreds of tons of peas
and chiccory annually, and of course will at this

time make no abatement in their efforts. Next
Autumn the farmer can have an abundant supply
of the sweet potatoe and also the young plants

of the chiccory, and the following season in large

quantity for sale, at 3 price that will f ay a good
profit and beyond competition. Thousands of

dollars can thus be saved to our farmers that are

now sent abroad.

The careful housewife who roasts her own cof-

fee can easily appreciate the difference between
that and the substance that her husband brings
from the grocery ready ground, composed of cof-

fee .2, peas .4, and chiccory .4, or one-fifth pure
coffee. Barley, oats and corn are also used for

cofiee, but are of so little value compared with
those named above that we will pass them by.

RUK.4L.

-•••-

—The following sign on "Western Row, Cin-

cinnatti, is original . "Kaixs, Krackers, Kan-
dies, Konfeckshennarys, Holesail and Retaile."

—A distinguished divine, on a certlon occa-

sion, while preaching with his usual eloquence

and power, said, "Brethern, I sometimes illus-

trate my subject in this manner:" and putting

his handkerchief to his nose, blew a blasi, loud

enough to wake the seven sleepers. That was
not the intended illustration, but some of his

hearers thought it was.

<a>

—A young medical student, who had been
screwed very hard at his examination for ad-

mission to the faculty, on a very warm day, was
nearly overcome by the numerous questions put
to him, when the following querry whs added :

"What course would you adopt to produce a

copious perspiration ?" After a long breath, he
observed, wiping his forehead "I would have
the patient examined before the Medical So-

ciety !"
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How we like to be Humbugged.
It is a well established fact that the farmers,

as a class, like to be humbugged, nor is this dis

position patient to them alone. In the ways of

trees, and especially new varieties of fruitp,

seeds of all kinds, and flowering plants, all classes

of planters, whether farmers, mechanics or pro-

fessional men, are prone to the same. As evi-

dence of this we can adduce annual proof, run-

ning back to where the memory of man knoweth

not to the contrary.

It is now about twenty years since the reign

of humbug crmmenced and took deep root in

this State. The first efforts in that line have

since been called gigantic swindles and for a time

completely surfeited the people, and real pro-

gress stood a^oof and paralyzed for fear of again

touching a humbug. We allude to Morus Multi-

caulis, that was to produce silk in such abundance

that cotton, wool, and flax, were to become mat-

ters of history, and it was said that Barnum had

specimens of these preserved in glass ca«' . iu

hand down to posterity, to show wh arse,

common fabrics the old folks had ed them-

selves with. The next in ord ,,8 China Tree

corn, so profitable that en Ak produced four

ears at the usual pla' -..i.d ten m re where the

tassel should be. . . d to these the Rohan pota-

toes that proJuxd such wonderful crops, and so

delicious withal that famine^ and short crops

would never again sadden the family of man. A
ten acre farm belted in with the Multicaulis would

furnish the silk for the largest family—a few

acres of the corn and potatoes would fattea the

beef, pork, chickens, and furnish food for the

family, and henceforth libor should go on a ben-

der, and we of the north should experience the

lazy, happy condition of the inhabitants of the

tropics, yet enjoying the cool, healihful zephyrs

of the north. Since that time we have had nu-

merous minor humbugs, such as Charter Oak

grapes, Chinese Yam, Rocky Mountain corn,

aqu&shes, ad infinitum. Hungarian grass, Bakara

clover, etc., etc. We have also had a good run of

French flowers sold through the country by Jean

Craps
;

grass pinks picked up in our vil

lage at fifty cents a dozen, just as "specimens \'o

send to bonny France for zer gardeners to laf over "

but sold at the next village as rare carnations

with flowers three inches in diameter, at the

moderate price of two dollars a plant; lilies

more beautiful than those in which Solomon was

arrayed, at a dollar and a half, and thus through

the wholp list of plants, our French Jew pocket-

ing thousands of dollars for plants that had

never been oat of the State, but gathered up from

the humble gardens, baptised with an unpro-

nouncable French name, and instantly down went

the dust. Occasionally a person stood aloof

eyeing the voluble stranger with distrust, but the

great mass attended the daily sales with a zest

that pleased the vendor, and gardens that had

never been graced with even grass pinks, forget-

me-nots, red peon'as, balsams and four o'clocks,

were refiolent with these, with French Dames of

portentious length and aristocratic significance.

The old blush and cinnamon roses, came in

for a share and commanded from two to three

dollars a slip. The old grass pinks and garden

roses, with their congeners, were kicked out of the

garden or given to some country cousin, so that

they could give place to the French flowers that

were soon to make gay the grounds of our city

and village friends. But, alas ! a few months

and the illusion vanished, and Mr. Jean Craps

was called by all sorts of naughty names. It

was then seen hov our small traveling trunks

could bold such an immense stock of plants, for

that was before the day of railroads, and staging

over the prairies in April was no slight task, and

yetlike the widow Cruise's oil jug, the truak was

never exhausted, and when he left Chicago as

the last point on the prarie to return e;ist, his

his stock was as ample as when he landed at

New Orleans in December. Great is humbug

and great is the confidence of the people

in strangers who have a supply of the

wonderful About this time some of t'ae At-

lantic nurseries which had become picthoric

with out of-date p'ants, scrubs of fruit trees and

all manner of trash, were emptied of their con-

tents on the prairies of the west, allundername—
mixed or miscellaneous.

While this occurrence was taking place, the

"Old Doctor" was busy stocking his garden at

" The Grove " with both the beautiful and the

useful. With our innate love of flowers, culti-

vated by extensive toil and personal experie ce,

we gathered up the floral gems fri m all the reli-

able nurseries of the east, and while he sold

fine rose trees to some at twenty-five cents, the

people were filling their grounds from the bags of

peddlars with all manner of trash at from two to

eight times this amount. This game of tree and

plant swindling is about played out on this side

of the Mississippi, and has passed over to tie

hither side, and our friends thereaway are going

through the same process of incubation ; the

Frenchman has turned Yankee, and is now deal-

.ng altogether iu the reliable. A letter from a
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farmer in Iowa says : We have near here a nur-

sery of 100,000 saleable fruit trees, 15,000 grape

Tines a large stock of the most superb evergreens,

with other valuable shrubs, trees, a-d plant--, to

match, and though he sells apple trees of varie-

ties that have been proved the best adapted to

the climate, at tvrelve dollars per hundred, yet

the tree pedlers sell all kind«, whether valuable

or not, and obtain twenty dollars a hundred.

Concord Grapes, that the nursery furnishes at

four for a dollar, sell at one dollar and a half

each, and while the evergreen stand in the rows

unsold at three for a dollar, the pedlers sell hun-

dreds at from one to two dollars each, and in most

cases worthless from exposure in the boxes, as it

is well known that the least exposure of the roots

of evergreens, prove fatal to the tree. Dwarf

apples at fity to seventy-five cents, that the

nurseryman is t' rowing out of his rows as worth-

less in this climate. This is only fireside talk for

your private ears. It is too great a shame on

our people to speak of it in public, as I trust that

such gross ignorance of the value of trees in a

reading community like this, must soon come to

an end, and our farmers and others wake up to

their true interest. It would appear that a

nurseryman, like a prophet, is not without honor

save in his own country. Can you tell us how
long we must thus be inflicted ?

We can only answer that time alone will cure

this tree mania. Why, bless your dpar soul,

hundreds of thousands of trees from the river

nurseries of Iowa have been sold in all parts of

the west, as Eastern trees. A half a dozen men
residing in Illinois or otherwheres, enter into an

agreement to tell trees; they get up a catalogue

healed the "Rochester Nur^^eries, by J. Jones

& Co.," or the " Dayton Ohio Nurseries of John
Frank & Co." With these catalogues they travel

for orders, in the meantime one of the number
looks after the trees to fill the orders. An Iowa

nurspry is purchased to supply the apple trees

and other standard fruits, which are labelled tr

suit the wishes of customers; a row of Rarabo

or Sweet June going out under twenty different

names. The ornamentals are procured, in most

instances, further east, sometimes at Rochester

or Syracuse, the orders are duly packed—marked

to destination with the imposing label " From
Rochester Nurseries" or "Dayton Nurseries" as

the case may be. Some of these packages go to

the next station, some of them to the same village,

and others longer distances. Central and West-

ern Iowa thus purchase thousands of dollars

worth of Iowa grown trees, while Missouri, Kan-

sas, and the river counties of Illinois, come in

for a share. The tree peddlar is not confined to

the east, for we have a good supply of them here,

and we believe that the largest number of this

class of petty swindlers are residents of the

west, and deal largely in western trees.

There is another class of men for whom we have

more respect, and those are the agents of reliable

nurseries both east and west. These men receive

a commission in most cases and sell at regular

prices, and the principles are responsible for the

correctness of the varieties sent out.

To return to other humbugs, the war has furn-

ished such ample scope for this class of persons,

that they have almost ceased to prey upon tLe

planting public. New grapes have lost their

attraction at five dollars, and brabdignay straw-

berries are running to waste. A fizzle on tree

cotton, a faint effort with Illinois coffee, and we
must wait the close of the war for a new growth

of humbugs.

-*»-

Medical Examinee, Chicago, $2 00. This

is a valuable work to the medical profession ; we

will not say regular for that point is claimed by

the several parties of the day. Prof. N. S.

Davis and Frank W. Reilly, editors. A monthly

of sixty-four octavo pages, embracing a great

variety of va'uable information to the practi-

tioner.

••>

Architecture.—G. P. Randal', Architect of

Chicago, has placed on our table a paniphlet con-

taining a large number of elevations of buildings

lithographed in that city. Now-a-days no build-

ings of any pretensions is constructed without

the aid of the architect, and the result is a deci-

ded improvement in our style of building. Our

well to do farmers would do well to consult them

oftener than they do in the plan on contrivance

of their homes.

On the first of April there were ten prize

vessels at Key West awaiting trial.

B^„Be shure you are right, then go ahead.

MoDEBN Definitions.—Oversight—to leave

your old umbrella in a hall and carry away a

new one.

Unfortunate Man—one born with a con-

science.

Progress of Time—a peddler going through
the land with wooden clocks.

Rigid Justice—a juror on a murder case fast

asleep.
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]From the- Country Gentleman and Cultivator.]

Bad Advice About Seeding.

A correspondent of the- New England Far-

mer says that a farmer of Canterbury, New
Hampshire told him some facts which had led

him to think that he had been seeding his

land too much, especially, as it was very strong.

In laying down nine acres to grass in the spring,

he sowed oafs, at the rate of a half bushel to the

acre. The result was five hundred bushels of

oats from nine acres. Also his wheat, when
sown thin, filled better, and yielded rcore.

Messrs. Editoks—So far from subscribing to

the foregoing which appeared in your paper of

the 27th of February, I have seen for some years

increasing the quantity of seed oats, and now
never sow less than three bushels and generally

four. If the land is very rich, moist and abound-
ing in vegetation mould, I sow still more.

Formerly when I sowed two bushels to the

acre I was glad to obtain a yield of thirty or forty

bushels, and frequently got less—the straw full

of weeds and badly lodged. Now I get without

diflBiculty from fifiy to seventy bushels ; am never
troubled with weeds and seldom have it lodge.

This sowing of half a bushel of seed to the

acre may do down in "Canterbury," but no
where this side of there I fancy.

Fearing that silence might be construed into

an approval by the whole agricultural world of

what I consider so great and dangerous a heresy,

I wish to place on record my protesi.

In England, I belieVe the usual quantity sown
is from four to six bushels—but in this country

from three to four is probably sufficient. My
observation ^nd experience teach me that the

quantity of grain and grass seed sown is gen-

erally too little—seldom too much.
I. D. G. NELSON.

Elm Park, near Fort Wayne, Ind.

-<m»-

From the Chicago Farmer's Advocate.

Sprouting Bed Cedar Seed.

A correspondent asks " how to sprout red

cedar seed." There are several methods. One
is to place the seed with sand soil in boxes, thus

keeping them for a year and then planting in

nursery rows. The resinous case that envelopes

the eeed is acted upon quite slowly by moisture

and warmth, and the seed itself is coated by a

fllinty shell. They have been sproutel the first

spring by br lising and mixing with ashes, in

which they remain about six weeks and are then

planted. It is difficult to sprout them, but even

more so to raise the first and second years on the

prairies, so subject are we to drouths. Yet with

care it can be done. A mixture of one-fourth

sand with the soil, and mulching are necessary.

As a general thing—except in the way of exper-

iment when one has seed of his own—it is best

to get evergreens of nurserymen, from nine

inches to two feet high.

The Norway Spruce, if not the mosthandsome,
the hardiest of evergreens can be obtained from
nine to fourteen inches at the rate of forty dol-

lars per thousand. To one who understands the

nature of evergreens there is little danger of
losss. Put in nursery rows, and well tended
two years they will be ready for planting in their

permanent places. Evergreers are transplanted
in the nursery with as much confidence of their

living as deciduous trees. The great secret is in

preventing the roots from drying. The roots of

an evergreen exposed one hour to the wind and
sun will kill it. Prevent that, and there is no
danger. I trust the people will inform them-
selves more of the nature ard method of rearing
evergreens, for next to the osage orange, they
are of most importance to the prairie farmer.

H B. Rankin.
Prairie Home, III, March 18, 1862.

Strawberries.

The strawberry patches that have been cov-

ered during the past winter, should now have
the covering raked oflf. Those treated in this

manner will look nearly as green and fresh as

when covered last fall, and will wjgU repay the

extra trouble and expense of covering in the

improved quality, as well as quantity, of fruit in

the season.

PREPARATION OF GROTJKD FOE NEW BEDS.

This will vary much with the different kinds of
soil, as well as somewhat with the latitude.

Deep plowing or spading will be first in order
under any circumstances. If the soil be light

and sandy, the addition of a well decomposed
compost of manure and muck, or clay, wi 1 be
essential if reasonable crops are desired. If the

soil be heavy clay, with a tendency to be acid, a
dressing of fresh stable manure, and an applica-

tion cf lime, will often prove beneficial. Most
prairie soils need lime. Wood ashes will well

repay their api lication on any land that is to be
planted with small fruits.

BEVS.

The size and shape in which these should be
made, will depend on whether the plants are to

be kept in stools or allowed to run. Our prefer-"

ence is to plant in large beds, leaving a space of
two feet between the rows, putting the plants

one foot apart in the rows, and keeping the run-
ners picked off. This plan gives full opportunity
for mulching to protect the fruit from dirt.

Finer berries are produced from the fact that

each plant has room, light and air. The plants

or stools attain a large size, new fruit crowns
are developed each year, and the plants last in

good bearing condition as long as they are well

cared for, and the ground furnishes sufficient

nr urishment to produce full crops. The only

objection urged against this method, is on the

account of the expense of keeping off the run-

ners. Yet if the labor of resetting every three

years be taken into consideration, and an accu-

rate account of all the expenses on the usual

system of letting the plants run together in

masses, be kept for a series of y« ars, and com-
pared with the expense of a similar plot kept in

hills, the difference in theii cost will not be as

great as might be supposed. If the plants are to
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be allowed to run, the beds should be narrow,

and separated with walks, from which the weed-
ing and picking may be done.

VARIETIBS.

The hermaphrodite varieties are the only ones

which have any special claims on ordinary culti-

vators. Of these, Wilson's Albany is now most

widely known, and will probably give for com-

mon care, the most and largest fruit of any well

known berry. The Iowa is probably the most

hardy variety, and quite equal to the Wilson in

productiveness. It is disseminated throcgh the

country under many names, and wherever plant-

ed and reasonably cared for, is sure to fruit

well. There are many other varieties which do

well, and should claim a share of attention.

The most promis'ng of these is the Triomphe

de Grand, which has been described in these

coluTiDS, and which bids fair to become quite as

widely known as the the two first named varie-

ties. We pr ceive that from all quarters the

attention of fruit-growers and a;r;ateursis being

turned to it.

—

Chicago Chris tan Advocate.

[From the Farmers Advocate, Chicago.]

Time to Prune Fruit Trees.

In the last issue of the Advocate, is a para-
griph from " Field Notes" on the lime to prune
fruit trees. The time therein preferred is July.

Such, certainly, is subject to many objections.

There is no one period of the year best for

pruning all trees. The time and manner of prun-
ing must depend on the object to be obtained by
that pruning. The two main objects are the

growth of the tree and production of fruit. In

a young orchard, er in an old one, where grovrth

of new wood is the main object, winter pruning
will produce those results ; but if the tree is

already too vigorous and of sufficient size to bear
fruit, summer pruning should be adonted. By
winter pruning, the abundant sap sent up in

spring, induces the growth of new wood—the

circu'ation of sap is more rapid and the fruit

spurs of most vigor, are changed to branches.

Summer pruning by checking the gioth at that

season, when fruit buds are forming, accelerates

the formation of such buds.

Nothing i^ more common than a tendency to

extremes among horticulturists in pruning.

Often have I seen orchards cripled and perma-
nently injured by excessive pruning. It appears

that some have a pruning mania, and annually

cut and saw indiscriminately. They seem to

suppose trees should be pruned every year, and^
at some lei-ure time—most usually in the spring

—set in wiih ax and saw—cutting without defi-

nite object, here a limb, and there another; and
not unfrequently we have seen the entire lower

branches removed even after trees had attained

half their size, thus destroying that balance be-

tween the roots and branches which time can
hardly ever restore.

Some cultivators err as greatly in another

direction, and seldom prune at all. They act on

the supposition that nature requires no aid in

this respect.

I would never prune heavily at any time, but
rather gently and often, and several times dur-
ing the year, if the object we have in view
requires it ; but never prune without a definite

object.

If trees have been properly cultivated, they
will seldom require pruning to promote bearing.
It is only when their natural conditions have
been changed, that there is necessity to resort to

any such measures. If, after proper size, a tree
is barren, fruitfulness cannot be attained by
pruning only, at any season. A better method
will be found in the proper management of the
sap. To apply this management judiciously,
something must be known of' its several condi-
tions, for the same sap that will produce leaf,

wood, and bark, by proper management, may pro-
duce fruit by changing its condi.ions.

Every farmer who cultivates a young orchard
should not be in so great haste to have trees
bear early, as have them of vigorous and syme-
trical beads. Premature produciveness is more
than countir-balanced by a future enfeebled
growth. An orchard should be pruned so fre-

quent that heavy pruning would never be neces-
sary. To allow the formation of 'arge limbs only
to be trimmed off, is bad economy.

H. B. Rankix.
Prairie Home, March, 1862.

Grain and Stock Trade of Chicago.—We
learn tl al the Messrs. Fairbanks have set in the

elevators in this city, during the last year, about
seventy of their five hundred bus el hopper scales

and several smaller ones. Each of these can be
loaded to its full capacity, and the load discharged
in a few minutes, which show.s something of the
immense amount of grain which can be weighed
upon them They have also set, at the difl"erent

stock yards in the citv, five of their stock scales

with platforms of sufficient size to wiegh a whole
car load at once, which must add greatly to the

facilities for shipping live stock from this market.
— Chicago Tribune.

—•>-

Weather and Crops.—During the past week
we have had a continuation of heavy rains all

over this State, as well as in Towa and other

Northern States, and farmers have yet made
but little progress in their spring work. Iq
sonoe parts of Central and Southern Illinois the

ground is so wet with the incessant rains of

the past four or five weeks, that it is impossi-

ble to do anything.

Much apprehension is felt in consequence of

this with regard to the next crop o Spring
Wheat, which, when late sown, is much more
subject to the fatal rust and blight than when
it is put in the ground early in the spring. The
Winter Wheat in some sections looks well; but
the cold rains which prevailed last month have
damaged the crop very materially in low
grounds. The roads are mostly impassable

and farmers find it difficult to bring anything
to market.
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BAILHACHE & BAKER PUBUSHEES
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SPRINGFIELD, APRIL, 1862.

Editor's Table.

April, with its weepiog skies and busy plows

is of deep interest to the farmers of this State.

Since early in March the seedsman has been busy

in some parts of the state or othei, either in get-

ting re:idy to sow or sowing. Early in the

month we were in Egjpt, and found everything

unusually dormant ; the buds just begining to

swell. Five years ago, on the same sixth day of

the month, the ruddy ends of the peach blossoms

were just peering forth ; but now, it will be two

if not three weeks before they will be in the

same forward condition. Later in the season it

was pronounced two weeks behind time, as a long

cold spell had taken possession of the rest of

March and part of April, holding the buds in this

bo-peep attitude and not allowing the flowers to

expand until April. We like these seasons that

take a late start ; it argues well of a vigorous,

onward progress when the signal notes of spring

are sent forth. These spasmodic eflforts of an

early spring are not to our liking. Give us

winter, with its band of frost, and then spring

with its vernal flora and song birds ; no lingering

of winterin the lap of spring, or spring attempt-

ing to invade the domain of winter.

Tueser's Cultivator.—We learn from a hand-

bill issued by Ellis & Shields, of Jacksonville,

Edward Y. £no, agent, that this cultlTator is

about to appear in a new dress " by experienced

workmen and none but the best material used."

This will again place this valuable cultivator in

favor, wl.icli bad workmanship and material had

put in the background. We have seen no plan

for a two horse cultivator that pleases us so well

as this, and we now hope its course will be up«

ward and onward.

To all market gardeners and large nurserymen,

we would particularly commend it. For cotton

it cannot otherwise than prove valuable, working

as it does so close to the row, for weeds cannot

escape itsseaiching teeth. Last year we worked

over sixty acres of corn, beans and other small

crops, all of which was done in a manner superior

to any other implement that we have used or

seen. Our protest was the bad make of the im-

plement, wanting durability, and it will be a

pleasure to us to certify that this defect is cured.

Hardy Apple Trees.—Editor Illinois Farmer :

Can you send me six low headed apple trees of

goodvarities, that are hardy in northern Illinois,

or say in this county? I have little faith in

frees in this part of the state, but wish to try a

few, hoping that with proper attention, they will

at least give a small return of fruit.

Geo C Wood.
Chelsea, Will Co. III.

Had Mr. Wood read the Farmer the past year,

he would not have asked the above question, but

have been satisfied that such hardy varieties

exist, but for his own and the benefit of new sub-

scribers, we will name several varieties that we

have known to be perfectly hardy, and reliable

in Cook county on the open praine since 1846, a

period of sixteen years, and embracing one of

the hardest winters for the apple known to that

venerable person the " oldest inhabitant." We
hope this will stiffen up the faith of not only Mr.

Wood but numerous others whose weak faith has

deprived their families of this health giving food.

To all such we say, go or send to the nearest

nursery and before the end of this month, have

the trees set out, not less than fifty for an eighty

acre farm, more if you can. First in the list

stands the Keswick Codlin, which always bears,

and is used for cooking from the first of July to

the end of September. A dozen trees should be

planted on every farm. Early Pennock, for eat-

ing, is not so productive but always hardy ; ripe

the last of August. Red Astrachan, bears alter-

nate years, the first of August. Summer Queen,

heavy crop in odd years. For fall, Snow Apple,

Late Golden Sweet, Ramsdell's Sweet. Thislastis

the most valuable and never fails of a good crop,

the fruit large, showy and desirable. For winter.

Flushing Spitzenburg, Stannard, Winter Russet

and Winter Bough (sweet.) The above are old

personal friends that we know to be always right,

at the same time we could name several others
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that we have seen from time to time, in which

we have confidence, but the above list will make

a good selection, at all events. We have five

acres of low headed trees three years old, but

all of them more or less injured by the hail

storms of July l9th, 1861. We intend to set

out twenty acres of orchard out of this lot of

trees during fbis month, and as they will be

severalycutbackin setting, the injured branches

will be out of the way. We sell these at eight

dollars per one hundred. Hereafter, our trees

will all be trained with low heads. We know
that the time is not distant when none but low

headed trees will be set. Nearly all varieties,

(perhaps all) will prove hardy, with low heads

and shelted by belts of trees so as to break off the

wind from all directions except the east.

The Gkove Nursery.—The spring catalogue

of this nursery is on our table, and a card will

be found in the advertising columns of the

Fakmkr. His list of small fruits, ornamental

trees and flowering plants is not only extensive,

but the prices are remarkably low. In fact we
think his retail price will average as low as any
wholesale trade list of the east.. Those in want
of the beautiful, whether of trees, shrubs or

plants, will do well to consult the ' Old Doctor's"

catalogue.

Chicago Board of Trade—Annual Report.

—We are in receipt of a copy of the above
through the kindness of Messrs. Hammil & Rey-
nolds, commission merchants. No. 161, Kinzie

St., Chicago. It is a pamphlet of one hundred
and ten pages, giving a fuU statement of the

trade of the city. Mr. Catlin, the secretary, has

shown himself an able officer in the tableting this

vast amount of statistical matter. The amount
of wheat received last year, was 17,385,002

;

shipped, 15,835,953. The highest price paid for

spring wheat was. May 18th, $1 30, and the lowest

was fifty-nine cents the sixth of July, a pretty wide

range within a few days. The former price

was paid in stumptail and the latter in gold,

a wide range in the quality of the pay also.

Humbugs—Illinois Coffee—Kendall's Tree

Cotton.—Some days since we sent a sample of

Mr. Hufi"man'8 " Illinois Coffee" to an eminent

botanist at Qermantown, Pa., to see if he could

piake out the plant. His answer is before us :

" Your coffee is certainly a pea, very c'osely allied

to the sugar pea, but I do not think I have seen

the precise variety before. I will try and grow
a plant from the seed, and w'll then give you its

exact name."

"Certainly it is a pea, and no doubt will make a

substitute for coffee, as hundreds of bushels of

"Java" coffee are now made out of peas. The
" Dandelion Coffee," now becoming so very pop-

ular, is made entirely of peas. Whether this

variety will be better than the •' Dandelion Coffee

Pea" I think doubtful. As your State society

has offered such handsome premiums for the new
pea, they should offer one for the old, that they

may have a fair and free fight together.

I suppose you know the tree cotton humbug
has exploded ? (Kendall's plant, though in a

warm room when fire was kept twelve hours per

day, got killed with frost, as a correspondent

from his neighborhood writes me.)

The Illinois Coffee has had a much shorter run.

Wonder what will come next ? Our people must

have something. Any one who "says he knows"

is sufficient authority for the value of any new
product, and "down goes the dust."

Thus we sail on, one humbug succeeds another

in rapid order, and the general appetite appears

as fresh as ever. Knowing this, we regretted

the premature exposure of our "Illinois Coffee,"

and we hope the next genius in this line will so

lay his plans that he will make a good thing out

of it. Alas ! poor old Huffman, he might have

been made rich, but his star culminated too soon;

his good friends the Hon. S. W. Moulton,

Cooper and the Hon. Sidney Breese have cut him

down, (all unintentionally) just as he was step-

ping on to the platform of fame, and just

ready to grasp success with his toil hardened

hands ; but such is the fate of genius. Mr. H.

is not the first great man spoiled in the making

up sic transit gloria humbug.

DIED.—At Dixon on the 7th in«t., Kate Neva,
youngest daughter of Wm. H. and Maryanne
Van Epps, aged four years and six months.

President Van Epps returned from the late

meeting of the board of the Siate Agricultural

Society, at Springfield, to close the eyes of his

little darling. We most cordially extend to the

bereaved family, our sympathies in their deep

affliction.

Tobacco Culture.—In another part of the

Farmer will be found an interesting article on

the cultare of this plant.
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Tbial of Farm Implements.—President Van

Epps has returned from Springfield where a meet-

ing of the executive board of the State Agricul-

tural Society was held last week. The next

fair will be held at Peoria in September,

The executive board decided to award prem-

iums on reapers, mowers, threshing machines and

other agricultural implements only on a test of

merit by actual experiment. Herstofore these

awards have been made on the fair grounds by

committees who eould only judge of the merits

of the different machines on exhibition by their

appearance and unsatisfactory means afforded

for their operation on the grounds. It has long

been obvious to machinists that inventions of the

greatest merit are not always favored with prem-

iums, while the less worthy ars thus recommen-
ded to the farmers of Illinois and other States to

their injury, and the prejudice of other machines.

It is obvious to every farmer that the State Fair

grounds are no place to test the relative value of

farm implements, that must in the hands of the

farmer, be put in practical use among the hills

and ravines of the prairies, androots and stumps

of timber lands.

The exhibition and trial of machines before

the executive committee preparatory to an award
of premiums at the State Ffir, will be held at

Dixon during the coming harvest.

Corn Culture.— Clod Hopper writes us

:

" Your article on Corn Culture—Hills vs. Drills,

is to the purpose. Can you tell me where I can

get Priudle's Drill Planter, and its cost? D. R.

Prindle, East Bethany, N. Y.

As there is little demand as yet, for drill corn

planters at the west, Mr. P. has made no effort

to send them west, but as there is a growing dis-

position to use the drill in connection with the

two horse cultivators, it may soon be an object

for him to look after the matter.

Clod Hopper thinks there is more net profit en

five acres of corn yielding five hundred bushels,

than on tweuty-six hundred bushels at the usual

rates. As he does not give the number of acres,

we suppose his experience is not of the satisfac-

tory nature. When our friend Clod Hopper
grows his hundred bushels to the acre, we shall

be pleased to hear of it and the net profits.

Mr. C. H. also wishes to know what crops, and

in what proportion will pay the best on forty or

eighty acre farms. To do this would require

more time than is at our disposal at this writing.

The most important crop to be planted is a good

supply of the small fruits, such as currants,

gooseberries, raspberries, blackberries and es-

pecially strawberries. Next an oi chard of ap -

pies, pear, cherry, plum and peach. The gar-

den, begining with pie plant and running through

the series of staple vegetables ; then yon can

branch off into the fields, in which you must con-

sult soil, distance to market, prices, and facilities

of culture. In farming forty acres, use brainEi,

manure and muscle, and you will win. To run

over a thousand acres nefds nothing but brass

to run in debt, with a good supply of swagger.

How many of the great farmers would like to

swap chances with you, Mr. Clod Hopper, is not

for us to say, but we know of several if not more.

8@„To prevent moths from eating clothes,

place camphor among them.
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D R. JOHN A. KENNICOTT.
THE GROVE P. 0., COOK CO., ILL.,

Will retail, at only 25 per cent, above cost of produc-
tion, Nursery Trees, Shrubbery, Flowering Plants,

Small Fruits, Large Evergreens, etc., of 600 sorts

—

warranted good, true, and like to live. Price list and
infoemation, by mail, free.

marSt

EMPLOYMENT—A NEW ENTERPRISE.

Tbe Frankltn Sewing Machine Comranv wait a nnmber of
active Local and Traveling Agents A liberal salary and ex-
penses paid, or comm-'sson allowed. Address, with stimp,

HARRIS BROTHERS, Boston, Mass.
(Clip this oat for reference.)
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Publishers' Special Notices.

Agento —We do not appoint any agents; all

are voluntarj. Any person so disposed, can act

as agent in any place.

Enlarge Your Club.—Will not the friends of

the Illinois Farmer inquire how many copies of

the Farmer ar.* taken at their respective offices,

and pass around among those who ought to have

their names added to the list? Our terms are so

low to clubs of ten and twenty that we ought to

have one or the other made up at every office in

the State, and at every office in Central Illinois,

one of twenty or more. Will our friends, and

the friends of practical agriculture see to it, and

thus lay us under renewed obligations ?

To Single Subscribers.—You receive the only

copy of the Farmer that goes to your post office.

Can you not send one, two, three or more new

subscribers, without any trouble? Try. Sam-

ple numbers, &c., sent free.

Drafts.—Those remitting us large amounts of

money, will pleape send us drafts on Springfield

or Chicago, less the exchange. If you send cash

in a letter, be sure that is well sealed and well

directed, to Bailhache & Baker, Springfield,

Illinois.

The Farmer as a Present.—Any of our sub-

scribers who wish to make a present of the Illi-

nois Farmer for 1861, can have it at the lowest

club rates, when sent out of the State. For

fifty cents you can treat your eastern friends to

a western agricultural paper. In no way can

you invest that amount to so good advantage to

emigration.

Send Now.—Any person who remHs pay for a

club of ten or fifteen, or any other number at the

specified rates for such clubs, can afterwards

add to the clubs, and take advantage of the re-

duction. Thus a person sending us five subscri-

bers and three dollars, can afterwards send us

three dollars more and receive six copies.

To the Casual reader.—This and other num-

bers of the Illinois Farmer will be sent to many
persons who now see it for the firs* time. Will

they not examine it, and if they like it, subscribe

for it, and ask their neighbors to subscribe?

Sample numbers, pronpectuses, etc., sent free to

all applicants. See terms elsewhere.

How to Obtain Subscribers.— The best way
is to send for sample numbers. Any young man
by canvassing his neighborhood, can easily make
up a club of five, ten or twenty, but no time

hould be lost in doing so, for your neighbors

may send east for their paper which, though val-

uable there, is much less so here, the difference

of soil and climate putting them out of their

reckoning when attempting to teach us western

farming.

How TO Help.—The friends of the Illinois

Farmer will find a prospectus in another column.

We desire to. suggest a few ways in which they

can use it to advantage. 1. Show the Fabmer
to those who are unacquainted with it, and tell

them what you think of it. 2. Send for pros-

pectuses, and put them into the hands of those

who will use them, and place posters where farm-

ers will see them. 3. Get postmasters interested.

They see everybody, and are efficient workers.

4. (Send us the names of persons in your town

to whom we can send prospectuses and sample

numbers. 5. Begin now, before the agents of

eastern papers get up their clubs. This last hint

is especially important. Let us hear from you

soon. See terms elsewhere.

B^^Clubs may be composed of persons in all

parts of the United States. It will be the same

to the publishers if they send papers to one or a

hundred post offices. Additions luade at any

time at club rates. We mail by printed slips,

which are so cheaply placed on the papers, that

it matters little whether thpy go to one or a

dozen offices.

^^ Correspondents will please be particular

to give the name of the post office, county and

State.

jg@°"Specimen numbers will be sent gratis,

upon application

jg^°Addres3
bailh\che & baker,

Springfield, Illinois.

Special Notice.—For terms see prospectus on

last page. All exchanges and communications

for the eye of the editor should be directed to

Illinois Farmer, Champaign, 111. Electrotypes

and business matters, and subscriptions, to the

publishers, Springfield, 111. Implements and

models for examination should be sent to the edi-

tor. The editor will, so far as it can be done

personally test and examine all new machines and

improvements submitted to his inspection. He
will be found at home, on his farm, nearly all of

the time. So far as it is possible the conductors

on the I. C. R. R. will let off passengers at his

place, which is directly on the road, three and a

half miles south of the Urbana station, now the

city of Champaign, tf
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PLOWS i PLOWS !

!

THE ORAND DP-TOHR PLOWS AND CCLTIVATOBS
have no sup riors in Ihe West. Their deep tillers,

br.akinga d sliv-1 plows have no equal. There is roothir
deep liller that will ihriw out si cl>ana furrow and at the

sanifi lini!' socomp'.etely puivirize the soil as our our >o 4

With our 6ixt> eii inch Prairie Breaker two hpavy horses will

break iwi acres a day. Th se are sup lied with extra shares

\ch''n required For shovel plows we caonot be excelled, and
no farm r need us? up his team with the old lumbering dirt

carrifTs 80 ofLo I seen in usj. In the consruclion of our
plows we use the best of material, boh of wood, steel and
ron, and we call especial attention to our

LIST OF

Cast Steel Plows.
Kg. 1—Cut 8 inches, wrought iron standard, for one norse

power.

No. 5—Cut 10 Inches^ wrought and cast standard, right and
left hand.

Clay oil plows—Cut 10, 11 and 12 'nche?, right and
left land, double and eingle shin, wrought standard.

Ko. 3—Out 12 inches, -wrought and cast standard right and
lelt hand, sing'e and douide shfn.

No. 4—Cut 14 inches, wrought and cast standard, right and
left hand, single and dou' le shin.

No. 5—Cut 16 incaes, wi ought and cast standard, rJght and
left ha'id, single and double shin.

No. 3—Clii'i er plow; cut 12 inches, wrought and cast s'^and-

aru, ri..r!it and left hand, single'and d(uble shin.

No. 4—Ci perp'ow; cat 14 inches, vr ught and cast stand
ard I ight and left har;d, sin le and double thin.

No. 3—Ca.t stie!, cxst standard, riglit aad left hand, double"
ami ~-ng:e bin: Bottsmund plow, cut 12 inches.

No. 4—C ' 14 i c er<, stubble plow, wrtught and cast stand-
ard, right and left hand, d ub e aad riirge shin.

No. 1—Diub'e and single shovel plows, with or without
shield.

C>iHt stf-el depp tiller plows—Cut]3 inches, single

and d ublo shin, right and 1 ft hii.d, cast s'aidisrd.

Cat s'f-e', XuKSERT BEEP TiLEEE—Cut 10 inch s,

cast standard, rght and 1 fc band, single and d u'le
shin.

LIST OF

German Steel Plows.
No. 1—Cut 8 inches, wrought standard, for one ho sp plow.
No. 2—Cut 10 inchej, wrought and cast standard, right and

left ha.id.

Clay s,3il plows—Cut 10, 11 and 12 itichs, double and s'ngle
sliia. right and left hand, wrought standard.

No. 3—Cu* 12 iuchts, right and l-ft hand, siagle and donb!e
shin with wrought and cast s andard.

No 4—Cu( 14 inches, right and lefi hand, single and double
sh i ' 1 . wrought and cas fr standard

.

No. 5—Cut 16 i c'les, right and lefc hand, single and double
shin wrought and cast standard.

No. 3—Clipper pluw, right and left hand. Single aid double
shin w ought and cast stan''ard.

No. 4—Clipper pi w, right and lefc hand, s'ngle and donlle
shin wrouj;ht and cast standard.

No. 1—Single and duble shovel plow, with or without
shi Id attachment.

Breaking plows—Cut 12, 14, 16, 18, 20. 22 and 24 inches
mould board and rod, right and lefc hand, case and
wrought standard with truclts, 1 ver, gauge wheels,
rolling or standing cutter, with or wi hcut extra
shares, as desired.

C'iltivators, with three aad five te^th.
Scotch Harrow, with forty-two steel te^th.
Kolling Cutters, 10 and 12 inch, with clasps.

CAST STEEL PLOWS AND GULTIVATO RS.

Our work will be found at the following places

:

L. Lancaster, Champaign.
At the shop. Grand Detour, Ogle county, Ills.

ANDRUS & BOSWORTH.

^ SECURITY.%

LYON'S
c o :p

PATENT^ E DR

LieHTNSNG R6DS
Have been extensively used for five years in the states of
New England, New York, Pennsylvania, hio, Jlichigan,

Indiana, Illinois, ^Visconsin. Minnesota and Iowa, and
have always given the most perfect satisfaclion- for every-

thing that scienco or experience has shown to bo essen-

tial to form PERFECT LIGHTNING RODS, has been
adopted in their constmction,

Copper Kcds have fronx^re to seven times as much
conducting power as new Iron PiOds.

Copper Kods do not rust but will retain their con-
ducting power for years. Copper Kods iund no paint
E. Bleriam, of Brooklyn, says, paint destroys the con-
ducting power of R.ny Rod.

READ OUR CIRCULARS and see what the most
scientific and practical men in tbe country say of them.
We have reports from almost every one who has investi-

gated the science and principl< s of Electricity, and all

are in favor of our COPPER RODS. [ Cimdars sent free.'\

Rods of various styles of Spiral, Tubu.ar and Flat,
ftimished in any quantities.

Public Buildings furnished with noat and compact
Bods, having from six to fifteen inches surface.

Single Rods sent by Express to anv part of the cotintry.

CAUTION.
" Lyon's Patent" bears date July lltli, 1S54, and is for
the '• Metalic Surface." Lightning Rod. made in any and
every form rohcre sheet Copper is used.

And any other Lightning Rod made of Sheet Copper,
(whether patented or not,) is an infrigemeut upon our
Right, and all persons who buy, sell or use, are liable to

prosecution and damages, and will be dealt with according
to law. We are owners BY DEED of this Patent, for
the States of lUinr.is, Iowa; Wisconsin, Minnesota, Ken-
tucky and Tennessee, and do hereby notify alljpersons irour
Territory, to purcliaae such rods onl3' of us or our au-
thorized Agents.

Orders or Communications addressed to

E. P. MARSH & CO. '

Post Office Box 81T4,

Office. 150 South Water Street, Chicago, Itttnois.

DUNLAP'S NURSERY,
Forty Acres in Trees and Plants,

T,>MBRACIXG THE USUAL NURSERY STOCK, Al I

Xj of which will be sold low for cash. Orders for sprii;
planting should be sent in early. 5.000 two year oldSILVER MAPLES
for timber belts, can be had at J5 per 100.

J, B. Whitnev. of Ch!\tham. Sangamon coimiy, is theagen
for Sangamon and neighboring counties. Catalogues had n
application. Address m. L. DUNLAP,

febl West Urbana, Champaign county. 111.
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TKE£ PEDDLER8

TAKE NOTICE

I will sell good

APPLE TREES
6 to 8 feet high at |45 per 1000

8 to 5 feet high at, 85 " "

:E:3s.trreL Size.
Some of them now in trui'',

8 to 11 feet high 60 « "

SeedUDgtre''B, 8 (ollfeet 35 " "

Bed Dutch currant, 1 year 25 " 100

Do do 8 yrs 10 " «

Honghton seedUng gooseberry 1 yr 4 " "

Do do do 3yr8 10 " «

Ked and yellow Anth-vrerp raspberry 1 " "

Trancona "O *

Ftrawberri s. 25 varieties, $2 to. 10 « 1000

Downer's Prolific strawberry 5 " 100

Rhubarb Victorie 15 "

Do Cahoo-g 15 " "

Do Scotch Hybrid 80 " 1000

Do See-lling W " "

Ros's, h rdy summer 20 varieties. 16 " 100

Do Hybrid Perpehia', 30 varieties 20 " "

Do Climbing, 8 varieties 18 " "

ALSO,
A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF

Ornamental Shrubs;,
AT S12 PER HUNDRED.

De«criptive Catalogu- s sent to all applicants,

JAMES L. LOOP.
Address

C. D. STEVENS, Agent,

r amg,'61-10t Mendota, Lasalle Co., Ills.

«^GIN Cov)

GIN AS A REMEDIAL AGENT.
THIS DELICIOUS TONIC STIMULANT,
Kspecially designtd for the use of the Medical Professio
and the family having superseded the so-called "Qins,'
"Aromatic," "Cordial," Medicated," 'Schnapps," etc., i^

now endorsed by all of the prominent physicians, chemist*'
and connoisseurs, as possessing all of those intrinsic medi
cinal qualities (ton'C and pluretic) which belong to an olt

and pure Gin. Put up in quart botttles, and sold by at
druggista, grocers, etc.

A. M. BINNINGER & CO.,
Established in 1798. Sole proprietors.

No. 19 Broad street, N. Y.
For sale by D. S. Barnes & Co., No. 13 Park Row, Nev

York.
Our long experience and familiarity with the requirementi

of Druggists, and our superior business facilities, enable m
to furnish them with choice Liquors for medicinal and fan.-

ly use. noTl3-m&a ^

BliOOMINGTON NURSERY
BLOOMINGTON, ILLINOIS.

Eighty Acres Fruit and Ornamental Trees
f)f\f\ NAMED SORTS TULIPS, ALSO HYACINTHS
i^UU Crocus, and a general assortment of Bulbs

,

and Flower Roots for Fall and Spring planting.*
Nursery stock, Evergreens, Greenhouse and garden*
plants—all at wholesale and retail at lowest cash
rates.

J^'FoT particulars see Catalogues or address subscribei

.

F. K. PHCENIX.
Bloomington, 111., Aug. 1, 1?59.

TO
Architects, "Builders,

MACHINISTiL.CARPENTEKS,
ANDDECOR.A.TOIiS

NOW PUBLISHING WEERLY, THE
Architects* and Mechanics' Journal
The only Illustrated Weekly publication of its kind ir

this country, and indispensable to all engaged in Baildis]
and Mechanical Operations.

EDITED BY PRACTICAL MEN.
Who are well known as among the ablest men in tin'

country.
Every week Illustrrtions appear of great practical utility

such as

ENGBAVINGS OF NE-W BUILDINGS
Already erected, now going up, or i otended for erection, it

different parts of the country.
DESIGNS AND WORKING DETAILS

Connected with Building operations, of great value to Areb
tects, Builders and Carpenters.

The Mechanical Department
Is enri bed by Engravings connected with new Inventionr
as well as a complete synupsis of everything which is goin
forward in the Mechanical World.
Subscription $2 per annum, in advance.
49-8end 25 cents for five wee~ly numbers, as samples.
The SciBSTiFic American, of October 29th, in noticing tb

Architects' and Meehanics' Journal, says it is " Edited witl
evident ability Altogether the best work of the kint,
ever published in our city."—[ S ew 5fcrk.]

Published by Alexander Harthill, 128 Fulton street, Ne\
York.
The Trade (applied by any wholesale House in New York
febl-tf
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FPtXJIT TREES

AT

WAR PRICES

THE LARGEST ]!^URSERY

Stock in the ^West:

COMPRISING A COMPLETE ASSORT-
MENT of Fr it Tre^s, Ploweri g ShruoS.and Green-

house plants, for saie at the very lowest cash prices.

The foUowi g sto -k on hand and for sale to the trade at as

low prices a's can be purchased in any responsible establish-

ment in the West

:

150,000 one year old Apples.

175,000 two '• " "
126,000 three " " "
75,000 four " '« ««

10,000 Peaches,
2,000 Cook'i Seedling Peach,

10,000 one, two and three year old PImna.

21,000 one and two > ear old Dwarf Pears.

8,000" " " '* Standard Pears.

4o!o0o one year old Orange Quince.

26,000 two " " •'
"

12|000 three" " " "

10,000 !<ilver Poplars—new kind.

90,000 Lombady Poplars.

16,0' Weeping WlUows.
12,000 Sliver Maple.

60.000 Raspberr es—In variefles.

75,000 Currants
20,000 one and two yea'' old Asparagus.

180,000 Ohio Prolific and Houghton Seadllng Ooosebsr-

rles.

125,000 one and two year old Oawtaba Grape Boots.

80,000 " " " Isabella " •'

400|000 Grape Cuttings.

100,000 App es graf ! ed in fall.

100,000 Quince Stocks.

60,000 Quince Cuttings.

600,000 America-^, cultivated CrmbeTrles.

160,000 one aod two year old Appie Stocks.

60,000 imported P^ar Stocks, deliverable In apring.

S5,000 Plum Stocks.

80,000 Masszard C^erry Stocks.

80,000 Mahaleb " "

50,000 Osa e Orange,
86,000 Law toJ Blackberry.

Al the above stock ts now growing utd ready for Inspec*

Hon in the

Walnut Hills and WMte Oak
Nurseries.

DeieriiAive Catalogues with prices annexed will be sent on
application to . _

J. 8. OOOK.

All ord^s addr ssed lis aborti and dlHeted to box 1029,

Cincinnati post oflSce will meet w th attention,

P. S. Baker's splend d line of Omniboses pass the Vvae-

series every hour, smarting from Luer's Steam Bakery, No.

172 Sycamore B*^^reet, lonr doors above Fifth, Cincinnati.

noTl-8mo

PKOSPECTTJS FOE THE

JOURNAL OF THE
Illinois State Agricultural Society.

The Executive Committee of the Illinois State Ag-
ricultural Society believe the time has arrived, when
the publication of a Journal of the Society is impera-
tively demanded. Pursuant, therefore, to the duty
with which they are charged by the 5th section of the
Constitution of said Society, revised and adopted by
the meeting of delegates from County Agricultural

Societies, held on the Fair Grounds, at Jacksonville,

Sept., 1860, they have made the necessary arrange-
ments for the issue of such Journal, monthly, com-
mencing with January, 1862.

Each number will contain at least 32 pages (octavo)

of reading matter, composed principally of such por-

tions of the Transactions of the State and County
Societies, and communications on the subjects of

AGRICULTURE IN ALL ITS BRANCHES,
Mechanics and Natural History, as may require early

publication.

All premiums offered and awards made hy the State

Society will appear in its columns.

All pertons, and especially Secretfiries and other

oflScers of County Societies, are respectfully requested
to communicate to the editor any matters of general

interest to the industrial classes, as may from time to

time arise in their respective localities.

To place the Journal within the reach of all, the
subscription price has been fixed at

FIFTY CENTS A YEAR I

Barely sufficient to cover cost of publication, payable
invariably in advance.

Back numbers for the current year will be famish-
ed until the edition is exhausted.

All subscriptions and communications may be for-

waided to the undersigned, Springfield, His,

JOHN P. REYNOLDS,
Cor. Sec. and Editor Journal.

STANDARD

SCALES
OP ALL KINDS,

FAIRBANKS & GREENLEAF,
172 LAKE STREET, CHICAGO,

And comer qf MAIN and WALNUT streets, ST. LOUIS.
Sold in Springfield by

„ , ^ E. B. PEASE.I
Buy only the gennme. apl-ly

THE YELLOW NANSEMOND
IS THB ONLY VARIBTY OF SWKKT POTATOB THAT

has given entire satisfaction in the nortiiwest.- Gar stock
of the above in store for next spring is unusually large, and
of the best quality—propagated from the

BEST LARGE POTATOES
Selected ficom many hundred bnsheJs; and the compIetioB
of oar railroad to Bockville will enable us to fill and forward
promptly all Cash Orders with which we may be fiivored, at
the very low price of «6 PER BARHEL for eastern funds
Kespomsible Agents Wanted in every county, town, and

village, to gpront small lots on halves. Harmers can club
together and buy or sprout our potatoes in shares, aud thus
Secure gbod plants for themselves free of cost.

The Sweet Potato Cultubist, giving full directions fbr
Sprouting, Plantinu, Cultivating, and Keeping, will be far-
nishod grutis to Agents and Customers ; and to others by
mail, po(t paid, t.t twenty-five sents iu stamim. Aderen,

.J. W. TENBRO0I,
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THE ILLINOIS FARMER:

A MONTHLY JOURNAL OF

AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE.

IS PUBLISHED AT SPKINGFIELD, ILLS.,

BY BAILHACHE & BAKER,

AND IS

EDITED BY 31. L. DVNLAP,

(the "rural" of the chibago tbibunb.)

TEBM^ T\ ATIYANCH.—$1 a year; two copies 1 50; five

coiiies $3; ten eopies $G, and one to getter up of the club

twenty copi.'s $10.

It is not ntcessaey that the club should all be at one ofBce

—we send wherever the members of the club may reside.

The postaj;o on the Farmer is only three cents a year in

he State of Illinois, and six cents out of it.

Specimens niimbfrs sent free on application.

Subsciiption money may be sent at the risk of the pub-

lisher.

Exchanires and communications for the eye of the Editor

should be addressed, Illinois Fabmeb, Champaign. Illinois

All business letters are to be direcled to the publishers,

Springfield.

tf BAILHACHE & BAKER.

THE ILLINOIS STATE JOURNAL
Is COM J E-TLY OFFERED TO THE PEOPLE OF

Illinois as the best and most reliable news, political;

.ind comnioicial paper within their reach. It is published

*t Springfield, the Capital of the ?tate, and is the medium
f all official notices, published by State authority. Partic-

ular attention is given to commercial affairs and every

number contains copious reviews of the markets in the

principal cities.

TERMS

:

One copy one year. $2 09
Three c^ipies one year 5 00
Six " " 7 50
Ten ' " 12 00
Twenty " " 20 00

Payable always in advance. Persons sending clubs of ten

and upwards shall be entitled to an eytra copy.

Address BAILHACHE & BAKER,
Springfirld, Illinois.

THE

ILLINOIS FARMER

TERMS OP ADVERTISING

:

1 mo. 3 mo. 6 mo. 12 mo.
One page, or two columns i8 $20 $35 $50

Half a page or one " 5 12 20 30

One fourth page or half colnmn.. 3 7 12 18

One eighth or one fourth " .. 2 4 T 10

One square of ten lines 1 2 4 7

Card of five lines one year $7 00

Ten cents a line for less than a square each insertion.

All worthy objects advertised, and those of importance to

the Farmer will receive, from time to time, such editorial

notices as the Editor may consider them worthy of, without

add.tional charge.

Implements and seeds to he tested should be sent direct

to the Editor, at his residence, Champaign.

We have put the price of advertising within reach of all.

It will enable those who like to freely ad ertise their goods,

to do so at a cheap rate,

Terms, cash. Yearly adverti4ers will pay semi-annually,

and all transient advertisements must be accompanied with

the cash to insure insertion.

BAILHACHE & BAKKR, Publishers,

Spr'n^field, Ills.

PRIIS^CE & CO.'S
LINX.EAN BOTANIC GARDENS &. NURSERIEi?,

Flushing, Long Island, near New York.

Priced Catalogues, which are sent to purchasers
of trees, and to applicants who inclose stamps.

No. 1—Descriptive catalogue of fruit and ornamen-
tal trees and shrubs, raspberries, currants and other
small fruits. No. 2—Roses, carnations, chrysanthe-
mums, phlox, iris, double sweet Williams and other
herbaceous flowering plants. No. 4—Wholesale cat-
alogue for nurseries and dealers, comprising trees,

shrubs, roses, plants, bulbous flower roots, stocks for
engrafting, etc. No. 5—Wholesale catalogue of veg-
etable, agricultural and flower seeds, and tree and
shrubseeds, etc. No. 6—Descriptive catalogue of our
unrivaled collection of 160 select varieties of straw-
berries, with a "rejected list," and directions for cul-
ture. No. 8—Wholesale list of native and foreign
grapes. No. 9—Catalogue of bulbous flowers of every
class, together with tree and herbaceous pseonies,
dahlias, primroses, poleanthus, cowslips, auriculas,
daisies, iris and other rare flowering ].lant8. No. 10
—Wholesale catalogue of the same. No. 18—Cata-
logue of greenhouse plants. No. 14—Descriptive
catalogue of 400 native and 120 foreign varieties o
grapes.
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May.

April, witu her weeping skies, threatens

to encroach upon the domains ol May.

Rain, rain, is the order of the day—" all

quit On the farm ;" the fields present a sea of

mud, too deep to drive the plow afield and

the farmer must wait patiently for a change

of weather. The season has been bad for

tree planting and for every species of out-

door work. The breadth of spring planting

must, of necessity, be much less tha,n usual.

At the same time we have the consolation of

knowing that the winter wheat is promising,

it was but little winter killed and is now
making a good growth. As the spring crops

will be limited, a large breadth will be left

for summer fallow for winter wheat, and with

a good crop of this grain, as now promised,

a very large amount will be sown this sea-

son. We are not likely to hear about ten-

cent corn very soon again, what with a small

crop and the thousands of bushels now rot-

ting in the open cribs by the long con-

tinued wet weather, the price must soou ad-

vance ) already we see symptoms of a desire

to speculate in this staple. We hope form-

ers who have their corn in open cribs, will

loose no time in putting on good covers,

otherwise they will lose a large part of its

value ; better give half the corn for board^

to save the other half.

We cannot too strongly urgis the planting

of corn to follow the plow ; do not wait to

check-row, but plant your rows one way, in

hills if you please, or in drills if you can.

Use the two-horse cultivator, of which there

are several good ones to cultivate, and. do

not forget that if you want a good stpid and

ease of culture, plant shallow and use a field

roller after planting; this will crush the

clods that are sure to folio »^ this long sea-

son of mud. Potatoes should also be^plan-

ted shallow and the ground rolled.; \'
Those who intend to plant cotton should

select good clean dry land and use plenty of

seed.

Strawberries should be set out, if not al-

ready attended to. Seeds of annual flower'

ing plants should be sown. Sow these in

seed beds, sheltered with a slight covering

oi straw, and transplant on a wet day to the

borders where they are to stand. Early po-

tatoes for seed, should not be planted until

the last of this month. The main crop of

potatoes should be planted between the

tenth and last of the month. Sow cabbage

seed for winter use. May is always a busy

month, plowing, planting and cultivating
;

but this year, on account of the wet weather

through April, the duties are largely in-

creased, and the farmer must be active, or

his crops will be of little account.

At this writing, April 21st, the apricots

are in bloom and the peach blossoms are be-

gining to redden at the ends. Some of the

apple trees have leaves half an inch in

diameter, while others are bursting th^r

buds. The past week has been the busiest

of the season for orchard planting, but the

horrible condition of the roads have preven-

ted as extensive operations as was intended.

Next month we shall have something to say

of our own planting. Our better half served

up rhubarb pies the 18th, grown in the

open ground without artificial aid. They

were £rom the Lineo\iS; which is a few days
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ahead of Early Tobolsk and Myatts Victo-

ria ; we now use Lineous for early instead of

the Tobolsk, while for the main crop we

have an abiding faith in the Myatts Victo-

ria. Many people have purchased Victoria

supposing they have the genuine, but seed-

lint^s of the Myatts Victoria have, in num-

berless cases been sold, when the purchasers

supposed they were getting the genuine.

The demand for grape vines have been large,

and we shall hope to see grapes in abun-

dance at no distant day. In fact all the

small fruits are receiving universal attention

this spring. No man can long be considered

a good farmer without a good vegetable gar

den, plenty of small fruits and a good

orchard.

The Value of Trees on Climate.

Spring is now here ! Slowly she came

came up from the South, later by two weeks

than her wont. She could not pass the

blockade at Island No. 10, and was delayed

in making a flanking detour to gain her line

of march ; but that she is here, we have the

most indutable evidence, for the bulbus

venal flora is springing up along the garden

borders, the winter wheat is sending up its

tillering shoots, and the farmer is busy har-

rowing in the spring wheat. Barley and oats,

are being sown, grass and clover seed are in

requisition to replace the failing prairie grass

that a few years since waved its wild luxuri-

ance over the long stretches of prairie. The

native grass like the native Indian, cannot

withstand the march of the white man's

flocks, or the music of the reaper. Timothy

and clover must follow the footsteps of the

one, and take the place of the pasturage of

the other.

The changes that have come over the

prairies in the past twenty-five years, is won-

derful, and yet a large part of the prairie

homes lack many elements of the useful and

the beautiful. A home standing out upon

the wide sweeps of prairie is a pleasant

sight, when it is bordered in by the wild

prairie grass, and the emigrant has just un-

boxed his goods ; but when broad acres have

been subdued by the plow, when long lines

of fences mark the boundaries of the ample

fielf^s, when the white school house stands

at the parting roads, when the onward sweep

of civilization has laid down the iron rail

that brings it within the charmed circle of

the telegraph, of social privileges and of

markets; such a home loses its charms, the

waving grass is gone, the plow has made a

grave for the tall prairie flowers t'lai waved...

their wild luxuriance around its j urtals, and

unless some new beauties shall come forth'

to take their place, .the home will no longer
,

have attractions for its inmates, and will

cease to please the beholder. Trees that

wave their summer foilage in tbe sunlight-

trees that shut out the noouday sun, when

the farmer comes in from his harvest toil

and would recruit his wearied muicles, so as
'

to keep .time to the music of tlie reaper as it .

lays low the serried ranl;.«! of bristling'

spikelets of the ripened grain. Trees that

shut out the rude blast that would visit the

homestead too roughly— trees tnat protect

the tender flowers that the wife or liauc^hter

plant around their home to eutice the genius

of love to linger and shed bis blessing over

all—trees along the highway to shelter the

weary traveler and to beautiiy the home-

stead—trees to belt in the farm with a band

of living verdure to protect the crops from

sudden changes and damage from high

winds—trees around the orcbarrl to shield it

from frost and prevent the blowing rtf of the

half''grown fruit—trees aronud thj barnyard

to ward off the driving sleet an J chilly win-

try winds from the patient herd— trees amid

whose leafy boughs the birds build their nest,

and from whence they pour fort i their song to

cheer the sons of toil, and I'.ake constant

forays on the insect tribes that would other-

wise destroy our crops—trees lor fruit, both

for winter and summer-r—trees to pi. ase the

eyes of old and young, the farmer who ought

tohave an eye for the beautiful > n nature, and
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the mechanic who longs for the time when

he will own a tree. " ^,

WHY TREES ABE NEEDED.

!When the Almighty raised the prairie for

the last time from out the deep blue sea and

permitted the sun to kiss dry the undulating

surface that the up springing grass might

carpet it for the buffaloo and elk, JHe cut

great dead furrows with their sweeping

curves for the rivers, and planted their bor-

ders with trees, for the landscape without

them would be a wild dreary waste, and the

sun would too soon lick up the moisture that

the clouds might occasionally shower down,

and the prairies would have become a barren

waste ; but He protected the rivers from too

sudden evaporation by the sinidus belts of

river forest, and where the lazy pond basked

in the sun or a swamp intervened, there

grew upon their eastern margins the groves

for shelter from the morning sun. The sur-

face where no tree sent up its sheltering

arms, was covered with the thick matted

grass to shut out the sun from drinking up

the moisture from the porous soil. The

river belts, the wood-crowned prairie swells

and swamp protecting groves, drew down

the lightning from the clouds laden with

rain, that had been gathered from the gulf,

and now wending their way to the northern

lakes ; but with the discharge of electricity

came the needed shower, and the clouds

went up to the lake region nearly dndned of

their moisture. Without trees we would

have no summer showers, for no lightning

would disturb the misty wreaths, gather them

into rain drops too heavy for the gauzy fabric

of the wind driven cloud, to longer hold

within their grasp. ._

MAN HAS CHANGED THE HTSEOMETIC

, ^ 5»NDITI0N OTv;TH^ P]E^3^^ ; ^ ;

Wltfen Lasalle and ]1jbe#([ille,''uiidert1ife

direcfion of Louis XIV of France, took

possession of the prairie country lying be-

tween the great lakes and the low^r Hissis-

lippi, they found the rivers filled to tbeir

margins, the ponds and sloughs bridged with

water lillies, while the marshes sheltered

their oozy beds with weeds and rank grass.

1 be lazy waters made slow progress through

the fallen timber of the woodland slough,

or the tangled grass and rushes of the pnd'

rie bottoms. The heavy rains sunk int«|,

the earth, and was protected from the noon-

.

day sun by rank grass and the broad leaves

of the summer flora, and by thus maintain?,

ing a constant moisture, the vegetation b€h

came rank, the night air was saturated with

miasmatic dew ttat gave still greater vigor

to plant life, but to persons exposed to ite

influence, pestilent with ague and other bil-

lious disease. The crops of the first settleis

were perfect marvels for quantity and

quality, but when we take into consideration

that they were grown in an atmosphere sat-

urated with carbonic acid and amonia, sup-

plied from the decomposition of the rank

vegetation and slow evaporation of the sur-

face, we should cease to wonder. The
climate was genial, sofik and balmy, for the

valley of the west was filled with a sea erf j;

warm damp atmosphere, hemmed in by the

immense woodlands to the east and southy:

and receiving constant accessions from the

west and north. Thus the great prairie

slopes presented to the adventurist a soil uur

surpassed in fertility, and a climate mild aa <

though encompassed by wide seas. The>
" tr^de winds" that for six months of the f,

year gave their ceaseless volume of heated ^^

air through the gulf, and over the great \

forests of the south into this Arcadia, held

the cold winds of the north in cheek, and so *.

modified their efiects that sudden changes off-

climate were almost unknown. Belts oftim-

ber and extended groves were then of less "^

consequlence, for the air was always damp. ^

The trade winds had not as yet been robbed i

of their moisture by the great belt of forest "^

that flanked the lower Mississippi, the rivers -

of the north with their constant flow, gave

oflF their watery particles as they wended
'

their slow maroli to tHe south, and the wall
'
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of forest to the east, held this great sea of

moist atmosphere within its own bounds.

Could these prairies have been cultivated

under that state of things, it might well

have been called the garden of the world,

for its fertility could not easily be exhausted,

but though so invaluable to the produc-

tion of vegetable structures, it had within

itself the elements that was sure to sap the

foundation of animal life, and render it

dangerous as a residence for man. The his-

tory of the early settlement of the country

has given ample proof of this great fact.

But what has all this to do with the plant-

ing of trees, enquires the reader ? Much

—

very much, as will be seen when we come to

consider,

THE EFFECT OF CULTURE OF THE SOIL

UPON THE CLIMATl.

The clearing up of the great belts of

forest to the east and south, has had much

to do in changing our climate. In the first

place, the cutting down of the forest to the

east, by inducing a dryer atmosphere, opens

a communication to our air currents and

thus gives them an outlet to the east, while

from the south, the now open country with

its rapid evaporation, robs the trade winds of

a large share of their moisture, and the

south-west wind comes to us dry and cool,

instead of damp and warm. The culture of

the soil opens it to the influence of the sun

and the moisture is rapidly evaporated—the

prairie bottoms no longer contain rank grass,

for the large number of cattle pasturing on

them, hold it in check, admitting the sun

almost to the naked soil, and these- become

dry lands. The sloughs and small streams

have been cleared of the flood wood which

had darned up the water for the sun to evap-

erate, and now during heavy rains, these

small streams become like mountain torrents

rapidly discharge the water that finds free

access to them from the cultivated fields,

making the laree rivers overflow their banks

and render useless fences, farm houses,

stock and crops of all kinds along their

banks. The spring and autumn rains ar®

thus hurried out of the country, and find

their way to the gulf. The surface of the

land being exposed to the heat of the sun,

its moisture is exhausted and goes east with

the great current of air that so constantly

sets In from the south, and now instead of

having the damp warm climate as in the

normal condition of the country with its

soft oozy soil, covered with rank vegetation

and redolent with ague and fever, we have

the dry, cool changing climate of the conti-

nent, with its solid soil, its invigorating air,

and in most respects better adapted to the

abode of man. What old settler in Chicago

who does not recollect the pontine marsH

that belted the city to the west, with its

base at Mud take, and its head among the

timber skirts that fringed the North Branch.

For long years this tract was given up to

the batrachions, and a few families who built

their huts on the dryer portion, cut the

course slough grass for city use, and stole

wood from the timber along the lake shore,

and thus eked out a sort of amphibious life.

Anon farther and farther out upon its broad

expanse of malaria, that the west wind

brought to the city, grazed the herds of the

drover or the cows of the citizens—a few

ditches for the stagnant water, and lo ! Mud
Lake and the pontine marsh are gone;

broad meadows spread over the lake, farms

and gardens occupy the marsh, the huts of

the amphibia have given place to fine man-

sions, and the city itself has extended its

solid treets for miles over the rush ponds,

which drained of their stagnant water and

exposed to the sun, make pleasant homes

;

and no longer does the west wind bring to

the oity the malaria once so much dreaded,

upon - the evaporation of the water of the

marsh that stretched west to the Des Plains,

and where Berry's Point sent out its head-

land of solid soil, to greet the mud-stained

emigrant and his weary team as he plodded

on to the Kock River country.

We naed not adduce further proof of the
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effects of culture upon a soil like that of the

prairie, nor should our farmers and garden-

ers be surprised that its virgin surface no

longer produce the immense crops of cerals

or of other products, as before cul-

ture wrought this wonderful change. They

should remember that this change has given

us a dryer soil to cultivate, better roads to

travel over, and a more aried and invigora-

ting atmosphere, made the marshes habit-

able, and cleared the streams of their accum-

ulations of rotten wood and slime.

On the other hand, we have sudden vari-

ations of heat and cold, of flood or drouth,

with rivers less valuable for navigation, and

their deltas nearly ruined for agricultural

purposes.

These facts are patient to the west, yet

few have examined the causes that have

wrought this material change of climate

and baflBed the experience of the early set-

tlers. That this change of climate has

brought us a new condition of things, there

can be no doubt ; implying new implements

and new modes of culture. Whether the

change is advantageous or not to the hus-

bandman, is no part of our present object

to discuss ; that it has its advantages and

disadvantages, is easy to be seen, the most

prominent of which on the one hand is a

diminished product, and on the other, better

health, but the facts are here, and to them

we must attend. To this end, we return to

THE EFFECTS OF TREES ON CLIMATE.

The sun robs the soil of its moisture and

the wind of its heat, two elements that have

an important bearing on the resulting crops-

Now it is well known that forest belts retard

the rapid sweeps of the wind and hold it in

check. If you close the doors and windows

on the lee side of a house, and open those

to the windward, the effect is but slight;

now open the opposite door and you have a

strong current that will at once reduce the

temperature of the room; close the door

and the equilibrium is restored. Just such

is the effects on a lafge scale, when broad

belts of woodland interpose and cross th®

winds path, for it should be borne in mind

that wind, like water, has weight, and is

checked in its progress by rough and uneven

surfaces ; it cannot pass over high moun-

tains, apd its onward sweep is comparatively

slow over extended forests, while on the

smooth surface of the prairie we see the

reverse. A fact so plain should have long

since attracted the attention of the farmers,

and suggested a remedy. During the spring

months we have two currents of air that

generally combine, and as one or the other

becomes the controling one, we have a sud-

den shifting from south-west to north-west.

The cold current coming from the north,

following the base of the Rocky Mountains

until it meets the trade winds of the south,

both are then drifted in an easterly direc-

tion, but in a few days after the first of

April, the steady flow of the trades are too

much for their northern antagonist, and we
have an almost uninterrupted flow of south-

west wind, yet always containing, mixed

with it the cold current that has traveled

along the base of the mountains, charged

with the dampness of melting snows, and

the keen frosty air of the polar belts.

Thus the south west wind, until the summer
has traveled far north, is always more or less

cold and damp, and when it has an uninter-

rupted sweep over the newly sown grain,

robbing the soil of its heat, cannot other-

wise than have a tendency to check its

growth. To check this effect, we must

plant our wall of timber across its pathway,

which will be on the west side of our fields,

with wings to the east from either point;

this will arrest the progress of the wind

from all westerly points ; but we should be

the most particular to guard the south-west

point, as from that we have the most

constant currents. A single row oi trees

have a wonderful effect in checking the

force of the wind, and a belt two rods in

width will entirely break its force and com-

pel it to pass over. In all sheltered nooks

we observe with what vigor the grass and
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grain comes forward, in all cases ripening

several days in advance of that exposed to

the wind. Nor does the effects stop with

early maturity, the quantity and quality are

alike improved. In the fruit crop, iliis

effect is always the more decidedly apparent,

and so much so has this become apparent to

cultivators of fruit, that it is generally con-

ceded that shelter must be had from the

winds by timber belts, close planting ot low

beaded trees or high board fences; but this

latter has no beauty, is expensive, ;ind

should never take the place of timber belts,

so full of life and beauty.

TREES ABOUT THE GARDEN AND HOTTSE.

First they are beautiful, whether full

robed for summer, bending their bare arms

to the wintry blast, or opening their buds

under the weeping skies of April—they are

always beautiful and objects of delight about

the homestead. We pity the child cradled

where no trees adorn the dwelling, the mai-

den whose kaleidscope is not relieved by

these robed monuments of Grods kindly oare,

for her heart will be as desolate as the sur-

roundings of her home. When man builds

his home on the prairie and turns up its

kindly soil, the insect tribes follows in his

footsteps and are ready to prey upon iiis

labors, while in turn the birds prey upon

the insects, in accordance with the great

law of nature, permitting one race to supply

food for another. Thus the hand of man

supplies by his labor food for millions oip

insects, and which continue to increase with

wonderful rapidity, and were it not for his

friends, the birds, and some others among

the cannibal insects, his fields would soon be

divested of every green thing, and himself

turned out a pauper from his own home.

But few birds will visit the garden and house

grounds, unless there., are trees and shrubs

in which to build their nest's. It is there-

fore important in a business way, to plant

trees for the home of these our feathered

friends, that they may be at hand to pick up

the cut wormwhen he makes his attack upon

our plants, to look after the wire worm when

the furrows are turned for the corn, to arrest

the borer when in the winged state she is

busy laying her eggs in the bark of the

delicate fruit tree, to guard with a watchful

eye the insect tribe that they do no harm, or

at least hold them in respectful check, that

they take no more than their share of the

labors of man.
, .

HEALTHFULNESS OF TREES. '.'''-

In the first breaking up of the prairie,

the decomposition of the matted roots of

the rank grass, often induces bilious dis-

eases, more especially if the new plowed

land lies to the west of the dwelling so that

the south-west wind wafts the iniasmatic

exhalations to its inmates. A narrow belt

of trees robed in their summer foilage, will

rob the air of its deleterious gasses which

the leaves decompose, and the family is thus

protected from its otherwise bad effects. In

like manner a belt of trees interposing be-

tween the homestead and a malarious marsh

or river bottom, will rob the air of its deadly

vapors. Would that our farmers might con-

sider these valuable traits of the leafy treas-

ures of the trees.

It is said that an ounce of preventive is

worth a pound of cure, and in the case of

trees is eminently true. The trees by break-

ing the force of the chill winds of spring,

forwards and increases both garden and field

crops. They induce the birds to look after

the insects which otherwise would do as

much damage. By sheltering the home-

stead, it protects the family from the bad

effects of. poisonous gasses that rapid chan-

ffes of heat and moisture distil into the air,

but which the leaves always drink in when

they come in contact with their delicate tis-

sures. Fruit trees are always valuable as

well as profitable, and the cry that their

planting has become so common that in a

short time they will become unsaleable, is

but the old cry of the boy and wolf, with the

wolf left out, for the wolf never comes.

Forty years ago we heard this same predic-
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tion, and for several years were a finn

believer in the doctrine, but time has dis-

pelled the illusion. Forty years since seed-

ling apples sold for six to ten cents a bushel,

and grafts fifteen to twenty-five; now they

bring from fifty cents to a dollar, and ofiben

more ; therefore we can continue to plant

fruit trees^ with the prospect of profit as

well as shade and beauty. By a liberal

planting of trees throughout the country, We

fihall have more summer showers and less of

drenching rains, thus making the moisture

more equable than at present, and giving a

greater certainty of good average crops. If

you have no trees at hand to plant, use cut-

lings of willow, of Cottonwood, and of the

lombardy poplar. Those are rapid growing

trees and will soon make an abundance of

firewood, aa well as of immense value for

shelter, not only to crops, but to the farmer

and his stock. Therefore, we say use the

ounce of preventative, and if you plant ten

acres less of corn the present spring, do not

neglect the trees both for fruit and shelter.

-<••-

Salt, Coal and Gtpsttm in Michigan.—The
Scientific American in noticing the results of the

State Geological survey of Michigan, makes the

following statoments as to its salt springs and
beds of coal and gypsum

:

The comraercial importance of these salines

may be he^t understood when we say that be-

tween Lake Mich'gan and Salt Lake, in Utah, no
brine s^.rings have been discovered. The whole
north-western country must then be tributary to

this State for it? supply of common salt. Brine

springs have been discovered west of Michigan,
but they lie in 'he British possessions.

The coal formation, too, has received the atten-

tion of the survey. The number of the seams
of coal, their depth beneath the surface, ap well

as the thickness of the entire surface, have been
determined. At present the north of Michigan
is covered with au immense growth of forest veg-

etation. But a few years will pass, and this

vast amount of forest Will give way before the ax
of the woodman. Then will the hidden wealth

of coal be sought for, to work her brine springs,

to feed her locomotives, furnaces and forges, as

well; as to give heat to the inhabitantg of the

comitry.

To the agricultural portion of the State the
value of the beds of gypsum cannot be overrated.

These have received special attention in the re-

port. Michigan is a land of sandy soil—one
that feels the effects of sulphate of lime (plaster

of the farmer), and abandantly repays the out.

lay of its use. Michigan is the only State of

the Union which possesses a supply of gypsum,
salt and coal.

We notice some points of the science of geology

as settled by the investigations of Prof. Winchell.

First, that the salt and gypsum rocks belong

to the carboniferous system of geologists, and in

this respect differ from that of any of her sister

States. In New York the salines and plaster

beds belong to the silurian system. In Ohio,

Pennsylvania, Western Virginia, Kentucky and
Illinois, the t^alines are included in the carbonife-

rous system. In Southwestern Virginia the

salines are with the devonian, while in Kansas
and the Indian country, Utah ani the Great Des-

ert they belong to systems much more recent than
the carboniferous, viz., the perminn, triasio and
cretaceous, if not also to the tertiary.

CoTTOs Sebd for Illinois.—There seems fo

be a disposition in Illinois to make the experi.

ment of raising cotton this season. That cotton

can be produced upon the fertile lands of that

State, as far north as latitude 40®, oi higher,

seems to be established beyond question. The
production in the cotton States probably will in

any extent be very far short of the ordinary crop.

Hence, with a certainty of a short supply, prices

are shure to be remunerative in Illinois, for one
or two seasons, if not permanently to. The ex-
periment will n( doubtedly pay, and it will be
interesting to try the culture of cotton upon free

soil and by free labor.

We are requested to publish the following no-
tice for the information of those who desire to

procure sieed of the quality suitable for the lati-

tude of Illinois,
i ..

-
.;-

Paducah, Kt., Maech 28, 1862.

John P. Reynolds. Cor. Sec. State Agricultural

Society, Springfield, III.

:

I have purchased a large quantity—say three
thousand bushels—of cotton seed in Tennessee,
adapted to the climate and soil of southern Illi-

"ois. I will forward under the directions of the
iuterior department, and advise you in time.

D. C. DoNNOHiTE, Gov't. Agent.—{Missouri Democrat.

—A large amount of the seed is now at Cairo

and on the way, and all who wish to try cotton

growmg should apply to the station agents of the

Illinois Central Railroad for seed, the cost o -

which will be but a trifle more than the cost of

sacking and freight, Ed.

j|@~Almost every young lady is public spirited

enough to be Willi jg io have her father's house
used as a court house. - -.-;:= • : ^. "s?/

(^''Shori-nozed men shouldn't complaia if

everybody snubs them, since nature herself set

the example.
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Baising Poidtry as a Business.

Can this be done, and done profitably, inside

of city limits? This is a question of a female
friend, «'in want of something to do to aid in

the support of her family." She says:
" Would it be proper for a woman to establish

a henery anywhere on the face of the earth, and
would it be profitable in the small city where I

live ? My friends (?) assure me that it would be
exceedingly improper and indelicate for me or

any other woman to enter into anything of the

kind; they say, "all the town will laugh at you."
But if this is the only objection I can manage
that."

Unfortunately, that is not the only objection.

The grand objection is that it don't pay, as a gen-
eral thing. That this is so, is proved more to

our satiafaction than in any other way, by the

fact that almost every one who has started the
business has given it up after years of trial.

The most successful poultry manufacturers that

we know of in the United States, are the Messrs.
Beatty of Aurora, N. Y., but they are not strictly

manufacturers, but finishers. They buy the
manufactured article and finish it off ready for

market, by careful feeding and neat cleaning and
packing This they do profitably to an immense
extent. But we do not know of a great poultry
manufactory anywhere in this country, and do
not believe one can be established within the

limits of a town that will be profitable, because
the birds are not healthy in a state of confine-

ment.
Poultry raising and the production of silk, be-

long to the families of farmers, by right, and
can never be taken from them. Neither can be
manufactured on a large scale; both belong to

the country. Poultry raising, as practiced by
the females of some farmers' families, is a de-

lightful rural employment, and is sometimes
profitable. It is much more often a bill of ex-

pense, so far as it relates to direct profit. But it

is v«ry profitable to keep poultry on a farm, on
account of the aid the birds are in destroying
insects. In some cases, keeping poultry is prof-

itable, mainly in the value of the manure.
Our correspondent inquires if there is not

some particular breed of fowls that will produce
a sort of " golden plumage" profit ?

That breed sickened in the hight of "the hen
fever," and is now nearly extinct. The hens
that "lay two eggs a day" always cost as much
aa the eggs come to, and a little more. If our
fair friend still desires to establish a city poultry
market, we advise her to confide her efforts en-

tirely to ducks, and never let them see water
enough to swim in. Set the water for them to

drink where the young can only get their heads
in. Water is for country ducks; city ducks can
do without it.

In conclusion, we doabt the chance of our fair

iriend to make a henery profitablCi though emi-
nently proper.

—

N". T. Tribune.

Bl^"Thecity of New York consumes ten thous-
and dollars a day in cigars, and only eight thous-
and five hundred in bread.

(From th» North Weatorn Farmer.)

Beversing Fence Posts—Striped Bugs.

The time is fast approaching when farmers
will be engaged in building and rebuilding fences.
As the plank and wire fence is taking the place
of the old zig zag rail protector, I ask a spaee
in your Monthly Visitor, to give my exporience
in setting posts. In the year 1845 I made some
new paling fence, setting the posts a portion of
them top end down, and others but ^d down.

After twelve years the fence was rebuilt and
aU those posts set top end down, were sound and
took their place in the new fence, for another
twelve and twenty years ; while those butt end
down were entirely rotted off.

Farmers, try the top end down if not quite BO
large.

Now for the striped bug, that invete-
rate destroyer of cucumbers, melons, and
squashes in their early growth. Year after year
I have combatted them with thumb and finger,

sulphur, chimney soot, boxes, etc. Last spring,
I had a few fine hills of early frame cucumbers,
just coming into fourth leaf, and as necessity has
created the motto, " eternal vigilince or no
safety," I went out as usual to examine my
patch, and lo! and behold! not less than a
thousand to a hill were working away and the
air full of new recruits, I felt all was over with
that planting. But my wife came to the rescue

;

saying she would give them a dose such as her
old grandmother used to give. What could it be!

A little bunch of cotton saturated with spirits or
oil of turpentine, placed in each hill; and such a
scattering I never did see.

In three minutes not a bug was to be seen, evi-
dently not liking to deal in spirits. They next
attacked the Autumn marrow squash you sent
seeds of. I applied it again and from five seeds,
had forty fine squabhes, a portion of which I
sold two weeks since at twenty cents each.

J. A. P.
Bunker Sill, Ills., March 22d, 1862.

Fun Granaries in the West.—There never
was a time in the history of the grain trade, re-
marks the N. Y. Tribune, . when such large
amounts of produce were stored, waiting the
opening of navigation to move eastward. There
was instoreat Chica£o, March 23th, 1862, 3.050.M

000 bushels wheat, Toledo, March 15th, 293,561
do; Buffaloo, March 20th, 768,208 do; Milwau-
kie, March 2l8t, 3,300,000 do; Detroit, March
21st, 402,300,000 do.

Of corn in store, the following is the estimate:
Chicago, 2,356,784, Toledo, 524,175; Buffolo,

233,917 ; Detroit, 104,000.

The Illinois Central Railroad has in store over
1,000,000 bushels. In the city of New York
there is already stored 1,250,000 buehelsof corn.

Millions of wheat and corn are s'ored at differ^*

ent points on the lakes, waiting the evening of
navigation, which would swell the above aggre-
gate to an almost fabulous amount. Present in-

dications are that the grain movement of 1862
will far exceed that of any previous year.
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CultivatingPlants when the Dew is On.

At least fifteen years ago, I noticed a plot of

cabbages, of which the large firm heads 1 conld

not ascount for from anything apparent in the

eoil. On asking the owner how he made from
Buch a soil so fine and uniform a crop, I found

his only secret was that "he hoed them while

the dew was on." He thought that in this way
he watered them, but of course the good resulted

more from the ammonia than the moisture of the

dew. '^ Z^-.
I adopted the practice the following year, and

with the resnlt was so well satisfied, that I have
since continued and recommended it to others.

In my " Gardening for the South," published two
years since, you will find (page 163) "tliey (the

cabbage tribe,) especially like to have the soil

about them, thoroughly worked while the dew
is on them. There will be a very great diflFerence

in the growth of two plots of cabbages, treated

in other respects alike, one of which shall be
hoed at sunrise and the other at midday ; the

growth of the former will surprisingly exceed
that of the latter."

A story in point sometime since went the

rounds of the agricultural press, of which the
substance follows : A small plot of ground was
divided equally between the hired lad of a farmer
and his son, the proceeds of its culture to be
their own. They planted it with corn, and a bet

was made by them as to which should make the

best crop. At harvest the son came out some
quarts behind. He conl i not understand the

reason, as he had hoed his twice a week until

laid by, while he had not seen the hired lad cul-

tivate his plot at all, and yet he had gained the

wager. It turned out the winner's crop had
been hoed quite as frequently, but before his

rival was up in the morning. Providence, it

seems, follows the hoe of the early riser with a
special and increased reward.
But there are exceptions. Cultivating while

the dew is on, manifestly benefits such gross fee»

ders as cabbage and corn, but there are plants

very impatient of being disturbed while wet.

The common garden snap and running beans are

examples ; and if worked while wet, even with

dew, the pores of the leaves seem to become
stopped, and the whole plant is apt to rust and
become greatly injured. Whether the Lima
beans and other legumas are as impatient of being

hoed in the dew, I have not ascertained. Exper-
iments should, however, be tried the coming
season on all ho&d crops.

—

Cor. Country Gent.

-*»*-

Quantity of Milk for aPound of Butter.

Much difference of opinion is entertained in rela-

tion to the quantity of milk required to make a
poannd of butter. It is true that there is a very
great difTerenoe in the quality of milk from dif-

ferent cows. The feed, also, has much influence

upon the richness of the milk. The milk of the

AJdemey cow will give much more butter from a
given quantity of milk, than any other breed with
which we are familiar—but it is very desirable

to ascertain, as far as practicable, what is the

fair average of dairies, composed of the dairy

cows of this country, and treated as our best
dairy cows are by good dairymen.
We requested a dairyman in this State, John

S. Holbert, of Chemung, to make the experiment
and furnish us with the resnlt. He has done so

and his statement will be found annexed. From
this it will be seen that the fair average of dairy,

taking the season through, is fourteen quarts of
milk for a pound of but'er. We have made ex-

tensive inquiries since this statement was furn-

ished, and the general impression of dairymen,

in our own and adjoining States, corresponds

with that of Mr. Holbert.

It will be seen in the report which we give of

Mr. T. Horsfall, of England, on the management
of dairy cattle, that the same average is found
in Mecklenburg, Prussia, Holland and Great
Britain.

It is very important that our dairymen should

make careful trial of different varieties of feed,

testing the qualities of each, and thu); ascertain

what is most beneficial, in addition to the ordi-

nary pastures of the farm. Indian corn for soil-

ing has been very successfully used in this State

for dairy cattle—and in the serere drouth of

1854, those of our dairymen who had this

resource, were enabled to make their full com-
plement of butter, while others suffered a very
great reduction in their annual produce. The
Chinese sugar cane is recommended as favorable

for this purpose, and its extensive cu'ture during

the approaching season, will doubtless test its

value. The Stowell Eevergreen corn has proved
the most valuable variety for soiling that we have
ever known in this State. We hope that our
dairymen will give attention to the subject, and
communicate to the society the results of the
trials which may be made, with any vfuriety of

com for soiling. '

TrC

JOSHUA S. HOLBEBT's STATEMENT, i^ >***

B. p. Johnson, Esq : In order to ascertain the
quantity |of milk necessary to make a pound of
butter, I have measured several churnings of
milk, and then weighed the butter, and it takes
now fifteen%qnarts of milk to make one pound of
butter. I think, to take the whole time of milk-
ing for the year, it will take fuurteen quarts.
My father, John Holbert, thinks it will take be-
tween thirteen end fourteen. Last fall, while

feeding pumpkins, about nine quarts made a
pound. Joseph. S Holbbbt.

{Trans. N". T. State Ag. Society.)

9^.the eulogies of critics without taste or
judgment are the natural rewards of authors
without feeling or genius.

Sf^If a bear were to go into a linen draper's

shop, what would he wont ? He would want
muzzlin*.

—»-

Little drops of rain brighten themeadolrg
and little acts of kindness brighten the world.
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Vinegar for Everybody.

I notice in a late number of •* Field Notes,"
that a correspondent says there is not a barrel of

pure cider vinegar in the city of Golumbus, but

an article composed of whisiiy and molasses, or

something worse ; and then he appeals to the

people to plant more orchards, and make their

surplus apples into vinegar. I think we would
have to wait a long while for vinegar in that way.
I think I can propose a way so that everybody
can have pure, wholesome vinegar of their own
make. I will give you my own experience :

A few years ago I Leard people talk about the

vinegar plant ; I obtained one five years ago,

from a lady, who gave full directions how to-

manage it ; she said it mu^t be changed every

month, on Friday after the new moon ; that there

would then be a new plant formed, which might
be separated from the old one ; that each plant

must be used separate, and each to make one

gallon of vinegar every month. I also heard
from others many things about the vinegar plant

which I then concluded and am now well satisfied

were mere whims; however, I tried my plant,

and made ray vinegar from it through the sum-
mer aud fall, but in the winter the jar it was in

got broken, and I did not take any care to save

the plant. I examined it then, and had done so

before, and became satisfie<^ that it was no more
or lese than the mother from cider vinegar.

After that I got some vinegar from a grocer,

which he said he knew to be pure cider vinegar,

and after getting three gallons in a jug at three

different times, I found about a table-spoonful of

mother in the jug; I put it to about a quart of

sweetened water, and put it in a glass jar so that

I might witness the operation. It was some time

before it began to make any change, but at length

it began to enlarge, and in about two months it

formed a thick, nice plant or mother on the top,

and the vinegar was very sharp. I then put it

into a gallon jar, and it kept increasing in size;

I then put it into a two gallon jar, and at last I

procured a keg, which holds twelve or fourteen
gallons, (this was about a year after I commen-
ced ;) since it has been in the keg it has done
well, and I have changed it but twic^ in the past

year.

Now if anj'body wants good clean, wholesome
vinegar of their own, I w uld advise them to do

I as I have done : first, get a quantity of mother,—^nd then get a good strong cask that will hold
from five to twenty gallons or more, take out one
head, (if it has two in it,) set it on end, put in

a faucet near the bottom, use clean rain water,

make it milk warm, and sweeten it by using one
pint of molasses to each g'<llon of water; put it

in the cask, put in the mother, cover it suffic-

iently to keep out the flies and dirt in the summer.
If you set it where it wiil get the sun and air,

it will make vinegar mUch quicker. In the win
ter it is necessary to keep ii in a warm cellar, or

some place where it will not freeze. After it be-

comes vinegar, it is not strictly necessary to keep
it in a warm place, but while it is making, it will

Bonr much faster if it is kept where it is warm.
After it becomes vinegar, you can draw and use

as you need, and when it gets low, draw all out

and put it in something for present use ; empty
out the mother and the sediment which will beiu
the bottom, fill up your cask again and put in
the mother.
You should not use too much water at first,

until you get plenty of mother, as it will take
longer to make vinegar. If you us" more than a
pint of molasses to a gallon of water, it will
make stronger vinegar, but it witl take longer to
make. If you use less molasses, it will make
quicker but will not be so sharp. This I believe
to be the best, cheapest and most wholesome
vinegar that can be used ; much better than that
which is made from whisky, oil of vitrol, or any
poisonous ingredient.

An Old Mait.
Peru, Ind.

Bemasks.—We can corroborate all our corres-

pondent says, except that we do not believe there
is anything else so good as pure cider or wine
for vinegar. Where this cannot be had, a vine-
gar from sweetened rain water is an admirable
substitute. But the vinegar keg should be kept
supplied with all the fruits used from time to

time in the family, such as dried arp'es, berry
jam, apple skins, etc., soaked in clean waters,
scalded, and rubbed through a sieve or colander,
then strained through a cloth, and the liquor thus
obtained put in the tub to keep up the supply.
We tried the Vinegar Plant, so called, several

years ago, and found it just as our correspondent
says.

—

Ed, Field Notes.

Pood for Fowls.

Fowls are of all birds, the most easy to feed.
Even alimentary substances agree with them,
even when it is buried in manure ; nothing is
lost to them; they are seen the whole day long,
incessantly picking up a living. In well-fed
fowls, the difference will be seen, not only in the
size and flesh of the fowls, but in the weight and
goodness of the eggs, two of which go farther,

in domestic uses, than three rom hens poorly
fed, or half starved. It is customary to throw
to the fowls in a poultry-yard, once or twice tt

day, a quantity of grain, generally corn, and
somewhat less than they would consume, if they
had an abundance. Fowls, however, are more
easily satisfied than might be supposed from the
greedy voracity which they exhibit when fed
from tiie hand. It is well known, that as a gen-
eral rule, large animals consume more than small
ones. There is as much difference in the quan>
tity of food consumed by individual fowls as there
is in an mals. It has been found, by careful
experiments, that the sorts of food most easily
digested by fowls, are those of which they eat
the greatest quantity ; they evidently become
soonest tired of, and are least partial to rye. It

has also been found that there is considerable
economy in feeding wheat, corn, and barley, well
boiled, as the grain is thus increased in bulk at
least one-fourth, and the same bulk seems to
satisfy them ; but there is no saving in boiling

oats, buckwheat or rye.

—

American FouUerer'a
Companion.
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(From Field Notts.)

Culture of the Cotton Plaiit;

SOIL.

Select if possible a dark colored, sandy, or

Bandy loam soil, with a southern exposure if pos-

sible. It should be well pulverized, therefore it

should be plowed rather deep twice at least and
then harrowed. It should then be plowed in

ridges, and the cotton planted on the ridge, so

that the water of the spring and summer tains

will not stand about.the roots of the plant, but
will flow away as soon as possible.

A dr ught will check the growth of the plant

and the boils will notdeveop, but will fall off; a
wet season is eqtially pernicious.

TIME AND MANNER OF PLANTING.

In the southern States, cotton is planted from
the first of March until the first of June, accord-
ing to circumstances, as corn s planted here in

Ohio from the first of May until the first of July.

The object in planting in March appears to be to

obtain time to attend to other farm work, as well

as to realize the entire amount of cotton> shonld
the season prove favorable. But even in Georgia
and Alabama, the March planting is frequently

cut off by frost. On account of the comparative
shortness of our seasons, it should be planted as

early as possible, so as to avoid the spring and
early fall frosts. It does not bear transplanting

as well as tobajco does.

After the ground has been prepared by plow-
ing and harrowing, it is then ridged or furrowed
out ; the ridges being > rom four to five feet apart
one way, and about two feet apart the other.

Some planters ridge one way only, and then
plant the seed twelve or eighteen inches apart

;

others ridge both ways and plant the seeds in

rows, say two feet by five. There are generally

four or five seeds plaated in a hill, and these are

subsequently thinned out, so as to leave two or

at most three stalks in a hill.

SOAKING THE SEED.

Mr. M. W. Phillips, one of the most success-

ful cotton growers in Mississippi, recommends
that the seed be thoroughly soaked with salt and
water, or in a brine made by steeping stable ma-
nure in salt and water for ten days before using,

or until fermentation has ensued. The seeds are
then dried off with ashes or lime or plaster—the

latter is preferred biecause it makes the seeds
perfectly white and they can be more carefully

planted. When the seeds are planted they are
Ughtly covered, that is to say, covered from half

an inch deep with the soil. Cotton seeds are

about the size of white beans, and the quantity
of seed for any given plot of ground is much the

same as that required for field corn. .; .] - '^,:j^

The after culture of cotton is much like that

of corn; it requires to be kept perfectly free

from weeds and grass.

The crop of cotton can be gathered at several

times; first from the lower bolls,—these ripen

first ; in many instances the lower bolls are gath-

ered before the upper or top ones are in bloom.

Some days, and in many instances weeks even,

after the first bolls are gathered, the middle ones
will be ready to be harvested, and if the season

be long and favorable, quite late in the fall the

upper or topmost bolls may be gathered ; but it

is very seldom indeed, even in Georgia and Ala-
bama, that the topmost boUs are gathered ; they

are generally caught hj the frost before ripen-

ing. - John. H. Klippab.t.

Thb Wedge.—Editor Co. Gent:—I notice in

your issue of Jan, 23d, page 61, a very sensi-

ble article upon " The Ax, the Bee'le, and the

Wedge," by Mr. A. Fish, which I consider a
" stich in time." His descriptions of the ax and
beetle are good, and so is that of the wedge in a
general view or sense. But I have found the

wedge decidedly .a "peculiar institution," i. e.,

I have been an occasional " rail-splitter" de facto,

for several years, during all of which time I have
never seen but one wedge of just the right size,

shape and proportion, which I now fortunately

have before me. I will attempt to describe it,

which is as follows : Length, 9 inches; width, two
inches and one and one-half inches thick at the top

or head end—weight, four pounds six oiinces

—

made perfectly straight on each side from head
to point, with a slight groove, say half an inoh
wide and one-eight deep, running down each side

from one inch of the head—said groove becoming
narrower and shoaler until within one and a half

inches of the point, where it comes out and leaves

a flat surface to the point. This wedge is deci-

dedly superior to any and all others I have ever

used. It will " stick," and When it ever does
bound, which is very rarely the case even in

frozen timber, you m^ay know that you have got
a "hard" if not a "knotty" case.

A wedge of this make will split or cleave tim-
ber for rails, etc., In a much better manner than
those -of tlie usual " chubby" kind. All practi-

cal "rail-splitters"—I mean those who are mas-
ters of the trade—know the importance of havt
ing the opening made by the wedge at the point,

when " driven home," as large or as near the
same size as that at the head as possible, for

when the part first entered is opened wide, (which
is usually the case with chubby), while the under
or inner side is but little if any opened, it iis

quite impossible to "heart" or otherwise divide

even the best of timber to advantage.

Mr. F- recommends having the " edge end in-

laid with steel, but not hardened." This may be
a good thing, but I am inclined to think that a
steel point will not "go down" in frosty timber
with mine, which is made of good iron and har-

dened, but not. so hard that, it will not bcoid

rather than break.
,

^^ '/ ' 'iT "" T"
* '

"C • v.-' ,'

Brother "rail-splitters," try one made as

above mentioned—nine inches long, two in width,

one and a half inches thick, etc., and report

through the Country Gentleman. . -^^
Newark, 0. • "°~
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Shrubs.

Although shrubbery, properly planted and
cared for, constitutes one of the principal attrac-

tions of the garden, yet it is strangely neglected
even in many gardens which, in other respects,

are all that could be desired. Whether we con-
Bider the variety of form and foliage, the attract-

iveness of bloom, or the ease of culture, this de-

partment of the flower garden is certainly worthy
of more attention than it has hitherto received.

As the time has come when shrubs should be
planted, a few remarks concerning them may not
be amiss.

As most shrubs commence their growth very
early in the spring, they should be planted as
early as the ground is in fit condition. Where
new plants are wanted, cuttings should be im-
mediately made and kept in sand until the weather
is suflSciently mild to permit their planting. In
many of the varieties, plants may be grown from
cuttings with as much ease as currents or goose-
berries.

In general, shrubs should be planted in groups
or clumps rather than singly, although a single
plant of the large sorts may be grown as a spec-
imen, with good effect sometimes. Of course the
number of shrubs composing a group must de-
pend a good deal upon the size of the grounds.
In a large alace the number of shrubs in a group
should not only be greater, but larger shrubs,
even approaching the size of small trees, may
appropriately be employed.
The soil for shrubs should be a moderately en-

riched garden loam and should receive a slight

top-dressing of well rotted manure each season.
But little pruning is necessary. A stiff, for-

mal shape for shrubs is not at all desirable, but
a natural form should be kept, free from strag-
gling and deformed branches.

In planting a clump of shrubs, if on the bor-
ders of the garden, the largest size should be
planted at the back and smaller ones in the
front, the latter hiding the naked stems of the
former. If in the open ground, the large ones
should be planted in the center and the dwarfer
Borts around them. The forms of the clumps
may be various, round, oval, palm-leaf or irreg-

ular ; any shape being preferable to those with
acute angles, as triangular, square, etc.

A list of select shrubs is added, which is not
to be considered as comprising all that are desir-

able, but only a few of the best and mo« easily

cultivated. Of large sorts I would name:
Althea or Rose of Sharon.—Desirable on ac-

count of blooming in the autumn months, when
few shrubs are in flower.

Chionanthus or White Fringe.—This is a fine,

large shrub, with large leaves, and flowers in
long bunches of fringe-like appearance.

Cornus or Dogwood—the red branched variety
is very ornamental.

Cydonia J» ponica or Japan Quince—^is a very
beautiful shrub, with scarlet or blush flowers.

Currant—The flowering currants are all fine

Bbrubs, with various collored flowers, of very
easy culture.

Euonymous or Burning Bush—with oraa-
mental fruit in autumn.

Privet—A well known hedge plant. Fine in

shrubbery.
Philadelphus ooronaria or Syringa—A well

known fragrant shrub. Very desirable.

Rose Acacia—A handsome spreading, irregu-
lar shrub wish long clusters of rose-colored
flowers.

Syringa vulgaris or Common Liao—weU known.
Syrings persica or Persian Lilac—more deli-

cate than the common lilac.

Viburnum Opuius or Snow-Ball—Well known.

Of the dwarfer sorts the following are desirable:

Amygdalus or Almond.—The double flowering

dwarf almond is beautiful, and too well known
to need any description.

Berbcris or Barberry—Pretty shrubs.

Calycanthus or Alspice—with' fragrant wood.
Flowers dark brown, of a peculiar and agreeable
odor.

Deutzia—A beaitiful family of shrubs, of
which D. gracillis is the smallest and most beau-
tiful. This variety should be found in every col-

lection.

Kerria Japonica or Corchorus japonica—Yel-

low flowers.

Peonia Moutan or Tree Peony—Fine shrub,
with magnificent large flowers.

Roses of all sorts.

Spireas of various kinds—all beautiful.

Weigelia—One of the very best dwarf shrubs,

fine in foilage and form, abundant and beautiful

in bloom. Some of the recent introductions are

especially desirable.

Every garden should contain specimens of the

Weigelias, Spireas and Deutzias. G. B, H.—[Country Oentleman.

—t~

Some of the Profits of Sheep.

Last year I sheared four hundred and sixteen

pounds of good clean washed wool from fifty-

nine sheep, being about seven pounds per head,
which sold for forty five cents, averageing me
$3,17 per fleece. I raised from the flock thirty-

seven lambs worth five dollars a head, which
amounted to $185. This added to the wool
money makes $372,20, My sheep are Spanish
Merino, and mostly breeding ewes. I feed with
tame hay and but little grain. I have forty-one

in one flock that I feed half a bushel of brand
and oats mixed about half and half, once a day,

and they will gain on that from the time they are

taken up in the fall until spring.

1 notice in a late number of the Farmer, that

something has been done in the way of exami-
ning the fineness of wool ; I suppose I can show
as fine merino wool as there is in the country,

but the finest wool is not to be found on the best

sheep, nor the most profitable. I have seen very
fine wool on small sheep which I would not con-

sider worth wintering on account of their being

tender and sheeiing very light fleeces. I am In

for the fleece that will fetch the most money and
keep easy.

I shall hold myself ready to shear bucks or

ewes against any sheep in this State, of one

years growth of clean wool.

—

Michigan Farmer,
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[For the UUnois Fanner.] : 'i ; ; y

Orcharding at South Rass—Low

Headed Trees. >

DoNGOLA, UDion Oo., April 18, 1862.

M. L. DuNLAP. Dear Sir

:

—A recent risit to

South Pass in this county, and a view of the

various orchards in that place, convinces one

Trho have seen the fruit business carried on else-

where, that this is destined soon to be one of the

most attractive pla.ces to the pomologist in North

America. Instead of refering this matter to the

future, I might say that the thing is already ac-

complisbed, for there are thousands and thous-

ands of peach, apple and pear trees in bearing,

but for the most part they are young. There

are as large orchards in Jersey, Delaware, Mary-

land and Virginia. I notice that in the battle

now being fought before Yorktown, a part of our

troops now occupy one of these orchards—

a

dreadful blow to the man who took the pains to

bring it into successful bearing. But I think

that in a few years this section will far surpass

anything that can be seen perhaps in the world.

A Horticultural Society meets every other

Saturday to discuss subjects most interesting to

fruit growers. G. H. Baker is President and

P. Earl the Secretary. A considerable discus-

sion is taking place with reference to low headed

trees, cutting back early—and also respecting

shallow planting. Those best posted, or who

claim to be, pronounce the following to be the

very best. It is certainly the latest method of

planting trees.

First dig a hole as deep as you please, and then

fill it up when you plant your tree on the level

of the ground, then throw up a mound around it

and let it grow. If the tree is one year from the

bud, it is previously cut off eight or ten inches

above the bud, no matter whatever, if it have

buds or not, it will sprout oat. A peach tree is

permitted to send forth four shoots so as to make

what is called a distal or inverted umbrella

frame; afterwards, late in the winter one-third

of the previous years' growth is cut off. Such

trees, will bear, it is claimed, three years sooner

than by any other treatment, and the center of

the tree being kept open, the fruit ripens finely,

and is easily picked by one standing on the

ground.

I saw some trees on Mr. Bakers ground which

had been treated in a manner somewhat similar,

and it does appear to me that this is the right

theory, at least I never saw trees bear so young

or,look more thrifty, I would remark, by the

way, of Mr. Baker's farm, that though its aera

is not so extensive as many others in the vicinity,

yet for picturesque of situation I have seldom

seen it equalled. I should have remarked as

many are aware, that all their farms are on high

hills, and that they are seen from each otheK

making a scene not dissimilar to what one fancies'

of the robber castles on the Rbine.

In conclusion I would say that fruit growers

are greatly attracted to this region, and there

seems to be a promise that, both native trees and

jJeople are likely soon to be numbered among
things of the past. The manner in which the

fruit business is here carried on, is indicative

of the greatness of our State, and well compares

with the vast grain interests of the prairies.

— We are having line upon line in regarcfW
low headed trees, as one after another falls into

the practice. Last week we were setting an

orchard of one hundred and fifty of sweet apple

trees ; wisliing to set twenty of the Late Goldeh

Sweet, we could find none less than four years

old, averaging over an inch in diameter, with

nice heads three feet from the ground, but in

went the shears and the trees were headless, with

stumps a foot high. Some of our customers look

on these stumps with wonder. "Such nice

heads ! what possessed you to cut them off ?"

was the question from more than one. Well,

friend, can't you see we are growing gray with

age—may not be spared a long life to waitjfor

fruit on the high headed trees, but will stand a

reasonable chance of doing so from the stumps.

Come and see them three years hence if your and
my life is spared, and you will probably find them
in fruit. Yesterday a farmer came after trees,

and would like to see those with, low headr. We
led him to a lot of five acres that had not been
pruned at all, most of them heading at the

ground. "Well," says he, "those just suit me.

Three years ago, I received a hundred trees from

Ohio, or rather brought them with me ; after

setting, an ox got into the orchard and broke

several of them down near the grown. I tras

much vexed at the time, but these trees are

double the size of the others, and with such

beautiM heads that I now regret the ox had not

served the whole lot in the same way. The trees

broken down will fruit this year, while -on the

others there is no sight of fruit. Give me the
low heads."

If low heads are so much more valuable in
the timber lands of Egypt, what shall we say of
the prairies ? B©.
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Rules for Butter JffaMng.

I "-will endeavor to give the general outlines,

the essential leading principles, without attempt-

ing to give all the exact details, as it would be a

much ensier task to teach a man how to make a

watch, than how to make the first quality of but-

ter ; as ii is ibe most sensitive it is the most lia-

ble to injury, of all the eatables extracted from

the veget able kingdom. The first important thing

for making butter, is the cow. Without stopping

to give a • uU description for selecting, she must
give good rich milk, as first quality of butter

cannot be made from poor milk, as poor milk

lacks the essential quality of good butter.

The ifiea of coloring butter with anything after

it is made, is as absurd as would be painting rye

bread lo make it white, with the exception of

changibg its flavor. Butter is so sensitive it par-

takes of everything that can effect it, that it

comes in contact with; as onions, carrots, par-

snips, turnips, fish, or anything else that would
make it unpalatable, either ia the butter or milk

churning. Not only so, but the butter partakes

of everything the cow eats or drinks, and the

longer it stands after being made, the more per-

ceptibly will the unpalatable things on which she

has fed make themselves manifest. By this it

will fee seen that the most important thing for

first quality butter, is the food for the cow. Nei-

ther from roots of any sort or kind, or grain of

any description, can first quality butter be ex-

tracted. It must be from something that imparts

a sweeter and finer flavor, and from nothing that

grows i'l i^his country that I know, except timo-

thy, wliite clover, blue grass, red~top and foul

meadow, can first quality butter be made, that

will statu! the t^st so as to remain sweet until the

next wini er or spring after it is made ; and each

of thene grasses must have been sown or seeded

down suificienily long, and so well cared for as

to have^a sod thick enough to make it produce a

fine solid grass, to make it a perfect dairy pas-

ture, thoujjh many other pastures willmakegood
butter for mmediate use, but not to keep. The

cow too must i»e well wintered, however good she

may hav been to make good butter, because if

poor h- r milk will- also be poor and white, and
of course the butter ditto. Your correspondent

says, " if you had seen as I have done, the far-

mer's wi-es and daughters with tears in their

eyes, when told that the product of their sum-

mer's labor, as shown in their butter, was a poor

article, etc. for none of these things are the

dairy W'men in the least responsible, and no one

else but ihe dairy man, or provider of the cow's

food; yet in this, as inmany, very many instances,

the wroiia persons are held accountable for things

over which tliey have no control. The manufac-

turing is an essential part of the business, yet

the negb ct ol any of the above requirements is

fatal to a first-rate dairy for winter use.

The cow must be looked after as soon as

ehe comes in, and milked sufiSciently often to pre",

vent her "lag from becoming feverish and caking,

as one mi king from a feverir^h cow would spoil a
churning, aud that would spoil a whole firkin in

wMch it was packed, though it might aot be per*

ceptible for immedisite use, and none but the skill-

ful butter maker would perceive it in the churn-
ing of the butter. Such milk froths and foam^,
and when it does this, as well as from other
causes, it is always safest to sell it for immediate
use, or pack it separately in a firkin to sell for

what it will brings The churn should be as nearly
straight up and down as possible, and the dash
should stir all the milk every stroke it makes, 80
that the butter in the churn should all come at

the same time. If the milk is too cold, the only
safe way to warm it is to place a pail of milk in
a Urge boiler of warm water, to bring ir to the

exact temperature, which is about 55° to 60°—

a

few degrees warmer in cold than in warm wea-^

ther. As soon as the butter has come and gath-
ered, take it immediately from the churn in its

warm state, and put it in a large wooden bowl,
which is the best vessel for the purpose, then put
it in cold, soft water; then commence pulling the

butter over with the ladle in so gentle and care-

ful a manner as not to affect the grain, for as

sure as that is injured at the washing or working,
the butter becomes oily and can never be re-

claimed. Every particle of milk must be washed
out, and then season with the best of Liverpool
salt. Set the bowl away until the next day, and
when sufficiently cool, work the mass thoroughly,

but not BO as to affect the grain, and on the third

day pack it away if it has assumed the right

color. Examine it well before packing, and be
sure that no milky water runs from it, tor as sure
as it is packed with the least drop in the butter,

you will hear from it the next March or April.

The sooner you dispose of unwashed butter the

better, as milk would not harm it much for im-
mediate use.

If your spring or well is hard water, I would
advise saving ice from rivers or streams, though
the water is hard, as the lime never congeals with,

the ice. Save rain water, and then with ice you
will have water sufficiently cool to -wash your:'
butter, without which no man or woman can get

'

the milk out without injuring the grain, so that

the injurious effec s of the lime water will not
exhibit itself in six months. Soft water is as in**

dispensable to wash butter as fine linen. From
all this I do not wish to be understood that wash-
ing butter is positively necessary if it is to be
used within a few weeks. A. B. D.-

—9*-

Bees in Spring.

Hives should be examined, to see if the swarms
are in good order, and have sufficient stores. It

is not sufficient that there is an abundance of
bees; there must be enough food to enable them
to live and breed, until the flowers can supply

them with new stores. Last year, many that got
through the winter well, perished in spring by
starvation ; the weather in the early part of the

season being too wet and cold to produce honey,

or allow the bees to fly out and forage.

If there is not enough honey in the combs sap*
ply the bees either with surplus honey, or lacking ,

that, sugair candy will be an excellent substitute.

Unbolted rye meal is greatly recommended at •
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substitute for pollen; but if the alders, or other

trees and shrubs that supply pollen are in bloom,

all artificial articles will be discarded by the bees.

Hives with flat bottom ^oa^ds, and in fact, all

others, are the better for cleaning, removing any

dead bees that may have fallen from the combs.

Should the moth prove troublesome, which la sel-

dom or never the case in strong swarms, and your

hives are supplied with movable combs it is best

to transfer the frames to a new hive, taking care

to rid every frame of web or worm on removal.

This can be done best in a close room, on a

clear, mild day, placing the hive, after transfer,

on the old stand. It is dangerous to do this be-

fore there is a good deal of food to be had, for

otherwise, the bees from other hives may rob the

disturbed one ; and besides, the latter coniiumes

a great deal more by being disturbed than they

would do if let alone.

It must, be remembered that it is from the

strong swarms in spring that you will obtain the

greatest amount of surplus honey the coming sea •

son. Such swarms have enough food, with room

to breed, thus providing a host of workers to se-

cure sweets that nature provides in proper season;

weak swarms cannot do this. Sometimes a swarm
is we'ik in consequence of too much food being

stored ia their combs, thus giving no chance to

increase, as empty comb is the nursery for young
brood
When this is the case, which is easily discov-

ered by examination, remove a full frame or even

two from tue outside ; shift those adjacent into

the place of those taken away; then go to some

hive deficient in honey, remove from that an

equal number of frames, giving them the full

frames instead; and finally, place the empty

comb in or uear the center of the first hive Yon
will, by this means, equalize the space and food

in both hive«, and consequently benefit both.

liives 'to red in winter quarters should be taken

out immediately. We are not, however, great

bellevera in winter shelter, or any artificial means

by which the early rising of brood is furthered.

—

Ohio Fa mer. , . . ./^;c

-*m*-

t)Sf The " American Fruit Guitarist " gives

the foll-^wing explanation of Pomological Terms

:

Alburnum—Tthe sap-wood, as distinguished

from the heart- wood.

.

Border—Artificial bed of enriched earth.

Callus—Ring or swollen portion formed at the

base of a cutting, by the descending cambium.
Cambium—The soft wood, newly forming be-

neath the bark
Canes—Long, bearing shoots; applied to grapes

and raspberries.

Clipping—Trimming down to some definite

shape.
^ .

Coxcomb—Applied to the form of strawberries

when much compressed at the sides.

Crenate—Notched or cut around like rounded

or blunt sijw teeth.
^

Dwarfs—Trees made diminutive py grafting or

budding upon stocks of small growth. .

Espitlier—A tree trained flat upon a trellis.

En quenouille—Training to produce fruitful-

ness, by tying the branciies downwards.
Fibrous roots—-The smaller, branching, or

thread-like roots.

Forcing-—The early ripening of fruits by arti-

ficial heat under glnss.

Fore right shoot—The terminal shoot of a
branch.

Head back^To cut oflF the limbs of a tree part
way down.
Lay in—'Applied to selecting and fastening t#'

a trellis or wall, new branches or shoots. ,'

Lay in by the heels—To bury the roots of trees'

'

temporarily in a trench.

Leading shof>t—The longest or main shoot of
a limb or tree.

How Can those Ants be Destroyed ?^—In re-

gard to this query, J. H. F., of Macoupin coun^,

nis., writing to the "Country Gent," sayss * V^

*' They are almost as troublesome as the plagnet

of Egypt. I will tell you what they do, and you
can judge for yourselves. They made their ap-
pearance first nine years ago, when th^ house
was built, and in numbers have increased every
year until the last, when they were almost intol-

erable. In the spring of the year when the

weather is warm enough for them, they show
themselves on the surface of the ground around
the house in vast numbers. They then make
their way into the house, visiting every depart-

ment where they can fid anything to plunder
that suits their taste, nming which are flour,

meal, meat, and in fict everyhing oi a greasy
nature, passing independently over sugar or any
vessel containinjr sweete-iing. In a box of bacon
packed in ashes k^t &mrmer they made great
depredation, baling a narrow strip for a highway
to the wall of the house, and when warm enough
they were eonstialy pa-sing and repassing, until

their track was ^1 'ii'ly marked with grease. The
only way discove'e i to keep them out of a ves-

sel is to sit it in another and larg'^r one contain-

ing water, or put the article to be kept from them
on a bench, and keen the legs well tarred with
fresh tar. They are of a light yellow color, and
are very small, so small that six of them are not
larger than the head of h pin, and it is difficult

to detect them in anything of 'their color. If

any one havinji pnme exr>erience in ridding a
place of that sort of ant will give information

how to do it, they will c nfer a favor on at least

the inmates of one Swelling."

Coal Tab ani' Rjsin.—A correspondent of the'

"Country Gentleman," s?ys an article appeared

in that paper inquiring whether coal tar and

pitch applied to timber would preserve it froAi

decay while under ground. Ihe past year I

have been expeiimenting with preparations of

that kind, fer the i urpost-s aforesaid, rn ' believe

I have discovered a snre remedy or p>:ft.\ tiye of

decay, which can be made as follows:

jT'^-* .*," .ii.- , .^.
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Take equal parts of coal tar and rosin ; heat

them until the rosin shall be dissolved and •well

intermixed with the tar ; then apply it to that

part of the timber ;ou intend sinking in the

ground.
To test the virtues of such a preparation I took

a sap shingle, split it in two pieces, one of which

I smeared with coal tar and rosin ; the other I

left uncovered. I then di ove them side and side

in the ground. At the end of nine months I took

them up, and found the progress of decay to

have been very rapid in the piece uncovered,

while the other was perfectly sound. This ex-

periment fully convinced me of the efBcacy of

such a preparation, and if properly applied I be-

lieve all kinds of timber would be indestructable

by decay. For posts I hardly think it necessary

to cover more than twelve inches below and six

inches above where the surface of the ground

will come, as that part of the post is more expos-

ed to the action of the elements, consequently

needs the most protection.

I have not time or I would write more on the

subject, as I consider it a very important one, and

oDe of much interest to the farmer or real estate

owner. And yet heretofore the preservation of

timber has received but a. small share of consid-

eration in comparison with what has been said

and written on other subjects.

8@*The Vincennes (Ind.) Sun says that Dan-

iel EUioot, of that vicinity, realized, the present

season, from 210 maple trfees, 860 pounds of

sugar and ten gallons of molasses.

[n a voluminous historical work, where a
thousand trivial occurrences must be recounted,

many dry subjects discussed, it is imagination

alone that can carry the reader through the mass
of details, and '* float truth down the flood of

time."
-«•»-

"Not less than 262 new canal boats of the

largest size will be ready on the opening of nav-
igation. So says the Albany Evening Journal.

-<•*-

"Pa ain't I growing tall?" '«Why,
What's your height, so any?" " Seven feet, lack-

ing a yard." Pa fainted.

-<•>-

." How long did Adam remain in Paradise
before he sinned ?" asked an amiable spouse of
her husband. "Till he got a wife," was the
calm reply.

[t is justly said of woman that she divides
our sorrows and doubles our joys. Pity she
quadruples our expenses.

.^ ^e are commanded to let our light shine
before men

; the man with a red nose keeps his
light shining before himself.

Cost of Baising Corn.

The "Country Gentleman'' has an article cn

the cost of corn growing, whi^ we copy below.

Twenty-one dollars and seventy cents an acre for

the cost of corn, with sixty bushels to the acre,

may pay in Northern New York, but not so well

on the prairie. As will be seen, the stalks are

valued at five dollars the acre, leaving the cost of

corn at twenty-seven cents. It is not probable

that another as favorable a case can be found as

this in that part of the State. Taking one year

with another, twenty-five or thirty bushels may
be considered a fair average yield with this high

culture. St. Lawrence county may as well give

in to the prairie first as last. Eb. . v.
'

" We had always been surprised that wes-
tern farmers could raise corn at a profit, at
prices varying at from fifteen to thirty cents per
bushel ; but the past year we kept an accurate
account of the cost of our corn crop, and cam'

easily believe that on the fertile and easily cul-

tivated lands of the west, where horse power can
be used instead of the hoe, corn can be profitably

raised at the above prices.

Our cornfield consisted of three acres. It had
been mowed for three years previous—was
strong, and required two yoke of oxen and tvo
men to break it.

To 4 days work plowing $10 00
3 day's drawing manure with two men

and team , 6 76
Spreading manure 75
Harrowing 3 00
Chaining both ways 60
Three day's planting 2 25
Three pecks seed corn 75
Interest on land at $30 6 80
Three hundred pounds of plaster 90
Plastering 62
Cultivating both ways three times. .... 3 75
Twelve day's work hoeing three limes .

.

9 00
Four Day's work cutting 3 00
Husking and drawing in corn and fodder. 10 00
Sixty loads of manure at half price on

account of future benefit 7 50

Total cost $65 09
CornFodder 15 00

$50 07

Three hundred and seventy bushels of ears at
a cost of twenty-seven cents per bushel shelled
corn—showing that corn can be profitably pro-^

duced even in this stony country.

St. Lawbkhcb; y

St, Lawrence Co., N. Y. • -i.;;

-••»-

J8@"W omen can easily preserve their youth

;

for she who captivates the heart and underBtand-
ing never grows old. ,
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Post and Board Pence.

The best fence is probably the above, espe-

cially on the prairie where the wind sometimes

plays the dickens with the old worm fence. The

sod and ditch fence is out of date, baring proved

of no value. Wire fence is used in some parts,

of the State, and when well put up of No. 9

firire makes a good fence. But all things con-

sidered, the post and board fence is the best and

in most cases the cheapest for Central and

Northern Illinois, while the cost of boards and

the abundance of timber in most parts of Egypt

gives the advantage to the old Virginia form.

We have just completed 200 yards of post

and board fence, and give the cost. The posts

we use are burr oak, from not over two feet in

diameter—we have some thousand of such on

oar farm at Leyden, most of them set twenty

years, and from present appearance they will

at last double that time yet. The posts are large

size, as a matter of course. ' '
'^

400 posts in the woods, 4c. ..^^ .^. . . .'...|16.00

Hauling seven mil'^s 1.. .... . ... 12:00

Four days sharpening, $1 4.00

Two days hauling on to the ground 4.00

5,000 feet fencing in Chicago,
. $9 .... . . 45.00

Freight, 4c ,....-...',. 20.00 '

One keg nails ..;.'...; . . . .. 4.00

Five days driving posts, $1 5.00

Five days foi' boy and team to assist; . . 7.50

Nailing on boards, two boys 2^ days 8.75

Staking out line, unloading lumber, etc. 75

,.-_
,

.j ..;:..' $122.00

Op an average of sixty one cents per lod.

This is for three boards to the panel, the usual

fence against cattle and horses. Farmers in this

neighborhood confining their hogs in pastures

made hog tight, thus making a large saving in

the cost of fencing.

To the above should be added the cost of haul-

ing from the depot, in this case the car was un-

loaded on the farm, thus saving-thefeost of haul-

ing three and a half miles.

Here is a fence that, with little repair, will last

thirty years and probably longer, and for every

thing, except sheep and hogs, as though two

more boards to the pannel were used. The extra

two boards would have added full twenty-five

cents more to the rod or per cent. This is paying

rather dear for the privilege of having hogs

run at large, a sam that our reading,^ thuiking

farmers have concluded not to invest in^ ^ i^-^i j

' Oak boards cost more than pine and are not

half as valuable ; they not only warp badly,

thus breaking off the nails, but rot off at the

knots and other places just when you- are not

looking for such a condition of things. We have

seen poplar poles used in place of boards—that

is the common Aspen of our timber wet lands

—

these are spotted on to the posts and nailed the

same as boards. We omitted to say that we are

careful to set the top end of the post in the

ground, thus reversing it in the order of

itH growth. From numerous instances in which

we have examined old fences we know of a cer-

tainty that they will last much longer thus treat-

ed. We can see hedge fences in the dim future

stretching their long line over the prairie swells,

and making the country beautiful with their

ridges of living green.

Subsoil Flowing.

Thanks to John Deer for a first rate subsoil

steel plow—It is one of the institutions that

should find a place on every farm. We have

used one for the past two years, but have not so

fully appreciated its value as at present.

The coMtinued rain, rain, has put us in the

back ground in regard to nursery work. One day

last week the sun came out for a ihort time and

we bad two teams harnesaed, one put to a No. 1

clipper, turning up seven inches of the water

sodden soil, while the subsoil went five more into

the soil, loosening up the bottom. At night we
had one of the heaviest falls of rain of the sea-

son, but the next day in the afternoon we could

work on this plowing, the water sank into the

loosened bottom, and the Surface was ready for

the plants". Acting upon this discovery, we have

since made rapid work with our nursery plant-

ing, by paying little attention to the weather.

Should the weather continue wet, we shall go

into the corn field with the subsoil plow, and if

we get over only half the ground with the same

teams, we shall lose little time and be sure that

we have a dry surface. Farmers, this is a good

time to test the value of the sabsoiler.

->?

A Porker.—The Ossipee Register saye that
Asa Beachman of that town, recently slaugh-
tered a monstrous porker of one year's ^^ro^K^
that weighed 710 pounds. ^

^vr^

:-«r

ExcBLLBKT WoRKS.—Pope's Essay on man, and
Pope's Essay on the Rebels at Island No. 10
Th^e are fine passages in both.

«••-

Morning is the best time towork gardens.
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(For the Illinois Farmer.^

Sterling, Whitksidb Co., April 1862.

Fribkd Dunlap :—I am anxious to get a copy

of your last years number ?

(Last years number exhausted.

—

Pub.)

The Executive Committee of the Whiteside

County Agricultural Society, will meet sometime

in May, at which time I will suggest that a num-

ber of copies of your paper,, may be used as

awards at our county fair. Please name your

premium terms.

(Fifty cents a copy to any address.

—

Pub )

.4.W0BD ON HoRTicuiTUEB.—I received a few

days since a letter from an old friend, Charles

Downey, and was gratified to learn of his con-

tinued zeal in the cause, and regret to say that I

cannot say as much for myself, not that I have

lost confidence or interest in the ultimate success

of fruit growing, especially the apples, but it is

that every year more and more fully convinces

me that it will require years of careful experi-

ment and experience, to decide on such as are

best suited for cultivation in this peculiar locality

—(Northern Illinois). Need I say that from the

great losses sustained in this northern portion of

the State for the past five or six years by those

attempting to raise ftuit and ftruit treees, that

many of us have been obliged, in order to main-

tain ourselves, to engage in a general farming in-

terest, or in some other business.

The depressing effects of the war on all our

operations, have been such that I have conclu-

ded to rest and " bide my time." And hereafter,

you may expect me to be with you " through

evil, as well as good report."

I will read a short article on flax before our

association at its next meeting, if you are with

me in the views there entertained, especially on

proteotion,publish it. Thatyou are with us, in a

protection for the industry and labor of the

State, I entertain not a doubt.

Very traly,

L. S. Pknkington.

. — To Dr. Pennington is due the first demon-

stration in the way of low headed fruit trees, and

for the past fifteen years the Doctor has labored

to inculcate his views. The winter of 1855

nearly !):uined his magnificent orchard, which

contained too many tender sorts. We shall hope

for the sake of pomological history, that the

Doctor will give US the history of his orcharding*

—of varieties, height of head out. Shall we not
hear from you on this subject at an early day ?

Now that the public mind is ready to hear argu-
ments in favor of rational culture, you will find

eager readers.
; ,

Eb.

(For the Illinois Farmer.)

stock Laws—Are there Any? ,.^,

Milton Station, Coles Co., April, 1862.

Eeitor Illinois Farmer :—Do the laws of

this State require every man to take care of hif

own stock, or is the stock of every man's free

comoners at liberty to go just where they please ?

Is not tame pasture more profitable (counting

the cost of making such pasture) than the wild

prairie pasture to which we have access free of

charge ?

These are questions of vital importance to the

farmers and stock raisers ; therefore, I for one,

would like to have them fully diecufised in the

Farmer.

I have had some experience with stock running

at liberty; it is, undoubtedly, a loosing game to

all parties; it is a loss to the farmer. A few

breechy animals lead the whole of the neighbor-

hood stock just where they like ; into the wheat

field just as the grain is ready for stacking;

knocking the shocks right and left, threshing the

grain in the field free of charge. Next into the

corn field, destroying three or four bushels,

while they eat one. Finally when the wild grass

is dry and the cold rains of November have

thoroughly softened the ground, they are into

the wheat field, treading the wheat into the

ground by the aore, putting the ground in nice

order to shake the strength out of your hordes,

and your reaper to pieces. Fine work this for

sake of wild grans free of seeding and fencing,

to say nothing of the pleasure of galloping for

three or four hours over the prairie when you

want your cattle.

Then it is a loosing game to the owner of the

stock. Your stock gets into your neighbors field,

out comes the neighbor in a fit of vexation, to

say the least, chases the cattle with dogs. They

are worried and loose the gain of two or three

weeks ; some of them are foundered and ooea*

sionally one dies, others survive to drag out a

miserable existence wholely unprofitable to the

owner, others again stray away and are lost or

cost much time and trouble before they are re-

covered.

With tame pasture the grass starts much earl-

ier in spring, and continues later in the fall than

the wild grass. So here then is a saving of three

tofiv»-weeks feeding. The grass is much better

than wild, your cattle feed quietly, you know

where to find them, know they are safe, know

your crop is safe, and finally you are in no fear

of a quarrel with your neighbor on account of

enreftttJ«.
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- Good stock laws we need. Let us hear this

matter fully discussed.

More anon,
'"

,

^
' Clod Hoppbe.

We have given the law as it stands at present,

in previous numbers of the FAKMsa, Our Su-

preme Court has been on both sides of the queS'

tion. The county courts north of Springfield,

as a general thing, decide that there is no law

in regard to fencing, on^y as between adjacent

farms, and that all others are trespassers who

allow their stock to run at large. In the coun.

ties south the courts have decided that the com-

mon law is not applicable to this State, and per-

mit stock to run at large, thus Qompelling farm-

ers to fence against the large herds that are often

owned by non-'residents andparties who own no

land, but live by plundering others. A more en-

lightened sentiment is now prevading, and it will

not be long before every owner of a hoof will be

compelled to keep it on his own premises. There

can be no question that the prairie pasture is the

most expensive under ordinary circumstances

that we have. In this county, the practice is to

make every man accountable for the damage

done by his stock, and if he wants to pastare

them on the prairie, he must look to it that they

do no damage. With the exception of the old

settlers about the groves, a large portion of the

fences are made with three boards to the pannel.

As Clod Hopper says, it is a loosing business to

pasture on the prairie, as by pasturing your own

land, you improve it annually, and have both

certain and later feed for your stock. It is great

absurdity to compell a farmer to fence against

all the stock that some shiftless farmer, or some

cattle feeder may choose to turn on to his crops.

As no farmer can keep stock and raise gruiD

without confining the fkrm, it follow- that he

must fence in one or the other, lie need not

fence in the grain for that will not stray oflF. but

as his stock will, and are liable to be injured by

breaking into corn fields, it is the best economy

to fence them in. But in ihe eaHy settlement of

the country, when little attention was paid to

iprain growing, ami il^e etock interest was the

modt Unportabt, there was soine excuse for allow-

ing stock to run at large and to fence in the fmall

patches of grain, though at present when the

grain interest has become the most important, it

would seem that common sense if not common
laws should protect the farnier who wishes to

imltivate grain, against. tlie rapacity of the Block

grown. We fihould be glad to' h6ar ftoiia ' otKers

nnfh'ig subjeot. Ed.

(For the IllinolB Fanner.)

A Saltpeter Cave in Pike County.
'"'

'
' Concord, April I7th, 1862.";.

Editob iLLiifois Farmke:—As the Chicago

Tribune seems to call for information through

your paper as to whether there is such a thing

existing in the State of Illinois as a saltpeter

cave, and as it seems to have ^some doubts about

the matter, I would state for their information,

and also others who may have any interest in the

matter, that I visited ouch a place twice. The

last visit I made to it was in 1855. At that time

the remains of an arch where the boiling process

seemed to have been carried on B^any years prev-

ious, were still visibleL S
'"'"'. '

'

'

"'
.

'

At the time of my visit to the cave, no one

seemed to take any interest in it, except as a

curiosity. Stalacites were hanging around in

the cave, but many had been broken off by those

who had previously visited it. It is situated in a «
limestone rocky bluff, on a stream called the

Little Blue, west of the Illinois river, in Pike

county, some eight miles easterly of Griggsville.

Any person wishing to visit the cave, can call on

Dr. A. Metour, who resides at the town ef

Milton, who would probably give any further in»«

formation needed. The town of Milton is about

ten miles south of Griggsville, and two miles

from the eave spoken ot,
"""••'" i' ' '^« '-•- ' " M. J. Pond.

Can any of our readers give as farther light on

thiiB subject ? Pike county is one of the most in-

teresting counties in the State, many parts of

the county contain ledges of limestone, and the

surface is generally broken, the streams run

through deep gorges, exposing the various strata

of earboniferous rock. Situated as forming the

peninsula between the Illinois and Mississippi

river, it embracesmanypointsof deep interest, not

only to the geologist, metorologist and the farmer,

subject to heavy rains and again severe drouth.

Were it not for her dry rich soil and the ready

drainage, her now valuable farms would be worth-

less. Will not some of our many readers from

that county give as a series of chapters on that

interesting region of the State.
. ^^

__ short man became attached to,a taH
woman, and somebody said that he had fallen in

love with her. "Do you call it falling in love ?"

said the snitori'*^ ** ItfB more like climbing

».

jM^Ah Indiah. on seeing a fash ible lady,

exclaimed : <«Whoop ! Big wigwe *
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Don't Kill the Birds.—We call the atten-

tien of our people to the following city ordinance.

We understand the city authorities have determ-

ined to enforce it to the very letter.

—

Chicago

7^G>une.

An Opdinancb to prevent the killing of Birds in

the City of Chicago.

Section 1. Be it ordained by the Common
Council of the City of Chicago: That the kill-

ing of birds by fire-arms, bow and arrows, stones,

or m any other mode, in the city of Chicago, is

hereby prohibited. Every person who shall

hereafter kill or wound, or attempt to kill or

wound, by the use of fire-arms, bow and arrow,
pelting with stones, or otherwise, any bird within

the city limits (such bird so killed or wounded,
not being the property of the person so offend-

ing), shall forfeit and pay to the city for every
bird so killed or wounded, and for every such
attempt to kill or wound, not less than five nor
more than ten dollars.

Pec. 2. Every person who shall enter upon any
private inclosure or public ground belonging to

the city, for the purpose of doing any act pro-

» hibited in the preceding section ; and every per^
sou who shall shoot an nrrow, or throw a stone,

or clu*i, or other missle, at any bird within any
private grounds, or public parks, eiiuares or

grounds, shall forfeit and pay to the city not less

than five nor more than ten dollars for each
offense.

—Among the board of aldermen is a large

number of practical horticulturists, who have

looked on with amazement at the swarms of inw

sects that promises to make gardening no suc-

cess and green things a rariety. Every boy old

enough to hold a pop gun or cross-bow in the

city, have of late years been diligent in driving

ont the birds, by breaking up their neets, killing

and wounding them. The result is there, as

well as everywhere else—an increase of insects.

We shall now look forward to an increased atten-

dance to the fitting up of suburban residences in

and about the city. Other towns and cities

would do well to follow the example of Chicago

in this good work. Ed.

Fair of Illinois State Agricultural

Society.

This fair is to be held at Peoria, commencing

Sept. 29th and ending Oct. 4th.

That the people of Peoria city and county will

do ample justice in the premiums, we have good

evidence, from a previous occasion, and we can

assure our readers that they will find things done

np and in order when they reach the fail' grounds.

The premium list is nbwready for distribation

•nd can be had on application to the Secretary,

at Springfield, or of any officer of the board.

The premiums are numerous and liberal, every

farmer and mechanic will find something in it for

which they may compete. Do not fail to obtain

a copy.

Among the minor premiums is a large number
of the Journal of the Society, a valuable work

for the farmer. We should be glad to see the

meddl dispensed with and agricultural works and

cash substituted, in all cases.

Here is something for the boys.

PLOWING AND SPADING MATCHES.

To commence at nine o'clock a. m., on Thursday,
September 19th, and continue at the discretion of
the committee.

'

First premium .fl5
Second premium 10
Third premium 6

BOYS UNDEE EIGHTEEN TEARS OF AGE.

First premium $15
Second premium 10
Third premium 5

The plowing wUl be in old ground, and competi-
tion open to the world.

The name of plowman must be given, as well as

the kind of plow to be used, at the time of entry.

RULES FOB PLOWING.

1. The quantity of ground for each team to be
one-fourth of an acre.

2. The time allowed to do the work will be two
hours.

3. The width of the furrow to be eleven inches,
and the depth not less than six inches.

4. The furrow slice in all cases to be lapped.
5. The teams to start at one time, and each

plowman to do his work without a driver or other
assistant.

6. The premiums offered by the Society will be
awarded to the individuals who, in the judgment of
the commUtee, shall do their work in the bet t man-
ner, provided the work is done in the time allowed
for its peiformance.

Y. No person except the Viewing Committeewill
be permitted to enter upon the ground after the
work is commenced, until the cominitte leave the
ground.

8. Each plowman to strike his own land, and
plow entirely independent of the adjoining land.

9. Within the fourth of an acre plowed, each
plowman will be required to strike two back fur-

rowed lands, and finish with the dead furrow in the
middle. ,, i

.

Best sub-soil plowing. $10
Best trench plowing 10

To be done under such rules as the awarding con*-
mittee may prescribe at the time.

• -
' ^^r.'.

SPADING MATCH.

The spading not to be less than ten inches deep.
The time allowed to do the work will bo one hour.
For the best spading of ground ten feet long and

ten feet wide |g
For second best 8
For third best. . , , „ 8
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flieCiiltivationof Chinese Sugar Cane.

TEANSPLA^NTINQ.
'

R. Tattle, of Mishowaka, Ind., writes us tliat

his expfirience in cultivating sorghum is that the

crop will be forwarded in the spring at least two
weeks by transplanting. He recommends soak-

ing the seed in warm water until it begins to

gprout, then prepare a small plat of warm ground,

and sow the seed broadcast or in drills, one inch

deep. If it be likely to freeze cover it with

straw When up to two or three inches, then

transplant it in your well prepared ground, about

the same manner as you do cabbage plants. Set

about five plants in a hill. By transplanting the

oane gets a decided start of the weeds, which is

a great advantage; it will ripen two or three

weeks sooner. The labor of transplanting is

very small compared with the benefits.

•WILD CHINKSK OANE HYBRIDIZE WITH INDIAN CORN?

Upon this subject, Lyman Meacham, Esq., of

Lemont, writes us as follows

:

" I see in yuur report of what was said and
done at the General Sorghum Convention recently

held at Adrian, Mich., that a number of the

speakers express the opinion that sorghum will

mix with maize (our common Indian corn) to the

detriment of the former. This may be so One
well established fact is worth more than any
quantity of theory. But I am of the opinion

that to produce the hybridiziag or mixing of dif-

ferent varieties of plants, the varieties subject to

ohaikge must not only be cultivated in the same
vicinity, but they must also be in blossom at the

same time, so that the pollen—the fecundating

dust—produced by one of the varieties may be

conveyed to the female organ of the other va-

riety while that organ is in the condition to

receive and appropriate it, otherwise no inju-

rious effect will be produced by the near prox-

imity of the different varieties of plants. Is this

not so ?

I have cultivated sugar cane almost from its

introduction into the State, and have noticed its

progress towards maturity. Compared with that

of corn, and according to my observation, the

corn crop is not in tassel and in blossom, and is

entirely past the season for throwing off its pol-

len lonz before the sorghum begins to show its

seed heads. This being the fact, how can the

two dybridize ? Who ever heard of maze and

broom corn mirging to the detriment Of either?

Nature's laws are seldom violated. ' •

If it be true that sorghum and maze will mix,

the fact cannot be too soon known, and guarded
against, for the fact is notorious that in this corn

producing region, sorghum and com frequently

grow side by sid«, and in most cases they are

grown in the immediate vicinity of each other.

If the opinions alluded to are correct, a differ-

ent course must be pursued by the growers of

sugar cane seed, or we shall soon have ^one
worth planting.

—

Chicago Tribune. '
'- V-'

im
* —The proper arms for rebel privateersmen

—

yard-arms. ';,.'. ;»;
-"

A Word about Colts—Early Training.

An impression, and I think an erroneous one,
prevails with many that colts are injured by
early training. That some colts are injured, and
their constitutions broken by cruel and rough
treatment, before they have acquired toeir

strength, cannot be doubted ; but careful, judic-
ious training, is as important with colts, as with
steers, or with children even. In fact, I believe

it true of all young ani nals intended for domestic
use, as of a child. " Train them in the way
they should go, alnd when they are old they will

not depart from it."

I have two colts, one eight months old, and the

other one year and eight months They are

both accustomed to the harness. The oldest I

have frequently used in the sleigh On one oc-

casion this winter, when the sleighing was good,

it has taken me, together with my little son, to

Portsmouth and back, a distance of nine miles

each way, with no inconvenience or injury what>
ever. Some persons who knew the age of the

colt, and tb« distance it travelled, remarked to

me, "You will kill that colt."

This remark induced me to write this short

article. Without knowing the circumstances, the

reader, perhaps, would form a similar judgment—^but the colt is large of its size, in good condi«
tion as to flesh,, and high spirited ; ami, I re-

quired it to walk at least two-thirds the distance

each way. It is well fed in the city, taken
through the sireets where it could hear various

sounds, and witness all sorts of objects—still it

was not suffered to tire or scarcely to sweat at

all, and to every appearance was as lively and
bright when I reached home, as when I started.

To have forced it beyond its strength that dis-

tance or half that distance, would have been in^

jurious—but careful training is always beneficial

and we rarely begin too young with anything.
Lambert Maynard, Esq., of Bradford, Mass.,

the owner of one of the finest stallions in New
England, (Trotting Childers,) who has had much
experience in raising and training colts, and who
has sold some fine colts of his own raising, at a
high figure, informs me that his colts are all

broken to the harness before they are a year old,

or as he more properly calls it, educated. He
rarely, if ever, uses a whip. As to its injuring

them, to use them so young, he remarked, that

he never exercised them so hard as they exercise

themselve" when alone.

So much for early training—and now one word
about feeding and exercise. Colts should ne^er
be forced with provender, nor stunted for want of

nourishing food. My method is to give them as

much good, sweet clover hay as they wll eat

clean, with a few Utile potatoes ; and with this

feed I get as much g^^th in the winter, as with
a good pasture, I ge(*^n the summer. On pleas-

ant days, when there is no ice to injure tbem,

they should always have their liberty, to exercise

out of doors. It is cruel to confine a high-

spirited c^lt constantly by his halter, as to con-

fine a high-spirited, ambitious child, to the house.

Farmers, raise good colts, from the best of
stock; keep them constantly growing, without
pampering

;
give them judicious training when
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young ; allow them every favorable opportunity
for free exercise, and we shall have what every

sensible man or woman admires, good horses.

—

Cor. N. E. Farmer.

-—>-

Dutch Cheese.—The " farmer's girl," who
can make "tip-top Dutch cheese;" and tells

how it is done, is no doubt an adept in the art.

I know a farmer's wife who has made " lots of

it, and thinks none can make better. She pours
boiling water over thick milk in thp pans. The
curd phould be moved gently with a large spoon,

that the water may reach the bottom of the pan.

The curd and whey will separate in a few min-
utes

;
pour off the whey, and if the curd is too

tender, pour over it hot water the second time,

and move the curd about as at first ; then pour
off the water, and put the curd in a thin, course
cloth, and hang it up to drain an hour or two

;

then add salt, a little butter or cre^m, or both

;

work it in or make into hallp. This way is pre-

ferahlo to heating the milk over the fire, or upon
a stove, and is much less work and trouble. Try
it and see if you do not like it better.

Mrs. Lymak.

To Destroy Wakts on a Cow's Teats—In

answer to your East Btidgewater " Subscriber,"

I would say that I have a voung cow whose teats

last spring were covered with warts. I took the

water that baking beans, (common pea beans)

had been soaked or boiled in, and washed the

teats twice a day, for a week or so, using a shal-

low three-pint pan, so I could wet all the teats at

once, leaving the water to dry on them. The
warts all disappeared in two or three weeks, and
the teats are now perfectly fmoothe and free

fron- warts.

—

Oor. N. E. Farmer.

The Tomatoe—lis PaopERHES.— Dr. Bennet,

a professor of some celebrity, considers it an in

valuable article of diet, and ascribes to it very
important medical properties :

1. That the tomatoe is one of the most power-
ful aperients of the Materia Medica, and that in

all those affections of the liver and organs, where
calomel is indispensible, it is probably the most
effective and least harmful remedial agent known
to the profession.

2. That a chemical extract will be obtained

from it which will altogether supersede the use

of calomel in the cure of disease.

3. That he has eucoeeBfully treated diarrhea

with this article alone.

4. That when used as an article of diet, it is a

sovereign remedy for dysjpejpsia and indigestion.

6. That the citizens in^prdinary should make
use of it, either raw, cooked or in the form of a
catsup, with their daily food a£ it ia a most
healthy article.

—

Repository. ,

Cottonized Flax.—During the past year a
series of experiments, mechanical and chemic al
combined, have been made in Rhode Island, the
object of which was to provide, as a substitute

for cotton, a material that could be manufactured
without any alteration of machinery now in use.

The object has been attained by the production
of a material properly named cottonized flax.

The flax is pulled in the field by a machine
which does the work of forty men. Either ma-
tured flax or flax not in seed may be used. As
flax is cultivated for the seed a double crop may
thus be produced—a crop of seed ae well as
of flax.

The dried flax, as gathered from the field, is

first cut by machinery into suitable lengths, rep-
resenting the staple of upland cotton about pne
and one eight inch long. This process is per-

formed by automation machinery with great fa-

cility and a little cost. The material is subjec-,

ted to a steaming process in large vats, is then
dried by machinery, rapidly revolving.

Next it passes through what may be called a
ginning process, whereby the woody husk or

chives is separated from the fibre.* By chemical

process fhe fibre is then exploded longitudinally,

and assumes the required fineness of cotton.

Thie whole process is rapid, simple and cheap.

In this form the material is successfully carded,

spun and woven. Beautiful specimens of flax

cotton, drawing?, rovings, yarn and cloth, and
also of flax mixed with cotton, have been exhibi-

ted to the Secretary of the interior and others

by ex-Gov. Jackson, of Rhode Island. a,^,
>

As a material for mixture with wool the cot^cja-

ized flax is vastly preferable to cotton. It com
bines in the carding process with greater facility.

The yarn is stronger. The cloth is more dura-
ble, even more so than if made wholly of wool.

The lustre of the cloth is improved. Flax wool
also receives a dye with the same facility as wool
itself.

—

National Intelligencer.

Plowing.—J. H. S. writes to the " Boston
Cultivator:"

•• Few are aware to what extent ploughing
land when wet injures the crops, to say nothing

about the land. Last spring I plowed three back
furrows on cord-stubble ground, when the ground
was hard and dry. The remainder of the field

I plowed soon after a heavy rain, when the

ground was wet. The consequence was, I had
nearly twice as much broom corn, and that too

of a superior quality, on the land that was
ploughed when dry.

" I also tried billing potatoes when wet, but I

shall never attempt it again. It is rather an ex-

pensive way of economizing time. It is said

there is a time for every thing, but the time for

ploughing is not when the land is wet."

J®"The world is twice a^ long from east to

west, as from north to south. All maps of the

world show this. .. v ..' \. !• 'i

father was winding his watch, when be
playfully said to his little girl. " Let me wind
your no?e up." "No," eaid the little girl, I

don'^ want my nose wouijd up, for I dont want it

to run all day." .. ^ ,>'
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-ie-)f Causes of Ague. 'snS.^

* The disouasi ons in the :Horticultural Society,

Ma^oh 15tb, touched the causes and prevention

of (igue.

. . Id a previous discussion it had been stated that

ague always followed the clearing of timbfr

landflj from the decay of deadened timber. The
rotting of prairie sod was also instanced as a

cause of ague in Illinois and the prairie country

generally. True physicians have assigned this as

a cause, but it is by no means a aniversal cause.

The ague is more prevalent on these streams

which have become nearly dry, as was the case

with Mill Creek at au early day, and stagnate,

or where the water in an overflow sets back,

forming bayous, in which the water is stagnant

in the autumnal months.

The early settlers of new countries, for con-

venience to wood and water, settle near streams,

and often use the. water from them, or sink a

barrel in some wet spotin the edge of aslough into

which the surface water drains. The use of the

water of the stream and of the water of these

shallow wells, seems to be a predisposing cause

for ague, more universal than the rotting of the

prairie sod. Settlers in a new country are cut

off from supplies of fruit, and very generally

make corn bread, hot biscuit, coffee and fried

pork, the staples of their diet. Such fruit furn-

ishes an excess of carbon to the blood—tending

to prevent its proper oxygenation—and when
this process of producing an excess of carbon is

constantly at work, we see no necessity of limit-

ing the cause of ague to the rotting of trees, sod,

o^^jnalaria—the unknown cause of disease which
has escaped the detection of all physicians. We
know it to be a fact, that those who live on corn

bread and coffee and pork, suffer more from ague
than those who use vegetable acids and acid

fruits freely. Their gross diet and lack of bath-

ing, predispose them to autumnal diseases.

Mr. Reemeliu stated that in Germany fonr

times the quantity of vinegar was used that is

here.
Dr. Warder, that the Community at new Har-

mony, on the Wabash, was broken up by ague

—

but that those English families who used vinegar

freely escaped Acid fruits have the same effect.

Our own belief is that whatever produces an
excess of carbon in the blood or prevents its

proper oxygenation, acts as a predisposing cause

for the ague, supplying a necessary condition.

Whatever favors the oxygenation of the blood—

^

as fasting, bathing, and the ufle of acids, espec-

ially acid fruits—will cure it. Hygienic agen-

. eies will prevent and cure it.

If the whole list of drug-remedies were in the

bottom of the sea, we believe with Dr. Holmes,
^*it would be better for the people, and worse

for the fishes."^—OAio Valley Parnur.
-

' '.

.
- •.; •-. j-im:-'^

!;rt b- ' ' " '

ftliTA Welch editor says: «*K wt haTt of*

feuded any man in the Bfaort but brilliant courro
of oar career, lethimsei^jWAJMvbafcaadiiBay
no more about it." ..nj^m^n^^ »Jit ».^l .i/l-'rini'l

, !;~.GirlB play beautifully .upoif pianos, and^r
Boldiers upon forts. ,•<Hwtia'i «iA^9>ti^—

Grafting Wax.—A good grafting wax is made
thus: Five parts of rosin, and one part bees-

wax, and one part tallow. These should be mel-
ted over a quick fire and stirred together. A
little skillet is the best for this purpose, inas-

much as when the wax becomes to be used, and
be dissolved again, the iron vessel remains eo

muot longer warm. For private use, where but
little grafting is done, a common lineup will do.

In grafting, the wax should be applied care-
fully so as completely to exclude the air, and
neatly, so as to look well as a job. It is not ne«
cessary to *' load" a graft with wax. If made
properly, a thin coating is better than more. It

of course requires no bandage.

—

Germantown
Telegraph.

Tbanbplantbd Tbkbs.—We would remind our
friends that despite the showers we had yester-

day and the day before, the ground is becoming
very dry, and trees that have recently been
transplanted will suffer, and many die, if no4

thoroughly watered and mulched . Just before

night pour water freely about the roots, and,

immediately cover with saw dust, tan bark,

coarse manure or other similar substance, to pre-

vent rapid evaporation, after which, a liberal

wateringvtw oe i^ week will save most of your
treeSi^n* >^3,<>:.*>sji»;i i*- ii^-'i i-^'-i < .

• .^,,i

^^ •<.:

tJOTTBD Status^ Cbedit.—Yesterday the Utd^
ted States 7 3 10 bonds payable in 1861, sold

as high as lOSf, and United States 6'8 payable
in 1881 sold for 105@105|-. United States se-

curities bave n<>t been so high since Mr. Lin-

coln's election. It is the best indication of the
ultimate end of the national troubles. A nation

whose bonds sell ahote par in the face of an
immense national debt,, need haye no fears /»[

bankruptcy.

:h :i ',<rTr?f5?!?r-t3PifftrrrrTFr ik nsfi

Thb Ctnaii or th* Psach Liaf.—The " Ohio
Farmer" says the remedy for th« blistering of the

peach leaf is to sprinkle the trees, just before

opening of the flower buds, with a mixture com-
pounded of equal parts of lime, flour of sulphur
and soot, dissolved in water.

'

<•»—

,,^v _ farmer was asked why he did not take
a newspaper. " Because^ my father, when he
died left me a good many newspapers, and I

haven't read them through yet."

•le\i -JT'i V** "'

-^A Christian had better go to any place of

amusement, than go home whinging because ha
can't go.

Hg>ji<l h H :> ; VM :W ' "lijii".": "I'
-

i.

' —
'*^*ii i&e'ti&e reeponsiijitity,'' as ^euiaa

8aid,i^hea.be held out h^^arin^ for the baby.

.

. .%-A tender legal question—The legal teadev
questiooi,} '^iail gis;u»s3 a ^abes ia«asi03a * 09j«a

^"
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Baising Chickens.
Let the hen run with her chickens if possible;

she will provide for them a great deal of ins( ct

food. Take a hint from this and afford tbem a
great deal of animal food, of which no'hing is

better than ground worms. I had occasion once
to examine the crop of a chick about a fortnight

old, and there found about fifty insects thai had
been devoured in the course of a few hours.

Nothing is more mournful than the continu-us
monotonous peeping of a sick chicken ; whoever
has raised chickens during the cold storms of

spring, had doubtless found one or more of the

pitiful subjects among their brood that would die

in spite of the best houisng and nursinp, thus

breaking the hearts of all the little ones of his

family. You connot but feel very badly your-
self when you think with what a contented, trust-

ing cry, it nestles in the hollow of jour baud
and what confidence looked out of the little eye*
when you took it up from the cold ground ! From
a little successful experience in curing such sub-
jects, I will suggest what the chicks need, that

appear fiickly, standing by themselves, draWn up
into a little roand ball ofdown, from which comes
forth a monotou3 unceasing peeping, during the

prevaledce of a storm, or the blowing of the

chillins: wind of some raw day, is neither food

nor medicine, but warmth.
Thi mother hen, true to the great law of seek-

ing the greatest good of the greatest number,
still scratches away with an occasional brooding
over her little ones, though the weakly chick is

dying in the comer. Give such chicks what they

are dying for the want of, warmth during the

prevalence of the storm, and they will, if not too

far gone, rally and recover. I may note that

these weaker chicks are usually the females, and
hence the saving of them is the more important

to the poulterer.

What degree of warmth does a sick chicken re-

quire? Herein lies one great mistake of those

attempting to rear poultry ; they take their own
wants as regards the purity of air and tempera-
ture as the meaenre of what poultry need. Fowls
require the purest of air and the natural temper-

ature of their bodies is far higher than that of

the human body. As an illusLation of the first

position I will refer to the instance above given,

of the chickens carried through the winter, a

portion in an open coop, ^nd the remainder in

an apparently well ventilated and cleaoly kept

apartment. I will recall to the minds of many
readers how often their carefully protected fowls

will come through the winter with weak eyf s, the

sniffles,. lustreless feathers, and a generally dilap-

idated appearance ; note also how common dis-

ease is among the poultry kept in the fancy bird

stores of the cities, and how sensitive caged
birds are to degrees of purity in the air which
appear to pass unnotioed by their fellow human
bipeds.

I would, by far, prefer to have my fowls pass

the winter, goodly number of them together, in

an open coop, protected but on the northwest,

that has afforded them gratis the protection that

much of the more valuable kinds receive.

To illustrate the second position, the degree

of warmth a sick chicken requires, place your
fingers a moment under a setting hen, or a ben

with chicks, and from the almost burning heat
you feel there, learn a lesson; nim to give the
weakly chick as high a temperature as that, to

do which you must do far more than wrap it in
cotton or wool. Place it for a W'ile in a cotton
lined basket over the stove, in a temperature
which, judged fron our own leelings, woald ap-
pear to come pretty near the grade. " tremen-

'

dous." Let the chick remain in this temperature
until it appears to be thoroughly revived, then
gradually accustom it the heat of the room, and
when the weather returns warm, give it again in
charge of' the parent hen.

To some this may appear to be the wasting of
words over a little matter. I c 'nuot agree with
such while I have reasons to believe that not fit
from one-half of the young chickens lost each
season die, not from positive disease, but from a
lack of vital heat sufficient to carry them through
one or two cold storms. As to the trouble ne-
cessary, give the little folks b.ut one lesson, and
they will find,no trouble in the future; indeed,
to be frank, I write this more because I would
save the feelings of the littie ones than that I

value the life of the chicks.

James J. H. Greqokt.—Mass. Plowman. ' :vvtj
•i.

-«»

Take Care of Your Harness.—More damage
is done to harness durins the rainy weather of

early and late weather than during all the rest

of the year. Saturated with water, covered with
mud,and often frozen so as to almost break when
bent in necessary handling, unusual care should
be taken to keep it well oiled and hungup in pro-
per shape when not in use. Thus treated, it will

not only last many times longer, but look infin-

itely better than when neglected in the usual
manner.
As to the kind of oil, we know of nothing bet-

ter than neats-foot, or the daubing used by tan-

ners. To give the black color characteristic of

new leather, a little lampblach may be added
without detriment, though it is better not to use
it until the second going over. Before putting

on the oil, however, there are two important con-

ditions which must be observed—cleanliness and
dampness. The necessity of the first is obvious,

and the last is not less important since the all

cannot penetrate the leather, and make it sofi

and pliable, if put on when it ts dry and hard.

One of the best ways to give the leather the re-*

quisite degree of moisture, is to wrap up the sct-

eral warts of the harness in a wet cloth a few
hours previous to oiling. But this trouble is un-
necessary where washing has been resorted to

for cleaning, as the oil may then be applied be-^

fore the leather is entirely dry. The oil should
be rubbed in briskly with a brush or cloth, so as

to insure its absorption.

Varnish shbiild never be used, as it closes the

pores and renders tlie penetration of oil mOre
difficult. Vegetable oils are hardening in their

effects, and should never be used for that reason.

Finally, let the application of oil be as frequent
as need; not once a year, as is the rule with
some, or almost never, as is'the practice of manj.
— Wisconsin Farmer.
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The Spring, thus far, throughout the country,

has been unfavDrabie to farm operations. The

frost was late in coming out of the ground,

and with the exception of a few days in the

last of March, we hare had heavy rains,

almost day after day : the consequence is that

a small breadth of spring whert has or will be

sown, and but little plowing done for corn. It is

not possible to put in the usual amount, as the

season is too far advanced. When we do com-

mence to plow for corn, we suspect that the soil

will break up cloddy, and w? agairilSke occasfon

to urge the importance of using the roller on all

such soils. Plaxt SHALLOW and ROLL. Plowing

in narrow lands and sink the dead futrow by ex-

tra passages of the plow—this will take off the

surface water to a great extent. Do not forget

to protect the oid corn from the rain, as it may
all be needed before the new crop is secured.

.r
' "^ ;,- : _ ;-,.

Evergreen Seedlings.—The readers of the

Farmer will recollect our notice of the efforts of

Robert Douglass, of Waukegan, to grow ever-

green seedlings (during our visits with the farm

connnittee), and that he had made such improve-

ments as insured success, when taken in connec-

tion with the damp atmosphere of^th'6lake, which

in this department is a ;Val)l9^bl{Q:.44<l> AffiW
days since Mr. Douglass sent as a sample of

2,000 of his.Norway Spruce seedlings. on« year

old. The plants are the finest and most vigorous

thsit we have ever seen, fully equal to any im-

ported from either Scotland or rrance. . We take

particular pride in the success of Mr. D. in thii

interesting department of the above culture.

* The soil and climate of Waukegan appear well

adapted to this end, and with the well knoml^

skill of Mr. Douglass, cannot fail to give good

results. We learn that it is the intention of Mr..

D. to enter more largely into the growing of botk

American and European evergreen seedlings^

with a view to supply our Western nurserymett^

with good, reliable plants. Many of our West-

em nurserymen, ourself among the number, have

endeavored to srrow their own evergreen seed-

lings, |)ut without encouraging results, and have

had to resort to importations from Europe and

the East, and it is therefore with no small degree

of pleasure that we are enabled to announce the

complete success of this experiment ofour firiend

Douglass. We intend to make a visit to hia

jlrQunds during the summer, and hope to be able

TO post our readers more in regard to them. The

West needs more evergreens, but their cost thus

far has beeuin the way, and so long as the de-

mand keeps up with the supply, we can scarcely

leope for much amendment, but we will have the

advantage of the freight saved which is no

small item in the cost of evergreens. .

Stbawbereibs.—We have received from Wm.,

R. Prince & Co., Flushing, Long Island, N. Y.,

a catalogue of this plant, embracing 265 varie-

ties, probably embracing the largest, collection

in the country. They are sold by the pair, dozen,

hundred and thousand, at prices ranging from

$1 the pair to $5 the thousand. Plants can now

be sent bj mail at sixteen cents the pound, thus

giving those wisbing the novelties in this line at

a- cheap rate, to obtain them. To ail such we

commend this catalogue. sri-:..; ..- ^tr

Concord Grape Vines from Iowa.—The Con-

cord grape has become the grape for the million,

and is being planted in nearly every garden in

the West. The tiemand has draiued the nurse-

ries of their last root, and yet there are hundred*

who cannot be supplied. Among those in the

West who were foremost to apprejciate the valne

of the Concord, was James Smith, of Bes

Meiiies, Iowa. To provide for the demand k»'

jSfopagated it largely, but no demand came ; the

farmers'Oould not so soon see its value, but no*

tting daunted, ir. Smith kept oe wu is pro-

pagation, and l-^tyear found himselr in posses-

sion of an immi nse stock of well grown plants.
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Still biding his time, he made no effort to sell by

advertisiDg until the season was too far advanced

fdr this purpose ; the result is, he will adyise the

readers of the Fabmbb in tim« for them to avail

themselves of his low prices and well grown

plants. We received from him several hundred

Tines one year old, so large and fine that they

astonish our customers. The express oharges

from Iowa was $1.50 a hundred plants, and by

the thousand would not be much, if any, over a

dollar. Of course it is an unusual direction

from which to order grape vines, but if we can

get better grown vines and at just half what is

charged for them at the East, we can see no good

reason for not sendiog to Iowa for grape vines,

for the amount at least beyond the home supply.

For one we make the venture that the advantage

of half price has pleased our customers, we re^

tailing them at less than the cost at wholsale

prices. We are for well grown cheap trees an|

plants whether grown at home or abroad.
^

^ a }/'.

A WiNB Cellab.—James Smith, of Des MoineA

Iowa, has a wine cellar 37 by 45 feet, ten feet

deep with 22 inch wall—^this looks as though he

had some faith in wine-making, on the table lands

of Iowa. Mr. Smith writes that the tree ped-

dlars sold Concord grape vines a few miles west

of him at one dollar and fifty cents each, when

he sold better ones at a quarter of a dollar. Now
this is in bad taste for the intelligence of the

farmers in Western Iowa, or good for the hum.

bugging tact of the pi ddlars. Well, if they only

sold them a true oncord, they done a good deed

after all, as the children of the humbugged farm-

er will find the Concord no humbug when it

fraits, and if the father paid for one plant what

would have purchased half a dozen, the knowl.

edge of this may be useful hereafter in the way
of a hint to first inquire the price which a reliable

man sells plants at before he gives his order to a

mere adventurer, who has no other interest than

to cheat the community, this year in plants, next

year in tomb stones, and the next in some patent

nostrum.

Cotton Cuitube-—^A large amount of seed is

Mng sent to this State from Tennessee, and Qi;ir

fanners would do well to give it a fair trial. In

another part of the Fabmeb we give an article

on its culture by J. H. Klippart, of Ohio. On
xrell drained soils the ridging is unnecessary.

We iiltend to plant one or two acres. ;^ /y,-.

Peab TEEES.^-We have just opened our in-,

voice of Dwarf and standard pear trees from the

nursery of A. Frost & Co., Rochester. They are

first class two year old trees—varieties of our

own, not ihe nursery selections—all fine, thrifty

trees and in good order. There are certain va-.

rities of the pear that have thus far done well on

the prairies and we prefer to pay our extra paing

for those rather than to run the gauntlet of those

who have gone crazy on French pears. The

Messrs. P. & Co., have brought down their list

of pears to reasonable bounds, and have rejected

nearly all the fancy sorts. Some twenty varie-

ties wil fill our bill at present.

A New Seed Stork.—Albert H. Harvey, for a

long time in the well known seed store of Harvey

& Co., Boston, has located a seed. store in Chica-

go. Not having visited it in person, we can say

little of its prospects. We have sent a couple of

email orders by way of trial, and are well pleased

with their prompt execution. From what we
hear of Mr. H., he knows how to keep a seed

store. The name has been so long and favora-

bly known, in this line, that with ordinary tact,

Mr. H. will l;>e able to secure a large share of

trade. We had about given up all hopes of en-

terprise in this department in the little village

of Chicago, but this looks a little as though we
were for once mistaken, yet our caution has be-

come so chronic that we shall be cautious even

under the auspices of a well established name,

we shall therefore take Mr. H. on trial and give

him a chance to coin a good name for himself,

amonghis new patrons. Bad seeds are not dis*

posed of when< you have lost your money, as

three to five times tlTeir value is lost in labor,

and the season is nast to recover from the loss.

When a seedman is too poor or penurious to go

into the market to purchase the best of sefed, he

will please excuse us from sending our oz'ders to

him. The selling of fresh grown seeds will al-

ways please the planters and make the dealer

sleep all the sounder of nights. " '
'"-•''- '

Fbuit Fabu of KiDDEB & KuNG.—OuT read-

ers are aware that this farm is located at Evans*

ton, nordi of Chicago, and is the largest for tixe

ctdture of sm&ll fruits in the State. We bare

just reoelTed a package of plants from this es*

tablishment which came in fine order. They Sell

plants of all the small fruits as well as grow the

fruit. Planters of small fruits would do Well

to send for their catalogue. • ' 1
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H0ETIOTJ1TTJB.IST for April is at hand, and a

valuable number. The series of articles on grape

cttltnre are worth more than the cost of the work.

Club with the Farmeb at $2.50 or send $2.00 to

M:«ad & Woodward, N. Y.

-«•»

Gabdkbbs' Monthly, for April, oontains a

large amount of valuable information on plain

and ornamental ga?dening. Club with theFAKM-

BB at $1.60 or send $1.00 to W. Q. P. Brinklar,

Philadelphia, Pa. -
, , ;

-<•

The Illinois State Fair for 1862, will be held

at Peoeia, commencing on Monday, September

29, and continuing six days. A trial of reapers

and mowers will be held during the sununer at

Dixon, 111. The time and programme wU be

published soon.

SOHGHTTM EeFINERY AT DATEBPOat, lO^A.—
The Gazette says that M. D. L. Butcher com-

menced, a few days since, to hauling stone pre-

paratory to erecting a building for the purpose

of a refinery for sorghum syrup. He has loca-

ted it on the river some five or six miles below Da-

venport. We understand that a party has it in

centemplation to erect a similar establishment

within the city limits. It wUl require several

small establishments to refine all the crude sir-

up that would seek this point, if it were known
that the proper facilities were here afforde ^ for

that purpose.

BuuMUDA Sweet Potatoes.—We have received

with our usual invoise of sweet potatoes, from J.

W. Tenbrook, a half bushel of this new potatoe,

that the sweet potatoe men are blowing' over at

present. The Nansemondhas become so common
that the dealers received something new to spec -

ulate upon, and they are trying the Bermuda.

We have little faith in it for this climate-^tbat

is, we do not think it will prove more valuable

than the Nansemond, which is hardy, early, very

rich, and can be used at any stage of its growth

We ue willing to give the new sort a fair trial

tad if successful will charge nothing for one no-

tiide, while on the other hand will be after it wltli

sharp sticks. Our motto is try all things, that'

you think are good, and hold on to the beisfc
'

<8i —
^F°The head learns new things, but the heart

forever practices old experiences.; ..v-vl %>:> nih
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'

pjR. JOHN A. KENNIOOTT.

J: ; THB CHIOVB P. 0., COOK CO., ILL,, ,„.,t, ;

Will retail, at only 25 per cent above cost of piodae*
tion, Nursery Trees, Shrubbery, Flowering Planti|^^

Small Fruits, Large Evergreens, etc, of 600 sorts

—

•'

warranted good, true, and like toiive. Prioeli»t.an^

infoemation, by mail, free. , . ^ 'Jif^tit^K

marSt • ",."

-^-'-^-- -^^-v^ '' iiilk*

"OlIEI^yMENT—A NEW ENTERPEISB.

The Vrankltn Sewing ifacblDe Companv want a number of,

aellv«LocaI sod TravellDg Agents. A liberal salary and ex^'

penses paid, or oomm'saon allowed. Address, with Btamp, .,

HARRIS DB<yTHERS, Boston, Uaifl.

^ {0|}p this oak fof reference,j : : 9^( i*tuti
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Publishers' Special Notices.

Agento —We do not appoint any agents ; all

are Toluntary. Any person so disposed, can act

as agent in any place.

Enlarge Your Club.—Will not the friends of

the Illinois Farmer inquire how many copies of

the Farmer arj taken at their respective offices,

and pa^^s around among those who ought to have

their names added to the list? Our terms are so

low to clubs of ten and twenty that we ought to

have one or the other made up at every office in

the State, and at every office in Central Illinois,

one of twenty or more. Will our friends, and

the friends of practical agriculture see to it, and

thus lay us under renewed obligations ?

To Single Subscribers.—You receive the only

copy of the Farmer that goes to your post office.

Can you not send one, two, three or more new

subscribers, without any trouble? Try. Sam-

ple numbers, &c., sent free.

Drafts.—Those remitting us large amounts of

3noney, will please send us drafts on Springfield

or Chicago, less the exchange. If you send cash

in a letter, be sure that is well sealed and well

directed, to Bailhache & Baker, Springfield,

Illinois.

The Farmer as a Present.—Any of our sub-

scribers who wish to make a present of the Illi-

nois Farmer for 1861, can have it at the lowest

club rates, when sent out of the State. For

fifty cents you can treat your eastern friends to

a western agricultural paper. In no way can

you invest that amount to so good advantage to

emigratiin.

Send Now.—Any person who remits pay for a

club of ten or fifteen, or any other number at the

specified rates for such clubs, can afterwards

add to the clubs, and take advantage of the re-

duction Thus a person sending us five subscri-

bers and three dollars, can afterwards send uo

three dollars more and receive six copies.

To THE Casual reader.—This and other num-
bers of the Illinois Farmer will be sent to many
persons who now see it for the first time. Will

they not examine it, and if they like it, subscribe

for it, and ask their neighbors to subscribe?

Sample numbers, prospectuses, etc., sent free to

all applicants. See terms elsewhere.

. How TO Obtain Subscribers.—The best way
is to send for sample numbers. Any young man
by canvassing his neis^hborhood, can easily make
up a club of five, ten or twenty, but no time

hould be lost in doing so, for your neighbors

may send east for their paper which, though val*

uable there, is much less so here, the difference

of soil and climate putting them out of their

reckoning when attempting to teach us western

farming.

How TO Help.—The friends of the Illinois

Farmer will find a prospectus in another column.

We desire to suggest a few ways in which they

can use it to advantage. 1. Show the Fabmkr
to those who are unacquainted with it, and tell

them what you think of it. 2. Send for pros-

pectuses, and put them into the bands of those

who will use them, and place posters where farm-

ers will see them. 3. Get postmasters interested.

They see everybody, and are efficient workers.

4. rSend us the names of persons in your town

to whom we can send prospectuses and sample

numbers. 5. Begin now, before the agents of

eastern papers get up their clubs. This last hint

is especially important. Let us hear from you

soon. See terms elsewhere.

B^^Clubs may be composed of persons in all

parts of the United States. It will be the same

to the publishers if they send papers to one or a

hundred post offices. Additions riiade at any

time at club rates. We mail by printed slips,

which are so cheaply placed on the papers, that

it matters little whether they go to one or a

dozen offices.
. . .

,

Jgi^^ Correspondents will please be particular

to give the name of the post office, county and

State.

(^"Specimen numbers will be sent gratis,

upon application

Jl^^Address
BAILHACHE & BAKER,

Springfield, Illinois; >

SPECiAlNoTicr..—For terms see prospectus on

last page. All exchanges and communications

for the eye of the editor should be directed to

Illinois Farmer, Champaign, III. Electrotypes

and business matters, and subscriptions, to the

publishers, Springfield, III. Implements and

models for examination should be sent to the edi-

tor. The editor will, so far as it can be done

personally test and examine all new machines and

improvements submitted to his inspection. He
will be; found,at home, on his farm, nearly (ill o£

the time. So far as it is possible the conductors

on the I. C. B. B. will let off passengers at his

place, which is directly on the road, three and a

half miles sooth of the Urbana station, now the

city of Champaign. tf
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THE ILLINOIS FAEfflR:

A MONTHLT JOtJRNAL OF

AGRICULTURE AND HORTiCULTURL

IS PTTBUSHED AT SPRINGilBLD, ILfcS,

BY BAILHACHE & BAKER,

AND IS

EDITED BY M. L, DUNLAP,

(the "eural" op the chibaoo iBiBmn.)

TBBMS IN ADVA* CB.—$1 a year; two copies 1 50; five

copies $3; ten copies $6, and one to getter up of the club

twenty copies $10.

It is not necessaey that the club should all be at one office

—we send wherever the members of the club may reside.

The postage on the Paemer is only three cents a year in

he State of Illinois, and six cents out of it.

Specimens numbers sent free on application.

Subsciiption money may be sent at the risk of the pub-

lisher.

Exchanges and communications for the eye of the Editor

should be addressed, Iitiifois Faemeb, Champaign, Illinois

All business letters are to be direcied to the publishers,

Springfield. •;;

. U BAILHACHE & BAXER:

THE ILLINOIS STATE JOURNAL
JS CONFIi ENTLT 0''PERED TO THE PEOPLE OF

Illinois as the best and most reliable neira, political,

'ind commercial paper within their reach. It is published

at Springfield, the Capital of the ^tate, and is the medium
of all official notices, published by State authority. Paitic-

xilar attention is given to commercial afbiiB and every

number contains copious reviews of the markets in the

principal cities.

TERMS: • -. . ' '-

Onecopyone year. ..» |2 09
Three copies one year „.;. 6 00

i Six " " , 7 60
, Ten « •« „.J2 00

Twenty " "
, ....„......20 00

Payable always in advance. Persons aendlng dubs of ten
8Uid up-^vards shall be entitled to an extra copy.

Address BAILHACHE * BAKER,

,
E^ringfirld, niinoia.

THE

ILLINOIS FARMER

TERMS OP ADVERTISING

:

1 mo. 3 mo. 6 mo. 12 mo.
One page, or two columns. %% $20 $35 $50

Half a page or one « „. 6 12 20 30

One fourth page or half column.. 3 7 12 18

One eighth or one fourth " jt 2 4 7 10

One square of ten lines .'.... 1 2 4 T

Card of five lines one year $7 00

Ten cents a line for less than a square each insertion.

All worthy objects advertised, and those of importance to

the Parmer will receive, from time to time, such editorial

notices as the Editor may consider them worthy of, without

additional chuge.

Implements and seeds to be tested should be sent dkect

to the Editor, at his residence, Champaign. , ,. ..->

We have put the price of advertising within reach of all.

It will enable those who like to freely adrertise their goods,

to do so at a cheap rate,

Terms, cash. Yearly adverti4er8 will pay semi-annually,

and all transient advertisements must be accompanied with
. . -t , -

:

the cash to insure insertion. •
:>; />v«-r',.-»,

• -^ ' -^

BAILHACHE k BAKER, PubHshers,

Sprm.field, Ills.

PRINCE & CO.'S '^

LINN.®AN BOTANIC GARDENS & NURSERIES,

Flashing, Long Island, near New York.

Priced Gatalosues, which are sent to purchasers
of trees, and to applicants who inclose stamps.

No. 1—Descriptive catalogue of fruit and ornamen-
tal tirees and shrubs, raspberries, currants and other
small fruits. No. 2—Roses, carnations, chrysanthe-
mums, phlox, iris, double sweet Williams and other
berbaceoas flowering plants. No^ 4—Wholesale cat-
alogue for nurseries and dealers, comprising trees,
shrubs, roses, plants, bulbous flower roots, scockg for
engrafting, etc No. 6—Wholesale catalogue of veg-
etable, agricultural and flower seeds, and tree and
shrub seeds, etc. No. 6—Descriptive catalogue of o«r
unrivaled collection of 160 select varieties of straw-
berries, with a "rejected list," and directions for cul-
ture. No. 8—Wholesale list of native and foreign
grapes. No. 8—Catalogue of bulbous flowers of every
class, together with tree and herbaceous pseonies,
dahlias, primroses, poleanthus, cowslips, auriculas,
daisies, iris and other rare flowering plants. No. 10—Wholesale catalogue of the same. No. 18—Cata-
logue (^greenhopse plants. No. 14—Descriptive
cataloguef of 400 native and 120 foreign varieties 9
grapes.
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FRUIT TREES

AT

WAR PRICES.

THE LAEGEST NUESEET

T Stock iiftb-e 'West-

COMPRTSTNG A COMPLETE ASSORT-
MENT of Fruit Trens, FloweriDg Shruv-B, and Green-

honse plaits, fir saie at the very lowest cash prices.

The following stock oq hand and for sale to the ttfede at as

low prices as can be purchased in any reiponaible establish-

meut in tke West

:

,

150.000 one year old Apples. •
'

175,000 two " " " . .,'"
125,000 three " " " '

:

, 75,000 four " " " > . . , w. , ^

10,000 Peaches,
2,000 CookN Seedling Peach, .:

.

10,000 one, two and three year old Plnms.

20,000 one and two year old Dwarf Pears.

<9,000 " " " *' Standard Pears.

40,000 one year old Orange Quince.

56,000 two " ««.'«•
|12,000 three" " " •«.:,.
10,000 Silver Poplars—new kind.

, .

80,000 Lombai-dy Poplars.

16,0 Weeping Wliiows.
12,000 Silver Maple. •

60.000 Raspberries—iu variefles.

75,000 Currants.
20,000 one and two yea^ old Asparagns.

180,000 Ohio Prolific and Houghton Seadling Gooseber-
ries.

125,000 one and two year old Oawtaba Grape Roots.

80,000 " " " Isabella " •'

400,000 Grape Cuttings.

100,000 App es grafted in fall.

106,000 Quince Stocks.

60,000 Quince Cuttings.

500,000 America! cultivated CrBnberrlei.

150,000 one and two year old Appie Stocks.

50,000 imported Pear Stocks, deliverable In spring.

25,0W Plum Stocks.

80,000 MaEzard Cherry Stocks.
"

20,000 Mahaleb " "
,., 50,000 Osa e Orange,

25,000 Lawtoa Blackberry.

Al the above stock is now growing and readjrfor inspeo-

fion in the

Walnut HiUs and White Oak
Nurseries*

Descriptive Catalogues with prices annexed will be sent on
api^oalion to

^ J. S. COOK.

AU order's addr ssed as above and directed to box 1029,

Olnciiimati post office will meet w th attention,

P. S. Baker's splendid line of Oajniboses pass the Nur-
Berles every tioi.r, s^artlns from Luer'i Steam Bakery, No.

, , . PBOSPECTUS FOB THE 1 7 r ^'

JOTJEKAL OF T^y
Hlinois State Agricultural Society.

The Eiecutive Committee of the Illinois State Ag-
ricultural Society believe the time has arrived, when
the publication of a Journal of the Society is impera-
tively demanded. Pursuant, therefore, to tlfe duty
with which they are charged by the 5th section of the
Constitution of said Society, revised and adopted by
the meeting of delegates from County Agricultural
Societies, held on the Fair Grounds, at Jacksonville,

Sept., 1860, they have made the necessary arrange-
ments for the issue of such Journal, monthly, com-
mencing with January, 1862.

Each number will contain at least 32 pages (octavo)

of reading matter, composed principally of such por-
tions of the Transactions of the State and County
Societies, and communications on the subjects of

AGRICULTURE IN ALL ITS BRANCHES,
Mechanics and Naturail History, as may require early
publication.

All premiums offered and awards made hy the State
Society will appear in its columns.

All pertons, and especially Secretfiries and other
officers of County Societies, are respectfully requested
to communicate to the editor any matters of general
interest to the industrial classes, as may from time to

time arise in their respective localities.

To place the Journal within the reach of all, the
subscription price has been fixed at

FIFTY CENTS A YEAR

!

Barely sufficient to cover cost of publication, payable
invariably in advance.

Back numbers for the current year will be furnish-

ed until the edition is exhausted.
All subscriptions and communications may be for-

waided to the undersigned, Springfield, His.

JOHN P. REYNOLDS,
Cor. Sec. and Editor Journal.

172 BycsmnTp s"^'

nov

'

fnc'nnfktl.

STAITDABD

SCALES
OF ALL KINDS.

FAIRBANKS & GREENLEAF,
172 LAKE STREET, CHICAGO,

And corner of MAIN and WALNUT streets, ST. LOUIS.
Sold in Springfield by

E. B. PEASE.I
Buy only the genuine. apl-ly

TOE YELLOW NANSEMON&~
IS THK ONLY VAEIRTY OF SWEBT POTATOK THAT

has given entire satis&ction in the northwest: Our stock
of the above iil store for next spring is unusually large, and
of the best quality—propagated from the

BEST LARGE POTATOES
Selected from many hundred bushels; and the completion
of our railroad to Bockville will enable us to fill and forward
promptly all Oash Orders with wiiich we may be fevored, at

the very low price of J6 PER BARRKt for eastern funds
KbeIponsiblb Aobnts Wanted in every county, town, and

village, to sprout small lots on halves. Farmers can club
together and buy or sprout our potatoes in shares, and tbua
secure good plants for themselves free of cost.

The Sweet Potato Cuiturist, giving full directions for

Sprouting, Plantinu, Cultivating, and Keeping, will be far-

nished gratis to Agents and Customers ; and to others by
mail, i>oj{ paid, fjr twenty-five cents in stamps. Aderess,

J. W. TEHBROOK,
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TREE PEDDJLER8

vT A KE NO TIC E

I will sell good

APPLE TREiS
6 to 8 feet high at ..Z $45 per 1000

8 to 5 feet high at,.. ..>..:..... ......«.-''85i''**"*'

;?SoiiiS of them now in frui^ •.-,•' '^il^'-:ii ^
8 tb n feet high —..,.ii;i.-|..gi|^^ «|
Seedling trees, 8 to 11 feet .ii..ii.i* 'SS '* ""

^.ed Dutch carrant, 1 year .'.^.-..iJS /* .100

-Do do 8,yrs :^j:.^M-^^0^^%v'."r:-

fiboghton seedHtag gooseberry 1 yr......... ' 4 -s^' **

Do do do Syrs .., 1X);«1'::

Red and yellow Anthwerp raspberry..—^*_. 1 '*, :" c

Tranconfa do ......i- "'*;*.

"

BtTfiJieberri '8, 25 varieties, $2to.....p,,y..^«'ib ;*• lOOO

VCi obt'b Prolific strawberry ^^-._..i." 6 " j'lBtt

Rhubarb Tictorie ....i;L 15 ^" ':'*^

;, . J>o CahooiiS.- /. .Jhi.^» is *' "

., Do Scotch Hybrid ....^-^.: Sfr « 1000

r- Do Seedling 10 /*•' "

Beses, h^rdy summer, 20 varieties..—..... IS! -"^ JO?

Do Hybrid Perpetca', SO varieties..... 20 ^<
"

Do Qiiubing, 8 varieties... ...^;,^»^^'^|l',l*;***^

I:?--- ,",.: -..' f-> ,'.-.,'->, •r;-.;-<s<i,-;i.''"''.

».^ 1.- -.
.
A Jb 8 Uji.:-,v., v-a.3W .'.«'4.-

"; A LARGE ASSORTMENT Sp

Orimmeiitai ^liFiibis,
>' AT $12 FliR HUNDRED.

"l>yit!dptlTe Catalogues sent to ail applicant^", /^ r!: »%

,

Address ' '.•,.-*"'' -'-;•,;' ••-;--' ;f'*^*"> r-i-:ff-'"''S- ^ *i

!3 C. D. JBTBVBNS, Agent,

^-lOt
,. Mendotft, LasaiieOo^^^.

J-

'

GJN AS A REMEDIAL AGENT.
THIS DELICIOUS TONIC STIMULANT,
lispeciaUy designed ibr the use of the Uedical Frofessioti

and the family having su|ftrseded the so-called " Gins,'

,*'Aromatic," "Cordial," MipRjated," 'Schnapps," etc, it

now endorsed by all of the prominent physiciaTR,<themist.s

and connoisseurs, as possessing all of those intrinsic medi^
cinal qualities (tonic and pluretic) which belong to an old

and pure 3in. Put up in quart botttles, and sold by al
druggists, grocers, etc.

A. M. BINNINGER A CO.,
Established in 1798. i -. Sole proprietors,

'
.

' ! • :Ho. 19 Broad street, NJ Y«l
For sale by D. S. Barued b Co., No. 13 Park Row, Nev.

York. ^

Our long experience and familiarity with the requirement-
of Druggists, and our superior business facilities, enable *
to furnish them with choice Liquors for medicinal and fam-
lynse. novlS-m^ '

BXOOMINGTON NURSER-n
BLOOMINGTON, ILLINOIS.

Eighty Acres Fruit and Ornamental Trees..
OAA NAMED SORTS TULIPS, ALSO HYACINTHS
ZvU Crocus, and a general assortment of Bulbs

^

and flower Roots for Fall and Spring planting.^
Nursery stock, Evergreens, Greenhouse and garden"
plants—all at wholesale and retail at lowest cash
rates.

v^>Eor particulars see Catalogues or address subscriber.

F. K. PH<ENIX.
Bloomington, 111., Ang. 1, 1S59.

TO
Aroh.itects, Bixilders,

CAEPENTEi.tfe:^ MACHIN I ST^J
AOT>

33 E5 e <y r^ A. T O R s >

NOW PUBLISHING WEKRLY, THE
Arehitectg' and Mechanics' Journal
The only Illustrated Weekly publication of its, kind Sr

this country, and indispensable to all engaged in Buildisj
and Mechanical Operations. "

'

EDITED BY PEAOTICAL MBIT.
Who are well kndwn as among the ablest men in tJjJ

country.
Every week Illustrrtions appear of great practical utility

such as

ENGEAVESrGS OP NEW BUILDINGS
Already erected, now going up, or i atended for erection, ii

different parts of the country. .
-

'»

DESIGNS AND WORKING DETAILS
, Connected with Bnilding operations, of great value to Axcb i

tectg, Builders and Carpenters.

The Mechanical Department
Is enriched by Engravings connected with new Invention*
as well as a complete synopsis of everything which is goia.
forward in the Mechanical World.
Subscription $2 per annum, in advance.
4S*8end 25 cents for five weerly numbers, as samplea.
The Scientific American, of October 39th, in noticing tb

Architects' and Meehanics' Journal, says it is " Edited witl
evident ability Altogether the best work of the kint

,

ever published in our city."—[ n' ew Fork.]
Published by Alexander Ilarthill, 128 Fulton street, lle>

York.
The Trade snppliad.hy any wholesale House in New Yor^
feW-Tf r..'.,. . >
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Mai

PLOWS? PI.OW8!!,
THE OaAND DRTOFR PLOWS AND CDLTIVATOFS

havd »io sup'riors in tlie West. Their deep tSUers,

breaking a d sli tH plows have no equal. There is eo other
deep tiller tlia; will throw out so ct'-ana fiitrpw and at the
same tim' 80 compielely pulverize ihe Boil as our tiur No 4
With our eix'-eu inch Prairie Breaker two heavy horses will

break tw acresada>. Thes-. are swp :lled with extra shares
when required For shovel plows wc cannot be excelled, and
no farm- r need use up his team with the old lumbering dirt

carriers 80 often seen in nsj. In the cons'fuction of our
plows we use the best of maleftal, both of wood, "steel and
ron, and we call especial attention to our

. , , ,

Cast Steel Plows,
Ko. 1—Cot 8 inches, wrought iron standard, for one norse

p(Wer.
Mo. 6—Gut 10 Inches, wrought and cast standard, right and

le't blind.
>•• Clay oil plows—Cut 10, 11 and 12 inches, right and

leit fand. donbie and tiingle shin, wrought Standard.

Ho. S
—

'~^uc 12 ioches, wrought and cast standard, right and
leil hmid. single and dou'ile shin.

Ko. 4—Cut 14 inches, wrought anU cast standard, right and
left hmd tingle and dnuMe snin.

No. 6—Cuf 16 incaes, wrought and cast standard, right and
]ef: ha td, single aud double shin.

Ko.8

—

Cii'per plow; cut 12 inches, wrought and cast stand-
arii, ri^i't and left band, single and dtubie sUin.

Ko. 4—C i per p'ow ; cut 14 inches, wrought and cast stand-
ard r ighc and left hand, ginvle and double shin.

No.8—Cajt eteel, CHSt standard, right and left hand, donbie
an 1 »'ng1e bin: Bottsm und plow, cut 12 inches.

Ko. 4—C'- 14 i c'<es, stubble plow, wrought and caat gtand-

a' d. I ght and left baud, d >ub e aad airgle ahin.

Ko. 1—D ubie md single shovel plows, with or without
shield

.'
: Cist steel deep tiller plows—Cut 18 inches, single

and d uble shin, right and kit h>vnd. cast standard.
;'•>'. « a^t steel, NuKSBRT dbep tilebr—Cut 10 inch s,

''•^-' cast standard, right an4 li-fc hand, single and double
»:'' Bhin.

LIST OF

Oeriuan Steel Plows.
No. 1—Cui S inches, wrought standard, fcr one horse plow.
No. 2—Lu^ i iJ iucLei, wrought and cast standard, right and

lei. ha d.

Casky soil plow—Cut 10, 11 and 12 irchcs, double and single
sfai i. r:ght and left hand, wrought standard.

Ko. 3—Cu 12 in h s, right and loft h!*nd, siiigle and donbie
sbin With -vrought and cast s andard.

Ko. 4—Cu 14 iiiches, right and lefi hand, single and double
sh' '. wrought and cast ntandard.

No. 5—Cui 16 i cbes, right and left bund, single and donbie
shin wrou.ibt aud cast standard.

No. 8—Clipper plow, ri ;ht and left band, single and donbie
ah w ou^ht and cast Bti^n'-ard.

No. 4—Clipper pi w, right and lefc hand, single and doable
Bhi wi'ou;^ht audciist staudaid.

No.l—Si' gle and double shovel plow, with or without
Bhi Id :ittachinent.

Breaking p ows—Cut 12, 14, 16, 18 20, 23 and 24 inches
m' u d boaid and rod, right and lefc hand, cast: and

iji wr ugh standard with trccks, lever, gauge wheels,
rolling or standing cuttei,with or withotit «xtTa
shai es as (iesirod.

C iti avrs, with three aad five tebth.
'

Sc t( h Harrow, with forty-two steel teeth.

R I ling Cutlers, 10 and 12 Inch, with clasps.

CAST Si'iU PLOWS AND GULTiVATORS.

-*' ^'M ^W

Om work will be found at the following places

:

Ik Lancaster, Champaign.
At the shop, Grand Detour, Ogle county, Ills.

ANDRUS &, BOSWORTH.

^ SEcuaiTY, i!>

LYON'S PATENT

LIGlfm^RQDS
Have been extensively used for five years In the states of

New England, New York, Pennsylvania, hio, Michigan^-

Indiana, Illinois, 'Wisconsin. Minnesota and Iowa, and
Jutve always given the most perfect satisfaictiorv for every*
thing that science or experience has shown to bo essen-

tial to form PERFECT LIGHTNING RODS, has been
adopted in their con.'^truction,

Copper Rods have fvom five to secen times as much
condu(;ting power as new Iron Hods.

Copper Rods do not niPt but will retain theirvvsci-

ductirig power. fbr years. Coi-per Rods need no piib^it

E. Meriam* of Brooklyn, says, paint destroys the coi^-

ducting power of any Rod. '

£l!Al> OlfR- CinChLABS and see what the most
scientific and practical men in the coimtry say of them.
We have reports from almost every ono who has investi-

gated the science and principles of Electricity, and all

arein favor ofourCOPPKRRODS. [Circulars sent free.]

Rods of various Btyies of Spiral, Tubular and Flat,

fhmisbed in any quantities.

Public Buildings furnished with neat and compact
Rods, having Irom six to fi *'teen inches surface.

Single Bods sent by Express to any part of the country.

CAUTION.
" Lyon's Patent " bears date July 11th, 1864, and Is fer
the " Metalic Surface." Ligliining Rod. made in any and
every form where sheet Copper is used.

And any other Lightning Rod made of Sheet Copper,
(whether patented or not.) is an iafri gement upon our
Right, and all persons who buy, sell or use, are liable to
prosecution and damages, and will be dealt with according
to law. We are owners RY DEED of this Patent, for

the States of lUituns, Iowa; Wisconsin, Minnesota, Ken-
tuclcy and Tennessee, and do hereby notify alljpersons ir.onr

Territory, to purchase euoh rods only of us or our an-
thorized Agents.

Orders or Oommnnicatiohs addressed to

E. P. MAESH & CO.
Post Office B6x 81T4,

OiBce, IBO South Water Street, Chicugo, JUinoit.

»u*

DUNLAP'S NURSERY,
Forty Acres in Trees and Plants.

EEMBRACING THE LSDAL >URSEKY STOCK, AH>
i of which will be ecIJ low for cash. Orders for sprio,

planting should be sent in early. 5,000 two vear aid
SI L V £ R MAPLES

for timber belts, can be hadat J5 ;> r ItO.

J, B. Whitnev. of Ohj-Mmm. Sangamon county, is tbeail^
for Sangamon and neighboring counties. Catalogues h«l B
applicatioa. Ad^ess M. L DDNLASy^f

febl WeRttTrbana, Champaign cbuniyflll.
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June.

On many accounts June is one of tte most

interesting months of the year. The forest

has put on her full livery, and it is pleasant

to walk through her long aisles of deep

shade, festooned with climbers and redolent

with sylvan flora, you tread on the dry leaves

and the echo comes back from yonder ridge,

you linger by the brooklet that whispers

.through the ravine and steals beneath the

glossy drapery that would hide it from the

Bun. Not when autumn showers down the

ripened nut-brown fruit, and while the

thousand hued leaves fall into wintry wind-

rows, is the forest so attractive, so contem-

plative, so full of beauty as when full robed

in her wedding attire for June.

It is June that offers up the first fruits of

the season—the acid berries, so acceptable

to the invalid scorched with fever, and this

year doubly valuable to the wounded soldier,

be he patriot or rebel, and they also doubly

arm the farmer for his labor. Roses, phloxes,

and the whole family of summer flora are

presenting daily boquets to feast the eye.

But amid the beauties of the opening sum-

mer, with a commingling of fruit and flow-

er of waving grass and tillering grain, the

farmer must pour out his sweat like rain

from
" Mom to dewy eve."

He must ply his task ; the garden, the

orchard, and the farm crops all need his

kindly care. His is certainly a pleasant

task if he but will it, for his labors are

among the useful and the beautiful. His is

almost a creation, for when he waters the

plants with his sweat, where falls the dust

from his feet in frequent visits to his trees,

it is there that the unseen hand follows and

presses a more vigorous growth. Our sym-

pathies go up for our brothers of the press,

who sit and write in second and third stories

where the glorious sun shines in, but once

a day, and shut out by high brick walls the

remainder of the time, breathe air laden

with coal smoke, and the odor from thous-

ands of kitchens, instead of the pure air of

the country. The blossoming of the peach,

the apple, the cherry, or the pear, is nought

to them but in the recollection of their boy-

hood ; the swelling of the embryo fruit that

May has turned over to the care of June,

and on which the sun is beginning to paint

its colors more beautiful than any effort of

man's art, is a sight that never tires. The

unfolding of these gifts of nature, as day

after day they progress to maturity, is a feast

of the eye only second to that of their ri-

pened rinds presented to the taste. The

feast of strawberries all smothered in cream

is at hand, the cherries begin to redden

,

while the gooseberry and currant are taking

the place of rhubarb, that has for the past

six weeks supplied us with pies and tarts
;

the apple is putting on its orb-like form,

while the spring grain is waving its sea of

verdure over the prairie swells, and the corn

is marching its long rows over the wide

fields. Most assuredly June is invested with

many, very many beauties.

—^An old lady had fallen into a well, and was
rescued from drowning with some difficulty.

She declared that "had it not been lor

Providence and another man, she never would
have been got out alive."
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A Western Fruit Book.

For the past three or four years western

fruit growers have been promised a new

work on fruits, and at th's tin^e the prospect

looks less auspicious than ever. Some years

since, one of our Illinois Pomologists com-

menced gathering the material for a work,

more or less especialy adapted to our local

wants, but the more he studied into the

subject matter before him, the more the

task loomed up in giant proportions, and at

last the idea has apparently been abandoned.

Another whose name is intimately connected

with "Western horticulture, is still busy, or

was, within a short time, gathering the raw

material for a work embracing the pomolo-

gy of the valleys of the Ohio and Mississ-

ippi. But why wait year after year for an

elaborate work, when half of its value will

be lost ? Fruit growing is making rapid

progress, and the planter wants to know

what will best answer the purpose, he cares

not about a thousand kinds that are supposed

to be valuable; but he wants to know what

particular varieties will suit his location.

In Downins's Fruits, we have an exten-

give catalogue of fruits, and for this purpose

the work will always be valuable, so long as

fruit growing and the printer's art are veri-

table realities, but in addition to this, fruit

planters of the West need a yearly hand-

book of fruits. This work need not describe

more than a couple of hundred varieties,

including the whole family, but each varie-

ty should be accurately figured and described,

go that the tree and fruit could be at once

recognized, its history, value and adaptation

to soils and climate, where it is the most

hardy, productive and profitable, with the lo-

cal names under which it is known. If it

require twenty pages to do this, no matter;

it is the history, charactejr and value of the

fruit that we want, not a catalogue. Let

him begin with what is well known, say the

Red June, give us its outlines, form and

habit of tree, growth, time of coming into

bearing, the opinion of those who have tried

it in all parts of the State or district, where

it is valuable for market, with the markets

for it, its relative value compared with oth-

er varieties maturing at the same season,

and so on through the lists of Pears, Peach-

es, etc. A work of this kind that will cost

a dollar, and of which a yearly volume is

forthcoming, is just the thing we want; sub-

sequent volumes can of course correct the

errors of the first. If we cannot have this,

let us have a monthly, devoted to fruit

growing alone. Who will do the west yeo-

man service in this direction ? The war is

swallowing up all interest in agriculture, but

not so in fruit growing, for the last spring

has been a busy one to the tree planter, and

for about the first time, brains, trees and

muscle have been used, regard has been

had to variety, form of tree, quality, prepa-

ration of soil, and what is of immense im-

portance, shelter.

Low Headed Trees and Shelter.

During the last year we have brought to

the attention of tree planters numerous facts

in regard to the value of low headed trees

and shelter. In our own grounds the past

spring we have added to the apple orchard

nearly a thousand trees, and when the heads

did not braneh within a few inches of the

ground we cut them oflF entirely, and they

have thrown out vigerous shootfe from the

stumps thus rendered headless, but not to

remain so for any great length of time, as

they will soon have heads of the most ap-

proved form and vigor. In an orchard of

five hundred May Cherry, (Kentish of

Downing,) the heads are within two feet of

the ground. Standard Pears are cut back

in the same way. In all cases of tree plant-

ing we add shelter at once, and in the last

trees set, used cuttings of Cottonwood. We
invite orehardists to visit our grounds,

where they will see trees treated as above,

and also in the Shanghi style, for we have

hundreds of trees in our grounds of which

we are not proud and accasionally threaten
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them with the axe, to be replaced with a

more comly style. We do not claim to be

perfect, but do claim that we are not like a

mule, always of the same stubborn way, but

susceptable of yet learning something to our

advantage.

For a yonng orchard, we claim to have a

pretty good one, at least it pleases us at

this time, as it is set well in fruit, and gives

promise of substantial returns ; but had we

planted low headed trees at the same time

it would have been worth more than double

its present value. "We have no doubt of

complete! success in orcharding on the prai-

ries with the use of our timber belts. With

Cottonwood, Tree Willow and Silver Leaf

Maple, we can, in a few years make an ef-

fective screen for orchard and farm crops

Evergreen Trees.

Mr. Editor :—It has often been remarked in

my hearing that even a few evergreen trees

planted on a pleasure ground or front lawn, im-

part a greater degree of successful improvement

than treble the quantity of deciduous traes. I

suppose the reason arises from the circumstance

that we have very few native evergreen forests

;

consequently the presence of them indicates that

they have been selected, and placed there from

design, and not sprung up naturally. Few per-

Bons are aware of the warmth and shelter given

by a good evergreen tree, and a thickly planted

mass will very materially change the climate, if

they are placed on the most exposed >and bleak

quarters.

There is a prevailing opinion that evergreens

are more difficult to cultivate than deciduous

trees : there is no reason for this opinion that I

am aware uf, unless it may arise from dieap-

pointments in transplanting at improper seasons,

and setting out large trees that have had their

roots mutilated and dried up before planting.

—

The only hope for the life of a tree, when treated

in that manner, is to prune the branches very

eeverely, I have seen them pruned so close

that they resembled fishing poles, and, after two
years, make thick-set, fine umbrageous trees.

—

The spring is by far the best time to plant them,

and if it can be so regulated, the most certain of

all times is just ab they commence to push into

growth ; moved with even ordinary care, few
will fail to grow, and, if pruned according to the

quantity of roots left on them, failures need not

occur. No rule can be given in. pruning, as

each tree may be differently circumstanced in

this respect ; but it is safe to err on the side of

reducing the branches well at removal.

Eversreeus are most abundant in moist cli-

mates, and many kinds that are perectly hardy

in more Northern latitudes in the old world will

not stand our clear, dry spring weather. Wo
have a great variety, however, that have proved
able to withstand the climate here—a few of
which I will mention :

1. HEMiocK Speucb.—I place this first on the
Tst, because I think it the most beautiful of all

evergreen trees. There is a peculiar graceful-
ness in its wavy branches that commands atten-
tion ; and, as it suffers no injury from clipping
or pruning, it may be kept down to any size or
shape, and is thus also admirably adapted to or-

namental hedges, and is often used for snch
with the best results. Notwithstanding its be-
ing a native here, and even farther North, it

likes shelter as well as shade; the harsh March
and April winds are apt to scorch the hemlock
trees when they are fully exposed. It is well,

therefore, to place them in the front of groupea
of more robust evergreens ; and their grace and
beauty peculiarly adapt them for finishing plan-
tations, or forming evergreen masses of shrub-
bery, or sheltering thickets.

(Oa the prairie we have been unable to grow

the hemlock, unless shaded and protected by

other trees, it is therefore scarcely worth the

trouble to plant it in this part of the state.

Ed. Ills. Fabmbe.
2. Norway Fib.—This is, without any if or

but, the most useful evergreen we possess. It is

perfectly reliable in all locations, and will exist

in all locations, and in almost any kind
of soil, but luxuriates, like most of its class,

in a rich, c'ayey loam. Hedges of (he Norway
are now very common, and no kind of hedge can
compare with it in beauty or efficiency. Single
specimens in good soil speedily attain a good
size, grow ng about three feet annually. Many
of them have a drooping habit ; th s habit, how-
ever does not obtain until the tree is twenty-five

or thirty feet high, and is not observed when the
tree is small. After severe frosty winds in
March, the Norway will sometimes indicate that
it has suffered, by a premature falling of the
foliage, but it is not only on the most bleak ex-
poseures that such injury will be experienced.

—

It is one of the easiest trees to remove, and will

exist under treatment that might well be consid-

ered barbarous.
3. White Pine.—This a noble, and one of the

tallest of American trees. (Of course, the great

Washingtonia is not included in this compari-
son.) Its admission in pleasure grounds mus be
duly considered, as it is too large, and its

branches too wide spreading, for small grounds,
or placing very near buildings In large laws it

forms a fine feature, and can be rendered of
great utility by an inteligent planter, Its sil-

very, delicate foliage forms a pleasing variety

with the more sombre Norway Fir, and other

Pines, It suffers more from transplanting than
the Norway Fir, and should be well pruned back
when removed. I have seen trees of this speciee

trimmed to a bare pole, become handsome plants

in a few years. On dry gravelly banks the
White Pine progresses slowly, although they can
be made to grow even on a shallow soil by an
annual top-dressing of manure over the roots.
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4. Balsam Fir.—I briog in this plant becaus*
it has, and still is, largely cultivated and planted.

For sins;le specimens, they do not form fine ob-
jects a ter twelve years' growth, and, in the pro-
fusion of more beautiful and equally available
evergreens, should not be planted on small lawns;
but it possesses a degree of def>p color in its

foliage which renders it indispensable in the

formation of groups in the better class of land-

scape gardening. A group often or twelve Bal
sam Firs, closely planted and surrounded with a
border of Hemlocks forms a fioe feature in a
pleasure garden. But it is not recommended as

a tree to be planted in limited grounds.
5. Scotch Fir.—I can recollect that some

fifteen years a plant of this Fir was quite a rari-

ty; now one meets it everywhere. When young
it Is, like most all Pines, a very pretty, compact-
growing plant; as it attains age it looses this

compact habit, and inclines to be thin and strug-

gling in its growth. A group of five or seven
planted closely together form an agreeable con-

trast, its light green color being conspicuous in

winter senery.

6. Austrian Pine.—This rigid-looking Pine is

found to stand the climate well. It is not a tree

for small lawns, as it is completely destitute of

grace, and requires considerable space to devel-

ope in perfection. It should always be removed
when small ; a plant two feet in heighth is quite

as large as should be transplanted, as it forms
long wiry roots, which are difficult to remove
without injury. When young it assumes a very
bushy form, the lower branches being more fully

developed than the Scotch Fir, which it in some
measure resembles ; but whether it will retain

this desirablo quality, or lose its lower limbs as

it attains in heighth, I have no means ascertain-

ing.

7. Arborvit^s.—The American Arborvitae is

most common, and makes the best of all hedges.
The Siberian is more compact, and of a bluish-
green color. The Golden is a poor affair—noth-
ing golden about it, except the golden price that

is usually asked for it. It has the demerit of
losing its lower branches, and becoming desti-

tute of its foliage, except on the points of the

shoots. When about two or three feet high it is

very neat—but there its beauty ends.

These embrace the most dcj^irable of our har-
dy evergreens. There are others of more or
less merit, whicn may form another paper.

—

Farmer and Gardener.

-«••-

Low Headed Prnit Trees;

In trimming fruit trees we should always be
careful to secure the trunk from the rays of the

summer sun. Solar heat, by being long per-
mitted to come in contact with the bark, is said

to scald the circulating fluids, and thus cause
many of the diseases which affect fruit trees in

this climate. The foliage only should be fully

exposed to the influences of heat, for that is ca-
pable of bearing it unharmed, and even to profit

by it, when most intense. It has been asserted

by distinguished terraculturists that trees which

are permitted to branch out low—say three or

four feet from the ground—are rarely attacked
by "fire-blight." "frozen sap blight," black spots

or other diseases of the bark or limbs.

There is, also, another advantage attending
this practice. The soil is kept lighter, looser,

and more free from weeds, and there is no ne-
cessity of mulching. The high winds pass, also,

almost harmless over the trees, and have nopoW"
er to twist, rack, and break the brancbes, or to

detach the fruit, as they do when the branches
aspire and are exposed, A writer on this sub-
ject says : "The trees will be much longer lived,

more prolific, beautiful, and profitable. They
are most easily rid of destructive insects, and
fruit is much legs damaged by falUog, and the
facilities for gathering it are much greater;

there is less danger in climbing, and less danger
in breaking the limbs. The trees require less

pruning, scraping and washing, if the two latter

are thought necessary ; and the roots are pro-
tected from the scourge of the plow, which is too

often allowed to tear and mutilate them."
The proper shape for fruit trees is that of au

umbrella reversed. When this shape is commu-
nicated by pruning, the foliage is more freely

exposed to the action of the solar rays, and to the

air, which ought always to have a free circula-

tion among the foliage and fruit. By communi-
cating a conical form to any tree, although it

may be rather more graceful and elegant in its

effects upon the landscape, we certainly injure it

in many ways, if looked upen it as nn object of
profit. The fruit of apple trees which grow on
the interior limbs, where the surrounding foliage

and branches prevent the sun's rays from pene-
trating, and where the direct influences of the
heat are never felt, is, to a certain extent, insip-
id ; it does not mature thoroughly, and wi'l not
keep so long or so perfectly as that which grows
on the outside branches, exposed to the sun and
wind. It also varies so much in shape, and es-

pecially in color, that we have known two plates
of apples, selected from the same Baldwin tree,

one of which was pronounced by a skilful fruit-

grower to be the Baldwin, and the otherplate an-
other variety.

—

N. E. Farmer.

-«»

Why that Rose Bush Failed.—Roses to

shade a window, are often planted under the
dripping eaves of ihe farm house, where in the

leached, gravelly trench they linger out a miser-

able existence, trying the patience of the wife

who wonders over their slow growth for a few
years, and finally abandons them to utter neg-
lect, declaring that she never could have luck in

raising roSoS, and it is no use to try it.

Planting them in the earth thrown up in dig-

ging a cellar is no better ; roses require a rich

deep soil ; the surface around their roots should
be kept free from sod, and annually supplied
with chip manure or forest mold, or a weekly
pail full of the drainage of the cow house, or of
soap suds. Give your roses a little attention of
this kind each spring and you will have no rea-
son to complain of your luck.
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From the Conntry Gentleman and Cultirator,

Raising Lambs For Butchers.

After the ewes are well reated, and used to

grass so that there is no danger of overeating,

they may gradually be put on better pasture.

—

At this time an important point is to be aimed
at, and kept steadily in view, viz : not to hurry

your ewes too fast in the fall, so that the thrift

cannot be kept up in the winter, but aim at a
constant gain in condition, changing from worse

to better, and not better to worse. Of course if

your ewes are good milkers, as they begin to spring

bag they will begin to get thin; but this thin-

ness is perfectly natural, and does not interfere

with the ewes being in gcod heart and very thrif-

ty. About the 1st of Oct., I should say—others

Nov. 1st, the ram should be turned in.

I have DOW to write on a delicate matter, but

I shall state what I know to be so, and reserve the

proof for the future, if it becomes necessary to

produce it. In selecting your stock ram then,

don't be too pinching, but buy a good one, as it

will be money well laid out, and that you will

never regret it ; and by all means buy a South-

Down. As I hBve watched this matter closely

for fourteen years, I can say with confidence

that no other breed is better or as good. But it

does not follow that you need buy of me. There
are many good South-Down flocks. I would be
glad if there were ten times as many. I might
mention Mr. Thome's of New York State, Thom-
as BufiFum of Newport, R. I , Mr. John Worth,

Weschester, Chester Co., Pa., and very many
others ; but my readers will notice their adver-

tisements.

When I first commenced with South downs,
many of our old fashioned farmers would not

pay ten dollars for a ram lamb. Since seeing

the great advantage, these same farmers have

willingly paid $25 for ram lambs, only keeping

from 20 to 50 ewes, and will any day tell you
that they would not be without a South-Down
ram for fifty dollars ; but I have said, and say

now, that from $15 to $25, is enough for a far-

mer to pay for a ram lamb just to raise butch-

er's lambs. Some conted that a Leicester, Cots-

woled or other long-wool, is as good, but a host

of witnesses say they are not. A few years ago

many of the Leicesters were scattered in this

section, but after a fair trial, the South-Dowu
proved so much better, that I do not know of a

single Leicester left. Some of our farmers used

both in one season, dividing the ewes equally.

—

The result was that the South-Down cross was
fat and sold clean before a single Leicester cross

was fit for market. The best of New-York
butchers buy lambs in this section ; they all say

use by all means a full bloded South-Down ram.

I may here stop to say that all black-faced

sheep are not South-Downs, and that the im-

proved South Down is much better than the com-
mon.
Every thing working as it should, by the 1st

of March your lambs will commence dropping.

I should therefore commence about Feb. 1st, to

give the ewes son?e grain, and gradually increase

to half a pint apiece by March 1st—then by
April 1st have it increased to one pint of corn

meal or one and a half pints oats. If the ground
should be much bare, so that the ewej can get to

the ground, they will not need roots before

lambing, but if confined to yards on clover, hay
and cornstalks, I should give about one pound
turnips apiece per day, increasing to ten pounds
when lambs are four weeks old ; but if the ews
can run through April on good sod intended for

plowing, they will not need so many ro'-ts.

—

Many of our best farmers never feed any roots,

but they keep no more sheep than they can keep
well

;
yet it is that this point that roots are of

great service, as they help to keep the sheep off

the grass intended for pasture until it gets well

started, and that almost insures good pasture
through the season.

When the laonbs are three or four weeks old,

they can be learned to eat cornmeal, by putting

a little in the mouth, mixed with a little salt.

—

After learning a few to eat out of the hand, par-

tition off a pen under shelter by themselves,

putting a bottom and top railing acres , then

nailing pickets on just wide enough to exclude
the ewes, and put a small trough within, placing

in it some sweet cornmeal, ground coarse, and a
little salt at first sprinkled on. Your lambs will

soon find it out, and if you please to take time,

you will find it an advantage to cut some turnips

or potatoes up fine for them.
By now giving your ewes plenty to eat, and

nursing your lambs, they should be fit for mar-
ket in June, and the ewes in September worth
%\ more than cost, which, with lambs and wool,

should pay full $6 50 or $7 per head for ewes
winterec, especially if you raise many twins.

J. C. Tatlob.
Holmdel, N. J.

Use of Sweet Apples.—A sweet apple, sound
and fair, has a deal of sugar or saccharine in its

composition. It is, therefore, nutritious ; for

sweet apples, raw, will fat cattle, horse?, pigs,

sheep and poultry. Cooked sweet apples will

"fat" children, and make grown people fleshy

—

"fat" not being a polite word a? applied to grown
persons. Children being more of the animal than
"grown folks," we are not so fastidious in their

classification. But to the matter in question. In
every good farmer's house who has an orchard,

baked seweet apples are an "institution" in their

season. Everybody, from the toddling baby
holding up by its father's knee—children are de-

cidedly a household commodity-r-away back to

"our reverend grandmother" in her rocking

chair, loves them. No sweetmeat smothered in

sugar is half so good; no aroma of dissolved con-
fectionery is half so simpb as the soft, pulpy
flesh of a well baked apple of the right kind. It

is good in milk, Irith bread. It is good on your
plate with breakfast, dinner or supper—we don't

"take tea" at our house. It is good every way

—

"vehemently good"—as an enthusiastic friend of

ours once said of tomatoes.

—

N. Y. World.

Gentlemen who smoke allege thatit makes
them calm and complacent. They tell us that

the more they fume the less they fret.
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Varieties of Potatoes.—Mr. T. B. Miiier,

correspondent rf the Country Gentlemen and
Cultivator, in a late number of that paper makes
the following statements in relation to potatoe
culture in Oneida county, New-York

:

The last season was very discouraging in po-
tatoe culture in Oneida county. We had sup-
posed that w^ith Peach Blows, Prince Alberts,

Davis' Seedling, &c., we were secure against
blight; but we were deceived. The dry rot has
been more injurious than usual, and potatoes
that were considered good when put into the

cellar, have turned out badly defective.

I have grown extensively, Peach Blows, Da-
vis' Seedling, Prince Alberts, Jenny Linds and
Garnet Chili.

Peach Blows are too late for our climate, and
do not grow as large, and are not so good as

grown in New Jersey.

Davis' S edling, which promised to be exempt
from disease in 1859 and 1860, is badly effected

with dry rot.

Prince Alberts rot but very litte, but there are

so mapy small potatoes among them, that they
are objectionable on that account; otherwise
they are a valuable variety. They do best on a
very rich 8;il.

Jenny Linds or California potatoes, rotted bad-
ly in tliis section. If they can be produced in a
sound state, they are a good crop to grow for
feeding to cattle and hogs.
The Garnet Chili is at present the least liable

to disease of any kind known in this section.

—

The yiel 1 is very large, with few small potatoes,
and requires no assorting to barrel for market.
Indeed, so excellent is the quality and yield, and
80 free from disease, that thpy have created a
"sensation" among potatoe growers in Central
New-York. I recommend that we call this va-
riety simjjly the Garnet; long names are deci-

dedly objectionable, and if Mr. Goodrich does
not improve in names, the public will name his
Beedlings for him.

-«•

Trotting Horses too Young.—It has long been
our opinion, gays the Wisconsin Farmer, that
horsemen are too much given to putting their
promising coifs to their speed attoo early an age.
We have in our memory, a number of splendid
young borsrs, which, as we think, were just
about ruined by such blunders of their owners
There can be no objection to commencing the

process of trainirg at quite on early age. In-
deed the work of education should begin, while
yet they aie sucking colts. But as the develop-
ment, strength, and power of endurance come on
gradually, rarely attaining their maximum until
the horse arrives at the age of six or seven, or
even eight years, it would seem to be the teach-
ing of philosophy and common sense, that the se-
vere trials of spetd and power should not be im-
posed until the period of maturity. And yet
nothing is more common, at most of our State
and County Fairs, than to see young colts of
hardly three or four years put upon the trotting
course, whipped through to the very verge of
their endurance. In our way of thinking, such
practices are not only unwise, but barbarous and
inhuman.

Corn is Massachusetts.—Messrs Editors:
—I saw a statement in your Country Gent, of
April 17, referring to the cost of raising corn in

New York, and now I wish to show the cost of
raising corn upon the hills of Western Massachu-
setts. The piece which I refer to, consisted of
three acres, which had been mowed for three
years previous. It required one yoke of oxen
and a man and boy to plow it

:

To 3 days work plowing and spreading ma-
nure, $7 50

3 day's drawing manure 3 50
Harrowing 2 00
Half days plastering wiih machine 1 00
Three pecks seed corn '75

Interest on land at $30 6 30
Cultivating one way three times 1 '75

Eight day's work hoeing 5 00
Two day's work cutting 1 50
Husking and drawing in corn and fodder. 8 00
Thirty loads of manure 15 00

Total cost $52 30
Corn Fodder 15 00

$37 30

One hundred and sixty bushels of shelled corn
at a cost of abcut 28 cents per bushel, showing
that corn can be raised to some advantage upon
the rocks of Western Massachusetts.

H. H. P.
Shelburne, Mass.

-—>-

Raising and Keeping Celery —P. Hender-
son, of Jersey City, who raises celery largely for
market adopts the following mode, dispensing
with the hot-bed. "The seed is thinly sowed
early in spring, on a very rich, mellow and per-
fect piece of land—they are well cultivatefl and
afford fine healthy plants by the first of July.

—

They are always transplanted in rain, to rich
land. Those intended for autumn use (blanching
on the ground,) are in rows four feet apart, (to

allow banking up,) and five or six inches in the
row—on the surface and not in trenches. For
winter and spring use, the rows are three feet
apart. They are well cultivated with a horse
and by hoeing.
When about half grown, or about the end of

summer, a litt'e earth is drawn to them to give
them an upright position. After that, the plants
are held closely together with one hand, and ad-
ditional earth applied. In a few weeks more,
they are banked up by digging tho earth between
the rows.

That intended for winter use, is packed away
in trenches about a month before winter sets in.

For early winter, the plants are removed a -week
or two sooner, and without shaking the earth
from the roots. For later use, they are taken
up a little later, and packed more closely. The
trenches are not over eight or ten inches wide

—

if wider they promote fermentation and deoey.
After they are filled, the soil is pressed closely
on each side, by thrusting a spade down, but
leaving the green tops exposed. About the first

of winter, the whole is covered with about six
inches, (or more) of stable manure or leaves.
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Soil and Crops.

The April number of the "Journal of Illinoia

State Agricultural Society" containa an essay

on the Cultivation of Field Crops ard Prepara-

tion of Soils, by J. B, Turner, of Jacksonville,

Ills., which is a very able, instructive and inter-

esting document, that vre would like to give en-

tire to our readers, but its length forbids. Mr.

Turner very forcibly illustrates the value of fre-

quent stirring of the soil, more especially after a

heavy rain. The crust of which he speaks, after

having been once broken, will not form again

during the longes periods of drouth, or until jin-

other shower f^hall make a thin putty of the sur-

face clay for the glazing. We ask not only an

attentive perusal of this article, but its careful

study. The State Agricultural Society is doing

good work in the publishing of these valuable

ess'tys. Ed.

FiTht, the upper surface may be too smooth or
too rough. Where ground has been suffered to

lie too long, especially after a heavy tain, in clay
Boils like those in the West, the surface becomes
gLized or crusted over with a sort of smooth
glossy crust, of a considerab'y lighter color than
the same soil is when not so glazed, and some-
times almost of a pale grayish white, even in

soils generally quite dark
Now, the crusting over of the soil, as all well

know, interferes at once with the processes of
successful growth, but the reason why it does is

not generally considered.

But we shall flud that it lies in three most vital

points : every one of which tends directly and
seriously to retard all vegetable growth, espe-
cially of such plants as corn, and others requir-

ing great heat in the soil.

1. In the first place, this glazed surface being
of higher color, has far less power on that ac-

count of absorbing the rays of the sun than it

would otherwise have, while the glassy surface
constantly, from its smoothness, reflects back the

rajs like a mirror, and from these cmbined
causes a vast amount of the first element of rapid
growth, namely, heat, is daily and hourly dissi-

pated, or thrown back into the air and wasteJ,
instead of being absorbed in the soil.

2 In the second place, thin smooth s^irface ex-

cludes the free access of the air to the interior of

the ^<oil, into which it would, from the undulatory
or vibratory motion (which I have described,)

otherwise penetrate, and (by making a constant
d posit of dew among its loose particles, both by
night and by day, together with the ammonia
and carbon, or whatever else it contributes to

vegetition,) thus perform its proper functions to-

wards growth, all of which by this little crust

are more or less interrupted.
3. But by thus shutting out the free access of

^oth heat and air from above, the corresponding
interplay of capillary attraction from below is

also interrupted
;
just as when the lamp wick be-

comes glazed over, the lamp not only ceases to

burn brightly above, but the oil, in like manner
also ceases to respond, and to run up from below,

so that by this simple glazing the plant be-

comes robbed of every one of its elements of life,

namely, the heat of the sun, and the capillary

attraction which supplies, when needed, its moist-

ure and all other needed elements from be'ow:

the mischief is, therefore, vital at every point,

and its real effects any one can S3e by simply

keeping this crust broken every day with a hoe,

on one row of cabbages or other plants in a gar-

den, and allowing another to stand glazed over

week after week.
For the same reason it is injurious to ground

to lie in the sun thus glazed over, whether there

is any crop on it or not—that is it will grow no

better; it gains nothing, or but little, either from

above or below, whereas, if the surface was

roughened with a harrow, or even covered with

boards or with weed«, alive or dead, so that it

need not crust over, it would be constantly en-

riching itself, both from what it received from

the air above and from the subsoil below. Hence

when a long drought succeeds a heavy rain,

naked fallow plowing may do more hurt than

good : that is, the soil may not gain as much,

either from above or below, when so crusted

over, as it would have done if it had been let

alone, and not fallow plowed at all. The proper

remedy, of course. In all such cases alike, is

simply to break up this crust, as often as it ap-

pears, either with a hoe, or harrow, or cultiva-

tor, or whatever is convenient. In other words,

if your agricultural lamp-wick gets glazed over,

the only thing is to snufF it—with your fingers,

or whatever you can get hold of—for it ca; not

burn clear again till you do: unless, indeed.

Providence should see fit to undertake your own
proper work for you, and send along a thunder

storm, to snuff it out for you, which He will not

always do in season, for it is not His business to

snuff your candles, or hoe your cabbages for you,

though Hemay possib'y doit. Better do it your-

self. Attend to your business, and He will at-

tend to his first I ate—be assured of that; and

on ground liable to crust or glaze over, it is your

business to plow and stir often, even though it

it may not be very deep, and some seasons much
oftener than others; and the man who his con-

cluded to cultivate just so many time- every year

and no more, let the weather be what it will,

ought also to conclude to wear just so many jack-

ets every day, summer and winier.

4. But, on the opposite extreme, the upper

surfaae may be too rough. In this case there is

the same or even a greater loss of heat, espe-

cially in the spring, than before while all the

other processes are interrupted from an opposite

cause. The sun's rays aro caught in great clods

by day and blown away by night, while the in-

terior heat of the earth is fearfully wasted by the

more rapid radiation from the rou»h uneven sur-

faces. All are aware how the light snow will

melt sometimes from a smooth or rolled field

in a single day, while it remains for weeks on an

adjacent uneven or cloddy field. This shows us

how much heat is wasted by leaving the field

rough and full of clods, in the spring months,
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which would otherwise be absorbed into the soil

and laid up to push the young corn into an early

maturity of growth. For the best manure heap
any corn raiser has is the sun, the next best the

air with its gases, and the rest he may find in his

farm-yard, or wherever he pleases ; but if he so

cultivates as to constantly waste the power of the

sun and the air, he cannot raise a first rate crop

of corn, manure it as he will. Since our spring

climate usually has too little heat for corn and
too much for wheat, we should keep corn sur-

faces smooth, so as to save as much heat as pos-

sible, and wheat surfaces rough or ridged, so as

to avoid it as much as possible. So, in all cases,

we save heat by smooth surfaces, if they are not

glazed or glassy—and dissipate it rapidly by
rrugh ones : both that which comes from the sun
a' ove and from the center of the earth below.

Water also stands and lodges upon rough, cloddy

surfaces, and thus again dissipates, in its evapo-

ration, an immense amount of this vital element

of the corn crop, for it wastes the same amount
of heat to boil away or evaporate a quart of wa-
ter in the field that it does in a kettle over the

fire. Duch rough surfaces also retard the deposit

of moisture and gases from the air above, and to

the same extent interfere with the capillary at-

traction from below, as too much frizzling the

top of the lamp~wick arrests all its proper modes
of burning. The free and proper access of the

air to the soil below is everywhere interrupted

by dry clods and inequalities, which it cannot
penetrate, or if so only to have its deposits

blown away ngain by the winds; and, while the

natural fction is thi s interiered with at the sur-

face, that from below must be correspondingly

impeded, and the whole process, either of recu-

peration or growth, in like manner retarded.

Packing Fruits fob Long Distances.—Imay
here state that I have found no better method in

all my experence, which extends over a period

of twenty vears, with all kinds of fruits, vary-

ing in distance from fifty to five hundred miles.

It simply is: box, soft paper, and sweet bran.

A box is chosen in size according to the quantity

to be ?ent. A layer of bran is put on the bot-

tom, then each bunch of grapes is held by the

hand over a theet of paper; the four corners of

the paper are brought up to the stalk and nicely

secured ; then 'aid on its side in the box, and so

on until the first layer is finished. Then, fill the

whole over with bran, and give the box a gentle

shake as you proceed. Begin the second layer

as the first, ^nd so on until the box is completed.

Thus with neat bands the bloom is preserved,

and may be sent to any distance; but with clumsy
hai ds, quite the contrary, and often an entire

failure, as tne putting and taking out of the box
are the most important points to be observed. I

have invariably packed sixty or eighty bunches
of grapes and fifty or sixty dozens of peaches or

apricots in one box, and received letters from em-
ployers who say they had arrived as safe as if

they had been taken from the trees that morn-
ing — Cottage Gardener,

Planting Cabbages.—A correspondent of the

Mark Lane Express, who highly extols the cab-

bage for feeding milch cows, store cattle, sheep

and swine, and more especially for spring-feed-

ing of lambing ewes, says that the areraga pro-

duct per acre in Englaad may be stated at 25

Ions. He gives the following directions lor

planting them

:

The cabbage plants freshly drawn from the nur-

sery-bed, with the extreme end of the slender
fibrous root cut off, are brought to the field and
immersed in tubs of water, with the roots down-
wards, and taken from the vessels as the plants

on the top of the drills, at the distance of two
feet from each other, making a hole with the dib-

ble for the insertion of the plant to the depth it

has stood in the nursery bed, and pushing with
the dibble the sides of the hole together, in order

to give the plant a firm position. I. must be
very carefully observed not to insert the plants

deeper or more shallow than they stood in the

nursery bed, as a transformation of the exposed
or earthed up skin is the consequence, and a ne-

cessary delay in the onward progress of the

plant* All plants with a large foliage require

much moisture, and the dung that is used for cab-
bage must be thoroughly moist, and even wet,

whether it be cool or fermented , the plants im-
mersed in water, and the insartion in the ground
should be performed in the wettest weather in

which the work is possible to be done. When
any plants are seen to be dead, the places must
be immediately filled with fresh plants in order
to enisure a full crop all over the field.

A Good Farm Fence.—Mr. D. Davis, writing

to the Co. Gent, recommends good straight rails

from fifteen to twenty feet long, and posts from

six to fcix and a half feet long, and five to seven

inches in diameter. Chestnut is good. After

you have heaped up a heap of brush to burn,

put the ends of the posts you are going to set in

the ground, on the heap, and then set the bushes

on fire, and char the ends of the posts, which
will prevent them from rotting so soon, tak.ng

care nut to burn them too much. Then dig the

holes from two to two and a half feet deep, and
set the posts and wedge them firmly in with

stones and dirt. The rails of a panel should be

of equal length. Then have one man take hold

of each end of a rail, and spike it to the post;

four rails high is enough.
Three men could build a fence very fast—one

to dig the holes, the other two to build the fence.

A fence built in this way is very strong—the
rails not liable to be thrown by unruly cattle,

takes up very little room, and needs no braces

—

plow close up to each side if you wish, and s
very good fence to look at.

Instead of having bars at the entrance of your
fields, make a gate in this way : Take two pieces

of joists four inches square, and as high as you
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wish for the end posts. Then take five strips of

inch board for the slats, the lower one being the

widest, the next a littie narrower, and so on, the

top one being the narrowest. Then mortice holes

in the end posts, and insert the slata and pin

them. Take two strips for braces, one on each

side. Fasten one end of the brace near the heel

of the end post on which the gate is going to

swing, and the other end near the top of the op-
posite post, and nail them to the slats.

<>

Raspberries.—The cultiTation of this whole-
some, juicy, and delicious summer fruit, is not

receiving from our rural population that atten-

tion which its good qualities, varied uses, and
ready sale demands.
Had the public taste set itself to the improve-

ment of our native sorts, instead of foreign va-*

riet es, we should now be ab'e to name a list of

hardy American varieties, which would stand
unprotected, our climate of cold winters; but,

unfortunately for us, until within the past few
years, American Horticulturists have contented
themselves with culture of foreign varieties, al-

though we have members of the same genus in

no email variety, standing in our fence corners
and waste places ; as if to challenge our skill in

the production of other varieties from seed of

their hardy stock; known, as they are, to pos-

sess a sportive disposition.

The Ohio Everbearing, and Catawissa, are be-

lieved to be seedlings from the American Black,

or Black Cap.
The raspberry relishes a deep, warm, sandy

loam, but will not refuse to grow in any permea-
ble, deep worked soil, if dry.

The roots of the raspberry ramble in search
of their food near the surface, and are conse-
quently quickly affected by drying sadshine on a
naked surface , it is for the mulching and not

the shade which which places them on such good
terms with surrounding trees and shrubs. Give
them three inches of leaf or straw mulching in

the open garden, and they will demonstrate their

preference for the latter position, by an Increased
quality and quantity of their refreshing berries.—Iowa Homestead.

•«>-

Kindness to Milch Cows.—One of the great-

est errors in overcoming cows that are unquiet
while being milked, is to whip, beat, iiick, and
bawl at them. This generally done, and the cow
becomes afraid and angry, and instead of becom-
ing better, grows worse. Milch cows cannot be
whipped or terrified into standing quietly, gently

and patiently daring milking. They dislike to be
milked, for they know that words and hard blows
always attend the operation. They dread to see

the milker, as the little urchin dreads to see the

birchen rod in the band of &n angry pedagogue,
when he expects to have it applied to his back.

A cow, kindly and properly treated, is pleased to

see the milker, gladly awaits his or her approach,
and submits with pleasure to the operation of
being milked. Every one havinc experience
with cows knows this to be true. But the cow is

opposed to a change of milkers ; she soon b«-

comes attached to one person who performs the
operation, and does not willingly and freely give
down her milk to another person ; therefore,

have one milker to certain cows, and beir in
mind, if you change milkers, it is at the expense
of a loss of milk, and of injury to the cow. All
animals appreciate kind treatment, and resent
abuse. See that those who milk them can con-^

trol themselves, govern their passions, speak low
and kindly under almost any provocation, ar d
soon the cows will learn that they are not gong
to be fabused, and will submit to the operatioi^.

Milking should be performed at regular hours,
not varying fifteen minutes one day from the
other. No talking nor laughing should be per-
mitted.— Ohio Farmer.

Post and Bail Fence.—We are interested in

feneing, and read with interest many good plans
and suggestions in the Farmer. I will give you
my plan for making a cheap fence, and which an-
swers a very good purpose for new beginners.
After splitting the posts seven feet long and point-

ing one pnd, I lay them along the line where they
are to be driven ; I then take my oxen and w igon

and straddle the line of the fence. I have a boy
or man to raise the post and bold it, while I stand
on the wagon and drive it down two and a half
feet—leaving four and a half feet above ground.
The team is then started on to where the next
post is to be driven, and so on. In this manner
an able bodied man can drive two hundred posts
in a day. I then take poplar poles (of course
any other kind of poles may be used) four, five,

or six inches in diameter and sixteen feet long,

split them in two and nail on. Three of these
rails well nailed on, make a very good fence.

—

The posts should stand eight feet apart.

—

Ex.

Usefulness of Toads in Gardens.—At a re-

cent meeting of the Brooklyn Horticultural So
clety, the subject of toads in gardens was under

discussion, when Mr. Burgess, an " old country

gardener of long experience," stated •' that thirty

years observation had convinced bim that it was

the snail and not the toad which devoured straw-

berries and their vines. Most people attributed

the destruction to toads, bat he was certain that

thev were harmless. In gardens he considered
them of great use, and all gardeners should look
upon them as their best friends. Mr. Fuller en-
dorsed all that had been said upon the subject,

and he W4.b glad to hear it. He believed the
toad a most valuable auxiliary to the gardener.
They were worth $500 a piece, as they keep the
ground clear of insects entirely. Besides they
can be domesticated! This was not generally

known; nevertheless it was true. Those in his

gsrden knew him, and would follow in order to

f-et the insects, caterpillars, etc. Their preserv-
ation ought to be attended ty. Mr Burgess was
of the opinion that there should be a fine fine for
killing them."
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(For the Illlnoii Farmer.)

R3nf Peach Grub and Apple Borer.

Ed. Farmek: I would inform year readers

once more of the benefits which I have derired

from the application of ' gas-tar " to apple and

peach trees. For the last four years I have

found it a sure preventire against the ravages of

the " borer." For fear some might mistake pine

tar for " gas tar," (or in other words coal tar) I

would inform them that pine tar would injure the

trees, whereas the gas tar seems rather to assist

than to retard the growth of trees. If any one

doubts my statement, it will be a very easy mat-

ter, for any of them to come and examine over

three hundred of my trees and see for themselves.

The use of "gas tar" on my trees was at first

an experiment with me, but the use of it on my
trees for four yerrs in succession has removed all

doubts in regard to its eflBcacy. It should be

applied to the trees yearly about the tenth of

June, so as to prevent the borers from depositing

their eggs in the bark of the tree which is done

in the monlhs of June, July and August. The

eggs soon batch into worms and cammences their

work of destruction. The application of "gas

tar" to Hpp'e and peach trees will not prevent the

borer from doing its work, if it has been depos-

ited in the bark of the tree before the tar was

applied, but it will prevent any more from being

deposited in those trees to which it is applied.

The knite i-hould be applied to every tree that has

the borer in it, and they should all be thoroughly

extracted. But if any should be left in the tree

they "will only remain there to destroy the tree

until they come to a certain stage of maturity,

which will be about one year from the time they

first hatch into a worm on the peach, and about

three yc rs on the apple. They will then be

transffirmed into a bug about half an inch in

leng'h with wings. They will eat a hole straight

out throngl) the wood and bark about the size of

a small pipe stem through which they pass and

fly away. They never return again only to de-

posit more eggs in some other part of the tree.

The bonr sumetimes attacks the forks of trees,

therefore the lar should be applied to those parts.

I have been thus explicit in giving a descrip-

tion of the Hpple tree borer and peach grub for

the benetit of those who have not studied much
on the subject. " Gas tar" can be purchased at

the gas works for ten cents per gallon, which

makes it a very cheap article. In putting it on

to trets it nec's only to be thoroughly done with

a common painter s brush a strip entirely around

each tree about two or three inches wide from

the ground upwards. The ground close around

each tree should be solidly packed so as not to

let the tar run down and mix with the earth

which will, by drying form, a kind of cement

and prevent the borer from getting down between

the tree and the earth. This last recommenda-

tion should be thoroughly attended to.

M. J. Pond.

Concord, Morgan Co., Ills., May 16.

It is time that we give more attention to the

grub and borers, for they are secretly at work on

our trees, and before we are aware will do us no

small amount of mischief. Low headed trees are

less liable to their attacks than high ones, aa

they delight to lay their eggs in the sun scalded

portions of the bark, as its slow growth and dor-

mant condition pleases them better than the rapid

growing bark that often holds them fast by its

rapid growth. It is easy to try the " gas-tar "

which can be had at any of our gas works.

Ed.

—*-

Test Toue Seeds.—It will often save much

vexatious loss and trouble in replanting, if the

vitality of seeds was tested before sowing. This

can easily be done by placing a few seeds on an

inverted piece of sod and covering them with an-

other piece of light sod, and keeping them mod-

erately moist and warm for a short time. Count

the seeds before you put them in, and you can

thus ascertain what proportion will be likely to

grow.

Cut Woem and Coen Gedb Killer.—Dr. Asa

Fitch, the eminent entomologist of the N. Y.

State Agricultural Society, says:

"I doubt not you have noticed in plowed fields

a large black beetle with most briUiant golden

dots placed in rows on its back. It is the Calo-

soma calidum of entomologists, and its eggs pro-

duce the corn grub kil'er. It is a mo^t inveter-

ate foe of the cut worm, grasping the worm in its

strong jaws, and in spite of its violent writhing

and struggling securely holding it, and when it

finds theee worms in plenty, it gorges and sur-

feits itself upon them, till it is so glutted and

distended as to be scarcely able to stir—for it

never knows how to let a cut worm alone when it

meets with one. It is continually hunting these

worms, feeding on nothing else it it can obtain

them. Both it and the golden dotted beetle

which produces it, therefore, should never be

harmed."
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|.7roin Field Notes.]

Sweet Potatoe Culture.

PLANTINO.

This may be done from the middle of May to

the middle of June. In some seasons it may be
commenced earlier than this; in some it may be
continued later. Generally, the best time is,

from the lOth or 15th of May, to about the same
in Jane. It should not be done until the plants

are out of reach of frosts, and the ground warm
enough to promote immediate growth.

A peculiarity of the Nansemond variety is, its

adaptation to a great variety of soils—even loamy
clfcys, quite heavy with clay, if lying elevated,

and manured. Not cold or wet grounds. Gener-
ally, high, eandy soils are most suitable. Al-

most any soil that will produce corn well, will

pioduce this, except low alluvial grounds, where
there is too much of vegetable mold, that causes
excessive running to vines. New groundti pro-

duce this crop well, where there is not too much
vegetable deposit, and moisture ; not turf. Turf
should first be subdued with another crop ; corn
or wheat is favorable.

Use animal, rather than vegetable, manure

—

that is, from the stable, rather than the straw
stack. We have used ashes, applied as a top

dresoing, with very satisfactory results. Till

deeply. All the better for sub-soiling. We have
Bub- soiled in years past, and are sure it pays.
Plow when the land is in good condition ; no

matter if a week or t wo, or more, before time for

planting. At planting time, pulverize well ; if

necessary, with harrowing and rolling—(or what
is better, drag-crushing), and throw into high
ridges by turning together two furrows with a
two-horse plow making the ridges about three
and a half feet from center to center. Set the

plants separately, fifteen to eighteen inches apart

in the ridge. We use a common mason's trowel

in setting ; thrusting the trowel somewhat
obliquely, and as the trowel rises, the plant in

the other hand takes its place. Have the roots

wet, and press the earth well around them, if the

ground is not too moist. Set the plants so that

the stems of the lower leaves will be covered,

and that they may sprout again if cut by worms
or frost. If the plants are very long, they should
be set more obliquely, so that the lower ends or

roots will not be too far below the surface.

The ground should be moist, at least on top,

when ridging is done ; but should not be heavy
or muddy. If the ground be quite dry when the

planting need be done, the plants may be watered
—putting them in otherwise, well pressed, leav-

ing a cavity around the stem, into which pour
about a pint, immediately. When the water has
soaked into the earth, and the leav«s become dry,

pull some dirt into the cavity, thus p;eventing
**baking" around the plant. When the soil is

moist, planting may be done throngh the day,
giving attention to their being well pressed around
the roots. The plams will wilt some, but will

revive at night and never wilt again. Those hav-
ing but few, can set them in the afternoon or
evening. The eweet potato will bear transplant-

ing, with less moisture of ground than most oth -

er plants require.

In field planting, a boy can drop plants, (car-

ried with roots moistened in a basket or bucket)
for two men to set—who, when accustomed to it,

can plant an acre per day.
At the distances mentioned, an acre will con-

tain about 10,000 plants.

The ground may be manured by making a fur-

row with the plow, and spreading manure along

in it—over this, make the ridge ; or spread the

manure broadcast before ridging.

CCLTtTRB, ETC.

Commence tilling with an adjustable cultivator

that can be adopted to the breadth between the

ridges, and throw back the earth with a wide
ehovel plow, reforming the ridges—finishing with

the hoe
,
particularly after the vines have com-

menced running, be careful not to strike into the

ground near the stem, lest you eut ofiF the best

of the projecting tubers. Do not cut the vines

nor cover with earth, but lay them on the ridges

out of the way. If they have taken root, it will

not harm to lift them—some think it beneficial.

In wet seasons, and on grounds producing exces-

sive growth of vines, as they took root from time
to time, thus checking their growth, and assipting

the tubers. Give them frequent hoeings, if pos-

sible—sufficient, at least, to keep the ground in

good condition. Do not hoe down the ridges,

but preserve them. C. B. Mtjrkat.

From the Country Gentleman.

Oiling Harness.

Messes Editobs : Seeing J. L. R.'s communi-
cation in regard to oiling old harness, I will of-

fer an improvement on his method of doing the

job. It is as follows :

Take Castile soap and make a strong suds with
warm water, and wash the harness with it thor-

oughly ; then let it dry, and then oil it with good
clean oil, and it will look equal to new. The
soap is equal to one oiling, and it leaves the har-

ness perfectly clean, and is much better than to

u8_e clean, warm water. I have used hen's oil

with good success, and I think it better than
neat's foot oil for the purpose. Will J. L. R.

please to try this method, and report the result.

Massachusetts.

,„„ Carrying politeness to excess is said to

be raising your hat to a young lady in the street

and allowing a couple of dirty collars and a pair

of socks to fall out upon the sidewalk.

omen can easily preserve their youth

;

for she who captivates the heart and understand-
ing never grows old.

God pardons, like a mother who klsees

the offense into everlasting forgivness.
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[From the Country Oentleman and Onltivator.]

Top-Dressing Grass Ijands.

r Within a few years past the subject of top-

dressing grass lands has been much discussed,

and carefully conducted experiirents have -been

instituted and carried through, both in England
and in this country, for the purpose of testing

the economy of this method of applying manure.
DifiFerent fertilizers, organic and inorganic, have
been carefully noted, and many of them have
been made public through the columns of the ag-
ricultural journal?.

Recently v^e have been looking over a portion
of these reports,^and in this article propose to

notice some of the experiments for the benefit of

such of our readers as hare not had access to

the several journals from which we quote.

Of the importance of the hay crop to the farming
interests of the northern portion of our country
we scarcely need allude. Where bo much of the

thrift and welfare of our farmers is dependant
npon their henis and flocks, and the manure de-

rived from them, we think it is not overstating,

when we say the hay crop is the foundation of

successful farming in those eections of the coun-
try above named.
Among the most important experiments in

top-dressing grass lands with different fertilizers

those of Messrs. Lawes and Gilbert of Rotham-
stead, England, take precedence. "The land
selected for the experiments comprised about six

acres of the Park of Rothamstead, and it had
been under permanent grass for certainly more
than a century. Early in 1856, nine plots of

half an acre each were measured off, for as many
different combinations of so called artificial ma-
nuring substances ; two of an acre each to be
continually unmanured, and two, ilso of a quar-

ter of an acre each, to be manured annually with
farm dung."
We cannot here go into the particulars of the

whole series of the different plots and fertilizers

but must content ourselves with some of the gen-

eral results arrived at by Messrs. L. & Q., viz:

Where purely mineral manures were used, they
greatly increased the growth of leguminous
plants (clovers), with very little increase of the

true or long leaved grasses. Where the purely
ammoniacal salts were applied, the effect was
to much increase the grimaceous or long leaved
grasses, without at all increasing the growth of

clover. Where a mixture of both mineral and
ammoniacal manures were applied, the increase

of hay was very striking, over that of the plots

receiving the two kinds separately.

It was found that although the ammoniacal
salts when used alone, gave an annual increase

of only eleven cwt. of hay, the same amount of

ammoniacal salts, when in conjunction with the
"mixed mineral manure" (plot ten), gave an an-

nual increase of one ton, fifteen and three-

eighths cwt. of hay. That the combination of

ammoniacal salts and the mixed mineral manure
gave more than three times as much increase as
the ammoniacal salts alone, and four times as

much as the mineral manure alone. The aver-

age annual produce by the mixture of the am-
moniacal salts and mineral manure, amounted in

fact to within less than a hundred weight of
three tons of hay per acre, by the side of ohq
ton four cwt. per acre on the continuously ua.
manured land."

The above statements seem to point out pretty

conclusively,that for the greatest increase of our
farm crops, the manure applied should contain

all the necessary ingredients of the crops, both
organic and inorganic, of which good farm yard
manure is the "type." The above may be laid

down as a general rule, to which there w&j pos<.

sibly be seme exceptions—as in the cases of su^

perphosphate of lime for the turnip plant, and
ammonia for the wheat plant. Bat the farmer

who depends npon raising mazimnm crops, and
keeping up the fertility of bis soil for any
great length of time, by the continued use of

either class of manures alone, will ultimately

find his system of manuring has been a bad one.

"Among the most interesting of the points in-

cidentally brought out by the experiments, is the

striking confirmation which the results nfford of

the (so to speak) special adaptation, in a course

of practical agriculture, of certain of the crops

of our rotations, accordingly as they belong to

one or the other of the two great families of

plants," the leguminious—clover, lucerne, peas

and beans ; and the graminaceous—wheat, bar-

ley, rye, timothy, and other long leaved or na-
tural grasses. The "interesting points" brought
out were, that the application of the mineral
manures alone greatly increased the clovers,

without anything like a corresponding increase

of the natural grasses ; while the effect of the

ammoniacal manures was precisely the reverse.

And, wiicre the two kinds of manures were used
conjointly, "the produce consisted almost exclu-

sively of griminaceoua plants. There was
scarcely a clover or any other leguminous plant

to be found on the plot."

The past season, Mr. Harris, of the Genesee
Farmer, experimented on grass land with several

kinds of fertilizers, both organic and inorganic,

alone and mixed. The application of tie several

kinds of manure exhibiting similar to those ob-

tained by Messrs. Lawes and Gilbert, viz., "the
plots that were dressed with ammonia, super-

phosphate of lime, and ucleached ashes, gave a
very much greater quantity ef produce than any
others." "There is one fact that we must not
forget to mention. The superphosphate and
ashes on plot No. 6, brought in a large quantity

of red clover. The effect in this particular was
very marked. On plot No. 7, with ashes and
plaster, there was also a little clover, but not
one-tenth as much as from the superphosphate
and ashes." The field experimented upon was a
timothy meadow, six years from seeding. Mr.
H. does not attempt to draw any conclusions from
the results, intending to repeat the experiments
next season.

The "Transactions of the Essex Agricultural

Society, 1861," contains an interesting statement

on top-dressing grass lands, by Richard S. Rog-
ers, Esq., of South Danvers. He says, "There
is no subject in agriculture deserving more in-

quiry, and of greater importance to the farm-
ing interests, than the knowledge of the best kind

of fertilizer! to be used for top-dressing grass
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landa. As yet, but little is actually known by
^hioh to arrive at any practical results for ob-

taining the largest crop of grass.

"The desire of knowing something more def-

inite and practical on this interesting sabject,

induced me the last season to institute in a small

yfaj a series of experiments, in the hope that I

might derive some benefit myself, and be useful

to others. Accordingly, in 1860, I selected a

field best adapted to the purpose—very unifurm

in the sward, free from shade and other objee-

tions—and staked out five several lots, each

measuring 250 feet long by 45 feet wide, and

top-dressed with the various fertilizers as foU

lows

:

No. 1.—Two cords of manure, well rotted and
mixed with IJ horse carts of soil.

No. 2.—One hundred and twenty bushels of

leached wood ashes.

No. 3.—Two cords green cow manure, the

droppings of only a few days before.

No. 4.—Eighty bushels ualeached ordry wood
askes.

No. 5.—Two hundred and twenty-five pounds
of Peruvian guano, mixed with 1^ horse carts of

brook mud.
"The cost or value of the top-dressing for each

lot was as near ten dollars as possible. The grass

was carefully cut and made—the first crop in

July, the second in September—and accurately
weighed, yielding as follows "

Mr. R. gives, in his report, well arranged ta-

bles of figures, showing the weight of dried hay
of first and second crops on each plot for the

years 1860 and 1861. But lor want of space we
omit his figures, and give some of the more im-
portant facts elicited.

The weight of hay on each plot for the two
years, was as follows, viz., compost, 2,260 pounds;
leached ashes, 2,520 pounds; green cow manure,
3,350 pounds; dry ashes, 3,340 pounds; guano,
2,240 pounds. The compost giving the least

yield
;
green cow manure the greatest, but only

ten pounds more than the dry ashes. The guano
dressed lot in 1861, on its first cutting, gave only

730 pounds, against 1,800 pounds in 1860. The
dry ashes very much increased the crop, the
second year giving 1,350 pounds at the first cut-

ting, against 900 hundred pounds the first year.

"The green cow manure did well both seasons.

The leached ashes likewise did well."

"The Peruvian guano is a great stimulant, and
can be used for some purposes to great advantage
but as a durable or permanent top-dressing for

grass, excepting for one crop, I should doubt its

eflSciency."

Mr. R. says :—"Having turned my attention

partciularly to top-dressing my grass lands for

several years past, I may be permitted to speak
very confidently of the great advantage to be de-
rived from practicing it, and perhaps have real-:

ized as much benefit as any one irom persu-
ing it

"

We think if Mr. Rogers had left a plot of

ground adjoining, of the same size, without ma-
nure, contrasting the yield with the manured
plots, the "profit or loss,"' of the several differ-

ent applications of manure, would have been
more accurately determined. We should also have

been glad to have learned whether the growth of
clover was greater on the plots rece ving the
ashes than on those that were top-dressed with
guano and green cow manure.
That the green cow manure should cause a

yield of hay so much greater than the same quan-
ity of well rotted manure, no doubt may surprise

some persons—a fact widely at variance with the
general practice and theory of farmers, but facts

are what are wanted. Of the correctness of Mr.
R.'s statements and figures there cannot be a
shadow of doubt.

In C. L. Flint's Agriculture of Masssachusetfs
for 1857 and 1868, we find the statement of H. J.

Hodges on the use of different fertilizers on grass

lands. "In April 1857, staked off seven half

acre lots on the Hampshire, Franklin and Hamp-
den Agricultural Society's grounds at Northamp-
ton. Each lot was of precisely the same quality

of soil and in the same condition, and in grass,

timothy, red and white clover ; six of the seven
lots received a top-dressing, each with a differ-

ent fertilizer, having one lot without any. Each
lot was mowed at the same time, and managed
alike, and the hay upon each weighed seaprately.

The soil is a loam with sand and clay so well
mixed that good judges disagree whether to call

it sandy loam or clay loun—it is a cold land,

and retains moisture late in the spring. The
treatment of the lota was as follows :

Lot No. 1.—No manure.
No. 2.—Poudrette, two barrels.

No. 3.—Plaster, 500 pounds.
No. 4.—Superphosphate, 150 pounds.
No. 5.— Horse and cow manure, four loads.

No. 6.—Ashes, ten bushels.

No. 7.—Guano, 158 pounds.

Mr. Hodges gives a table of figuie, showing
the cost of the fertilizers

; quantity of hay first

and second mowing of both years, total value of
hay at $6 per ton, increase of hay from fertiliz-

ers first year, with the loss or gain first year from
fertilizers.

The tables show that ashes is the only profita-

ble fertilizer to be used as a top-dressing here.
For two years the increase of hay is much the
greatest, and the only lot on which the increase
of hay paid for th« fertilizer of the first year, and
the increase of bay did not pay for fertilizer on
any other lot for the two years. The lot where
guano was used, gave greatest increase of hay
for first year, but ashes did for second. Mr. H.
very spnsibly remarks, "it is not to be supposed
that the same result would follow from dif-

ferent soils."

By his figuere there appears to be a loss on all

the fertilizers ranging all the way from 74 cents
to $>6 44 for the first year, except on the ashes

;

here there was a gain of $2.19. Why there
should be such a similarity of action by the ash-
es in Mr. Roger's and Mr. Hudges' experiments,
and puch a wide difference in that of the cow
manure in the two experiments, is to us inexpli-
cible. It is true we do not know how much a
plot of Mr. R.'s ground unmanured would have
yielded. T'eplot the first year with the com-
post gave 1,170 lbs. of hay ; that with cow ma-
nure gave 1,600 lbs. The same plot second year
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gave 1,750 lbs., -while the guanoed plot same year
yielded but 870 lbs.

In some places bay is worth, as p it down by
Mr. Hodges, but $6 per ton; in others $12 per

ton ; in others $18, or more, per ton. At the

last named price the figures would have present-

ed quite a different face from that exhibited by
Mr. Hodges in his tables.

To the importance of the hay crops in regions

where farm stock must be fed from the barn from

five to seven months each year, we have already

alluded. Census statistics show that there has

been a very great reduction in the number of

horses, cattle and sheep in some of the northern

States within the past twenty years. This de-

crease of fiarm stock is probably mostly (Jue to a

corresponding decrease of hay; if so, then it is

a matter of high importance that means should

be taken topncrease it. This can be larpely ef-

fected by top-dressing and irrigating grass lands.

The statements quoted in regard to the first me-

thod we admit do not establish any general

rule that will economically apply in all cases,

seasons and soils. We have experimented to some
extent in the use of both composted and green

manure, both in spring and autumn, and al-

ways with satisfactory results. After spreading

the manure we have usually sown grass seed

—

from one-third to one-half as much as if newly
etocking down to grass—and tnen have thorough-

ly harrowed the ground, and sometimes have

followed the harrowing with hand rakes, c' earing

off any obstructions that might interfere with

the subsequent mowing and raking.

On many farms there are patches and plots of

grass lands, yielding light crops of hay, that can-

not well and profitably be plowed and cultivated

arising from the rocky nature of the ground,

or wetness of soil, or from the distance of the

field from the barn. Such fields can frequently

be top-dressed or irrigated to good advantage,

and the interests of the owners of tuch should

prompt them to experiment in one or the other

of the above named ways. L. B.

We have often called the attention of our

readers to the value of top-dressing of meadow

lands. Its great value, and the importance of

the grass crop, is our only apology in occupying

BO much of our space at this time. It is very

true that many of the fertilizers are not at hand

with us and of doubtful utility here, but we wish

to show with what care and expense the mead-

ows of the Eastern farmers are the recipients of.

That they well repay the farmers we have no

doubt. With our soil and climate we cannot be

expected to follow in the same routi ne, but adopt

a practice that shall better accord with the con-

dition of things with us. The hot sun that falls

upon hay fields often bo scalds the exposed roots

of our timothy mendows that irreparablt^ d mage

is done. To prevent this, we recommeu'l a top-

dressing immediately after the hay is removed

This will shelter th« roots from the sun and give

a good aftermarth for the sythe or the stock, and

the succeeding crop of hay will be very much
better than if put on in April. We do not know
what effect top- dressing in July would have on

meadows at the the East, but we know that it is

of more than double the value of that put on in

April with ua.

We, therefore, set the two modes side by side

and trust that our readers will give it a fair trial.

We spread on all sorts of barn-yard manure and

litter—cornstalks, straws, or whatever comes to

hand. In fact, we top-dress all crops when we
use manure—never plow it under. In using

manure with potatoes, top dressing is just the

thing; so of rhubarb, asparagus, and all similar

crops. Burying manure with the plow is too

expensive with us. En.

-*9*~

Farmers' Parlors.

As a general thing, in every farm house, there

will be a parlor ; and this statement will doubt-

less surprise many who are not farmers. It will

surprise them because they cannot discover where
they are. But if they look about a little sharply

there will be seen a portion of the house shut up,

and appearing as though neither door nor win-
dow had creaked upon its hinges for half a cen-

tury. These parlors, I regret to say are sealed

books, both to the family and their friends ; and
when they are opened upon some grand state oc-

casion, they are redolent with the mustiness of

ages. N«w, my eisterf, this should not be. I

am, myself, the wife of a hard-workiog farmer
;

we began upon little, and have not a great deal

yet ; but I open my parlor daily, air- and dvsiit,

and use it constantly. I find it a great comfort
to enjoy it with my friends ; it is only respectful

to give them the "best room"—it preserves also

the carpet from moth at'd the furniture from
mould, and makes ones house look as though it

was inhabited and not a prison.—[Germantown
Telegraph.

-••>-

—"I love to steal a while away," said Floyd,

and he stole it.

f^

—No man, "living," should say an evil word
against the doctors.

4»-

—The worst kind of a tent for a soldier to

dwell in—discontent.

—What is society, after all, but a mixture of

mister-ies and misa-eries?

-«•»-

—When a wise man plays the fool, a woman is

generally at the bottom of it.
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From the Chicago Telegraph.

Present Status of the Immigration

Question.

Mr. Edward P^'lz, from New York, is visiting

at present the Northwe tera States with a view

to revive, if pos«ible, the spirit of ioimigration.

The subject is of so great an importance for the

whole Northwest that we think it our duty to

direct the atteniioo of the people to the plans of

Mr. Pelz.

For the information of those who do not know
this venerable gentleman, we give the following

information about him. Mr. Pelz is well known
in both the old and new country as a popular

author, having acquired as such,, a brilliant rep-

utation He is one of those noble cbaraoters

that had to turn the back to the father^land for

having served it too faithfully in defending the

people's cause of freedom. But when he arrived

on our sa'e shores, ne was at liberty to work for

his frieuds and countrymen. Mr. Pelz soon be-

gun to se« that many of these would be happier

here. Through letters, pamphlets, etc., he in-

formed them of the true conditions of this coun-

try the echoes of hU vo'ce sounded through the

whole of Germania, Sweden and Norway, and
there wus opening that menxoriable flood of emi-

gration of the yeirs 1850-54 that has built up

the West. Mr. Pelz enjoys the unconditional

confidence ot his countrymen here as well as

abroad, which he has mainly gained by Ms hon-

esty and disinterestedness, being ever foigetful

of self, and having only the welfare of his

adopted country and its people in vew. The
characteristical name of "old Papa Pelz," be-

stowed on him by the people, gi^eS the best evi-

dence of his praise—worthy qualities. Though
now sixty-two years of age, his mind and body
are still as fresh and vigorous as those of a yoatb

and once more he will try to >tir up a new move"
ment in behalf of immigration so much needed

at the present to promote the prosperity of our

country. We wish him the best success and suc-

cor for our Western men. knowing that no man
on this contin nt combines so many favorable

qualifications for carrying sucessfully through

such a movement ; for Mr. Pelz is not only an
author, but also an experienced farmer and a

business man, beeides being acquainted with all

the secrect resources in Europe and America, of

which wo must avail ourselves in ihis agitation.

Mr. Pelz speaks on this subje^ as follows:

"It is often pretended by^Well informed per-

sons that it is not the time at this present mo*
ment to promote emigration/ because there was
no inclination fqr emigration prev»iling in Eu
rope, and nobody would come from hence to our

country involved in a war. But by letters which
I have received from old friends in Germany, I

can conclude that there prevails at this very mo-
ment a strong inc'ination for emigration. They
mention as one of the principal reasons the fear

of an extensive war that is regarded as inevita-

ble. Ye . at the same time, my correspondents
remark that a much greater mass of people would
emigrate to the United Slates, toward which they

are turned, were it not that our secession distur-

bances keep them back ; that everybody thought
the whole territory of the United States over-

flowed with this war, and that antagonists of em-
igration did not fail to make capital out of this

error. As a proof, I received a number ( f popu-
lar songs, which were composed in order tofright**

en the people of this land where 'bloodshed,

want of employment, hunge- and disease rage.'

The fact that such efforts are taking place gives
the best testimony of the existence of a great
inclination to emigrate, which certainly ought to

be used by us in the proper way to increase our
emigration which has sunk so low during the last

few years.

"The mentioned drawbacks of eiiigration

operate together with efforts from other sides to

attract the German emigration. Brazil has al-

lowed one million dollars for purposes of emi-
gration ; Buenos Ayres seems likewise to have
made stipulation for this purpose, as I recognize

by certa'n signs ; Australia offers to emigrants

free passage and other facilities. One hundred
thousand pounds sterling are, as I am assured,

set out to entice German emigrants to Canada.
This is a masked system of recruiting, and John
Bull has learned something of our Yankees, who
withdrew labor from the Germans in order to get
them among the 'free-will volunteers.' On their

arrival in Canada it is very difficult for them to

find employment, even at the wages of twenty,
five cents per day for the hardest work, and John
Bull thinks in this way to catch about 100,000
men for his army. The celebra'ed Mich. Cheva-
lier, the great national economist, has lately

shown in the Senate of Franee that there was
now a favorable time to draw Gerojan emigrants
to Algeria. Different facts make me presume
that he has not spoken in vain, and French Jboun-

y has already token effect in G«rmania.

"While Europe operates in so many different

ways against emigration in general, and particu-

larly against that to the States ; while named
countries are spending at the same time large

amounts of money to the press, establishments

of emigration, and in other directions, in order to

draw the stream of emiaration toward themselves
we remain idle ; and for years I have begged in

vain at the most influential places, that at least

the most necessary steps might be taken to for-

ward this cause. To hide the inclination of do-

ing nothing, this last time, they raised ibe laugh-

able objection : 'l^he war must first be brought
to an end !' A farmer would show himself just

as stupid in saying : It must be summer before I

can move to cultivate the fie'd. If asked how
immigration can be promoted, I woul i recom-
mend the following systematical proceeding;

:

"1. There must be estabished a Department
of Immigration for the Union, whose duty it is

to effect, through honorable means, an increase

of immigration in general.

"2. In all the States that are yet needing im-
migration, funds should be raised which shall

be disposed of by the Governor in such ways as

he deems suitable.

•'3. It is for the interest of all places and
counties needing immigration, to make tpecial
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arrangements in their own behalf to attract such.

They must be assisted by all possible ways by
the Union and State. All the inhabitants should
consider the advantage resulting from an increa^e

of population, developing a useful activity.

—

Those who have connections in Europe should

make use of it, thus helping to create a steady

flow of immigration. It must be sustained by
practical pamphlets, letters, &c.

"It is very desirable that the most influential

men of the Northwest unite in laying a petition

before Congress in relation to said subject.

"As to the success which I have had, I will

state that the Secretary of the Interior, Mr. Ca-
leb B. Smith, has given me the written assurance

that he would carry out my propositions as soon

as Congress would pass a law referring thereto.

Persons of influence will urge the difi^erent rail-

roads leading to the West to unite in taking

Buch steps as shall increase the facilities for im-

migration. In Chicago they opened me prospects

of making at the next session of the Legislature

a motion in behalf of immigration purposes."

f—We think this an opportune time to agitate

this subject. The war has seriously reduced our

laboring population and small farmers, and their

places could be filled to advantage by the Ger-

man emigrant. It is demonstrated that a large

part of our State is adopted to the grape, and

that this uew branch of business will open a wide

and prjfitable field to vine cultivators from the

the German States. There is no portion of the

West that ofi'ers to this class of industrious emi-

grants, a more inviting field for their labors than

the Praiire Stste, for there is certainly no State

among those of the West so well adopted in soil,

in climate, and acctss to luarkets for the small

farmer as this ; at the same time the large prai-

ries afford abundant scope for those who have

the capital and taste for large farms. We hope

our Legislature will take the matter in hand and

give such aid in the way of bringing the value of

our State to the comprehension of the German
emigrant, bo as to induce them to settle with us.

We would hold out no inducement to the purpose

but siniply to bring the value of our location to

to the knowledge of the industrious laborer and

of the small farmer. The rich emigrant will

take caie of himself, but the other classes need

information, not money, so as to direct them in

the cheaj est aud best manner to our soil, Ed.

«•»—

The Curl of the Peach Leaf.—The " Ohio
Farmer" says the remedy for the blistering of the

p«ach leaf is to sprinkle the trees, just before

opening of the flower buds, with a mixture com-
pounded of equnl parts of lime, flour of sulphur
and soot, dissolved in water.

-An evil conscience Is the greatest plague.

Plant a Few Beans.

Friend Harris, of the Genesee Farmer, annu-

ally discourses upon beans. His reflections on

this topic for 1 862, appear in the May number

and are as follows :

—

CULTIVATION OF THE WHITE BEAN.

For years we have earnestly advocated the more
extensive cultivation of the white bean as a field

crop on American farms.

The great need of American Agriculture is a
good "fallow crop"—some plant that will stand
our hot, dry summer, enrich the soil, and allow
the use of the horse hoe to clean the land during
its growth. A plant, in short, that shall occupy
the same place in our rotation as the turnip does
in English agriculture.

The white bean comes nearer to this than any
other plant yet introduced. If the beans are
consumed on the farm—as turnips always are in
England—their cultivation would add materially
to its facility. Ihere can be no doubt on this

point. All the leguminous plants—including
clover, peas, vetches, beans, etc.—contain large

quantities of nitrogen, and this when consumed
by animals or plowed under, becomes ammonia
—the very thing which we most need for the
growth of the cereals.

Let us then grow beans. No crop will pay bet-

ter. When prices are good, as at present, they
can be sold ; and if prices fall, they can be fed
out on the farm with advantage.

In regard to their cultivation, we have written
so much in previous volumes that little need be
added at this time. They are generally grown
on warm, light soil, but will succeed on almost
any soil if properly cultivated. For this, as for

all other crops, the land should be well under-
drained, either naturally or artificially. The
land may be plowed in the fall and again in the
spring, and made clean and mellow before plant-
ing; or a clover sod may be turned over and the
beans planted at once. The common "white me-
dium" is generally considered the most produc-
tive variety, but the White Mountain or Morrow
yields nearly or quite as well, and brings a bet-

ter price. It is a little larger, rounder, plump-
er and handsomer, and is gaining in popular es-

teem.

They may be planted in hills 2^ feet apart, and
15 to 18 inches apart in the rows, dropping five

to six beans in each hill ; or they may be drilled

in with a machine, in rows 2^ feet apart, and a
single bean 2 inohes apart in the rows. The latn

ter, perhaps, gives the larger crop, but the for-

mer requires much less labor in hoeing, etc. In
this section they are generally planted the fixdt

week iu June.

—"Mick," said a bricklayer to his laborer, "if

you meet Patrick, tell him to make haste, as we
are waiting for him." "Shure an' I will," re-

plied Mick ; "but what ghall I tell him if I don't

meet him ?"
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For the Illinois Farmer.

Patent Bee Hives.

Ed. Farmer :—A great deal has been said and

written about patent bee hives, or those that

have the moveable frames, and I propose to say

a few words more, not in the praise however of

either Langstroth'e or Phelps' patent, which dif-

fer so little that the advantage of one over the

other exists only in the brain of the persons

who iill the air with their cries, at our State and

County fairs, to the disgust of all sensible peo-

ple. I have had the charge of a small collection

of swarms for the past three years, the hives

consisting of Langstroth'e, both single and double

chambers, Phelps' moveable frame and two sec-

tion hive. I propose to take each in its order as

above, and point out the defects of each, as they

appear to me. The colony first consisted of four

swarms in four of Langstroth's patent hives, two

being in single hives, and two in double hives,

having an air chamber between the boxes ; the

two swarms in the first mentioned hive done well,

and have each year made from five to fifteen

pounds of surplus honey, have also thrown off a

young swarm, and are this season doing well

;

those in the double hive have not made one pound

of surplus honey, have only swarmed once, at

this writing one is destroyed, and the other bare-

ly alive. The cause of this is easily explained,

the air chamber being large the miller had free

access, and every crack, joint, corner and crev.

ice was filled with eggs, which raquired daily at-

tention, and having been sick a week, I found on

my recovery that every comb was full of worms,

and all the bees dead. Having received a couple

of Phelps' hives, the young swarms were put in-

to them, and although all who worshiped Lang-

stroth's hive said the bees would all die, they

have all done well and made more surplus honey

than those in Langstroth's. I consider them

the best hive of the two, because the frames are

shorter and higher than the Langstroth's, the

bees are not in so much danger of freezing in

•winter, not having to spread out so much over

the combs. I also had a double section hive of

Phelps' patent, it consists of two separate boxes,

with a passage between for the bees, and a com-

mon entrance from the outside to both. Being

told by old bee keepers that the bees would cer-

tainly perish, I had some misgivings about put-

ting in a swarm, but having used all the other

hives on hand, I put in one swarm.they staid un-

til near ni<.'!;t and then took french leave. A
good begin i:;- ihink's L The bees knew that

if they staid in that hive they would die, so

prompted by instinct they movek to safer quar-
ters in some old tree, but not being so easily
convinced as the bees, I determined to try it

again, but remembering of seeing cross sticks in
the old box hive for the bees to roost on, I con-
cluded to put in some, as the hive does not con-
tain frames, being a square box with a glass
back. Well when the next swarm issued they
were put into this hive, they staid perhaps two
hoars, then came out agait, lighting near by, I
caught them again, put them back, and it being
near night, fastened up the entrance t© make
sure of them for the night, early the next morn-
ing removed the blocks and they went to work,
but near night they came out again, lighting
near by, I put them back, and probably con-
cluding that they might as well stay there and
die as anywhere else, they staid. They went to
work, filled up the section that they were hived
in, then the other section, and then filled three
surplus boxes full and nearly filled another, each
containing about eight pounds of honey. One
of my Langstroth friends said they would die
when winter came because the bees were divided
some being in one side and some in the o|.her,

but when the honty season was over, those bees
in the second section moved into the first one
andetaid there until spring, when the honey
was removed, as they required it for their young
brood. The queen bee has never left the section

that she was hived in, or at least has never laid

any eggs in the other part, and I expect to get at

least forty pounds of honey and a good new
swarm from this hive this year. There has been
many millers around this hive, but the boxes be-
ing made tight, all their efforts to get in have
proved futile. There is a moth trap at the bot-
tom of the hive and many worms have been ta-

ken out of it, but if the crack had not been there
for the miller to lay eggs in they would not have
been there, so I conclude it is of no real advan-
tage, as any cracked board laid on or around the

hive would answer the same purpose.

Now from my little experience and observatiofi

I have come to the following conclusions : first,

that patent hives of whatever kind are as unnee-
essary to keep bees successfully as the curl to a

pigs tail ; second, that a box ten by twelve inch-

es square and fourteen inches high, with a loose

bottom board, cross sticks and a space above for

surplus honey boxes, will answer just as well,

and be better than a patent one ; third, that the

miller will get into any hive if not^well made, if
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the swarm be a weak one, strong swarms not be-

ing at all liable to damage by them ; fourth, that

the advantage of being able, by the aid of moov-

able frames to get at your bees to examine them

is all useless, because by so doing you disturb

their labors, break their sealed comb, irritate

them 80 that no one can come near, and if done

too much totally destroys them. Of course if any

person has the curiosity to examine into the

habits of bee?, or wants to exhibit them at some

fair, let him use a patent hive, but to mike them

pay as they go a well made box hive is the best,

it should be ventilated above and below by fine

wire cloth nailed over inch holes. There is no

necessity for ventilating the boney boxes for the

bees stop up all cracks and crevices as soon as

they begin to fill them. I know that by publish-

ing this you will raise a perfect storm in the

brfeasts of the patent hive men, but they and

practice are two things ; with them, their desire

being to sell rights and hives, and mine to pre-

vent people from going to a needless expense.

ANTI PATENT.
Anti Patent is rather severe on the patent

hives. For the common practical bee keeping he

is doubtless right, in his box hive theory, yet it

must be conceeded that we have learned much,

very much from such men as Langstrotb,

Phelps, Quimby, Weeks and others of this class,

but it is certain that the attempt to get up some-

thing novel by others, have run the thing into

the ground. To the farmer who keeps a dozen

stand of bees, the box hive, with caps for surplus

honey, made smooth and tight to keep out the

moth, with well painted outside to ward oflF

shrinking and swelling will be found valuable.

Ed.

Remedy for Rinqwokms.—The North British

Agriculturist says that the disease locally known
as ringworm or tetter, which shows itself about
the head and neck of young cattle, in the form
of whitish, dry, scurvy spots, can be removed by
rubbing the parts affected with iodine ointment.

The disease may also be combated by^he use of

sulphur and oil; iodine ointment is however to

be preferred. As this skin disease is easily com-
municated to the human subject, the person
dressing the cattle should wash his hands with
Boap and hot water after each ointment.

-«•»-

Mulching—Captiow.—A writer in the Wis.

Farmer, says he mulched his young orchard
trees with unrotted manure, and the conse-
quence was, as the manure became rotten, the
white grub became so numerous that they ate

the bark off around the roots and killed many
of ike trees.

White-Washing Extbaordinaht —The Rev.

James Williams, the well-known and philanthrop-

ic missionary, so long resident in the South Sea

islands, taught the natives to manufacture lime

from the coral of their shores. The powerful ef-

fect produced upon them, and the extraordinary

use to which they applied it, he thus facetiously

describes :

" After having laughed at the process of burn-
ing, which they believed to be to cook the coral
for their food, what was their astonishment, when
in the morning they found his cottage glittering

in the rising run, white as snow ! They danced,
they sung, they shouted, and screamed with joy.

The whole island was in a commotion, given up
to wonder and curiosity, and the laughable scenes
which ensued after they got possession of the
tub and brush, bafflee description. The high-
bred immediately voted h a cosmetic and kaly-
dor, and superlatively happy did many a swarthy
coquette consider herself, could she but enhance
her charms by a daub of the white brush. And
now party spirit ran high, as it will do in more
cival zed countries as to who was and who was
not best entitled to preference. One party urged
their superior rank ; one had the brush, and
was determined at all events to keep it ; and a
third tried to overturn the whole, that they might
obtain some of the sweepings. They did not
even scruple to rob each othrr of the little share
that some had been so happy as to secure. But
soon new lime was prepared, and in a week not a
hut, a domestic utensil, a war club or a garment,
but was as white as snow ; not an inhabitant but
had a skin painted with the most grotesque fig-

ures ; not a pig but what was similarly whitened;
and even mothers might be seen in every direc-

tion, capering with extravagant gestures, and
yelling with delight at the superior beauty of

their white-washed infants."

Cotton growing is to be tried in Western
Pennsylvania. The Erie Dispatch says a num-
ber of citizens of that country propose to test

cotton culture this season, and adds:—"The ex-

periment has never before been tried ; but from
the mild temperature of the climate late in the

fall, rendered so by the waters of the lake tem-
pering the cold north winds over a belt of land

several miles, and extenditg from the State line

almost to the western bounds of Ohio, it is confi-

dently believed that cotton can be successfully

raised here.

figg* Strawberry culture has been attempted
the last fifty ye irs, but it is only quite recently
and since the sexual fertilization theory has been
understood, that complete success has crowned
the effort, and the strawberry become a berry
for the million.

A good way of observing Lent—Paying
baok borrowed money,
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From the New England Farmer.

Ornamental Trees.

Around every dwelling there should be a plan-

tation of ornamental trees, oaks, elms, maples,

firs, and indeed all the various species of indige-

nous trees, with which Providence has so bene-
ficently blessed our land. Nothing adds more to

the beauty and desirableness of a country resi-

dence than the presence of these splendid crea-

tion* ; even the humblest cottflge derives a sort of

elegance from them, and becomes an object of

interest by the mere charm of association. Many
of our forest trees of the deciduous kind, are un-
surpassed in elegance, and are so easily obtained

and propagated, as to place them within the

reach of every person. The elm is a vigorous

and rapid grower ; so also is the oak, in all its

species, the maple and the glossy beach. Of
shrubs and evergreens, there are innumerable
varieties, all of which bear transplanting, and
flourish vigorously on almost every description of

soil.

-«•

Eemedy for Hog Disease.

A correspondent of the Rural New Yorker says:

"We take the position that when a hog is attacked
with the aforesaid disease, it will surely die, and
our experience up to this time has confirmed this

opinion. J3ut in every instance where pitch tar
has been administered to the hogs, the disease
has been arrested, at least in all instances that
have come under our observation, or to our
knowledge, and we are firmly of the opinion that
the above remedy is a pure preventative, if not
a cure. The above remedy is prepared in the
following manner :—Two tablespoonfuls of tar

to a pint of boiling water. When thoroughly
melted, mix with half a pail of bran, and then
fill the pail with milk. This makes a suflBcient

dose for six hogs."

Remedy for Worms in Dried Fruit.

Dried apples and some other varieties of dried
fruit, as all housekeepers know, are subject to
worms. The following is said to be a remedy :

Put in common muslin bags with a little sass-
afras bark scattered through, a handful of bark
to a bushel of fruit, and no worms will trouble
them, as I have proved by keeping dried apples
two years in a pantry.

'' '4»
Wine Making in New Yobk.—The business of

wine making is pursued in many places in the
State of New York, and among others in Ham-
tnondsport, Steuben county. The Wyoming Mir-
ror says that a stock company has been organized
under the name of Pleasant Valley Wine Com
pany, for the manufacture of pure wines and
brandies from native grapes. The Company
employ an experienced German vinter, and claim
to manutacture an excellent article. Within two
years the Company have turaed out 10,000 gal-
lons of wine.

,, From Gardener's Monthly.

The Fruit Tie 3 Borer.

We recently called on a friend who is famous
for the success of his apple crop. He is no be-

liever in the generally received opinions about
"changes of climate" since the days of our fore-

fathers, "wealing out of soil," "degeneracy of
varieties," and the theories that are sat sfactory

to most pf ople for their ill success ; and we asked
him for his "recipe" that we might add it to the

number we have already on file.

"My plau," said he, "is simply to keep away
the borer." "The borer," he continued, "weak-
ens trees, and once weakened, the fruit drops
before it is mature, or it cannot recover from the
slightest injury that any insect inflicts on it

;

moreover the tree becomes sickly, aud then in-

sects prey on it; for they do not like healthy
trees. Inserts have an ofiSce in nature toper-
form which is to hasten to decay what nature
has intended to remove from living families,

just as worms soon take away the life of a sickly

P'g-"
"Easy enough talking," observed a friend with

us, "but how do you keep awaj the borer ? To-'

baceo stems ?"

"No."
"Lime?"
"No."
"Ashes ?"

"No, none of these."
"Pray, what then ?"

"Now you give it up, I will tell you. I merely
keep the soil scraped away from the trunk down
to the bare roots all the year round—summer
and winter."

My companion laughed incredulously, if n&t
contemptuously; "and," said he, "friend C, I
have given you credit for better understanding
than to suppose any amount of freezing or roast-
ing will kill a borer once domiciled within the
trunk of the tree."

•'I do not suppose it will," he replied, "I have
no such object. If I can ever find one in, I trust
to my jack-knife or wire for his destruction, and
not to heat or frost."

This was a poser.

"What then is your object?" was the next in-
quiry.

"It is to keep the borer out. Did you ever
see the borer enter into the stem of the tree
at any height above the ground ?

"No."
"And why f It requires soft moist bark for

the purpose ; and whenever you remove the soil

and render the bark hard and firm to the collar,

the borer instinctively goes to other more favor-
able places for the secure raising of its young."
"But will they not go into the main roots V*
"I have found them to avoid these roots as if

it were unfit to rear their young ; in fact, 1 have
never kown them to attack mine."
Nor had they; that was evident, A clean,

healthful orchard—never cropped, annually top-
dressed, grass kept away several feet from the
stem, so that no insect could find a "cool and
moist" harbor for its larvae, and every success
following Certainly the borer did not attack these
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trees ; and the novel seasoning struck us as so

philosophical, that we thought it worth record-

ing in our pages, for further obserration, and

—

for we want to be repaid for the suggestion—re-

port in these pages.

From the Ohio Valley Farmer.

Grape Sickness.

Read before the Cincinnati Horticultural Society,

April 5th, 1852.

The following passage in Liebeg's Chemical
Letters, seems to me to lead to the solution of

the inquiries as to the cause of grape sicliness.

He says :

"We see that, in a soil too profusely supplied
with salts, they are effloresced upon the surface

of the leaves, in consequence of this surplus of

mineral substances. This is especially observable
on plants with heavy foliag'e of great surface, so

as to evaporate great quantities of water.

"The disease here spoken of takes place in a
period when, after continued dry weather, the

planta being near their development, but not
quite matured, the ground becomes thoroughly
soaked by severe drenching rains, and these are
followed again by dry, warm weather. A strong
evaporation ensues, and in consequence thereof,

the roots take up a greater quantity of salts

than the plant can use. These salts effloresce

upon the surface of the leaves, and show the

same effect upon them as if a solution of salts

had been poured upon them of greater strength

than the organism can bear. Of two plants of

the same kind, the disease always strikes the one
which stands nearest its matured development.
A plant which is later in its development, or de-
layed in planting, may be favorably aflfected by
the very causes here indicated."

In connection with this extract, it may be well

to examine the comparative table furnished by
Scheebler, as to the power of the respective soils

to retain water :

Quartz 22 parts
Gypsum 27 "

Lime Sand 39 "

Hard Pan 40 "

Blue Clay 50 "

Pure Clay 70 "

Fine Lime Earth 85 "

Humus 190 "

Garden earth 89 "

A German Agricultural journal remarks upon
this table :

"From the older and newer experiments made
we may conclude that the power to retain water
is smallest with sand and sandy soils. It de-
pends, upon the fineness of the grain ; for, while
coaree-grained sand retained only 20 to 26 parts,

fine grained took up 40 parts. Through greater
mixture of humus, the water-retaining power is

greatly increased; a sandy humus soil took up
50 parts. Clay possesses a far greater water''

retaining power than sandy soils, which, like
common farming grounds, are mainly mixtures
of these two substances, take up the more water
the more clay they contain.

"Very interesting is the action of carbonic
acid lime on the soil. If it exists as sand, its

water-retentive power is very near that of quartz
smd, while, when it is in a pulverized earthly
state, it exceeds even that of clay. Humus and
turfy earths can retain the greatest amount of
water, and the greater the amount of humus in

a soil, the greater is the water-retentive power."

These extracts are furnished for the purpose
of directing the attention of vine-yard men to

the suggestions they force upon their considera-
tion.

1. It is certain that we have most grape sick-

ness in a season with a dry May, followed by a
wet June, especially when the June rains are fol-

lowed by warm sunshine.

2. Grape sickness is always preceded by marks
upon the leaves.

3. Grape vines with the heaviest foliage and
the greatest flow of sap are most affected.

4. The disease always takes place just when
the berries are developing toward full size.

5. Our limestone soil is in that earthy state

which, it is said, has even greater water-retentive

powers than clay, and iii such soil the grape rot

is always greatest.

6. Our soils are excellent corn and grass soils,

in accordance with the remark of Liebeg, that
the same causes which produce diseases in one
plant act favorably on others.

It seems more than likely that we have no, or

very little, remedy against the action of vines
here explained, though, doubtless, in the course
of time it will be steadily diminished. It teaches
us however, one lesson, that at present we must
not use manures in vineyards rich in salts. I

would also suggest that the first rough dressing
with the hoe be delayed till late in May, so that

the vine may reach its development later in June
than now. I also venture the remark that the
points herein presented favor the removal of all

roots annually, except those at the foot of the

vine and at the joint above the foot ; at least to

have no roots within twelve inches of the top soil.

A mode of surface-drainage might also prove of
advantage, which, to be of real use, would, how-
ever, have to be of such a nature as not to keep
rains from the vines at those periods of the year
when we have no wish to guard against the evil

herein treated of.

The Society will please receive the whole of

this contribution, which merely invites persons
interested to the subject, because it struck me as

one of the pathways which might lead to a solu-

tion upon this, to us vineyard men, perplexing
subject, and which does not claim to present ma-
tured opinions.

—The young lady who burst into tears has
been put together again, and is now wearing
hoops to prevent the recurrence of the accident.

-—*-

—Favorites are like sun-dials ; no one looks at

them if they are in the shade.
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Delaware vs. the Concord.

Ed. Iowa Homestead :—I have read your ex-

plaaation why you consider the Delaware second

to the Concord, but unfortunately have not the

copy of your valuable paper before me, in which

it was published, as it is kept nicely on file in

the library of our Horticultural Society. But
from memory I think you sai'i you considered

"the Delaware second to the Concord in all re-

spects except quality, in which it may excel.

* * * The Concord produces much larger

fruit, is an earlier bearer, more prolific, and a

stronger grower." I may not give your exact

words, but I believe the sense is about what you
have wished to convey. I have taken the liberty

of italicising two words, which you used, and
ithich I think are calculated to lead your readers

astray.

You say you prefer the Concord in all re-

spects except quality, in which it may excel.

From this and your succeeding remarks, intro-

duced what was said by Mr. Hussman, of Saint

Lous, I am led to infer that you do not speak
from your own knowledge, but predicate your
theory on the experience of authority not only

out of this longitude, but out of this latitude

also ; and if I am not in error, one of the grave
council who voted a few years ago, to "strike the

Catawba from the list of grapes for general cul-

tivation," 'n( twithstanding its great success at

Cincinnati and Nauvoo, as well as in almost

every other locality in the Middle and Western
States, where it had been tried, simply for the

reason that it had not succeeded at Hermann. I

remember also that at the eame wise conclave it

was decided that "Norton's Virginia's Seedling"

was ti e best grape fjr gereral cultivation ; and I

think the reason was, that "there had not been a

well authent cated case of mildew proven against

it." I would answer all such arguments by of-

fering to substitute the common wild grape of

our forests, instead of every variety of cultivated

grapes, "because there has not been a case of

milt/ew known with them ;" besides, they know
how to take care of themselves, are very hardy,

&o.
The Concord grape was recommended some

years ago, by Mr. Charles Downing, as "a good
market grape,") for the same reasons your pref-

erence is bnsed upon,) size, and outside appear-

ance. But Mr. D)wning is repentant, and "sore-

ly regrets that he ever made the recommenda-
tion," because "it has induced many persons to

plant of it extensively, and bow finding that

they can get better sorts regret that they did not

do 80 at first."

The last p ir igraph is condersed from a state-

ment made by one of his intimate friends, before

the Farmers' Ciub, N Y., and I think is very
applicable to your case. There are hundreds
and perhaps thousands of people in this State,

looking up to you for guidance in what they

shall plant, and your recomiuendations sLould
be of that character that will stand the test of
time, and it is certain no g .ape, of such inferior

quality as the Concord, can stand very high in

comparison with the Catawba, Deleware, Dian-
na, Lincon, Lenoir, and Herbemont; all of which

with a score of others, stand ahead of your fa-

vorite in quality. Then as regards the early

bearing, fruitfulness, &c., I can give you a chap-

ter from actual experiment, with the vinesside by
side, of the same age, the Delaware always lead-

ing off ahead of its coarse grained, uncouth
neighbor; and when they went to market, the

Concord went begging at twelve cents per pound
while the Delaware sold readily at fifty cents per
pound. We should be careful how we recom-

mend inferior "Geapes."

Remarks.—Our correspondent quotes correct-

ly, and therein lie the grounds upon which we
based our preference for the Concord over the

Delaware. Although quality in any fruit, is one

very important desideratum, there are other con-

siderations to be taken into account, when mak-
ing up its aggregate merits. We do not "predi-

cate" our "knowledge," or opinion of the two

varieties of the grape in question, either upon
our own "theory," or that of any other person,

as implied. If the writer had followed us up,

for the last fourteen years of our connection

with an agricultural journal, he would have

learned ere this, that we are not much given to

theorizing. Put we have ever felt bound to re-

ceive the opinions of others, to strengthen our

own convictions, when given honestly and in

good faith.

"In "introducing" Mr. Hussman, we did no
more than the writer does in quoting Mr. Down-
ing. It is but fair that he should accord to us,

and without suspicion, too, the same privilege

exercised by himself.

When we see a Concord vine producing be-

tween four and five pounds of perfect fruit, and
a Delaware of the same age, and under the same
treatment, produce less thm one half pouxd, we
must believe, until otherwise convinced, that of

the two, the Concord is Me vine for the million

—

that it will yield more profit to the cultivator, at

even twelve cents per pound, than the Delaware
at fifty cents.

The BaHwin applp, so highly esteemed at the

East, owes its popularity, if we mistake n^t, to

its great productiveness, good ; ize, and fair

quality. The Wilson Strawberry, which is more
sought after than any other, owes its hgh char-

acter to great productiveness and size. No one
will pretend that it is equal in quality to some
other varieties that might be named.
The writer impliedly objects to the introduc-

tion of Mr. Hussman in eviderce, but introdu-

ces Mr Downing, of New York. As Eastern

evidence is admis«>ible, we will produce the

Fruit Growers' Society of Eastern Penns-ylva-

ni*, who decided by vote, last fall, that the Con-
co'd was the best grape for general cultivation.

And, as it was good enough for Mr. Downing to

recommend at one time, he may change his taste

again.

The writer seems to speak disparagingly of

Mr. Hussman, because he discarded the Ca'air-

ba, "notwithstanding its great success at Cincin-

nati." Will the writer look over the reports of

the Cincinnati Horticultural Society, and let us

know what trouble the mildew has given the cul-

tivators of the Catawba there ?
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But give us your chapter of actual "experi-

ments " It is ju-t what the re'iders of the

Homestead want, and we consider ourselves for

tunate in having provoked its production.

The Concord hus met our expectations and

more. It has produced excellent crops of excel-

lent fruit; but no one would rejoice more than

ourselves, to find a grape in every respect its su-

perior. "Let there be light."

Editor Homestead.

We pretty fully concur in the above. That we

have seen the Delaware make good growth and a

fine show of fruit, in some particular locations,

we are free to admit, but that it is a grape for

general culture in all locations we most cnphat-

ically deny, while we have yet to hear of the

place where grapes grow at all that the Concord

does not flourish. In this respect it is the grape

for the million.

That Mr. Mattier, at Cincinnati, succeeds well

with it, we have no doubt ; our personal acquain-

tance with him warrants us in the belief that he

is sincere in his statements. While the Delaware

grows luxuriantly at Quincy, it will not grow

with us, and yet we are in the same parallel of

Irtitude : there the soil is charged with lime while

here it is not, showing that so 1, not climate, has

a most decided efl"ect on it. Our Concords, set

last year, are loaded with fruit, and making a

vigorous growth, while the Delawares have no

fruit anil make but a feeble growth, and yet the

latter are well cared for, have tha advantage of

a rich border and against a six feet whitewashed

wall. We shall continue to plant and to recom-

mend the Concord until we have some new testi-

mony in the premises other than that drawn from

those intrusted in the sale cf Delaware vines at

a dolirtr each Ed. III. Farmer.

-<•»-

Unsound Wheat-
Chicago, Miv 30, 1862.

To the Editor of the Commercial Express:

Wi'h much [devsure I notice yi>ur remarks in

yesterday's i.«sMe under the above caption, and
alth High it covers the points fu ly, ; s to the re-

sults that oughi to be attained perhaps I may
be pardone i t'>r oifering a few remarks the im-
portance of the subject being my aptilogy for

tresspassing on your space.

The sutiject "f cleaning Wheat i« one <^n\y in

its infancy at the West as yet, which has been
fully proven 1 y the advantages held by Eastern
Mills in fl luring Spring W teat u td within a
short lime. There they (very wisely) stopped at

no expense in proper appliance for thoroughly
cleaning iht-ir Wheat, and so enabling therp to

make a better flour for market, wi'h a greater

yield, than the Western Miller. The last few
years, however, has made a great change in this

section, on the part of millers with regard to

cleaning grain; this will account for co much
infirior grain (as graded her*) being bought by
the Eastern miller.

Now, what we want at Chicago, is to raise the

standard of our Wheat, and instead of ofi"ering

a premium f >r n en tT mix filth with their grain
—to make it an object for us to receive it in the

best possible condition—so that instead of being
driven from some markets as we are now, we
might take our position as not only the largest,

but the best Wheat matket. We never can arrive

ot this until our Wheat is cleaned better. The
remedy proposed—letting the faime-s clean it

—

will not (while the country is so new) answer the

end, as the farmer has no means t > buy the re-

quisite machinery. The fanning mill is the only

thing he dreams of using, and this more often

than otherwise is not in a proper order, and De-

sides the small amount for c oh farmer would
not justify the expense. The wa<ehouseman in

the country can see no object in cleaning the
grain properly, while he makes it so profitable

to buy all the screenings from tlie nearest mill to

mix with the farmer's a'ready dirty grain (and in

this connection I will call your attention panic-
ularly to the great injustice done to the farmer
who is silly enough to think he can get an in-

creased price for Wheat over his neighbor who
carried it direct from the threshing machine.)
This brings us to the grain to Chicago Here it

is thrown into the large bins, with filth, dirt, pmut
and all, and the result is stump-tail. Can it be
wondered at. Some one here insist ^ that the
separators in the warehouses at present do not
remedy the evil. Granted, and for what reason?
That the cleaning is not thorough enough. When
they were first introduced they were thought to

take too much out, and buyers and sellers could
not afford to lose one per c?nt. of their grain.

Now (less than fo-ir years used) they do not clean
thoroughly enough; besides, in our go ah. ad
style, rapidity, n it eflBciency. is the desideratum;
so, to incre s- t.se quantitv, the riddles are taken
ofi" and oily a blast applied which does but little

good, grain ihr4>wn directly irito it ins'ead of
gently and thoroughly spread to meet t. Why
it is economy ro st re the g.'ain w^th smut to

daub it, and filth to prevenr circulation through
it, and ship it to ii jure still m -re in i'S tr .nsit,

and pay freight, in>urance, e evating, &c. , on all

this foreign mafer. to be sold a tiic ': illforime-
sixth the price it cost, it will take some of our
knowing grain men to fell.

The proper place undoubted'y to clean the grain
is at the warehouse in the cmntry, where the
farmers should pay the proprietor so much for
cleaning his grain, and then sell it to him, bat
until a uniform custom in this respect is estab-
lished, it would not be practicable. The only
remedy then is, ro put the proper cleaning ma-
chinery in the warehous ;s here, clean the grain
ill the same manner that mills cl<>an it, so th«tna
smut ball p ss the warehouse ; the oats, ettcks,

false buckwheat, &o., shali be removed, and then
the grain, if sound, cannot injure in shipment.
Parties ship' i' g to Europe can make arrange-
ments at Oswego or Buffalo for special bins to

receive the wheat ; from them it can be discharg-
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ed to canal boats and transferred by floating ele-

vators at New York on board the vessel. Now,

ffhich is the cheaper for the foreign buyer—to

purchase the dirt at Chicago, or New York, or

Liverpool ? Unqueptionably the former place,

as he has saved all expense on worthless stuff

from that point. Another advantage gained by

such an arrangement would be, that having

given the grain a cleaning here, the character

of Western wheat in the estimation of foreign

buyers would be improved, as when this same
grain was received at the mill it would then be

cleaned again by them, and any one acquainted

lyith the necpssity of not only thoroughly separ-

ating but scouring our grain, would at once per-

ceive the advanced value there would be to our

grain by reason of the improved color of the

flour. In this way there would be less white

winter wheat flour from spring wheat made in

Michigan, and more of our spring wheat used in

Philadelphia, Pittsburgh and other points where

they now regard spring wheat from Chicago in

their mil's as they would the plague. What we
want is the best character for our wheat at Chi-

cago, and leave it in the best merchantable con-

dition in Liverpool with the least cost to the

farmer, whe really has to pay all the losses.

Clean Geain.

—Every farmer who has a barn should own a

gof d fanning mill, none of your blast fans like

the eagle, but one with a complete set of sieves

and screen, like those of Goodrich, of Aurora,

by which you can thoroughly clein any kind of

grain or seeds, and which if well used, will last

a century ; but if you lend it, as we haye done,

its days will be few and full of trouble. Ed.

The Raspberry.

The fruit of the raspberry is productive upon

Buffruticose stems, which spring from the groun<f

either in the same or the prcvous year. In

most of the kinds it is produced upon lateral

shoots, w ich are borne by the previous year's

canes. This fruit shrub differs from others of \x>'

class in the stems not being persistent, but only

of annual duration. They are of an herbaceous

rather than a shrubby character. The object of

the cultivator should be to get tbese annual

shoots as strong as possible ; and, as multiplici-

ty nf suckers are thrown up by all the kinds

(but the true yellow Antwerp, which propagates

with great shyness), they mui-t as soon as they

can be seen, be reduced to two or three shoots

which are to form the canes for next year's crop.

Care must be taken to secure them from the ac-

tion ot the wind by secuiiug them to stakes, and

whenever the preceding years' s crop ot fruit is*

over, the rem >val < f the old canes will be an ad-

Taniage to the yourg ones. Two or three canes

may be tied to a single stake, at the distance of

five teet each way. This distance may startle

the amateur, but where it can be given, it is a

decided advantage; and those who cannot af-

ford so much, must bend to circumstances and
do with less.

[We think the stakes useless, and prefer to

cut back at the timf* of the winter pruning to

within two. or at most, two and a half feet of the

ground. We hav<? discarded the whole family of

Englisd raspberries as well as a part of the

American—the Black Cap, Purple Cam., and

Brinklies' Orange are the principle ones left

;

the others will scarcely repay the trouble of cul-

ture with us of the prairie. Had we a good

snow covering for winter, the list could be ex-

tended, Ed. III. Faembb ]

At the time of the winter pruning the points

of the shoots may be shortened aliitle and fresh

stakes put to them, which completes the process

for the season.

The formation of the flower-buds may be re-

tarded, and a late crop of fruit obtained by cut-

ting down some of the shoots to wit lin two or

three eyes of the ground. New and Vigorous
shoets will be produced from the eyes, which
will not form their truit till later than others,

and thus the season of this desirable fruit may
be much prolonged. The double-bearing is a
valuable kind, and should have the canes of the

alternate stools cut down to two or three eyes
annually. They will thus give fruit almost till

Christmas, in mild seasons. The finest fruit is

in all cases produced upon the strongest and
beat ripened canes. Full exposure is therefore

necessary to obtain these, and single rows will,

on this account, always be found most produc-
tive.—Journal of Horticulture.

Personal.—Robert Eennicott, son of Doctor
Kenricott, of "Theflrove," and an eminent natu-
ralist, who is tr iveling in the northern British

Possessions, ooUeciing specimens for the Smith-
sonian Institute and the Audubon Club o this

city, has been heard froai at Fori Anderson, far

within the Polar A'C, under <iate of Ju'y, 1861.

He purposes visiiing the Arctic Coast in July,

and then starting sor h me the first of August,
rfachiiig here in December. Every facility has
been extended to him by he Biitisb G. verumtnt
to prosecute his researches, in wh;ch he has been
eminently successful..

—

Chicago Tribune.

How TO Pick Strawbkkbies — "^he editor of

the Horticulturist objects to the usual method of

picking strawberries He says that in akin^off

the stems and calyx the berriei* are much bruised

and their appearance injured. Id a 1 large ber-

ries he would have pladed on the table with the

calyx and a portion of the stem r^nainirg. In

marketing, berries thus picked will st-ll much
better, as they do not injure so much from
transportation. He also hopes to see the day
when "strawberries will be grown with such a
happy combination of flavor and sweetness, that

no auxilliary in the form of sugar will be need-

ed to render them palatable." Amen,
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[For the IllinoU Parmer.]

Vermin on Cattle.

Dear Fabmer:—I see you have inserted in

Ihe April number of the Farmer, an article on

the above, taken from the iV^. E. Farmer, in which

is given a number of remedies which are most,

if not all, good ; but he failed to give what I call

the most important and simple remedy. The

•writer speaks of any clean oil, well rubbed in,

on different parts of the animal, as being good

;

I coincide with him in that. He further says

—

"The reason for covering so much surface of the

creature with oil or greate is tbat lice do no

breathe through the mouth, but through breath-

ing holes or pores in the body, and when they

eome in contact with oily substances, these pores

are stopped and the lice die." Pretty good; they

die, and their death is what we are after—the

modus operandi -we care less about.

Some twe ty-five years ago I had a cow

—

amoDg many others—that got very poor in mid
winter, and on good feed. I increased her <eed,

but 'twas no go. I caught the cow to mhke an
examination, and to my surprise found thousands
upon thousands of tht real, blue devils, stowed
awHy ia comfortable quarters on different parts

of the animal, but more especially about the

nose, they were stowed for a hand's breadth from
the naked skin of the nose, upwards among the

scattering hnirs so thick that they could not lie

down, but had to stand on their heads, and there

was not room for another louse. I asked myself
what in the world sends so many of these blue
scamps to the nose of the cow ? (Now, I believe

the theory is correct, that neat cattle, and even
* horses, do not perspire—unless driven or warmed
—on the body, except an admixture of an oily

matter just enough t keep the hair in good con-
dition, but about the nose will stand large drops
as limpid as the running stream.) I came to the
conclusion that the lice went there to drink, and
as laughable as that may appear, I acted upon
that hypothesis, and now for the remedy : Icon-
eluded to take them hy strategem, the same as I

would a re^el fort—cut off their supply of wa-
ter. I took common lard—any good grease would
do—and rubbed it all around the neck of the
animal the width of my hand, and to get rid of
them on the nosa, I took them by storm, just by
rubbing a 'ittle lard around the nose. In about
one week from that time I examined again and
found but very few lice ; rubbed a little more
lard on the neck, and in ten days more every

louse had evacuated, and eince that time I have

treated them in the same manner when I found

them on my cattle, and always with good success.

Some that Lave tried it say it fails sometimes,

but that is for the want of a thorough applica-

tion. In the case of a ooalt, the main sometimes

allows them to pass over unless reached and well

greased. The application should be repeated

once or twice, so that the nits that may hatch

will meet with the same fate. Any one that trys

the remedy thoroughly, will find it good.

Yours truly,

M. Gremmak.

Tishiburn, May 10, 1862.

—There can be no question as to the value of

Dr. Gremman's remedy and the reasons there-

for. We have done the same thing when a boy,

and found it effective, not on colts, it is true, but

on young cattle. The practice of putting a

small cord around the neck of animals saturated

with anguintum is upon the hypothesis that lice

go to the nose and eyes of the animal to drink.

Many of our readers will thank the Doctor for

his plain and simple direction, as well as the

reason why there is an occasional failure for want

of a second application. Ed.

-«•»-

Recipe for Making Rhubarb Wine.

A correspondent of the Bucks County Intelli-

gencer, gives the following recipe for making

'American Champagne," or wine from the stalks

of the rhubarb or pie plant :

Cui the rhubarb into small pieces, put it into

just enough wa cr to keep it from burning, boil

until quite tender, strain through a coarse cloth.

To one gallon of this liquid, add two gallons of

Wiiti r : to eflch eollnn thiismade, putfonr pounds
of sugar , ferment in an open vessel forty-eight

hours, then take off the scum, and add one pint

of best brandy to every four gallons, after which
put it into an air tight cask ; then let it remain
six months undisturbed when it will be ready for

bottling. In each bottle put one raisin, and seal

the bottle well.

-••»-

IFrom the Chicago Tribune.!

Fine Wheat and Rye.

R. B. Stone, Route Agent upon the Illinois

Centra' Railway, has furnished us with some
wheat from the field of W. L Pierce, Centralia,

Marion county, and some rye from the farm of

T. J. Johnson, of the same place. The stalks

are fully five feat and a half in height, the heads

full and plump and promise a splendid harvest.

If these are fair representations of the crop down
in Eirypt we may predict a season of unusua
plenty.
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Editor's Table.

The spring has been very backward, what with

heavy rains, short help and a general indisposi-

tion to plant largely, a less breadth of sowing

and planting has been done, than for many years

previous. Nothing is being pushed, the farmers

are taking things philosophically and we think

rationally, they are not likely to be overburdened

with work at any time during the season. Hands
are scarce, but as the demand for them is limit-

ed, no great inconvenience results. Corn comes

up remarkably well, especially when the ground

has been rolled, the spring grains promise well,

aa do also winter wheat and rye. The fruit crop

was never more promising than at present. In

our own grounds, apricots, nectarines, peaches,

hardshell and almonds, are loaded with fruit;

the same may be said of apples, while pears did

not bloom qui' e as profusely, but they have a

fair show of fruit. Strawberries, gooseberries,

currants, raspberries and blackberries are full.

Our Lawtons, sheltered from the wind but not

otherwise protected, are very full. The Purple

Cane and Black Cap are in the same condition of

fruitage—part of the latter were fully exposed,

but have come out all right. We have about an

acre of each now planted for field culture ; the

plants are set four by six feet apart, the rows be-

ing six and the plants in them four feet. We
cannot too highly commend these two varieties

of our native small fruits, hardy, easy of culture

and profuse bearers of most desirable fruit

;

they should be in every garden.

Cultivation of the Sttgar Bekt.—Several

parties at Loda, Iroquois county, are making the

experiment of growing the beet for sugar. The

seed has been imported from France for this pur-

pose by Messrs. Belcher & Co., sugar refiners of

Chicago, who propose to werk up the beets on

shares, the grower paying freight to Chicago.

We have no confidence in the success of this ex<

periment from the fact that our soil is so strongly

charged with the nitrates, which injure the beet

root for sugar. It is possible that after taking

off some half a dozen crops of the beet from the

same ground that the nitrates will be so far re-

duced that the crop may prove profitable. With

a soil so well adapted to the sorghum we have ns

idea that the beet root will make any headway

as ft competitor. That the root will prove profit-

able to feed milch cows and other stock we have

no doubt, when barns and sheds are used for

shelter.

-<••-

Price of Cokn.—In New York corn is worth

fifty-two cents, while in Chicago it is about thirty

cents, leaving a margin for freights, commission,

insurance and storage of about twenty cents.

This will not be materially reduced, and any ad-

vance in Chicago will depend on that in New

York. The usual price of corn in New York is

from sixty to seventy cents. Should the Missis-

sippi river be opened for business, it is probable

that the demand for corn would advance the price

along the lines of railroad connecting with <Jairo

and St. Lonis.

The Peach Gettb.—Mr. Chatton, the exten-

sive orchardist at Payson, ten miles from Quincy,

says that hog manure, coal ashes or tobacco

stems will eflFectually keep away the peach grub.

He purchases tobacco stems by the wagon load

at the "stemeries," and applies them in the

spring to the collars of the peach trees; hogma-

nu e and coal ashes are applied in the same way.

It is not too late to try the experiment, as the

eggs are not laid until this month.

The Strawberkt Crop in Egypt.—We have

a letter from Dongola, s-iying that ih- strawberry

crop will be light on account of thp dry weather.

Willson's Albany is the kitd planted. We have

little faith in planting th's fruit on high land, as

done in most oases. This fruit delights in a deep

moist soil and is impatient of dioufh. Some-

thing is yet to be learned of this fruit; l-'.st year's

success is not quite conclusive >n all points.

With us the crop is very promising.
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Threshing Machnes —The card of Messrs.

Wheeler, Melick & Co. will be found in our ad-

Tertising d pnrtment Among the manufactur-

ers of railway power threshing machines, 'hey

stand a head and ^ boulders above the crowd.

Being the original inventors of this cheap, dura-

ble and efficient power, they have abated no ef-

fort at im rovemeit either in mode or material.

This machine requires few hands and but a sin-

gle span of hor.-es to turn out several hundred

bushels of winnowed grain per day. The horse

power is convenient for wood-sawing, churning

and similar work. To those who wish, the edi-

tor of this paper will forward their orders with-

out charge or answer any enquiries in relation

to them.
«••

Steam Plowing Postponed.—We have a letter

from Mr. R W. Edilison, agent of Fowler's steam

plow, dated Leeds, England, April 17th, in which

he says, in cont-equGnce of the disturbed state of

this country the trial of this plow will be post"

poned until a more favorable opportunity. This

is a wise move, aj^ the war swallows everything,

whether of interest or not, and but little atten-

tion would be given to it at the present time.

SoKGHUM —Almost every farmer is planting

more or less sorghum, and in some cases large

lots of it are put in. We shall expect to see the

price run low in consequence of the supply and

competition with that from the south, for we are

now sure of having the Mississippi open before

the cu'ren' cr p is harvested. Cobs make an ex

cellent fuel u.r ttie evaporators, and farmers

shou'd earcrilly iio>ise every cob that is shelled.

Twn-h'if. B i'uLTiVATORS.—Those who have

large fieMH o* corn to cultivate would do well to

use li e^e vain I hie impiements. Several puterns

are all < f flu-jii more or less valuable, v. e have

not set ii .ny (.} t^e new Turner Cultivators from

Jackiouviilf-. hut doubt not they are among the

best. The corn growers about Jacksonville are

among (h-' b- s» in the State and know what im-

plement is ih*' best to work the crop.

PLANTiNo t^dR.N IN Rows.—We have planted

©nr corn m r ws one way, following the plowing

almost tidily, planted shallow and rolled, and the

result is a mo ' f-i ftct Stand, with the ground in

most exct^l un Oilier, there are no lumps of earth

to roll on th •
: i is in cultivating, and with the

two-hor?e oiiini *!i r corn ctilture will be an easy

and rapid wu< k.

Officers of the Madison County AoiacuLTTj-

BAL SociB Y.

—

President, Wm B. Hundley, Dorsey.

Vice President, Thos. J. Barnsbak, Edwarda-

ville.

Recording Secretary, Ed. M. West, Edwarde-

ville.

Corresponding Secretary, John A. Prickett,

Edwardsville.

Treasurer, Wm. J. Barnsback, Troy.

Directors, T. J. Barnhart, Edwardsville.

W. C. Flagg, Moro.

D. B. Gillham, Alton.

Wm. Hadley, Collinsville.

Wm. B. Hundley, Dorsey.

Jacob J. Kinder, Edwardsville. *

John Weaver, Omphghent.

Executive Board, J. J. Kinder, Edwardsville.

Geo. S. Rice, do

W. C. Flagg, Moro.

Red Cedar Seedlings.—We have received

of J. A. Carpenter, of South Pass, 5,000 of the

above. They are good plants and put up appa-"

rently in good order—the heavy rains thus far

have prevented us from setting them out. These

cedars are grown about the base of the sandstone

ranges within a few miles of the station. They

are furnished at such a cheap rate that our

farmers can afford to make a liberal use of them

for screens.

Swiet Potatoes —These should cow be plant-

ed. Make the ridges large, as on this depends

the value of the crop ; set the pUms iny^y fif-

teen inches ap'^rt; if the weather is very dry,

water; do not plant if the ground is very wet

or weathi r rainy, as the plan's will not do so

well as when moderately moist, cloudy weather

is desirable at the time of p' anting.

-••^

Thi Garden —This is the month in which to

look after the weeds in the garden. Uo not al-

low yourself to neglect the garden this m^nth, or

jou W'll come short of vegetables.

Price or Wool—We doubt if there will be

much, if any ohnnge in the price of this staple

for some time to come ; we certainly should not

hold it for an advance.

-•••-

—If the doctor orders bark, has not the pa-

tient a perfect right to growl.
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How far can Crows Count ?

A corri:'8poni1eiit of the Plattsburjrh Republi-

can in disutssiiig (his question, narrates the fol-

lowing incident which goes far to answer it:

A few years since we were riding in a stage-

coach with >e eral gtrntlemen, when ihe conver-
sation turned on the subject of cro" s and many
interesting anecdotes were related Oue gentle-
man said he knew that crows could count—at

least as far as three—for he had often proved it.

Being troubled with crows in his field, he had of-

ten attempted to shoot them. But they knew
what a gun was as well he did, and therefore
kept out nf ois reach. He then concluded to put
up a small b oth ii^ the field, and place some car-
rion—a (ie.-!;i horse—within gun-shot. Fron. this

place he suipused he could fire at them when they
alighted to Cfit. Whenever he entertd the booth
the CIUW8 would all sit on the distant trees, and
not one would come near till he was g<'ne. Then
all wou d alighi except the sentinel who remain-
ed to give warning if danger approached
The gentemiin, finding that pkn to fail,

thought h-^ would deceive them. So he took
his son with him to the booth, concluding that
when they saw one go away, the crows would
think the coast wa-» clear, and descend to the bait.

But wlien the son left the booth, a crow sung
out caw, c«w, Ciw. (there goes one) but not a
crow would leave his place.

The next day the gentleman took two persons
with him to the b oth and then let them depart
one at a time The crows on the trees saw
saw the first and cried out, " there goes
one," in their peculiar dialect. Then when the
other went they cried "there goe< two;" but
they would not alight for they counted three
when they entered.

The day following the gentleman took three
others with him. When they went out one by
one, the crows cried -'there goes one"— 'there

goes two"—"there goes three." And when these
men were out of sight they all alighte J, and the
gun rf the fourth n an did its wo? k.

The gentleman etat.d that this thing had been
tried repeatedly, and it was evi.lent that crows
could c. unt as ta^ as three, but Uiere their
arithme ic ei.drd When they w'U a-cnd to the
high'-r briiich of mathematics is yet u) be ascer
tain"ii. lu the meantime othe/s can bring on
their incidents of crow nology.

— —•*

A Thoitsan . Plow Patbnts.—The New York
World any-

:

"It mny surprise many of the mu'titnde who
use pi. ws, as well as those who do not, to learn
that ab'>ut n 'housHud patents ii .v>. been is-

sued f.r aieged improvements in pi w- pine '; >

foundation o' the American goveruin-n' Ah.ut
two-thiriis of these patents have be? n eranted
Since ttie vi'nr 1847. Some carious 'i:ve>iigator
will (lonbil ss mount t' is hobby, and give u^ a
book ab ut the origin iind progress o'' >he im-
plement which the ta'ming world is now tryii.? to
discard—if it can find anything better to use in
cultivating the soil

"

None of the cultivated graiii plants have

been <bund growing in a state of nature. It is

a remarkable fact that neither oits, b^^rley,

wheat, nor rye are ever found in any country

growing wild; no migrating; nation possesses

them ; their existence marks the tilli r of the soil,

and although they should be found in the midst

of solitude and silence, yet n;an has been a set-

tler there.
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Publishers' Special Notices.

Agents.—We do not appoint any agents; all

are voluntary. Any person so disposed, can act

as agent in any place.

Enlarge Your Club.—Will not the friends of

the Illinois Farmer inquire how many copies of

the Farmer are taken at their respective offices,

and pass around among those "who ought to have

their names added to the list ? Our terms are so

low to clubs of ten and twenty that we ought to

have one or the other made up at every office in

the State, and at every office in Central Illinois,

one of twenty or more. Will our friends, and

the friends of practical agriculture see to it, and

thus lay us under renewed obligations ?

To Single Subscribers.—You receive the only

copy of the Farmer that goes to your post office.

Can you not send one, two, three or more new

subscribers, without any trouble? Try. Sam-

ple numbers, &c., sent free.

Drafts.—Those remitting us large amounts of

money, will please send us drafts on Springfield

or Chicago, less the exchange. If you send cash

in a letter, be sure that is well sealed and well

directed, to Bailhache & Baker, Springfield,

Illinois. %

The Farmer as a Present.—Any of our sub-

scribers who wish to make a present of the Illi-

nois Farmer for 1861, can have it at the lowest

club rates, when sent out of the State. For

fifty cents you can treat your eastern friends to

a western agricultural paper. In no way can

you invest that amount to so good advantage to

emigrntion.

Send Now.—Any person who remits pay for a

club of ten or fifteen, or any other number at the

specified rates for such clubs, can afterwards

add to the clubs, and take advantage of the re-

duction Thus a person sending us five subscri-

bers and three dollars, can afterwards send us

three dollars more and receive six copies.

To the Casual reader.—This and other num-
bers of the Illinois Farmer will be sent to many
persons who now see it for the first time. Will

they not examine it, and if they like it, subscribe

for it, and ask their neighbors to subscribe?

Sample numbers, pre ioecuses, etc., sent free to

all applicants. See terms elsewhere.

How TO Obtain Subscribkrs.— The best way
is to send for sample numbers. Any young man
by can^^assing his nei 'hborhood, can easily make
up a club of five, ten or twenty, but no time

hould be lost in doing so, for your neighbors

may send east for their paper which, though val-

uable there, is much less so here, the difference

of soil and climate putting them out of their

reckoning when attempting to teach us western

farming.

How to Help.—The friends of the Illinois

Farmer will find a prospectus in another column.

We desire to suggest a few ways in which they

can use it to advantage. 1. Show the Fabmsb

to those who are unacquainted with it, and tell

them what you think of it. 2. Send for pros-

pectuses, and put them into the hands of those

who will use them, and place posters where farm-

ers will see them. 3. Get postmasters interested.

They see everybody, and are efficient workers.

4. (Send us the names of persons in your town

to whom we can send prospectuses and sample

numbers. 5. Begin now, before the agents of

eastern papers get up their clubs. This last hint

is especially important. Let us hear from you

soon. See terms elsewhere.

Jl^'Clubs may be composed of persons in all

parts of the United States. It will be the same

to the publishers if they send papers to one or a

hundred post offices. Additions made at any

time at club rates. We mail by printed slips,

which are so cheaply placed on the papers, that

it matters little whether they go to one or a

dozen offices.

Correspondents will please be particular

to give the name of the post office, county and

State.

{^'Specimen numbers will be sent gratis,

upon application

|g^Address
BAILHACHE & BAKER,

Springfield, Illinois.

Special Notice.—For terms see prospectus on

last page. All exchanges and communications

for the eye of the editor should be directed to

Illinois Farmer, Champaign, 111. Electrotypes

and business matters, and subscriptions, to the

publishers, Springfield, 111. Implements and

models for examination should be sent to the edi-

tor. The editor will so far as it can be done

personally test and examine all new machines and

improvements submitted to his inspection. He
will be found at home, on his farm, nearly all of

I he time. So far as it is possible the conductors

on the I. C. B. R. will let ofi' passengers at his

place, which is directly on the road, three and a

half miles south of the Urbaua station, now the

city of Champaign. tf
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Business Notices.

Genuine Faribanks' Scales.—The well earned

reputation of our Scales has induced the makers

of some other kinds to offer them as "Fairbanks*

Scales," or, "From Fairbanks' Standard Pat-

terns," and purchasers have thereby in some

cases been deceived.

We have no controversy with honorable com-

petitors, but it is proper for us to expose this

fraud. If such makers had faith in the merits

of their own Scales, thew would havene occasion

to borrow our names.

Fairbaoks' Scales are manufactured only by

us, the original inventors, and we have never

furnished our patterns to other manufacturers]

E. & T. FAIRBANKS & CO.

St. Johnebury, Vt , Feb. 23d, 1862.

BRANCH OFFICES :

Fairbanks & Co., 189 Broadway New York.

Fairbanks & Brown, 118 Milk Street Boston.

Fairbanks & Ewing, Masonic Temple, Phila.

Fairbanks, Greenleaf & Co., 172 Lake Street

Chicago.

D R. JOHN A. KENNIOOTT,
THE GROVE P. 0., OOOK CO., ILL,,

Will retail, at only 25 per cent above cost of produc-
tion, Nursery Trees, Shrubbery, Flowering Plants,

Small Fruits, Large Evergreens, etc., of 600 sorts

—

warranted good, true, and like to live. Price list and
infoemation, by mail, free.

marSt

T^MPLOYMENT—A NEW ENTERPRISE.

The Franklin ?ewing Machine Company want a number of
active Local and Traveling Agents. A liberal salary and ex-
penses paid, or oommisBon allowed. Address, with stamp,

HABBIS BKOTHERS, Boston, Mass.
(Clip this out for reference.)

s PRING TRADE.
WEBER, WILLIAMS & YALE,

JOBBSRB, "-

25 LAKE STEEET, OHIOAGO, 25

Arenowreceivingthelargest and best assorted stock to be
found west of NevTork, coirprislng many new styles of

HATS, CAPS, STAW GOODS,

Parasols, Um*>rellas and Palm Leaf Goods, includlnsr 8,000
Shaker Hcods, all of which will be offered at Eestem Prices,
for Cash or approved short credit. Cash and short time buy-
ers from all sections of the West are especially invited to in-
spect our Steele before baying elsewhere.

ORDERS SOLICITED,
to which prompt personal attention will be given, and satis-

faction gu raiit'ied.

WEBER, WILLIAMS & TALI.
Feb. 27, 1862.-d3m

New York State Agricultural Works.

WHEELER, MELICK & CO., PROPS.

ALBANY, N. Y.

Manufacuhe Wheeler's Patent

RAILWAY CHAIN HORi^E POWERS.

For one and two Horses

;

LAWRENCE & GOULD PATENT RAILWAY
CHAIN HORSE POWERS,

For one, two and three Horses
;

PLANTATION OR LEYER HORSE POWER,

Four horse or six mule gear
j

WHEELER'S PATENT COMBINED THRESHER
AND CLEANER,

No. 1, 30 inch, and No. 2, 26 inch Cylinder
;

BABGEB'S PATENT

CLgANING ATTACHMENT,
As shown in cut below.

THIS Cleaning Attachment can be used with an
ordinary Thresher, over or undershot, dispensing

with the Shaker or Separator, and take no more pow-
er to drive it than to drive the Shaker—to which we
call the attention of farmers having Threshers with-
out Cleaners and can be attached without the aid ofa
mechanic.

OVERSHOT THRESHERS AND SEPARATORS,

And other Farming Machines for horse power use.

Circulars containing list of prices, and full descrip-
tion and cuts of each machine, with statement of their
capacitiefl for work, will, on application, be sent by
mail) free.

^^ Liberal Discounts made to Dealers.

Responsible Agents are wanted in sections where
we have none, address

:

WHEELER, MELICK
June 1 '62-17

'. ^bany, N.Y.
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PI W?^ PLOWS ?

THE OR A NO D"TO"R PLOWS AND CULTIVATOBS
hav« TH) sup li rs in the West. Thtir deep tillers,

brtakii g a d sli v 1 |
lows have no equal. There is i,o oih r

deei' ull r iha will hr \v out si cli an a furrow aud at the

Bam< tini 8ocom[i ee .v ; u vrrize the soil as our our ^o 4

Wi! h our six' e inch Prairl- Breaker two h' av> horst s will

break w acrsadav. Th s'' are supi lied wiih ex ra shares

when r'-quirtd For shnvt 1 plows we cauiiot b -exci 11-d.aiid

no farm r need us-- n_ his earn with the old lumbering dirt

carriers so ofie see n usi. In the cons rucnon of our

plows we use 'he bes' ot material, both of wood, steel and
ron, and wo call esi cciul attention to our

LIST OF

C «^t ^teel Plows.
1 Cut- 8 inche-s vrronghtiron standard, for one norse

; ' wer.

,
5—Cut 10 Inehes. wi ought and cast standard, right and

le t h ind

ClMj- ci' ..lows—Cut 10, 11 and 12 inches, right and
Ir-it i i.iid ii.);:b I- and single shin, wrought standard.

3 ut 12 inch'--', wr u^ht and cast standard right and
leit h ind sing e 'tud double ahin.

4 Cut 14 inciies, wrought and cast standard, right and
left hmd MUg'e and dnul le shin.

5 ' ut 10 incai s. w; ought and cast standard, right and
tefi ha !. single it d double shin.

3 c ii'i ct plow : 1 u 12 inches, wrought and cast stand-

aiii, ri-- t i-.n 1 li It t.und, single and d. ubie 8:>in.

4 i per p .w : c 1 14 inches, wr. ught aiid cast stand

aid ligli and lef hai.d, single and double -bin.

3 Ca=t stee .0 St standard, right and lett baud double

HU i s*ns c bin: HoTTsMUND PLOW, cut 12 inches.

4 C It 14 i c e-.. STOBBLE PLOW, wrcug'xt and cast stand-

a d, 1 ght and ieii i and, d uble and •<irg e shin.

1_D u>) o and siiig'e shovel plow.-<, with or without

Bhi.ld.
. ,

(^.st «t ei deep tiller plows—Cutis inches, single

and d u' 1 shin light and 1. ft h^nd. (ast s^a-diud.

( at s e , .NunsKKT deep tileer—Cut 10 inch s,

cait standard, r gi t and Ufc hand, single and d.ulle

Bhin.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

LIST OP

GerMiasi Steel Plows.
No. 1—Cut 8 inches wt ught standard, for one ho-se plow.

Uo. 2 tut 10 inel e-, wi ought and cast standard^ right and
Ufi ha d.

Clay soil plow—ru 10 11 and 12 inches, double and single

s li 1. r gh and 1 ft hand, wrought standaid.

jfo. 3 Cu' 12 111 h s, igiit and It ft hand, si-'gle and donble

8 ia w lb «r uf;ht and cast s andard.

Ifo. 4—Cu 14 ' fh s I i^ht and lefi hand, single and double

sh wr u<;;lit and cast standard.

No. 5—Cu Itii c es. lignt and left bund, single and double

giin w oui^in a d cast standard.

No. 8 < lipijer 1 1 w, ri it and left hand, single and double

fh w ou-h iind cast sfani^ard

No. 4—C ipper 1 1 \v, righ and left hand, single and double

shin wmui'ii m d c St standard.

No. 1 SinglM and d u'^io shovel plow, with or without

Bhi Id i.tla h iierir.

Breaking p owa— < ut 12 14. 16, 18, 20, 22 and 24 inches

m- u d ti ard tid rod, right and left hand, cas iod

wr ugh sta. liar * with trucks, 1 ver, gauge wheels,

r> Uiug or standing cutter, with or without extra

shares as desireil.

C-iltla'irs with three aad five teeth.

Scotch Harrow, with forty-two steel te th.

Boiling Cutters, 10 and 12 inch, with clasps.

CAST ST££L PLUJIfi AH CULTIV ATORS.

Onr"work will be found at the following places

:

L. Lancaster, Champaign.
At the shop, Grand Detour, Ogle county. Ills.

ANDRUS A BOSWORTH.

^ SECURITY. ^*^

LYON'S PATENT
C O E" J» E II

LISHTNING R
Have been extensively used for five years in the states of
New England, New York, Pennsylvania, v hio, Slicliigan,

Jndiana, Illinois, Wisconsin. Minnesota and Iowa and
have always given the most perfect satisfaction- for every-
thing that science or experience has ehown to be essen-
tial to form PEEFEOT LIGHTNING RODS, has been
adopted in their construction.

Copper Rods have fromjfire to seven times as much
conducting power as new Iron Rods.

Copper Rods do not rust but will retain their con-
ducting power for years. Copper Rods need no paint
E. Meriam, of Brooklyn, says, paint destroys the con-
ducting power of nny Rod.

READ OVR CIRCULARS and see what the most
scientific and practical men in the country say of them.
We have reports from almost every one who has investi-
gated the science and principles of Electricity, and all

are in favor of our COPPER RODS. [Circulars seiV- free.]
Rods of various styles of Spiral, Tubular and Flat,

furnished in any quantities.

Public Buildings furnished with neat and compact
Bods, having Irom six to fifteen inches surface.

Single Bods sent by Express to any part of the country,

CAUTION.
« Lyon's Patent " bears date July 11th, 1854, and is for
the ' ifetalic Surface," Lightning Rod. rtiade in any and
every furn where sheet Copper is used.

And any other Lightning Rod made of Sheet Copper,
(whether patented or not,) is an infringement ujiou our
Right, and all persons who huy, sell or use, are liable to

prosecution and damages, and will be dealt with according
to law. We are owners BY DEED of this Patent, for

the States of lllinnis, Jotoa; Wisconsin, Minnesota, Kevr-
tucky and TenTiessee, and do hereby notifyalljpersons irour
Territory, to purchase such rods only of us or our au-
thorized Agents.

Orders or Oommanications addresses to
j

E. P. MARSH & CO. <

Post Office Box 3174,

Office, 160 South Water Street, Chicago, lUinms."
DUNLAP'S NURSERY,

Forty Acres in Trees and Plants.

EEMBRACING THE USUAL NURSERY STOCK, All
i of which will be sold low for cash. Orders for spriu

planting should be sent in early. 6,000 two year old

S I L V E B MAPLES
for timber belts, can be had at $5 per 100.

J, B. Whitnev. of Chatham, Sangamon county, is theagen
for :^angamon and neighboring counties. Catalogues had a
application. Address M. L. DUNLAP,

febl West Urbana, Champaign county, 111,
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IGIN
GIN AS A REMEDIAL AGENT.

THIS DELICIOUS TOWIC STIMTJIiAM"T,
Especially designed for the use of the Vledical Prufessio

and the family havina; superseded the so-cal.'ed "Gins,'

"Aromatic," "Cordial," Medicated," 'Schnapps," etc., i

now endorsed by all of the prominent physicians, chemist
and connoisseurs, as possessing all of those intrinsic medi
cinal qualities (ton'c and pluretic) which helong to an ol

and pure Gin. Put up in quart botttles, and sold by al-

druggists, grocrs, etc.

A. M. BINNINGER & CO.,

Established in 1798. Sole proprietors.

No. 19 Broad street, N. Y.
For sale by D. S. Barnes & Co., No. 13 Park Row, Ne\

York.
Our long experience and familiarity with the requirement

of Dniggists. and our superior business facilities, enable u
to furnish them with choice Liquors for medicinal and fan •

ly use. noTl3-m&a"

BLOOMINGTON NURSERY
BLOOMINGTON, ILLINOIS.

Eighty Acres Fruit and Ornamental Trees

OAH NAMED SORTS TULIPS, ALSO HYACINTHi;
^UU Crocus, and a general assortment of Bulbs

.

and Flower Roots for Fall and Spring planting.

Nursery stock. Evergreens, Greenhouse and garden*
plants—all at wholesale and retail at lowest cash
rates.

4£g»For particulars see Catalogues or address subscribei

F. K. PHCENIX.
Bloomington, 111., Aug. 1, 1S59.

TO
Arcliitects, "Builders,

CAEPENTEES, MACHINI STI:
AND

SX)ECOI£-A.TOR
NOW PUBLISHING WEEKLY, THE

Architects' and Mechanics' Journal
The only Illustrated Weekly publication of its kind ir

this country, and indispensable to all engaged in Buildiii

and Mechanical Operations.

EDITED BY PRACTICAL MEN
Who are well known as among the ablest men in tlii

country.
Every week lUustrrtions appear of great practical utility

such as

JEUJ-GEAVIlfGS OF NE^W BUILDHTOS
Already erected, now going up, or i atended for erection, ii

different parts of the country.
DESIGNS AND WORKING DETAILS

Connected with Building operations, of great value to Arab
tecta. Builders and Carpenters.

The Mechanical Department
Is enrl hed by Engravings connected with new Inventioni
as well as a complete synopsis of everything which is goiii

forward in the Mechanical World.
Subscription $2 per annnm, in advance.
4^Send 25 cents for five weekly numbers, as samples.
The SciENTirrc American, of October 29th, in noticing tb

Architects' and Mechanics' Journal, says it is " Edited witl
evident ability Altogether the best work of the kim
ever published in our city."—[New York.]

Published by Alexander Harthill, 128 FuKon street, Ne^
York.
The Trade supplied by any wholesfle Hotise in New Tori-
febl -tf

PEOSPECTTS FOB THE

JOUEKAL OF THE
Illinois State Agricultural Society.

The Executive Committee of the Illinois State Ag-
ricultural Society believe the time has arrived, when
the publication of a Journal of the Society is impera-
tively demanded. Pursuant, therefore, to the duty
with which they are charged by the 6th section of the
Constitution of said Society, revised and adopted by
the meeting of delegates from County Agricultural
Societies, held on the Fair Grounds, at Jacksonville,

Sept., I860, they have made the necessary arrange-
ments for the issue of such Journal, monthly, com-
mencing with January, 1862.

Each number will contain at least 32 pages (octavo)

of reading matter, composed principally of such por-

tions of the Transactions of the State and County
Societies, and communications on the subjects of

AGRICULTURE IN ALL ITS BRANCHES,
Mechanics and Natural History, as may require early
publication.

All premiums offered and awards made by the State
Society will appear in its columns.

All pertons, and especially Secretfiries and other
officers of County Societies, are respectfully requested
to communicate to the editor any matters of general
interest to the industrial classes, as may from time to

time arise in their respective localities.

To place the Journal within the reach of all, the
subscription price has been fixed at

FIFTY CENTS A YEAR!
Barely sufficient to cover cost of publication, payable
invariably in advance.

Back numbers for the current year will be furnish-

ed until the edition is exhausted.
All subscriptions and communications may be for-

waided to the undersigned, Springfield, Ills.

JOHN P. REY^OLDS,
Cor. Sec. and Editor Journal.

STANDABD

SCALES
OF ALL KINDS.

Also, Warehouse Trucks, Letter Presses, Ac.

FAIRBllNKS, GREEN LEAF & CO.,
172 LAKE STREET, CHICAGO,

Sold in Springfield by
- - PEASE.

junel-ly
E. B.

Be careful and buy only the genuiue.

THE YELLOW NANSEMOND
IS THh; ONLY VARIETY OF SWliKT POTATO* THAT

has given entire satisfaction in the northwest; Our stock
of the above in store for next spring is unusually large, and
of the best quality—propagated from the

BEST LARGE POTATOES
Selected from many hundred bushels ; and the completion
of our railroad to Bockville will enable us to fill and forward
promptly all Cash Orders with which we may be fiivored, at
the very low price of $5 PEK BARREL for eastern fiinds
Kbsponsibie Aqbitts Wanted in every county, town, and

village, to sprout small lots on halves, farmers can club
together and buy or sprout our potatoes in shares, and thoa
secure good plants for themselves free of cost.

Thb Sweet Potato Culturi^, giving full directions for
Sprouting, Plantinu, Cultivating, and Keeping, will be fur-
nished grutis to Agents and Customers ; and to others by
mail, j>o$t paid, fjr twenty-five cents in stamps. Adereaa,

J. W. TENBR08I,
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IHE ILLLNOIS FAMER:

A MONTHLY JOURNAL OP

AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE.

IS PUBLISHED AT SPRINGFIKLD, ILLS.,

BY BAILHACHE & BAKER,

AND IS

EDITED BY 31. L. DUNLAP,

(the "kdral" of the chibago teibusi.)

TERMS IN ADVANCE.—$1 a year; two copies 1 50; five

c opies $3; ten copies $6, and one to getter up of the club

t wenty copies $10.

It is not necessaey that the club should all be at one ofiBce

-vre send wherever the members of the club may reside.

The postage on the Farmer is only three cents a year in

.he State of Illinois, and six cents out of it.

Specimens numbers sent free on application.

Subscription money may be sent at the risk of the pub-

lisher.

Exchanges and communications for the eye of the Editor

should be addressed, Illinois Farmer, Champaign, Illinois'

All business letters are to be directed to the publishers,

Springfield.

tf BAILHACHE & BAKER.

THE ILLINOIS STATE JOURNAL

Is CONFIDENTLY OFFERED TO THE PEOPLE OF
Illinois as the best and most reliable news, political}

and commercial paper within their reach. It is published

at Springfield, the Capital of the State, and is the medium

of all oflBcial notices, published by State authority. Partic-

ular attention is given to commercial afTairs and every

number contains copious reviews of the markets In the

principal cities.

TERMS

:

One copy one year.. f2 09
Three copies one year ~ 5 00

Six ' " V 50

Ten " " -12 00
Twenty " " .20 00

Paja^i" always in advance. Persons sending clubs of ten

andup^ '- *;!)-^ll be ent tied to an extra copy.

Addi BAILHACHE & BAKER,
Springfirld, IllinoiB.

THE

ILLESrOIS FARMEE

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

1 mo. 3 mo. 6 mo. 12 mo.
One page, or two colnmns %% $20 $85 $50

Half a page or one " 5 12 20 80

One fourth page or half colnmn., 3 7 12 18

One eighth or one fourth «' .. 2 4 7 10

One square of ten lines 1 2 4 7

Card of five lines one year $7 00

Ten cents a line for less than a square each insertion.

All worthy objects advertised, and those of importance to

the Farmer will receive, from time to time, such editorial

notices as the Editor may consider them worthy o^ without

additional charge.

Implements and seeds to be tested should be sent direct

to the Editor, at his residence. Champaign.

We have put the price of advertising within reach of all.

It will enable those who like to freely advertise their goods,

to do so at a cheap rate.

Terms, cash. Yearly advertiiers will pay semi-annually,

and all transient advertisements must be accompanied with

the cash to insure insertion.

BAILHACHE & BAKER, PubUshers,

Springfield, Ills.

PRINCE & CO.'S
LINNiEAN BOTANIC GARDENS & NURSERIES,

Flushing, Long Island, near New York.

Priced Catalogues, which are sent to purchasers
of trees, and to applicants who inclose stamps.

No. 1—Descriptive catalogue of fruit and ornamen-
tal trees and shrubs, raspberries, currants and other
small fruits. No. 2—Roses, carnations, chrysanthe-
mums, phlox, iris, double sweet williams and other
herbaceous flowering plants. No. 4—Wholesale cat-

alogue for nurseries and dealers, comprising trees,

shrubs, roses, plants, bulbous flower roots, stocks for

engrafting, etc. No. 6—Wholesale catalogue of veg-
etable, agricultural and flower seeds, and tree and
shrub seeds, etc. No. 6—Descriptive catalogue of our
unrivaled collection of 160 select varieties of straw-
berries, with a "rejected list," and directions for cul-

ture. No. 8—Wholesale list of native and foreign

grapes. No. 9—Catalogue of bulbous flowers of every
class, together with tree and herbaceous pseonies,

dahlias, primroses, poleanthus, cowslips, auriculas,

daisies, iris and other rare flowering jlauts. No, 10

—Wholesale catalogue of the game. No. 18—Cata-
logue of greenhouse plants. N<^i. \A— Descriptive

catalogue of 400 native and 120 foreign varieties o
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July.

July, with its ardent heat, will soon be at

hand; yes, fully inaugurated when this

number of the Farmer reaches its readers;

but as we write, we have the milder days of

June, of genial, rosey June, over which is

wafted the first zephyrs that come tip from

the isles of the gulf, laden with the wealth

of summer growth, to fruit, to flower, and

to the waving grain. All the month the

busy horse, with cultivator, shovel-plow, or

other implement, is destroying the weedg

that line the rows of the young corn—it is

a busy month, but its pathway is strewn

with the beautiful, and labor, under such

skies, and amid the teeming ranks of our

varied products, is but a pleasure. Who
would not be a farmer to lord it over rich

acres of prairie drift ? who would not wish

to own an orchard bending With the gifts of

promise ? who not wish for a garden filled

with ripe strawberries and the other small

fruits ?—let him who has plodded long years

on a farm without an eye to the beautiful,

answer not me— for no other person but will

respond with an aye.

Would that we could imbue into every

tiller of the soil, a more thorough system of

improvement, that while his energies are

devoted to bushels of grain that pay his

annual expenses, he would place about him

more home attractions, more of the comforts

of life, more of the elements of endurance,

of good health and what is ot fslwd—eoa-

tentment.

Seldom it is that we see for sale a fsmn

with good buildings, good orchards, a well

stocked garden, and shady walks about the

house. Such places have too many attrar.

tions for their owners to be parted with for

any trifling consideration. Farming is an

art, a trade that requires no small amount of

study and of training to succeed well The

dolt can plow and gather in his crop, but he

plants by guess and regulates his business

by accident, while the intelligent farmer

builds up a home around which loved ones

delight to linger, and from which they sel-

dom stray, for it is there they find the com-

forts and pleasures of home.

With good health and pleasant surround-

ings, labor is a pleasure : and the sweat

poured out in the field, with well directed

efforts, is an instrument that will return

many fold ; but to plod on, to dig and delve

to no particular purpose, is a constant wear-

ing away of the system and a souring of the

genial sympathies of our kind. The farmer

must use more brains ; he must work less

with his hands, see more with his eyes, and

study more intimately into the arena of na

ture. If he but wills it his pathway can al.

ways be strewn with the beautiful, and the

useful be at his command. We all work

much ; we are too much hewers of wood aad

drawers ef water j too much the dupes of

designing men who live upon our labor.

Count up, if you will, the thousands of dol-

lars of our hard earned labor that have beea

thrown away on worse than worthless seed,

of new plants, of worthless implements, pa

tent washing machines, ehurns, with thous*

ands of humbugs that we have gulped down

with a credulity that it astonishing. We
mustUse mote brains and not longer furnish

the food for this class of harpies. We mus
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look well to what we purchase, what we

plant and how we cultivate.

Mattoon and its Surroundings.

Mattoon is located at the crossing of the

Chict. go branch of the Illinois Central, with

the Terre Haute and Alton Kailroad, and

within a dozen miles of the southern Illi-

nois. Its elevation above the Ohio at Cairo,

is 460 feet, and consequently is near the

northern rim of the basin of Upper Egypt.

Located at a high elevation above the basin,

it forms the south border of the water shed

of Central Illinois. The cloud that float for

nearly a hundred and fifty miles over the

basin, pour out their favors on the deep, rich

loams of this plateau, and thus make it one

of the most fertile parts of the State, with

a remarkable exemption from drouth. This

section has long been noted for good crops

of wheat and most abundant ones of corn.

The country is rolling, well watered, and

with a very good supply of timber. Coles

county, of which this vicinity forms a part,

is one of the richest counties in the State.

The best field of wheat that we have seen

this season is on the farm of the Messrs.

Page, Herkimer & Bro. It is afield of 180

acres, and at the time of our visit. May 26,

was fully headed out, and presented an even

surface. The seed was from Michigan and

ifl the Red Mediterranian. We doubt if

there is another field of the same number

of acres in the State that will yield as much

as this, if no casualty occurs to it.

The farm contains 720 acres, or a section

and one- eighth, is slightly rolling, and loca-

ted a mile and a half northwest of the vil-

lage. Nature planted a small grove of about

five acres, which makes a conspicuous mark

in the landscape, and island gem in the sea

of verdure, that, until last year, waved in

all the grandeur of its aboriginal freedom.

The wheat mentioned above was sown on

the prairie broken up last June and July

;

the sowing commenced the last of August

and closed near the middle of September.

The early sowing was by drilling, but prairie

is not the best adopted to drilling, and the

remainder was sown by hand broadcast. We
cau see no difference in the part drilled and

that sown broadcast. This prairie had been

pastured by large herds of cattle, and was

in the best condition for breaking up. At
the time of sowing the soil was well rotted

and having been thoroughly harrowed the

wheat made a good growth in the fall, but

not so as to injure it by smothering out. It

is evident to our mind that this neighbor-

hood is well adapted to the growth of win-

ter wheat, if sown on a clover sward. Thus

clover, to be mown, and the stubble turned

under in August, and sown if not to be pas-

tured, during the first half of September.

In February, or the first of March, seed with

clover, this will make good autumn feed for

stock—mow the next season and treat as be-

fore. This will make a two course rotation

that, we think, will pay better than any

other at the present price of other farm pro-

ducts. After a few years if the crop should

fall off, add to the clover a portion of herds

grass—top-dress after cutting the clover and

continue in grass another year. Another

plan would be to alternate with corn : have

the corn follow the wheat, and follow this

with spring wheat sown on the corn stubble

the corn being cut low for this purpose, and

headed off during the winter. In this case

very early sowing will be required, say the

last of February and not later than the tenth

of March. The failure of spring wheat in

this part of the State is generally caused by

late sowing—it must have a start during the

spring rains, and be headed out before the

long hot days of June. We would especial-

ly call the attention of farmers along the

front edge of this water shed to the value

of winter wheat and clover. It is probable

that oats would follow wheat to good advan-

tage, but this would have to be followed

with corn and again with wheat, as it would

be difficult to seed down with oats unless

they were sown too thin for a heavy crop.

After all, a rotation of crops must, to a great
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extent, depend upon the market. At the

present price, corn and oats are of less value

than wheat and clover, especially on a farm

like the one under consideration, moderate-

ly rolling, a part only adopted to wheat and

the remainder to pasturage, they being ad-

mirably adapted to a mixed husbandry.

Nature has made a rule on all the prairie

slopes to plant her forests on the east side

of water courses, ponds, sloughs, or small

lakes ; in this case we have a miniature lake

about half the size of the grove, thus afford-

ing to bird and beast shelter from the sun,

and a supply of water at all times, the two

combined affording irresistable attractions,

but now the cattle are debarred the ground

and the birds have it nearly all to them-

selves. A dozen gray squirrils caught when

young, have become domesticated and come

down from the trees to feed from your hand.

Their pleasant chatter adds no small attrac-

tion to the ground.

It is astonishing what beauty and value

a small grove like this adds to the surround-

ings of the homestead. A year ago and

there was no home ; the wild uncultivated

prairie and this waif of trees ; the home

was nestled under its margin, and its leafy

aisles became trodden by intelligent men

;

under its leafy canopy the plans for further

progress were laid ; long furrows wrote out

from it, and line after line of fence carved

the landscape into fields that now teem with

luxurious crops. It was the grove that at-

tracted its present owners to the adjacent

acres and tempted their purchase.

Its bounds will be enlarged and the fields

belted in with forest verdure, beautifying

the landscape and shutting out the bad ef-

fect of the sudden changes of climate that

would sweep over the fields. When will

farmers learn to plant trees ? when will they

double the intrinsic value of their farms by

a small outlay in this direction ? Echo, as

yet, answers when. But we think the time

cannot be long delayed and thousands of

homes be made redolent with rural beauty.

Near the west part of the village is a large

orchard, some three years set out, but the

apple trees have been raised with the knife,

and it can never be made valuable ; trees

like Lombardy Poplars, with heads from

four to six feet high, will never answer for

prairie orchards. This orchard is set with

rows two rods apart "and a row of peach trees

between each. The peach trees are large

and well grown, but have no fruit on them.

The owner resides in the village, but we did

not call on him. We should have advised

him to saw off his trees to within two feet of

the ground next spring, but to this he would

never consent, and as we have no other

remedy to propose for his benefit, it was

useless to waste any time over it. We could

have spent two or three days more in visit-

ing farms in the vicinity, profitably both to

ourself and readers, but a day from home

was the most that could be spared and we

took the night train home after making the

discovery that the spell that bound Mattoon

and cursed its progress with miserable ho-

tels was broken by mine host of the Essex

House. Mattoon has a bright future before

her. Nothing like a good hotel in such a

place, where the seekers of a new home can

be made comfortable while selecting a loca-

tion. To this we can add a good local news-

paper, alive to the interest of its patrons,

like the Mattoon Gazette.

-«•»-

Low Headed Trees.

W e are in receipt of numerous inquiries

in regard to the treatment of low headed

trees, and how to reduce the long legged

kinds to this condition. The first season

trees are set and in leaf, it is inaf^missible to

take off any of the leaves, not even the suck-

ers should be removed. Therefore you must

wait until the season's growth is completed

before proceeding to cut down the high tops.

Trees, if two inches in diameter at the base,

can be sawed off and the wound covered

with white lead or other varnish to keep it

sound, when the spring growth will push out

new buds that will rapidly grow into branch-
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es. Orcliards that have been set the past

spring, can be cut back gay within two feet

of the ground, after the first hard frosts in

October. This we consider the best time

to prune for wood. The growth is then

comparatively complete for the season, and

the wound hardens at the surface and will

head over sound, whereas in the spring the

sap flows out and if the wound becomes

shaded, it will sour and the result will be a

rotten spot in the tree.

We have often reverted to the fact that

newly set trees should not be disturbed by

cutting off branches and sprouts through the

summer. We always dread the man who

whips out his knife on every occasion,

and cuts and slashes as he goes. All

newly set trees should be encouraged to

make roots the first season, and to become

fully established ; to enable them to do this,

the growth of leaves should be encouraged,

and it matters not in this respect whether

the leaves are near the base or at the apex,

it is their number and vigor that send back

to the roots the elements for their extension.

In this connection we should not forget that

at the time of transplanting, that the tree

should undergo a severe heading back, but

this must be done before the leaves are de-

veloped ; after that, they must be let alone.

Nineteen out of twenty persons who set out

trees, injure them more or less by rubbing

off buds, cutting out suckers, and in form-

ing the tops. Keep off your knife until the

season's growth is complete, when you can

take off all superfluous growth and thin out

the branches to suit your taste, after that

you can rub off all water sprouts as they ap-

pear.

July is generally a hard month on newly

set trees ; if they are found lagging at this

time the only way to save them is to treat

them to a thorough soaking of the roots and

a^heavy mulch of well rotted manure, straw

or corn stalks, but we prefer the manure.

One good wetting of the roots, followed with

the mulch, will, in moat eases, be suflScient.

We have found corn stalks a valuable mulch.

in many respects superior to straw or other

litter. One advantage is that it remains in

place, is not filled with the seeds of weeds,

and in the decay materially enriches the soil.

It is, without doubt, the most valuable for

currants, goosberries, raspberries and grapes

of any substances yet used, and we would

advise every farmer to provide more or less

of them for this purpose. We find that the

ground under the cornstalks is more loose

and moist than under hay or straw, and that

we get a better growth. It is surprising

what a thin coating of stalks will have in

keeping down the weeds.

In our orchard, among the shanghai trees,

we have allowed the suckers to have their

own way for the present, so as to shade the

trunks j this, we know, is not the proper

way to have the orchard look tidy, but as

we grow older we grow more miserly about

our fruits and stand less on good looks than

on full crops. If we leave our apple tree

heads into the ground, it does not follow

that trees with drooping or spreading heads,

like the May cherry, need not be so low,

and these we work about two feet from the

ground, while in the nursery the apples have

their branches a foot from the surface. The
plum and pear cannot well be too low, while

we like to see the peach with a clear stem a

foot high to enable us to get at the grubs.

It is generally admitted that fruit grow-

ing on the prairies has not been over and

above successful. The fault is not in the

soil, for we have a most excellent one for the

growth of the trees, but in the sudden

changes of weather incident to our conti-

nental condition. If we have failed it is

because we have followed a practice suited

to a maratime climate and well sheltered lo-

cations, instead of to the dry hot summer

months, and sudden changes or heat and

cold that we must contend with. If fruits

thrive better with shelter, need we withhold

it ? If the roots do better in a moist, shad-

ed soil, is it good policy to expose the sur-

face to the fierce rays of the sun, to drink

up the moisture and parch up all the ele-
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merits of growth ? We think not. We
have proved the old system not well adapted

to our soil and climate, and it is our duty to

investigate the facts, and see if we cannot

devise a system that will give us at least

a better prospect of success. With the low

heads we have protection from high winds,

and at the same time shade for the ground

so as to retain the moisture so much needed

to a full development of both trees and fruit.

We have full faith in the prairies for fruit

when a rational system of culture is adopted

and some care had in the selection of vari-

eties. We have passed through the old

system but to meet with bitter disappoint-

ment as our orchards at Leyden have proved.

In commencing anew in Central Illinois, 130

miles, or two degrees of latitude further

south, we relied more on climate than cul-

ture, and started on the same system but to

meet with another disappointment, but

our eyes are open and we are afloat upon a

sea of experiment evolving new facts, that

we hope will lead us to success. We are not

satisfied with our efifort here, yet we will

challenge any orchard of similar extract and

age to show better results. Our oldest trees

are in the fifth year of their growth in or-

chard, and are well filled with fruit, most of

This is due to a proper selection of varieties,

to this we will add shelter and low heads,

and we shall be disappointed if the next

three years do not show better results than

the past four have done.

August Sown Wheat.

Last year, as our readers will recollect,

we sowed several acres of winter wheat in

August, with the view of pasturing. We
are not fully satisfied with the trial, nor are

we willing to give it up as a failure. In the

first place the seed was threshed in a new

machine and badly cut up which dams^ed it

very seriously for seed. This is so com-

mon an occurrence, that we see no way but

to resort to the old fashioned flail to beat out

our seed wheat by single blows as of old.

In the next place it was sown too thin for

even the best of seed, sixteen bushels on

fourteen acres, when two bushels to the acre

with such seed would have been little enough.

In the last place it was pastured too severe-

ly by cattle, colts and calves, that is rather

too late, as after the heavy rains it was some-

what tramped up. The early pasturing and

tramping, when the ground was in good con-

dition, appeared to benefit it. The crop is

very thin on the ground, as a matter of

course, and will be somewhat weedy, but it

is free from chess, the tramping had no effect

on it in that direction, though we would re-

mark we cleaned over a bushel of chess out

of the seed. Winter wheat was much
thinned by the March weather in this sec-

tion of the State, and as a general thing, or

as usual, has turned to chess !!! Why this

perverse disposition attends our neighbor's

wheat and not ours, can only be accounted

for in the use of Groodrich's fanning mill,

that takes all the chess out of the wheat,

and as there is no samples left, the poor ig-

norant wheat don't know how to form chess

stools without them.

Farmers who will sow direct from the

threshing machine can expect no other re-

sult than to have a large share of their wheat

turn to chess !!

On the whole we do not think our crop of

wheat will fall much, is any, below that of

our neighbors. Had plenty of seed been

used the result would have been more favor-

able. To guard against this we shall bring

into use the old hand flail, whose memory

comes down to us from boyhood with no

pleasing emotions, for there, day by day, we

listened to its measured music as blow by

blow it beat out the rattling grain, but with

it we will have the assurance of a good stand

of grain.

A field of several hundred acres sown at

the same time, and which was not pastured,

made a large growth, but was badly winter

kilkd. After harvest we shall have more to

say on this subject.
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With this treatment, winter rye is a most

triumphant success and we recommend it

without hesitation, even sown early in July.

We have two acres sown the twentieth day

of August—one and a half bushels to the

acre of seed, which is now all we could ask.

It stands even as if shaved, with long, well

filled heads^^Last fall it furnished a large

amount of pasturage. Farmers who are

short of autumn pasturage should not fail to

sow rye.

One of our neighbors seeded a number of

acres among his standing corn, and says the

practice is a bad one, the corn shading the

rye it grows spindling and of little value for

feed. He attempted to pasture it in the

spring, but the cattle seriously damaged his

ground by stamping it up during the heavy

spring rains. He is down on the practice,

and well he may be, or any other farmer who
allows his stock to run out on plowed ground

in the spring.

Sowing "Wheat Among Corn.

Sowing wheat an:ong corn, after several

years of trial, has not given very good satis-

faction. We have never given it a personal

trial, but have watched the practice with

some solicitude, and have endeavored to de-

tect, if possible, the fault if fault there was.

There is a difficulty in sowing and harvest-

ing, but this is now pretty well remedied by

the use of Prof. Turner's one-horse drill,

which sows two drills at a time, and by pass-

ing twice through the rows the land is very

well seeded. In the next place the shade

produced by the rank corn gives the plant

but a sickly growth, and when winter sets

in it is too feeble to stand the severity of

the freezings and thawings that follow, To

remedy this we would recommend that the

corn be husked as early in the ftill as possi-

ble, and at once cut the stalks down even

with the surface, and scatter them over the

young grain as soon as possible, and the roll-

er over them so as to press them near the

soil. This would let in the sun and air so

as to induce a good growth before winter

sets in, the plant would become well rooted

and the stalks would give it a good winter

protection. Corn stalks make the best pos-

sible mulch, keeping the surface moist, but

they should lie close to the ground so as not

to shade the young plants. Winter wheat

cannot endure shade, and therefore the corn

should be cut down early in the season as

possible. Let a man follow the buskers

with a cutting knife or a sharp hoe, remem-

ber no high stubs are to be left in the way

of the reaper, or to hold up the fallen stalks.

In a lew days the leaves of the corn will be

nearly decayed, and give the young wheat

the benefit of a top-dressing. So far as we

are aware the above is but a theory, never

having seen or heard of a trial of it, it be-

inc: the universal custom to let the stalks

stand until the latter part of winter, when

they are cut and s?attered over the surface,

and at harvest time are much in the way.

By the plan proposed, the stalks would be

well rotted and thus add to the growth of

the wheat ; in rich ground, it might tend

to lodge the grain by a too vigorous

growth. We think stalks thus treated must

have the eflFect to prevent winter killing. It

is well known that a light coating of straw

in the autumn on winter wheat has a won-

derful efiect to prevent heaving out, and we

can see no reason why corn sialks would not

have the same effect.

We are sanguine in the belief that the

experiment is worth ihe trial, and should it

succeed will add thousands of dollars to the

value of each corn growing county in the

State, and besides would give us a first class

rotation. We must gmw even and this

would give us a rotation with one for corn.

That is wheat after clover, to follow with

corn and wheat sown with this, seed with

clover in the spring, mow or pasture the

next season until August, and again sow to

wheat.

But it is not settled that clover can be

successfully grown in the basin of Egypt

;

of this fact we are not quite certain, should
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it prove so, however, herds grass would an-

swer a good purpose and would turn off a

good crop of hay. In Northern and Cen-

tral Illinois clover is grown without any dif-

ficulty, and will be found more valuable

than the herds grass.

As our Sanjramon and Morgan county

farmers have had more experience in grow-

ing wheat among corn than in any other

part of the State we hope to hear from some

of them on the subject.

From the Dixon Telegraph.

Reaper Trial.

The trial of reapers, headers, mowers, and
grainbinders to take place near this city some
time during the next harvest, bids fair to be one
of the most inreresrirg movements yet made by
the State Agricultural Society. Its executive
oflBcers, headed by President Van Epps and its

excellent Secretary. John P. Reynolds, are mak-
ing commendab'.e exer'ions to make of the trial

an exhibition of sub-itantial benefit to the farm-
ers of the locality, hs well as to the manufactur-
ers of farming implements generally in the State.

Entries have alreaiiy been made suflScient to en-

sure the exhibitiun, and it is expected that other
valuable farm irap'ements than those named will

be on trial, and premiums awarded in amount
proportionate to the value of the articles to our
agriculturalists. It is expected that many agri-

culturalists, mechanics, manufacturers of farm
ing and other implements, as well as officers of

the Society, will be in attendance during the trial

which may last mii y days, and that our citizens

will exert themselves in kind offices, and make
their stay one o pleasure to them, and that a

favorable impression will be lelt on their minds
of the character of the place, its citizens, water-
power and prospect.s generally.

—We have no question that the above trial

will prove an iateresting one, and will draw no

small amount of mechanical talent. Dixon is lo-

cated in the center of a fine farming country,

which is generally well improved. The formers

are intelligent and energetic, and they will not

let this occasion pass without making it availa-

ble. Dixon is approached from all directions by
rail,^ and we shall expect to see all parts of the

State represented at the trial. , Ed.

In England and America grain is generally

rated by the bushel, though it is not the same
measure; for here we use the Winchester bushel,
which contains 2, 160 42-100 cubic inches. There,
eince 1826, the legal measure is called the impe-
rial bushel, which contains 2,218 cubic inches

;

BO that 82 of tbeir bushels are about equal to 83
ef ours.

The Contented Farmer.

[Translated by Bayard Taylor into "common
English," from the American German dialect of

John Peter Hebel, for the Atlantic Monthly.

I guess I'll take my pouch and fill

My pipe just once—yes, that I will

!

Turn out my plow and home'ards go;
Buck thinks enough's been done, I know.

Why, when the Emperor's council's done.

And he can hunt, and have his fun,

He stops, I guess, at any tree.

And fills his pipe as well as me.

But smokin' does him little good;
He can't have all things as he would,
His crown's a precious weight at that;

It isn't like my old straw hat

He gits a deal o' tin, no doubt.

But all the more he pays it out,

And everywhere's they beg and cry

Heeps more than he can satisfy.

And when, to see that nothing's wrong,
He pleagues hisself the whole day long,

And thinks, "I guess I've fixed it now,"
Nobody thanks him, anyhow.

And so, when in his bloody clo'es

The Gineral out o' battle goes.

He takes his pouch, too, I'll agree,

And fills his pipe as well as me.

But in the wild and dreadful fight,

His pipe don't taste exactly right;

He's galloped here and galloped there.

And things aint pleasant anywhere,

And sich a cursin' :
" Thunder !" " Hell !"

And " Devil !" (worse nor I can tell);

His grennadiers in blood lay down.
And yonder smokes a bumin' town.

And when a travelin' to the fairs.

The merchant goes with all his wares.

He takes a pouch o' the best, I guess.

And fills and smokes his pipe, no less.

Poor devil 'tisn't good for you.

With all y'r gold, you've trouble, too.

Twice two is four, if stocks'll rise;

I see the figures in your eyes.

It's hurry, worry, tare and fret.

Ye ha'nt had enough the more ye get

—

And couldn't use it if ye had;

No wonder that y'r pipe tastes bad.

But good, thank God ! and wholesome mine,

The bottom wheat is growin' fine.

And God, o' mornin's sends the d«w,

And senda his breath o' blessin', too.

And, home, there's Nancy, bustin' round
;

The supper's ready, I'll be bound.

And youngsters waitin'. Lord, I tow
I dunno which is smartest, now.

My pipe tastes good ; the reason's plain
j

(I guess I'll fill it once again ;)

With cheerful heart and jolly mood.
And tra\n' home, all things is eood.
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From the Chicago Tribune.

The Farm and Garden.

Cultivation of Corn— Old vs. New Mode of Plant-
ing and Cultivating—Iron Rollers—New Plant-
ers Needed.

Champaign, Ills., June 2, 1862.

There can be no doubt that corn will ever con-
tinue the great leading crop of the prairies. No
other grain of the same value for feed can be
grown, at bo cheap a rate and harvested at so
convenient a season, nor secured from the weath-
er for so long a time, at so little cost. Whatever
will tend to lessen the cost of production, will
therefore prove advantageous, and the corn crop
at the reduction of one or two cents on the bush-
el will in the aggregate amount to several hun-
dred thousand dollars per annum. We have, on
previous occasion, discussed this matter, but it
will do no harm to give it another hearing just
now, when the subject of planting is fresh in the
minds of every farmer.

The first point of importance where a saving
..can be made is in the planting. The most pop-
ular mode at present is to use a check-row plan-
ter, and as Brown's planter is the principal one
used for this purpose, we will base our calcula-
tion upon that.

COST ©P PKEPARINQ AND PLANTING FIFTY ACRES.

Plowing 50 acres at $1 $50 oo
4 days narrowing at $2 g OO
2 days laying off one way '...'.'.'. 4 00
3 days planting, 2 hands, at $3 '.

9 qC
4 days rolling

g qq

$79 00
Total cost per acre, $1 58, or an average of

five and a half cents a bushel on a crop of thirty
bushels, which is about the average of well cul-
tivated crops.

COST OF 8AMB WITH HAND PLANTERS.

f;^'°f .• $50 00
4 days harrowing

g Oq
4 days laying off both ways .'."'..'.'"'*

8 00
6 days planting, 1 hand '.

'
"'

g qq
4 days rolling ''\

g qq

$80 00

Against the hand planter one dollar, but this
can readily be set off against the difference in
cost of planters. On the other hand the team
can be made to do part of the work. Two hands
with hand planters will plant as much as two,
with a two horse planter, which require two men.
In one case the land id laid off one way, and in
the other both ways.

COST OF THE SAME BY HAND.

Plowing.....
15^,00

•i days laying off one way 4 00
6 days dropping

6 00
b days harrowing 12 00
4 days rolling

g 00

$80 00

THE SAME NOT CHECK-ROWED.

Plowing $50 00
3 days planting, one hand and team '. 6 00
4 days rolling

g 00

$64 00

A saving of fifteen fo sixteen dollars, or about
one cent on the bushel. We are satisfied that a
still ereater reduction can be made- The roller
that we use has six sections, of thirteen inches
each, making six feet and a half. Add another
section and we have seven and a half feet, the
wi iih of two rows. Now attach the planting
apparatus to the roller frame, just in front of the
roller, and the planting and rolling can be done
at the same time.

Plowing $50 00
4 days rolling and planting 8 00

$58 00

Making a saving of six, twenty-one, and twen-
ty-two dollars an acre over the above plans.

COST PER ACRE OF EACH PLAN.

Ist plan at $1 58 per acre $15 80
2d plan at $1 60 per acr« 16 00
3d plan at $1 60 per acre 16 00
4th plan at $1 28 per acre 12 80
5th plan at $1 16 per acre 11 60

WHICH MODE IS THE BEST.

We say without any hesitation that the fifth
method is the best, the fourth next, and the
check-rowing the least valuable, though most ex-
pensive of all.

Many farmers, in fact the majority, dispense
with the use of the roller, while a few use iron
rollers, and others those made of wood. We have
seen but one good pattern of an iron roller.
Those made in Chicago and Boston are expensive
heavy, clumsy things, perfect hocge killers, and
none of them are worth the freight from Chicago
to this place. We would not haul one of them
from the depot to our farm for it, for the only
use we could put them to would be the frame for
firewood, and the iron for old junk. The reason
that iron rollers have not more generally come
Into use, is the fault of the makers in patt. The
party making the one we have used for the past
three years, has, we understand, gone into other
business, and we are not aware that they are
now to be had, but others can be made after the
same pattern. The point of manufacture select-
ed was a bad one. Had Chicago been selected
a different result would have been reached. Thus
much injustice to the form of the iron roller,
which has been the main cause of its slow intro-
duotion among corn-growers.

THE PLANTER SHOULD FOLLOW THE PLOW.

A roller of seven and a half feet with planter
attached would plant at least sixteen acres a day
or fifty acres in three days, with one team and
hand to drive. Eight other teams would do the
plowing, thus with nine teams one hundred acres
of corn can be planted in a week, in the best
possible manner; or one team, could with an hour
at the close of the day, plant what had been
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plowed, tbe depofiring the seed in freshly plow-

ed soil, and bt fore the clods have bucome dry

and are the most easily crushed, two very impor-

tant points. In the first place the com will be

up before the weds, and in the second, the soil

will be ihorcu. hly pulverized and the surface

left smooth for the cultivator. We venture to

say that the advantage of this is not less on the

average than five bushels additional yield to the

acre. We Uno«» from actual test that one rolling

following tKe plow, will do more to pulverize the

soil than three times the amount of harrowing,

in fact we do nit think of using the harrow on
our corn ground, and we challenge any farmer

to show by any other mode so good a condition

of the crop and soil as our corn field now pre-

sents. For the want of the proper kind of plant-

er we are compelled to use one of Brown'splant-
ers, but we do not check-row with it. Another
season wpt h(.pe to have a planter attached to the

roller as proposed in No. 5.

A STILL FCETHEE SAVING OF LABOE.

In check-rowing it is well known that the
whole field must first be plowed, next harrowed
and laid ofi" in rows one way. The planting fol-

lows ; by this time the weeds have a good stand
and are ready-for the ^ace with the corn. On
the other hand if the planting followed the plow
day by day the first planting would be ready to

work by the tim<^ the planting of the field is com-
pleted, thus making no delay, following culture

in rapid succession as the corn becomes devel-

oped. The surface being smooth and no clods to

roll on the hilli- as the cultivator passes rapidly
along the rows, more land can begone over. The
horse finds if eisier work, so does the driver who
is also gratified at the superior manner in which
his work is done.

COST OF CITLTIVATING FIFTY ACElES.

No. 1—Sixty days with man and horse, five
workings of twelve days each, at $1 60 $90 00

No. 2—Would be the same 90 00
No. 3—On account of the more thorough har-

rowing, would require but four workings. ... 72 00
Nos. 4 and 5—Same as above 72 00

But we claim for this last a much better yield,
on account of early planting and the more favor-
able condition of the soil.

In the above we have contemplated the use of
the double shovel plow. When Nos. one and two
are ready for working, the weeds will have at-
tained an alarming size, and will require the
second working soon after, whereas the others
will be' comparatively free of weeds, and will not
be in such a hurry for the Use of the cultivator.
With fair weather, one man and horse will be
able to work forty acres during the season, of
about fifty days.

COST OF SAME WITH TWO-HOESB CTILTIVATOES.

No. 1 and 2—4 workings, 24 days at $200.. . .$48 00
No. 3, 4 and 5—3 workings, 24 days 36 00

Thus reducing the cost nearly one half. The
two-horse cultivators should run on broad iron
rollers not less than a foot in width to pulverize
the small clods. With both processeswe add five

bushels more to the average yield bringing it

up to forty instead of thirty bushels per acre.

In this way we make a large saving in labor, and
in the aggregate make little, if any, addition to

the cost of tools, while the crop is increased at

least on an average of ten bushels to the acre.

It will thus be seen that the point at issue in

the great corn planter suit. Case vs. Brown, can
be of no value to either for the future, and can
only effect past sales. More tban half the

farmers have discontinued the use of the double

drop, the valve is at ^esi of doubtful utility in

check-rowing, and a decided disadvantage in

planting one way as we propose.

We hope the makers and inventors of corn

planters for the next season's use, will carefully

study this view of the case, and give us a real

improvement over the present mode. The thing

can and must be d. ne. The introduction of two

horse cultivators h- s made a change in the mode
of planting, a necehsity ; but the low price of

corn more potent th; n all, compels us to eoono

mise at every point, in the proiuctioo of this

great staple of our State. Eastern farmers will

see by a careful ren ing of the above, that we
can send them corn cheaper that they can possi-

bly grow it, and that they must turn their atten-

tion to bome other crop in its place.

RUBAL.

Faem Impeovembnt.—In seeking to increase

the fertility of the farms, "two things," says the

Genesee Farmer, "must be borne in mind. One

is, that the growth of some crops impoverishes

the soil more than others; and secondly, that

some crops make richer manure than others.

Thus, a crop of red clover does not impoverish

the soil as much as a crop of timothy grass,

while a ton of clover hay will make manure worth

half as much again as that made from a ton of

timothy hay. The same is true of peas and

beans. The manure from a given weight of these

is worth double what it is from oats, barley, rye,

or Indian corn."
«•

Thb children of sugar growing countries have

good teeth, although they almost live upon sugar

in one former other. Housekeepers munt spare

their allowance upon some other gnund than

this. Children crave it, and ought to have a lib-

eral supply, as it is a highly nutritious substance.

It has also balsamic properties, aud assists the

respiratory functions. An inordinate quantity,

of course might derange the stomach.

Ton Weight and Ton Measure.—A ton of hay
or any course bulky article usually sold by that

measure, is twenty gross hundred ; that s, 2,240

pounds; though in many places that ridiculous

old fashion is being done away witi^ and 2,000

pounds only counted to a ton.

-—f

In the choice of a wife,

daughter of a good mother.
take the obedient
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Purple Can v\^.^berry.

I can only speak of this fruit so far as my ex-

perience goes in testing it. I tbink more of it

than any other small fruit growing, of its class,

having fruited them by the si(le of eight different

sorts, and am well saiisfi'-d of its qualities and
hardiness. With me th> y require do protection

in winter.and thus far h > ve borne full crops each
year, except in 1859, when the "June frost" dam-
aged them, so that I hai bat half a crop. The
flavor I never saw exotlled { r table use, jelly or

preserves—have also maimfactured some wine
from the fruit, which has no .qual, readily com-
manding one dollar more per gallon than other

sorts.

The preparation of land for a raspberry plan-

tation is simple and easy. One thorough plow-
ing in fall, and if the sol' is clay, enrich with

well rotted cow or chip manure Set young plants

in spring four feet each way, tending well with

horse > ultivator, or hoe lo ke-p clean. The fol-

lowinp spring with willows t e 'o stakes driven to

each plimt, and cut the tops off, so that the

plants will not be more thau tour feet high, when
the fruit spurs shoot out, nd the fruit is easily

gathered while standing. Cur ut the old wood
the following spring, ti new growth to stake and
proceed as before. The preparation and care is

so very simple my only woi der is that every
family in the country is not well supplied with
the fruit. It is certainly no humbug such as we
sometimes have imposed up n us by itinerant

tree peddlars. C. H. Bosbntiel.

—We do not think stakes »nd willow twigs at

all necessary in the culture of this very valuable

fruit. Our practice with both that and the black

cap is to cut back to within two feet of theground

and to dispense with the si alb a altogether. Our

plants are set in rows six feet apart and in the

row about four feet. Thi-^ {fives enough space

for the plant to spread and for horse culture.

The following are the cominorcial weights of a

bushel of different article-, viz : Wheat, beans,

potatoes and clover seed, 60 pouuds. Corn, rye.

flaxseed and onions, 5G • im ds. Corn on the

cob weighs 70 pounds. Buckwheat, 52; barley,

48; hempseed, 44; timothyseed, 46; castorbeans,

46; oats, 32; bran, 20; blue grass seed, 14;
salt, 50, according to one ccount, but Onon-
daga salt is 56, (the real weigut of coarse is 85
pounds to the bushel;) dried aoples, 24; dried

peaches 3o, accnin^ a -ely published
in num tous paper?, \>u g to our exper-
ience bith a^-e wron- -^een thousands
of bushels sold at 22 pou«ds 'o the bushel, which
will measure about three peck^<

A Lasp of scat, ash<-. s, &c., 12 bar-

rels; of corn, 10 qnnr gunpowder, 24
barrels; of flax or feaihers, 1 700; of vool, 12

sacks.

New Steel Plow.

The Palo Advertiser says they have a new plow

made by the Collins Company, "and wiiich seems

destined to do away with the use of all other

kinds, on account of its rare combinations of

desirable qualities. It is entirely new in sever-

al features, and demands the attention of every

farmer who studies economy. The plow is cast

by pouring steel into iron moulds, which chill the

steel, giving it a hard, smooth surface, causing

it to wear longer and move through the soil with

less friction than any other p'ow. Each section

is cast of varied thickness, giving the exposed

parts any required heft. The 'shin,' for instance,

is nearly three times as thick as in ordinary plows.

Apparently this 'cast, cast-steel' plow will last

as long as three or four of the 'cast-steel' plows

now in use. Its surface is so hard that a knife

or even glass will make no impression on it, and

it shows temper equal to the best edged tools,

and is recommended to 'scour' in any soil." We

can see no more difiiculty in castinga plow of cast-

steel, than to cast a bell of the same metal. For

this purpose old files and scraps of cast eteelare

used. The fteel is melted in Plumbago crucibles

and undergoes no change, andisprobably as val-

uable as though rolled or hammered.

The Pawkes' Steam Plow once More.
It will be seen by reference to our advertising

columns, that Mr. Fawkes has returned to Illinois

to endeavor to demonstrate, practically, the fea-

sibility of working; our prairies by steam power.

Mr. F. will certainly never fail of s-uccess from

want of persever nee. He has expended years

of time and thousands of dollars in the steam

plow enlerprise, and though at times, seemingly

almost sure of the laurels for which he has been

striving, has n.vertheless stopped short of the

point of success. He no longer asks or expects

the encouragement of Agricultural Societies or

Railroad Corporations in the way of large prizes.

He is conscious that the people have 'ost confi-

dence in his invention, but his ownconfidence in

its capability to plow and ditch profitably, is un-

shaken. He has come back to prove this by ac><

tual tests in the field.

The encouragement be asks is work to do and

pay for yrhnt he actually performs. It is an en-

couragement to which he is entitled, and we in'

cerely hope it will not be withheld from him"

There are men both in this city and out of it,

that have extensive farms to drain and plow,

and who intend to have it done. To these we
appeal to give Mr. Fawkes a helping hand. There

is no risk in the matter. Money, more than ac-

tually earned, is not asked for. A chance to work

at fair prices—^less than the same work can be

accomplished for by other means—is all that is

desired. Who will set the steam plow at work?
It IS a final effort on the part of the inventor, if

he fails. Let him not fail for want of opportu-

nity to try for success.—Prairie Farmer.
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Sheep and Wool—Early Shearing and
no Washing.

If you will pay me %. visit during the first week

in May, you may expect to find me shearing the

Spanish Meriuoes. I still believe that early

shearing is for the good of the sheep, and if it

ffere not for some prejudice existing against

early shearing, I think my fleeces would all be

taken off previous to, or by the first of May.

Many a man has been victimizedby "sheepped-

lars," with early shorn sheep, and those that

have been " stubbed ;
" so that, if you tell a man

that your she-p were shorn in April, he is afraid

there is something wrong; but, if you can frankly

gay that your eheep were shorn in May, there are

no fears of any deception.

As soon as the weather gets warm enough for

vegetation to begin to put forth, the fleece be-

comes a burden to the animal; and if one has

suitable stables, to protect them in stormy or

windy weather, the sheep should be relieved from

its fleece at once.

Any per'^on that has never sheared early would

be surprised to see how little the sheep mind it.

to have its fleece taken off before the weathei

gets above the freezing point.

At a recent meeting of the " Farmers' Club,"

in this place, the subject of wool growing was
the topic for discussion. Many of the wool grow-

ers in this place have practiced shearing early,

and I believe it is their unanimous opinion that

sheep will thrive better shorn as early as the 1st

of May, than if allowed to wear their fleeces a

few weeks later. They had also come to the con-

clusion that sheep did not suffer any more when
shorn early, than if it was delayed until the hot

weather.
It was thought that, to take a flock of fifty or

a hundred sheep, and divide them as equally as

possible, the first of May, and shear one-half at

that time, and let the balance run until the 1st or

the 15th of June, before shorn, the early sheared

ones would be in much the best condition, and
would go through the summer, and come out the

best in the fall.

It was further stated that to let them all go
with their fleeces until June, and shear one-half

in an unwashed state, and the balance washed,
those that imd not been washed would have a

better coa^ (dark surface) in the fall, than the

others, nnd would sell, in any market, for luore

money.
The only objection raised to shearing without

washing, was the fact that wool-buyers took the

advantage, and would not pay a fair price for

the wool. But, notwithstanding this, many of

our farmers will shear early, thinking the advan-
tage gained in the thrift of the sheep, will more
than counterbalance the loss in the price of wool.

If it is true that sheep do belter by shearing

them early, and in anunwashed state, we may ask
why all wool growers do not adopt the practice?

To my mind, there are several reasons, one of

which is that they have always been accustomed
to wash ; their fathers and grandfathers washed
their sheep, and if there had been any better

way, they would have discovered it.

Another reason is that a large class of wool

growers believe that it is cruel and barbarous to

shear before hot weather comes on, and it is hard

to make them believe ibat sheep suffer more with

heat, in wearing their fleeces, than from cold if

taken off.

The principal reason, however, I believe,

arises from the injudicious manner which the

manufacturer adopts in buying wool. It is a

notorious fact that wool buyers have always paid

a large premium on heavy, dirty wool, if they can

only be assaredthat it has been washed, or pre^

fended to have been washed Perhaps manufac-

turers believe pil wool growers are so stupid as

to wash their wool ciean, when they pay about

the same price for heavy, dirty wool, as for that
^

which is put up in the best order.

If we judge from the manner in which they

have always buu.ht wo' 1, wp have reason to be-

lieve that they think we wool growers are a little

dull, (we grant it ,) bu let me say to you, Mr.

Manufacturer, or wool buyer, that we are not all

so foolish as you iit;a<riue, if you expect we will

always put our woo ^ v p in good order, when you

will, year after ve. :, pay just as much for a dirty

article, as for th it wM.ch is put up in the best

condition. This you have done, and, no doubt,

you will contin-j'/tc pay a better price for heavy,

or badly washc i wool, than for that which is well

washed; and I can r=s ure you that you will get

plenty of wool v. sfctd after the modern style, as

there is but Htt'e wo k in it. Formerly one man
would throw in for lour or five to wash ;

but now

it takes two meii t~. throw in as fast as one can

As long as iranuf^cturers will pay for wool

that has been th-wn m the water, and only just

wet, the price cf go d, i^lean wool, I think far-

mers will wash 00 r eheep; but as scon as they

make proper d ^or miuation, I trust, washing

sheep will be doDe away. G. C, Vermom',.

The above v^e fiv.d in one of our exchanges

without credit, ard >iausfer it to our pages. Had

we a flock of suecp, we should never submit

them to that barbarous practice of washing, but

would sell the vro'ol unwashed on its merits. In

this way we wou'i' s^ve our sheep the infliction

and save our credit, lesiles a bad cold caught by

being in the cold t, r.tar several hours. We con-

sider the abdve -i pretty sensible article on the

subject of waehm r -Mid buying wool. Ed.

-••»-

Heaping ME^-LRK^.—Potatoes, turnips, and

esculent rcots, apvles Mud other fruits, meal and

bran, and in soaiV'tuie? oats are sold by heaping

measure, whico ciu^ains 2.815 cubic inches.

The size of a Winclos er bushel measure, is a

circular ring with suaight sides 8 inches high

and 18J in diiiaieer. A box 12 inches square,

with sides 7.7 1-32 i-'^hes high, will hold half a

bushel.
'

«»

A ton of lumber, ii round, consists of 40 cubic

feet; if square, 5i i'ctt. A tun of wine, is 252

gallons.
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Frnm the American Agriculturist.

Haying Time.

In the present month begins the great hay har-

vest. This is, in many respects, the most impor-

tant in the whole year. Although the crop

does not fill the space in the public eye, as an ar-

ticle of foreign commerce, which cotton does, it

is yet of greater money value. Think of its

fundamental use, tht- support of all kinds of farm

Etock for six or seven months of the whole year.

As one says : "It is, in fact, the basis of all our

farm operations, the keystone which sustains them
and gives them all iheir success. The test of a

farm is the number of cattle it feeds, and the

cattle in turn feed the soil." Let us, then, see

to it that our crop is this year well and seasona-

bly made and properly stored.

In preparing for this annual campaign, be sure

that all other pressing labor is out of the way.
This work is enough of|jtself to occupy one's

time and thoughts while it lasts; to have other

cares superadded harrasses and perplexes one so

much as to make his true and proper work very
disagreeable. Get all other matters well ahead
so as to feel at ease about them. Then see that

the tools and implements are in good order

—

scythes, grindstones, mowing machines, hand
rakes, pitch forks, racks, and hay caps. The ex
tra hired help—is that engaged ?—enough of it?

—and of such a sort as to be reliable ?

The best time to cut hay, is an important mat-
ter to determine The end sought in gathering
hay is, obviously, to cut it when it contains its

most nutrative properties, viz: muscilage, starch,

gluten and sugar, in the best state for their pres-

ervation. Experience shows that that period is

when the grass is in full flower. After this time

the fibre becomes woody and indigestible. The
Cyclopaedia of Agriculture says :

—"It has been
proved that plants of nearly all sorts, if cut

when in full vigor, afterwards carefully dried

without any waste of their nutritive juices, con
tain nearly double the quantity of nourishing
matter which they do when they are allowed to

attain the r full growth, and make some progress
towards decay." Yet, some good farmers hold
that timothy should not be cut until it passes

this stagi , and has nearly ripened its seed ; and
this chiefly for the reason that, if cut earlier, the

roots are weakened and the meadows gradually
destroyed. Still, as a general rule, the preva-

lent method of cutting gras3 "when in the milk"
is the right one

When hay is to be cut wiih scythes, the work
should begin early in the day ; the morning dew
is a great help to the mower. There should be a

liberal resting time at mid day, and then the

work resumed and carried on briskly until even-

ing. A lunch of plain food, moistened with cold

coffee or home brewed beer, may be brought into

the meadow in the mi idle of each forenoon and
afternoon, if the hanls will be discontented with-

out it, but it is poor pol cy to keep the hands and
the stomach both at work all the time, and three

good meals are b^'St roi any man, however hard
his work. There is enough heat in haying time

without, the addition of "fire-water." As to the

expediency of using lu owing machines, we de-

clare decidedly in their favor, especially on farms
of considerable extent. They pave time, labor,

a great deal of anxiety, and, in the long run,

money. When the mowing machine is used, do
not cut a rod before the dew is ofl', for when the

hay is cut by the machine, unless very heavy, it

will need no stirring.

"Make hay while the sun shines," is a good
rule, but it may be carried too far in haying
time. We want the bright sunshine first to wilt

the hay thoroughly ; then let the drying process

stop. Rake up the grass in high cocks while

still hot. If rain threatens, put on the hay caps;

put them on by four o'clock to keep off heavy
dews. The grass may lie in cocks two days or

less, ae convenient for the farmer. On a clear

day, open the cocks about the middle of the fore-

noon, after the ground is warm, for an airing,

spreading the hay and turning o^ce or twice for

two or three hours ; then haul to the baru. The
practice of salting hay at the time of storing it,

is quite common, and it is applied the more
abundantly when the bay is imperfectly cured.

A little salt, say two or three quarts to the ton,

can wisely be applied. More than this does lit-

tle good, and on the whole may be injurious.

Farmees Should Raise Mtttton Sheep.—

A

writer in the St. Albans (Vt.) Messenger, signing

himself E. R. T., of East Franklin, strongly

recommends farmers to give more attention to

raising long-wooled or mutton sheep. With them
he says, "much less labor is required to realize

the same amount of money, than with either

cows, horses, or young cattle. The long-wooled

or mutton variety, which are, perhars, the best

adapted of any kind :o our soil and climate, are

very hardy and easily kept. They are not lia-

ble to disease, or at least have not been so in this

vicinity, so there is but little risk to be feared in

this respect. They are evidently the kind for

the times, when both mutton and the coarser va-

riety of wool are in demand. T^iere is little

trouble in raising the lambs, for they are as har-

dy as calves, and it is nothing uncommon to see

them outnumber the flock—indeed, one man in

this place, the last season, raised eighteen from
nine ewes. Lambs five or six months old are fit

for market, which is not the case with any other

kind of stock, hence the expense of wintering is

avoided. The past few years, when beef has

been dull and hard to be disposed of, muiton has

been in good demand at profitable prices. Ow-
ing to the war, this demand is steadily increas-

ing, and in consequence, there is a large call for

store sheep at a high figure, in anticipation of

future requirements. Mutton will undoubtedly

continue in fair demand, as there seems to be a
growing inclination for this meat, in preference

to beef or pork—while so long as cotton goods

maintain their present high prices, with still an
upward tendency, there will be a favorable in-

ducement, not to say necessity, for employing
w >ol, 80 far as possible, for all fabrics for use or

wear."

-^••-

Our life should show forth our love.
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Ebapeb Trial.—As the time approaches for

the trial of Machines before the ExecutiTe Com-
mittee of the (State Agricultural Society at this

place, the indications for a full attendance and

an interesting exhibition increases. A large

number of entries have already been made, and
a considerable amount of money in the form of

entrance fees has been paid in. President Van
Epps is about to go to Springfield to make the

necesbary arrangements and fix upon a time for

the trial. It will take place in the early part of

harvest, and will be announced in hand-bill form

and through the press in due time. It is expect-

ed that many different varieties of machines, in.

eluding Sorghum crushers and evaporators, al-

though not in the proper season for testing, will

be on hand. The business of raising Sorghum
is one among the most* valuable branches in the

West. It is second only to the vast improve-

ments in the mode of saving the grain crop.

Men who are for encouraging home manufac-
tures, home industry and home productions, will

do all in their power to encourage the producaon
of the best reapers, mowers, graio-binde-s, corn-

shellers, threshing, sewing andwashingmachines,
sorghum crushers, &c. We look for a large at-

tendance of those concerned in modern improve-
ments as well of those who are so deeply inter-

ested in their use and successful operation.

—

Dixon Telegraph.

—We understand that the Illinois Central and

Dixon Air Line Railroads will carry passengers

at half fare, during the trial. The time of trial

has not yet been decided upon, but due notice

will be given in time.

Curl in the Pbach Leaf,—Our attention has
been called to the tact that statements have been
published this spring, in many journals, charg-
ing the aphis wit^ being the cause of the eurl of

the peach leaf, and a correspondent, unable to

find evidence of an insect, although watching al-

most constantly during the progress of the curl

Is in some doubt on the subject, and thinks the
insect must be ^o small as to be invisible to the

naked eye. We have not the least idea that the
curl of the peach leaf is caused by any insect,

although Prof. Harris thought it was occasioned
by an aphis, and Mr. Downing agreed with this

opinion.

If we have a mild spring, and the temperature
is tolerably even, there is but little curl, but
one day of cold rain or cutting wind will produce
cuil in every orchard. The orchards that are

sheltered by hills or woods, are found to be less

exposed to curl, and the trees on the exposed
side of an orchard will be more injured than
others. As a gitieral thing trees that are in

sheltered gardeussutfer very little. These points

seem to point to t.e e luse of the curl most em-
phatically.—Rural New Yorker.

-«•»-

A Sack of Wool is 22 stone; that is, 14 pounds
to the stone, 308 pounds.

Buckwheat AS an Exterminatoe.—Buckwheat
when on rich ground, will kill grass effectually.

It must be sown as soon as the ground is plowed.
In such case, a few crops will even exterminate
quack. Buckwheat seems to be poison to other
plants ; and it is even known to destroy insects.

It does this probably by destroying the roots of
the grasses and herbs on which the insects feed.

No insect touches buckwheat on the ground.
Prepare your soil thoroughly

; pulverize, and
give it the best tillage ; manure added will ben-
efit it, if not already fertile. Then, sown rath-

er plentifully, a clean soil will appear, and a
clean crop. If plowed under, and the second
crop raised, there willbeagarden without weeds,
the ensuing year; and the tender grains may be
sown with impunity so far as the insects are con-
cerned, especially when lime and ashes have been
added the year before. A little salt also (one

bushel to six or eight) will aid. In this way, I

have known the most obdurate quack soil to be
reclaimed, and made fertile and mellow. F. G.
—Valley Farmer.

Teial of Oorn Plows.—We are informed that
there is to be a trial of Corn Plows on the farm
of the Rev. J. S. Poage, three fourths of a mile
southeast of town, on Tuesday of this week.
Mr. Phillip Coonrod, of Keiihsburg, is to be there
with his machine, and challenges the proprietors
and friends of all other plows, Drvden's, Carr's,

or any others, to meet him in the trial. As it is

a ipatter of importance to settle the question as

to the relative merits of the various plows being
offered to farmers, we doubt not the opportunity
will be improved.—Aledo Record.

—A firit rate idea, and would be of much ben-

efit if just such a trial could be had in each

county in the State. The great trials of reapers

mowers, threshers, &c., are not witnessed by the

masses, because they can ill afford to pay rail-

road fares and hotel bills. Each county society

should offer a premium for reapers, mowers, cul-

tivators, Jt;c., and have a practical trial during

harvest—then the farmers could decide for them-

selves. The mere award of a committee will not

induce people to buy machines of which they

know nothing. Ed.

•«>-

Dbibd Feuts.—The prospect of an abundant
crop of apples and peaches, as well as the small-

er fruits, has rendered the market excessively

dull for dried fruits and berries of all kinds. The
probability is that from this time foiward the

mai^et will be overstocked, and prices drooping
for all deseriptions.—Chicago Com. Express.

—The small fruits are playing the dickens

with dried app'es and peache . a t the present

rate of progress and the certainty of the small

fruit crops, we shall need very Utile of the dried

article.
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A Trip from Home and What we Saw. deposited in the fresh water lake that spread

over this goodly land, into which the Missouri

poured its turbei floods from the plateaus west
of the great Father. But few fields are up and
still fewer are large enough to work.

CROPS AT nCME.

June 16.—Our corn, p' anted May 1, is above

knee high, has been wo. ked twice. That of the

8th to 12th, is about one f ot, alao twice worked,

while the last planting is but just up. Most

farmers in Champaign county are busy working

their corn, though morf or less planting will be

done up the twentieth i?is:ant which is consid-

ered the close of the plaiiti;ig season. As a gen-

eral thing, we place little ( : nfidence in the last

ten days for planting. W.nter wheat is thin on

the ground, and ches-^y a?? tij-ual in such cases,

but with long heads. No nsects have as yet

disturbed it, and probably will not. Eye is very

fine. We have three-founi s of aa acreof cotton

which has a good stem and looks well; it has

been once worked. As we I'end to visit cotton-

dom before our return, we siiiU have more to say

on this point. As at pres-t ni advised, we see no

more labor in its cuUuro tliin corn beyond that

imposed on the thinnir.j; ou', he several scrap-

ings and hoeings in vogue vri.n the planters look

to us as useless. The hay < rop is of fine prom-

ise, in fact the crops ic this oouuty are as good

as usual, though corn is v; v backward, yet the

color and stand are both t j our taste.

As we move south with i):e rapid motion of

the train, the corn g'OFP smaller, while the

wheat improves, bo h "n anility and ripeness,

our being scarcely out of tic om, while some fields

as we reach Mattooa are pu'ting on their gold

and yellow, looking lo the \jt far oflf harvest.

AT FABINA

The "May" wheat is nearly ready for the

sickle, some say within two or three days. The

crop is good, much better than usual, farmers re-

porting prospective yields of twenty, thirty, and

even thirty-five bushels per acre, with an aver-

age of twenty, but those along the road would

hardly warrant this latter conclusion. The Pot-

ticary Bros, have three hundred acres of wheat

nearly ripe, one hundred acres of rye and oats

and some three hundred acres of corn. They are

Scotch farmers from Canada, ard have been here

two years. They will show what can be done

with capital, energy and tact.

PEACHES.

KOLLIKl C >KN.

Near Oakland we sxr, i t

He had a large field, now s

the land was consi^'erabl}

of rain during the tim:; of

to stop the train and cm^

his good sense, but conui.ct

ner rolling his corn.

ip about four inches

c I ddy from an excess

j. lowing. We wanted

.tulate this man on

CI Scott could not do

so, having made arrangemunts to be at Centralia

at a particular hour ; .now. ver, we done the best

we could under the circumstances, and swung

our hat at him, to T»hich t.e responded by a long

gaze as the flying train carried us out of his

Bight. We will bet this r^ an takes the Illinois

Farmer, and further ;bar ho will have the best

yield of corn in bib nei^rhbirhood.

From Mattoon, we rnri'liy descend into the

Strange as it may seem, there is a good show
of peaches at Champaign, while at Mattoon and

along the road gome distance further south, the

crop is cut off by frost. This is not the first oc-

currence of the kind, and we shall have more to

say in regard to it at another time.

Here the corn planting is continued up to the

time of the wheat harvest, but it is most certain-

ly a bad plan to delay it so late in the season.

April and May are by far the better months to

plant in. It is a shiftless practice to say the

least of it, and we hope to see it abandoned.

Early planted corn is always ihe best.

Another drawbaek to late planting is that on

account of the dryness of the soil the corn will

not be up for one or two weeks. The use of an

iron roller will remedy this by pulverizing the

innumerable small lumps, and by pressing the

soil so close that enough moisture is retained to

insure germination. Farmers of the Great Ba-

sin, the iron roller will make your fortune if you
will use it diligently and prudently

; you cannot

afford to do without it—give it a fair trial and
you will not part with it. The subsoil plow to

drain your soil so that you can plow where the

land is comparatively wet, is another improve-

ment that you need. You don't want the Michi-

gan or trench plow, but the steel subsoil, that

will loosen up the bottom and drive off the sur-

plus water.

AT TONTI

Basin of Egypt, ana are s.-.n coursing over the The land is nearly level, yet the farmers who
beds of lime mud drift, i):.t centuries ago were

|
have plowed the grounds into narrow lands, thus
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making numerous dead furrows, have good crops

of wheat on those dead levels ; and we saw three

or four large peach orchards planted on these

flats. We shall yet learn how to manage these

lands, though at present the formula is not very

distinct or certain in its results

—

a peculiar soil,

requiritig peculiar treatment.

We contend that this soil is among the lichest

of the prairie formations, yet most people con-

sider it poor and thin, because it so much resem-

bles some of the sterile clays in appearance, but

this is not so, it is certainly rich in. all the ele-

ments of vegetable nutrition, and will yet be cul-

tivated more intelligently and produce much more

abundantly than at present. The long spells of

dry weather make it suffer, but with deep and

thorough tillage it must improve ; drain off the

surface water and clover must grow. The aver-

age crop of wheat for the last decade is smaller

than we dare write for the credit of the country,

but we think it can easily be doubled. The same

may be said of corn ; it is a shame and a sin to

grow so little corn to the acre as is grown here,

and to see its leaves rolled up day after day dur-

ing August and September ; we know there can

be found a remedy. Plant early and have the

surface well shaded long before the August drouth

drinks up the moisture. A few patches of com
along the north side of Crooked Creek, north of

Centralia, in size, approaches that with which we
parted over a hundred miles north, while it should

be double the size. Two degrees of latitude and

two hundred feet less elevation above the sea

should make a material difference in favor of

this point at this season. But the better farming

at the North is more than a match for the differ-

ence of climate. How long shall this hold good?

How long will Egypt be the laggard in the field

of progress?

Along the north margin of the creek above

mentioned are several young orchards of the

peach, the trees of which look promising. Some
day we must make a closer inspection of them.

THE AEMT WORM.

In but one field of wheat do we hear of any of

this pestiferous insect, and that is a field of

eighty acres just west of Centralia, but they

have done no damage beyond stripping off the

leaves, which has not affected the yield in the

least. The wheat prospect at this point is said

to be good, and the fields, as we pass, bear ont

the testimony. Here night shut out the view

and we took to the sleeping cfir, and were soon

in the land of dreams, as ths train swept

through the deep gorges and around the sharp

curves in the vall°y of the Drary, where the

peach orchards look down from the hills and nod-

ding their wealth of fruit in the moonlight as we
thunder past. We were dreaming of raspberries,

blackberries, and melting peaches, with blushing

cheeks—^somewhere, it must have been just as we
passed the court of Pomona, where some one of

her attendants spied out our resting place and

whispered these pleasing dreams in our ear—but

she left us, and our dreams took another turn,

and found us in the river floods struggling with

floating trees, while the air was thick with flying

shel hissing through the haze from the misty wa-

ters. We woke up ; it was six o'clock; we could

not be mistaken, we were in Cairo, for there is

no other p'&ce like it in this round earth, but

this time it was Cairo dry ; when last we saw it

it was amphibious Csiro, on the style of Venice,

with one wide canal and the light gondola turned

to dug outs, and hastily improvised water craft.
\

Jtjsk 17.—Cairo will stand, a monument to all

time, if the Mississippi in some wild freak does

not dissolve it, like sugar in a cup of coffee, and

sweep it down, in this diluted state and add it to

the great prairies that are now being formed in

the Gulf, that one day will come up dripping

from the waters, to be added to our country—

a

rumbling from the internal fires, a rolling back

of the sea—and the Gulf, where ships so lately

floated, is transformed into long slopes ready for

the plow so soon as the ooze-like soil shall hard-

en in the sun. Such may be the fate of Cairo,

and such the future of the gulf.

The markets here are but poorly supplied, the

inhabitants being content with small favors in

this line. All the early vegetables near Jones-

boro and Oobden find a better market at the

North, and take that direction. The farmers of

Tennessee have had no time to grow vegetables,

and as yet send nothing to this market. An offi-

cer from Columbus informs us that potatoes, new

and large, are in sbunJa";ce at that point and at

Hickman, but here we have the Merino or Long

Johns of last year.

WAITING FCR A BOAT.

19th.—This waiting for a boat is, if possible,

worse than being stuck in a snow drift with a

railroad train. We have two strings to our bow.

The D. G. Taylor was due last evening, and the

Evansville was posted for noon, but any person

conversant with these river boatmen, make due

allowance, as the true tioie of starting is from

twelve hcurs to a week from that set on the
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bulletin board. The Taylor came in twenty-four

hours behind time, and so heavily loaded that we

concluded to take our chances on the Evansville,

which got up a steam and rang ber bells to save

the passengers, a trick that often takes in others

besides the' green one?. It is said that all things

must have an end, or at least new things must have

a beginning, and eight hours later the Evansville

swung her head to the current of the Ohio.

About the middle of the night the river was shut

in from shore and headland with such an impend

etrable fog that the anchor was thrown out and

steam shut off. The morniDg sun came up strug-

gling through the fog a short time before we

reached Metropolis. The site of the town is a

pretty one on the Illinois side of the river, and

just below the site of old Fort Massac. A night

cu the Ohio, at this season, will give one some

idea of the immense amount of water taken up in

the form of vapor from the surface of our west-

ern rivers, giving to their borders a maratine

climate, and of course without the healthy ef-

fect of the sea air subject to miasmetic diseases

where the sun changes this air thus saturated

with an excess of ammonia from the immense

amount of decaying vegetable and animal matter

that is exposed on the subsiding of high water.

"Were it not for the overflow to which the bot-

toms are so subject, these river dwellers could al-

most feed ilie world, but as it is, life is a con-

tinued struggle along their margins', and until

we reach the higher lands above the influence of

floods, but little progress is made in their social

relations.

XATER.

It is now nine o'clock A. M., and the lazy mist

hangs over the river, though the eun is out in

full splendor, shining through the wreathes of

mist and t nd' avoring to disperse them, but thus

far with oTil,> partial success. It is no wonder

that fruits f all kinds should do well along this

stream when they are not damaged by high

water ; tro-ii^ c>-unot injure them, being thus pro-

tected bv iti heavy fogs that shut out the frost.

The wlii-tl i now sounding for Paducah, which

is glitte' lit" irough the river mist. We reach

the wViJ*!-! a I find the city soltary and without

the appeiir I of business. The site is s good

one, aixi 'i> ice must have done a good busi-

nesB at n<> l-^ lay, but now the stores are most-

ly unocct.|i r .e residence of the rebel Gen.

Tilghm n ' smtly - ituated on the bank of

the riv . upper part of the city, being

surrou. a fine lot of shade trees, it

makes a pleasant and valuable retreat for th^

eiok soldier. Ripe apples, blackberries, and the

Morillo cherry were sold freely to the passen-

gers. With this river climate an! fine soil, al-

most all of the finest fruits can be grown, but

want of enterprise is the bar to progress. After

the war, this part of the Sou' h must, of necessi-

ty, receive an infusion of Northern en rgy which

wiil leave the whole body pol tic and make these

river towns points of no small importance. To-

ward sunset we reach Fort Henry, but can only

examine its -round walls from the d ek of the

steamer. The country thus far has presented a

very even appearacc : the soil is evidently from

an impure limestone strata, and is rica in all the

elements of a good soil. The whole country

along the river only lacks the energy of free la-

bor to develop its rich resources, when it would

be among the most desirable in the West. With
the skies of Italy and the mild zephyrs that

come up from the gulf; with its rich calavous

soil and gentle rolling surface, this part of Ken-
tucky should be carved out ioto thousands of

happy homes ; but the cause of slavery is over

all, and along the banks of thi- beautiful river;

there is novillages,no comfortable barns,no school

houses, but long tangled forests, with here and

there the log house of the poc white trash, who
get a penurious living by furnishing wood to the

boats. Now and then a farmhouse with no great

pretensions to comfort, a few apple trees, a do-

zen, perhaps, of Morelio cherries, and a few

peaches, sum up the orchard The soil and the

climate both conspire to make it almost the seat

of Pomono, but the indolence and want of ener-

gy of the former eo ably seconded by the negroes

leaye them with but a precosious supply of all

this health giving food. But the time cannot

be far distant when the banks of this beautiful

stream will be lined with happy homes, and

school houses and churches like mile stones mark
the way. Soon after we pass iuto Tennessee the

country along the river becomes more broken and

the hills encroach upon the river and the over-

hanging trees brush the deck of our steamer. The

soil has somewhat changed, and we see small leads

of gravel here and there, with strata, of blue

clay. Oecasionally the soil is colored with iron,

similar to that of our own grand chain, of which

these ridges form the south-eastern < ztension.

JiTNa 20.—The river fog again arrested our

progress and the boat lay at the shore for some
hours. The weather, which has been very cool

for the season the past three or four days, is

again fine and rather warm ; woolen is coming
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off and linen coats going on ; the passengers

are looking for the shady side of the deck, and

imbibing freely of iced drinks into which they

pour fluid that is called "Old Bourbon," a com-

modity that is said to have been invented in

Kentucky. From the efi'ect it has on some of the

passengers, we think it no better than ead corn

whisky from the use of which we wish to be ex-

cused. Those who are accustomed to railroad

travel can have little idea of the slow progress

of a boat up stream at the rate of six miles an

hour, shut in from a view of the country by the

interminable river forest. There is so little

ctange in scenery that during the long summer

days as you ride day after day it becomes weari-

some. The spell is occasionally broken by meeting

a steamer or the passing of a farm house; but

hours often intervene between the sight of either

and the river forests looks as unbroken as when

Boone first wended through its stately aisles of

majestic oaks, festooned with tall, climbing viaes

that shut out the sun. We were fortunate in se-

curing a state room that opens out upon the east

bank of the river and find such amusement as we

can in watching the shore and catching glimpses

now and then of the far off hills and the specs

of civilization that are sprinkled here and there

among the solitudes of the river forests, un-

broken save by the steady breathing of the la-

boring engine as it drives the trembling craft up

against the stream.

The evidence of human life grow more and

more numerous as we ascend the stream ; we

passed a railroad bridge in complete ruins ; a few

miles further is the graded bed of another but-

ting on the river, asking to cross over—a large

pile of iron lies waiting for the ties ; but the men

that are to cut and hew them are busy with the

•ngines of war. The latter road is a part of the

line from Hickman to Nashville.

It is said that misery likes company and so it

seems. The Daniel G. Taylor, a large steamer,

loaded to the water's edge with military stores

and troops, had preceded us some eight hours

at Cairo, but we have just passed her and our

passengers send ap a shout of joy to think that

they are not on the slowest boat ; that there is

one still slower ; we confess a little to the joy

ourself, for we had waited several long hours

for her arrival at Cairo. The soil has changed

to a darker hue, and here where a ridge of land

juts to the river, just above the water edge, is a

ledge of blue limestone, the first that we have

seen.

June 21.—Another foggy night a^d its conse-

quent lay to. At last it is lifted from the river

and we again steam up stream. The ferries and
wood boats have been swept from the stream by
the gunboats, and there is little communication
now in fact nonebut the common du^ out or im-
proved skifl'.

We now meet with high bluffs of stone and
ledges through which the river has cut her way,
and the country is broken into hills and narrow
valleys, and has altogether a wild and, to the
farmer, an uninviting aspect. Stopping to wood
we went on shore for an hour and took a pretJy
thorough look at what is called a large plantation.
The corn looked fine ; was fully our height, with
many hills a foot above. It was laid by ; this
had been done by a diamond plow throwing hea-
vy furrows against the hills ; of course, for a
week or two, it will make little, if any, growth,
until a new set of roots have time to put forth.
The peach trees—a dozen or two—were loaded
with fruit, and so of the apple trees whose
branches were seven to eight feet above the sur-
face. Our low headhobby would not answer here
for the nigger would pick off the fruit, but these
high heads are out of their reach and they must
be content with the windfalls. No other fruit
could be found in the garden which was planted
to early corn for roasting ears. In the field near
the house pole beans had been planted with the
corn, and were making good progrees up the
stalks

;
with this exception we could see no veg-

etables designed for the table. Several negro
children were busy about the place, while the
whiter ones were staring at the passengers. The
corn being laid by, the older hands were busy
hauling up wood for the boatmen.

June 22.—It is Sunday morning, and the sua
begins to pour his warm rays on to the river
shut in, as it is, by the forest walls and high
bluffs from the west wind. Three or four hours
more and we shall land at Hamburgh, from where
we have an overland journey to Corinth, which
we hope will give us an insight to Tennessee
farming,

July 1.—Since leaving the steamer at Ham-
burgh, we have been taking short trips in
the country and attending a sick son, who had
been worn down by the inconsiderate forced
marches of General Pope's command. Eemit-
tant fever was the cause, but as we do not in-
tend to inflict our readers with any details will
return to our notes of the country.
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ELEVATION OF THE COUNTRY.

On leaving the river we rise several hundred

feet, the country is broken into small hills of

one to two hundred feet, mostly covered with a

small growth of jack oaks, hickory, white

oak set. Farm houses made of logs nestle be-

tween the hills. The fences have been stripped

from the fielcs and most of the families have left.

The soil is a thin whitish clay, pretty fully in-

termixed with sand, which forms a mortar bed

when wet, and a solid brick like surface when

dry. The springs at the base of the hills are

abundant, and contain very soft water, charged

more or less with sulphate of soda. NearFarm-

ington, seventeen miles to the west, pitch pine

becomes quite abundant on the hills, while the

ewampy valleys are covered with a heavy growth

of the beech. If these swamps were cleared and

drained, they would make valuable cotton lands,

and also desirable for corn and herds grass. The

natural grasses are all annual and of little value.

At Farmington we must be not less than fifteen

hundren feet above the level of the sea. The

Trhole distance from Hamburgh has been skirm-

ishing ground, and the inhabitants have fled

We saw but one small field of corn in the whole

distance and that nearly half a mile from the

road. From that place we came about five miles

to Gen. Pope's headquarters, and for the past

•week have made our home with the 26th regi-

ment. Col. Loomis, which is now encamped at

DANVILLE, MISS.,

About twenty-seven miles from Hamburgh and

eleven southwest of Corinth. Between here and

hea^^uajters is the swamps of the Tuscumbia,

vhioh, at this point, is a small stream. The land

of tkese bottoms is a sandy loam, and is covered

with, adflase growth of beech, interspersed with

poplar, linn and other soft wood. We have nev-

er seenrlhis beech timber rivalled even in North-

ern New. York; their straight trunk, short branch

sod delicate foliage, brought back the recollec-

tion of boyhood j.,when by single blows we have

laidiow acres of the same beech wood forest.

The labor expanded in making roads through

these bottom lands for the heavy transportation

{^ithe army has been immense. In all cases there

aase two of these roads parallel, for no single road

w-OTild be Bu£B«ient -to accommodate the travel.

The swamp is two miles to the east. About here

the land is less broken, more sandy than the hill

land to the east, .and, the American chestnut

takes the plaee of the, pine, yet along all the

borders of the small streams we find the white,

the red, and the water beech. Vegetation is but

little if any in advance of that at Paducah, the

elevation compensating for latitude. Blackber-

ries are yet abundant, the wild plums are near-

ly gone, and the Carolina red June apple begins

to show the first blushes of maturity. The horse

apple which is the great favorite for a summer
apple and for drying, is about half grown.

THE WHEAT AND OAT CKOP

Are both a dead failure by the rust, and in

most cases the farmers have turned in their

stock. This point having been held by the rebels

until the evacuation of Corinth, but few of the

farmers have been disturbed, and the fences, in

most cases, remain. But in the unsettled state

of the country, little planting has been done

;

add to this the want of energy of the farmers

and the heavy spring rains, and cne can have

some idea of the dilapidated state of the agricul-

tural interest. A few days since we went three

miles beyond the picket lines of the camp on one

of the country roads, to see a cotton plantation.

All of the farms were occupied, the country the

most level and fertile that we have met thus far

in the State, but there will not be enough pro-

duced to subsist the people.

CULTURE OF COTTON.

It requires about three hundred and fifty

pounds of seed cotton to make one hundred

pounds of seed cotton, and the average crop on

the uplands is two hundred pounds of clean cot-

ton, which, before the war, sold at ten cents the

pound. The soil here is a mixture of sand and

clay. A large part of the timber here is jack

oak, with post and white oak, hickory, both

sweet and sour gum, and other varieties indig<

enuous to this climate. After we pass half a

mile west of Danville the country is almost level.

While the squad of soldiers with us were busy

pioking the tempting blackberries, we strolled

into the farm houses. The first day out the only

white man we met was a white doctor with a

very black heart, attending some nigger patients.

The men, if not in the Southern army, are not

to be seen. We took dinner with a widow lady

and her two daughters. She had three sons, all

of whom had been drafted soon after the battle

of Shiloh. The old lady was stubborn, but the

daughters^ one of whom was a widow, were more

communicative. They very graciouply permitted

us to visit the fields and garden, but the old lady

would not allow them to go out with us into the
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garden, the ground being a little damp from the

effect of a thunder shower early in the morning.

The management of the farm devolved on the

niggers, oi which she had about a dozen of all

ages and sexes. The corn was about two feet

high, is planted in rows about four feet wide and

in hills three feet apart, these are thinned to one

stalk in the hill. This is the customary way of

planting in this part of the country. A good

crop is four barrels of five bushels of each shelled

corn, making one and a half bushels of ears for

one bushel of shelled corn. The crop in ques-

tion will not turn over ten bushels per acre if the

weather should prove favorable hereafter. The

hogs run in the woods and will be nearly fattened

on mast. A specimen of this style of bacon was

boiled for dinner, and judging from its oily na-

ture would only require a wick to make a good

candle ; of course this food is redolent of scurvy

and continued fevers. The corn bread is simply

meal mixed with water and baked. A loaf of

this would make a very solid shot to send at an

enemy, but with this oily bacon not desirable to

place before a friend for dinner. Yet these two

articles form the staple food of the wealthy

planters ! the poor whites and contented niggers.

The orchards are small, generally less than fifty

trees, for the use of the family and its happy

dependents. The horse apple and willow twig

are the chief varieties. The apple trees, even

on these elevated hills, are short lived, seldom

surviving beyond twenty years. The tree be-

comes scrubby at an early stage, generally with

the exception of the varieties named, which are

now bending beneath their loads of fruit. Peach-

es are abundant, but of course all seedlings.

A TEQETABLE AND TLOWEE GAKDEN.

Our widow lady being among the first families

in point of wealth and standing, it would be ex

pected that she should put on soma style, conse-

quently she must decorate her grounds and put

the family mansion in order, more especially as

she had two interesting daughters on whose edu-

cation she had expended no small sum. The

family mansion is made of hewn logs, divided

with the usual twelve feet porch, and containing

one room in each wing. The negro quarters are

institutions of unhewn logs, chincked and plast-

ered with mud, they are located in the back yard

'within a convenient distance of the house. Thtt

yard in front of the house is enclosed with a

close picket fence ; it contains jack oaks, a mim-

osa twelve feet high, now in full bloom, and

"with its spreading head and acaoia-like leaves

and covering of delicate flowers, is an object of

no small interest. To the right of it is a double

Althea in full bloom, and some ten feet high.

A few stunted arborvitas and red cedars compose
the ornaments of the front yard. The garden is

the right to the house, and contains nearly half

an acre, in which roses, cucumbers, dahlias, cab-

bages, chrysanthemums, beets, verbenas, pota-

toes, tiger lillies, onions, pomegranites, tomatoes,

flowering almonds, squashes, coxcomb, aspara-

gus, caetas, beans, balsams, strawberries, pinks,

corn, Jerusalem cherries, iris, lettuce, snowballs,

Persian lillacs, etc., are mingled in promiscuous

confusion. The center is graced with an arbor,

covered with a magnificent yellow flowering hon-

eysuckle, and near by a fine specimen of magno-
lia four feet high. This is what might, with pro-

priety, be called mixing the beautiful with the

useful. The negroes have things pretty much
thpir own way, and not being particularly inter-

ested in the sum total of the profits, things have
become somewh&t neglected.

The next day a further stroll brought as to

dine with a half Union man. This was one of

the small farmers, superintending and laboring

with his own negroes; one, a grown man of all

work, and a boy a dozen years old. He was 63

years of age ; had several children, all of whom
were married, and settled down on farms, but

none of them are in the rebel service. He has

five bales of five hundred pounds each stowed

away out of sight of the cotton burners, and bo

soon as he can get it ginned will send it to mar-
ket. He has about one acre against bis usual

field of twelve acres.

HOW HE CULTIVATES COTTON.

The ground is plowed early in April four to fire

inches deep ; it is then thrown into ridges. With

the rude plows in use the ridges are but slight,

two furrows thrown together with a plow eight

to ten inches wide. On top of this ridge a small

opening is made with a wooden implement in

which to deposit the seed. This is to protect the

seed from the heavy rains. The clayey nature

of the soil is such that at best it is full of small

lumps—the use of a cast iron or even a wooden

roller would correct all this and permit of fiat

culture ; save the expense of scraping and vastly

reduces the cost of culture if not increase the

crop. But in the culture of cotton in this neigh.

I borhood, brains and proper iu.plements are not

I

much m vogue. These ridges are four feet apart

;
and from two to four bushels of seed is sown to

I
the acre, a quantitj altogether unnecessary. Af-
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ter scraping, the plants are thinned to an aver-

age of one foot in the drills. Oa a plantation ad-

joining, the owner thins to six inches. The rea-

son assigned is, that in case planting by choking

the growth the crop will mature in better season

and though the balls will not be so large, yet the

increased number will more than compensate for

size. In the bottom lands more space must be

given. It is well known that thick seeding of

the small grains hastens their maturity, and the

same effect may be produced with the cotton.

It ia certainly an experiment worth making so

near the northern limit of its growth as our own

State. The plants are now an avarage of a foot

high, and after another working the crop will be

laid by. The blossom buds are forming and in

a short time the plants will be in bloom.

Five acres of cotton and five of corn or other

crops, is the average per hand.

The average price of cotton at Corinth is ten

cents, which at one thousand pounds per hand

would be §100. Deduct from this five dollars

for rope and bagging and one-twelfth for ginning

and we have left $86.50 per hand for the cotton

alone. The corn and other farm products go to

subsist the family. Thus it will be seen that

even on these light soils, and with poor culture,

that cotton culture is very profitable. With the

rich soil of the prairie, if cotton can be grown

at all, it cannot fail of being one of our most

profitable crops. The experiment now making

on the prairies will be somewhat conclusive on

this point.

Irish potatoes do but poorly, while the sweet

potatoe does well, aud the farmers might, if they

would, have an ample supply the year around as

well as of all other garden vegetables, the seeds

for which must be grown at the North. On sev-

eral occasions the farmers have apologized for

the want of better gardens from the fact that the

blockade has cut off their usual supply of seed
;

they aver that home grown seed will not produce

good vegetables. This is a fact not generally

known, but we believe freely borne out by exper-

ience.

Harvest in Bond County.—The wheat crop

in this county is better than it has been since

1855. A large portion of it was cut and

shocked last week, but wo presume very little

has been cut this week, as it has rained hard

and frequently, making the ground too soft to

put reapers in the fields. "We fear a great deal

of wheat will be lost on account of wet weather.
— Greenville Advocate.

CoRDORA, III., June 19, 1862.

Ed. III. Farmer, Dear Sir

:

—Upon noticing

your letter to the Chicago Tribune, of June 12,

upon the cultivation of corn and the kind of ma-

chine to use for cheapness, finds me with just the

machine. 1 have been for sooae time at work

upon a machine of just your stamp, one which

will plant and roll the ground at one time—six-

teen acres per day. The machine in combined
;

it is intended to sow all kinds of grain and cul-

tivate it in,with the roller to follow and complete

its work. I have not yet obtained a patent upon

this machine, but havelabored considerable upon

it in order to get it up in good style, and now I

have come to a stopping place, and that is for

want of means to carry it out. I noticed your

letter in the Tribune, and would venture to write

you and getyour attention. I will send you a full

description of the machine, or the model, and

see if you would get a patent upon it for me. I

feel anxious to do something with my invention.

Please answer and much oblige.

N. H. Ketcham.

—The article alluded to above will be found in

this number of the Farmer, and we give Mr. K.

the benefit of one column. We are gratified to

know that others have seen the necessity of the

planting to follow the plow, and trust that by

the next spring we shall have the tools to do it

with. All we need is simply a pair of planters

attached to a cast iron sectional roller. Whether
this is patentable or not we cannot say, but have

some doubts in regard to it, though the mode of

combining the two may secure a patent that

would protect the inventor. It is probable that

some enterprising manufacturer can be found

who will take an interest in this matter. The
days of the present race of corn planters are
about checkrowed out. Ed.

-»•

Feeding Oats to Hoesks.—The same quantity
of oats given to a horse produce different effects

according to the time they are administered. I

have made the experiments on my own horses,

and have always observed there is in the dung a
quantity of oats not digested when I purposely
gave them water after a feed of oats. There is,

then, decidedly a great advantage in giving hors-

es water before corn. There is another bad hab-
it, that of giving corn and hay on their return
to the stable after hard work. Being very hun-
gry, they devour it eagerly and do not masticate;

the consequence is, it is not so well digested and
not nearly so nutritious. When a horse returns

from work, perspiring and out of breath, he
should be allowed to rest for a time, then given
a little hay, half an hour afterward water, and
then oats. By this plan water may be given
without risk of cold, as the oats act as a stimu-
lant.—Journal d'Agriculture.
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From Gardener's Monthly.

Vegetable Garden.

At the end of June some celery may be set out

for early crops, though for the main crop a month
later will be quite time enough. It was once
customary to plant in trenches dug six or more
inches below the surface ; but the poverty of the

soil usually at this depth more than decreases

the balance of good points in its favor. Some
of our best growers now plant entirely on the

surface, and depend on drawing up the soil, or

the employment of boards or other artificial me-
thods of blanching.

Very rich soil is essential to fine celery, and
well-rotted cow dung is one of the best manures
for this crop.

Cabbage and Brocoli may still be set out for

fall crops,also requiring an abundance of manure
to insure much success. Lettuce, where salads

are in much request may yet be sown. The curl-

ed Indian is a favorite summer kind
; but the va-

rieties of Cos, or plain-leaved kinds, are good.

They take more trouble, having to be tied up to

blanch well. Many should not be sown at a
time, as they soon run to seed in hot weather.
Beans produce enormous crops in deeply

trenched soils, and are improved as much as any
crop by surface manuring. We hope this me-
thod of fertilizing the soil will be extensively

adopted for garden crops this season. Those who
have not yet tried it will be surprised at the

economy and beneficial results of the practice.

Peas for fall crop may be sown. It is, however,
useless to try them, unless in a deeply trenched
soil, and one that is comparatively cool in the

hottest weather overhead, or they will certainly

mildew and prove worthless.

Cucumbers for pickling may be sown this

month, and endive for fall salad may be set out.

Parsley for winter use may be sown now in boxes

of rich soil, and set in a cool, shady place till it

germinates.
Tomatoes do best when sufi"ered to grow flat

on the ground ; and in such cases the soil should

be covered with a mulch of straw or litter to

keep the tomatoes from getting soiled and rotten

by dampness. Brushwood is an excellent mate-
rial for them to lie on, and they seem to thrive

well with it about them.
Asparagus beds should not be cut off after the

stalks seem to come up weak, or they will be but

a poor crop the next season, and the beds will

"run out" in a few years.

Herbs for future use should be cut just about
the time they are coming into flower. Dry them
in the shade, and after sufficiently dry to put
away, tie them in bunches, and hang in a cool

shed, or place them loosely between the paper,

and stow away in cupboards or drawers,—the

last mode is by far the cleanest and most ap-

proved plan with the best housekeepers. Some,
indeed, powder the leaves at once after dry, and
put away in bags ready for use.

To MAKE Currant Jelly wiTHOtrT Boiling —
Squeeze the currants through a thin cloth, and
add one pound of sugar to a pound of juice, and
put in the sun two or three days.

Rates of Commission Adopted by the

Chicago Board of Trade.

COMMISSION ON SALE OF GRAIN, ETC.

*Wheat 2c per bushel.

Corn, oats, and all other grains Ic per bushel.

On sales of other products or proper-

ty of any kind, over ^100 2^ per cent.

Do. do. under SlOO 5 per cent.

The above without advance or acceptance ; that

to be subject to agreement.

Without agreement—For advancing. .2|^ per cent.

For accepting. . .2 J per cent.

Forguarant'g sls.2i per cent.

On withdrawal of consignment 2^ per cent, on
amount of expenses incurred, and li per cent, on

invoice.

On Charters 2^ per cent, on freight list.

For effecting Marine Insurance, the return pre-

mium and script.

COMMISSION ox PrKCHASES OF GRAIN, ETC.

For purchasing wheat from canal boats

or warehouse Ic per bushel.

*Do. do. railroads in small lots 2c per bushel.

For purcliasing corn by cargo Ic per bushel.

For purchasing oats by cargo +c per bushel.

For purchasing corn, oats, or other

grain in less qiiantitios than cargo.lc per bushel.

Do. all other property over $100 2i per cent.

Do. do. under §100 5 per cent.

For negotiating bills (without agree-

ment) 1J per cent.

All expenses actually incurred to be added.

—

The risk of loss by fire (unless written order to

insure,) and of robbery, theft, or other utiavoid-

able occurrences, if the usual care be taken to

secure the property, is in all cases to be borne by
the proprietors of the goods.

Interest to be charged as per agreement.

—

Without agreement 10 per cent, to be the rate.

*Cu5tom has reduced this charge to 1 cent per

bushel.

Note.—No ofEcial action has been taken by
the Board of Trade in regard to Rates of Com-
mission since the date above given, though

changes are frequently proposed, and the old

regulations are by no mesns universally adhered

to.—Express.

—————as*-
InfringmcXT SriTS.—The case of Case versus

Brown for infringement of Corn Planter Patent

which has been on trial for some time post, we
understand has been decided in favor of Brown.

We also understand that the manufacturers of

the Haines' Harvester, Messrs. Barljer, Hawley

& Co., claim that there are infringements on their

n-achine, and that they propose to commence suit

for infringment on the manufacturers of the May-

berry Harvester, at once, in the United States

Court.

Where decisions are made against parties in-

fringing, it not only affects the parties themselves

but all who purchase and use such infringing

machines, making them liable for damages.

—

Prairie Farmer.
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Editor's Table.

June, with its waving verdure, full robed for-

ests and wealth of flora, is rapidly speeding on;

it is the month that gives promise of the harvest,

the month of active exertion, the month that

neglect shows itself in lessened crops and untidy

farms.

With the war drawing off our laboring popu-

ation, we must expect to see untidy fence cor-

ners and fields more or less jagged with weeds,

but we are happy to know that there is less of

this than could reasonably be expected. The dis-

position to more thorough farming is showing it-

self everywhere, and so soon as labor becomes

abundant we may expect to see the prairie farms

patterns of nestness, thrift and profit.

The winter wheat crop in Egypt is very fine,

better than for years past, and in Central Illinois

it is much better than anticipated at the time of

our last issue, the heads are long and well filled,

but we must put in our protest against foul seed.

Chess and rye are altogether too abundant, in

fact in some fields it is difficult to say which pre

dominates. The chess controversy will continue

so long as the farmers have no barns or good

fanning mills, but as these come in the chess will

go out. In good barns the seed wheat will be

threshed with flails or horses and not be injured

by passing through the sharp edges of the fast

revolving thresher which is the chief cause of

so many poor stands, allowing the chess which

no beating can injure, tc fill in the vacant space.

By culling the rye out of that portion of the

crop used for seed this nuisance can be abated.

The corn crop is backward, but, on the whole,

promising. Our corn crop is the best that we
have seen in our late excursion through several

States south. In Tennessee we saw a few fields,

more favored, but the average even there was be-

low, and we again call attention to the value of

early planting, and that to follow the plow at

once and roll.

The rye crop is fine, and oats give thus far

good promise. In Tennessee and Mississippi the

wheat and oat crops are almost entirely ruined

with the rust. Not a tenth part of the seed

sown will be harvested.

Of the crops in the north part of the State

we know nothing personally, but we trust the

heavy rain and cold spells have checked the rav-

ages of the chinch bug. In the other parts of

the State the promise of farm crops and fruit is

all that could be asked. The opening of the

Mississippi will have the effect to command good

prices for this section which has suffered severe-

ly the past season with low prices. As we have

before said, we feel less the disastrous effect of

the war than any other western State, aside from

the heavy loss of life in the late battles.

While the East is pouring out her treasure, the

West is pouring out the blood of her sons in no

stented 8tream8,and when the triumph of James

shall be closed is only known to Him who has a

purpose yet unfulfilled.

Fruit.—Strawberries have finished their year-

ly visit in this latitue ; currants are in their

prime ; raspberries—purple cave—are ripe, and

soon blackberries, plums, peaches, apples, etc.,

will add their weight to the farmers' table. The

Keswick Codlin apple is large enough to cook for

sauce by the tenth of this month ; the Early

Harvest and Red June will be ripe a few days

later. If our farmers and villagers would invest

more in small fruit, and eat less meat, they would

have smaller doctor bills to pay during the warm
weather.

With the Armt.—Having been absent nearly

three weeks with the army near Corinth, Miss.,

we have got behind hand with the Fabmer, but

intend to have it out on time in the future. Next

month we shall give a few notes of what we saw

while on our travels.

May or Kentish Cherry has, as usual, borne a

full crop with us. It should be in every garden

and village lot in the State.
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State Horticultural Faib.—This Fair is to

commence Sept. 8, and hold one week, at Bryan

Hall, Chicago. It is the first Fair of this valu-

able State institution, and we hope to see it a

most complete success. The premium list is now

out and ready for delivery. Any of the officers

can supply it. We give their names and address

:

Ex-President and Counsellor—Dr. John A.
Kennicott, The Grove.

President—0. B. Galusha, Lisbon, Kendall
county.

Vice-Presidents—1st District—Chas. D. Brag-
don, Chicago.

2d District—Robert Douglas, Waukegan, Lake
county.

3d District—^Charles H. Rosensteil, Freeport,

Stephenson county.

4th District—J. H. Stuart, Quincy. Adams Co.

5th District—Arthur Bryant, Princeton, Bu-
reau Co.

6th Districh—J. H. Nash, Cttawa, LasalleCo.
7th District—M. L. Dunlap, Champaign, Cham-

paign Co.

8th District—K. H. Fell, Bloomiugton, McLean
Co.

9th District—N. Overman, Canton, Fulton Co.

loth District—Jonathan Huggins, Woodburn,
Macoupin Co.

11th District—Chas. Kennicott, Sandoval, Ma-
rion Co.

12th District—Jas- E. Starr, Elsah, Jersey Co.

13th District—G. H. Baker, South Pass, Union
Co.

Corresponding Secretary and Actuary—C. T.

Chase, Chicago.

Recording Secretaries—W. C. Flagg, More,
Madison Co. ; J. T. Little, Dixon, Lee Co.

Treasurer—S. G. Minkler, Specie Grove, Ken-
dall Co.

There has been no time in the history of the

Country, when so much interest has been taken

in horticulture as the present one. This Fair

will therefore be timely to give the ball such an

impetus that its onward progress cannot be

stayed. Send for a premium list, and see if you
cannot send in something that will win. The
list is so extended that almost every grower will

have a chance to try his hand.

It is the intention of the Board to publish a

report of its proceedings, and all members will

be entitled to a copy. Parties wishing to become

members should hand their dollar to some one of

the officers and receive a certificate of member-

Bhip.
'

"Mbmbehs' Privileqes.—A member's ticket

admits the holder and lady to the Fair during its

session, entitles him to return passes over rail-

roads extending such facilities ; to exhibit horti-
cultural products ; if a resident of the northwest,
to compete for the premiums in any of the de-
partments, and to all other privileges of the soci-

ety, for one year. Minor children of members
may also com])ete for premiums."

We are satisfied that this Fair will be the larg-

est one of the kind ever held west of the moun-

tains, if not in the United States. The floral,

Pomonal and vegetable products will be piled up

in vast profusion; but, gentle reader, recollect

that you must also lay your offering at the shrine,

your quota of the grand show cannot be dis-

pensed with.

Here is a sample of the premium :

iot. aplles.

1—Best display in variety under name, 3 aver-

age specimens each tb Ot

Second do 4 00

Third 3 #0
Fourth 3 00

2—Best Summer, 6 Tarietiei, 3 of saoh 3 00

Second.. 2 00

Third 1 00
3—Best Autuma, 6 varietiei 8 00

Second 2 00
Third 1 00

4—Best Winter, 6 varieties 3 00
Second 2 00
Third „,., 1 00

5—Best Antamn, 12 rarieties 3 00
Second 2 00
Third 1 00

6—Best Winter, 12 varieties 3 00
Second 2 00
Third 1 00

8—Best Summer cooking, for general cultiva-

tion, single variety 3 00
Second ... 2 00

9—Best Autumn cooking, for general cultiva-

tion, single variety t 00
Second 2 00

10—Best Winter cooking, for general cultiva-

tion, single variety 3 00
Second 2 00

II—Best display Siberian Crab, in variety, half
peckeach 3 00

Second 2 90
12—Best Siberian Crab, single variety, half

peck 2 00
13—Best display, in variety, without regard to

grower S 00
Second 3 00

14—Best Sweet, for baking 2 00
20t—Best and greatest display in quality and

variety 15 00
Second 10 00

(Quantity ot each to be the same as in
single lots.)

208—Best and most valuable vegetable for ta-

ble, of any variety not in general use.... 5 00
209—Best and largest display in quality and

variety of Irish Potatoes, not less than
six sorts, half bushel each 5 00

Second 3 00
210—Best early Irish Potatoes, single variety,

half bushel , 2 00
Second 1 00

155—Best display of Cut Flowers of not less

60 cultivated varieties, including green
house and annuals 10 00

Second 5 00
Third 3 00

156—Best display of Cut Roses, hardy varieties,

named , 3 00
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Second 2 00
157—Best display of Wild Flowers, of not less

than 25 varieties 5 00
Second 3 00

15!—Best collection of Wild Flowers, not less

thnn 25 varieties, under name 5 00

Second 3 00

Third 2 00

159—Best Herbarium of Wild Flowers, under
naiue, giving location and habits of

growth 10 00

Second 5 00
160—Best Herbarium of Wild Flowers, under

name, not less than 150 yarieties, collect-

ed the present season 5 00

Second 3 00
161—Best display of Japan Lillies, in variety... 5 00

Second 2 00

Come on, al: you lovers of the beautiful, all

you lovers of good health, and learn how to sup-

ply your tables with the best of food, and to de-

corate your homes with the beautiful in nature.

-*—-

out of the sales in some way. Inadequate com-

missions is a premium offered for rascality. We
advise our readers to avoid these cheap houses,

men who work for nothing and find themselves.

Rates of Co.mmissioit.—For at least ten years
the established rate of Commis ion for buying
and selling grain in this market has been one
cent per bushel, but in the strife of competiiion

recently, a number of candidates for country con-
signments have offered their services at a quarter
of a cent per bushel, in order to draw away bu-
siness from older commission merchants. Great
irregularity in rates, and much ill feeling, have
necessarily grown out of this state of things,

which has now reached a climax, and the ffatter

will be permanently adjusted at a meeting of the

Board of Trade, July 12th.

We are of course not directly interested in this

matter, but we are confident that the old rate is

none too high, and we hope it will not be re-

duced. Our country readers, who are consign-

ors to this market, may at first thought disagree
with and condemn us, but sober reflection will

probably convince them—and if not, experience
will certainly demonstrate to them—tnat they
had better pay commissions, liberal enough to

insure the best possible attention to their inter-

ests, by the best class of men here, who ever

have engaged, or who are likely to engage, in the

produce commission trade.

While the matter was rather loosely left by the

Board of Trade, some very good and reliable

parties may have felt at perfect liberty to cut
under on rate's, and others who would not have
done so at first, have been drawn or forced into

it in apparent self-defence, but it is of the high-
est importance to all parties that one rate should
be decided upon ; and after that is done, any
Chicago man who shall propose a lower rate to a
country consignor, as a bid for business, may
safely be set down at; once as a rascal and a
thief, whose small commissions will be an excuse
for a big haul on the consignments.

—

Com. Ex.,

Ohio.

The above is sensible advice. We know of a

verity that the commission merchant will live,

and if the commissions fal short, it must come

Why Bees Die in Winteh.—In apiaries where

the patent frame hive is used many swarms usu-

ally perish by freezing. I can see only two rea-

sons for this : the first is one that can be guarded

against, and that is, severe cold. Almost any

swarm, be it ever so strong, will freeze, if it gets

cold enough, if not protected. The second rea-

son is, that in a natural state the bees build their

combs in such a shape that they are not obliged

to spread out over them to get their food in cold

weather, but with the patent hives they have to

build them in an artificial place after a pattern

not of their own choosing, consequently they are

obliged to separate to get around on under the

the frames unless there be holes punched through

the combs and then the bees cannot always clus-

ter as in a natural state. It will be noticed that

in a gum or square hive the inside combs are

shorter and dovetailed into each other so that all

spreading to get around is obviated. If you want

your bees to take up a great deal of time, make

you a great deal of trouble and need your atten-

tion every twenty-four hours, put them in a pa-

tent moveable comb frame hive, and my word for

it you will have trouble enough to winter them,

unless it should be a very mild winter, and your

bees have plenty of honey. I can see no reason

why artificial swarming can not be practiced in

cotrmon Lives as in patent ones, unless it is in-

tended to do it by moving comb with young brood

which will oftener disappoint the aparian than

natural swarming. I shall try artificial swarm-

ing this month and will give you the result. *

-——

Fawkes, the inventor of the steam plow, has

made us a visit, and removed his plow "Lancas-

ter," which has stood on our farm since Novem-

ber, 1800, to Decatur, there to be used in a ma-

chine shop to drive machinery. He has given up

all hopes of the traction principle for plowing,

and says it can only be done by a windlass. He

is now busy inventing a ditcher for open ditch to

be attached to his old machine, which he has re-

paired and has in working order at Decatur. We
hear little or nothing about steam plowing at

present, and probably all other inventors have

come to Fawkes' conclusion that it can't be did

by traction engines.
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Personal.—H. D. Emery, the junior editor

and proprietor of that old pioneer of the West-

ern Agricultural Press, the Pkairib Farmer,

made us a flying visit a few days since. He was

making a tour of observation through the State,

and rubbing the rust from his pen which had ac-

cumulated through the influence of the damp
air of the office during the long winter months.

The country air was having a good effect while

the Egyptian sun had given him a slight tan and

a keener relish for work when he returns to the

sanctum. By the way, the roads leading out of

Chicago would benefit themselves and add

to the amount of farm products that they

would have for freight, if they would be a little

more liberal to the Agricultural Press. What-

ever tends to develop the resources of the coun-

try adds to the value of the roads. General Su-

perintendents, be a little more liberal and you

will feel all the better and your receipts none

the worse for it. In these times when the Agri-

cultural Press must struggle for its existence,

lend it your kindly support; you can not afford

to give it the cold shoulder
;
your own self-re-

spect, to say nothing of interest, should induce

you to foster this interest.

<•>

—

—
Illinois Staats Zeitung, a German weekly,

published in Chicago, comes regularly to our ta-

ble. Farmers who have German hands at work
for them cannot invest a couple of dollars to bet-

ter advantage than to subscribe for this journal

It would prevent the men from becoming discon-

tented, and days usually spent at the grocery or

lounged away would be devoted to reading. If

some of our farmers would take a little of this

hint and subscribe for two or three good journals

they would be well repaid, their own family as

well as the hired help might receive some ben-

efit. How cheerless a fireside is without a sin-

gle paper to enliven the dearth of news or inter-

est the family. One of our men recently said to

us that at the last place where he worked, "only

one paper was taken, and that used to kindle the

fire as soon as the master read it. When it was
stormy, or not much to be done, the master would

go to town, two and a half miles, to get the news,

but he was too mean to buy a paper, so he asked

what was new or read the daily on some mer-

chant's counter." If that man's sons want to go

to town to learn a trade or become clerks in some
store we shall not blame them.

f»

Hot.—Friday, the twenty-seventh of June,
was decidedly a hot day, the thermometer inai-
cated ninety-six in the shade.

SiRAvrBKBRiES, &c.—Our friend 0. B. Galusha,

in a private letter, says, "Strawberries are just

past their prime. Wilson's Albany has borne

beyond all precedent, Extra Red almost np to it;

one can pick three quarts of it as easily as two

of Wilson's ; though not quite so large berries it

be&rs in clusters. We can get only eight cents

per pound now ; have commenced making wine

in preference to selling at that price.

'•We have bushels of the Houghton and Pale

Red gooseberries, but don't know what to do

with them. I regard the goosberry as the best

berry we have for bottling,"

We have the Wilson's Albany and have fruited

it to our satisfaction. It is undoubtedly the

most profitable market berry, but rather coarse

when compared with McAvoy's Superior or Early

Scarlet. The Extra Red we have fruited for

the first time, and are highly pleased with it.

The Houghton gooseberry is the best for our

soil and climate ; does not mildew, and bears

prodigious crops of berries. We have sold our

crop green for two dollars per bushel, while the

common wild berry only brought fifty cents.

—

They are excellent canned or preserved. When

fully ripe they are equal to cherries for desert.

-<•»-

May Cherry.—In a letter from F. K. Phinx,

of June 21, he says the "Early Richmond Cher-

ry is very fine, and identical with the Early

May of Edwards of Cincinnati, the Early Rich-

mond of J. J. Thomas, and the Maxfield Bros.,

of Geneva." There can be no question in our

mind that the Kentish of Downing is identical

with the May Cherry, and Early Richmond of

Cincinnati, and the Early May cf Virginia, and

May of Kentucky. At the same time, we must

conclude that a spurious sort has been sent out

under the name of Early Richmond, from the

eastern nurseries, and in many cases the Early

May of Downing and EJiott have been palmed

off for this variety.

Our object now is to separate the genuine

from the spurious, and therefore caution our

readers to be careful of whom they purchase,

—

look out for the peddlers.

—»-

Webber, Williams & Y/ le.—The card of this

old and reliable house will be found in our adver-

tising department. We take pleasure in com-<

mending them to our readers, their stock is im-

mense and prices low. They will be found near

the Illinois Central Depot.
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Taxing of Nueseriks.—So long as growing

ss growing farm crops are exempt from taxation

it is a stretch of stupidity on the part of any as-

sessor to tax the nurseries. A crop of nursery

products is from one to four years in maturing

for market, and as legitimately come under the

head of growing crops, as do corn, wheat, chico-

ry, madder, or any other crop, which requires

from one to four years to mature. In both cases

they are personal property, and as such subject

to attachment and sale on a justice's execution.

The fixtures of a nursery, like other farm build-

ings, belong to the realty, such as green houses,

packing sheds, etc., while cuttings, plants and

young trees belong to the personal. W« learn

that the assessor of Bloomington has taxed the

nursery of F. K. Phinx, but we tru' t the board

of supervisors will see to it that it be stricken

from the list.

First Annual Fair op the State Horticul-

TUKAt Society.—This fair will be held during

the time of the National Horse Fair and Me-
chanics' Institute, of Chicago, commencing Sep-

tember 9. The prospect for a large show is very

flattering, there being a lare crop of fruit in all

parts of the State which the liberal premiums

offered by the Society will be sure to bring to

the exhibition. Nearly all the railroads have

agreed to carry passengers at half fare, which,

added to the inducement of seeing three fairs at

the same time, will insure a large attendance

from the country. The Society have secured

Bryan Hall, the largest in the city. The exhi-

bition will be open day and evening. We shall

allude to this subject more at length in the Au-
gust number of the Farmer. Don't forget the

time—the second week of the National Horse

Show.

Strawberries.—The season for this fruit is

now past and we can speak fully of the merits of

the varied varieties. 0. L. Willey, of Madison,
Wis., writes us in favor of Brighton Prime, Bos-

ton Prime and Eliza, as valuable early sorts,

while Walker's Seedling is a superb sort in sea-

son with the Wilson, and far better.

In our own grounds. Early Scarlet, McAvoy's
Superior, Extra Red, Longworth's Prolific, Iowa,

and Neck Pine, have given us great satisfaction.

We have never liked the Willson for our own use,

it is a coarse acid fruit,and only fit to send a long

distance to market. It keeps well and will ripen

in the boxes, but for home use we cannot be pur-

suaded to cultivate it.

Horticultural Societies and Farmers' Clubs

should be organized in every shool district in the

State. Several have already been started and

meet with encouraging success. Among the

most prominent is the Horticultural Society at

Rockford, of which we receive a weekly report

through the Register. They oflfer premiums for

fruit and flowers, and also hold regular discu8«

sions. A similar society was started at South

Pass recently, but with what success we have

not heard.

Harvesting.—At this writing—June 28—^har-

vesting has not yet commenced north of Macou-

pin and Effingham counties. Our rye will be

ready by the second or third and winter wheat

by the sixth of July. From all parts south we
hear of a bountiful wheat crop, and should the

grain not be injured north by the fly and rust,

we shall look for a large yield there.

Hard Shell Almond.—Nearly every one sup-

poses this to be a tropical nut, but like other

fruits it has been acclimated north, and will bear

a crop of nuts wherever the peach bears. It

resembles the peach, both tree and fruit, and is

often taken for a peach by persons seeing the

trees.

-••»-

Perpetual Roses.—Should have the seed balls

cut off as soon as done blooming, and kept well

watered to insure a steady supply of flowers.

Now is the time to bud them, if you have any

old, worthless rose bush. It is performed the

same as in the apple, peach, etc.

Corn.—Our thirteen acres ef corn planted as

soon as the ground was plowed, prior to May 1st,

has been worked three times with the two horse

cultivator, and is already over three and a half

feet high. We are looking for a big lot of corn

from this piece.

Bess.—Our bees are doing remarkably well,

this season, as we have plenty of pasturage for

them. The moth miller does not seem to be as

plentiful as last year, and we hope for a bounti-

ful supply of honey.

44K

Timothy and Clover should be cut, if for

feed, just as the timothy is in bloom ; if for seed

a few days later will do.
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A Cure fob Hiccup-—You may be the medium
of relief to many who suffer from hiccup if you
will state in your paper that it can be cured im-
mediately by the mere placing of the palm of the
hand of any person upon the pit of the stomach of
the one afflicted, and a persistent stare of the
eye of the sufferer into that of the one who un-
dertakes the cure. I do not recollect how first I

learned this means of cure, but for twenty years
I have known it to be a fact, withhout a single

failure.

I will not attempt to philosophize apon it or
give a theory. All I know is that I have relieved

many, and have been cured hundreds of times as
stated.—Cor. St. L. Rep.

—The above is not agricultural, but farmers

have hiccups as well as other people. We give

the recipe for what it is worth, not having tried

it. Our remedy is to hold the right hand ex-

tended above the head—a sure remedy in most

cases.

Fawke's Steam Plow.—This machine which
has for the past three years stood as a land mark
on our farm, has gone to Decatur, where the en-

gine is to do duty in making corn shellers. Thus
fades the glory of the giant, that was to produce

wheat at ten cents the bushel, and inaugurate

the millennium of farm labor. The sun browned
brow of labor must yet wipe the sweat from its

wizen surface, and horny hands stand at a pre-

mium.
• 4«»

SoBGHUM has been planted to a large extent,

and if the yield is good the supply of syrnp will

be very large. It can be made profitable at thir-

ty cents per gallon, and even less where large

quantities are manufactured by steam.

Cotton.—Not much has been planted in this

county owing to the scarcity of seed. Our's is

up about six inches and looks fine. In its growth
it very much resembles buckwheat.

-^t-

Received—The premium list of the eighth an-
annual fair of the Madison County Agricultural

Society, to be held at Edwardsville, October 7th,

8th, 9th and 10th, 1862.

Buckwheat should be sown from the first to

the twentieth of this month. One-fourth bushel

of seed to the acre is sufficient.

Stkawberey Wine.—Several parties write us
that they have made more or less of this wine
but give us no recipe.

How TO BECOME A Wateb Wiich.—Abraham
Clark, of Stoney Brook, Cal., in the California

Farmer, tells how a man may become a water

witch. He says: "Speaking of making homes in

the hills, there are many claims vacant for want
of springs of water. 1 believe water can be

found in the hills by digging as well as in the

valleys, but I would look for the veins scientifi-

cally, that is, with a crotched peach limb, thus,

y\ taken in both hands, firmly, palms upward,
and the but-end of the crotch pointing up, then

walk on slowly, and if you aproach a vein the

but-end will begin to turn down
;
pass over back

and forth and you will find the identical spot to

dig. The crotch won't work in every one's hands,

and some don't believe in it ; but I know it to be

a fact. Try where you know there is a vain, or

pipe of water running under ground, and if it

j
don't work in your hands let others try it. It

did not use to work in my hands, but now does,

I tried it crossing my own underground water-

pipe (of wood,) and it worked like a charm. I

found other veins by the same process in differ-

ent places on my land where I little expected

water, which leads me to conclude that there are

numerous veins of water in the hills running in

every direction, that do not always break out in

springs."

Any one ambitious of the power of detecting

where springs are found under-ground for the

purpose of digging a well, can easily try this ex-

periment. If the power can be obtained in the

manner described.it is certainly worth possessing.

-«»-

Teoy Geove, III., June 15.

Ed. III. Faemee, Bear Sir:—I have justread

with pleasure an intelhgent communication from

you on the culture of corn, in the Chicago Tri-

bune of June 12, which corresponds more exact-

ly with my ideas on the same subject than any-

thing I have before seen or heard expressed. The

advantage of having the corn planted as soon as

the ground is plowed, (plowing should never

be done till the ground is sufficiently dry,) I

have found, by two years' experience, to be

quite as important as you suggest, both in regard

to the ground being in better condition for the

seed, the corn getting an earlier start, getting

ahead of the weeds, and having corn ready to

cultivate by the time we are done planting. And
as you invite the attention of inventors to the

subject, I wish to give you a brief description of

a corn planter used by me for the last two years.

It is the first corn planter, and so far as I know
the only one, ever made that would do its own
dropping and plant in check rows.

It consists of a roller seven and a half feet

long and two and a half feet in diameter, set in

a light frame, with two seed boxes set in the

frame three feet in front of the roller. It is very

simple, the only connection between the motion
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of the roller and the seed boxes being a simple

iron bolt driven into the roller and which strikes

the end of an iron lever as it comes around—no

cog or belt wheels. The dropping arrangement,

so far as correctness and reliability are con-

cerned, is precisely the same as that in Brown's
corn planter ; but no revolving wheel is used as

in his. It was invented and used by me in the

spring of 1852. I then used it on a breaking

plow, operating it by bringing my knee at every

step against a cushioned board hung between the

plow handles, dropping the seed in the edge of

the furrow.

The planter, as now used in connection with

the roller, will plant in check rows, or not, as

desired. The distance of the hills in the rows
can be varied from one foot to four feet. The
number of kernels dropped are varied the same
as in Brown's.

The arrangement for preventing the variation

of the revolutions of the roller which would oth-

erwise render check rows impossible, is entirely

new and original and very simple. It also ena-
ables the driver to know whether the cross rows
are straight or not. No marking or laying oflf is

needed.

In my humble opinion it is an invention wor-
thy of more notice than it has received. Not
having the means at command I have never ap-
plied for a patent or made any effort to bring it

before the public, except to write a description
of it to the Tribune, which was not published.
Many of my neighbors have seen and admired it,

but none who had both the means and the dispo-
sition to do anything for it.

Satisfied from the tone of your communication
to the Tribune, that you would at least appreci-
ate its merits if made acquainted with them, I

have taken the liberty to write you, hoping that
you might know some one who would be willing

to interest themselves in it. I would willingly

divide the profits with any one who would fur-

nish the means necessary to get a patent and
bring it before the public.

Kespectfuliy yours, &e.,

J. MOOKE.

—We give the above a place, and hope that

some one will feel suflBciently interested to aid
and assist. Ed.

-m*-

^
—A Quarter of Corn is the fourth of a ton, or

eight imperial bushels. This is an English mea-
sure, not in use in this country, though very
necessary to be known, so as to understand agri-
cultural reports.
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CLOTHES WRINGERS.
EIA1.EY, MORSE &BOYI>E^'S

SELF ADJUSTING CLOTHES WRINGER,
Is superior to any other in the market. Being made

of wood and India rubber, the clothes cannot he
damaged by iron rust, as is liable to be done with
those having iron frames. The pressure can also b«
regulated to conform to heavy and light goods, and
there is no liability of rusting out of steel springs.

On the whole it is by far the best and most economi-
cal wringer yet offered in the mark»t. It will save
at least one-third the usual labor in washing.
Every one is aware that the twisting and wringing

of clothes by hand, stretches and breaks the fibres
;

hut this machine presses them so even, between two
rubber rollers, that a newspaper thoroughly soaked
can be wrung without breaking it in the least. But-
tons, hooks and eyes, Ac, are not injured by it

In starching it is invaluable, especially on large

articles, such as ladies' skirts, &c., as it leaves the
starch perfectly even. It will wring a bed quilt or a
pocket-handkerchief drier than it can be done by
hand, and the most ignorant servant can use it. It

can be screwed on to any tub, and only weighs ten
pounds. Every housekeeper should send for one and
try it. If it does not give entire satisfaction, it may
he returned and the money will be refunded.
For sale, wholesale and retail, by

E. PECK,
Agent for the State of Illinois,

73 Lake^treet, Chicago, III.

P. 0. Box 3047.

Agents wanted in every town. jlm
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St.CLAIR I^URSERIES
SUMMERVILLE. ILLINOIS.

The subscribers call the attention of Dealers, Plant-

ers, Farmers and Nurserymen to their large and well

selected stock of

FRUIT TREES,

whi*h they offer to the "Egyptians," or "any other

man," at unusual low rates for cash.

300,000
Apples, fire to eight feet, Leading Western Sort

100,000
Peaches—most popular marked varieties.

15,000
Pears—Dwarf and Standard.

Cherries—Dwarf and Standard.

Plums and Apricots.

SMALL FR UITSm VARIETY^ Q UANTITY

A well selected variety of ornamental trees, shrubs,

roses, dahlias, paconus, &c. Correspondence and an

inspection of our stock solicited.

Catalogues, wholesale and retail, mailed when de-

sired.

BABCOCK & BRO.
July 1, 1862. Im

D R. JOHN A. KENNICOTT.
THE GBOVE P. 0., COOK CO., ILL.,

Will retail, at only 25 per cent above cost of produc-

tion. Nursery Trees, Shrubbery, Flowering Plant?,

Small Fruits, Large Evergreens, etc., of 600 sorts

—

warranted good, true, and like to live. Price list and

infoemation, by mail, free.

mar3t

THMPLOYMENT—A NEW ENTERPRISE.

The Franklin Sewing Machine Companv want a number of

active Local and Traveling Agents. A liberal salary and ex-

penses paid, or comm'sson allowed. Address, with stamp,
HARRIS BROTHERS, Boston, Mass.

(Clip this out for referenceJ

FAIili OF 1862.

DUNLAP'S~NURSERY
The proprietor of this Nursery offers for sale a

large and well selected stock of

LOW HEADED APPLE TREES,
from one to six years old j Pear Stand and Dwarf,

from one to four years old ; Peach Budded and Seed-

ling from one to three years old ; Cherry—Early May
—two years old ; Silver Leaf Maples, two to four

years old. Blackberries, Gooseberries, Raspberries,

Strawberries, Currants, Quinces, Shade and Orna-
mental Trees, Bulbous Roots, Flowering Shrubs, and
a well selected stock of Greenhouse and Bedding out
Plants. Terms cash. Catalogue sent by addressing

M. L. DUNLAP,
Champaign, HI.

PROSPECTUS FOE THE

JOUENAL OF THE
Illinois State Agricultural Society.

The Executive Committee of the Illinois State Ag-
ricultural Society believe the time has arrived)- when
the publication of a Journal of the Society is impera-
tively demanded. Pursuaint, therefore, to the duty
with which they are charged by the 6th section of the
Constitution of said Society, revised and adopted by
the meeting of delegates from County Agricultural
Societies, held on the Fair Grounds, at Jacksonville,
Sept., 1860, they have made the necessary arrange-
ments for the issue of such Journal, monthly, com-
mencing with January, 1862.

Each number will contain at least 32 pages (octavo)

of reading matter, composed principally of such por-
tions of the Transactions of the State and County
Societies, and communications on the subjects of

AGRICULTURE IN ALL ITS BRANCHES,
Mechanics and Natural History, as may require early
publication.

All premiums offered and aioards made hy the State

Society will appear in its columns.

All pertons, and especially Secretfiries and other
officers of County Societies, are respectfully requested
to communicate to the editor any matters of general
interest to the industrial classes, as may from time to

time arise in their respective localities.

To place the Journal within the reach of all, the
subscription price has been fixed at

FIFTY CENTS A YEAR

!

Barely sufficient to cover cost of publication, payable
invariably in advance.

Back numbers for the current year will be furnish-

ed until the edition is exhausted.
All subscriptions and communications may be for-

waided to the undersigned, Springfield, Ills.

JOHN P. REYNOLDS,
Cor. Sec. and Editor Journal.

STANDABB

S GALES
OP ALL KINDS.

Also, Warehouse Trucks, Letter Presses, Ac.

FAIRBANKS, GREEN LEAF & CO.,
172 LAKE STREET, CHICAGO,

Sold in Springfield by

,, .V , .V E. B. PEASE.
Be careful and buy only the genuiue. junel-ly

THE YELLOW KANSEMONb~
IS THE ONLY VARIETY OF SWEET POTATOB THAT

has given entire satisfaction in the northwest; Our stock
of the above in store for next spring is unusually large, and
of the best quality—propagated fi-om the

BEST LARGE POTATOES
Selected from many hundred bushels ; and the completion
of our railroad to Kockville will enable us to fill and forward
promptly all Oash Orders with which we may be favored, at
the very low price of $5 PEE BARREL for eastern funds
Resposbiblb Agents Wanted in every county, town, and

village, to sprout small lota on halves. Farmers can club
together and buy or sprout our potatoes in shares, and thus
secure good plants for themselves free of coat.

Thb Sweet Potato CtriTURiST, giving fall directions for
Sprouting, Plantinu, Cultivating, and Keeping, will be fur-
nished grutls to Agents and Customers ; and to others bjr
mail, pott paid, for twenty-five cents in stami^s . Aderess,

J. W. TE»» OK,
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THE ILLINOIS FARMER:

A MONTHLY JOURNAL OP

AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE.

IS PUBLISHED AT SPRIKGFIBLD, ILLS.,

BY BAILHACHE & BAKER,

AND IS

EDITED BY M. L. DUNLAP,

(THE "bubal" of the CHIBAao TBIBTTJfB.)

TBRM3 IN ADVANCB.—$1 a jear; two copies 1 50; five

( oples $3; ten copies $6, and one to getter up of the club

t wenty copies $10.

It Is not necessaey that the club should all be at one offlce

we Bend wherever the members of the club may reside.

The postage on the Faemeb is only three cents a year in

.he State of Illinois, and six cents out of it.

Specimens numbers sent free on application.

Subscription money may be sent at the risk of the pub-

lisher.

Exchanges and communications for the eye of the Editor

should be addressed, Illinois Farmeb, Champaign, Illinois'

All business letters are to be directed to the publishers,

Springfield.

tf BAILHACHE & BAKEE.

THE ILLINOIS STATE JOURNAL

IB CONFIDENTLY OFFERED TO THE PEOPLE OF
Illinois as the best and most reliable news, political,

and commercial paper within their reach. It is published

at Springfield, the Capital of the State, and is the medium

of all ofBcial notices, published by State authority. Partic-

ular attention is given to commercial affairs and every

number contains copious reviews of the markets in the

principal cities.

TERMS

:

One copy one year. $2 09
Three copies one year 5 00
Six " " 7 50
Ten " " 12 00
Twenty " " .20 00

Payable always in advance. Persons sending clubs of ten

and upwards shall be entitled to an extra copy.

Address BAILHACHE & BASER,
Sprin(^firld, Illinois.

THE

ILLINOIS FARMER

TERMS OF ADVERTISING

:

1 mo. 3 mo. 6 mo. 12 mo.
One page, or two columns. $8 $20 $35- $M

Half a page or one " 5 12 20 80

One fourth page or half colnmn.. 3 7 12 18

One eighth or one fourth " .. 2 4 7 10

One square of ten lines 1 2 4 7

Card of five lines one year $7 00

Ten cents a line for less than a square each insertion.

All worthy objects advertised, and those of importance to

the Farmer will receive, from time to time, such editorial

notices as the Editor may consider them worthy of, without

additional charge.

Implements and seeds to be tested should be sent direct

to the Editor, at his residence. Champaign.

We have put the price of advertising within reach of all.

It will enable those who like to freely advertise their goods,

to do so at a cheap rate,

Terms, cash. Yearly adverti4ers will pay semi-annually,

and all transient advertisements must be accompanied with

the cash to insure insertion.

BAILHACHE & BAKER, Publishers,

Springfield, Ills.

PKIKCE & CO.'S
LINN^AN BOTANIC GARDENS & NURSERIES,

Flushing, Long Island, near New York.

Priced Catalosues, which are sent to purchasers
of trees, and to applicants who inclose stamps.

No. 1—Descriptive catalogue of fruit and ornamen-
tal trees and shrubs, raspberries, currants and other

small fruits. No. 2—Roses, carnations, chrysanthe-
mums, phlox, iris, double sweet Williams and other

herbaceous flowering plants. No. 4—Wholesale cat-

alogue for nurseries and dealers, comprising trees,

shrubs, roses, plants, bulbous flower roots, stocks for

engrafting, etc. No. 5—Wholesale catalogue of veg-
etable, agricultural and flower seeds, and tree and
shrub se«d8, etc. No. 6—Descriptive catalogue of our
unrivaled collection of 160 select varieties of straw-

berries, with a " rejected list," and directions for cul-

ture. No. 8—Wholesale list of native and foreign

grapes. No. 9—Catalogue of bulbous flowers of every
class, together with tree and herbaceous pseoniei,

dahlias, primroses, poleanthus, cowslips, auriculas,

daisies, iris and other rare flowering plants. No. 10

—Wholesale catalogue of the same. No. 18—Cata-
logue of greenhouse plants. No. 14—Descriptive

catalogue of 400 native and 120 foreign varieties o
grapes.
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GIN AS A REMEDIAL AGENT.

THIS DELICIOUS TOWIC STIMULANT,
Especially designed for the use of the Uedical Profeasioi •

and the family having superseded the so-called "Gins,'

"Aromatic," "Cordial," Medicated," 'Schnapps," etc., i-

now endorsed by all of the prominent physicians, chemist?
and connoisseurs, as possessing all of those intrinsic medi
cinal qualities (tonic and pluretic) which belong to an olt

and pure Gin. Put up in quart botttles, and 8<rtd by aV
druggists, grocers, etc.

A. M. BINNINGER k 00.,
Established in 1798. Sole proprietors,

No. 19 Broad street, N. Y.
For sale by D. S. Barnes k Co., No. 13 Park Row, Nev

York.
Our long experience and familiarity with the requirement

of Druggists, and our superior business facilities, enable u;

to furnish them with choice Liquors for medicinal and farn*

ly use. iiovl3-m4aJ2

BLOOMINGTON NURSERT.
BLOOMINGTON, ILLINOIS.

Eighty Acres Fruit and Ornamental Trees.

9Art ^•''''^ED SORTS TULIPS, ALSO HYACINTHS
iiUU Crocus, and a general assortment of Bulbs
and Flower Roots for Fall and Spring planting.^
Nursery stock. Evergreens, Greenhouse and garden"r

plants—all at wholesale and retail at lowest cash
rates.

iBS^For particulars see Catalogues or address subscribei

.

F. K. PHCENIX.
Bloomington, 111., Aug. 1, 1859.

TO
Arcliitects, Builders,

CARPENTERS, MACHIN I STI^
AND

NOW PUBLISHING WEERLY, THE

Architects' and Mechanics' Journal
The only Illustrated Weekly publication of its kind ii

this country, and indispensable to all engaged iu Boildic
and Mechanical Operations.

EDITED BY PRACTICAL MEN
Who are well known as among the ablest men in tlii

country.
Every week lUustrrtions appear of great practical utility

such as

ENGRAVINGS OF NEW BUILDINGS
Already erected, now going up, or iatended for erection, ii

different parts of the country.
DESIGNS AND WORKING DETAILS

Connected with Building operations, of great value to Arcb
tects. Builders and Carpenters.

The Mechanical Department
Is enri hed by Engravings connected with new Invention
as well as a complete synopsis of everything which is goiu
forward in the Mechanical Wcwld.

"^

Subscription $2 per annum, in advance.
JBS'Send 2.5 cents for five weekly numbers, as samples.
The ScrENTiPio Ahericai^, of October 29th, in noticing tb

Architects' and Meehanics' Journal, says it is " Edited witl
evident ability Altogether the best work of the kim
ever published in our «ity."—£New fork.]

Published by Alexander Harthill, 128 Fulton street, Ne>
York.
The Trade supplied by any wholesale House ia New Yort
ftbl-tf

New York State Agricultural Works.

WHEELER, MELICK & CO., PROPS.

ALBANY, N. Y.

MAifUPACTJRE Wheeler's Patent

RAILWAY CHAIN HORSE TOWERS.

For one and two Horses

;

LAWRENCE & GOULD PATENT RAILWAY
CHAIN HORSE POWERS,

For one, two and three Horses
;

PLANTATION OR LEVER HORSE POWER,

Four horse or six mule gear
;

WHEELER'S PATENT COMBINED THRESHER
AND GLEANER.

. No. 1, 30 inch, and No. 2, 26 inch Cylinder;

BABGER'S PATENT

GLEANING ATTACHMENT.
As shown in out below.

THIS Cleaning Attachment can be used with an
ordinary Thresher, over or undershot, dispensing

with the Shaker or Separator, and take no more pow-
er to drive it than to drive the Shaker—to which we
call the attention of farmers having Threshers with-
out Cleaners and can be attached without the aid ofa
mechanic.

OVERSHOT THRESHERS AND SEPARATORS,

And other Farming Machines for horse power use.

_
Circulars containing list of prices, and full descrip-

ion and cuts of each machine, with statement of their
tapacities for work, will, on application, be sent by
mail, free.

^^ Liberal Discounts made to Dealers.

Responsible Agents are wanted in sections where
we hare none, address

:

WHEELER, MELICK & CO., Albany, N.T.

June 1 '62-ly
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PLOW^J PliOWS !

THE GRAND DETOCR PLOWS AND CULTIVATOBS
have DO suptriors in the West. Their deep tillers,

breaking and shovel plows have no equal. There is Doothir
deep tiller that will throw out so cUana furrow and at the
same time so completely pulverize the soil as our our No 4.

With our sixteen inch Prairie Breaker two heavy horses will

break two acres a day. These are sup(>lied with extra shares
when required For shovel plows we cannot be excelled, and
no farmer need use up his team with the old lumbering dirt

carriers so often seen in use. In the construction of our
plows we use the best of material, both of wood, steel and
ron, and we call especial attention to our

LIST OF

Cast Steel Plows.
No. 1—Cut 8 inches, wrought iron standard, for one norse

power.
No. 5—Cut 10 Inches, wrought and cast standard, right and

left hand.
Clay boil plows—Cut 10, 11 and 12 inches, right and

left hand, doable and single shin, wrought standard.

No. 3—Cut 12 inches, wrought and cast standard, right and
lelt hand, single and double sWn.

No. 4—Cut 14 inches, wrought and cast standard, right and
left hand, single and double shin.

No. 6—Cut IG incues, wrought and cast standard, right and
left hand, single and double shin.

No. 3—Clipper plow ; cut 12 inches, wrought and cast stand-

ard, right and left hand, single and dcuble shin.

No. 4—Clipper plow ; cut 14 inches, wrought and cast stand-

ard, right and left hand, siniile and double shin.

No. 3—Cast steel, cast standard, right and left band, double
and single thin: Bottsm land plow, cut 12 inches.

No. 4—Cut 14 iuclie'?, stubble plow, wrought and cast stand-

ard, right and left hand, d.uble aad sirgie shin.

No. 1—Double and single shovel plows, with or without
shield.

Cast steel deep tiller plows—Cut 13 inches, single

and donble ehin, right and left h«nd, cast standard.

Cast steel. Nursery deep tileer—Cut 10 inch s,

cast standard, right and kfc hand, single and duuble
shin.

LIST OF

German Steel Plows.
No. 1—Cut 8 inches, wrought standard, for one horse plow.

No. 2—Cut 10 inches, wrought and cast standard, right and
left hand.

Clay soil plows—Cut 10, 11 and 12 inches, double and single

shin, right and left hand, wrought standard.

No. 3 Cut 12 inches, right and left hand, single and donble
shin, with wrought and cast standard.

No. 4—Cut 14 inches, right and left hand, single and double
shin, wrought and cast standard.

No. 5 Cut 10 inches, right and left hand, single and donble
shin, wrought and cast standard.

No. 8 Clipper plow, right and left hand, single and double
shin, wrought and cast standard.

No. 4 Clipper pluW, right and left hand, single and double
shin. wrouj;ht and cast standard.

jfo_ 1 Single and double shovel plow, with or without
shield attachment.

Breaking plows—Cut 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22 and 24 inches

mould board and rod, right and left band, cast and
wrought standard {with trucks, Iver, gauge wheels,

rolling or standing cutter, with or without extra

shares, as desired.

Cultivators, with three aad iive teeth.

Scotch Harrow, with forty-two steel tef th.

Rolling Cutters, 10 and 12 inch, with clasps.

G\ST STEEL PLliVS \M GJLnVATORS.

Our work will be found at the following places

:

L. Lancaster, Champaign.
At the shop, Grand Detour, Ogle county, Ills.

ANDRUS & BOSWORTH.

^SECnEITT.%

LYON'SO O I^
PATENT
Jp E I^

LIGHTNING RODS
Have been extensively used for five years in the states of
New England, New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Michigan,
Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Jllnnesota and Iowa, and
have always given the most perfect satisfaction: for every-
thing that science or experience has shown to be essen-
tial to form PERFECT LIGHTNING RODS, has been
adopted in their construction.

Copper Rods have from^ue to seven times as much
conducting power as new Iron Rods.

Copper Rods do not rust but will retain their con-
ducting power for years. Copper Hod.s need no paint
E. Meriam, of Brooklyn, says, paint destroys the con-
ducting power of any Rod.

MEAD OUR CIRCULARS and see what the most
scientific and practical men in tbo country say of them.
We have reports from almost every one who has investi-
gated the science and principles of Electricity, and all
arein favor ofourCOPPER RODS. [Circulars senifreeA

Rods of various styles of Spiral, Tubular and Flat,
furnished in any quantities.

Public Buildings furnished with neat and compact
Bods, having from six to fifteen inches surface.
Single Bods sent by Express to any part of the country.

«T -T,. CAUTION.
"Lyon's Patent "bears date July 11th, 1S54, and is for
the '• Metalie Surface," Lightning Rod. made in any and
every form where sheet Copper is used,

And any other Lightning Rod made of Sheet Copper,
(whether patented or not,) is an infringement upon our
Right, and all persons who buy, sell or use, are liable xo
prosecution and damages, and will be dealt with according
to law. We are owners BY DEED of this Patent, for
the States of lUinois, Iowa; Wisconsin, Minnesota, Ken-
fotc/irj/ and TenvASsee, and do hereby notifyalljpersons ir.our
Territory, to purchase such rods only of us or our au-
thorized Agents.

Orders or Oommnnicafions addressed to

E. P. MABSH & CO. \

Post Office Box 31T4, .

Office, 150 South Water Street, Chicago, Illinois.

DUNIiAP'S NURSERY,
Forty Acres in Trees and Plants.

T,>MBRACING THE USUAL NURSERY STOCK, ALl
Hi of which will be sold low for cash. Orders for sprin
planting should be sent in early. 5,000 two year oldSILVER 3f A P L E S
for timber belts, can be had at $5 per 100.
J, B. Whitnev. of Chatham, Sangamon county, is theag en

for Sangamon and neighboring counties. Catalogues had n
application. Address m. L. DUNLAP,

ffibl West Urbana, Champaign county, 111,
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August.

The summer is now culminating and draw-

ing the robes of ripeness about her. The

music of the reaper still floats out upon the

the heated air, but will soon die away in the

distant north. Its first notes came up from

Egypt, with the summer zephyrs, that kissed

the roses of June ', for weeks its song was

sung to the winter ceralia of that wonder-

ful country, faint and distant at first, but

day after day its march, slow and steady, was

to the north, and at last reached us ; here it

met the seried ranks of spring wheat, of oats

and of barley, but its march was still north-

ward : onward it went, and now its faint notes

come up to us on the north wind, and must

now be busy with the cereals that wave along

the borders of the great forest that belts in

the northern lakes. To the south, the boom-

ing of cannon is the music that harvests thou-

sands in the valley of death, and sends back

the wail of the widow and the orphan, its

notes grow strong as the march is southward,

and come back to us in frightful echoes.

We have little hopes that it will cease until

the banner of liberty shall have been kissed

by every breeze that shall come up from the

gulf, and the fields of the South drenched

with the blood of the sons of the North.

This war, as we predicted, is making great

changes in commercial products, in com-

merce, and in the social condition of the

people. Where it will lead, we know not
;

but its track will be marked with graves.

The vast drain upon our laboring population

is being felt, for there is scarcely a family

but has one or more of its members eng£^ed

in it. The culture of cotton in the southern

States is nearly suspended, and an immense

breadth of corn planted in its stead. The

stock of hogs have been carefully increased

and the grown ones fattened to their utmost

capacity, thus making a home supply of corn

and bacon, which had heretofore been mainly

drawn from the West, and in no event will

our corn and pork be wanted South before

another year, or until cotton shall again be-

come the great staple, when the usual de-

mand may be made upon us, but of this

event we must not be too certain, for we must

bear in mind that the high price of cotton

is stimulating other countries to grow it, and
.

it is not improbable that our own praires

may not come in for its quota. The presump-

tion is gaining ground that the old system

of farming at the South is about to be brok-

en up and one more rational, more humane,

and more conducive to the development of

the masses, will take its place. In a late

visit through Kentucky, Tennessee and part

of Mississippi, we saw no country school

house, and but few village academies, where

the rich receive not an education, but a

smattering of learning. In this way the

rich are not elevated, while the mass of the

people become ignorant and superstitious,

if not degraded. The progress of the wor d's

art has passed them by, and they have not

felt the throbs of genius, that for long years

has been awaking the mind of man and ex-

panding his field of enjoyment.

If it costs millions of money to plant the

district school house throughout the South,

it will prove an instrument of inestimable

value.

In the mean time, we must take these
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hanges as they come to us ; we must find

other markets for our pork and corn. Cot-

ton has been the great medium for exchange

for our supply of foreign goods for which

we in turn hare paid the South in our great

staple ; now, this being cut off, we must ex-

change our products direct for such goods

as we want, but the war has brought with it

the consequent tariff, and thus our profits

are lessened and our capacity for exchange

curtailed. In this dilemma, we must first

produce all that we can for our own use, and

purchase as little as possible until the system

of exchange becomes more evenly ballanced.

"VVe can scarcely afford to exchange corn at

twenty cents a bushel for silk at three dollars

a yard, or the products of European work-

shops and artizens at these rates, and yet

this is about the present standard. From

the appreciation of gold, it is evident that

European trade is largely against us, and we

must cease to purchase for the time being.

"We, as farmers, must economise in our ex-

penses, and we will triumphantly weather

the storm. We must sell more than we buy,

must eschew running into debt, and select

the most profitable crops. Now is the time

to consider well these changes : first comes

the question of winter wheat, of rye, and of

meadows ; summer has culminated, and we

must now direct our future course, what we

shall do and how we shall do it ; we can not

procrastinate if we would, but must move on:

the world is moving, and the genius of the

age is making vast cTianges—who will lead

them ?

Winter Wheat.

Now that corn has sunk to zero in the

commercial scale, and as wheat has fully

held its own position, it is proper that we

should consider the propriety of extending

its culture. The fine crop of winter wheat

in Egypt will doubtless stimulate to the sow-

iag of a good breadth the last of this month

and fore part of the next.

In passing down through Egypt, just

before the harvest, we observed the best

wheat where the surface had been thrown

into narrow lands, say, of one and a half to

two rods wide. Near Tonti, where the

prairie is almost level, this plan of plowing

resulted in the best of crops. In most parts

of the State the same plan would be found

valuable and prevent a large amount of win-

ter killing. When the surface is dry and

well drained, winter killing is out of the

question, but where the surface water or

melted snow can stand on the surface, the

plants are thrown out.

In plowing for wheat, we would recom-

mend that greater attention be paid to this

point. There are some thousands of acres

throughout this State in weed fallow that

should, and doubtless will, be sown to wheat.

Last year, quite a large breadth in the cen-

tral counties was sown among the standing

corn, but this will hardly be available now,

as the majority of corn fields will be laid by

with an abundandant supply of weeds. The

want of labor, the lateness of the season, and

the heavy rains have produced this result.

The corn field will therefore not be in good

condition to seed to winter wheat, as a gen-

eral thing, but where it is practiced we would

recommend early husking of the corn, and

that the stalks be cut down at once, either

with a sharp hoe close to the surface or with,

some other tool. Winter wheat grows too

spindlingwhen shaded with the heavy growth

of corn, and hence should have the benefit

of the sun at as early a day as possible. The

worst possible thing for wheat sown among

corn is to leave the stalks standing until

spring—one trial of fall cutting will dispel

the old theory of allowing them to stand

through the winter.

Clover and herds grass meadow are both

valuable to be turned over and sown at once,

there is no use to have them lay over for

rotting, turn under with a heavy furrow and

sow the same day if you choose.

A good plan of sowing winter wheat after

spring wheat, oats, or barley, is practiced by
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Mr. Turner, of Quincy, as noticed in our

Farm Committee Report oflaatyear, and that

is to plow, immediately after harvest, two or

three inches deep, just enough to cover up

the stubble, and at the time of sowing plow

again six to eight inches, we have no doubt

of the value of this plan. In all cases we

should plow in narrow lands to insure thor-

ough surface drainage. Under no circum-

stance would we recommend winter wheat

after winter wheat, for such is to say the

least a bad practice.

The culture of winter wheat must become

more general, as we learn to guard against

winter killing, for all admit, when success-

ful, that it is one of the most profitable of

all farm crops. A few successive good crops

of winter wheat in any neighborhood, makes

its farmers rich, it is therefore important

that we study how to insure its succass.

In the selecting of seed care should be had

that it be not injured by the threshing ma-

chine ; it will be found safer and cheaper

in the end that the seed be threshed with a

flail or tread out with horses, for much de-

pends on the stand and the vigor of the

plants. It is the immense shipments of

winter and spring wheat from the west that

is giving us so much of value in return ; it,

therefore, stands us in hand that we grow a

good quality and at the same time make the

crop sure and cheap. . ^ ^

•*»»-

State Horticultural Fair.

The State Horticultural Society have de-

cided to hold a Fair, commencing on Mon-

day, Sept. 8th, and to continue throughout

the week. It is to be held at , the Bryan

Halls, in the city of Chicago. This is the

largest Hall in the West ; is, in fact, a ser-

ies of two immense halls, one of which will

be devoted to vegetables and the heavy gar-

den products and the other to fruits and

flowers. / . ,,.,i^ >

The premium list of the Society covers

every object of interest in the vegetable,

floral and fruit departments, and is so ar-

ranged that nearly every person can compete

for some one or more of the premiums. The

committee have been very happy in thus

bringing the subject in all its intricate mi-

nutia, to the attraction of gardeners, florists

and Pomologists.

This is the first experiment of holding a

great horticultural exhibition in the West

in which a large amount of premiums (near

$2,000) is involved, and we have no doubt

that this new stimulous will bring out

such a show as has never before been ex-

hibited in any part of the country. Compe-

tition being open to the northwestern States,

we shall expect to gee a good turn out from

all points that make Chicago a market for

these several products. The Cincinnati

gardeners and growers will, of course, be

largely represented, more especially in grapes

and wines.

Michigan will be largely represented in

her peaches, apples and pears. Indiana in

apples, vegetables and flowers. Ohio in

garden products, grapes and wines, as well

as greenhouse products. From Wisconsin,

garden products and hardy fruits, while the

great prairie State will come up with her

wagon loads of vegetables and orchard pro-

ducts, with flowers in masses for the decora-

tion of the halls.

Premium lists can be had of C. T. Chase,

Corresponding Secretary, Chicago, and a

copy has been sent to every post office in

the State. It can not be expected that

copies will be mailed to all, and persons de-

sirous of one can apply as above or to any

of the officers of the Society.

The Fair will be held the second week of

the great Horse Fair, and it is also under-

stood that the Mechanics' Institu*^e of Chi-

cago will hold a fair at the same time. These,

taken in the aggregate will form such at-

tractions as have never before been held out

in the northwest. The railroads, nearly, op

all of them, carry passengers to the Horse

Show and Horticultural Exhibition at half

fare. We shall look forward to this Fair
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with deep interest as showing the progress

of horticulture, in our own and adjoining

States. Every person engaged in market

gardening, in market fruits, and in the sale

of flowers, will find it to their interest to not

only attend, but to compete for the prizes.

Every farmer . who intends to plant an or-

chard, all who have an orchard to cultivate,

all who have a garden either for vegetables

or flowers, should be present to learn what

is best to plant and how best to cultivate.

Let it be a rousing Fair of products and of

people.

Pall Plowing.

So soon as the small grains are harvested

no time should be lost in putting the plow

to work. The stubble ahould be turned un-

der with a shallow furrow, that the grain

shattered out on the ground may come up

for fall feed for stock, and to rot the weeds

and other trash that covered the surface, be-

sides this, if again plowed in the spring, the

plow can go below the old furrow and not

turn up, but turn under still deeper the seeds

of weeds. Some years since we took a good

lesson in this mode of plowing : we deeply

fall plowed some three acres intended for

spring rape, this we again plowed the last of

May. The surface at the time was almost

free of weeds and would done well to have

beea sown with the rape, but we was bound

for a big crop and in went the plow up to

the beam, but just reaching the bottom of

the fall furrow—the result was the bringing

to the surface all the seeds of the last years

crop of weeds and unrotted stubble; the rape

was sown and the result a fine crop of weeds

which soon choked out the rape, but it has

proved & valuable lesson both to us and to

others.

J^CoBH Geiddub-Cakk.—Scald at night half the

quantity of meal to be used ; mix the other with

cold water until it is a thick batter ; add a little

Bait and set it to rise without yeast. This will

make light crisp cakes in the morniDg. The
ekimminsrs of boiled meat is the best to fry them
with. Fry slowly.

Lambs Dying from Wool in the Stomach.—
Lambs very frequently swallow particles of wool

which, in playfallness, they suck and bite from

their dams ; to prevent which the dams, when
this occurs, should be smeared with a mixture

of aloes and water, or assafoetida and water.

When they swallow the wool and it gets mixed

with curd in the stomach, it forms hard balls

that are indigestible ; but the administration of

a teaspoonfnl of soda mixed in water twice or

thrice a day, dissolves and digests the curd, if

not too far gone. Calves frequently die of the

same disease, and the only remedy yet found is

the soda.

Monopoly.

The great strides that monopoly is making to
crush out individual enterprise in the last year or
two, cannot fail to arrest the attention of every
lover of the good old times when every man stood
or fell on the strength of his own individual mer-
it. What has hitherto been a free avenue of
trade and commerce, is now being tried to be
blocked up by individual effort, by heavy monied
corporations or companies. Our railroads are
in themselvea heavy monied monopolies, having
a sliding scale of freight rates, as the capacity
they possess is pressed upon can and do, at their
pleasure, fix their rates of transportation to suit
the pressure on them for facilities to forward
produce. Not content with this, the managers of
some of them, give the management of their sta-

tions and the station warehouses into the hands
of a monopoly that exacts a charge, beside the
freight, from every one that offers produce for
freighting over their road, thus extorting an un-
just charge from the producer or shutting him
out from the privilege of being his own consign-
or. There is no j ustice in this system of man-
agement. All railroads should charge enough in
their freight bill to pay all expenses of shipping,
give their agents a stated salary for his services,
and have their warehouses, side tracks and cars,

free to all shippers alike, that would load their

car promptly, and not have it as it now is, a sys-
tem to fenci out farmers from shipping their own
produce.

—

Farmer'i Advocate, Chicago.

—The above, we suppose, applies more partio-

ularly to the Chicago and Burlington road, a

road that has always, we believe, been managed

on the purely selfish plan. Renting of ware-

houses is a feature that should be discarded at

once by the road. It is far better that the road

should charge a cent a bushel extra, than to put

the warehouses into the hands of those who will

monopolize the business. What is wanted at the

stations is free trade and equal facilities to all to

ship their produce to market. We never sell at

the station, but always ship to market, let that
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be where it will, Chicago, Cincinnati, or New
Orleans, and on the average we haye been large-

ly the gainer. We load our own cars and thus

have only the freight and selling commission to

pay ; the profit that falls to the middle man goes

into our own pocket. Last month we saved over

forty dollars in being our shipper on a single

car load of potatoes.

We would always advise parties selling for the

Chicago market, to ship to a reliable commisMion

house, on their own account. Two years since

we invested fifty dollars in grain sacks to enable

us to do our own loading and in which to ship

potatoes and select lots of grain, and we have

made at least fifty dollars besides the oost of the

two hundred sacks. This is not an occasional

occurance, but what we often see an opportunity

of doing. After harvest the grain stations

swarm with grain dealers, all of whom must

make a profit either in a direct margin, cheating

in weight, in grade, bad money, or dowright

stealing of the whole. There is not the least

necessity for this class of men. All you have to

do is to ship directly to some reliable house in

Chicago and have the nett proceeds returned by

draft or express. The warehouse men at the

stations, as a general thing, are reasonable in

their charges, and can assist you if you choose

;

we have always found them gentlemen, and op*

posed to this system of swindling. In shipping

we prefer to pay them for the work and take the

risk of the market ourself. If they purchase,

it is right that they should be paid for the risk,

and they often lose largely by holding for better

prices, thus attempting to speculate. There is

little risk in buy.ng and selling from day to day,

but always where held for an advance, when in-

terest and storage make fearful inroads into the

profits.
• i«i —

American Fomological Society.

In conformity with a resolution adopted at the

last meeting of this National Association, the

undersigned. President thereof, gives notice that

its Ninth Session will commence in the Hall of

the Massachusetts Horticultural Society, corner

of Washington and West streets, Boston, Massa-

chusetts, on Wednesday, September 17th, 1862,

at 12 o'clock, noon, and will continue for several

days. All Horticultural, Pomological, Agricul-

tural, and other kindred institutions in the United

States and the British Provinces, are invited to

send delegations as large as they may deem ex-

pedient, and all other persons interested in the

cultivation of fruits are invited to be present and

take seats in the Convention.

The present season promises to be the most

propitious for fruit that has occurred for many
years, and it is anticpated that the coming ses-

sion, which takes place at the same time with

the Annual Exhibition of the Massachusetts Hor-

ticultural Society, may be made one of the most

interesting which has ever been held by the So-

ciety. All the States and Territories are urgent-

ly invited to be present, by delegation, at this

meeting, that the amicable and social relations

which have heretofore existed between the mem-
bers of the Society, may be fostered and perpet-

uated, and the result of its deliberations, so ben-

eficial to the country at large, be generally and

widely diffused.

Among the prominent subjects to be submitted

at this session will be the Report of the Special

Committee appointed to revise the Society's Cat-

alogue of Fruits, and thus to ascertain what va-

\ rieties are adapted o the different sections and

districts of our country. The various State and

Local Committees who have not already made
their Reports on the Revision are therefore soli-

cited to forward them, without further delay, to

P. Barry, Esq., Rochester, N. Y., Chairman of

said Committee. And it is further requested

that all other Reports, which are by i he by-laws

made returnable to the General Chairman of the

Fruit Committee, now deceased, may also be ad-

dressed to Mr. Barry, as aforesaid.

Members and delgates are requested to con-

tribute specimens of the fruits best adapted to

their respective districts—to furnish descrip-

tions of the same, their mode of cultivation, and

to communiaata whatever may aid in promoting

the objects of the Society and the science of

American Pomology.

Each contributor is requested to come prepared

with a complete list of his collection, and to pre»

sent the same with his fruits, that a report of

all the varieties entered may be submitted to the

meeting as soon as practicable.

All persons desirous of becoming members can

remit the admission fee to Thomas P. James,

Esq., Treasurer, Philadelphia, or the President,

at Boston, who will furnish them with the Trans-

actions of the Society. Life membership, ten

dollars ; biennial, two dollars.

Packages of fruits may be addressed as fol-

lows, "American Pomological Society, care of

Mass. Hort. Society, Boston, Mass."

Marshal P. Wilson, Pre«2rfen^

Thohas W. Field, Secretary.

—The report on local fruit list for this State

will be ready noon and forwarded. We trust
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that this State will be represented at the meeting.

It will probably be out of our power to be pres-

ent on account of the business relation that we

hold to our State Horticultural Society, but the

fruits must go forward from Chicago at all events.

Ed.

Growing Black Walnut Trees.

HoMKR, III., June 27.

Ed. III. Farmer, Sir:—I conclude to say a

word on the subject of raising walnut groves, as

it is a subject in which every farmer living a mile

or more from the timber should be deeply interest-

ed as the time required to raise a grove is not so

long but what most any man, let him be ever so

old, may rersonably expect to see it grow to its

most beautiful, if not useful, proportions. It is

true that I have not bad much experience, but

what I have had may be useful to others. To

commence : Last fall I engaged my walnuts (in

the hull) at fifceen cents per bushel, and received

fifty-two bushe's which I had poured down in the

field near where I wish to plant them and throwed

a few armfuUs of fodder over them to keep the

Bun from drying them out too much. The ground

in which I intended planting them was in corn,

and had been laid by with two furrows in a row.

I dropped a walnut to every hill of corn, and on

the right hand side of the row so that it would

be convenient to break the middle out and turn

it over the walnuts. I planted in October in

lands of about sixteen rows going up on one side

and down on the other so as to have the mole

board next to the walnuts all the tinde. In drop-

ping, the foot should be placed on each one press-

ing it into the ground so as to prevent it from be-

ing rol'ed out of its place by the horses' feet.

By this process two hands will plant about three

acres per day—nine or ten bushels to the acre

My object in planting ^o thick is to get rid of

cultivating as early as possible, which will be in

about three years ; also the ticker they are the

straighter they grow. If they are well covered

about two-thirds will grow. I committed one

error and thav was in not getting the stalks off

the ground last winter while the ground was fro-

zen, as I find it very troublesome to cultivate

among them.

So far as the qality of the timber is concerned

there can certainly be no question as to its pre-

ference. It will stand as much trapming as

any other and is never injured by plowing,and I

know of no timber which is more useful for all

purposes than the walnut.

Yours, &c.,

P. C. MOSIEB.

—We would recommend in all cases of timber

planting on the prairie, that itbe planted in belts

rather than in groves, thus adding shelter to its

other values. Black walnuts are certainly a val-

uable timber, and wiH make a good orchard or

belt in a few years. Ed.

»•»

Kindness to Animals.

Visiting a large Dairy and Stock Ranch in

Marion county lately, we were exceedingly grati-

fied to listen to listen to the practicol remarks of

the proprietor upon the utility and value of kind-
ness to cattle ; and having often urged this mat-
ter in our columns, we take this oportunity to

call the attention of all Dairymen and Stock-
owners, especially those who are Dairymen, to

the remarks of this humane man :

"In the first place," said he, "I never allow
any man in my employ to whip, beat, kick, or

abuse, any animal on my farm;| as it is inhuman to

beat or maltreat a dumb beast, I will not allow it

on principle. And again, 1 wish everybody
would act on the same principal, and (hose who
have no humanity, if they would lock at the cost

of beating cows, they wo^uld desist. For exam-
ple," said he, "let a coarse rough man go among
thirty or forty cows at mills ing time, and begin
to speak loud and harsh to the cow he is to milk;

or, as puch a man will often do, thump or kick
the cow, or strike her with the stool, as unfeel-
ing men often do, aud that cow and every cow
within his influence will hold up her milk ; s^me
more, some less. This is an established fact;

and every such man among a band of cows will

thus take away from the products of the Dairy
from three ro five gallons of milk daily in a band
of forty cows.

"As it is customary for one man to milk
twelve or filteen cows as his portion, these cows
will be scattered over the yard or in different

stalls, and as he will have to pass among nearly
the whole band, they will all feel and fear his in.

fiuence, and I am confident a man of this charac-
ter will always lose his employer more than his

wages. With this view of the case, I never will

keep a man on my premises who is of this char-
acter."

We would plead with all Dairymen,and ask them
to review these facts, give us their opinions, and
copy the example of this humane and wise man,
whose words are here quoted, and they will find

themselves the gainers largely by a decisive ac-

tion. If our Dairymen and Stock-raisers would
discharge all men who are harsh and cruel to

their stock, they would have better stock, more
butter, and be in a better condition everyway.

—

Stock Journal.

Locusts.—These pests have made their appear-

ance again, in this county, and are more plenti-

ful than they have been within the memory of

the "oldest inhabitant." The timber is literally

freighted with them. They will undoubtedly do
a vast deal of damage to the young timber.

—

Paffe Co. Herald.
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From the Chicago Trihune.

Natural History Society—Lecture by
Dr. Walsh on the Habits of Insects.

BtooMiNGTON, June 27, 1862.

Interesting pape s were read before the Nat-
ural History Society, among which may be es-

pecially noticed that of Dr. George Vasey, en-
titled • 'Remarks on some of the naturalized
plants and weeds of the State of Illinois." An
interesting discussion ensued, upon the vexed
question between scientific men and farmers,
Does wheat change to chess? It resulted, as
the discussion always does, in the couclnsion
that, as a matter of theory, it was impossible
for the thing to happen, but that as a matter of
fact and observation it did take place.

TO NATURAtlSTS.

Dr. Frederick Breudel, of Peoria, is preparing
a paper upon " The Woods in Winter, and the
means of recognizing the trees by the buds,
brflnches, bark, etc." He wishes for aid from
naturalists ; that those in the southern portion

of the State and ia the most northern part will

collect and send to him specimens of woody plants
which do not grow in the vicinity of Peoria. He
desires specimens from every season, with flow-

ers, fruits, and branchlets collected in winter;

also sn?all cuts of wood with the bark. In this

manner can be completed the observations, which
may lead to the identification of our trees and
shrubs in their winter state. Those who are
willing to aid in this project can correspond with
Dr. Brendel upon the subject.

THE HABITS OF IKScCTS.

The lecture by Dr. Walsh, before the Natural
History Society, is deserving of more mention
than I can allow myself to make. He commenced
by saying that Sidney Smith speaks on one occa-

sion of an "insect with eleven legs, a nonde-
script with eleven wings, a caterpillar with a
dozen eyes in his belly," and those whose busi-

ness it is to know, every insect has just six legs

—four or two, ( r no wings at all—and, when they
have any, their eyes invariably affixed to their

heads. It serves as an illustration of the total

popular ignorance in regard to "bugs." The
natural history of the higher animals is known,
in its rudiments, even to children, while that of

the lower animals, such as insects, is a sealed
book to almost every person. And yet their hab-
its and organization are equally full of interest,

and swarms of species are always present ; while
the number of mammals, birds or reptiles, is ex
ceedingly limited in every locality.

Insects are regarded as contemptible creatures,

and yet God has used his power to create myri-
ads upon myriads in such perfection that Solo-
mon, in all his glory, was not arrayed like the
very meanest of them. It is, therefore, beneath
the dignity of none to study them in all their in-

finitesimal perfections. Great and small are but
80 by comparison. The earth to tne sun is bat
a mustard seed to a melon ; and the sun sinks
into significance by the side of the starry suns
in the sea of space. There is no reason for the

popular opinion that entomology—or the •' pur-

suit of bugs "—is a frivolous pursuit.

What is the utility of this pursuit ? A mod-
erate knowledge of insects oils the wheels of

daily life. History records authenticated "show-

ers of blood," bringing fright and dread. They
came from the red coating of a butterfly—"the

painted lady"—several allied species of which
are found in Illinois, and may, at any time, give

rise to similar phenomena. Another butterfly

—

the morning clock, so called from its be'ng black

with a cream-colored border—was introductd in-

to this country from Europe with some L')n,bardy

poplars. In New England the people soiiiehow

thought its larva was poisonous, and groves of

poplars around dwellings were destroveil in cos-

sequence of the mistaken notion. A wooly or

plant louse ravaged the p.pple orchards of Icca'i-

tie^ in England. A similar looking lonse, np-

peared on the poplars, and it was thought that

the orchards destroyed came from poplars, and

all the poplars were cut down. The two moths

were of different species and the proceeding was
an outrage, doing immense injury, working no

good. The female of some moths has no wings,

and has to crawl uj) the trees. Tarred bandages

properly applied to the trunks prevent harm trom

these, but this proceeding, as against the canker

worms, is only a humbug, and yet thousai.ds of

dollars have beea spent in placing the n ost ap-

proved leaden troughs filled with oil, etc., to

guard against the latter. These are mentioned

out of a long catalogue of instances at hand of

a similar character.

When it was determinned to pleague the Egyp-
tians, lions, tigers, and "that ilk," were not s^nt,

but flies, lice and locusts. The great Anitrican

plague, appearing annually, is the pleegue of

insects. America is known as "the land of in-

sects !" The annual destruction of wheat in

New York by one insect—the wheat midge—is

calculeted at $15,000,000. For every dollar's

worth of wheat the New York farmer harvests,

this midge takes a dollar's worth, being one-ha'f

of the crop. This midge comes from England,

but there it is recorded that in the worst year of

the ravages, only destroyed one-twelfth of the

crop. And yet while Europe inve^^ts leguiarly

and constantly vast sums for a knowledge of the

means of protection against insects, Ameri'-a

requi ing more, is a niggard in this regard, main-

ly because it does not know and appreciate the

value of such knowledge, and the valuable resuls

flowing therefrom.

Mr. Walsh then pointed out the manner in

which entomological investigation discovered the

means of checking the ravages of insects, and
urged in strong terms the nece?siiy of a system

fostered under the auspices of state or national

charge. He referred to his own researches in

regard to the army worm, and the means he had
ascertained of guarding against it successfully

and fully. He referred to the fact that as the

lines of temperature did not co'>form to the loca-

tions of insects, the investigations made by oth-

er States did us but little benefit. Of the chinch

bug, so common here. Dr. Fitch, in his twenty-
five years's study, had met with only th?eeia the

State of New York, and Dr. Harris only found
one in the State of Massachusetts.
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The lecture was littcned to by alarge audience

The lime consumed teemed short, go great was
the interest takea. Mr. Walsh has the rare abil-

ity of presenting scientific matters clearly, and
popular. Wiih the exception of Agasiz, he is

probably the be-t popular scientific lecturer in

this country. He lectures not to "'get up a lec-

ture" and gain applauso, but to impart informa-

tion, and carries conviction becausehe believesev-

ery word he snys and believes also that the subject

he is talking about is the most important subject

in the world. A lecture from him is always

eigerlys^ought for and always received as a treat

and a luxury.

-••^

About Corned Beef.—When beef is fresh it

ccntains cciisidertible blood, which is drawn out

by tie brine. If the meat is left in this bloody

mixture, it will require a much larger quanti'y

of salt to preserve if, particularly through warm
weather. My pi in is to make a brine by using

f r every hundred pounds^ of beef, five pounds

of salt, one-fourth of an ounce of salipeter, and

one pound of brown sugar. This is dissolved in

just tnough water to cover the meat, arid poured

upon it. When it has been iu this brine two

weeks, I take out the meat, let it drain, pour a

fvesh biine over it, and then it will be good the

se8.«on through.
The cook who uses corned beef s<hould not be

so igO( r -nt or bo indolent as to delay putting it

over the fire until an hour before dinner. A good

sized piece requires three or four hours steady

steady boiling to do it justice. Insufficient boil-

ing must be made up for by extm chewing. Al-

ways have the water boiling when the meat is

dropped in ; otherwise the sweetness will be

drawn out into the water. A boiling heat hard-

ens the outer surface at once, and thus keeps in

the juices which give richness, and which con-

tain most of the nourishment. An exceilent

way of cookikg corned beef is to have a large

boiler with a wire or wouden rack on the bottom

for the meat to rest over the water. When the

water boils, place the meat uion the rack and

put on the cover of the boiler with a cloth over

it to keep in the steam. The heat of the steam

will rise above the boiling point and penetrate

the meat and cork it mere quickly and better

than could be done by boiiing —Am. Farmer,

should be stopped, leaving a few of the strong-

est, from which to get a magnificent show of

flowers.

Precisely the same treatment is pursued with
the prairie roses, and the shoots which, ou strong

plants, will grow to the height of twelve to fifteen

feet, when trained to a pole, present a far neater
appearance than when, according to the common
mode, the old wood is alicwed to remain on the

plantt

—

Gardener's Monthly.

-«•»-

Management of the Dwakf Almond.—In con-

nection with a part of your introductory article

in your March number, giving drections for

pruning shrubs and climbing roses, please allow

the writer to state the plan which he has success-

fully pursued in flowering the double flowering

almond, whic'-, when properly managed, is one

of the most beautiful shrubs, but, as it is usually

grown, is an unsightly plant. The extremities

of most of the previous growth almost invaria-

bly being partially killed, the plant becomes un-

sightly, producing but few straggling flowers.

To in-^ure success, the whole plant should be an-

nually cut down to the ground as soon as the

floweas have lost their beauty. This will induce

a strong growth of new shoots, many of which

Effect of a Hail Storm.—On the farm of J.

B. Phinney, the effect of the terrible storm that

passed over it last July, are still visible in the

dead trunks of the trees of the fine young or-

chard, and ornamental grounds he had started.

Evei'y vestige of green leaf above ground was en-
tirely destroyed at that time. Whole wheat fields

then in bloom were left as clean as though just

plowed. To see it now, except for the blackened
and scarred trees, one would scarcely detect the
ravages. Many of the trees have sprouted up
viry vigorously from the ground, and where en-

tirely killed new ones have taken their place.

The Osage hedges cut down into the ground are

sprouting out, and doing well. Clover fields cut

off clean, have rallied, and now present a splen-

did growth in full blossom. Such instances illus-

trate something of the recuperative power of

these virgin prairies. Bui we shall always hope
our farmers may be spared such visitation as was
Mr. Phinney's lot last year.

—

Editorial Cor. of

of the Prairie Farmer, from Champaign.

A NcT for Geologists.—In Macoupin coun-

ty, 111 , recently, the bones of a man were found

on a coal bed, capped with two feet of slate rock,

ninety feet below the surface of the earth, be-

fore the run cut any part away. The bones when
found were covered with a crust or coating of

hard glossy matter as black as coal itself, but

when scraped away, left the bones white and na-

tural.—LaSal'.e Press.

Barrel Measure.—Rice, 600 fibs ; flour, 196
pounds; powder, 25 pounds; cider and other

liquids, 30 gallons ; corn, 5 bushels, shelled. By
this latter measure crops are estimated, and corn

bought and sold throughout most of the Southern
and Western States. At New Orleans, a barrel

of com is a flour barrel full of ears. In some
parts of the West it is common to count a hun-

dred ears for a bushel.

-*•»-

Hogs and Cuhculio.—It is the practice of

many to allow their hogs to run in the orchard
and gather up all fruit as it falls. In this way
the insect is not allowed to leave the fallen fruit

and perpetuate its species in the gpound. If no
hogs are about, the fruit should all be picked up
and destroyed before the insect leaves it.

-«•

—Green corn forms a part of the soldiers' ra-

tions at Memphis.
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Wiekersham's Excavator.

When at Springfield, a few days since, we
were shown the above machine, now nearly

ready for operation, and, as the inventor thinks,

as near perfect as it can be made.
Mr. Wickersham has been to work oaH^Ts ma-

chine since 1854, when, if we recollect, he had
one on exhibition at the State Fair, but quite

a different affair from the present one. The
Union Herald of that city says of it: "The
operator, with this machine, is able to cut, in one
day, a ditch half a mile long, fiye feet wide, and
two feet deep ; it being at a cost of four cents per
rod, or in that proportion ; for ditches of greater

depth, as follows

:

"One plow team, $2.60; one double team and
shaft horse, $3 00 ; one man to tend the ma-
chine, $1.00, making $6.50 for 160 rods. It

will throw the dirt on either side of the ditch,

or, if desired, by cutting two ditches and throw-
ing the dirt to the center, will make a beautiful

wagon rond, hedge row or fence row; it is, also,

most economical in excavating or grading for
railroad purposes, or it may be attached to a cart

at an expanse of about a dollar, in which case,
the dirt is deposited directly in the bed of the
cart, which is loaded in about half a minute

;

when loaded, the cart is driven off and another
takes it place. This machine will keep from
eight to twelve carts constantly moving (accord-
ing to the length of the haul), at the same cost
per day, with the additional cost of one boy to

every two carts. This machine is very simple in
its construction, it being entirely without com-
plicated work of any kind, and not liable to get
out of order except the possible breakage of
the endless chains and elevators, which can be
made of any reasonable capacity as well as the
Bcraper that fills them.

" The propelling power of the machine is two
cast-iron truck wheels, four feet in diameter, on
a stationary axle, around a cylinder. Between
these wheels runs the endless chains, thence
overhead, a round pulley under which is another
endless belt which receives and conveys the dirt

on the bank when ditching ; upon said chains

and two feet apart and bolted firioly to them,
there are fourteen elevators made of heavy sheet
iron; directly behind the wheels and of the
same circle, is a heavy ii:on scraper attached
loosely to each end of the axle, and rises and
falls with the wheels to suit the surface ; when
in motion, the wheels running each side of the
furrow, and the ecraper pushing the dirt lightly
into the elevators which cany it up as before

ii^entioned. This is all the machinery there is

in it except the necessary frame work to hold it

together. Only one man is required to attend its

entire operation." The machine looks as though

it might be useful in excavating for railways and

roads, but of its value for farm ditching we have

less faith, though in the making of open ditches,

where the ground is dry and in good condition

to plow, there is no reason why it will not work

to good advantage. Open ditches on farms are

becoming more and more unpopular and the

blind ditches, either mole or tile, are rapidlly

taking its place. The open ditches takes up too

much space, are generally filled with weeds, and

soon become the eyasores of the farm, while on

the other hand the blind ditches are out of sight,

the surface pan be cultivated and no long rows of

weeds are seen. Wherever it is practicable we
recommend the covered drain. Should this ma-

chine work as well as anticipated by the inven-

tor, it can be so modified that it will cut a deep,

narrow ditch for tile, but more particularly val-

uable for covering and filling with stone, as the

width can not be much if any less than a foot on

the bottom.

One of these machines is to be at the State

Fair where it is to have a through trial, and we
shall be disappointed if it does not, in many re-

spects, prove valuable.

MoBB Shbbp for Winnkbago Oountt.—We
colled a few days ago at the farm of Horace
Miller, Esq , of New Millford, to take a look at
his Suffolks, Leicester and other grades of hogs.

Mr. Miller himself, we learned from his son, was
absent in Michigan to purchase a large lot of
sheep for himself and some of his neighbor.
We were shown a buck now belonging to Mr.

M., of a cross of Cotswell and Southdown, which
had sheared a few days ago a fleece of 12^ lbs.

of wool, and the animal himself, alter shearing,

weighed over 200 lbs.

Mr. Miller has, as usual, a large stock of

hogs, of the most improved grades—about eighty

of which are large store hogs, and about as many
pigs.

—We copy the above from the Bockford Regis-

ter to show that it is sheer nonsense to send out

of the State for hogs. The State of Illinois to-

day can show better hogs than any State in the

Union ; we have just as good Chester Whites,

just as good Berkshires, just as good Suffolks,

and, on the whole, a little better than can be got

up outside of Suckerdom. If any one doubts

this let them come to our State Fair and they

will have the conceit taken out of them.

Ed.
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Weeds, and How to Get Rid of Them.

DVJVLAP'S \NLED HOOK.

Weeds are everywhere in the corn fields, in

the fence corners, in the garden, In the flower

border, and most luxuriant in the weied fallow

—

here thej loom up in giant proportions. We have

a dozen acres or more of this unoccupied land

besides headlands and incidental patches, which

no common plow, unaided with other implement,

can turn under, but with the aid of our weed

hook are doing it so nicely that we can not resist

the temptation of again giving the cut to our

readers, as above. The cost of it is but little

over & dollar—perhaps two, if well made. From

the demand there must be in wet seasons like the

present for weed killers, the plow makers would

do well to keep them on hand. They Ujust be

got up right or they are of little use. After sev-

eral attempts we have the pattern and will send

it to any plow maker who will return it and pay

the charges both ways. With it we can turn the

longest and biggest green weeds directly under

the furrow out of sight, where they will quickly

rot and thus fertiliae the land. For the turning

under of a crop of clover, Hungarian grass, or

buckwheat, it is jast the thing. No farmer will

do without one after he has once seen it at work.

It has not been patented.

Dandelion Coffee.

This preparation, made from the best Java
coflFee, is strongly recommended by physicians
as a superior nutritious bevfrage for general de-

bility, dyspepsia and all billious disorders. Thou-
sands who have been reluctantly compelled to

abandon the use of coffee, will find they can use
this combination without any of the injurious
effects they formerly experienced. The pure
dandelion coffee can be had at Wilson and Ir-

win's.

—

Attica Ledger.

—That is cutting it rather fat, Mr. Ledger.

The idea that this preparation is made of pure

Java is all boeh, as there is not an ounce of Java

in a ton of it, but it is made of pure sugar peas,

and not even warranted against the pea bug,

which may possibly give it the flavor of dande-

lion, but otherwise there is neither dandelion or

Java about it, and any physician who recommends

it, is either a humbug or is sold himself. Should

the "fool killer" come around we fear some of

our M. D.'s would need to invest in pine coffins.

Being at a village store a few days since we
observed on the end of a box "Pure Coffee, 16

Cents." On looking into the box we saw packa-

ges labeled "1 ft). Pure Boasted Coffee," Such

barefaced, downright swindling is almost too

bad, yet it reminds us of a principle in law in

^regard to slander, it being laid down that charg-

ing a percon with doing an impossible thing was

no slander—calling a person simply a thief is

slander of the deepest dye, but to charge him

with stealing a saw mill is no crime ; so in this

case, should any of this so called coffee come up

missing, and some innocent person be charged

with the crime of stealing coffee, it would be no

slander from the fact that the thing was impossi-

ble.

It is astonishing that people will swallow such

a transparent humbug. Pure ground and roast-

coffee at sixteen cents, at retail, when a common

article of Rio can not be purchased by the sack

for less than twenty cents. Can not our village

mechanics and other gentry avail themselves of

the use of figures. Will not some philanthropist

make them a present of a slate and pencil.

Great is humbug, and great the impudence of

the coffee roaster who has the boldness to thus

dupe an innocent and confiding people. The

army has lost a valuable sutler by his remaining

in private life. Dandelion coffee! how romantic

the name, how redolent of early spring, when we

are to eat bitter herbs to correct the bile that

lazy winter had gathered in our systems. Why
not add to this cowslip coffee, for a diuretic and
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appetizer? The "pure coffee" noted above, is

probably invited for the long days of Bummer,

and so cheap that the poorest can have coffee to

drink.

Milking Cows Once, Twice and Thrice

a Day.

We copy from that valuable paper, the Ameri-

can Stock Journal, a most exhaustive chapter on

the above subject, to which we invite the careful

attention of our readers. Ed.

For many years it seems to have been taken
for granted as settled, that the number of times
a cow should be milked in twenty-four hours,
should be according to the time occupied in fill'«

ing her bag, or the number of times the udder
requires emptying, because, as with any other
vessel or receptacle of fluild, the filling process
must be suspended unless room or space be pro-
vided as a necessary condition for the filling of

the bag to proceed, without perceptible intermis-
sion.

Recently, however, there has been a lengthy
discussion, pro and con, as to the propriety of
milking only once a day ; the cons far outnum-
bering the advocates of innovation on the gener-
al custom in this respect ; but the disputants, so
far as I have been enabled to perceive, on one
side as well as the other, are completely over-
riding the merits of the question with an unan-
imity as complete as ludicrous. For instance the
critic "Quercus," of the Country Gentleman,
says, "he never could see that milking once a
day could be of any advantage, because it always
tends to lessen the flow of milk, or dry up the
cows." I quote from memory, and give the sub-
stance merely. But this reviewer is not so well
posted on this subject as on matters of horticul-
ture, I infer. For milking once a day only, does
not always lessen the "flow" of milk nor interfere
with the secretion either, and in certain condi
tions, which occur annually in the experience of
almost every person who keeps cows to milk, the
tendency to "drp up" is not increased by milking
merely once instead of twice daily. As, how-
ever, I have said that, in a recent long discussion
upon it, the merits of the questson were passed
over, I may here refer to several points necessary
to be included, to a full view of the subject. It
is not natural for cows to have large bags, or to

carry all the milk they have in twelve hours, less

or more, in their udders at one time. In a state

of nature, the calf always keeps the bag well
drained, by supplying itself thereform eight to

twelve times during the day. Hence the udder
would naturally never become large by tension,

either from fullness or otherwise, e:Kcept by dis-

ease. Yet the cow might, and on as much good
feed probaby does, in some instanses make as
much milk without any show of bag, as she could
with. The udder, being a muscular sack, is ca-
capable of being much increased in its s ze by
mechanical force, and the whole practice of milk-
ing cows periodically, as is the general custom,
is based upon this fact, or faculty in the natural

capacity of the cow kind, whatever the result to

civilization.

Naturally the udder has constant and complete

contractile force, like the muscles of the hand,
the leg, the eye, the bladder or any others. But
as the natural practice of secrecting milk is di-

verted from its original purpose, to gratify the

taste, or promote the convenience of man, the

udder is enlarged by excessive or unusual filling

and straining, till it attains a large size; and, in-

stead of contracting as it dees when often emptied
by the calf, it loses, gradually but surely, its orig-

inal contractile power. The bag being filled as

it soon is at the heighth of the grass season in

June, remains full for some time ; long enough,
certainly, to destroy, in most instances, the

power of the muscles to contract, and thus re-

duce the interior space, as well as the exterior

size of the sack or vessel. Consequently, when
a cow in her prime as a milker has been milked
afresh, there is ample space in her bag for milk
toflowinffi; and until this space is filled the

flow of milk is neither arrested nor improved.
The udder itself has no influence on the making
of milk, whether more or less, except it be so full

as to choke up the milk veins by repelling or not

receiving their contents as it flows forward and
downward to the natural recepacle provided for

the young to receive it from, that is, the udder.
In most of the markets of England, in Hol-

land, and elsewhere, the cruel practice of "stank-
ing" used to prevail—for centuries probably

—

until the more benevolent opinions of recent

times brought it under the interdiction of the

law against "cruelty to animals ;" and, in my
opinion, very properly so. For, though this prac-

tice of passing a milking by, or not milking at

the usual time, in order to have the udder
strained or swollen to an unusual size, gave the

semblance or show of a large milking capacity,

the capacity itself, or the function of secreting

milk must have been seriously interfered with,

and somewhat curtailed by the process, and every
repetition of it, just as, in every part of this

country, cows have their milkmaking capacity
impaired and reduced by their accidentally "ly-

ing out" in the woods, in the road, or whereso-

ever they may happen to wander.

If, however, milking only once in two days,

whether accidentally or by design, reduces the

quantity of milk, while weakening the muscles

of the udder, both of which must inevitably hap-

pen, does it follow that milking twice a day is

absolutely as necessary in December as in June

;

with limited dry feed as with abundant suocnlent

herbage ; in the "dead of winter," the season of

comparative stagnation, as in the height of the
dairying season with a full bite of grass at mid-
summer ? If circumstances alter cases, surely

there is here a suflScient variation and difference

in circumstances, and in those affecting the qual-

ity and quantity—the latter the most of course

—of a milk cow will give in December as com-
pared with bar yield in June, or warrant and
even justify something like a correspondig

change in the emptying of the sack-like recep-

tacle provided for its temporary conveyance !

—

When there are swollen streams and a rush and
increase of water, the miller raises his flood-gate
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and lets off the excess ; when there is no excess
it goes tlirough the usual channels in the usaal
time. But, as happens generally with milldanis,

as with cows' udders once a year and often twice,

the supply of fluid is much diminished, water
and milk both are reduced, are the usual degrees
and modes of outlet in the same period of time,

required ? Whether the dam be full or empty
makes no difference in the quantity of water
flowing in, or the source whence it comes, pro-
vided there be space to receive it; and is it not
so with the milk-giving cow generally, exceptions
proving the rule ?

Milk being a seuretion from the blood, and as

much a product of digestion therefore as the

blood itself, it follows that the quality and quan-
tity depend on the character and quantity of the

food really and completely digested by the ani-

mal secreting it. After blood has been trans-

formed into milk, and has flowed into the milk
veins, its formation specifically either %b to quan-
tity or quality has been completed and endtd.

The large milk-veins are simply channels for

convening it to the udder, as the Hudson and
Potomac convey what they have received—but'

not received—from their feeders into the ocean.
We sometimes see cows with the milk-vein as it

is called, over-full ; but (his happens only when
the udder itself is full. By its natural gravity
milk descends to the unner as water down stream.

When the milk>-veins are unusually full, the ud-
der must therefore have been already filled, and
as the milk-veins can not become excessively

filled till after the sack or udder itself is full, the

former is always both a sign and consequence of

the othe. If, as foor instance in Jun« and July
as compared with October and November, the

milk-veins are fuller in the former than in the

latter months, it because more blood is made,
and this from more food being consumed and di-

gested. But the same high degree of heat which
forces a rapid growth of succulent herbage and
feed, causes its absorption of a larger proportion

of water, which causes the fluidity of the blood,

and makes it flow with moe ease and rapidity

in acoordance. Hence, though more milk be se-

creted, its flow through the milk-veins is more
rapid in correspondence, and, as before inti-

mated, (he iatter will not become over-full unless

the bag itself be first filled. If, therefore, the

milk-veins become at any time unusually full, it

is an indication that the bag itself is full, and,
of cour'ie, that the cow needs milking, if it be
the purpose to increase or even maintain her
present yield of milk, whatever be its quality.

So far, then, from agreeing that milking twice a
day, as a mere matter of routine, is necessary to

maintain a given yield of milk, I dissent from
any such indiecriminating proposition.

The truth of (he matter in a fair practical sense

seems to be something like this: A great many
men are engaged in bungling thereat and writing

about i^, who do not understand this branch of

agriculture,—who will not or can not discrimin-

ate. Manifestly, the milk in a cow's bag has no
connection with or influence upon the quantity of

milk secreted—unless as happens with heifers in

some instances, when their dams have not been
milked to their full capacity—the bag has not

been milked to their full capacity—the bag has
not lost the power of contraction which is char-

acteristic of a natural state. But where cows
have been milked through an ancestry of several

generations, and their udders are artificially en-

larged by mechanical tension long continued,

the power of contraction will seldom be found in

any considerable degree in cows of full growth,
used for dairy purposes
Whatever the size of the udder of a cow may

be, so long as it is not quite full, the contents of

the milk-veins can freely flow into it. If it is

only half or two-thirds full, the flow of milk into

it will not be obstructed any more than if only a
quarter or one-third full : that is upon the sup-*

po'iitlon that the udder has lost its power of con-

traction by the unnatural force and strain of

carrying half a days' secretion of milk, con-

tinued and repeated dsy after day, and season
after season.

There are a few cows that need special treat-

ment in order to dry them up before calving ; but
not many require it. If these have their milk
reduced by milking once only instead of twice a
day, a very large majority dry up in opposition

to your wishes, and in spite of your efforts to

prevent it. In most instances, therefore, milk-

ing once a day is pn accommodation of circum-
st nces, the deviation of time and labor to one
milking, which if duplicated would not be com-
pensated by the quantity or value of milk ob-

tained ; and as to drying cows up, it is usually in

conpequence of their giving less milk from other

causes, that milking but once a day is made to

suffice.

But it sometimes happens with critics—and
quakers too—that, as in this instance, they put
t'e cart before the horse ; and, in assuming to

settle, they merely confuse.

Whenever a cow's udder is nearly full, she

should be milked, if it be desired to continue or

increase her yield ; for when in a young cow the

blood is much of it diverted in this direction, the

tet'dency to milk-forming may be considerably

increased by mechanical tra ning in addition to

suitable food. In the winter, only such cows as

are managed and fed specially for winter dairy-

ing or milking will fill their udders quite full,

whether milked once or twice.

The number of milkings should be determined

by this sign ; if the udder does not quite fill with

milking once, two milkings are not necessary. If

it does fill, the cow should be milked twice. The
b«g must lak a little of being full in order to

afford spaceffor the milk-veins to empty their

milk into.

In regard to milking three times a day, the

practice maybe made to increase the quantity of

milk obtained very materially in certain cases,

though with a email minority only of the total

number cow*. There are some cows that have

weak ;eats or valves, so that they can not hold

their milk when there is a fresh bite of grass. It

must be evident thae such cows should be milked

thrice daily, in order to save all they make,what-
ever that may be. There are others with small

bags, but with great general muscular force, and
sirong and rapid digestive powers. These fill

themselves; digest their food, and fill their bags
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in less time than those of less vigor and activity

They make blood and milk fast, and have there

fore more time to rest and thrive. If such ani-

mals were milked three times a day, their bags

would cease to become juU, or to get larger, tbey

would be better dairy animals, instead of "run-

ning to flesh" so much. As to all cows that

would fill their udders three times a dry, as this

depends upon the capacity to digest food, and

activity and rapidity in procuring and cocsumiug

it, each case can be best, and most of them only

decided by special trial for the purpose. But

some general rules for all cows, in summer and

in winter, appear to be that their bags should

never be allowed to remain long full, and seldom

to become so full as not to afford space for the

milk-veins to empty into the udd«r by an easy

flow.

Say a cow's bag should not be allowed to re-

main more than seven-eighths full ; that the ca-

pacity and treatment of each cow varies, and to

get the full benefit of the former, the latter must

be adaptep to it. The udder should be draiued

of its contents as many times a day as the secre-

tive function will refill it. In many cases in

winter this will be once only in twenty-four

hours. In most instances two milkings will be

ample from the middle July forward, or even be-

fore, la a few instances, and while milk is in a

profitable demand for whatever purp.se, three

times a day will be found none too often to ac-

commodate the full capacity of the best cows,

and supply, at the same time, the largest returns

qy the gaeatest consumption of raw material, for

the public use and convenience.

It is a fallacy to suppose something can come
from nothing ; hence the consumption of food

will be larger if the yield of milk is great. If

some cows supply more food than others with an

equal quantity of grass food, it is because they

have stronger digestive powers, which always

presupposes and involves—contrary to amateur

teaching a practice—the greatest activity of the

natural functions, and the fullest use of the na

tural elements, light and air, by means of unre-

stricted locomotive exertion. Tamwokth.

Rhubarb Wine.—We tike the following re-

cipe from the Farmer's Journal, of Lower Can-

ada. Trim off the leaves and grind and press

the stalks in any cider mill. To each gallon

of juice add one gallon of water and six pounds

of refined sugar, and fill the casks, leaving the

bungs out. A moderately cool cellar is the best

place to keep it. Fill up occasionally either from

juice kept on purpose, or with sweetened water,

80 that the impurities which rise to the surface

while fermentation is going on, may be worked

off. When sufiBciently fermented, which will re-

quire from one to two more months, bung tightly

and let it remain till winter, when it may be

racked off into other casks or bottled. Some
persons refine it before bottling, by putting into

each barrel two ounces of isinglass dissolved in a

quart of wine.

ANOTHES METHOD.

Cut the rhubarb into small pieces, piit it into

just enough wa»er to keep it from burning, boil

until quite tender, strain through a coarse cloth.

To one gallon of this liquid, add two gallons of

water ; to each gallon thus made, put four pounds
of sugar , ferment in an open vessel forty-eight

hours, then take off the scum, and add one pint

of best brandy to every four gallons, after which
put it into an air tight cask ; then let it remain
six months undisturbed when it will be ready for

bottling. In each bottle put one raisin, and seal

the bottle well.

From the Journal of the 111. State Ag. Society.

Illinois GoaL

Rook Island, June 2, 1862.

Me. Editor : It is said by geologists that it is

no use digging for coal any lower down than what
are called the coal measures, because no worka-
ble bed of coal has never been found below those
strata.

A discovery has just been made in this city of

Rock Island, which almost, but not quite, flies

in the face of the abcve geological maxim. Bor-
ing for water at our depot, in the Devonian lime-

stone, they have come to a bed of pure B/tumi-
nous coal, twenty six inches thick, 122 feet be-
neath the surface. If it had only been a foot or

so thicker, it might have been worked with profit

and every Rock Islander might have sunk a shaft
under his own kitchen floor and dug his own
coal, a hod full at a time, just as he wante d H.

Four years ago I was talking to some men who
were boring an Artesian well in the Devonian
limestone at Davenport, and they told me that
eighty feet below the surface they ha d passed
through one inch of p'lre coal, and, further, that

in digging another well at the Davenport depot
they had formerly met with two| inches of pure
coal seventy or eighty feet from the surface.

The Davenport depot lies about three-quarters of

a mile from ours, and the other point where tbey
dug in Davenport about a mile uorth-w st, and,
according to the railroad levelings kindly furn-
ished me by the chief engineer, Mr. Brayton,
the first point is eighteen feet and the second
about twenty-eight feet higher than the level of
our Rock Island depot. Cnnsequently this would
place the two Davenport coals from sixty to sev-

enty feet higher than ours. Oar strata dip con-
siderably to the south, how much, exactly, I do
notknow, buti should think the difference in

the level of the Davenport and Rock Island coals

would be about the same as the dip, and, if so,

they probably form one continuous seam, thin-
ning out as it travels northwards.

Prof. Worthen suggests that the men may have
passed through some such caverns in the lime-
stone, subsequently filled with coal during the
carboniferous period, as have been discovered in

river bluffs by the Iowa geologists. It may pos-
sibly be so, but the chances are greatly against
coal being deposited in three different spots in

three different caverns so as to lie so nearly, in

all three, in the plane of the dip.

Sir Charles Lyell (Elements, p. 441,) says that
that the Ilandeilo rooks in Dumfries, Scotland,
contain beds of anthracite, but how thick those

beds are he does not state. Now, the Ilandeilo
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rocks belong to the lower Silurian formation,

and consequently underlie both the Devonian
Btrata and the coal measures ; and if the Scotch

have Silur an beds of anthracite, 1 see no reason

why we should not have Devonian beds of Bitu-

minous coal.

Below will be found a table of the borings at

the three different points, taken down by myself

from the mouths of the operators.

I suppose friend Worthen will consider that I

am stealing his thunder by writing about coal,

but he must take his revenge by writing just as

long and just as dull an article about bugs.

Benj. D. Walsh.

rock island depot.

Ft. Inches.

Limestone 117

Shale or impure coal 00 6

Sandstone 5

Slate-colored limestone 1 6

Coal 2 2

Sandstone 6

Light brown limestone 10

White limestone 10

Light grey limestone 10

162 2

__ HI*

Legal WeigMs and Measures.

Ills. Iowa. Cin. St. L.

Articles, bu. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs.

Apples, dried 24 24 25 24
Bran 20 20 20 20
Barley 48 48 48 48
Beans, white ...60 60 60 60

Beans,castor 46 46 — 46
Buckwheat 52 62 — 52

Coal, stone 80 80 80 80

Corn, shelled 56 56 56 56

Corn, ear 70 70 — —
Cornmeal 48 — — —
Hair, plastering 8 — — —
Lime, unslacked SO 80 — —
Malt, barley 38 — 34 38
Malt, rye — — 40 —
Oats 32 35 33 35
Onions 57 57 56 67
Seed, Timothy 45 45 45 45
Seed, Hungarian i48 — 50 —
Salt, coarse 51 50 50 50

Salt, fine 55 _ _ _
Sand —

•

130 — —
Turnips 55 — — —
Wheat 60 60 60 60
Peaches, dried 33 33 33 33
Potatoes, Ir'sh 60 60 — 60
Potatoes, sweet 55 46 — —
Peas 60 _ _ _
Rye 66 56 56 56

Seed, blue grass 14 14 10 10

Seed, clover 60 60 62 60
Seed, flax 56 56 56 55

Seed, hem 44 44 42 44

tS^ Nine Spanish Merino sheep were sheared

at St. Johnsbury, Vt., a short time since, the ag-

gregate fleeces weighing ninety pounds and two
ounces. The fltece of one of the above—a two-

year old—weighed 16J younds. A yearling

1?>| pounds.

Preserving Fruits. :

The Agriculturist, for June, has a good article

upon preserving fruits, in which it speakg of

putting up fruits in jars as follows :

During the past years we have kept several
bushels of fruit of different kinds, always in

good condition, and the portion now unused is

almost as fresh and delicious as when first packed.
For keeping we have used all sorts of glass bot-

tles and jars, holding from a pint to two quarts
each—including geveral of the patent jars with
caps of various patterns. Among these were a
dozen glass jars with India rubber rings expand-
ed by a compressing screw, of which five gave
way and the fruit was lost. Of the common
glass bottle and jars we have not lost one.

—

There is hardly a glass bottle of whatever form
that can not be turned to account for preserving
fruits, even junk bottles, sodawater bottles, jars,

etc., etc. She best form is a wide mouthed quart
bottle or jar, the neck drawn in, to give a shoul-
der for the cork to rest upon. For the larger
fruits wide necked bottles are needed ; for the
smaller, berry frusts, narrow neces answer per-
fectly.

PREPARING THE FRUIT.

Our method is to put the fruit in a preserving
kettle, of some kind—a glazed iron kettle, or
a thin one, or a tin pail will do, and sweeten it

with just sugar enough to fill it for the table.

The sweetning is added in the form of a syrup
made by boiling from one to three pounds of su-

gar (usually two pounds) with one quart of wa-
ter. Tho more juicy fruits, such a strawberries,

require less syrup, while pears and quincies re-

quire moro. The fruit is heated with the syrup
just long enough to scald it through. Some pre-
fer to use less sweetening and add more when the
fruit is to be used. Others use no sugar , they
think the fruit koeps just as well, and preserves
its aroma better without any sugar. We prefer

to use all the sugar that the fruit will keep more
certainly, and it is then slways ready to pour out
upon the table. The fruit to be preserved should
always be in good condition, ripe, but not ever-

ripe, nor containing any decayed portion. To-
matoes are peeled, and then cooked down one-
half, as this makes a better sauce and requires

less bottle room.

TO BOTTLE THB FRUIT.

The bottles or jars are thoroughly cleansed

and each one fitted with a stopper. For these,

soft corks are the best ; but they may be made
of soft dry wood. For each bottle or jar we pro-
vide a little tin "patty pan" coating one half to

one cent each by the quantity. Teasaucers will

answer.
The patty pans are simply circular pieces of

tin, stamped in the form of a cup or plate, two
to three and a half inches across. We buy them
at wholesale for 87 cents or $1,25 per. But any
kind of cup to hold the wax will answer. We
We have seen the common blacking boxes used,

bottom for one jar or bottle, and the top or cover
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for another. Blocks of wood or bits of board,

cut out into a cup form with a go ge, or bored

only part wap through with a large auger an-

swer every purpose. They shouiJ be partly

filled with cement, before turning the bottle into

them.
For cement we heat together in an old tin ba-

sin or iron kettle, one pound of rosin, and one
and a half to two ounces of tallow. This may
be mixed in a quantity, and melted from time to

timn as wanted. We formerly used a little over

one ounce of tallow to one peund of resin, tut
one further in experience is in favor of softer ce-

ment, when the fruit is stand in a cool cellar.

—

While the fruit is being heated as above described
the bottles are well warmed by setting them near
the fire and frequently turning them ; or better,

by setting them in cold water in a wash boiler

and heating to the boiling point. The fruit being
barely scalded through, it is dipped hot into the

heated bottles, through a funuel if the bottle

necks are small. This is done carefully so as

not to mash the fruit. The bottles %ve filled up
to where the bottom of the stoppers come ; they
are then jarred a little to make the air bubbles

rise, and mere fruit or sprup added if needed.

Tae tops and necks are then wiged clean inside

and out, and the stoppers put in and sunk to a
level with the top. The cement being warmed in

the mean time, a little is dipped on over the stop-

per to close them tightly. The bottles are turned

necks down into little patty-pans, or saucers.and

a quantity of cement dropped to completely in-

close the stoppers and the necks. When cold,

the bottles may be set either side up, the cool-

ing will shrink the contents so as to create a
strong inward pressure, but the patty-pans pre-

vent the stoppers from being presse 1 in, and the

cement shuts out air.

The whole process is simple, and quickly per-

formed. After the fruit is prepared, two per-

sons will heat it, and put up 69 to 100 bottles in

a half day. We prefer quart bottles as these

furnish enough for once opening. If cork stop-

pers are used, they are rendered soft and pliable

and may be crowded into a small erifice, by first

seaking them in hot water.

»•»-

How TO Make a Boiled Dish.—Almost every

family has a dinner as often as once a week of

what is popularly known as a "boiled dish," and
which, properly cooked, is one of the best dishes

In the world ; but all cooks do not know the best

way to boil corned beef. The common method,
in order to make it tender, is to put it into cold

water and let the beef and water come gradually

to boil. This certainly makes beef tender, but

also extracts the juicy flavor. A better way is

to wait till the water boila before putting in the

beef; it will then be sufficiently tender and will

retain all its strengthening and juicy properties.

Hams, after boiling four or five hours, aocording

to size, should be taken out, the skins taken off,

and cracker and bread crumbs grated over them,
and then baked in a brisk oven for one hour. A
leg of mutton can be tre&ted sacoessfuUy in the

same way, only it does not need to be boiled so

long, and of course the belling should be gentle.

From the Farmer's Advocate.

Farmers' Convention-

Wtanet, July 1, 1862,
Mr. EniToa: I noticed an article in your issue

of June 21, from friend J. H. Pickerell, under
the above head, inquiring about the proposed
convention of County Agricultural Societies. I

suppose such an idea has ''gone up," as I have
seen no effort from any source for some time, in

relation to it. The officers of the State Society
took the subject under consideration, and, as I

understand it, concluded such a convention im-
practical or useless. But, in the place of it,

recommended the hulding of a Farmer's Conven-
vedtion at Peoria, during the next Siate Fair,

and say "that, in case it is decided to hold such
convention at the time and place mentioned, the

Executive Committee will make the decessary ar-

rangements to accommodate such convention
during its sessions, agd will heartily co-operate

as individuals in lurihering the objects of the

same.
Whether societies will conclude to have such a

conveniion at some time and place, as has been
talked of, and societies have voted on, I am un-
able to judge ; but think it clear that no aid can
be expected from the State Society on this sub-
ject. I feel thnt sujh a convention at the time
of the State Fair, will be next to useless, as

there will be enough else to attend to at that

time.

I wish to make an inquiry of those who know:
Having sent out premium lists to quite a number
of (the most I could fiud out name and postoffice

address of ) county societiys in hopes that we
might compare li.-is and learn improvements
therefrom, only two societies have sent as ex-

change, and no Agricultural paper except the

State Agricultural Society's Journal, has noticed

the reception of it, though one at least has no-

ticed that of other societies. I want to know if

these officers of county societies are unwilling to

that we can receive improvement from them ?

Improvement has been and is my aim ; and I

thought by this exchange, we might learn valu-

able points, as I see na other way to do it with-

out a convention, neither do I know of any ag-

ricultural paper in the State, but what is filled

with matter more interesting to a majority of its

than the consider!ition of improvements in agri-

cultural societies. E. S. Phelps, Jk.

None of the cultivated grain plants have

been found growing in a state of nature. It is

a remarkable fact that neither oats, barley,

wheat, nor rye are ever found in any country

growing wild ; no migrating nation possesses

them ; their existence marks the tiller of the soil,

and although they should be found in the midst

of solitude and sileuce, yet man has been a set-

tler there. ^'

—A man witha joughead is not very apt to be
headlong.
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What are Jute and Oimiiy Bags ?

The word "jute" is derived from the Bengalee
term Chuti, which means false or deceptive, on

account of the fibre having the appearance of

beautiful siltj when it is exposed to the sun for

drying. It is the fibre of a plant which is very

extensively cultivated throughout Bengal, and of

which there are several varieties. One of these

species furnish the gunny so well known in com-
merce. The word " gunny " is a corruption of

Goni, the native name on the Coromandel coast

for the fibres of the Corchorus Olitorius. These
fibres are made into the coarse cloth which we
call gunny ; also into cordage, and even paper.

Jute is indigenous to the soil of India, and hns

been cultivated by the natives for centuries. The
manufacture of gunny-bags, orchutties, as they
are called, gives employment to tens of thous-

ands of the poorer inhabitants in Bengal. "Men,
women and children," says Mr. Henley, "find

occupation therein. Boatmen in their spare mo-
ment?, husbandmen, palanquin-carriers and do-

mestic servants—everybody, in fact, being Hin-
doos (for Mussu men spin cotton only), pafs

their leisure moments distaff in hand, spinning

gunny twist. Its preparation, together with the

weaving into lengths, forms the never-failing re-

source of that most humble, patient and despised

of created beings, the Hindoo widow. This man-
ufacture spares her from being a charge on her
family ; she en always earn her bread. Among
these causes will be discerned the very low prices

at which gunny manufactures are produced in

Bengal, and which has attracted the demand of

the whole commercial world. There is, perha'ss

Eo other article so universally diffused over the

globe as the Indian gunry-bag. All the finer

and long-stapled jute is reserved for the export

trade, in which it bears a comparatively high
price. The short staple serves for the local man-
ufactdrers ; and it may be remarked that a given

weight of gunny bags may be purchased at about
the same price as a similar weight of raw mate-
rial, leaving no apparent margin for epinaing

and weaving."
Dr. J. Forbes Watson states that 300,000 tons

of jute are grown in India, of which upwards of

100,000 tons are exported as gunny-bags, besides

40,000 tons in t^e raw state. The produotion
admits of unlimited extensioti.

The demand for gunny-bags is so great that a

London company has established a large manu-
factory in Calcutta for their manufacture and
about $300,000 h\8 been already expeded. Im-
mense numbers are nsed in the Bombay and
Madras Presidencies, and in Fenang, Singapore
Batavia, and the whole of the Indian Archipela-

go, for packing pepper, coffee, sugar, e<c.; on
the west coast of South America for nitrate of

sode, borate of lime, regulus of silver, etc.; in

the United States for packing cotton ; in fact, it

is superseding all other materials for this pur-
pose.

Each gunny-bag weighs on an average two
pounds. Gunnies, or pieces of gunny cloth, are
usually thirty yards long, and weigh about six

pounds. From 6,000,000 to 10,000,000 gunnies,

besides some thousand ready made bags, are ex-
ported annually from India, chiefly to North

America ; 4,000 to 5,000 tons of fibre and rope
made of sunn, a similar fibre, are also shipped
yearly.

The whole supply of jute to this country comes
to us through Calcuttfi. Cargoes are usually
completed with it. It is used in every town in
the United Kingdom, and for a great variety of
purposes. It has long been extensively employed
in the manufacture of coarse goods, such as
cheap carpetings, bags, sacks, etc. The high
price of flax of late years has also led to its ex-
tensive use in yarns hitherto purely flax or tow.
It is mixed with the cotton warps of cheap broad-
cloths, and also with silk, and from its lustre can
scarcely be detected. In Dundee, Scotland, es-

pecially, it is employed in the manufrcture of
many fi ne fabrics, and the quantity now imported
into that place is estimated at 40,000 tons annu-
ally. The total imports of this fabric have in-

creased rapidly of late years.

—

Annual of Scien-

tific Discovery.

—The worst use to which jute is put is in

making rope, as it is almost worthless for this

purpose. Farmers often mistake it for manitla,

which is quite another thing. For oat-sacks,

Osnaburghs are better, and for corn the common
cotton grain sack is the cheapest in the v.nd. In

shipping corn in gunnies, more or less will always

leak out through the seams, and it is estimated

that from five to tea bushels are lost in this way
on a car load, in three or four handlings.

A gunny will hold two atd one-fourth bushels

when well filled. These cost about sixteen cents,

while the cotton grain sack will at this time cost

about double. On the Mississippi grain is sold

in gunnies, the gunnies inc'uded. It would be

better to ship in sacks and have the sacks re-

turned. Ed.

How Green Tomatoes ake as Good as Ripe

Ones.—The very best pickle ever made, says the

Bangor Whig, may be maue by the following re-

cipe. The tomato "cooked" and combined in this

way is altogether a diffprent affair from the old

fashioned tomato pickle, made by putting the

green tomato in vinegar, a la cucumber, which

was never fit to be eaten. The pickle described

below, however, is a condiment fit for a king, and

no man who ever gets a taste of it, rightly made,

will ever have any green tomatoes to spare. We
have used this pickle in our family for two years

past, and recommend it confidently

:

Take one peck green tomatoes—not peeled

—

a dozen and a half small sized onions, and slice

both onions and tomatoes ; add half pint white
mustard seed, half ounce allspice, half ounce
cloves, half a dozen whole peppers (ripe) or a
tablespooB'ul of cayenne ; salt enough to season.
Cover the whole with vinegar, and boil two hours.
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Wisconsin Fruit Growers' Association.

This valuable report has been on our table for

some -weeks, but abseuce and other pressing du-

ties has prevented any very special attention to

it. We cut such portions from the report as will

interest our readers :

CURRANTS.

0. S. Willey—Cherry Currants are a humbug
in my opinion, though for the present very popu-

lar ; they require more thorough testijg ; have

proven shy bearers ; bunches short and compar-

atively few berries, though large. White Grape

is an acquisition, a good bearer, fruit large and

sweet. Worst feature—bush is very spreading

and crooked grower. All currants require high

cultivation ; too much manure can hardly be ap-

plied ; prune very close in the fall ; spade the

ground sis inches deep; cover the ground about

four inches deep with half rotted stable manure;

this answers as a mulch to the roots and cooling

shade to the fruit in summer. In fall spade the

ground again, and re-cover with the half rotted

manure; always plant in plats, three by four

feet, instead of long rows. Bl^ck English, or

Naples, which appear to be identical as cultivated

in the West, make excellent wine.

Atwood—For me, Black English is preferable

to any other sort.

J. T. Stevens—Believe the White Grape fully

equal to the White Dutch, for general cultiva--

tionCherry too acid and bunch too small.

E. B. Quiner—Never saw ground too rich for

the currant ; mulch and work the ground thor-

oughly.

Eecommended for general cultivation: Red

and White Dutch and White Grape. For further

trial, Victoria, Red and White Gendemin, Red

Grape, Cherry, Long Bunch Red, Knight's Sweet

Red, and Versailles.

OKAPES.

Stevens thinks the Northern Muscadine a good

grape, well worthy a place in every garden
;

bunches usually large; fruit well set ; Diana and

Delaware are superior to Isabella in flavor, and

much earlier ; the first being as large. Concord

is better in earliness but not in flavor. Diana

vines perfectly hardy and good grower ; have

made growth three-fourth inch in diameter this

season. Elsingburgh, a very fine sweet table

grape. Clinton, good hardy vine and an abun-

dant bearer, where better ones fail.

Plnmb—Would put the Elsingburgh first in the

list of "hardy" vines. Vermont is hardy, and

resembles the first in manner of growth. Char-

ter Oak is very nice to look at, but not worth the

ground it occupies. All grapes bear better if

laid down in winter, start better in spring; think

Vermont, Elsingburg, Concord and Clinton are

worthy general cultivation for arbor and trellis

vines, and when people do not want the trouble

of protectidg in the winter. Under an improved

system of culture, the Delaware, Diana and other

half hardy varieties will supplant all the old se-

cond rate sorts,
j

Cooper has no fault to find with Northern Mus-
cadine, Hartford Prolific, Isabella, Concerd or

Clinton, all are worthy.

Stevens—Isabella needs protection, would re-

commend it for half hardy vines. Catawba not

te be depended upon, as the frost sometimes cuts
the fiuit ofi^. Diana is sweet as sooa rs fruit be-
gins to turn

;
grown it four years ; never lost an

inch of wood from the cold ; ripens about three
weeks earlier than Isabella. Diana and Isabella

keep well after gathering ; no trouble to keep
them till Christmas.

The society recommends for general cultivation

the Isabella, Concord, Clinton and Vermont. For

further trial, Delaware, Union Village, Marion

Port, Diana, Rebecca, Northern Muscadine and

Elsingburg.

LAWTON BLACKBEEBIES.

Stevens—Plants all kill ; Red and Tellow Ant-
werp Raspberry satisfies me ; protects by cover-
ing with loam.

Willey—A humbug as far north as this, or in
this climate. A few miles south, but on the lake
shore, bears abundantly. Clay soils s-eem to suit

it best, but need draining ; protection with straw
of no avail

; grows at the east
;

plant upon well
drained, heavy soil, in rows three by five feet

apart ; cultivate with horse.

CHEBRIES.

Kellogg—Would recommend common Red Eng-
lish and the Morellos. Succeed best in propa-
gating by budding.

Brayton—Belle de Choisey and Reine Hor-
tense do well on dry upland.

Atwood has seen good success by grafting.

Willey—Cherries should be worked only in the
Mahaleb stock ; Mazzard too spongy and tender
for our western sols. Train trees with low heads,
or rather, with nobodies; form bushes, not trees.

Early Richmond is as hardy as any fruit known;
Plum Stone Morello resembles it in growth, and
is equally as hardy. Governor Wood, with low
head, also succeeds.

Plumb—Would set dwarfs ; dwarfs by nature,

dwarfs by pruning and dwarfs by propagation ;

have lost thousands of (prospective,) dollars by
trying to grow Heart and Bigarreau cherry trees.

The Dukes and Morellos, especially the latter,

are alone to be depended upon, and there are
enough of them that are first rate to warrant
setting largely.

CANT GROW PEACHES.

Kellog—Trying a few, and anticipate success

;

put them under ground in fall ; that is, cover
them sufficiently with dry straw and manure.
Trees to be low trained.

Brayton—Curbing with boards and filling with
straw, sawdust or dirt, will answer a good pur-
pose.

Willey—Never planted a peach in the West,

but have seen them tried in various ways ; train-

ing low, bending to the grou'..d and giving earth
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protection is the best. Planted north side of

board fences, where f-now will cover and keep oif

winds sometimes succeeds. Straw is too looso ;

allows too free a circulation of winds.

APPLES—SEASON LIST I.'i FOUK DEPARTMENTS.

No. 1—Extra hardy list of good varieties in

use from July to Spring foudd successful in the

valleys and undrained soils, if well ridged with

the plow.

1—Red Astrachan,
2—Fall Stripe,

3—Sweet Pear,

4—Fall Wine Sap,
5—Sweet Wine,

6—Canada Black,

7—Talman Sweet,
8—Perry Russet,
9—Eng. Golden Russet,

10—Red Romanite.

No. 2—Hardy list of excellent varieties in ad-

dilion to No. 1, of early and long keepers, for

elevated well-drained locations, of any aspect,

and for rich soils.

11— Sweet June,
12—Summer Golden

Sweet,
13—Early Pennock
14—Duchess of Old-

enburg.
15—Sops of Wine,
16—St. Lawrence,
17—Aut. Strawberry,
18—Benoni
19—Snow,

20—Colvert,

21—Bailey Sweet,
22—Cider,

23—W. Seeknofurther,
24— Vandevere,
25—Yellow Bellflower,

26—Pomme Grise,

27—Winter Wine Sap,
28—Northern Spy,
29—Willow Twig,
30—Rawle's Janet.

No. 3—Half hardy and tender list, which are

number one in quality, but require high ground,

well drained, and medium soil, with cool aspect.

July to spring.

31—Early Harvest,

32—Red June,

33—S immer Queen,
34—Keswick Codlin,

35—Maiden's Blush,
36—Pumpkin Sweet,
37—Hawley,
38—Fall Pippin,

39—Twenty Ounce,
40—Rambo,
41_White Bellflower,

42—King,
43—Fallawater,

44—Wagner,
45—Herefordshire Pear-

main,
46—Swaar, winter,

47—Belmont,
48—R. I. Greening,
49—English Russet,
50—Dominie.

No. 4—Imateur list of old and new varieties,

some of which will be found among the beat for

general cultivation.

71-

72-

73
74-

61—Early Joe, 68-

52—Early Strawberry, 69-

53—Summer Rose, 70
54—Cole's Quince,

55—Early Red,
56—Porter,

57—Cranberry,
58—Williams' Favorite, 75

59—Pear Sweet, 76

60—Primate, 77-

61—Drap d'Or, 78-

62—Water, 79-

6^—Cooper, 80-
64—Rossean, 81

Co—Sweet Gillflower, 82
CG— Fulton, 83

S7—Saxton,

Hurlbut,
Utters,

•Rome Beauty,
Jersey Black,

Smokehouse,
Harper's Sweet,
White Apple,
-Jefferson,

•Chester co. Redst'k
Danvers W. Sweet,
Lady,
Campfield Sweet,
-Ft. Miami,
Black Vandevere,
Chronicle,

Dumelows.

No. 5—List of vigorous sorts, found adapted
to sandy soils.-Nos. 2, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 22, 24,

28, 45, 50, 64.

PEEBY RUSSEX—(SYN. GOLDEN RUSSET.)

Tree moderate grower, with redish, brown
wood, beautiful and spreading in the orchard,

but good nursery tree, as it loses nothing by go-

ing backward, and has no waste wood if properly

summer pruned by the hand.
It was formerly introduced into this State from

Western New York, under the above names, but

seems to have been lost sight of by Eastern fruit

growers.
It finds a congenial home in the rich prairie

soils of the Northwest, to which, its extreme
hardiness and uniformity of growth seem adapted.

Fruit above medium size ; nearly round, often

little flattened conical ; color yellow, evenly rus-

seted with many specks and occasional russet

patches ; stem short ; cavity medium, thickly

russeted ; calyx small, closed ; basin regular,

narrow and deep ; core small, seeds few ; flesh

yellowish white, compact but tender, juicy, mild
sub-acid.

It is less saccharine than the English Golden
Russet, much finer in appearance, nearly twice

as large, more tender fleshed, and more valuable

as a dessert fruit than the latter, and equally

hardy. In common with all the Russets, it is li-

able to wilt unless kept in a cold place.

[We have fruited the above for several years,

and find it all that is claimed for it. We pre-

sented specimens at the meeting in Chicago, but

they were much less in size than those from Wis-

consin, but pronounced identical by Hanford,

Willey and others. We received them from Buf-

falo nursery of Col. B. Hodge, under the name

of Winter Russet, which we retained. Pough-

keepsie Russet, Cheesboro' Russet, and a half

dozen other cognomens. But this was always a

characteristic trait of the Colonel to give you a

fruit under at least half a dozen difl'erent names

without any assurance that either would be the

true one. Ed, Ills. Farmer.]

CIDER.

Resembles the St. Lawrence in tree, but more
vigorous, great bearer, very hardy and product-

ive; fruit, large, oval, medium sized, red striped
;

stem slender, in a very narrow; deep cavity ; ca-

lyx small, closed, slight basin, core medium

;

seeds many, small ; flesh, white, tender, brisk,

sub-acid ; excellent cooking and eating. Sept-

ember to January. It promises to become one
of the few completely successful in the rich soils

of the West.

fall STRIPE.

Vigorous, beautiful grower, extremely hardy
great and early bearer ; fruit, medium size

nearly round, uniformly fair, tender, aromatic,

sub-acid flavor, which takes everywhere; season,

August aDd September ; for family and market;
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unequalled in all qualities of tree and fruit by
any of its season.

[Our readers in the north part of the State

will find much of value in the report. Several

in the Extra Hardy List, we have not fruited,

and know little of them. Of No. 2, we should

leave out Nos. 17, 20, 23, 24, 26 and 28. Of

No. 3, we should leave out Nos. 88, 39, 41, 48

and 49. A' so Black Vandevere in the next List.

Ed. Farmer.]

The Field of War-

Cal Harris, of the Ohio Field Notes, is having

the war fever, and will soon mount his Rosinante

and draw his sword for his country. The Col.

has seen service—for what agricultural editor has

not. We have kept down the fever by taking an

occasional turn among the tented soldiery ; but

a couple of weeks camping out and living on camp

fare, takes off the ardor of our spirits, and we

very contentedly return to the pen, which is bet-

fitted to our hand than the sword.

We wish the Colonel success in raising his

" Reaper Regiment," and may they reap largely

of the enemy on the field of battle. Below we

cut from the Colonel's Field Notes :

During the last days of June and the first days
of July, there was terrible fighting in front of

Richmond. The rebel army had been largely re-

inforced by Gen. Jackson from the Shenandoah
Valley, and from the army in the southwest, also

by conscripts frons the people, so that it far out-

numbered the army under General McClellan.

Being thus in force for offensire movements, the

rebels fell upon our army, where they were met
with stern and fatal resistance, but forced Mc-
Clellan to fall back by degrees, a distance of seven
or eight miles in all, to a position on the James
river, supported by his gunboats, where he made
a successful stand, and after resting two days,

again advanced towards Richmond, a distance of

nearly sen miles. The result of this series of

this series of battles, waz a loss of fifty thousand

men on both sides, two-thirds of which was from
the ranks of the enemy, who fought with desper-

ation, and were literally mowed down in thous-

ands by our artillery. Gen. McClellan has been
strengthened by fresh troops and plenty of gun-
boats, and will soon be in condition to assault

Richmond. Gen. Pope, from the Western army,
has been placed in command of the armies in the

Shenandoah Valley, and will probably concen-

trate the several divisions into a powerful force,

with which he will move on to Richmond from
that direction. Burnside is also mouing up to

the same point from North Carolina, so that Rich-
mond will be a hot place shortly. There wUl be
busines in that quarter now.

The Government has called for 300,000 more
men, for three years or the war, whereupon Gov.
Tod issues his proclamation, saying that an ef-

fort is being made to raise twenty- two infantry
regiments in Ohio. For this purpose, the State
is divided into di.«tricts, and camps of rendezvous
and instruction will be opened in Cleveland, To-
ledo, Mansfield, Lima, Dayton, Portsmouth, Ma-
rietta, Steubenville, and Zanesville, in addition
to the present extensive camps at Columbus and
near Cincinnati.

In this State of affairs, we—that is; the editor
of Field Notes, have stood it about as long as we
can. Our fingers have been itching for several
months to clasp the sword hilt and the carbine ;

our good Quaker resolution has faded out, the
wing of the war eagle has touched us, our blood
is up, and the readers of Field Notes need not be
surprised to learn, in a few weeks, that we are
upon the war path, swooping down to the harvest
of death.

Who of our readers will rally to our banner,
when the wheat and the hay are gathered; and
make up the " Reaper Regiment" for the war ?

We are in sober earnest, and shall expect a
prompt and hearty response.

—*

Comstock's Rotary Digger.

Messrs. Comstock and Glidden. of Milwaukee,
Wis., have been on a tour through these States,

from Wisconsin to Washington by way of Cin-
cinnati, Columbus, etc ; for the purpcse of (x-
hibiting and testing a new rotery digging ma-
chine, the invention of C. Comstock lormerly
a citizen of this county.

The machine consists of a cylindrical iron
frame about three feet long, on the face of

which are courses of flat steel tines, an inch
in width, working in eccentric cam slots, in

such way that as the machine progresses the

prongs enter the ground with a natural pro-

jection, like the spade in the hands of a man,
and leaving the ground lift the soil in the same
way, giving it a sudden shake, by which the
clods are broken and the soil left in a fine con-
dition. The constant lifting and shaking of the
earth behind the machine, keeps up a lively

flutter, much like that of witer after a stern

wheel steamer. The cylinder is about three

feet in length, with seven in each course and
twelve courses, each course fastened to an iron

bar running the length of the cylinder.

Upon trial at Cincinnati, and again at Co-
lumbus, the digger did not work to the satis

faction of the exhibitors or the spectators, ow
ing, as Mr. Comstock thinks, to the compact-
ness of the soil where it was tried. It is a
heavy pull for a team of two extra stout horses

with the driver in his seat upon the machine.
On light soils, clear of roots and stones, it will

not not work over half that depth, the first

time going over.

We think Mr. Comstock has got the true prin-

ciple of projection and elevation in his machine;

the difficulties yet to be overcome are to adapt
the digger to more general purposes as to kind
of soils and the necessities of farmers, who
must have a machine that is simple, effective,

durable, and at a reasonable price. WLile the

farmer can get a plow and harrow for twenty
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(lullar?, that will do tolerably well on all lands,

be will not pay two hundred dcllars for a dig-

ger wliicii will -work ever so well on only a

particular kind of land.

—

Field Notes.

— AVe have not had the pleasure of seeing

tliis new digger, not having sufficient faith in

it to spend a day for the purpose, when in Chi-

cago some weeks since; the editor of the Prai-

rie Farmer was favorably impressed with its

value. We shall avail ourself of the next op-

portunity to give a thorough examination. The

name of Comstock—Prof. Oomstock— has had a

bad soual to us, but we are assured that this

Mr. Comstock of Wisconsin is in no way akin

to the ct divant Professor of terra-culture, whose

persistent eiforts at humbug is worthy of a bet-

ter cau59. Ed.

«»>

How Horses Should be Shod.—A recent is-

sue of the Amarican Stock Journal contains a

most valuable article on this subject. Young

horses, the writer says, if shod at all before four

or five jears old, should have their shoes taken

off and reset as often as once in three or four

week?. The hoof should be kept pared at the

heel so that the frog may come to the ground.

This keeps the frog moist and healthy, and has a

tendency to spread the heel and keep the foot in

its natural shape. The soft and healthy frog

acts as a cushion, and saves the foot from dam-

age while the animal travels upon hard roads. It

also keeps the foot in a healthy state, and is

therefore of great importance to the value of the

horse. If the heel is suffered to grow down, the

frog becomes dry and bony, and when it comes in

contact with a stone or other hard substance the

horse cripples, and subsequently becomes lame.

When the hoof grows down long at the heel, it

becomes dry and contracted, and the horse stands

ujoa his toes in an unnatural and straining po-

sition. The frog, however ragged, should not be

touched by the shoer's knife. To avoid raising

the heel so that the foot nust come to the ground

in an unnatural position, the shoe should be of

the same thickness at the toe as at the heel.

"When the foot is_ properly pared, the shoe

should be made to fit it so perfectly that the out-

side crust of the hoof will not have to be cut

down to nt the shoe. The shoe should not be

opened at the heel wider than the hoof, as this

has a tendency to crowd in and contract the foot

at this point; but if the outside of the shoe is

bi'ought in even with the outside of the hoof, it

has the opposite effect The hoof should never

be rasped or filed above the clinches, nor the nat-

ural enamel, which is given to it for some wise

purpose, disturbed. Fancy shoers—from all of

whom good Lord deliver us—are too much in the

practice of rasping, filing, and sand-papering the

hoof to make it look nice, without ever thinking

that they are doing it an injury that is beyond

their power to repair.

For the Illinois Farmer.

Gathering Seed Corn.

Seed corn should be gathered in the month of

October. Corn, then, is in its full maturity, and

if farmers want to save a good amount of labor

and expense, that \s the time to gather their

seed corn. Strip from it the husks, and put it

away in eome dry place. Corn for planting is

much beter dried in the shade. I have had per-

sonal experience in this matter, and am satisfied

that teed corn, and that which is sure, can be

procured with but little trouble and expense. I

trust the farmers will look into this matter with

more interest in the future than they hrve done.

N. S. K.

—In all the north part of the State too great

care cannot be taken to secure good seed corn,

and often for the want of it, the crop is lost. In

the South half of the State almost any part of

the crop will be sure to grow, and it is custom-

ary to take the seed from the crib. AVe never

have any trouble with our seed here, when put

in a crib, covered from rain and snow. No farm-

er can afford to do without corn cribs well cov-

ered, these tumble down annually and cost more

in the course of a few years than a good respec-

table one that will keep the in crop good seed

corn condition.

The Crop Prospect.

Port Btrox, July 25, 1862.

M. L. DcNLAP, Esq., i^ear Sir: The season

has been very discouraging for farmers.

The wheat crop is very poor, much that is not

worth harvesting—in fact, will not be harvested.

Harvesting commenced last Monday. The grass

crop is magnificent, but much of it spoiled for

hay by heavy rains while in the swarth, and by

being "washed down" by the flood on low lands,

covered with mud, etc. Oats, corn and potatoes

promise well.

FEUIT.

Apples—about half the crop of last year.

Small fruits have been in their glory—strawber-

ries, goosebersies and currant have exceeded in
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"ruitfuhiess any year ever known in this locality.

tVe have grown thirty bushel of the Houghton's

Seedling goosebery on three rewsof bushes about

twelve or thirteen rods long—all fair fruit with-

out even a speck of mildew.

THE BLIGHT

On the apple is more universal this year in

this and Whiteside counties than ever before

knewn. Many of the native crabs are severely

attacked with it—have seen some so bad that I

think their recovery from its effects doubtful.

Thefact of the native crab being attacked with

the blight goes far to establish the theory that

the blight is caused by an insect and not by

freezing or any other climatic influence.

The blight was never seen, as I am aware, un-

til orchards were planted and were first attacked

with the disease.

We have the Willow Twig in a good state of

preservation, kept in the Cave.

We think the Illinois Farmer a live agri' ul-

cultural journal,— it may ride some hobbies

rather hard, but there is no other way but by put-

ting on steam and cutting a channel through the

sandbars thrown across its track by ignorance

and prejudice. So "pitch in."

Yours truly,

A. S. CoE.

For the Illinois Farmer.

Prepare for Sugar Making in Time.

How shall we get our sugarcane manufactured?

There is now planted in the northern part of this

State and Iowa, hundreds of acres of sugar

cane, and it looks first rate. There "will be

more sirup than can possibly be used for home

consun}ptioa if it can be manufactured. I hope

that every one that has an acre of this will se-

cure a place to get it njanufactured in due sea-

son, for all those that have machines will have

all that they can do. Farmers, don't let your

cane go to w.iste.

Harvest, in this vicinity, is going on rapidly.

The wheat is not what you might call a full crop.

The heavy rains that fell during the first of July

and the chinch bng has damaged the wheat con-

siderably in this section as well as in the portion

of Iowa which lies opposite here.

Rye is generally pretty good.

Oats look promising. Some fields look back-
ward on account of poor seed.

Potatoes look promising for a heavy crop.

There has been a large quantity planted in this

part of the State.

N. S. Ketchum.
Cordova, July 26, 1862.

Paint for Marking Labels.—1. In the busi-

ness of the garden and orchard marked stakes

and labels are often needed for temporary pur-

poses, as the designation of rows of fruit trees,

new varieties of corn and potatoes, fiowers, etc
,

or rows of seed sown m hot beds.

2. The staves of an old barrel sawed in two
and sharpened at one end ansner tor larger pur-
poses, and short pieces of hemlock lath, planed
smooth on one side, for smaller ones. Tlio?e who
happen to have blocKS of cedar cut off from long
posts, or even the sound poriisn of cedar posts

that have failed, will find them especially useful

wood for splitting up for either large or small
marks and stakes.

3. For paint to mark such stakes and labels I

have found nothing so cheap and readj' as sbti-

lac varnish, into which a little lampb'ack had
been well worked. Whether used in making let-

ters or figures it should be applied with a small

brush. It is better applied to the naked wood
than to a painted surtaee, to which, especially if

the paint be fresh and glossy, it does not adhere
well.

Such paint will continue legible until the stakes

decay.
Its superiority to oil paints is seen ia two facts

—it dries rapidly, and it does not spread on ihe

wood when first applied, as does oil paint on a

great many surf^^ces, and become illegible.

So also this same mix ure is superior for the

same reason for marking barrels, boxes and bales

of goods.

—

Country Gent.

Geese vs. Cows—A Comparison.—The Rural

has been favored by correspondents, with seve-

ral inquiries relative to the care of geese, and as

we note some talk about this fowl, (though em-

bracing another branch of their keeping,) we
give the following from a writer in the Irish Far-

mer's Gazette:

Seeing in your "Gazette" of last week a query
as to the number of geese equal Jo a cow on
grass, an answer at once suggests itself. In some
parts of the locality round me a plantation acre

of grass wiU fatten a bullock at four or five

months' feeding. Now, an average sized goose,

weighing ten pounds, will eat at least two pounds
of grass per day—that is, one fi^th of her weight,

and certainly will destroy as much moie, and
leave it unfit for a beast to touch. But leaving
the last statement out of the question, a'ld raking

for granted that a cow will eat seven stones, or

ninety-eight pounds, of grass per day. we have
forty-nine geese equal to one cow. But now let

us take a view of the two acres ai the end of the

season, and what will we see ? The acre fed by
the cow, although bare, is well manured; and
"nothing worse of the wear; while the one- fed

on by tee geese is literally burned up by their

dung. Any person that knows the dreadful in-

jury inflicted on grazing pasture by geess, would
manage to house-feed them, unless there were a
commons or bog convenient to drive them out on.

The editor remarks : Though the drcppings of

the geese injure the grass for the time being, it

acts as a potent manure afterwards.
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Corn after Bukwheat.— A. correspondent of

the Country Gentleman asks "brother farmers to

give tlieir 'experience on raising corn after buck-
"(vbeat." I well recollect, -when a lad, that my
father plowed and planted a field to corn, on a

small portion of which was raised buckwheat
the year previous. The soil of that part on

which the buckwheat grew was precisely like

that ot the other part, and the crop on this lat-

ter, which preceded the corn, I think was rye.

It was all plowed and otherwise treated alike
;

no manure on any of it. Now for the result,

on the buckwheat land corn enough was not ob-

tained to plant the same ground again, while on

the other part a fair crop was raised.

Again, I know a farmer who insists that corn
can be raised afier buckwheat, and that the buck-
wheat makes no difference with the corn crop.

He has tried it under my own observation, and
has succeeded in raising some corn, a fair crop,

but then he takes land already in a high state of

cultivatin, and by manuring highly, and perhaps
appl> ing other fertilizers, he does raise so»e
corn after buckwheat, but in all probability not

near the amount he otherwise would by applying
the same manure, etc., on land not immediately
preceded by a crop of buckwheat.
One correspondent says that "he would like to

know the reason why corn cannot be raised after

buckwheat." I cannot give the reason, but will

say that facts are stubborn things to contend
with, and I think we can more profitably spend
our time, labor, etc., than by trying to raise corn

directly after buckwheat.

— We have seen the attempt made to' grow

corn after buckwheat, but it has in all cases

proved a failure, and we think it may be consid-

ered a settled principle that no amount of good

culture can materially change the result. Oats

succeed quite well, and we now follow buckwheat

with oats. We have sown spring wheat after

buckwheat, also, with good success. Potatoes do

badly. Vi'e therefore recommend only oats to

follow buckwheat, as the buckwheat that will re-

main in the crop will not injure them for feed.

Ed.

t%t

Trouble in the Pear Trees.

A quantity of limbs from pear trees is exhib-

ited this week by J. Breck, Esq., ot Brighton,

President of the Massachusetts Horticultural

Society, on which the leaves have suddenly

turned black.

These limbs are from fruit bearing troes, and
the young pears on them will never approach any
nearer to the eatable condition. The complaint

is not common to all kinds of pears, as yet seen.

But many trees in his grounds are much injured

by this sudden change in the apparent condition.

On cutting into the limbs and and splitting them
from end to end, no traces of worms could be
seen. At least it seem-i to be required to call the

disease a " sap blight." It probably results from

sudden mutations of the weather at a previous

period —Mass. Ploughman.

—The above is a species of blight that the

West is but too well acquainted with. Last year,

in Adams county, we saw pear trees six inches in

diameter, loaded with fruit, killed outright with

this kind of blight ; nor is it confined to the pear

alone, for apple trees are killed with it. A tree

struck with this blight, is affected in whole or in

part ; sometimes the whole top of a pear tree

will have its leaves blackened and killed ; and

again the trunk may have a band of tht bark

thus killed and the top remain green, though the

supply of sap is cut off. In this case the fruit

will sometimes mature. The leaves of apple

trees turn brown instead of black. When the

supply of sap is cut off, the leaves soon turn

yellow and fall off, the fruit seldom maturing.

We have a Keswick Codlin, four years set in or-

chard, with a band of the bark thus blighted,

from which we took half a bushel of the ^alf

grown fruit, the tree will of course die. We can

see no difference in its attacks on thrifty or un-

thrifty, seedling or grafted trees. Of all forms

of the blight this is the one that we most dread,

Ed.

A Young Man's First Lessom.—Timothy

litcomb is guilty of uttering very many blunt

truths, and here is one from his letters to the

young

:

" I take it that the first great lesson a young
man has to learn is that he is an ass. The ear-

lier this lesson is learned, the better it will be
for his peace of mind and his successes in life.

Some never learn it, and descend into the even-

ing of their existence, their ears lengthening

with their shadows as they go. Some learn it

early, get their ears cropped, and say nothing
about it ; while others sensibly retire into modest
employments, where they will not be noticed. A
young man reared at home, and growing up in

the light of paternal admiration and fraternal

pride, cannot readily understand how any one

can be as smart as he is. He goes to town, puts

on airs, gets snubbed, and wonders what it all

means ; he goes into society and finds himself

tongue tied ; undertakes to speak in a debating

club, and breaks down or gets laughed at
;
pays

atttention to a very nice young woman, and finds

a very large mitten on his hands, and, in a state

of mind bordering on distraction, sits down to

reason about it. This is the critical period of

his history. The result of his reasoning decides

his fate. If he thoroughly comprehends the

fact that he does not know anything, and accepts

the conviction that all the world around him
knows more than he does, that he is but a cipher,

and whatever he gets must be won by hard work,
there is hope for him."
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Raising Turkeys.—Why is it that at least

three out of four farmers do not succeed in rais-

ing turkeys ? With all other poultry they are

successful, but turkeys are abandoned by most
farmers as too uncertain and troublesome to

bother with. Now this is all wrong—for once a
person gets the knack of raising these fine fowls,

they can raise just as many as they please. So

far as I am concerned, I generally raise more
turkeys than I know what to do with, and I have
turkeys now left over from last year, that will be

eaten as we want them. Last winter we fairly

revelled in roast turkey—give quite a number
away—sold others, have some, beside the breed-

ert, still left. My plan of raising is simple, and
I will give it in as few words as possible.

First, I never allow a turkey to set until about

the middle of May. They will commence to lay

early in April, but I take their eggs away as fast

as laid, and keep them until they lay their sec-

ond batch, which will be finished about the sec-

ond or third week in May. I then give her some
eighteen or twenty of the eggs and let her set.

Along about the middle of June she will be off.

T then take her, put her with her young on an
old barn floor, or other out-building that is dry,

and feed on curd and cracked corn. Curd is the

best for a continual feed when the farmer has
plenty, but cracked corn or coarse meal, mixed
with lobbered milk, will answer about equally as

well. After they have been in doors for two or

three days, or long enough to get fairly on their

legs—for the turkey is the weakest of all fowl

when young—I let them out, providing the wea-
ther is fine, and there is no dew on the grass

The great reason why people cannot or do not

raise turkeys is, because they turn them out as

soon as hatched, and about the first wetting they

get they keel over and die. To succeed in rais

ing turkeys, therefore, you must keep them dry
until at least ten weeks old, when they will stand

as much wbter as other fowls—geese and ducks
excepted. Of course, they must be driven in

every night, and on all occasions when a storm

is threatening. The reader will at once perceive

there is care in all this, but when Thanksgiving
an i Christmas come—to say nothing of all the

Sunday roasts during the winter, our care is lost

in enjoyment, and we come to the conclusion that

"turkeys are worth raising."

—

Dollar Newspaper.

—The above will be valuable to those who are

fond of Christmas turkey ; for ourself we like

the chicken better; they are more cheaply and

certainly raised, and for Sunday dinner equally

valuable. The rambling disposition of the tur-

key and his propensity for spring onions and

early cabbage, is against him ; but those who
prefer them to the chicken will find the above

valuable advice. Ed.

The Cultivation of Grasses.

It is a common complaint among intelligent

farmers; and the fact is verified by statistical re-

turns, that the average yield of medows as also

that of arable lands is less at the present day
than it was twelve or fifteen yeaas ago, and some
of the more scientific agriculturists hav attribu-

ted this deterioration to the prevailing ignorance

in a great measure smong farmers in regard to
the nature, use and relative value in the T^ay of
nutriment of the various species of grass. The
best grasses even when natural to the soil under
culture, run out earlier than the coarser and less

valuable sorts, and this fact should be constant-
ly borne in mind. Of all the grasses timothy is

the most nutritive, but upon uplands, for home
consumption, the orchard grass will be found
most profitable. Lime, potash and the phos-
phates must be present in the soil in which grass-
es are grown, and in sufficient quantities to keep
the yield year after year up to tne highest acre-
able product ; but liquid manure, which contains
the fertilizing elements in a soluble state is also
of surpassing advantage when properly applied.
The true plan in seeding down to grass is to

stock the land, not with one sort of seed alone,
but with a variety, taking care however as far
as possible to sow only the seeds of such grasses
as come into flower about the same time. It has
been demonstrated that only a certain number of
seeds will grow on a given area ; that not more
than two seeds of blue grass for instance, will

upon a square inch of ground, whereas by seed-
ing the same space to timothy and multiplying
the kinds some five or six differrnt varieties will
fill up and mature upon the same space of
ground. Of course, all other things being eqnal,
the greater number of plants that can be made
to grow and flourish upon a given space the
heavier will be the product of hay to the acre.

In preparing the land for grass it is essential
that it should be deeply plowed ; subsoiling be-
ing of infinite service ia increasing the supply
of soluble food, and also in guarding the grasses
against the deleterious effects of our summer
heats and drouths by keeping the soil cool and
yielding by evaporation a supply of moisture at
a time when it is most needed. A second condi-
tion is, that the soil should be reduced before
seeding to as fine a tilth as possible. After sow-
ing the seed, care must be taken that it shall not
be covered to to a greater depth than about one-
eighth of an inch—for if iT is covered to a depth
of half an inch, very many of the seeds will be
lost, and if to one inch they will not germinate
at all. The use of the harrow in covering ^rass
seed is very objectionable, but if it must be har-
rowed in, it should be done very lightly. The
best time for sowing grass seed is just before a
rain, for if the soil is sufficiently loose, the rain
in its action upon the finer particles of scil, will
furnish the seed with the necessary covering.

—

In applying lime to grass lands, if the lime is

slacked with brine made from refuse salt, its

agricultural value will be greatly increased. In
seeding down to timothy not less than a peck of
seed should be used, and the fields if made rich,
should be suffered to remain in grass for a num-
ber of years ; taking care to keep the grass in
vigor by scarifying the soil in the autumn and by
occasional top-dressing of manipulated guano
and wood ashes—a hundred and fifty pounds to
the acre of the former and from fifteen to twenty
bushels of the latter. By pursuing this system
and by not pasturing the meadows in the fall of
the year, heavy crops of hay may be taken from
the lands for many successive seasons.

—

Rural
Register.
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The cereals have been gathered, the hay is in

loft or stack, all but the late upland prairie grass,

the millet and Hungarian and second growth of

clover are yet to be harvested. Wheat sowing

approaches and the farmer's work yet looms up
in a portentious wall before him ; he has no time

to lose
;
his task will not be done before thebleak

days of December shall drive him indoors.

In spring time and early summer he worked on
hope

;
now he can see the result of his labors

,

whether they have been well or ill directed,

whether the season has been favorable or other-

wise, he is reaping a proportionate r ward.

We need not attempt to do two days work in

one, but use brains and lay out our labor to the

best possible advantage, secure the several crops

as they mature and let none go to waste. The
days now begin to shorten, though the heat is

not less ardent, but the summer nights are more
cool and we feel as though rapidly marching on
to autumn. Apples are now abundant in most
places for cooking, but few eatiag—this comes of

the error in planting a large majority of the or-

chards to winter fruit, an error that should be

corrected in the planting of every new orchard.

Stubble land should now be plowed to keep the

autumn weeds from filling the land with their

foul seeds. If it be plowed again in spring,

plow shallow, if not, plow deep. Fall plowing
has become the order of the day in the north

pert of the State, and is receiving attention in

the center, while of the south we are not pre-

pared to say much at present, for its mortar-like

soil has such a peculiar way of finding its own
lexel, that we are somewhat doubtful of the

value of plowing it until spring, but if weedy
should risk the experiment.

The Mat Cherry Again.—In the Fruit Cata-
logue of Messrs. Elwanger & Barry, for 1860,

we find the following under the head of "Duke
and Morello Cherries:"

These two classes of cherries are very distinct
from the preceding. The trees are of smaller
size, and grow more slowly ; the leaves are
thicker ana more erect, and of a deeper green.
The fruit is generally round, and in color vary-
ing from light red, like Belle de Choisy. to dark
brown, like May Duke or Morello.
The Dukes have stout, erect branches usually,

and some of them, like Bell? de Choisy and
Rsine Hortense, quite sweet, while the Morellos
have slender, spreading branches and acid fruit
ihvariably. These two classes are peculiarly
appropriate for Dwarfs and Pyramids, on the
Mahaleb stock, and their hardiness renders them
well worthy of attention in localities where the
Heart and Bigarreaus are too tender.

Belle do Choist/ —Medium size, amber shaded
and mottled wiih red, tender, melting, sweet and
rich

; rather a shy bearer. Tree makes a pretty
pyramid. End of June.

Belle 3[agnijique.—A magnificent, large red,
late cherry, excellent for cooking and fino for
table when fully ripe ; rather acid, tender, juiey
and rich. Tree is a slow grower, but a "most
profuse bearer ; makes a fine dwarf cr pyramid
on the Mahaleb. Last of July. Very valuable.

Buttncr's Oct. Jlorello —Medium size, red,
acid ; hangs on through September; valued only
for its lateness. Tree a vigorous, erect grower,
and makes a beaytiful pyramid. Moderate bear-
ex. De Xord Nouvelle and De Prusse are very
similar to, if not identical with, this.

Carnation —Large, light red, mottled with or-
ange

; tender, juicy, a little acid, rich and excel-
lent ; tree is a good grower and profuse bearer

;

makes fine dwarf. Middle and last of July.
Very valuable.

Donna Maria.—Medium size, dark red tender,
juicy, rich, acid ; fine for cooking. Tree small,
very prolific. Middle of July.
Early Richmond or Montmorency.—An early red,

acid cVerry, very valuable for cooking early in
the season Ripens through June.

Ouigne Noire Luisante.—Large, dark brown
nearly black, beautiful, acid, rich. Tree small,
erect ; moderate bearer. Late ; last of July.

Jeffries Duke.—Medium size, red, tender, sub-
acid ; branches erect and stifi" ; makes a beauti-
ful pyramid. Middle of June.

Late Duke—Large, light red, late and excel-
lent. Tree makes a nice dwarf or pyramid. End
of July. Valuable.
May Duke.—An old, well known, excellent va-

riety; large, dark red, juicy, sub-acid, rich.
Tree hardy, vigorous and fruitful ; ripens a long
time in succession ; fine for dwarfs and pyra-
mids. Middle of June for several weeks.

Morello, English.—Large, dark red, nearly
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black; tender, juicy, sub-acid, rich. Tree small

and elenler ; makes a fine bush on the Mahaleb.

If trained on a North wall, it may be in use all

the month of August. Valuable.
Plumstone Morello.—Large, dark red, rich and

fine ; the best of all the Morellos. Tree a slen-

der, slow grower ; makes a nice bush on the Ma-
haleb. July and August. Valuable.

Reine Hortense, (Monstruevse de Bavay).—

A

new French cherry of great excellence ; large,

bright red, tender, juicy, nearly sweet, and deli-

cious. Tree vigorous and bears well ; makes a

beautiful pyramid. "Lemercier" of our former
Catalogues, proves identical with this.

Rumseifs Late Slorello.—A variety of the the

Plumstone, ripening gradually from August
through September. Originated at Fishkill, N.

Y.

It will thus be seen that these gentlemen who
have sent out the Eaily Richmond do not claim

that their Early Richmond is the Kentish of

Downing, but the Montmorency, while Downing

puts down as a synonym of Flemish a member of

the same family of acid cherries. It would be

doing these gentlemen injustice to charge them

with sending oui: their early Richmond as our

May cherry, as we do not think they have done

any such thing. If their customers have made

the mistake it is the'r own fault, or the tree

ped Hers who have imposad upon them. We shall

yet arrive at the bottom of this whole matter

and be able to sort out the spurious from the

genuine. We can only repeat our advice to those

who wish to obtain the genuine May cherry

(Kentibh of Downing), to order them from par-

ties who have fruited them and know that they

are above suspicion.

We have several May cherry trees in the or-

chard grafted on Mazzard stocks, but they make
but feeble growth and produce very moderate

crops. The Mahaleb is little better. The Mo-
rello is doubtles the most valuable stock for this

most valuable of all the cherries for the west.

County Faiks for 1862.

—

Bureau County.—E. S. Phelps, Jr., Secretary,

Wyanent. Fair at Princeton, September 14th to

17th, inclusive.

Carroll Co —James Shaw, Secretary, Mt. Car«

roll. Fair at Mt. Carroll, September 17th, 1 8th

and I9th.

Cass Co.—Henvy S. Savage, Secretary, Vir-

ginia. Fair at Virginia, September 1st to 3d,

inclusive.

Christian Co. , Secretary. Fair

at Taylorville, October 7th to 10th, inclusive.

Coles Co. , Secretary. Fair at

Marshall, September 10th to 13th, inclusive.

DeKalb Co.—0. S. Vaughn, Secretary, De-

Kalb. Fair at DeKalb, September 24th to 2'5th,

inclusive.

DeKalb Co.—W. H. Beavers, Secretary, Syc-

amore. Fair at Sycamore, September 10th, 11th

and 12th.

Knox Co.—Thomas Muir, Secretary, Knoxville.

Fair at Knoxville, September 28d, 24th, 25th and

26th.

Lee Co.—J. T. Little Secretary. Fair at Dix-

on, October 7th, 8th and 9th.

Logan and adjoining Counties.— Atlanta Union

Agricultural Society, S. D. Fisher, Secretary,

Atlanta, fair at Atlanta, 8eptember23d to 26th,

inclusive.

Macoupin County.—Son Tunnell, Secretary,

Carlinville Fair at Carlinville, September 23d

to 26th, inclusive.

Macon Co.—J. K. Warren, Secretary, Decatur.

Fair at Decatur, September 22c', 23d, 24th, 25th

and 26th.

Madison Co.—John A. Prickett, Corresponding

Secretary, Edwardsville. Fair at Edwardsville,

October 7th, 8th, 9th and lOth.

Morgan Co J. H. Bancroft, Secretaiy, Jack-

sonville. Fair at Jacksonville, September 9th to

13th, inclusive.

Pike Co.—J. M. Bush, Secretary. Fair at

Pittsfield, September 17ih to 20th, inclusive.

Randolph Co.—William Addison, Secretary.

Sparta. Fair at Sparta, September 24th, 25th

and 26th.

Sangamon County.—John P. Reynolds, Secre-

tary, AS'pringfield. Fair at SpsingfieM, Septem-

ber 22d to 26th, inclusive.

Shelby Co.—K. T Hall, Secretary. Fair at

Shelbyville, October l^t to 4th, inclusive.

St. Clair Co.—S. B. Chandler, Secretary.—

Fair at Belleville, October 7th to 10th, inclusive.

Tazewell Co.—Seth Talbot, Jr., Secretary,

Tremont. Fair at Tremont, September 24th,
.

25th and 26th.

Winnebago Co.—H. P. Kimball, Secretary,

Rockford, Fair at Rockford, September 16th to

19th, inclusive.

Clothes Wringer.—We again call the atten-

tion of our lady*friends to the great labor saving

value of this candidate for their favor. Since

the invention of the sewing machine, there has

been no new thing sent into the economy of the

household, of such inestimable value as this.

—

Not less than one-third of the most laborious

part of the washing is dispensed with by its use;

as a starcher it is equally valuable ; add to these
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advantages that it saves the straining of the fab.

rics as in the u«ual way by twisting, and we have

a machine that no housekeeper can afford to dis-

pense with. Mr. Peck, as will be seen in the ad-

vertising department, lays some particular claims

in his machine over others, of which the ladies

will be the best judges. We know they have

a strong aversion to iron rust, and if it is true

that the galvanized iron machines are guilty, as

he avers, why it would be prudent to get a

wooden one. Our better half has thus guarded

against such an accident.

Macoupin County Faik —This Fair is to be

held at Carlinville on the 23d, 24th, 25th and

26th days of September or the week before the

State Fair. Among other announcements they

have the following: "There will fce a Public

Address on the fourth day of the Fair, by Hon.

M. L. Dunlap."

It is to be hoped that no untoward obstacles

will come in the way of its consummation. We
have long since intended to take a look through

the "State of Macoupin," and trust that we may
ba gratified. We shall of course lay our pomo-

logical friend Iluggins unde contribution on the

occasion, as well as several other friends that we
have in view.

Shall the Robins Live.—Mr. Hovey, editor

of the Magazine of Horticulture, makes serious

charges against the robins. He can ripen no

cherries, unless they are protected by nets, on

account of this cherry eater. Though the robin

may be valuable on the farm, yet he is a great

scamp in the fruit garden, and Mr. H. recom-

mends his destruction. It is possible that about

Boston, for the want of abundant other food,

they take large toll of the cherry, yet we have not

seen any act of the robin that would warrant us

in driving him out of our grounds.
<•*

Claim Agency.—In the advertising depart-

ment will be found the card of Geo. S. Thompson,

as above.

We have employed Mr. T. in prosecuting

claims for others, and have found him faithful

and competent, and we take no small pleasure in

recommending him as worthy of confidence. The
soldier has enough hardships to undergo with in-

compelent officers without being swindled in the

way of clothing, rations and transportation.

—

Persons having unsettled claims will do well to

address Mr. T., who will at once give them such

advice as will be to their interest.

American Stock Journal.—This work has

been missing for s-ome months, but the July num-

ber has reached us. It is difficult to have our

cotemporaries see the propriety of making ex-

changes to Illinois Farmer, Champaign, instead

of Springfield. We are only at the office cf publi-

cation semi-occasionally, and exchanges that go

there find their way to the waste bag of the Illi-

nois State Journal—we, therefore, remind our

friends why we often miss a good thing.

Mebical Examiner. The June number of

this valuable periodical has been some weeks at

hand. We miss the genial smile of our old friend

F. W. Riley in its editorial pages, he having gone

back to his regiment. Tha work is now under

the sole care of Dr. Davis. The number be-

fore us is one of the most valuable and interest-

ing of the series. No physician should be with-

out the work, let him be regular, irregular or

occasional.

•c*^

Report of the Wisconsin Fruit Growers'

Association.—Through the kindness of C. S.

Willey, of Madison, Wis., we are in receipt of

the above interesting work, extracts from which

will be found elsewhere. Mr. Willey, the Secre-

tary, who prepared the report, is one of the most

intelligent and energetic fruit cultivators. We
learn, indirectly, that there is some prospect of

his lecturing in this State, where the cUa.ate is a

little more genial for fruit.

State Fairs foe 1862.

—

Illinois.—At Peoria, 29th and 30th September,

and 1st to 4th October, inclusive.

Iowa.—At Dubuque, 80th September, and 1st,

2d, 3d, 4th and 5th October.

N'ew York.—At Rochester September 30th to

October 3d, inclusive.

Ohio.—At Cleveland, September 16th to 19th

inclusive.

Iowa State Fair.—The premium list of the

Society is now before us, Is well arranged and

liberal to all departments of agriculture. The

amount of premiums foot up some $4,500—

a

pretty round sum for the young State of Iowa.

The Fair is to be held at Dubuque, September 30,

October 1, 2 and 8. Unfortunately the same

days as our State Fair.

Horticulturist.—The July number, as usual,

is rich in practical horticultural lore. It is de-

serving a larger circulation west. $2 a year.

Mead & Woodruff, No. 37 Park Row, N. Y.
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Publishers' Special Notices.

Agents.—We do not appoint any agents; all

are voluntary. Any person so disposed, can act

as agent in any place.

Enlarge Your Club.—Will not the friends of

the Illinois Farmer inquire how many copies of

the Farmer are taken at their respective offices,

and pass around among those who ought to have

their names added to the list? Our terms are so

low to clubs of ten and twenty that we ought to

have one or the other made up at every office in

the State, and at every office in Central Illinois,

one of twenty or more. Will our friends, and

the friends of practical agriculture see to it, and

thus lay us under renewed obligations ?

To Single Subscribers.—You receive the only

copy of the Farmer that goes to your post office.

Can you not send one, two, three or more new

subscribers, without any trouble ? Try. Sam-

ple numbers, &c., sent free.

Drafts.—Those remitting us large amounts of

money, will please send us drafts on Springfield

or Chicago, less the exchange. If you send cash

in a letter, be sure that is well sealed and well

directed, to Bailhache & Baker, Springfield,

Illinois.

The Farmer as a Present.—Any of our sub-

scribers who wish to make a present of the Illi-

nois Farmer for 1861, can have it at the lowest

club rates, when sent out of the State. For

fifty cents you can treat your eastern friends to

a western agricultural paper. In no way can

you invest that amount to so good advantage to

emigration.

Send Now.—Any person who remits pay for a

club of ten or fifteen, or any other number at the

specified rates for such clubs, can afterwards

add to the clubs, and take advantage of the re-

duction. Thus a person sending us five subscri-

bers and three dollars, can afterwards send us

three dollars more and receive six copies.

To THE Casual reader.—This and other num-

bers of the Illinois Farmer will be sent to many
persons who now see it for the first time. Will

they not examine it, and if they like it, subscribe

for it, and ask their neighbors to subscribe?

Sample numbers, prospectuses, etc., sent free to

all applicants. See terms elsewhere.

How TO Obtain Subscribbes.—The best way
is to send for sample numbers. Any young man
by canvassing his neighborhood, can easily make
up a club of five, ten or twenty, but no time

hould be lost in doing so, for year neighbors

may send east for their paper which, though val-

uable there, is much less so here, the difference

of soil and climate putting them out of their

reckoning when attempting to teach us western

farming.

How TO Help.—The friends of the Illinois

Farmer will find a prospectus in another column.

We desire to suggest a few ways in which they

can use it to advantage. 1. Show the Faemer

to those who are unacquainted with it, and tell

them what you think of it. 2. Send for pros-

pectuses, and put them into the bands of those

who will use them, and place posters where farm-

ers will see them. 3. Get postmasters interested.

They see everybody, and are efficient workers.

4. (Send us the names of persons in your town

to whom we can send prospectuses and sample

numbers. 5, Begin now, before the agents of

eastern papers get up their clubs. This last hint

is especially important. Let us hear from you

soon. See terms elsewhere.

B^-Clubs may be composed of persons in all

parts of the United States. It will be the same

to the publishers if they send papers to one or a

hundred post offices. Additions made at any

time at club rates. We mail by printed slips,

which are so cheaply placed on the papers, that

it matters little whether they go to one or a

dozen offices.

j|i^= Correspondents will please be particular

to give the name of the post office, county and

State.

f@"Specimen numbers will be sent gratis,

upon application

f@»Address
BAILHACHE & BAKER,

Springfield, Illinois.

Special Notice.—For terms see prospectus on

last page. All exchanges and communications

for the eye of the editor should be directed to

Illinois Farmer, Champaign, 111. Electrotypes

and business matters, and subscriptions, to the

publishers, Springfield, 111. Implements and

models for examination should be sent to the edi-

tor. The editor will, so far as it can be done

personally test and examine all new machines and

improvements submitted to his inspection. He

will be found at home, on his farm, nearly all of

the time. So far as it is possible the conductors

on the I. C. R. R. will let off passengers at his

place, which is directly on the road, three and a

half miles south of the XJrbana station, now the

city of Champaign. tf
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— An Irishmaa had been sick a long time,

and while iu that gtate would occasionally cease
breathing, and life be apparently extinct for

some time when he would come to. On one of

these occasions when he bad just awakened from
his sleep, Patrick asked him

—

" And how'll we know, Jemmy, when ye're

dead ? ye're afther waking up ivery time."
"Bring me a glass o' grog, an' say to me

'here's till ye. Jemmy,' an' if I don't rise, an'

dhriuk, then, bury me."

— "I say Mr. Highflyer, won't you let a fellow

go with you in that 'ere balloon?'
" I could not possibly accommodate you, my

dear friend."
" Well, then be kind enough to take my card

along, for I am determined to get my name up
somehow "

<•»-

— A clumsy foot may tread the right prth.
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CLOTHES WRINGEKS
HAI.EY, MORSE & BOYDEX'S

SELF ADJUSTING CLOTHES WRINGER,
Is superior to any other in the market. Being made

of wood and India rubber, the clothes cannot be

damaged by iron rust, as is liable to be done with
those having iron frames. The pressure can also be
regulated to conform to heavy and light goods, and
there is no liability of rusting out of steel springs.

On the whole it is by far the best and most economi-
cal wringer yet offered in the market. It will save

at least one -third the usual labor in washing.
Every one is aware that the twisting and wringing

of clothes by hand, stretches and breaks the fibres
;

but this machine presses them so even, between two
rubber rollers, that a newspaper thoroughly soaked
can be wrung without breaking it in the least. But-
tons, hooks and eyes, &c., are not injured by it.

In starching it is invaluable, especially on large

articles, such as ladies' skirts, &o., as it leaves the

starch perfectly even. It will wring a bed quilt or a
pocket-handkerchief drier than it can be done by
hand, and the most ignorant servant can use it. It

can be screwed on to any tub, and only weighs ten

pounds. Every housekeeper should send for one and
try it. If it does not give entire satisfaction, it may
be returned and the money will be refunded.

For sale, wholesale and retail, by
E. PECK,

Agent for the State of Illinois,

73 Lake street, Chicago, 111.

P. 0. Box 3047.

Agents wanted in every town. jlm

GEOPwGE S. THOMPSON,
Late of Com; Gen.'s Office,

Attorney for U. S. Military Claims,

West Side of Public Square,
Springfield, 111.

Entrance office one door north of Banking House
of Messrs. N. H. Ridgely & Co.

Having had much experience in prosecuting claims

against the United States, particular attention is

given to Recruiting Bills made by officers and men of

volunteer companies and regiments, for subsisting,

and, collecting, organizing and transporting troops

prior to muster into service ; Back Pay due Resigned
Officers; Back Pay due Discharged Soldiers; Pay
due Deceased Officers, their Widows or Heirs ; Boun-
ty and Pay due Heirs of Deceased Soldiers ; Pensions

due Deceased Soldiers' Widows and Minor Heirs ;

Pensions due Invalid Soldiers ; Pay for Horses lost,

killed or died in the United States' service; All

Claims growing out of the Present War.
Pensions collected semi-annually, from the Agent

of the United States at Springfield.

Any kind of claims for service, or for property de-

stroyed, stores or propsrty sold officers of the United
States. —
Would respectfully refer to Messrs. John Williams

& Co., Bankers ; J. C. Bunn, Esq., Bunker; Capt. C.

B. Watson, U. S. Mustering Officer ; Lieut. Geo. W.
Hill, U. S. Mustering Officer; Major C. S. Hemp-
stead, U. S. Paymaster; Capt. Ninan W. Edwards,
U. S. Commissary ; Captain W. H. Bailhache, U. S.

Quartermaster; Col. P. Morrison, Sth U. S. Infantry,

Superintendent Recruiting for Regiments of Illinois,

Springfield, 111. Major J. G. Fonda, 12th 111. Caval-

ry, Commandant at Camp Butler.

August, 1862.tf
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iGIN
GIN AS A REMEDIAL AGENT.

THIS DELICIOUS TONIC STIMULANT.
Especially designed for the use of the Medical Professio

and the famil.v having superseded the so-called "Gins,'
"Aromatic," "Cordial," Medicated," 'Schnapps," etc., i

now endorsed by all of the prominent physicians, chemist
and connoisseurs, as possessing all of those intrinsic med'
cinal qualities (ton'c and pluretic) which belong to an ol

and pure Gin. Put up in quart botttles, and sold by al

dru£;gists, grocers, etc.

A. M. BINNINQER & CO.,
Established in 1798. Sole proprietors,

No. 19 Broad street, N. Y.
For sale by D. S. Barnes & Co., No. 13 Park Row, Ne

York.
Our long experience and familiarity with the requirement

of Druggists, and our superior business facilities, enable u
to furnish them with choice Liquors for medicinal and fan-
lyuse. novl3-m&a"

BLOOMINGTON NURSERT.
BLOOMINGTON, ILLINOIS.

Eighty Acres Fruit and Ornamental Trees
OAA NAMED SORTS TULIPS, ALSO HYACINTHS
^Uv/ Crocus, and a general assortment of Bulbs

,

and Flower Roots for Fall and Spring planting.^
Nurserj- stock. Evergreens, Greenhouse and garden*
plnuts—all at wholesale and retail at lowest cash
rates.

ifiS^For particulars see Catalogues or address subscribei

F. K. PH(ENIX.
Bloomington, 111., Aug. 1, 1^59.

TO
Architects, "Bmlders,

CAKPENTEKS, MACHINI STfc
ANDDECORATORS

NOW PUBLISHING WEERLY, THE

Architects' and Mechanics' Journal
The only Illustrated Weekly publication of its kind ii

this country, and indispensable to all engaged in Baildir>

and Mechanical Operations.

EDITED BY PRACTICAL MEN
Who are well known as among the ablest men in thJ

country.
Every week lUustrrtions appear of great practical utilitj

such as

ENGEAVINGS OF NEVST BUILDINGS
Already erected, now going up, or iatended for erection, i

different parts of the country.
DESIGNS AND WORKING DETAILS

Connected with Building operations, of great value to Arcb
toots, Builders and Carpenters.

The Mechanical Department
Is enri hed by Engravings connected with new Invention
as well as a complete synopsis of everything which is goir

forward in the Mechanical World.
Subscription S2 per annum, in advance.
.S®"Send 2.5 cents for five weenly numbers, £is samples.
The Scientific American, of October 29th, in noticing tb

Architects' and Meehanics' Journal, says it is " Edited wit!

evident ability Altogether the best work of the kinc

over published in our city."—[New York.]
Published by Alexander Ilarthill, 128 Fulton street, Ne

York.
The Trade supplied by any wholesale House in New Yorl
fobl-tf

New York State Agricultui-al Works.

WHEELER, MELICK & CO., PROPS.

ALBANY, N.Y.

Manufacuee Wheeler's Patent

RAILWAY CHAIN HORSE POWERS.

For oae and two Horses
;

LAWRENCE & GOULD PATENT RAILWAY
CHAIN HORSE POWERS,

For one, two and three Horses

;

PLANTATION OR LEVER HORSE POWER,

Four horse or six mule gear
;

WHEELER'S PATENT COMBINED THRESHER
A.ND CLEANER,

No. 1, 30 inch, and No. 2, 26 inch Cylinder;

BABGEK'S PATENT

GLEANING ATTACHMENT.
As shown in cut below.

THIS Cleaning Attachment can be used with an
ordinary Thresher, over or undershot, dispensing

with the Shaker or Separator, and take no more pow-
er to drive it than to drive the Shaker—to which we
call the attention of farmers having Threshers with-
out Cleaners and can be attached without the aid ofa
mechanic.

OVERSHOT THRESHERS AND SEPARATORS,

And other Farming Machines for horse power use.

Circulars containing list of prices, and full descrip-

tion and cuts of each machine, with statement of their

apacities for work, will, on application, be sent by
mail, free.

>^„ Liberal Discounts made to Dealers.

Responsible Agents are wanted in sections where
we have none, address :

WHEELER, MELICK k CO., Albany, N.Y.

June 1 '62-ly
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PLOWS I PLOWS !

rfHE OR4ND DETOnR PLOWS AND CULTIVATORS
X_ have no suptriors in the West. Their deep tillers,

br akirjg a d shovel plows have no equal. There is r.o oth r

deep tiller that will throw out so cltana furrow and at the

game time Bocompletely pulverize the soil as our our ^ o 4

With our sixteeij inch Prairie Breaker two hi avy horses will

break iwo acres a day. Th se are supi lied with extra shares

when required For shovel plows we cannot beexctlhd.aud
no farni' r need use up his team with the old lumbering dirt

carriers so often saea in usa. In the cons ruction of our
plows we use the best of material, both of wood, steel and
roa, and we call especial attention to our

LIST OF

Cast Steel Plows.
No. 1—Cut 8 inches, wrought iron standard, for one noree

power.
No. 5—Cut 10 Inches, wrought and cast standard, right and

le't hand.
Clay -oi! plows—Cut 10, 11 and 12 inches, right and

lett band, double and tingle shin, wrought standard.

Uo. 3—Out 12 inches, wroujiht and cast standard right and
lelt hand, single and double shin.

Xo. 4—Cut 14 inches, wrought and cast standard, right and
left hand, single and douHe shin.

Xo 5—Cut 16 incaes, wrought and cast standard, right and
left haiiii, single ar'd double shin.

No. 8—Clipper plow ; cut 12 inches, wrought and cast stand-
ard, riuljt and left hand, single and diuble sliin.

No. 4—C.it'per pow: cat 14 inches, wrought and cast stand

ard. light and left ha:;d, sin.-le and double shin.

Xo 3—Cast steel, cast standard, right and left hand, double
and single chin: Bottsm land plow, cut 12 inches.

No. 4—Cut 14 i..c:ies, stubble plow, wrought and cast stand-
ard, right and left band, d ubie aad 'ing e shin.

No. 1—Double and single shovel plows, with or without
shield.
ChbI stiel deep tiller plows—Cut 13 inches, single

and d uMe shin, right and It ft hitd, cast s'andard.

Ca-it s:ee', Ncesert deep tileer—Cut 10 inch s,

cast standard, right and 1 ft hand, single and d /Ulle

shin.

LIST OF

Gerniau Steel Plows.
No. 1—Cut 8 Inches, wrought standard, for one hoise plow.
No. 2—Cut 10 inches, wrought and cast standard, right and

left baud.
Clay soil plows—Cut 10, 11 and 12 inchos. double «nd single

shin, right and left hand, wrought standard.
No. 3—Cut 12 iuchts, right and It- ft hand, siagle and donble

shin With wrought and cast s andard.
No. 4—Cut 14 iiiches, right and lefi hand, single and double

shin, wrought and cast standard.
No. 5—Cut 16 iticues, right and left hand, single and double

shin wrought and cast standard.
No. 3—Clipper plow, rifjht and left hand, single atd double

ehiu, w ought and cast sandard.
No. 4—Clipper pi w, right and left hand, single and doulle

sliiu. wrout;ht and Oust standard.
No. 1—Single and double shovel plow, with or without

shiild attachment.
Breaking plows—Cut 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22 and 24 inches

mould board and rod, right and left hand, cas . and
wrought standard with trucks, 1 ver, gauge wheels,
rolling or standing cutter, with or wi;hout extra
shares, as desired.

Caltivafors, with three aad five teeth.

So )tch Harrow, with forty-tw ) steel te th.

Rolling Cutters, 10 and 12 inch, with clasps.

CAST STEEL PLOWS AN3 GJITI VATORS.

^ SECDEITY.^

LYON'S PATENTG CD ^* .t^ "pr; Tc>

LIGHTNING RODS
Have been extensively used for five years in the states of
New England, New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Michigan,
Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota and Iowa, and
hdye always given the most perfect satisfaction- for every-
thing that science or experience has shown to be essen-
tial to form PERFECT LIGHTNING RODS, has been
adopted in their construction,

Copper Rods have from^^e to seven times as much
conducting power as new Iron Rods.

Copper Rods do not rust but will retain their con-
ducting power for years. Copper Rods need no paint
E. Meriam, of Brooklyn, says, paint destroys the con-
ducting power of any Rod.

HHJlD our circulars and see what the most
scientific and practical men in the country say of them.
We have reports from almost every one who has investil
gated the science and principles of Electricity, and all
are in favor of ourCOPPER RODS. ^Circulars serafreeS

Rods of various styles of Spiral, Tubular and Flat,
famished in any quantities.

Public Buildings furnished with neat and compact
Rods, having from six to fifteen inches surface.
Single Rods sent by Express to any part of the country.

„, ,^^ CAUTION.
« Lyon's Patent " bears date July 11th, 1854, and is for
the '•• Metdlic Surface," Lightning Rod. madein any and
every form where sheet Cfopper is used.

And any other Lightning Rod made of Sheet Copper,
(whether patented or not,) is an infringement upon our
Right, and all persons who buy, sell or tise, are liable to
prosecutionand damages, and will be dealt with according
to law. We are owners BY DEED of this Patent, for
the States of RUnois, Iowa; Wisconsin, Minnesota, Ken-
tucky and Tennessu, and do hereby notifyall|persons inour
Territory, to purchase such rods only of us or our au-
thorized Agents.

Orders or Oommnnications addressed to

E. P. MARSH & CO.
Post Office Box 3174,

Office, 160 South Water Street, Chicago, Rhnois.

Our work will be found at the foil'wing places :

L. Lanca.ster, Champaign.
At the shop. Grand Det>.ur, Ogle county. Ills.

ANDRUS & BOSWORTH.

DUNIiAP'S NURSERY,
Torty Acres in Trees and PlantsEEMBRACING THE USUAL NURSERY STOCK ALl
i of which will be sold low for cash. Orders for sprin.

planting should be sent in early. 5,000 two year old
'

SILVER MAPLES
for timber belts, can be had at %b per 100.
J, B. Whitnev. of Chatham. Sangamon county, is thea-'en

for >angamou and neighboring counties. Catalogues had n
application. Address m. l. DUNLAP,

^^^^ West Urbana, Champaign county, 'ill
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St. CliAIR ]\URSERIES
SUMMERVILLE. ILLINOIS.

The subscribers call the attention of Dealers, Plant-

ers, Farmers and Nurserymen to their large and well

selected stock of

FRUIT TREES,
which they offer to the "Egyptians," or "any other

man," at unusual low rates for cash.

300,000
Apples, five to eight feet, Leading Western Sort

10 0,000
Peaches—most popular marked varieties.

15,000
Pears—Dwarf and Standard.
Cherries—Dwarf and Standard.
Plums and Apricots.

SMALL FRUITS IN^ VARIETY^ QUANTITY

A well selected variety of ornamental trees, shrubs'

roses, dahlias, paconus, <fcc. Correspondence and an
inspection of our stock solicited.

Catalogues, wholesale and retail, mailed when de-

sired.

BABCOCK & BRO.
July 1, 1862. Im

"TiR. JOHN A. KENNICOTT.
THE GROVE P. 0., COOK 00., ILL.,

WUl retail, at only 25 per cent, above cost of produc-
tion, Nursery Trees, Shrubbery, Flowering Plant?,

Small Fruits, Large Evergreens, etc., of 600 sorts

—

warranted good, true, and like to live. Price list and
infoemation^ by mail, free.

mar3t

EMPLOYMENT—A NEW ENTERPRISE.

The Franklin Sewing Machine Companv want a number of

active Local and Traveling Agents. A liberal salary and ex-
penses paid, or comm'sson allowed. Address, with stamp,

HARRIS BROTHERS, Boston, Mass.
(Clip this out for reference.^

FAL.L. OF 1863.

DUNLAFSNURSERY-
The proprietor of this Nursery offers for sale a

large and well selected stock of

LOW HEADED APPLE TREES,
from one to six years old; Pear Standard Dwarf,
from one to four years old ; Peach Budded and Seed-
ling from one to three years old ; Cherry—Early May
two years oldj Silver Leaf Maples, two to four
years old. Blackberries, Gooseberries, Raspberries,
Strawben ies, Currants, Quinces, Shade and Orna-
mental Trees, Bulbous Roots, Flowering Shrubs, and
a well selected stock of Greenhouse and Bedding out
Plants. Terms cash. Catalogue sent by addressing

M. L. DUNLAP,
Champaign, 111.

PKOSPECTUS FOE THE

JOUKNAL OF THE
Illinois [State Agricultural Society.

The Executive Committee of the Illinois State Ag-
ricultural Society believe the time has arrived, when
the publication of a Journal of the Society is impera-
tively demanded. Pursuant, therefore, to the duty
with which they are charged by the 5th section of the
Constitution of said Society, revised and adopted by
the meeting of delegates from County Agricultural
Societies, held on the Fair Grounds, at Jacksonville,
Sept., 1860, they have made the necessary arrange-
ments for the issue of such Journal, monthly, com-
mencing with January, 1S62.

Each number wiU contain at least 32 pages (octavo)
of reading matter, composed principally of such por-
tions of the Transactions of the State and County
Societies, and communications on the subjects of

AGRICULTURE IN ALL ITS BRANCHES,
Mechanics and Natural History, as may require early
publication.

All pi-emiums offered and awards made hy the State
Society will appear in its columns.

All pertons, and especially Secretfiries and other
o£5eers of County Societies, are respectfully requested
to communicate to the editor any matters of general
interest to the industrial classes, as may from time to

time arise in their respective localities.

To place the Journal within the reach of all, the
subscription price has been fixed at

FIFTY CENTS A YEAR

!

Barely sufficient to cover cost of publication, payable
invariably in advance.
Back numbers for the current year will be furnish-

ed until the edition is exhausted.
All subscriptions and communications may be for-

waided to the undersigned, Springfield, Ills.

JOHN P. REYNOLDS,
Cor. Sec. and Editor Journal.

STANDARD

SCALES
OF ALL KINDS.

Also, Warehouse Trucks, Letter Presses, Ac.

FAIRBANKS, GREEN LEAF & CO.,
172 liAKR STREET, CHICAGO,

Sold in Springfield by

r. „K , »v,
E. B. PEASE.

Be careful and buy only the genume. junel-ly

THE YELLOW NAN$EMOND~
IS THE ONLTT VARIETY OF SWEET POTATOB THAT

has given entire satisfaction in the northwest: Our stock
of the above in store for next spring is unusually large, and
of the best quality—^propagated from the

BEST LARGE POTATOES
Selected from many hundred bushels ; and the completion
ofour railroad to Bockville will enable us to fill and forward
promptly all Odsh Orders with which we may be fevered, at
the very low price of S5 PER BARREL for eastern funds
Responsible Agents Wanted in every county, town, and

village, to sprout small lots on halves. Farmers can club
together and buy or sprout our potatoes in shares, and thus
secure good plants for themselves free of cost.

The Sweet Potato Cultcbist, giving full directions for
Sprouting, Plantinu, Cultivating, and Keeping, will be fui-
nished grutis to Agents and Customers ; and to others by
mail, post paid, fjr twenty-five oents :u stamps . Aderess,

J. W. TEM OK,
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THE ILLINOIS FARMER:

A MONTHLY JOURNAL OF

AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE.

IS PUBLISHED AT SPRINGFIELD, ILLS.,

BY BAILHACHE & BAKER,

AND IS

EDITED BY M. L. DUNLAP,

(THE "rural" or THE CHIBAGO TRIBUNE.)

TERMS IN ADVANCE.—$1 a year; two copies 1 50; five

( opies $3; ten copies $6, and one to getter up of the club

twenty copies $10.

It is not nocessaey that the club should all be at one office

—we s^cnd wherevei- the members of the club may reside.

The postage on the Farmer is only three cents a j-ear in

he State of Illinois, and six cents out of it.

Specimens numbtrs sent free on application.

Subscription money may be sent at the risk of the pub-

lisher.

Exchanges and communications for the eye of the Editor

should be addressed, Illinois Farmer, Champaign, Illinois'

All business letters are to be direcied to the publishers,

Springfield.

tf BAILHACHE & BAKEE.

THE ILLINOIS STATE JOURNAL

JS CONFIDENTLY OFFERED TO THE PEOPLE OF
Illinois as the best and most reliable news, political

lud commercial paper within their reach. It is published

(t Springfield, the Capital of the State, and is the medium

,f all official notices, published by State authority. Partic-

ular attention ia given to commercial affairs and every

iiumber contains copious reviews of the markets in the

principal cities.

TERMS

:

One copy one year ?2 09
Three copies one year 5 00
Six •' " 7 60

Ten " " 12 00

Twenty " " .20 00

Payable always in advance. Persons sending clubs of ten

and upwards shall be entitled to an ejtra copy.

Address BAILHACHE & BAKER,
Springfirld, Illinois.

THE

ILLINOIS FARMER

TERMS OF ADVERTISING

:

1 mo. 3 mo. 6 mo. 12 mo.
One page, or two columns ^8 $20 §35 $50

Half a jjaiie or one " 5 12 20 SO

One fourth page or half column.. 3 7 12 IS

One eighth or one fourth " .. 2 4 7 10

One square of ten lines 1 2 4 7

Card of five lines one year $7 00

Ten cents a line for less than a square each insertion.

All worthy objects advertised, and those of importance to

the Farmer will receive, from time to time, such editorial

notices as the Editor may consider them worthj' of, without

additional charge.

Implements and seeds to be tested should be sent direct

to the Editor, at his residence, Champaign.

We have put the price of advertising within reach of all.

It will enable those who like to freely advertise their goods,

to do so at a cheap rate.

Terms, cash. Yearly adverti4ers will paj semi-annually,

and all transient advertisements must be accompanied with

the cash to insure insertion.

BAILHACHE & BAKIK, Publishers,

Springfield, Ills.

PRINCE & CO.'S
LINNiEAN BOTANIC GARDENS & NURSERIES,

Flushing, Long Island, near Nevi' York.

Priced Catalogues, which are sent to purchasers
of trees, and to applicants who inclose stamps.

No. 1—Descriptive catalogue of fruit and ornamen-
tal trees and shrubs, raspberries, currants and other
small fruits. No. 2—Roses, carnations, chrysanthe-
mums, phlox, iris, double sweet williams and other
herbaceous flowering plants. No. 4—Wholesale cat-

alogue for nurseries and dealers, comprising trees,

shrubs, roses, plants, bulbous flower roots, stocks for

engrafting, etc. No. 5—Wholesale catalogue of veg-
etable, agricultural and flower seeds, and tree and
shrub seeds, etc. No. 6—Descriptive catalogue of our
unrivaled collection of 160 select varieties of straw-
berries, with a "rejected list," and directions for cul-

ture. No. 8—Wholesale list of native and foreign
grapes. No. 9—Catalogue of bulbous flowers of every
class, together with tree and herbaceous paeonies,

dahlias, primroses, poleanthus, cowslips, auriculas,

daisies, iris and other rare flowering jilants. No. 10
—Wholesale catalogue of the same. No. 18—Cata-
logue of greenhouse plants. No. 14—Descriptive
catalogue of 400 native and 120 foreign varieties o
grapes.
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September.

To us, September is an interesting montt,

lor it marks for us a notch in the check roll

of time, an ingathering of the years that

belong to us especially, and which all end in

this month. To the fruit grower, September

is the cornucopia of the months; to the

farmer, it is rich in the products of the

field, and the time that he rests him from

the long harvest days, attends the county

fair and makes ready to gather in the pro-

ducts that the milder sun is ripening for his

use. He now realises the promise of Spring

and reaps the guarantees of Summer.

The active summer has not as yet fully

passed away, only so far as cultivating the

soil fs concerned. Everything is yet mak-

ing a vigorous growth, and the farmer, for

the first time since the opening of Spring,

is comparatively at leisure. Let him enjoy

it while he may, for so soon as the frosts of

October reaches his fields, he must be busy.

Work:, though not so driving, is not all sus-

pended, and in September he will find much

to do.

The cellar must be made ready for the

vegetables, the cribs for the corn, and the

barn, stables and sheds put in order. Fruit

will, to some extent, need be looked after,

and the winter wheat sown, All of these

must have the proper attention, and yet the

labor is comp^atively light, the days are

mild and the nights cool and invigorating.

On many accounts it is one of the most de-

lightful months of the year, and we congrat-

late those who, like ourself, took their first

look out into the world from amid its genial

influences. •

Planting and Cultivating Corn.

Mr. N. S. Ketchum, of Cordovia, 111.,

sent us . a description of his machine for

planting and cultivating corn. "We see no

reason wny such a machine syill not do good

work, and lessen the cost of both planting

and cultivating. It is now conceded that

corn planting and its culture must be done

with the aid of two horses, and it therefore

becomes a question as to what kind of a

machine will best do the work. Parties

wishing further particulars can address Mr.

K. as above.

A Visit to Dr. Pennington,
Dr. Pennington, as all ought to know, is

a large farmer north of Sterling, in White-

side county. His farm commences near the

village, but you travel along a pleasant

road, flanked by large fields of grain, some

four miles, before you reach the family man-

sion, which is just north of the Elkhorn, a

rapid stream that gives his farm a most ex-

cellent drainage, and whose banks supply an

abundance of timber.

When we arrived, the shades of evening

were just shutting in the view of the out-

laying groves, the rolling prairie to the

west, and the timber belts of the Rock and

Elkhorn rivers. But with the early morn,

cased in a pair of the Doctor's India rubber

boots, we sallied forth with him, wading

through the dewy grass and the blooming

buckwheat, that spreads its mantle of white

throughout nearly a hundred acres of orch-

arding, now loaded with its growing fruit.

The hum of bees and the chattering of

birds was the music of the morning as we
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brushed aside the dew that lay like a show-

er over the teemiog vegetation. A hun-

dred and thirty swarms of bees are out for

their morning meal, and singing as they go,

impress one with the idea that the air is

filled with their busy wings. Thousands of

birdi^are after the early worm, and caroling

the pleasure they enjoy. The buckwheat

is giving off its balmy odor, with the fast

receding dew that now weighs down its del-

icate branches, and which the sun is rapidly

sending alofc to gather further stores of

ammonia, with which to invigorate the needy

plants when the sun shall again sink into

the west. The apple trees are festooned

with fruit, some of it just beginning to show

the first faint pencilings that give token of

maturity. It is a gorgeous picture, this

mingling of orchard, of ripening harvests,

of rich meadows, of wide spreading fields of

corn, of neighboring groves, and belts of

river forest, that fade out in the dim dis-

tance. The sun is sending his floods of

light over the forest walls of the Elkhorn,

and the dew is glistening fainter and fainter

on tree and shrub. From this opening in

the orchard forest, we see the harvesters

marching into yonder field. Hark, 'tis the

music of the reaper, as it sings to the fall-

ing grain ; it is the song of triumph—a mel-

ody that is appreciated by him who has

swung the cradle day after day, or who has

grasped the sickle and gathered by hand

the lagging harvest.

We are taking lessons and must listen :

" Buckwheat is the best of all crops to sow

in a bearing orchard
;
put corn in the young

orchard for five or six years, and then sow

buckwheat; plow the ground the last of

May, and harrow thoroughly. If the crop

is good, and not too much shaded, you can

harvest it; otherwise let.it fall on the

ground. Sometimes I mow it in August

. and let it lie—it keeps the ground loose,

answers as a mulch, is cheap, and insures

me a good yield of well grown fruit.

" I have cultivated the Buckingham apple

for a long time j obtained my first trees of

a iMr. Masson, a Swiss farmer near Moro, in

Madison county, in 1839. The trees bore
in four five years after setting out ; is an
early and abundant bearer; is as hardy as

the Yellow Belleflower; the fruit is not so

large as when grown in the south part of

the State
; is very valuable for drying. On

the whole it is a profitable late fall and early

winter variety, and fhould be more largely

planted. Maryland Queen is a great bearer,

one of the most profitable ; tree hardv and
fruit large and fair, season August and
September. Yellow June is the early apple

of Illinois, equal in quality to the Red June,

and more productive. [Doubtless Kirk-
bridge White.] Duchess of Oldenburgh is

another of our most profitable summer
apples ; fruit is large and showy ; tree hardy
and an abundant bearer; season August.
Don't fear planting too many of these and
the Yellow June. Early Nonpareil, or None
Such, had of Masson; don't know its true

name; an upright grower, a great bearer,

ripe in September and October; a sharp

acid ; valuable for cooking, in fact the best

of its season, and a favorite for eating with

all who like a clear, well defined, acid fla-

vor; it is worthy of more space in the orch.

ards; for jelly it has no equal; the fruit

when ripe is rather too soft to send a long

distance to market, althongh it is well

striped with red, it will show the slightest

bruise. Early Pennock, a very profitable

apple for market, but the tree blights badly.

The Keswick's Codlin is of little account

with me, and I fear, friend Dunlap, you
have written it up too high; it blights bad-

ly, and is less valuable as an early bearer

than Cooper's Early White. It is only a

moderate bearer and the frnit is too acid

and coarse ; see that row of Codlins, nearly

ruined with the blight ; 1 know every one

else praises it, but here is the testimony

that I present against it ; is it not conclu-

sive ?" [We have never seen the Codlin

do so poorly as here, and must admit the

strong argument against it, but when we
recur to our own heavily laden trees of the
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Codlin and know that no- other sort has paid

so well in market, we feel disposed to wait

for further adverse facts.

—

Ed.] "The
Winesap is always hardy and loaded with

fruit ; it is one of the most profitable sorts

for winter. Willow Twig blights, but it

will pay under any circumstances; it is one

of the best. Fulton has been overestima-

ted by both Harkness and Overman ; it is

not the apple for us ; is a moderate bearer

of rather coarse fruit. Red June is, on the

whole rather a profitable fruit, but not so

much as Yellow June; its value is that it is a

few days later. Roman Stem is not satis-

factory ; the tree blights and the fruit is too

small and not enough of it. Here is my last

orchard planting
;
you see the main rows

are set twenty-four feet each way, with an

intermediate row of small growing upright

sorts, for shelter, such as Sweet, Yellow and

Red June, etc. I be ieve in protection, and

while you use timber belts to this end, I

depend oii close planting.''

But Doctor, recollect that the groves and

timber belts almost shut you in; nature

itself has belted your grounds and close

planting is all you need. The Grand Prai-

rie is a different place altogether. There

the winds have free play for long, long

miles, and we need not only artificial belts,

but close planting and low heads.

" Well, perhaps you are right, but you

have run the heads too low. I don't care

how low you start the branches, but they

must be thinned out and pruned; you and

Coe and some others are going too far in

that direction. After setting the trees Mr.

Coe makes it his boast that no pruning

knife mars his trees
,
you advocate thinning

out at the outset which is a little advance,

but I tell you the knife must be freely

used."

Very well. Doctor, but Mr. Coe has been

the most successful orchardist in the State.

" Yes, but as his trees grow older they

will show the bad effects of their early want

of training. You see this young orchard is

planted to corn, a dwarf Yankee sort that

will not shade the trees and just about pays

for culture. I have tried grass, but in

grass land i lose nearly all of the fruit with

the apple worm ; not so with the buckwheat,

which I esteem highly for its anti-worm

quality."

The two past years the apple crop has

been poor—this year good, though the

blight is making sad work with many varie-

ties. Pears and Siberian Crabs are also

^adly affected.

SOME CORN.

For the past three years the price of

corn has not been satisfactory, and the

crop is still on hand, amounting to 30,000

bushels, being the surplus after feeding

what was required and the tenants selling

their part of the crop. The cribs are well

made, are twenty-four feet wide, with double

roof, and so constructed that they are easily

filled. First, you drive through the center

and fill the sides, which are seven feet each;

an air space of a foot on each side is then

made of boards, when the middle is filled

in. The whole is in as good order as when

first brought from the field. The roof is

made of fencing and channeled at the edges,

Such a crib will last a long time and will

keep the corn in good order. The middle

part has a strong floor on which to driye a

loaded team, and on which the shelling ia

done.

AMONG THE BEES.

In the orchard, in front of the house, are

one hundred and thirty stand of bees.

They have made a large amount of honey

from white clover, and are now at work on

the buckwheat. Mustard and rape are both

favorite bee food; a patch of the former

near by is swarming with bees. Tlie Doctor

intends to sow both rape and mustard next

year. The rape will be first in season, to

be followed by the mustard. Buckwheat
makes a large amount of honey, but it is of
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an inferior quality. No patent hives are

used. The inside of the hive is eleven by

thirteen inches, and fifteen inches high; an

air chamber of two inches in the clear pass-

es up through the chamber of the box in

which the small boxes are placed. The

bees work out from this air chamber into

the side of the boxes instead of from below.

These boxes are made twelve inches long,

six wide and four high, of thin pine stufi",

and made almost or quite water tight. The

The bees are kept in low sheds about four

feet high in front, five at the rear and four

wide, with the roof some five feet wide.

The stands are placed on scantling, about a

foot from the ground.

A CAEAP ICE HOUSE.

The house is made fourteen feet wide

and thirty feet long, is simply a shed with

an almost flat roof, but with the boards

channeled at the edges to carry off the rain

water. The ice house is made in the south

end of this shed, and is fourteen feet square

less a wall of eight inches space, filled in

with saw dust and shavings. The floor is

a foot from the ground, laid a little slant-

ing to drain ofi" readily, and covered eight

inches deep with saw dust before putting

on the ice j it is then filled to the roof, and

eight inches of saw dust put over it. The

sides are about seven feet high j in the

eouth end is a ventilator of slats, six feet

long and a foot high, and the partition that

separates the ice from the shed is not car-

ried above the eaves of the shed ; of course

it is all open above, simply an open shed,

used for wood at the north end, and the ice

house filled with blocks of ice and covered

over with saw dust. Over the top of the

ice is set jars of fruit, fresh meat, milk, etc.

When ice is needed, the saw dust is shov-

eled from a block, the amount required taken

out, and the space recovered with the saw

dust. It can be taken out at all times of

the day ; nothing will mould in this house,

as is the case in the old fashioned houses.

"We shall give a drawing of it as soon as we

can find leisure to do so. Had we not seen

this house and its practical demonstrations,

we might have had some doubts of its prac-

ticability, but it is the cheapest and the

best ice house that we have seen. Its con-

veniences should recommend it to all who
can appreciate an ice house. "We will give

minute instructions how to build it before

the ice season arrives.

Thus was spent one of the nights and

mornings during the great reaper trial near

Dixon, taking a ride of ten miles each way

from the grounds through a part of the rich-

est spring wheat district in the State of

Illinois.

Feoq Hunting in Catuqa County.—The Au-
burn Advertiser says the catching of frogs at

Montezuma, has become quite a considerable

trade. For two or three seasons past two men
have made the impaling of frogs their business.

Every other day they ship from Auburn a bar-

rel of frogs for the New York or Buffalo market.

They mrke very handsame wages. The method

of securing these basso profnndos of the marshes

is very similar to spearing for fish. The men
paddle off through the marsh in in the night

with a dark latern. They approach the haunt

of the frog very quietly, and -when near enough

throw their dart with -a certainty acquired by

practice, always hitting them back of the head,

killing them instantly. The hind quarters are

then carefully skinned and cut off, packed in

barrels and sent to their deistination. They gen-

erally secure two or three hundred in a night

;

and are paid $6 a handred."

— A disappointed candidate for the office of

constable, remarked to us, rtcently, in speak^

ing of men who would sell their votes, that they

were "as base as .ffisop of old, who sold his

birthright for a mess of potash /"

~*mt-

— An exchange paper, under the head of "Good

Advice," advises young men to "wrap them-

selves up in their virtue." A cotemporary well

says, " Many of them would freeze almost to

death if they had no warmer covering."

—A man with a long head is not very apt to be

headlong.
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Report of Fruit Committee of Illinois

to American Pomological Society.

P. Barry, Esq., Chairman Local Fruit Com-

mittee, American Pomological Society, Dear Sir

:

—
It is with no small misgiving that I attempt to

give yoa a list of varieties of fruits that shall

prove best in various parts of our State, reach-

ing as it does through nearly fsur hundred miles

of latitude and extending over a range of eleva-

tion of from three to eleven hundred feet above

the level of the sea.

The great volume of heated air driven north by

the steady pressure of the trade winds during

summer, elevates the average summer tempera-

ture and thus gives us a summer climate equal to

three or four degrees of latitude below that of

the slope lying east of the Blue Ridge. Th's is

followed by a winter correspondingly colder,

making the contrast great, and in many instan-

ces inflictin irreparable injury on all hard wood-

ed plants not well ripened. It is practically

growing an orchard in latitude thirty- six and

wintering it in forty. From the peculiar nature

of our climate, we have little snow, while in win-
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above list with the exception of late Golden

Sweet and Stannard have had such a trial in all

parts of the State that they can be confidently

recommended. At the south part of the Statp

Rawle's Janette should change places with snow

as to numbers. Willow Twig might also take

the place of Stannard to good advantage.

PEABS.

At this stage in the history of Pear culture

in this State, it would be premature to make up

a list. On the whole, pear culture has not given

satisfaction, though in some locations good crops

have been realized. The blight is the great

drawback. Bartlett has done well in all parts of

the State. Madaline appears to be a favorite al-

so Stevens' Genesee, Flemishes' Beauty, Belle

Lucrative, Louise Bonne de Jersey, and a few

others. For a standard pear Flemish Beauty

may safely be set at the head of the list. - Doy-

enne deEta, Madaline, Bartlett, White Doyenne,

Louise Bonne de Jersey, and Winter Nellis,

would make a list of six acceptable varieties.

PEACHES.

The member of the Committee engaged in

peach culture has failed to report, probably from

the reason that sufficient experience has not as

yet indicated the best varieties.

Respectfully submitted on behalf of the Com-

mittee.

M, L. Ddnlap.

Champaign, III., Aug. 4, 1862.

—As a general thing, fruit lifts have done

more to mislead than to direct ns aright. It in

duces us to exclude all others and to adopt the

varieties nsmed, whereas of the fifteen hundred

or two thosand varieties but few, comparatively,

have had such a trial as will place them either

inside or outs'de the list. We have several va-

rieties now on trial that we think will prove as

good or even betterthan those in the above list,

for the very good reason that they have not had

a general trial. We shall therefore expect addi-

tions from time to time to this list. It is our

purpose to gather up facts, not set forth theo-

riees, The culture of fruits with us has been a

study for years, and we are just beginning to

g asp some of its truths—we have discarded its

pedantL-y and have turned to the daily demon-

stration of facts. The meeting of the State Hor-

ticultural Society in Chicago, will furnish amass

evidence of no small value. The American Po-

mological Society have given up the idea of a

National list, in this way they will accomplish

some good if they do no harm. They will dis-

eminate many facts valuable to us all. We can

but urge upon tree planters to select such varie-

ties as have proved hardy and productive in

their neighborhood rather than such sorts as have

a reputation at some distant point.

We are satisfied that this is yet to be the great

fruit growing State of the West. Let us look to

what we pL nt. Ed.

Report of Fruit Gommittee.

We have elsewhere gi?en the report of the

Local Committee of the American Pomological

Society, and we now give extracts from the re-

ports of members to the Chairman.

Mr. A. S. Coe, of Port Byron, says : "It is

now something more than twenty years since a

few intelligent horticulturists began to turn their

attention to fruit growing in this portion of the

State. They soon found that they had under-

taken an enterprise involving no small amount

of labor.

The exceeding fertility of the soil, great heat

of summer, severity of winter, together with

high winds throughout nearly the year, make up

a sum total that is truly appaling. They, how-

ever, went resolu'.ely to work, to overcome all

difficulties that skill and patience could subdue.

The Sfcvere winter of 1854-'5, proved that many
varieties then in cultivation must be abandoned.

Twenty years ago the peach was cultivated

with some success, producing fruit at least as

often as onca in three years, but has produced

but one crop in the last ten yeari. Early cultl-

tivators were more or less successful with the

plum, but of late it has proved almost an entire

failure from the attack of the curculio.

In pears so little has been done as yet that 1

am not not prepared to say what the prospect of

success wi;h further experience may be. But

from present prospects 1 fear they can never be

grown with profit.

In the cultivation of the apple much progress

has been made, simply because the ' conditions '

are better understood.

After discarding the more tender variaties, re-

taining a few of the half hardy, because produc-

tive, and selecting dry soil in making additions

to orchards, cultivators have the pleasure of see-

ing their trees annually bending beneath heavy

loads of fine and luscious fruit."

J. H. Stewart, writing from Quincy, 111., says:

"I shall leave this pear question to you, as I

cannot recommend any one to plant a thousand
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pear trees of any variety that I am acquainted

with. The following varieties succeed as well in

this part of the State as any with which I am
acquainted

:

White Doyenne, Bartlett,

Seckel, Flemish Beauty,

Winter Nellis.

Of Peache?, the best six are:

Large Early York, Crawford's Early,

Crawford's Late Heath Cling,

Hayworth's Early, Troth's Early.

Best twelve

:

Troth's Early, Crawfords Early,

Large Early York, Red Cheek Melacaton,

Hayworth, Coollages Favorite,

Old Mixon Cling, Old Mixon Free,

Early Tillottson, Lagrange,

Ilenth Cling, Crawford's Late.

Fruit culture is making rapid progress in this

part of the State, and hundreds of acres of or-

chards are being added annually.

On the Missouri side of the river, nothing is

being done in th's direction, though the country

is well adapted to fruit culture."

Mr. S. S. Minklee says :

"I have resided here for twenty-eight years,

during which time I have seen many attempts at

orcharding, and most of them failures, for the

want of proper care and knowledge of planting,

mode of training after culture, aud proper varie-

ties adapted to this climate. And here I may say

that a large percentage of the failures have been

in consequence of trimming too high—they say

so as to plow close to them—consequently, in this

windy country, planted without staking, they

lean to the north-east ; the hot sun in summer
and the warm sun in winter kills the bark on the

south-west side of the tree, and hence the trees

die, and people conclude that this is not a fruit

country.

Another cause of failure is planting an or-

chard in one corner of a field, then suffer cattle

to have full sway and to horn prune at their

leisure.

Another criminal failure is seeding down or

sowing small grain in the orchard under tea

years, and then if seeded at all after that age,

it_&hould be with clover and that not taken from

the ground. There i^ just as much sense in

seeding down a cornfield directly after planting

as an orchard under the above age. The trees

become stunted and lousy and live a while at a

poor dj'ing rate, and they are led again to con-

clade that this is not a fruit country.

But since the North-Western Fruit Grower's

Association sprang into existence, and the State

Hortici'ltural Society shedingits savory influence

over the land,we see a decided difference through-

out the limits of its sphere. People thereby

have learned the varieties adapted to ther soil

and climate, aud the necessity of adopting the

low head system. And now *he Society has an-

other important point to bring the minds of the

people to, and that is to teach them to think as

much of a fruit tree as they do of a hill of corn.

When I think we can safely sr.y. We have a fruit

country.

In regard to the list. You require that those

in it must be generally and successfully cul-

tivated for a considerable period of time ; hence

this list. There are some varieties that I know
to be valuable, but not by my own experience,

for I have not fruited them" yet, though planted

extensively of them: the Jonathan, White Peppin,

Carolina and Fulton.

The above varieties all stand transportation

well. The ratio of early fruit might be greater

if near market, as early fruit yields a greater

profit.

I wish to be excused from pears and peaches,

as I have tested but few varieties of pears and

less of peaches."

From the Country Gentleman.

Depth for Planting Seed.

A great deal depends on the right depth for

planting : eed. It must vary somewhat with the

nature of the soil, its condition as to moisture
and pulverization, and other causes. If every
farmer would spend one day in each year in ex-

periments to determine the best depth, theknow-
ledge thus gained would soon be worth hundreds
of dollars to him. Five dollars worth of labor

expended in such experiments would doubtless

return five thousand per cent, dividends. It

would be well therefore to make the investment.

In illustration of the importance of the right

depth, we mention a single experiment. A hired

man was directed to plant some beet seed, but
instructions were omitted as to the right depth.

It was found afterwards, that, determined to do

the work well, he buried the s^ed three to four

inches deep. The error was corrected in time to

have a part planted an inch and a half or two
inches. The first did not come up at all ; the

second but feebly and sparingly, and "bad seed"

and "dishonest seedmen" were suspected. Hav-
ing a little seed and a strip of spare land left,

the rest was planted some time afterwards. Lit-

tle pains were however taken with supposed bad
seed, and it was scattered carelessly on the sur-

face, and covered an inch or less in depth. It

came up profusely ; and s lesson was learned as

to depth, and the character of the honest seed-

man retrieved.
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There is no doubt that the complaints that

have been made in this journal, within a jear

or two, o^ the bad eflfects of drilling in wheat, in-

stead of sowing broadcast and harrowing, have
aris.n from putting in the seed too deep. In or-

der to investigate this question further, a series

of experiments were commenced the past spring
under our direction, by a careful hand, and his

report below is fully corroberated by our occa-
sional personal examination of the ground.
The following experiments were made on the

depth of planting wheat, the soil a sandy loam,

sufficiently moist for free vegetation—the depth
being carefully measured, and the soil laid on
the seed in aven stratum :—
Wheat—planted May 21

—

i inch deep Came up in 5 days.
1 do do 6 do.

2 do do 7 do.

3 do do 8 do.

4 do do 10 do.

6 do do IJ do.

Fve weeks afterwards, there was no perceptible
difference in that planted half an inch and an
inch deep ; that planted two inches deep was aot
quite so good ; and so on decreasing in quality

as the depth of planting increased. At six

inches depth, there were but very few slender

stalks.

Corn—planted May 21

—

i inch deep came up in 8 days—1 inch high in 10 days.

1 do do 8 do — r H to 2 inches high
li do do 9 do -I in 10 days and look-

2 do do 10 do ( ing much the best.

3 do do 11 do.

4 do do 12 do.

5 do do 13 do.

6 do do later, day not observed.

About all the grains grew, although the deeper
ones were so much later in reaching the surface.

Five weeks afttrward there was no perceptible

difference in those ranging from half an inch to

two inches id depth, but the others were of fee-

bler growth as the depth increased.

Oats—planted May 22

—

i inch deep Came up in 5 days.
1 do do 5 do.

2 do do 6 do.

3 do do 9 do.

5 do f Later, time not ob-
6 do \ served.

After five weeks, no difference was observed in

half an inch to two inches in depth—quality de-

creased as the depth increased afterwards.

Beans—planted May 21

—

i inch deep Came up in 9 days.

J do do 9 do.

1 do do 10 do.

IJ do do 11 do.

2 do do 12 do.

3 do do day not obs'd.

4 do do do.

5 do f Did not grow at

6 do t all.

Five weeks after planting, there was no differ-

ence in those half, three-fourths, and an inch
deep

; at two inches depth they were not quite
so vigorous ; but few came up at three inches

depth, very few at four inches, and none at all at

greater depths.

From all these experiments we may infer, that

the best depth for wheat in mellow, moist, mod-
erately light soils, is not much over one inch

deep ; for corn, one inch or an inch and a half

:

oats, about the same or a little deeper than

wheat, and beans not much over an inch, and
never in any case over two inches.

We may report further in luture on the growth

of these plants.

—In our light prairie soils, when dry, the

seed will come up where planted at a great depth

but if after planting a heavy rain follows, the

seed is lost. On the other hand, if planted

when the ground is moist and followed by a long

dry spell, much of the shallow planted seed will

not come up. Thus, in the ordinary way of

planting, we run the risk of too deep or too shal-

low planting, either of which is best under cer-

tain circumstances, and either fatal under oth-

ers, all of which is beyond our control. To avoid

all this risk, we have but to plant shatlow as in-

dicated in the above tables, and roll the land

with a good iron roller. We have always ob-

jected to the drill system from the fact that it

placed the seed too deep in the ground. Farmer^

and gardeners cannot be too careful as to the

depth at which they deposit their seed. In the

the case of grass seed, we have no doubt that

more than half of it never germinates, from too

deep planting. Ed.

Potato Yeast.—Five large potatoes boile*J

and mashed, three pints of boiling water, flou^

enough to make it a little thicker than flap-

jacks, and one cup of yeast. This is enough
to rise five leves of bread, which may be mix-

ed with water, or milk, and will rise enough
while your oven is heating. Save out enough
of this yeast for your next baking.

Chicken Pot Pie.—Wash and cut the chick-

en into joints; boil them about twenty min-
utes; take them up, wash out your kettle, fry

two or three slices of fat salt pork, and put in

the bottom of the kettle ; then put in the

chicken, with about three pints of water, a
piece of butter the size ef an egg; sprinkle in

a liille pepper, and cover over the top wtth a light

crust. It will require one hour to cook.

— A printer down south offers to sell his whole
establishment for a clean shirt and a meal of vict-

uals. He has lived on promises till his whis-

kers have stopped growing.

—-
—Why is a baulky horse like an organ? Be-

cause his leading features are his stops.
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For the Illinois Farmer.

Clover will Grow in Egypt.

Fkiend Dunlap :—I notice that in your Far-
mer for July you half doubt whether clover will

grow in Egypt. I think that my experience in
this line will settle this question.

"When I came to this section, six years ago,
I bought a farm mostly under fence with good
buildings, for this conntry, and some fruit trees,

for eight dollars an acre. I thought it cheap
indeed I knew that I could not hire the amount,
of work that had been done on the place for

what I paid for the farm. Whether the soil was
good or poor I did not stop to examine or to in-

quire, for the place seemed so cheap that 1

bought it without hesitation. Shortly after, on
going over it, I noticed several gullies in the
fields—" washed places "—so called, which my
neighbors told ma were caused by neglect, and
that the place was worn out. This did not
alarm me much, for I pursued another business
for a Kving, and only needed the farm for rais-
ing fruit. To be very candid, 1 must confees
here that I was no farmer, and that though I had
a taste for it, everybody at once could see that
I was a green hand. .1 a year or so I found that
my fruit trees did not thrive well ; in short, all

my crops were so poor that at last I became con-
nnced that the place really was worn out. I
had no clover or grass, and no green feed of any
kind for my cows, except what they got in the
woods, and it made no odds how many cows I

kept, we could make no butter, and had scarcely
milk enough to put in tea, saying nothing about
cream. I had always been used to seeing grass,
so I hired a man to sow timothy on a ten acre
field along with oats in the spring. The oats
rusted, the grass came up and died, and I let

the field stand as good for nothing. Three
years ago business changed with me. I was
reputed to be very black in politics, and I thought
it best for me to go to farming.

This is the way I commenced. I built a yard
about fifty ftet square on one side of a decent
stable 1 had just erected, and put my cattle in it

at night. In the morning with wheel barrow
and shovel I saved the manure in a heap and
under a shelter. The heap rapidly grew in size,

and in the course of six months I had a large

quantity of manure. Of course the people
laughed at me, such a thing never having been
done before. In the winter I stabled my stock,

which I was able to do with much less feed than
usual, and meanwhile saved the manure. In the

spring we hauled out a great many loads on the
ten acre field ; then it was plowed, sown with
oats and clover. The clover I put on myself, it

being my first trial at sowing seed of any kind.

I put about half a bushel on the lot. The oats
did better thii time, and the clover came up,
though not very thickly. Meanwhile I had put
clover on another lot, and the first year after

sowing, I turned in my cows, getting tired of
paying twenty cents a pound for all the butter
we used, which was a great deal. The cows
were so glad to get it, and so hungry, and the
stand so light that they eat it to ihe ground, and
had to turn them into the road again. But in
the lot I am speaking of, I did not turn anything
the next year, nor the second year, till after I
had mowed it, when I ran a fence through the
middle to save some fruit treeb in one part, and
turned the cows in. The result was that the
clover grew as fast as the cows could eat it, we
had good cream, and we all got in the habit oi
eating up the butter as fast as we made it, which
was a shame, for we had "sights of it," but it

was so fresh and good, and so much better than
meat and grease, and cheaper too, that we did not
care.

Then I put manure around the fruit trees,
the change was wonderful, for they brisked up
and grew rapidly, but 1 noticed that where ever
I put the manure the clover after a while sprung
up, and it has now got among my strawberries,
in the fence corners, and in fact all over my
farm. Every day I see people looking at my
clover with wonder, and as they ride by almost
break their necks in looking back, for they all

said that neither clover nor grass will grow
here, and that there is no use of trying.

To conclude, by sowing clover I have made my
farm the most valuable of any in the vicinity,

and I see that others are following my example,
so that in a few years I shall not be ashamed to

have a man who knows what farming is ride

through our settlement. I find, too, that on
land any way fresh, or on any decent soil, clover

will grow as well as U will any where, and that

the very best thing the farmers here can do is to

sow clover, for it wiil make poor land rich, and
keep new land so. Farming, like any other oc-

cupation, is a trade, and I think that after a
while I shall be a passable farmer. The natives

begin to think I know something about it now.
The fact is, a iarmer must bring intelligence into

the field with him, and it will help Lim a good
deal, if he have an agricultural paper, providing
he can r.ead. Since I have really turned my at-
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tention to farming and the reading of agricultu-

ral works, my farm has quite another aspect,

and so changed is its appearance that the seasons

seem to be more favorable.

DoNQOLA, Union County, 111. N. C. M.

—Our remarks in regard to clover were more

especially intended for the Basin of Egypt, or

that part lying north of the grand chain. We
are well aware that clover makes a good growth

all south of the Big Muddy river, though compar-

atively little is sown. We would never need offer

a premium for bad farming among the old set-

tlers in that part of the State, for south of Car-

bondale we can find as many specimens as we

need. Though the soil is rich, yet from its fine

texture requires vegetable fibre to keep it loose

and porous, so that the roots of plants can pene-

trate it, and for this reason no soil in the world

will show such wonderful effects from the use cf

manure. In that climate soiling must be resort-

ed to, and as fast as the grass is cut for that

purpose the cut surface must be at once top-

dressed, as the burning sun will destroy th«

exposed roots. We have advised our friends of

this fact years since, but they will for the most

part follow the practice of the natives, to allow

their stock to run in the woods pasture;

We know that a better day is dawning for this

Italia of the West. If we cannot have the

oranges of Seville, we shall have the fine peaches

of the Si'uth of France, with the delicious

cream of the North. Nature has done much for

Egypt, but up to a late day man has done but

little. From this day forward we may look for

a more intelligent display of man's skill. We
need more men as our valued friend N. C. M. in

that part of the State, and we are glad to know

that they are forthcoming. No part of the con-

tinent can surpass it for strawberries, peaches,

and several other fruits, and now that the world

knows it, we shall soon see its resources more

fully developed.

-••»-

The Loss in the Battlb of Cedab Mountain.

—The Washington correspondent of the Mis-

souri Democrat, says

:

OflBcial returns of killed and wounded in the

battle at Cedar Mountain, have been footed up
to over twenty-three hundred. They were un-
doubtedly swelled, however, by including many
in the list of missing, who have since returned.
Gen. Pope, therefore, returned the list for re-
vision, which will materially reduce the grand
total.

Hard Ways of Doing Things.

The cultivator cf fruit should always bear in

mind that the host way to get rid of destru-ctive

insects is to kill them. The various remedies,

short of this course, are often more expensive or

laborious than direct slaughter, and commonly
inefficient at best. As an instance, we see the

old remedy of tansy for the peach grub going

the rounds of the papers again. This remedy
may be efficient, yet while the owner of a thous-

and peach trees is setting out a thousand tansy

plants at the foot of his trees, and nursing and

protecting them, to say nothing of the impedi-

ment they would constantly occasion to good

cultivation, he might go over an orchard of ten

thousand trees and with the point of his knife

destroy every grub in the bark, the external in-

dication of which, by gum and sawdust, quickly

enables him to know where to look. We know
by experience that a single qand will effectually

clear many hundred trees in this way in a single

day , and a repetion of the work to two or three

times a year will keep an orchard clear, where

the insects are abuudlnt.
There are many other illustrations of the

same principle, such, for example, as syringing

young fruit trees with lime, tobacco, etc., to re-

pel the curculio, the labor of such repeated

application being generally greater than that of

killing the insect by the jarring and pinching

system. There are a few instances where

insects may be destroyed by wholesale, as, for

instance, the aphis by soap suds, and the cur-

rant worm by dry caustic lime ; but there are

also many others where it would be more profit-

able to hire a man to pick worms and bugs 'by

the day, with his thumb and finger, than attempt

to frighten them away by outside influence",

whether it is scare crows for birds, miasms for

mosquitoes, or pellets of soft grass for pilfering

boys. An active man man or boy will capture

singly twenty insects a minute when they numer-

ously infest shrubs and bushes, which is 1,200

an hour, or 12,000 a day, and is more efficient

than offensive nostrums, that often do more harm

to vegetable growth than to thick-skinned

worms, and bard-shelled beetles. Where insects

may be shaken into vessels of hot water by

wholesale, such a mode is, of course, to be pre-

ferred. We have nearly always found direct

attack the best way, and very few day's work in

the aggrpgate will keep most gardens clear of

them.

—

Country Gentleman.

^f"The career of one military charlatan has

finally been cut short. General Benham's

name has been stricken from thts rolls of the

army. Those who have known him will have

only wondered that the result did not come

sooner.— Cor. Mo. Democrat.

-<•»-

^„ /ance, the conservative candidate for

Governor in North Carolina, is reported elected

by 25,000 majority. If it were not for the tyr-

anny of the Confederate rule, this would be

called a Union victory.
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The Great Beaper Trial.

No event in the progress of rural improve-

ment has for a long time been of such vital in-

terest to the farmer as the late reaper trial at I

Dixon. The value of the trials at Syracuse, at

Salem and Urbana had faded out before new

improvements that were rapidly changing the

aspect of affairs. Iron has been gradually su

pcrceding the use of wood to a great extent,

while self-rakers, headers and binders were each

struggling for the mastery, and a vigorous and

healthy competition was making close compari-

son with aiijustability, durability, cheapness,

rapidity of work, ease of draft, of delivery and

of repair. Thus genius has been giving to the

harvest field a new enstilement of values.

The State Soci3ty could not have taken a

more opportune time to call together and exhibit

to the western farmer the valuable improvements

that had been so silently maturing for his use.

At no time have these improvements been so

welcome, from the withdrawal of such large

enstalements of labor as at the present, to fill, in

part, the void thus made.

"What the Merrimac and the Monitor was to

the old navy, the new improvements will be to

the old family of reapers, not that the new Mon-
itor is yet fully constructed, but the idea is

born, an its infant hands presents the power of

a giant ; the harvest field is to see a revolut on,

potent and powerful for good. It was with a

keen eye that inventors and manufacturers

watched each new born thought that had been

giwm form, and nothing escaped them, whether

it was a new cutting plate, a new hand to grasp

the bundles, the devil's fork, or the iron binder

—

.
all came in rapid review before them. These will

go on the trestle board, have their curves and
motions and relative values measured, and lo

the Monitor will come down sweeping the har-

vest field and gathering with its iron gra-p its

golden products. Some of the old craft can be

rebuilt and yet do good service, but the great

republic of harvesters will most implicitly rely

upon the new.

The exhibition (for we do not propose to call

it a trial,) Las proved that no one machine on
the ground is, in all respects, the best, but that

certain new combinations must be formed by in-

Tentors that shall be another proud triumph for

the great grain fields of the west.

It is to be regretted that a thorough trial

could not have been had, so as to settle forever

certain conditions and elements that are more or

less involved. Whether the Board had before

them the ill-starred report of the "scientific

committee on steam plowing," or some similar

hobgoblin we know not, but certain it is that

they concluded to rely upon their own unaided

efforts to make the examinations, in departments

of mechanics to which th ir previous habits of

life had not fitted them in any very eminent

degree. That they should, under such circum-

stances, fail to satisfy themselves, much less to

meet the just expectations of a discriminating

public is no great matter of wonder. As a trial,

in the ordinary use of term, it was a complete

failure, while as an exhibition it was a proud

and valuable triumph of mechanical genius, not

only to the farmer, but to the inventor and man-

ufacturer, the result of which will mark a new

era in the progress of the harvest field.

When men assnme public positions, their acts

are subject to public inspection and criticism,

for there is no human power eo high that it is

beyond our reach, or that its dignity may not

come down to be judged by the ordinary rules of

common sense. The members of the committee

personally we hold in high esteem, but as a

Board we are well satisfied that they have com-

mitted grave errors of judgment, and done that

in their ofl&cial capacity that as individuals they

would not wish to endorse. In the course of our

remarks we intend to point out the errors of the

Board to some extent, and this shall be done in

all kindness, for we believe that in all their acts

they have honestly endeavored to make them-

selves useful to the country. Since the failure of

the State Fair at Big Muddy, a part if not all

of the members of the Board have not been

pleased with the course of the public press, and

to prevent any misunderstanding at this time,

concluded that they would keep their own se-

crets, look wise anl stand forth on their dignity.

It is true that they had advertised a public trial

of machines at which everybody and his wife

was invited to be present. Editors of agricultu-

ral journals and whose columns had made these

announcements at the request of the Board were

assured that they would be particularly welcome.

Three of these journals were represented by their

editors in chief, and one by its associate, yet

these gentlemen were as fully excluded from

this public trial as the farmer who had sacrificed

his time and money to investigate and compare

the relative value of the various reapers. None

but the Board who had decided to act as an

awarding committeee. were admitted to the

grounds, and the trial which had been promised
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as a public one, dwindled down to a private ex-

hibition to the members of the Board, while the

people ar,d the press were allowed to look on at

a distance. To see the Board of the Agricultu-

ral Society of the great State of Illinois thus

belittle itself was humiliating in the extreme.

It was a most forcible illustration of the wonder-

ful sagacity of the beleagured Ostrich, but we

hope that there was no artise at had to perpetu-

ate its memory so that it may soon be forgotten.

The stubborn courage of the Board to act as a

committee of awards, had, we are assured for

its foundative economy in its financial arrange-

ments ; but this we may at once mark down one

of the grave errors, worthy of no small amount

of censure, as we shall show when we come to

the real parties who footed the bills.

THE SCALE OF POINTS.

In the first place, a scale of points should

have been agreed upon and their relative values

set forth and these made public. This was not

done. It is true that the Secretary or other per-

son had marked certain points in the report of

the Sycamore tria', which might have been in-

tended by one or two of the members for a scale

of points, but that the Board had drawn up or

formerly adopted a scale of points, we deny.

We have heard, though we have not seen it, that

the Board, since the trial, published a scale of

points, but if they have, it is one gotten up since

the trial. At the request of the Board, the ex-

hibitors got up a scale of points, but to this no

relative value were attached, and the Board at-

tached none during the trial. We challenge the

Board to gainsay these facts. We therefore

charge, that really the Board had set up for

itself no guide by which to judge of the relative

value presented. That in self defence, they

have since fixed upon one we have no doubt, and

it is possible that the press may have stimulated

them to this and other judicious acts. The

truth must stand forth as charged at the time,

that a very good reason for not giving the scale

of points, with their relative value, was simply

that they bad none to give. An editor of one

of our agricultural journals, and who we be-

lieve has never worked on the farm, much less

worked a week in the harvest or hay field, ex-

cused the Board for excluding visitors from the

new cut grass, for the reason that after raking,

the stubble could not be so well compared, from

treading that it might receive. This, of course,

will prove satisfactory tt) the three or four hun-

dred farmers present, when some ten acres o^

grass was cut. The gentleman should be sent

to the country and be allowed bread and milk

for breakfast for a week at least, in return for

such a valuable discovery.

THE DTNAMOlfETOE.

This instrument, always uncertain in its re-

sults, is only valuable as giving a comparative

value ; to do this all the machines must be drawn
at the same speed, otherwise it is of no value.

Every school boy knows that power is measured

by raising a given weight in a given time ; it

is, therefore, evident that a machine cutting a
given width at three miles an hour, will require

more power to draw it at four n?iles. From the

fact that a different learn and different speed was
used on eaoh machine, it may have been well

that the power thus mostunscientificaly obtained

should have been withheld from the press at

least, for in most cases it would have given erron-

eous value to the machines drawn by spirited

horses, whose drivers did not ballance the speed

by a judicious draft on the lines. Some of the

machines were new and put in the field for the

first time, thus adding to the draft. Mr. Whi-

ting who had charge of this instrument, labored

most faithfully to do justice in the premises,

but from the bad arrangement, was "dable to do

so. In one instance we saw him refuse to apply

the instrument when gross injustice would have

been done. We are quite sure that he had little

faith in its value as applied. Under the circum-

stances, we would put no faith in the draft thus

obtained.

We have used this same instrument on our

farm, and with the same team and same speed,

could only make an approximate estimate of the

relative draft.

THK PUBLIC TRIAL.

We are no advocates of public trials of agri-

cultural implements when they are to undergo a

severe scrutiny, but on the other hand that they

should be put in the hands of a competent com-

mittee, who will give their time and attention to

the subject, and try each one separately, and

thus one by one, compare them by certain stand-

ards that shall, at all times, represent constants

in the scale of points. To this end, we would

not like to be followed by a crowd of spectators,

to call off our attention. A trial of this kind

would be of more value to the farmer and man-

ufacturer than the public ones ; but when an

agricultural society advertise a public trial,

which is conducted at the expense of inyentors
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or those who enter their machines for trial, it is

but a mockery and a cheat to make it otherwise.

By public trial is meant that all shall have a

proper opportunity to see for themselves, that

all the facts, as the trial progress, shall be at

once announced to the people, in fact there can

be no secrets withheld, and so soon as the

awarding committee have come to any conclus-

ion the facts are to be given to the public. On

the other hand, in a private trial or trial ly a

committee to examine, and report by themselves

all can properly be withheld for the final repert.

On the one, the people and the press are not to

be snubbed with impunity, while in the other,

they have no business to be present. The place

of exhibition of agricultural implements is very

properly at the various fairs, while trials in the

grain or other fields, should be held private and

only by the examining committee.

We shall now proceed to speak of the exhibi-

tion as it progressed from day to day.

FIRST DAY.

July 22nd.—The ground for the trial of mow-

ers is about a mile frnm the centre of the city,

and on the farm of Mr. Chas. Dement. The

grass is timothy, mixed slightly with red down;

the land slightly rolling, the bottom smooth, the

grass standing well and will turn about one and

a half tons to the acre. It is a most excellent

place for an exhibition of mowers, but not well

calculated to give them anything like a test, for

it is not probable that the worst possible mower

in the state if jut in fair cutting order should

fail. In fact, no mower should fail to do good

work in such a field, yet the sequel did show

just such a result.

THE LOTS.

Fourteen mowers had been entered for the

trial, and a lot of an acre each had been staked

off by the surveyor, Mr. . The manner in

which these lots were laid off and designated, re-

flects no small credit on the good taste of .the

surveyor, and should be taken as a pattern on

all similar occasions.

At all plowing matches and similar trials,

there is more or less of delays, but in this case

the'grounds were always ready, plainly marked

and numbered. The mowers had not all arrived,

and but four or five of them were put to work

until the morning of the 23d.

SECOND DAT.

A strip of some rods in width had been cut

along the margin of the field on which the spec-

tators were allowed to stand, but not permitted

to enter the cut stubble, but treated like child-

ren attending a fancy show. To-day the com-,

bined machines came on the grounds and drew

lots as foilows:

No. 1, Walter A. Wood, Hoosoe Fars, N. Y.

No. 2, Seymour, Morgan & Allen, Brockport,

New York.

No. 3, D. M. Osborn & Co., (Kirby) Auburn,

New York.

No. 4, Sheldon & Co., (Coyuga Chief) Auburn,

New York.

No. 5, George S. Curtis, (Com.) Chicago,

Illinois.

No. 6, John P. Manny, Rockford Illinois.

No. 7, H. H. Taylor, Freeport, Illinois-

No. 8, E. Ball, Canton Ohio.

No. 9, Cline, Seiboling & Hower, (Excelsior)

Doylston, Ohio.

No. 10, Geo. Estery, Whitewater, Wisconsin.

No. 11, Thos. E. Medill, Ottawa, Illinois.

No. 12, W. A. Woods, (Self-Raker.)

No. 13, C. H. MoCormick, Chicago, Illinois.

No. 14, G. H. Bugg, Ottawa, Illinois.

Nos. 6 and 7 had not arrived. All of the

forenoon was occupied in cutting a double

swarth with each maschine, and in testing the

draft. Nothing was left to do now but to cut

the several lots. The machines cut from four

feet eight inches to six feet and a half, and the

acre lots were less, just two of these swarths of

forty rods in length, the lots having been laid off

four by forty rods. At about three o'clock p. M.,

Col. Capron, the suptrintendant, gave the signal

for a start, when

—

THE RACK

commenced in good earnest. Each one drove to

suit himself, and was under no further control

than if stopped from any cause, that he could

not start again without permission from some

member of the board. No. 5 was the first ma-

chine out, not having stopped, and cutting the

lot in 26^ minutes. No. 14 cut his lot in 25 min-

utes running time, but occupied sone 33 of time.

No. 13 cut in 26, occupying in all 34^ minutes.

The general average was thirty minutes. In

nearly every case, the more haste the worst

speed, as the frequent stoppages showed. No. 5

taking a fine average walk on the start, without

any disposition to run, met with no mishaps,

came out ahead, and done the work in a very

superior manner. So much for common sense

and careful driving. The wisdom of the Board
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now ehone out in full splendor, and their owl

like modesty was in the acendant. The owners

all ignoraut of what tests would be applied,

could only guess from the preporation making,

and the most stupid could not fail to see that

these were for a race, and which, as a matter of

course, was accepted, or rather could not be

avoided. The result was not a trial of the mow-

ers, but of horse flesh, and in this light, we were

pleased at the speed and endurance of the sev-

eral teams, while the visitors threw up their hats

and hurrahed, not at the manner in which the

work was done, for that as a general thing was a

disgrace to the mowers, but at the endurance and

speed of the«e pet nags. A horse race, whether

for speed or bottom, is always exciting to a

crowd, and this treat so unexpected, not having

been put down in the bills, was received with

pleasure by most persons in attendance. To

those who had come for the purpose of compar-

ing the merits of the several mowers, turned

away in disgust.

We had no disposition to look over the work

and to compare its quality, one glance being suf-

ficient to show that fringes and breaks marked

the surface more or less. It may be charged

that all this was the fault of the drivers, and to

some extent it was, but the great share of blame

must fall where it belongs. Several of the con-

testants begged for another trial in the same

field, which was granted, while most of them

done more or less voluntary work, to show^that

they could do good work.

At the subsequent trial on Saturday, in the

worst field of grass we ever saw cut, all acquitted

themselves nobly, with the exception of Nos. 10,

11 and 14, which, for some unexplained reason,

were not present. To our mind, the machines,

as grass cutters, take all things into considera-

tion, were, first, the Cayuga Chief, and second,

the combined machine of John P. Manny. The

mower made by the same party fell far below the

combined machine. There can be no question

that a combined machine will answer all purpo-

ses of reaper and mower. The Cayuga Chief

has an improvement that we esteem very highly

in a mower, atid that is a false cutter plate,

called a ledger plate. This in fitted in a recess

of the cutting guard, and can at any time be

taken out and its cutting edges ground sharp,

when the cutters are in all respects as good as

new. All farmers know that when the edges of

the guard become slightly rounded that the

machine not only runs hard, but does poor work,

and is liable to clog. With this ledger plate all

of these difficulties are overcome. The Ch'ef is

all iron and steel, yet weighs only 1,100 pounds.

The Manny machine is, on the other hand, com-

posed of a wooden frame, is but little if any

lighter, but can be made much cheaper. How far

the element of cheapness by the use tf wood can

be profitable we do not at this time propose to

discuss. Nos. 1 and 2 pleased us highly as

grass cutters, falling but little behind the two

named, cutting wide swaths with comparative

ease. No. 5, the combined machine is a noisy

afifaii, but it runs apparently easy and did excel-

lent work. Thiskindof gearing will need further

trial before it can confidently be recommended,

though thus far it gives promise of success. In

this kind of power with a rapid motion there is

usually a large strain on the gearing, which is

not the case in a slow motion. Should it succeed

it will simplify and cheapen the reaper gearing

to a large extent. No. 14 is a square draft ma-

chine, well known in this State ; it runs easy and

does good work, yet it has not become popular,

probably from the fact that few people like to

manage it. For heading timothy for seed and

then cutting the bottom it is very valuable. Mr.

Rugg claims one advantage over others, and that

is a double motion for grass over that for grain.

It is well known that to cut grass the motion

must be very rapid, while for grain a slower

motion is equally valuable, and thus saving the

wear of the machine. There is no doubt much

truth in this and the cost 's so trifling that we

are surprised that it has not been used before,

Mr. Rugg, so far as we know, being the only one

adopting it.

THIRD DAY EEAPING.

The reaping was done in a field of some 200

acres of spring wheat that would turn twelve

to fifteen bushels per acre. The most of it stood

well, with a smooth bottom and slightly rolling

surface. It was not such a field as would very

severely test the machines, yet one very well

calculated to make a fair comparison, and prob-

ably as good as could be obtained under ordinary

circumstance. Here as in the case of the mead-

ows the divisions of lands were most excellent,

and the President, Mr. Van Epps is entitled to

no small amount of credit for the manner in

which he managed this part of the field opera-

tions. Had the same system been carried out in

the examinations we should have felt proud of

the State Board. The lots in this case contained

1 84-lOOths of an acre, and were drawn as fol-

lows:
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COMBINED MACHINES,

No. 1, Walter A. Wood, self-raker.

No. 2, D, M. Osborn, Kirby's h\nd raker;

No. 3, Seymour, Morgan & Allen, self-raker.

No, 4, Cline, Seiberling & Howes, Excelsior

eelf-raker.

No. 5, W. A. Wood, hand-raker.

No. 6, T. H, Medill, Cogswell's patent hand-

raker.

No. 7, John P. Manny, hand-raker.

No. 8, C. II. McCormick, handraker.

No, 9, E, Ball, hand-raker.

No. 10, G. H. Curtis, (cam.) hand-raker.

No. 11, H. H. Taylor, Buckeye hand-raker.

No. 12, Geo. Esterly, hand-raker.

No. 13, S. 17. Rugg, hand Raker,

No. 14, Sheldon & Co., Cayuga Chief, hand-

raker.

THE WOHK.

No. 1 drew the worst lot in the field, being

badly lodged, yet the work was as well done as

it would appear possible to do it. Of this self-

raker we shall speak in another connnction.

No. 2 contained a part of the lodged grain ; it

was very well cut, and with few exceptions well

laid.

No. 3. This machine had mostly standing

grain, and done its work in most admirable

order. The stubble was left clean and the bun-

dles laid square, though spread out nearly the

widtth of the cut, the rake taking it from the

cutter, and in a graceful sweep placing it beside

the reaper and outside of its track; could the

guards be slightly compressed, it would be all

that could be desired. The machine is strong

and durable, and being the oldest successful

self-raker has become justly popular at the

west. Taking in connection its good qualities as

a mower, there is no wonder that the farmers

present purchased several of them of the agent

during the trial.

No, 4. The Excelsior is a novelty i a its way
;

cuts good and lays the grain very square, but

unfortunately in the track of the ^^reaper, thus

compelling the binders to keep up. This, In

green oats, damp grain, or when binders are not

at hand, is a serious drawback ; otherwise the

machine is valuable. The platform is composed

of a series of slats, and when a bundle is ready

the driver by touching a pedal, down it goes,

and the stubble passing up through the slats

draws off the bundle in most admirable order,

though of the full width of the cut. While the

platform is down, a light fender holds the grain
from falling. It was much admired, notwith-

standing the drawbacks mentioned.

No. 5 was well cut, but the team was driven

too fast and the raking was badly done.

No. 6 would have been a credit to its maker a
dozen years since, but lacks too many modern
improvements to attract attention. All pronoun-
it a perfect horse killer.

No. 7, John P. Many, The cut of this ma-
chine was six feet, and it cut the let in thirty-

nine minutes, doing it in good order. On this

machine, the driver can do his own raking.

This was not done on the lot above, but was on

the piece attached to it as an independent reaper.

How far this can be done day after day in the

harvest field, we have no means of knowing, but

from the easy manner of raking off the width of

cut, which allows of a slower motion forward,

with a steady team, we can see no reason why
it cannot be done. The machine runs easy, con-

sidering the width of cut, and as a hand reaper,

must stand at least second in the list. Mr,

Manny is a brother of the lamented J. H, Manny
whose world wide fame will go down to the latest

posterity.

No. 8 came next, drawn by two horses, but

evidently a heavy draft for them ; it cut six

feet. The self-raker is attached to the reel and
revolves with it. The size of the bundles are

therefore dependent on the grain, as a bundle is

made at every revolution of the reel. It has a
decided awkward look, yet the grain was very

well laid, similar to that of No. 3, in fact, it has

the same delivery, McCormick using the Sey-
mour & Morgan platform or circular shield

board. The time employed wss forty-three min-

utes. In this machine the seratures of the

sickle are larger than usual, and the angle of

the section quite obtuse. In this respect, Mc-
Cormick has made little if any chonge in the last

ten years, nor does he use a smooth edge for

grass, but adhers to the sickle edge. The ma-
chine is made unusually strong and durable, and
probably no machine is so well qualified to stand

the abuse of rough work and exposure, as this.

Farmers care less about the draft than for

strength and durability ; an extra horse being of

little account to them at that season, when they

have little other team work to do.

No, 9, E, Balls, Ohio Mower. This machine
cut its lot on forty-four minutes. The cutting

bar was set too high, and the machine passed
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over the lodged grain, considerable of which fell

to its lot. The raking off was badly done.

No. 10. This machine cut also in forty-four,

both the cutting and raking badly done, probably

set too high for the lodged grain. The raker

was not used to the platform, which he said was

too long to deliver to advantage. In the stand-

ing grain the cutting was good.

No. 11. The same time with the two previous

machines ; very good work, and a very excellent

machine.

No. 12. Time thirty-eight minutes; cut 5|

feet—good cutting but bad raking off.

No. 13. Cut 6J feet ; cutting good but bun-

dles left in a circle and in bad shape for binding
;

faulf, fist driving, the team used being very

spirited.

No. 14. Time sixty-four minutes, but cutting

and raking of the highest order, in all respects

the best laid bundles on the field. The platform

of this machine is one of the cosiest and best of

the hand raking reapers. This machine is all

^ron and steel, is compact and strong. Taking it

all in all, it is one of, if not the very best hand

raking reaper on the ground. Its strength, ad-

justability, ease of draft, and above all, dura-

bility, places it high in the rank of reapers,

while as a mower, it is unexcelled.

REAPERS NOT COMBINED.

It is scarcely worth while to make a reaper

without a grass cutting arrangement, or a grass

cutter alone, as it is so seldom that they are ne-

ded W. A. Wood had on the ground a one-horse

mower, a well made, pretty machine, and which

did good work, but its cost is but little less than

a two horse machine, and as our farmers have

plenty of team, it is hardly worth while to loose

time with this. At the east where oxen are

largely used in farming, and but one horse kept

for odd work, this machine is all very well, but

for the west, of no particular value. The same

may be said of these reapers. The one com-

bined machine can do the work of both. It is

probable that a double gearing, like that of

Rugg's, would be valuable, and would add but

little to the cost. The entries in th's class were

well displayed.

ISDEPENDFNT BEAPEBS.

No. 1, D. M. Osborn & Co., Kirby hand-raker.

No. 2, Cline, Seiberling & Hower, "

No. 3, Seymour, Morgan & Allen, "

No. 4, "W. A. "Wood, "

No. 5, C. H. McCormick, "

Ny. 6, H. H. Taylor, (Buckeye) hand-raker.

B^ the number of entries of self-rakers, it

will be seen that they are slowly yet surely

working their way to favor, and on this occasion

they attracted no inconsiderable attention, so

much so, that before the trial was through, to

save what little credit the Board had remaining

with the spectators, or rather a stampede to the

grounds, they were graciously permitted to come

into the stubble and look on, and closely watch

the progress of the work. Though full half of

the visitors had left for home, feeling as though

this was no place for them ; they had spent their

time and money to see a reaper and mower trial,

and to be treated with that respect which was

due them, but this reticent Board decided other-

wise, snubbed them in every possible manner,

and add to this, there was no accommodation

for them at the hotels, these being fitl, and the

citizens only intent on taking the quarters and

half dollars for passage to and from the grounds.

Hundreds of these farmers slept on the hotel

floors and roughed it as they could. No wonder

then their these numbers grew daily less, and a t

the last day, almost wholly ceased to form a part

of the programme. We have already described

the action of these machines as combined reap-

ers, and shall therefore pass on to

—

THE HEADERS.

No. 1, Barber, Hawley & Co., (Haines) Pekin,

Illinois.

No. 2, J. C. & C. N. Mabury, White Rock, Hi.

No. 3, G. H. Rugg, Ottawa, III.

These were put to work in the afternoon of the

fourth day, and to our surprise attracted very

little attention. They require seven men and

four span of horses, two span to run the header

and two span on waggons to take care of the cut

grain. This is left sixteen to twenty inches

long ; about twenty acres is cut in a day. Ex-

cept on very large farms, the outlay of capital is

too large to ever make these headers popular.

The evidence in regard to their value is very

conflicting. The Haines header did very excel-

lent work, though occupying a much longer

time than that of the Maybury. The grain is

taken up very clean when it stands up well, but

in lodged grain we observed a large loss. The

loaders on No. 2 wasted the grain by earless

handling, the machine doing good work. The

Rugg machine commenced work near the close
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of the clay, and we did not examine the work,
but learn that it was similar to the others, though
cutting a much narrower swarth. Throughout
the day, the great center of attraction was

—

burson's gbain binder.

This was attached to a six foot J. H. Manny

machine, made by Messrs. Emerson & Co.,

Rockford. The inventor, W. W. Burson, of

Muscatine, Iowa, and his brother, had it in

charge. We belieye that all present pronounced

it a success, doing the work rapidly, cheaply,

and effectively in the most workmanlike manner.

From what we have seen of several binders dur-

ing the past three or four years, we had little

faith in them, but this point we now most cheer-

fully yield on the present occasion. Those that

we had seen, either lacked capacity or efficiency,

but this is now so perfected that it is capable of

binding at least twelve acres a day of ten hours.

To do this, one man to tend the machine, one

to drive, and one to rake off, with two to set up

in shocks, will do the work. Thus, four

iren will harvest twelve acres with the use

of this binder, with an additional cost of some

fifteen cents an acre, making a saving of cost

equal to three hands. Thus

—

Two teams and a driver one day $ 3 00
Four hands 6 00
Wire 1 50

raker can be attached to any reaper now in use,
except the Excelsior, which has no platform, and
the same may be said of the binder ; the plat-

forms can all be so changed that the binder can
be attached ; but the platform of the J. H.
Manny is already precisely fitted for it.

We cannot but believe that this binder will

have the effect to materially change the aspect
of the harvest field. With its use, a farmer hav-
ing a hundred acres of wheat, can put it in shock
in from eight to ten days, and that with the aid
of one man to drive, one to bind, and two to

shock up, this will save the labor and board of
several hands.

THE J. H. MANNY REAPER.

The manufacturers of this valuable machine,
Messrs. Emerson & Co., have made it a rule for
several years, to donafe to the State Agricultural
Society a machine to be awarded to the best
forty acres of wheat, and they did not therefore
feel at liberty to enter the present contest, but it

was gratifying to its friends to see it bear to the
field the last great improvement that is designed
to rob the harvest field of much of its hand
labor, and all that it needs for its crowning glory
is Wood's rake, and Sheldon's leJger plate for the
guard.

WHO FOOTED THE BILLS ?

OLD WAY.

Two teams and a driver one day $ 2 00
Eight hands 12 00

$15 00

Making a saving of §4 50 per day. Add to

this the waste of grain, is much less, the saving

of which will more than pay for the wire. We
would put the saving by the use of this binder

in average grain, at not less than fifty cents an

acre, with labor and board at one dollar and fifty

cents a day. In this connection we have a word
to say in regard to Wood's self-raker:

This rake is attached to an endless chain that

runs in a groove in the platform, and in passing

around, presses the bundle against the shield

board and compresses it together, nearly in the

manner that is done by the ingenous fork used by

Mr. Burson. We see no reason why this self-

raker cannot do the work for this binder, and

thus save tKe raker and lessoning the cost of the

work another dollar and a half a day. The self-

To enable the society to make a thorough test

§10 50 I
of the machines, the cost of which should in
part come out of the parties directly interested,

the Board collected the following sums of the
exhibitors, to wit:

Am't Rec'd. Prem
6 Reapers $300 $50 00

14 " and mowers
combined 525 75 OO

14 Mowers, two hours. 350 50 00
1 " one " . 10 no competition.
3 Heading Machines. 150 50 00
1 Grain Binder Medal.

$1185 $225 00

An excess of entree fees over preniium of

$9 60. The expenses of the trial cannot well
exceed %1 60, leaving to go into the coffers of
the State Society §800, a very pretty sum to be
taken from the manufacturers on the plea that a
thorough trial should be had, instead of which
the Board act as committe, with dynamometer
tape line and watch in hand, with which to

measure the relative value of the several forms
of harvesting machines, and the material of
whiob they are constructed. Whatever may be

i
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their decision, it will cary but little weight

with it, or have little influence in determining

inventors and manufacturers what particular ma-

terial or form will be used ; and the question of

hand-rakes, of self-rakers, and of headers, is

yet at loose ends ; but the people will soon settle

the question of the binder, by giving it a proud

position and crowning it with the wreath of merit.

PEESONAL-

The important part of our task is done,

and we turn with pleasure to return our thaaks

to Dr. Reynolds of Dixon, whose latch string

was out ; to President Van Epps, for many kind

attentions during the last two days of the exhi-

bition, and to mine host of the Nocosha, whose

kind sympathies revolted against indulging edi-

tors the pleasure of sleeping on the floor for

more than one night. Notwithstanding the large

crowd at this house, the meals were in season

and abundant. We regretted exceedingly that our

time did not permit us to accept the kind invita-

tion of our friend, J. T. Little, whose beautiful

grounds have added so much to the value of

Dixon. Of Dixon itself we have no very exal-

ted opinion as a suitable place to have a reaper

or any similar trial, yet it lies in beauty on the

slopes that make the banks of the Rock river so

desirable as a residence, and as associating with

it much of the history of the early settlement of

the county. We have nevtr spent a week at any

gathering of the kind that drew more largely

upon our energies than this, and glad were we to

see the sun ^ down on the last day of the week.

Flushing, New York, "r

August 21, 1862. r

Editor Illinois Farmer, Champaign Illinois

:

Sir:—Altgough the Illinois Farmer is pub-

lished at Springfield, yet I suppose it is the most

direct course to direct to you at Champaign. I

sent you Strawberry Sheet, 47th edition last

spring. I have recently perused some notices

about Mr. Davis' and Mr. Sim's srawberry plant

in your State. I wish you would give me a list

of the strawberry growers of your State, and

the number of acres each cultivates, as I am pre-

paring the statistics of the strawberry culture

of all the States. Also, I would like a list of

the amateurs of the strawberry, so that I may

mail our new 48th edition of the Strawberry

Catalogue, now in press, to them all. The Pat-

ent Office Report forthcoming, will have descrip-

tions of all our varieties, except twelve new

seedlings named and described last June. I

suppose you perased my article in the Jan

uary number of the Horticulturist, (twelve

pages.) I should like much to receive

the Transactions of the Illinois State Agri-

cultural Society. To whom must I apply to ob-

tain it ? I notice that the most of the varieties

that Knox praised at the meeting of the Fruit

Growers of westtrn New York, are mere trssh.

He pronaunces positive opinions on the shortest

culture, and therefore commits a mass of blund-

ers. See his statement that the "same strawbery

plants may be cultivated ten y«ars," when the

plants usually die the third year. He has ex-

toled British Queen as suitable for field culture,

when you cannot get a quart from twenty feet

square. I now find it is Kivers Eliza he has

been selling for British Qaeen—a good variety

as to quality of fruit, but will not yield twenty-

five bushels to an acre. Triumphe de Grand

will yield about one-third of a crop, say sixty to

seventy bushels to an acre. I see that G. B.

Davis, of Chicago has Knox's British Queen,

which is River's Eliza, also Longworth Prolific

and Hooker, both of which only yield one

half, a fai? crop, such as any really productive

variety yields. Willson's Albany produces two

thirds of such a crop as Diadem, Globose, Scar-

let, Suprema, Weleone, etc. produced. The Wel-

come and Bayne's Favorite Scarlet, are the most

important early berries to begin the season ; the

former is twice the size of the Early Scarlet and

Jenny Lind, and far superior in quality. The
varieties to follow next are Crimson Eclipse and

Sultana, both beautiful berries ; and next the

Victorine, Suprema, and Truimvirate ; then

comes Diadem, Semprema and Trevirana. These

are succeeded by the Scarlet, Magnate and

Ophelia, the two heaviest, and foremost and most

showy of all the American varieties suitable for

market and long carriage. Areadne and Prince's

Large Globose will come in at the last of the

Scarlets. After these, the late Pine varieties, to

which family the Triumph de Grand belongs.

This ripens its latest berries after the Scarlet

and Iowa varieties are past. It is, however, so

far surpassed in sweetness, flavor and perfume

by other Pine varieties, that it will receive no

encomiums after its growers shall have cultivated

the moat estimable Pine varietiee, such as La

Constante, Lucas, Oscar, Margueritte, White

Pineapple, Auguste Piedmyer, Compete de Beau-

mont, Duke of Cambridge, Jucunda, Lorio, Royal

Victoria, Delices du Palais, etc.

Such amateurs as are desirous to continue the

chain, can have a September crop from the Belle

Bordeiaise and Prolific Hantbois, if they will
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give attention to their irrigation. And besides

these, the Alpine varieties will furnish their

fruits from the closing of the Pines until their

growth is arrested by the freezing of the ground.

Yours, very truly,

Wm. R. Prince.

— For Transactions of Illinois State Agricul-

tural Society, apply to J. P. Reynolds, Secretary,

ak Springfield, Ills.

Cannot give the list of strawberry cultivators,

but hope to soon. Most of those at South Pa=s,

(Cobden Station) will be found in the April num-

ber of the Fahmek. Mr. P. is a little sharp on

the Rev. Mr. Knox. We have no doubt Mr. K
has put his foot in it to some extent. Go ahead

gents, the strawberry is bound to win, but we

shall watch you all sharps, that is all of you who

have new sorts to sell us. We will soon have to

dab, the strawberry the Queen of summer fruits

—cheaper than potatoes and about the same size,

if we take into account the new sorts that are

soon to be produced. We are out with the "big"

strawberry for home use, but they will do for

market for sometime yet. We have no doubt

that many of the new sorts of Mr. P. will prove

valuable, and hope they will have a fair trial by

our growers. His climax we fruited the past

season and are pleased with it.

-«••-

spading machine of Comstock & Glidden, should

have been tried bat was not, and an automatic

scale to weigh grain from the threshing machine

or warehouse, an ingenious and valuable inven-

tion.

The Flowbr Garden.—When white lillies, or

any other spring flowered bulbous plants have
done flowerang, and the stems died away, they
should be taken up and re-set ; the disease in lil-

lies often met with is probably caused by their

being too long in one place.

Most of what is to be done now in this depart-
mant consists of the routine duties of neatness,
tying up, pegging down, removing faded blos-

soms, collecting and destroying insects, etc.

Many suffer their flowers to produce seed, but
this injures the flowering. If it be particularly

desirable to saVe seed of some things, allow only
just as much to ripen as will be needed. In
some cases, cutting off the flowers as fast as
they fade, doubtless the season of flowers.

Auriculas, Polyanthus, Pansies, Daisies; and
other of these flowering, half hardy plants, com-
mence their root growth about the end of this

month, when the time has arrived for re-plant-

ing. Good, fresh, and yet half decayed; and
from a pasture field, is the best to grow them in.

Those who have the advantage of pots and frames
cannot re-pot at this season.

—

Gardener'sMonihly.

"«•»-

Side Shows at the Beaper Trial.

The Board had advertised for all kinds of im-

plements to be present at Dixon, but the show

was not large, in fact it was but a poor place

aside from the specialtty, as the rasult proved,

and wo think the manufacturers made nearly a

dead failure of it.

H. A. Pitts & Co., Chicago, had one of their

superb threshing machines ; P. B. Hubbord, of

Sterling, had one made in Ohio; James "Vaughn,

of Magnolia, and M. L. Gillman, of Ottawa,

power corn shellers. P. W. Gates, of Chicago,

a sorghum pan and crushers. Messrs. Clark

& Alter, of RocSford, Mr. Cory, of Lima, Ind.,

Mr. McFarlane, of Ottawa, all had sorghum

pans.

T. A. Gait, Sterling, grain and seed sower and

a band cutter. This last is to be attached to the

feed apron of any threshing machine, and will

cut the bands as the bundles enter the cylan-

der, thus saving considerable labor. Mr. Spaf-

foid, of Decatur, had a fine well made sulky two-

hose corn cultivator, doubtless a valuable im-

plement. To this, we add churns, washinfi ma-

chines, clothes wringers, knitting machines,

Stamping Fruits.—A German journal pub-
lishes the following

:

*' At Vienna, for some time past, fruit deal-

ers, have sold peaches, pears, apples, apri-

cots, etc., ornamented with armorial bearings,

designs, initials and names. The impressions of

these things are effected in a very simple man-
ner. A fine fruit is selected at the moment it is

begining to ripen—that is, to take a red color

—

and paper, in which the designs are neatly cut,

is affixed. After a while the envelope is removed
and the part of the fruit which has been covered
is brilliantly white. By this invention the pro-
ducers may realize large sums.

Elder Bushes vs. Curculio.—A man in Mich-
igan reports that for three years he has kept the

curculio from his plums, and raised good crops
by tieing elder bushes to branches of the trees.

It had to be done every few days, from the set-

ing of the fruit until full grown.

-»•»-

The Curl or the Peach Leaf.—The Ohio
Earmer says the remedy for the blistering of the
peach leaf is to sprinkle the trees, just before
opening of the flower buds, with a mixture com-
pounded of equal parts of lime, flour of sulphur,
and soot, dissolved in water.

The British naval forces on the North
American and AVest India Stations now number
thirty-three vessels carying 821 guns.
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Culture of Bees — Ventilate Your
Hives.

A cheap, but tasty bee house, or a hive set

here and there among the shrubbery about the

house, has a wonderful home-like and interesting

appearance. The curious habits of the bee, and
the lu8cix)U8ne6S of its products, have a charm
for children which they never forget, if they

have once visited the farm and enjoyed them.
A swarm soon becomes acquainted with those

who have the care of them, and will cover the

flowers of the garden or the farm in search of

honey, and scarcely ever molest any one who is

careful not to injure them. In picking raspber-

ries and strawberries, it is rarely the case that

any cue is stung, though hundreds of bees may
be visiting the blossoms for their rich treasures,

at the samatime.
We visited a bee master recently, who inform-

ed us that he took one hundred pounds of honey
from a single swarm, last fall. This swarm win-
tered well, while several others standing near,

were utterly ruined by mice.

The greatest drawback, however, in bee keep-
ing, is the destruction occasioned by the accum-
ulation of their own breath and the exhalations

of their bodies. These are much greater than
any suppose, so that the stronger and more num-
erous the swarm is, the more danger there is to

them from their own vapor. It is quite common
to hear bee keepers say, they have lost their

strongest and best swarm, and the loss arises

from the cause we have just stated, or, in other

words, from the want of proper ventilation.

Three-fourths of all the swarms lost, die fjom
this cause.

—

New England Farmer.

The Evir-Blooming Rose.—If there is a plant

in whose culture we excel the people of all other
nations, it is the "ever blooming rose;" if there

is one plant that gives more gratification and
pleasure than others for the care bestowed upon
it and the price of its cost, it is the ever-bloom-
ing rose; if anybody grows but one plant, it

should be an ever-blooming rose. It will thrive

as well in a common flower-pot in the window of

the poor as in the richest vase of the conserva-
tory of the wealthy ; and with the same soil and
with the same toil and care, it flourishes as well

at the side of the humble cot as at the ingenious
veranda of the palace. When there were none
but the yearly flowering rose, it was praised,

worshipped, adored ; orators lectured upon its

virtues ; scribes wrote of it, and poets sung of it;

it was strewed on the paths of the great and
meritorious as an enblem of adoration ; it was
wrought into wreaths and garlands to ornament
the temples, thrones, and persons of kings ; it

garnished the bride and holy alter where the cer-

emony of marriage was performed; it decked
the festal boards on great occasions, and em-
balmed the remains of the dead ; it was plan-
ted upon the graves of the worthy to record
the virtues of the departed. When so much
adultation and honor were bestowed upon the

rose that flowered but one month in the year,

what language is sufficient to chant the praise

of one that now far surpasses it in beauty and
fragrance, and gives us a continual feast of its

gorgeous bloom and sweet perfume.
So various are the habits, colors, and sizes of

the ever-bloomingro.se, that it can make a diver-

sified garden of itself, an oruamental hedge for

enclosure, garnish and beautify the walls of un-
sightly buildings, grow as dwarf bedding plants,

and as stately shrubs ; clothe trellis work for or-

nament, and arbors where we may rest and re-

pose under its grateful shade and shelter, and
feast upon its matchless beauty and fragrance.

Summer Chickens.

Those who bring out chickens in April, or
earlier, do it at the risk of making considerable
loss, as that month is usually a cold, wet and
windy one. When successful, however, '^hey
bring a high price, sometimes when marketed m
July, as high as fifty conts per poi^nd. This has
prompted many to get broods as early as the
last of March, and the first of April.

—

Farmer
and Gardener.

We copy the following from the London Cot-
tage Gardener, and think it Tiorthy of attention
by those who do not care to send chickens to

market, but only to provide themselves with an
annual stock.

There is an old proverb in some parts of the
country, that summer chickens never thrive. It

runs thus, in parts of Hampshire

:

' Chicks that are hatched when there's making
of hay.

Will never grow up, but pine away."

All those who wish to rear poultry without
much trouble, choose the month of May, for
doing so. { Sometimes a hen deserts a few days
before hatching; sometimes she dies upon it. If

we listen to the above tradition, there is no rem-
edy. But we believe there is, and a simple one ;

set more egg^, and be not deterred by fables.

We go on hatching till August, and we are suc-

cessiul. The London market is only supplied by
this process, with the poultry for which it is

justly celebrated. Fowls of the same age can be
had all the year round, because the work of
hatching never ceases. If we were to tell such
of our readers, as require instruction on the sub-
ject, that any expensive or very troublesome
process was necessary, they might, perhaps, say,

that of two troubles, they thought waiting was
the le?s. But it is not so; and we confess, it

seems to us that the idea can only be supported
by that undeniable argument, " I do not know
how it is, but I know it is so."

Another large class of poultry breeders say
they do not believe in the saying ; but June is

too late for chickens. Well, if you say it Is too

late, we say—prove it. The nights are shorter

in June than in May; the weather is warmer.
Near to the winter you may say ; but you have
four months to the end of October, all good
growing, genial weather, and at that age, your
chickens will stand anything. They are three

weeks or a month later, that is ell. It may be
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eaid, there must be some foundation for the pro-

verb ; the sun is too hot and scorching, and if

chickens are entirely exposed to it, they will die.

Put the coop, with the hen into it. In a shady
place, but near the sun. As in April, you gladly

turn it to the sun, wherever you can find it, so in

June turn it away. Let it be near covert for the

chickens, shrubs, artichokes, pears, anything
that produces shade and harbors insects. You
will find your chickens live there a great part of

the day, and always when the sun is most power-
ful. They find there the insects thai have deser-

ted the parched grass. Let them be well and
frequently supplied with fresh and cool water.

If you can do it, or have it done, you will find a

great advantage in having a few pails of water
scattered every evening on the ground, they u«e

in the day. It freshens it and keeps it cool. To
sum Uf give your chickens shade, clean and
cool water, with a run affording them covert

;

and we promise you, you shall say and prove
that the prejudce against June chickens is a
popular error.

Leaf-Curling Caterpillars.

The curling of the leaves of the shrubbery
and some of the trees in our gardens, is quite
annoying to many people at this time, and the

question is often asked what can be done ? This
is one of the minor evils, and seldom requires
personal attention except in gardens where the

birds have no chance. The expanding buds of

your grape vines are often knotted and tied to-

gether so that the leaves come out irregularly.

Open one of these and you will find it has been
fastened together by minute silken cords, finer

than the threads in the Aveb of a spider—examine
closely and you will see a light-colored little

caterpillar, less than half an inch in length. It

ties these growing leaves together so that they
shall not spread out naturally, and this forms a
place of concealment from many of her enemies
where she feeds in fancied security.

The leaves on your rose and currant bushes
are sometimes very much deformed—the sides

folded together or formed into rolls—open these

and you find a dark-colered worm, with a black
head—this is a lively squirming little fellow,

that will probably spin a thread and let itself

down some distance, and be co-cealed amongst
the leaves below. A similar little worm will be
found upon some pear and plum trees, sometimes
so numerous as to deform the foliage and even to

injure the fruit. The canker worm, sometimes
in such vast numbers in the app^e orchard, has
been a serious injury. This last appears irregu-

larly like the plagues of old, beyond human con-
trol.

If you have induced the wrens to take up
their abode in your garden, by preparing cozy
little places for them to build their nests in, they
will soon clear your shrubbery of these leaf-

curling caterpillars. If you are in the neigh-
borhood of some of the large trees of the city,

and especially the grand old elms, where the Bal-
timore Orioles make their nests, your fruit trees

will suffer but little from this class of insects,

but if you cannot have the assistance of the
birds, the best plan to subdue these pests, is to

crush them between the thumb and finger as fast

as the expanding buds or leaves show signs of

their presence. The washes and powders recom-
mended are very troublesome, and very few, if

any, are eflFectual.

—

JVeivark Mercury.

A Successful Ice House.

C. B. of Chester, Pennsylvania communicates
the following to the Gardeners' Monthly :

Ten years since I built an ice house. After
inquiry and reflection, I adopted the following
details of construction, which has proved a com-
plete success, the supply rarely failing until ice

forms again.

I chose as a location, a north-lying bank of

sandy formation, made the excavation a cube of

thirteen feet, or so that the earth removed would
bank up that height, put in an eighteen inch dry
wall, except the top foot, which was mortared
inserted on each side three pieces of three by
four inch scantling, to which perpendicular one
inch pine boards were nailed as lining ;

put on a
light shingle roof of double pitch; let the spaces
at the eaves between the rafters open for a draft

of air to enter, and placed a small Venetian win-
dow near the top of the north gable for its es-

cape Before putting on the shingles, and after

nailing lath on the underside of the rafters, the
intervening space was tightly packed with
straight straw ; the roof is kept whitewashed.
The south gable consists of two doors, one of

which answers for general use, but when filling,

the ground being level on that side, both are

opened, a small phtform placed in front of them,
and the ice is shot directly in from the cart.

The bottom was made about one foot deeper in

the middle than at the sides, and eight to ten

inch chestnut logs laid across it close together
;

the ice is thrown on these.

I fill only to the squrre with ice, and the re-

maining space with wheat straw, which I am
careful always to keep covered over the ice and
packed down the sides a foot or two as it melts,

leaving a spice of about one foot between the

ice and the lining. The bank was well sodded
up to the wall, so as to throw off rain water fall-

ing on the roof and prevent its ingress to the

house. Free daily use is made of the ice during

all the warm season, for a family of nine, and
there is usually about a load or two over. The
capacity of the house is about twenty well filled

ox-cart loads; with side board's. Almost any
farmer can erect such an iee house at but little

expense.

-«•»-

Jl^'-Most of us spend so much time in learn-
ing the opinions of others, that we Lave no leis-

ure to form any of our own.

J®^The devil and the rebel confederacy are
the rival fathers of lies, and the latter has much
the larger family.
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Hints on Manure.—The following hints on the

treatment of manure, from the Massachusetts

Ploughman, should be observed by every farmer.

Manure should not be permitted to lie uncovered
any length of time after being spread upon the

ground. Exposure to a hot sun or a dry wind
for a few hours dissipates a large share of its

virte.
"Manures for corn must work early in order

to hasten the ripening of the ears. But in order

to do this, they should not be buried deep, for

deep burying keeps them cold too long and not

active enough for corn.

Many writers have asserted that there is no
risk in burying manures deep in the soil. They
talk quite learnedly of the loss of ammonia
when manures lie near enough to the surface to

breathe a little. But manures must have some
air to give them action. When cattle are per-

mitted to beat down a heap of manure in the

yard so that it cannot have air, it ceases to fer-

ment, and will lie quite safe in the yard through
the summer.
Manures may be permitted to ferment mode-

rately, in heaps thrown up lightly, before they

are spread over the field. Then a harrow will

bury them deep enough in case they are spread
over fresh furrows, They will produce better

corn than they will when buried quite deep.

Yet writers, who are not practical farmers, are

generally slow in learning this."

— About half right, Mr. Ploughman. When
manures are plowed in the advice is good, but

under all circumstances, we prefer them used as

a top dressing for meadows, corn fields, pota-

toes, etc. Ed.

>«•»-

Vaiue of Hay Compared wita other Milk-
Pboducing Substances.—Several French and
German chemists estimate the relative value of

several kinds of food for milch cows, according to

the following table

:

That 100 pounds of good hay are worth 200
pounds of patatoes ; 460 pounds of beet root
without the leaves; 250 pounds of carrots; 80
pounds of clover, Spanish trefoil, or ve'ches

;

50 pounds of oil-cake or colza; 260 pounds of
pea-straw and vetches ; 300 paunds of barley or
oat straw; 400 pound=i of rye or wheat-straw;
25 pounds of peas, beans or vetch-seed ; 50
pounds of oats ; and 500 pounds of green trefoil;

Spanish trefoil, or vetches. .

B^„ "Papa," said a little boy just furnished

with a drawing slate and pencil, *'please get

down on your hands and knees!" "Why so,

my son?" ''Because I want to draw a donkey!"

-«•»-

_ is stated by correspondents at the

London exhibition that the United States will

carry off more premiums in proporlion to the ar-

ticles exhibited than any other nation.

^^"Intelligence
reedom.

is the primitive source of

The Illinois Farmer.

BAILHACHE & BAKES PTTBLISHEES

M. L. DUNLAP, EDITOR.

SPRINGFIELD, SEPTEMBER, 1862.

Editor's Table.

The seasons have traveled through the frosts

of winter, the rains and sunshines of spring,

the heats of summer, and now we have the mild

days of autumn, crowned with a fair crop of

earth's products, but the laborers are few to

gather and market them. The last call for troops

has drawn from the most industrious classes and

we shall seriously feel their absence. And yet

another drain is to be made that shall take in its

sweep the heads of families and the larger farm-

ers—if drafted, the chance for a substitute will

be small indeed. For the past two months we
have been short of hands to keep the weeds

down in the nursery, but not a hand to be had

at any price, and the consequence is that weeds

do wonderfully abound. The almost continued

rains that have fallen in this part of the State

have prevented the working of corn, and but

little of it has received more than two plowing?,

and much of it but one. Yet, where the ground

is dry, the crop looks well. On low or flat lands

the crop is ruined—this will probably amount to

a fourth part of the crop. We know of thou-

sands of acres now in weed fallow that will not

be disturbed by the plow this year, and probably,

more will be added to it next season. We hope

the war will close during the winter, but have

little faith in such an event.

— •••

" When to Dig Diseased Potatoes.—We be-

lieve there is a great deal of labor worse than

lost, in attempting to save diseased potatoes by

digging. If a potatoe is affected at all by the
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rot, even in the slightest degree, digging, in our

opinion, and exposure to air, hastens its decay.

We believe with a writer in the Valley Farmer,

that ' it is batter to leave the potatoes in the

ground than to dig them as soon as the vines are

dead, as all those affected will rot in the hill in-

stead of the cellar ;' and when dug late the rot-

ten ones have pretty much disappeared, whereas

if dug early and stowed away, many that appear

unaffected will rot, and ve cannot always detect

the slight signs. The stench aleo is a great ob-

tion—this late digging will obviate."

The Rock ford Register says that during the

first two weeks of the present month the unpre-

cedented amount of seven inches of rain has

fallen in that section—as much as sometimes

falls during a whole season. The rain storm on

Sunday last was one of great severity.

The Farmers' Advocate, Chicago, is hereafter

to be published monthly instead of weekly till

the close of the war. It Is an excellent paper,

and we shall be sorry to lose its weekly pres-

ence.

Other weekly agricultural papers will probab-

ly follow suit. In fact, it is no time for agricul-

tural papers of that class that cater to the fam-

ily fireside. The blanket weeklies from the city

loaded with war news at half their cost, are fast

putting them aside. We have had no reason to

change our views on this point—an agricultural

paper should be what it purports to be and not

attempt to fill the place of a newspaper : each

man to his trade, say we.

Straws reies.—Dr. Beckwith of Cobden,

had thirty-three square rods of Willson's

Albany, and received net proceeds after paying,

commission freight and losses, §110.

The Dr. used seventy-eight quarts for the

family. Next month we shall give other figures

in this fiuit trade.

-«•»-

A New Use For Kerosene Oil.—An old and

valued friend writing us from the North part of

Wisconsin, says : " One of my Concord grapes,

set last spring, tried hard to die,—lost its leaves

and buds. For two or three weeks I poured

kerosene oil on the stem, and in a week, new
buds came out, and have made a growth of four

feet. I doctored one apple tree in the same way,

and it has made healthy growth since."

Butternut Stock For Peaches.—The Prairie

Farmer states that *' an extensive peach grower

of St. Joseph, Michigan, lately informed us that

he was intending to try butternut stock for peach-

es quite extensively next year. He is confident

of success, claiming that the borer which is now

causing much trouble in that section will not

harm them. We have known of experiments of

this kind but have no report of the success after

bearing commenced. What have our Western

tree planters to say of the promise of this

stock ?"

There can be no doubt of the value of the but-

ternut for a stock, especially a stock of boards.

Corn Stalks for Mulch.—We have used corn

stalks for mulch the present season and find

them the best of any substances that we have

tried ; we shall use them largely on our currant

bushes and other plants next season. It will

pay to save them for this purpose. It is our in-

tention to cut up several acres of corn with the

view of using the stalks for this purpose.

Horticultural Fair at Chicago.—No one

should forget this fair, it being the first one held

by the State Horticultural Society. We shall

expect a large show of orchard and garden pro-

ducts, as well as florist flowers and plants.

Premium Lists of County Fairs —Many of

the County Fairs that have been announced, will

not be held. The State Fair is postponed. The
last fair appears to have disgusted every one.

The place of holding it was distasteful to the cit-

izens of Chicago, but the floods of rain falling

at the time, would have made a "big muddy" of

any grounds except a sand hill in the State, and

of course untenable.

Among the premium lists received since our

last issue, is the Lee county, to be held at Dixon

from the 6th to the 9th day of October. Lee

county always has a good fair. Whitesides

county, at Morrisana—§2 000 in preiums offer-

ed. This will also be one of the live shows. St.

Clair at Belleville. St. Clair is one of the first

counties in the State, having St. Louis for a mar-

ket. S. B. Chandler, formerly connected with the

State Society, is Corresponding Secretary, one of

the ableei men in our State in the management
of an institution of this kind.

Tha fair will be held Oct. 7 th to the 10th. If

possible we shall be present.
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North-Western Fruit Growers Companion.

—We are ia receipt of No. 1 of this new work,

hailing from Keokuk, Iowa, Thomas Gregg, edi-

tor and publisher—monthly, $1 per year. It is

very nicely gotten up, and gives promise of use-

fulness , we hope it may have a long life, but it

has a hard time to get a foothold. If it can

struggle through the war, it will do well. Such

a work is needed and should be well patronized.

We copy the following on orchard planting

:

"On inquiring what sorts had done best, we
received for answer—naming them in the follow-

ing order:—"Winesaps, Janets, Yellow Bell-

flowers, 0) tleys. Wines, Rambes, Fulton Straw-

berries, Early Harvests and Junes." " But"

the Doctor added, with an emphatic earnestness,

•' Had I planted only Winesaps, I might have

been a rich man now." On another occasion he

expressed the opinion, that had his planting been

confined to Winesaps alone, he might have by

thig time realized fifty thousand dollars from his

orchard. Its hardiness as a tree, its excellent

bearing qualities, and its good character as a

market fruit, render it far superior with him to

all others, as an apple to make money on. Such

is Dr. Gris wold's opinion of the Winesap. It

may be added here, that he is now cultivating a

large lot of yearling seedlings, which he will

bud entirely to this variety for future planting.

There are other varieties of which Dr. G.

speaks very highly ; as, for instance, the Red
June—a good bearer and profitable apple ; the

Fulton Strawberry—a very fine apple ; the Fall

Wine and the Janet. Among the most highly

prized of the apples in his orchard, for quality

alone—not being so productive as others—are

mentioned the Pryor's Red, the Porter and the

Spitzenburgs.

Peaches In Egypt.—The Bro. Evans, at Cob-

den, have sold 8,000 baskets of peaches from

July 15th to Aug. 26th, and have some 500 more

to ship. These have sold at an average of two

dollars in Chicago, the expense of commission

and freight is about fifty cents a box, leaving the

neat little sum of §12 000. They purchased

this farm last winter of Col. Barnbridge for

$10 GOO. Aug. loth they shipped 100 pounds

of grapes at 25c. a pound. The rot will destroy

two-thirds of their crop of grapes. June 17th

they shipped Keswick Codlin apples, that sold at

$2 25 a barket in Chicago. Aug. 3rd, shipped

sweet potatoes which sold at $2 25 a basket.

Who will say that the fruit lands of Egypt will

not pay?

Is the Pig a Grazier ?—In replying to this

query, the Maine Farmer remarks " that if there

is any one animal that is omnivorous,—that is,

one that will live upon everything and anything

—fish, flesh, grain, or grass,—it is the pig. He

is carnivorous, granivorous, and graminivorous.

We know that he will live, grow and thrive in a

butcher's yard, where he can get nothing but

flesh and blood. And to the question whether

he is a grazier, we can answer yes. We have

known the hog to live the year round and keep

in pretty good order on grass in summer and

clover hay in winter. The farmers in the Mad-

awasha district, also in other sections of this

State, and indeed throughout the Western and

Southern States, turn their hogs out to " graze"

as regularly as they do their cattle. Some of

them keep them during the winter all or in part

on clover hay. Our neighbor Kezer, of Win-

throp, used to feed his store hogs on clover hay,

crumbled or pounded fine with a flail, and they

throve well upon it.

A writer in the Country Gentleman last Feb-

ruary gave an account of some clever hay fed

swine, that were found to be in good condition."

" I have seen," says be, " twenty-five shoats

(September pigs) the present winter, which have

been fed on clover hay alone, and they are in

good flesh ; in fact they are in better condition

than the average of pigs wintered without good

warm shelter, and fed upon grain. The clover

fed these pigs was cut on the 4th of July, and

secured without a drop of rain upon it, and of

course very nutritious. The pigs, in addition,

are supplied with warm, comfortable quarters,

and have at all times access to warm spring wa-

ter." HealsoadJs: "I once had a neighbor

who owned a noted sow, to which he never fed a

mouthful of grain during winter, but kept her

in a yard with his cattle, and she ate with them

the hay and throve upon it."

Hogs, however, thrive best on a variety diet,

and oftener a supply of good corn meal is found

to be the best in this variety, making them very

thrifty ; but corn is not absolutely necessary to

keep them in good store order.

Jerusalem Artichokes.—Chas. Dement, of

Dixon, has a field of eight acres of this vegeta-

ble. They are very fine plants and cannot fail

of an enormous yield. Mr. D. thinks they will

prove profitable for hogs and other stock. The
plant appears to delight in our prairie soil, and

will doubtless prove profitable. Those wishing

to try them, can now get the tubrues in any

quantity.
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BcTRSoNs Binder.—" Last fall, in my notes

from the Iowa State Fair, I gave the favorable

testimony of farmers who had used this machine,
or seen it operate, and my own favorable impres-

sions of it, from what I was able to see of its

operation.

The editor of the Illinois Farmer copied my
article, and doubted if the binder would prove

practical, because no attenpt in that direction

had yet proved successful ! Inexorable logic !

A Chicago echo pronounced the thing foolish-

ness, and proved me a fool [mechanically] be-

cause of the cautious commendation I had given

it. Other Eastern wiseacres, oracles of rural

wisdom, pooh-poohed at the idea of the thing.

"With this condition of mind among cotempo-

raneous writers, and the humiliating idea of my-
self which their inflictions had given me, what
was my gratification to find Burson on the

ground, with his binder attachment to a J. H.

Manny machine, binding the grain as fast as it

was cut, before it left the platform ; and to see

these same Sucker editors following it with open-

mouthed wonder and a grin of gratification,

garrulously asserting the triumph of the binder!

—as innocently, too, as if they had never given

Bragdon a raking down for his presumptuous
opinion ! But the retribution was a pleasant one

no doubt. The saving the wages of four or five

hands in the harvest field, and their board and
the consequent labor in the household, is no

trifling achievement, to say nothing of the sav-

ing of grain which results from binding it before

it leaves the platform of the reaper. It requires

but three men to do the work of cutting and
binding the grain—the driver, the raker, and the

binder. The grain is handed to the binder by
the raker, who uses an ingeniously-made thumb-
fork to gather and compress it. The binder

piiuts the arm of the machine over the bundle,

compressing it tightly, gives a crank two or three

quick turns, the bundle is fbound, tied, a jerk

opens the arms, and it is kicked on the ground.

All this is done in much less time than I have
consumed in writing it. It seemed to be the

conviction of all who siw it operate that it was
a success ; and that the hand-raking machines
could only compete with the self-rakers by odop-

ting the binder. The bundles are bound with

small wire, and as tightly and well as the aver-

age work of any five men that follow a machine
in the field. The wire costs from twelve to fif-

teen cents per acre. Objection was made to these

wire bands, because it would require more time to

cut them, and then to see that they did not go
through the machine with the straw, and wind
about the cylinder of the thrasher. I found

that a pocket knife would sever the wire band as

quickly and easily as if it were straw ; and if

the wire will affect the work of the thra her,

-which I doubt, a little practice will enable the

band cutter to retain it with one hand and cut It

with the other."

— The above we cut from the Western Edito-

rial of the Kural New Yorker, and now that Mr.

Burson has so far perfected hia machine that it

has the capacity to bind a six foot swarth, we

congratulate him on his eucoess.

That the binder will take its place in the har-

vest field, and do away with hand binding we

have no doubt. But this is not the only binder

that we are to have, as we learn that others are

being perfected that may compete with Burson

for the patronage of the Western farmer. That

Burson has put the first successful binder in op-

eration^ there can be no dispute.

••»

A Hint to Sugar Beet Growers.—Editor
Chicago Tribune ; Will you be kind enough to

call the attention of the various parties experi-
menting with the sugar beet seed, imported by
Wm. H. Belcher, Esq., to the necessity of hilling

their sugar beets, so as te keep the roots under
ground. Only by a strict observation of this,

and by keeping the field clean of weeds so as to

admit air and sun, they will be successful of

producing a good quality of sugar beet. The
root has a great tendency to grow out of ground,
impoverishing thereby materially. Having ob-

served that many think indifferently about these
most essential points, and being very anxious to

preserve this fall enough of good sugar beets,

to demonstrate on a large scale, that sugar can
be made as cheaply in lUinuis as in Louisiana,

you will not only oblige Mr. Belcher and the sub-

scriber, but also the whole community, by giv-

ing this note a place in your columns.
Very truly yours,

R. W. Bender,
Supt. Chicago Sugar Refinery.

Coal Tar for Fence Posts.—A correspon-

of the "Country Gentleman;" having recom-
mended the mixing of resin with coal tar for

fence posts, another correspondent writes on the

subject, as follows

:

*'I believe that the resin in superfluous. In-

closed you will find a chip which was taken from
a fence post set five years ago, smeared with coal

tar alone. It was trken out three or four inches

below the surface, where a post usually com-
mences to decay. The adjoining post, split from
the same log, [and I should think the two lay

side by side,] set at the same time, but not coal-

tared, has decayed so that you can kick into it

more than an inch. This, in my estimation,

proves the efficiency of coal tar. In applying

the tar, I think that the timber should be well

seasoned. Heat the tar, letting it boil a few
minutes ; then apply hot. An old paint brush is

the best thing that I have ever used for putting

it on. Cover the whole surface of the post that

is to remain in the ground, and from eight to

ten inches of that above. After it has dried,

which is usually in one or two weeks, tar again
as before, and as soon as the dry posts are ready
to set. If Mr. Rogers will try the experiment, I

think that he will find that coal tar alone will be
as efi&cient as though resin were mixed with it."

House Fair, Chicago.—Don't forget this fair;

it will be the great show of the season.
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|^°The wheat crop of Ohio is one of the

largest ever grown in the State. The Cincinnati

Gazette of a late date says : " The wheat crop

hab just been gathared in the Miami country,

and for the most part throughout the State. It

is the best and largest crop of wheat produced

ia Ohio since 1850. The crop of that year was
the largest ever grown in the State, and the lar-

gest average per acre. It is probable that the

crop of this year will be equal in amount to

that. The crop of 1850 was 21,500,000 bushels.

That of this year may safely be put down at

30,000,000."

*•>-

United States Agricultural Society.—This

profound institution seems to be in the last sta-

ges of a collapse. It has determined that its

nest annual exhibition shall consist only of a

wine fair—to be held at the city of Washington,
on the second Wednesday in January, 1863.

Premiums are offered on Catawba, Herbemont,

Isabella, Scuppernong, Delaware and California

Mission grape vines. In all cases the awards
are to be silver or bronze medals. The United

States Agricultural Society is great on medals.

Why didn't the managers include Lager Beer ?

Catalogues Received.—Wholesale of E. Moo-
dy & Son, Lockport, N. Y., an immense stock of

pears and other fruits. W. R. Prince & Co.,

Flus^iinsr, Long Island, New York, several

specialties including strawberries, bulbous,

flowers, and ornamental trees and plants.

N. R. & M. D. Willson, West Bloomfield, N. Y.,

a general assortment of fruit trees. Messrs.

Elwanger & Barry, Rochester, N. Y., an im-

mense stock through the whole range of nur-

sery products.

Iowa Agricultural Society Report.—This

report is just at hand. It is highly creditable to

the State, as well as the Secretary, Geo. Willson.

Last year the Society spent nearly a thousand

dollars for seeds, which were distributed through-

out the State.

o-

Field Notes and the Ohio Farmer.—These
have now been consolidated, and S. D. Harris is

editor.

The Field Notes is discontinued, and the Ohio

Farmer published at Cleveland as usual. The
Col. has given up going to the war for the present.

New Elevators.—Ii addition to the present

extensive facilities in Chicago for receiving grain

we learn that two first class Elevators are being

built on the South Branch by two of our leading

warehouse firms.to be completed in a few months
and to be furnished throughout with the most
approved machinery including twenty-three of

Fairbanks' 500 bushel Hopper Sales which is

a sufficient guaranty that currect weights will

be given. Besides these, the Messers. Fairbanks
have set in this city in a little more than a year,

about seventy 500 bushel Hopper scales and a
dozen o: so smaller ones making over a hundred
in all. So perfect is the machinery, that each
scale may be loaded and unloaded in ten or twelve

minutes which gives some idea of the enormous
amount of grain which may be weijrhed upon
them all in a single day. Let the farmers of the

Northwest raise their immence crops of grain

and the railroads and canal transport it to Chica-

go ; there is no doubt but our means for reciv-

ing, storing and shipping it will keep pace with
thefdemand — Chicago Evening Journal.
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Publishers' Special Notices.

Agekts.—We do not appoint any agents ; all

are voluntary. Any person so disposed, can act

as agent in any place.

Enlarge Your Clttb.—Will not the friends of

the Illinois Farmer inquire how many copies of

the Farmer are taken at their respective offices,

and pass around among those who ought to have

their names added to the list? Our terms are so

low to clubs of ten and twenty that we ought to

have one or the other made up at every office in

the State, and at every office in Central Illinois,

one of twenty or more. Will our friends, and

the friends of practical agriculture see to it, and

thus lay us under renewed obligations ?

To Single Subscribers.—You receive the only

copy of the Farmer that goes to your post office.

Can you not send one, two, three or more new

subscribers, without any trouble ? Try. Sam-

ple numbers, &c., sent free.

Drafts.—Those remitting us large amounts of

money, will please send us drafts on Springfield

or Chicago, less the exchange. If you send cash

ia a letter, be sure that is well sealed and wel

directed, to Bailhache & Baker, Springfield,

Illinois.

The Farmer as a Present.—Any of our sub-

scribers who wish to make a present of the Illi-

nois Farmer for 1861, can have it at the lowest

club rates, when sent out of the State. For

fifty cents you can treat your eastern friends to

a western agricultural paper. In no way can

you invest that amount to so good advantage to

emigration.

Send Now.—Any person who remits pay for a

club of ten or fifteen, or any other number at the

specified rates for such clubs, can afterwards

add to the clubs, and take advantage of the re-

duction. Thus a person sending us five subscri-

bers and three dollars, can afterwards send us

three dollars more and receive six copies.

ToTHS Casual reader.—This and other num-

bers of the Illinois Farmer will be sent to many
persons who now see it for the first time. Will

they not examine it, and if they like it, subscribe

for it, and ask their neighbors to subscribe?

Sample numbers, prospectuses, etc., sent free to

all applicants. See terms elsewhere.

How TO Obtain Subscribers.—rhe best way
is to send for sample numbers. Any young man
by canvassing his neighborhood, can easily make
up a club of five, ten or twenty, but no time

hould be lost in doing so, for your neighbors

may send east for their paper which, though val-

uable there, is much less so here, the difference

of soil and climate putting them out of their

reckoning when attempting to teach us westeril

farming.

How TO Help.—The friends of the Illinois

Farmer will find a prospectus in another column.

We desire to suggest a few ways in which they

can use it to advantage. 1. Show the Fabmbr
to those who are unacquainted with it, and tell

them what you think of it. 2. Send for pros-

pectuses, and put them into the hands of those

who will use them, and place posters where farm-

ers will see them. 3. Get postmasters interested.

They see everybody, and are efficient workers.

4. (Send us the names of persons in your town

to whom we can send prospectuses and sample

numbers. 5. Begin now, before the agents of

eastern papers get up their clubs. This last hint

is especially important. Let us hear from you

soon. See terms elsewhere.

jj^'Clubs may be composed of persons in all

parts of the United States. It will be the same

to the publishers if they send papers to one or a

hundred post offices. Additions made at any

time at club rates. We mail by printed slips,

which are so cheaply placed on the papers, that

it matters little whether they go to one or a

dozen offices.

J5^° Correspondents will please be particular

to give the name of the post office, county and

State.

)8@*Specimen numbers will be sent gratis,

upon application

l^'Address
BAILHACHE & BAKER,

Springfield, Illinois.

Special Notice.—For terms see prospectus on

last page. All exchanges and communications

for the eye of the editor should be directed to

Illinois Farmer, Champaign, 111. Electrotypes

and business matters, and subscriptions, to the

publishers, Springfield, 111. Implements and

models for examination should be sent to the edi-

tor. The editor will, so far as it can be done

personally test and examine all new machines and

improvements submitted to his inspection. He
will be found at home, on his farm, nearly all of

the time. So far as it is possible the conductors

on the I. C. R. R. will let oflF passengers at his

place, which is directly on the road, three and a

half miles south of the Urbana station, now the

city of Champaign. tf

: ,.c-»-' -- .t.*.!i''i.i.i»^i
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CLOTHES WRINGERS.
HALET, MORSE & BOTDEW'S

SELF ADJUSTING CLOTHES WRINGER,
Is superior to any other in the market. Being made

of wood and India rubber, the clothes cannot be
damaged by iron rust, as is liable to be clone with

those having iron frames. The pressure can also be

regulated to conform to heavy and light goods, and
there is no liability of rusting out of steel springs.

On the whole it is by far the best and most economi-

cal wringer yet oflFered in the market. It will save

at least one-third the usual labor in washing.

Every one is aware that the twisting and wringing

of clothes by hand, stretches and breaks the fibres
;

but this machine presses them so even, between two
rubber rollers, that a newspaper thoroughly soaked

can be wrung without breaking it in the least. But-

tons, hooks and eyes, &c., are not injured by it.

In starching it is invaluable, especially oa large

articles, such as ladies' skirts, &c., as it leaves the

starch perfectly even. It will wring a bed quilt or a

pocket-handkerchief drier than it can be done by
hand, and the most ignorant servant can use it. It

can be screwed on to any tub, and only weighs ten

pounds. Ev^ery housekeeper should send for one and
try it. If it does not give entire satisfaction, it may
be returned and the money will be refunded. *

For sale, wholesale and retail, by
E. PECK,

Agent for the State of Illinois,

73 Lake street, Chicago, 111.

P. 0. Box 3047.

Agents wanted in every town. jlm

FALiIi OF 1863.

DUNLAP'S_NURSERY
The proprietor of this Nursery offers for sale a

large and well selected stock of

LOW HEADED APPLE TREES,

from one to six years old ; Pear Standard Dwarf,
from one to four years old ; Peach Budded and Seed-
ling from one to three years old ; Cherry—EarlyMay
two years old ; Silver Leaf Maples, two to four

years old. Blackberries, Gooseberries, Raspberaries
Strawberries, Currants, Quinces, Shade and Orna-
mental Trees, Bulbous Roots, Flowering Shrubs, and
a well selected stock of Greenhouse and Bedding uot
Plants. Terms cash. Catalogue sent by addressing

M, L. DUNLAP,
Champaign, 111.

R. JOHN A. KENNICOTT.D
THE GROVE P. 0., COOK CO., ILL.,

tCXN C3*>

Will retail, at only 25 per cent, above cost of produc-

tion. Nursery Trees, Shrubbery, Flowering Plants,

Small Fruits, Large Evergreens, etc., of 600 sorts

—

warranted good, true, and like to live. Price list and
infoemation, by mail, free.

mar3t

"EMPLOYMENT—A NEW ENTERPRISE.

The Frinklln Pewing Machine Companv want a numbsr o(

active Local and Traveling Agents. A liberal salary and ex-
penses paid, cr comm'sson allowed. Address, with stimp,

HARRIS BROTHERS, Boston, Mass.
(Clip th'a out for reference.

J

GIN AS A REMEDIAL AGENT.
THIS DELICIOUS TOliTIC STIMULANT,
Especially designed for the use of the Medical Professio •

and the family having superseded the so-called "Gins,'
"Aromatic," "Cordial," Medicated," 'Schnapps," etc., i.-

now endorsed by all of the prominent physicians, chemist^=

and connoisseurs, as possessing all of those intrinsic medi
cinal qualities (ton'C and pluretic) which belong to an olc

and pure Gin. Put up in quart botttles, and sold by al-

druggists, grocers, etc.

A. M. BINMNGER <fe CO.,
Established in 1798. Sole proprietors,

No. 19 Broad street, N. Y.
For sale by D. S. Barnes & Co., No. 13 Park Row. Nev.

York.
Our long experience and familiarity with the requirement,

of Druggists, and our superior business facilities, enable n
to furnish them with choice Liquors for medicinal and fam
lyuse. novl3-m4a

BLOOMINGTON NURSERY.
BLOOMINGTON, ILLINOIS.

Eighty Acres Fruit and Ornamental Trees.
OAA NAMED SORTS TULIPS, ALSO HYACINTHS
Jl\j\j Crocus, and a general assortment of Bulbs
and Flower Roots for Fall and Spring planting.'?1

Nursery stock. Evergreens, Greenhouse and garden^'
plants—all at wholesale and retail at lowest cash
rates.

4S°*For particulars see Catalogues or address subscribei

.

F. K. Pn<ENIX.
Bloomington, 111., Aug. 1, 1359.

TO
Architects, "Builders,

CAEPENTEKS, MACHIN I STb
AND3DECOE--A.TOIiS.

NOW PUBLISHING WEEKLY, THE
Architects' and Mechanics' Journal
The only Illustrated Weekly publication of its kind ii

this country, and indispensable to all engaged in Buildiu;
and Mechanical Operations.

EDITED BY PRACTICAL MEN.
Who are well known as among the ablest men in tiii

country.
Every week Illustrrtions appear of great practical utility

such as

EK-GBAVIlSrGS OP liTE-W BUILpiN"GS
Already erected, now going up, or iatended for erection, ir

different parts of the country.
DESIGNS AND WORKING DETAILS

Connected with Building operations, of great value to Arcb
tects, Builders and Carpenters.

The Mechanical Department
Is enri hed by Engravings connected with new Inventioi t

as well as a complete synupsis of everything which is goii.;

forward in the Mechanical World.
Subscription $2 pen annum, in advance.
>^g=-Send 2.5 cents for five weekly numbers, as samples.
The Scientific American, of October 29th. in noticing th-

Architects' and Meehanics' Journal, says it is •' Edited wi 1

evident ability Altogether the best work of the kii.c,

ever published in our city."—[New i'crk.]

Published by Alexander Harthill, 128 Fulton street, Nt'\
York.
The Trade supplied by any wholesale House in New Yort
febl-if
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PLOWS I PLOWS !

THE OEAND DBTODR PLOWS AND CULTIVATOFS
have no supiriors in the West. Their deep tillers,

breaking art! shovel plows have no equal. There is no oth. r

deep tiller that will throw out so cli an a furrow and at the
same time so completely pulverize the soil as our our ^ o 4
With our sixteen inch Prairie Breaker two h'^avy horses will

break two acres a day. These are supi lied with extra shares

when required For shovel plows we cannot be excelled, and
no farmer need use up his team with the old lumbering dirt

carriers so often ssen in usa. In the cons ruction of our
plows we use the best of malarial, both of wood, steel and
ron, and we call especial attention to our

LIST OF

Cast Steel Plows.
No. 1—Cut 8 iikches, wrought iron standard, for one aorse

power.
No. 5—Cut 10 Inches, wrought and cast standard, right and

left hand.
Clay soil plows—Cut 10, 11 and 12 inches, right and

left hand, double and binglo shin, wrought standard.

No. 3—Cut 13 inches, wrought and cast standard right and
leJt hand, single and double shin.

Uo. 4—Cat 14 inches, wrought and cast standard, right and
left hand, single and douLle shin.

Xo. 5—Cut 16 incnes, wrought and cast standard, right and
left hand, single and double shin.

No. 3—Clipper plow ; cut 12 inches, wrought and cast stand-

ard, right and left hand, single and di uble sliin.

No. 4—Clipper p!ow ; cut 14 inches, wruught atid cast stand

ard, right and left ha!:d, siuiile and double f^hin.

No. 8—Cast steel, CHSt standard, right and left hand, double

and single thin: Botism l^nd plow, cut 12 inches.

No. 4—Gut 14 inches, stubble plow, wrought and cast stand-

ard, right and left hand, d uble aad aiogle shin.

No. 1—Dimble and single shovel plows, with or without
shield.

Cast steel deep tiller plows—Cut 13 inches, single

and double sTiin, right and left h«iid, cast standiird.

Cast steel, Nursert deep tileer—Cut 10 inch s,

cast standard, r;ght and kft tand, single and double

shin.

LIST OF

German Steel Plows.
No. 1—Cut 8 inches, wrought standard, for one hoiS" plow.
No. 2—Cut 10 inches, wrought and cast standard, right and

left hand.
Clay soil plows—Cut 10, 11 and 12 inches, double and s;ngle

shin, right and left hand, wrought standard.
No. 8—Cut 12 inches, right and 1 ft hand, si!;gle and double

sliin with wrought and cast s audard.
No. 4—Cut 14 inches, right and lefi hand, single and double

shin, wrought and cast standard.

No. 5—Cut 18 iicues, right and lefc hand, single and double
shin wrought and cast standard.

No. 3—Clipper plow, right and left hand, single aud double
shin, w ought and cast stau'iard

No. 4—Clipper pi .w, right and lefc hand, s'ngle and doulle
shin. wrou:;ht and oust standard.

No. 1—Single and double shovel plow, with or without
shield attachment.

Breaking pTows—Cut 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22 and 24 inches
mould board and rod, right and lefc hand, cas ; and
wrought standard with truciis, 1 ver, gauge wheels,
T' lling or standing cutter, with or wi.hi.ut extra
shares, as desired.

Cultivarors, with three aad five tet-th.

Sc ^tch Harrow, with forty-two steel te th.

Rolling Cutters, 10 and 12 inch, with clasps.

CAST STiEL PiaWS A?i3 SJITI/A TORS.

^ SECURITY.^

LYON'S
O O I^

PATENT
£* :e Ti

LIGHTNING RODS
Have been extensively used for five years in the states of
New England, New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Michigan,
Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota and Iowa, and
?uive always given the most perfect satisfaction- for everj--
thing that science or experience has shown to be essen-
tial to form PERFECT LIGHTNING RODS, has been
adopted in their construction.

Copper Rods have from, five to seven, times as much
conducting power as new Iron Rods.

Copper Rods do not rust but will retain their con-
ducting power for years. Copper Rods need no paint
E. Meriam, of Brooklyn, says, paint destroys the con-
ducting power of any Rod.

READ OUR CIRCULARS and see what the most
scientific and practical men in the country say of them.
We have reports from almost every one who has investi-
gated the science and principles of Electricity, and all
are in fevor of our COPPER RODS. [Circulars sentfree.!

Rods of various styles of Spiral, Tubular and Flat,
furnished in any quantities.

Public Buildings furnished with neat and compact
Rods, having from six to fifteen inches surface.
Single Rods sent by Express to any part of the country.

„^ ,„^ CAUTION.
« Lyon's Patent " bears date July lltb, 1854, and is for
the '• Metalic Surface," Lightning Rod. madein any and
every form where sheet Copper is used.

And any other Lightning Jlod made of Sheet Copper,
(whether patented or not,) is an infringement upon our
Right, and all persons who Imy, sell or tise, are liable to
prosecution and damages, and will be dealt with according
to law. We are owners BY DEED of this Patent, for
the States of Illinois, Iowa; Wisconsin, Minnesota, Ken-
tucky and Tennessee, and do hereby notifyalljpersons ir.our
Territory, to purchase such rods only of us or our au-
thorized Agents.

Orders or Oommnnications addressed to
j

E, P. MARSH & CO. 1

Post Office Box 31T4, -

OflSce, 160 South Water Street, Chicago, lUinois.

Our work will be found at the following places

:

L. Lancaster, Champaign.
At the shop. Grand Detour, Ogle county, Ills.

ANDRUS Sc BOSWORTH.

DUNLAP'S NURSERY,
Forty Acres in Trees and Plants
tEMBRACING THE USUAL NURSERY STOCK, All

i of which will be sold low for cash. Orders for spriu
planting should be sent in early. 5,000 two year old

S I L V E R MA P L E S
for timber belts, can be had at $5 per 100.
J, B. Whitnev. of Chatham, Sangamon county, is theagen

for Sangamon and neighboring counties. Catalogues had a
application. Address m. l_ DUNL.4.P,
febl West Urbana, Champaign county, 111.
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St. CliAIR JXURSERIES
SUMMERVILLE. ILLINOIS.

The subscribers call the attention of Dealers, Plant-

ers, Farmers and Nurserymen to their large and well

selected stock of

FRUIT TREES,
which tbey offer to the "Egyptians," or ''any other

man," at unusual low rates for cash.

300,000
Apples, five to eight feet. Leading Western Sort

10 0,000
Peaches—most popular marked varieties.

15,000
Pears—Dwarf and Standard.
Cherries—Dwarf and Standard.
Plums and Apricots.

SMALL FRUITSIN VARIETY^ QUANTITY

A well selected variety of ornamental trees, shrubs-
roses, dahlias, paconus, &e. Correspondence and an
inspection of our stock solicited.

Cataloguesi wholesale and retail, mailed when de-
sired.

BABCOCK & BRO.
July 1, 1862. Im

GEOEGE S. THOMPSON,
Late of Com; Gen.'s Office,

Attorney for U. S. Military Claims,
West Side of Public Square,

Springfield, 111.

Entrance office one door north of Banking House
of Messrs. N. H. Kidgely & Co.

Having had much experience in prosecuting claims
against the United States, particular attention is

given to Recruiting Bills made by officers and men of
volunteer companies and regiments, for subsisting,

and, collecting, organizing and transporting troops
prior to muster into service : Back Pay due Resigned
Officers; Back Pay due Discharged Soldiers; Pay
due Deceased Officers, their Widows or Heirs ; Boun-
ty and Pay due Heirs of Deceased Soldiers ; Pensions
due Deceased Soldiers' Widows and Minor Heirs

;

Pensions due Invalid Soldiers ; Pay for Horses lost,

killed or died in the United States' service; All
Claims growing out of the Present War.

Pensions collected semi-annually, from the Agent
of the United States at Springfield.

Any kind of claims for service, or for property de-
stroyed, stores or property sold officers of the United
States.

Would respectfully refer to Messrs. John Williams
& Co., Bankers ; J. C. Bunn, Esq., Banker; Capt. C.
B. Watson, U. S. Mustering Officer ; Lieut. Geo. W.
Hill, U. S. Mustering Officer ; Major C. S. Hemp-
stead, U. S. Paymaster; Capt. Ninan W. Edwards,
U. S. Commissary ; Captain W. H. Bailhache, U. S.
Quartermaster; Col. P. Morrison, 8th U. S. Infantry,
Superintendent Recruiting for Regiments of Illinois,

Springfield, 111. Major J. G. Fonda, 12th 111. Caval-
ry, Commandant at Camp Butler.

August, 1862.tf

PKOSPECTUS FOB THE

JOUENAL OF THE
Illinois State Agricultural Society.

The Executive Committee of the Illinois State Ag-
ricultural Society believe the time has arrived, whien
the publication of a Journal of the Society is impera-
tively demanded. Pursuant, therefore, to the duty
with which they are charged by the 5th section of the
Constitution of said Society, revised and adopted by
the meeting of delegates from County Agricultural
Societies, held on the Fair Grounds, at Jacksonville,
Sept., I860, they have made the necessary arrange-
ments for the issue of such Journal, monthly, com-
mencing with January, 1862.

Each number will contain at least 32 pages (octavo)

of reading matter, composed principally of such por-
tions of the Transactions of the State and County
Societies, and communications on the subjects of

AGRICULTURE IN ALL ITS BRANCHES,
Mechanics and Natural History, as may require early
publication.

All premiums offered and awards made hy the State
Society will appear in its columns.

All pertons, and especially Secretfiries and other
officers of County Societies, are respectfully requested
to communicate to the editor any matters of general
interest to the industrial classes, as may from time to

time arise in their respective localities.

To place the Journal within the reach of all, the
subscription price has been fixed at

FIFTY CENTS A YEAR

!

Barely sufficient to cover cost of publication, payable
invariably in advance.
Back numbers for the current year will be furnish-

ed until the edition is exhausted.
All subscriptions and communications may be for-

waided to the undersigned, Springfield, His.

JOHN P. REYNOLDS,
Cor. Sec. and Editor Journal,

STANDARD

SCALES
OF ALL KINDS.

Also, Warehouse Trucks, Letter Presses, &o.

FAIRBANKS, GREENLEAF & CO.,
172 LAKE STREET, CHICAGO,

Sold in Springfield by
E. B. PEASE.

Be careful and buy only the genniue. junel-ly

THE YELLOW NAN$EMOND~
IS THE ONLY VARIETY OP SWEET POTATOB THAT

has given entire satisfaction in the northwest: Our stock
of the above in store for next spring is unusually large, and
of the best quality—propagated from the

BEST LARGE POTATOES
Selected from many hundred bushels ; and the completion
of our railroad to Eockville will enable us to fill and forward
promptly all Chsh. Orders with which we may be iiivored, at
the very low price of $5 PER BARREL for eastern funds
Responsible Agents Wanted in every county, town, and

village, to sprout small lots on halves. Farmers can club
together and buy or sprout our potatoes in shares, aud thus
secure good plants for themselves free of cost.

The Sweet Potato Cultueist, giving full directions for
Sprouting, Plantinu, Cultivating, and Keeping, will be fur-
nished grutis to Agents and Customers ; and to others by
m&il, post paid, f 'r twenty-five cents in stamps. Aderess,

J. W. IE" ' OK,
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THE ILLINOIS FARMER:

A MONTHLY JOURNAL OP

AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE.

IS PUBLISHED AT SPRINGFIELD, ILLS.,

BY BAILHACHE & BAKER,

AND IS

EDITED BY M. L. DUNLAP,

(THE "rural" of the CHIBAGO TEIBCNB.)

TER3IS IN ADVANCE.—11 a year; two copies 1 5C; fiye

copies «3; ten copies $6, and one to getter up of the club

twenty copies $10.

It is not necessaey that the club should all be at one office

we send wherever the members of the club may reside.

The postage on the Farmer is only three cents a year in

he State of Illinois, and six cents out of it.

Specimens numbers sent free on application.

Subsciiption money may be sent at the risk of the pub-

lisher.

Exchanges and communications for the eye of the Editor

should be addressed, Illinois Farmer, Champaign. Illinois'

All business letters are to be directed to the publishers,

Springfield.

Tf BAILHACHE & BAKER.

THE ILLINOIS STATE JOURNAL

is CONFIDENTLY OFFERED TO THE PEOPLE OF
Illinois as the best and most reliable news, political

md commercial paper within their reach. It is published

at Springfield, the Capital of the State, and is the medium

.)f all oiEcial notices, published by State authority. Partic-

ular attention is given to commercial affairs and every

number contains copious reviews of the markets in the

jrincipal cities.

TERMS

:

One copy one year. $2 09
Three copies one year 5 00

Six • " 7 50
Jen " " 12 00

Twenty " " 20 00

Payable always in advance. Persons sending clubs of ten

and upwards shall be ent'tled to an extra copy.

Address BAILHACHE & BAKER,
Springfirld, Illinois.

THE

ILLINOIS FARMER

TERMS OP ADVERTISING

:

1 mo. 3 mo. 6 mo. 12 mo.
One page, or two columns j8 $20 $85 $oO

Half a page or one " 5 12 20 30

One fourth page or half colnmn.. 3 7 13 18

One eighth or one fourth " .. 2 4 7 10

One square of ten lines 1 2 4 7

Card of five lines one year $7 00

Ten cents a line for less than a square each insertion.

All worthy objects advertised, and those of importance to

the Farmer will receive, from time to time, such editorial

notices as the Editor may consider them worthy of, without

additional charge.

Implements and seeds to be tested should be sent direct

to the Editor, at his residence. Champaign.

We have put the price of advertising within reach of all.

It will enable those who like to freely advertise their goods,

to do so at a cheap rate.

Terms, cash. Yearly adverti4ers will pay semi-annually,

and all transient advertisements must be accompanied with

the cash to insure insertion.

BAILHACHE & BAKER, Publishers,

Spr'ngfield, Ills.

PRII^CE & CO.'S
LIXN^AN BOTANIC GARDENS & NURSERIES,

Flushing, Long Island, near New York.

Priced Catalogues, which are sent to purchasers
of trees, and to applicants who inclose stamps.

No. 1—Descriptive catalogue of fruit and ornamen-
tal trees and shrubs, raspberries, currants and other

small fruits. No. 2—Roses, carnations, chrysanthe-
mums, phlox, iris, double sweet Williams and other
herbaceous flowering plants. No. 4—Wholesale cat-

alogue for nurseries and dealers, comprising trees,

shrubs, roses, plants, bulbous flower roots, stocks for

engrafting, etc. No. 5—Wholesale catalogue of veg-
etable, agricultural and flower seeds, and tree and
shrub seeds, etc. No. 6—Descriptive catalogue of our
unrivaled collection of 160 select varieties of straw-
berries, with a "rejected list," and directions for cul-

ture. No. 8—Wholesale list of native and foreign

grapes. No. 9—Catalogueof bulbous flowers of every
class, together with tree and herbaceous pasonies,

dahlias, primroses, poleanthus, cowslips, auriculas,

daisies, iris and other rare flowering plants. No. 10
—AVholesale catalogue of the same. No. IS—Cata-

logue of greenhouse plants. No. 14—Descriptive

catalogue of 400 native and 120 foreign varieties o
grapes.
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October.

Another month has been added to tne list

and brought the days of the autumn frosts.

All is now activity on the farm; the corn,

the potatoes, the winter apples, the fall plow-

ing, and the minor details of the farm must

be attended to, so as to be ready for winter.

.. In our wide range of latitude, these things

' have a varied impojjtubpe. At the north, it

is absolutely ne$i;^^yithat the corn should

be housed Itefokjei 'December, while in the

central^'^^|(ji(i/pf it^^e'iiSia^ .it is seldom that

husldifg,ee:t^''jOSaiaj;Mefices before that time,

atid'iS'Ca^ti&ie^ wipoughout the winter. To

some esftJ5iit|j rthis ' feature in com culture,

gives to'th$'t'^a»fc of the State the promi-

nance to that crop, which is, and will con-

tinue to be the great staple. Potatoes should

be harvested when the ground is dry, and

soon after they be.come ripe, which is gen-

erally long before frost, and those now out

s]bould be attended to at once. Potatoes

should be put in close bins in the cellar, or

left in the field and covered with earth, not

deep at first, but add a covering of straw,

stalks, or litter from the stable to keep out

the- frost so soon as winter sets in. It has

been supposed that potatoes left in the hills

where they are grown, and protected from the

winter frost j that when planted, would be

free from the rot ; and thousands of dollars

• 'i§ive been paid for the right to use the pro-

cSss, or rather the secret, which was sold

farmers at five dollars each, and called the

Michigan Remedy. Whatever attaches to

this remedy, is the exclusion of the tubur

from the air. Now this is done as perfectly

as in the hill, with the exception of the few

hours at the time of digging. Every farm-

er's wife knows, that in the spring, potatoes

are better that have been kept in pits out

of doors, than those in the cellar, owing

—

doubtles—^to the exposure to the air. Deal-

ers know that potatoes kept in barrels, are

more fresh and saleable than those kept in

a room exposed to a free current of air.

These hints are worth remembering if you
wish for good potatoes next spring.

That thousands of dollars have been lost

in exposing cribs of corn to the rain and
sun without covering, the past summer is

now apparent. Just look at the market pri-

ces for corn, and you find it read : Yellow,

thirty-seven cents; mixed, thirty-three cents;

rejected, twenty-six conts; condemed, at

such prices as can be obtained. Xow the

rejected and condemed, is the corn damaged

in the large cribs, and entails a loss in price

at the least, for mixed, of eight cents; of

yellow—of eleven, and often fifteen cents,

but the average at ten cents on the price, is

certainly sufficient to urge the necessity of

good cribs. But the loss does not stop here,

for we have two other items to be added.

One is the loss of more or less of the corn

that is absolutely rotten, and must be thrown

out at once, and the loss of weight on the

remainder, we foot up : first, the rotten corn

thrown out at the time of shelling ; loss of

weight from the effects of the weather, and

loss of price. These items added, make too

important a catalogue of ills to be passed

over in silence. We wish that a law could

be passed prbhibiting any farmer from put-

ting up corn in rail pens with or without
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sucli covers as is customary. The truth is :

no farmer can afford to put his corn in any-

thing but a good, well made crib with water-

proof roof. TVe put up a crib last winter

thirty-two by twenty-eight feet. Crib eight

feet wide with a waggon house twelve

by thirty two feet in the center, and floor

over head for storage, for §100. The ca-

pacity for corn is 2,000 bushels, or a cost of

five cents a bushel for one year, and after

that, the house is ready and paid for. We
have no doubt that the average loss on corn

thus exposed the past season, is not less

than ten cents on the bushel—a sum double

that of the cost of a good crib with waggon

shed thrown in.

Now is the time to attend to this matter,

before the husking is commenced. It is

true the past season has been unusually wet,

and of course more destructive to the cribb-

ed corn, but to offset this, much of the

corn this season is too late, and will not be

well ripened, and if put in the usual sized

cribs or rail pens, will most assuredly niold,

and become more or less damaged. We
hope the last season's experience is sufficient

to induce a change for the better. We
would prefer half of our corn in a good safe

crib, than the whole of it out of doors—bet-

ter sell half for the lumber, than to risk it

out. On the whole, no farmer can afford to

do without good corn cribs for his entire

crop.

The bean crop will be of value this sea-

son, and will pay to look after. We have

given ample direction in this regard, in pre-

vious numbers of the Farmer. The dif-

ferance between a prime article of beans

and those slightly damaged by rains, is

rather large and should be avoided,

The profits of farming, to a great extent,

depends upon the harvesting of the autumn

crops. It is of little use to grow farm pro-

ducts unless we take good care of them.

The differance between good and indiferent

care, can be counted up in dollars and cents.

No month of the year has more active duties

than this, yet it is not a month of severe

labor. The weather is generally of the most

charming descripion. The days are short,

cool, and invigorating. Add to this the

pleasure of seeing, day alter day, the stor-

ing away of the products that ardent sum-

mer has thrown into the lap of autumn, is

sufficient to cheer us on, and to induce us to

activity and care.

At The Old Homestead.

After an absence of four and a half years,

we again set at our old desk, in our old

home, to write for the press. Here we

wrote our first article on farming, and from

here we have held converse with the outside

world, until we have passed the period when

men are drafted for the war. Trees—great

trees have grown up around our old home,

and the autumn winds come to us through

the barrier that forms a living wall around

us. During the five summers' of our ab-

sence, the trees have kept on growing with-

out much regard to the absencfi of their

owner
J
but the fence, the buildings, and

the old smiling aspects of . tb'e iplace, have

sadly faded out, and need the hand of the

owner spread out toward them. The fruit

trees, wrecked during the winter of '54 and

'55, have nearly disappeared, while the

hardy ones have kept on, adding growth

after growth, until they bend beneath the

loads ^of fruit, counting hundreds of bushels

that find a ready sale, thus adding value and

beauty to the place. The pear trees that

nestle underth? shelter of the house ground,

are loaded with beautiful fruit, while scarcely

a stump remains of over two hundred plan-

ted in the open orchard— another witness to

the long array of the value of shelter.

In the orchard, the Keswick's Codlin

holds the first place as a profitable market

apple, and so fully are we satisfied of this

fact, that we now intend to set a new orchard

of one thousand traes of this variety ; but

our readers raust bear in mind that this old
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homestead of ours is but sixteen miles from

the heart of the city, and these apples are

sold for cooking purposes, as they . have a

reputation above all others for this purpose.

The Holland Pippin is also a favorite

market sort ; rather late but its large size,

fine form, pretty color, and good quality for

cooking, will sell it. Its season is close

after the Codlin. Two, trees of Autumn
Swaar have borne well, and command a

ready sale.

Among summer apples, we have not

found, during the past half a dozen years,

the Early Harvest, Ked Astrachan, Sum-

mer Rose, Early Strawberry, or Benoin.

Profitable sorts. Summer Queen always

pays, and so does Sops-of-Wine, or as it is

better known under the name of Williams'

Favorite. Golden Sweet bears sparingly

;

Sweet Bough is of no value, and Fall Pip-

pin can be classed with it. Our best Sep-

tember sweet apple is Late Golden Sweet, as

it is productive, hardy, and fruit of good

quality. The next in season to it is Ram-

dells Sweet and Winter Bough for late win-

ter. Tollman Sweet has never done well

—

always bears moderately. Snow Apple is

the best late fall and early winter. Winter

Russet holds a high place, but Stannard is

a head and shoulders above a 1 for profit,

holding the same place in our esteem among
the winter apples, that the Codlin does

among those of summer.

A week at the old homestead and we leave

it in charge of a junior member of the fam-

ily to attend the great fair of the State Hor-

ticultural Society, and shall then return to

the new home that we have carved out of

the grand prairie that sweeps down into the

center of the State.

B@„It is stated that the Rev. Enoch Sanford,

of Ranham, Mass., sixty years of age, has en-
listed in the army.

B@,.Six hundred government employees at
Watervliet Arseaal have taken the oath of alleg-

ance.

Late Grafting.

Grafting, it is generally supposed must be done
early in spring, or it will not succeed ; the rule

is to graft before vegetation has begun. We
have various times practiced grafting up to the

begining of the second week in June, and with
pretty uniform success. The chief difficultjr to

contend with is to keep the grafts from drying
upon the one hand, or to prevent them from grow-
ing. Where an ice house is at hand, the.diffi-

culty is somewhat under control. Early in the

season we received valuable grafts from Mr. Wil-
der, Dr. Brinckle and others. Our purpose was
to set them at once ; but absence and other

causes made it quite impossible, and they re-

mained in the cellar, covered with sand, till the

28th of May, when they were put in, some of

them being quite dry and somewhat shrivelled.

They were cut into lengths of three or four

inches, and most of them inserted by the com-
mon mode of split grafting. With some, how-
ever, the usual T cut for budding was made in

the bark, the graft cut sloping at the end inser-

ted under the bark, and secured by tieiug. All

were thinly coated with grafting wax. Upwards
of fifty grafts, (apples and pears) were put in,

and, with one single exception, are growing as

finely as could be wished. The exception is a
graft of two year old wood, and is breaking
rather feebly, which was to be expected. We
call attention to this late gratfing, not as a re-

markable novelty, but that our readars may
know that late grafting may be successfully per-

formed. Valuable grafts may some times be
thrown away, because it is supposed to be too

late to put them in. In regard to the ripening
of the wood, we have never had a late graft

winter-killed. There is no doubt a limit beyond
which we cannot go ; but that limit we have not
yet ascertained. The grafts put in by the T cut
are growing quite as well as those put in the
split. The T cut is more rapidly performed, but
neither process requires much time.

—

Horticul-
turist.

— For years we have been in the habit of iate

grafting, and always with good success. The

very early grafting recommended by the books,

we always avoid. Never set grafts until the

buds begin to swell rapidly, and are near break-

ing from that time until they are nearly full leaf

Our remarkable success with plum and cherry

grafting, we attribute, in part, to this late graft-

ing. It is seldom that we bud anything except

peaches, prefering the grafting, as it is found

much more convenient with this extended season,

to do the work, and we have a better growth;

With the old short season of grafting, of

course we could not do so much grafting, and

would have to resort to budding.

—t-

—Why is blanc mange never fit to eat? Be-
cause it is generally moulded.
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The Best Region for the Summer
Fruits.

The question is often SBked, where is the best

location to grow Summer fruits for the Northern

markets, tiking Chicago as the great distribut-

ing point? For the past ten years we have giv-

en this question careful attention, and now be-

lieve that we can answer it in a satisfactory man-

ner. Some of the small fruits like the currant,

delight in a cool damp climate, while the peach

is pleased with a hot sun and a more vigorous

range of latitude. What i- wanted is not to se-

lect one particular place, a township or so, that

may become famous for its summer fruits, but a

tange of country that shall give an abundant

supply throughout the entire season.

On no one line of latitude can this b^ accom-

plished, for with few exceptions the period of

any particular fruit is only about three weeks.

In this case there would be breaks in the line of

successton, and periods in which the market

would be bare. Untoward drouths would often

cut off the supply. But this would not be the

case when we select a line of longitude, running

ttirough a f«rtile country adapted to fruit

culture, and such is the country along the line

of the Chicago Branch of the Illinois Central

Railroad, commencing near Chicago and ending

at Villa Ridge, in Pulaski County, a. distance of

three hundred and fifty miles. Its constant suc-

cession of climate, modified by alternate eleva-

tions and depressions, its various soils and al-

most inexhaustible fertility point to it not only as

the great source of supply of the summer fruits

tut the great fruit growing region of the North-

west.

This is not all; running as it does, due South,

we can almost perceive a change in the progress

of the season at every station.

In the shipment of all perishable fruits, time

is of the first importance, and cheap freight the

second, and in those two consist the eliments of

success: Should we diverge off to the South-

west, we largely increase the distance to reach

the same parallel of latitude on the same level.

This adds to the cost of transportation and

the time between the picking and that of reach-

ing the customer, and in many cases this latter

would prove fatal, as the fruit would be sour on

arrival. Therefore, though a South-western, or

a Southeastern location be selected, these would

be good, but the direct line South is the best,

and in a time of close competition would turn

the Boale in favor of the latter. While the sum-

mer fruits command a high price and the market

not fully stocked, the difference is not so per-

ceptible, because the growers on both routes

make a fair profit, but the time is not fair dis-

tant when the n?arket will be fully supplied, and

those who can furnish the cheapest will have the

trade. A difference of one or two cents a quart,

a few hours time in the transit that will bring the

fruit to market in a better condition, will settle

the question of priority and profit.

Strange as it may appear, the profit of fru't

growing along this whole line of three hundred

and fifty miles is pretty well averaged. Those

from the South end have high rates of freight

and extra cost of package to off-set the high

price. It is, therefore, a nice questi( n to decide

which point in the whole distance is the most

valuable, when we take the whole range of fruits

into consideration,but when wo take a single fruit

the case is different. No one would think of

growing peaches for market near Monee, nor

currants on the hills of Egypt, while strawber-

ries are a favorite at all points.

We will take up some of the leading summer

fruits, and point to their particular location, and

the season of maturing. And first of

THE CURRANT.

This fruit delights in a cool, moist climate,

and is particularly valuable along the Lake

shore, but here it comes so late that the more

Southern fruits crowd it to one side, the straw-

berry being in market from the South nearly a

month ahead of ic. Mattoon, a hundred and

eighty miles South, is the Southern limit of this

most valuable of all summer fruits. Not the

limit of its growth, but the limit of its profitable

culture. From this point it can be sent to mar-

ket the first of June. Ten days after the straw-

berry is ripe at Cobden. It then comes in di-

rect competition with this fruit, which, at that

time has become cheap and abundant in market.

When we say that the current is the most valua-

ble, we do not mean to be understood to say that

it is the most popular. At the season of its ma-

turity its clear acid is of great value in warding

off the diseases incident to summer, and tnus as

a prophylactic is of inestimable value. Its value

for wine within the range of its culture, is not

second to that of the grape. It carrres well to

market both in its green and ripe condition, and

must be in better demand both for thetable and
for wine making in the city. It can, therefore,

be profitably grown within the range indicated.
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, , THB STBAWBEEET. .-

This fruit has now become not only a luxury,

but a necessity, and the ease with which it is cul-

tivated has brought it within the reach of oven

the poorest class of our city population.

It begins to ripen at Cobden, about the 15tli

of May, and in some seasons a few days earlier.

It is then in bloom in the neighborhood of Chica-

go. Being the first fresh fruit in market, it

commands a high price, say, from fifty to sixty

cents a quart ; bat this only eontinues a few days,

when the price is more reasonable. The grow-

ers of this fruit at obden must be at the ex-

pense of boxes and cases ; these cost a trifle over

one and a half cents a quart. After deducting

boxes, cases, freight and commission, the aver-

age nett receipt for the Cobden strawber-

ries is only ten cents per quart to the grower. At

Centralia and Tonti we understand the growers

received foil as much. At Champaign the whole-

sale price was not less than ten cents, while the

Chicago grower, selling to his customers direct*

saving commission and boxes, realized nearly as

good a price. Thus we see that after all, that at

all points the growers received the same nett re-

turns. These are facts. In the case of the Cob-

den growers, we have the returns of the largest

grower, of the sales from day to day. This, of

course, was at wholesale, the average being af-

ter deducting freight and commission, the first

lot of twenty-eight boxes, at 31 cents, the next

of 116 at 23J cents, and running down to 6^

cents. Of course they were retailed above this,

but next season the growers will put them up in

cases of six, twelve and sixteen quart boxes, and

they will be sold to consumers by the wholesale,

thus cutting off the petty dealer with his high

tariff. This will at once double the demand, for

where the grower sold by the case of thirty-twc

quarts at twenty-five cents per quart, the retail-

er sold by the single quart at thirty-five, and ev-

en forty cents. Under the new system, the con-

sumer can obtain his case of six quart boxes at

$1,50, whereas, he would pay $1,40 for four box-

es to the retailer.

When the Chicago grower comes into market,

he can supply the consumer direct at such a low

rate that all can purchase. Now if he sold at

wholesale, and the retailer had his profit, the de-

mand would decrease just in proportion to the

added price ; but in this case, if the grower or

petty dealer wishes to keep them to supply his

customers, he must doit at a more nominal rate.

At the price at which the Cobden strawberries

are sold to the consumer, the demand is limited

to the wealthy, and the great mass of the people

must forego them. But this will not be the case,

for the amount grown at Cobden by the year

1864 will be so large that the price must be re-

duced ; but this to the grower can be but a trifle

or his profit will be gone. The railroad compa-

ny cannot reduce the freight much, if any, below

the present, as they now take a car load of six

tons in the passenger train at $90, and small lots

at ^20 per ton. The reduction then must be

with the dealer, and the consumer must buy of

first hands, and by the case of six quarts, and if

these cases must be broken, let it be done at the

agency at a small cost, say, one or two cents per

box. There is no other way to protect the Cob-

den grower. Large quantities would in this

way go to the country. A persou could take his

case of six boxes under his buggy seat and they

\ would ride perfectly safe. Now he can do noth-

ing with them, and the high price compels him

to wait until his own farm may provide the covet-

ed luxury.

Chicago is not the only point to be supplied,

but even Cincinnati, for at least ten days, will

purchase at Cobden and neighboring points. Ga-

lena will become a distributing point also.and thus

thousands of acres of this delicious fru't wiil be

grown among these romantic hills, to please the

taste and to give health and vigor to the North.

We have no fears that it will be overdone, or

that the price will fall below the cost of produc-

tion, but the profit to the petty dealer must be

dispensed with, and hereafter all growers South

of Monee will do well to make their arrangement

and purchases with a view of reaching the con-

sumer in the most direct way. When we come

to discuss the culture of tliis plant, and the mode

of marketing, we shall have more to say under

this head.

GOOSEBSBBUS.

This fruit, as yet, is but little known in our

market. The leng years spent tn proving that

the English gooseberries are a failure with us,

had well nigh blotted them out from the list of

summer fruits. The Houghton, American Eed,

Mountain, and other American seedling goose-

berries have proved hardy and productive, and

^1, in a short time, fill an important place ia

the list of summer fruits. They do well along the

whole line above indicated. At Jonesboro they

are beginning to be largely grown for the North-

em markets. The first shipments in a green

state commence in May.
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BLACK CAP KASPBEKRT.

This is one of the early fruits that can be

grown abundantly along the whole line. The

supply, heretofore, has come from Cincinnati and

Ticinity, where thosands of acres are grown, and

sent to market in both the ripe and dry state.

We know of no one beside ourself, who has

attempted their field culture in this State. We

have about an acre set out, and which promises

to giye an abundant yield. By taking the season

along the route indicated, the supply would

be for several weeks, if not over two months.

BIACKBEBB.IK8.

f This fruit Is just beginning to assume a prom-

inent position in the Northern markets. Its

very perishable character has prevented any

large amount from being sent from the South

part of the State, but with the growing import-

ance of the summer fruite, it has become an

object with the Illinois Central Railroad to give

better facilities for a rapid transportation, and

now nothing is wanting but to fit up the cars, so

as to give proper ventilation to such fruits as

sour in a few hours, when put in a close, ill ven

tllated car, Not only the cars, but the cases that

contain the fruit must be so constructed that a

free ventilation of air will at all times reach the

fruit. This fruit ripens in the South part of the

State by the tenth of June, and as the season

closes in Michigan the middle of August, we

have this fruit in all its health-giving feeshness

for a season of sixty days, or nine weeks. At

present, no attempt is making South of Chigago,

to give this fruit field culture, but this must be

resorted to, as the market will demand a more

sure supply and of better quality than those

from the border of the fields and woodland.

We have never seen such crops of fruit any

where as those growing wild about the fields in

Northern Mississippi, but the perishable nature

of the fruit, and the long distance to the North-

ern cities, put the crops beyond our reach. At
the South part of this State thousands of bush-

els can be had annually at an average cost of

four cents a quart, or less than a dollar and a

half per bushel. All that is lacking is for deaN
ers to provide the proper boxes and to attend to

the shipping. We think the reason this product

has failed to reach the market in good order, is

the packing in drawers and in close cars The
fruit is too abundant and too cheap to be thus

thrown away. Its value for wine is well known*,

but yet few persons take the trouble to make it.

We often purchase the fruit at twenty-five cents

a water bucket full, or about two and a half cents

a quart. On sevtral occasions we have been in

Egypt during the season of this fruit, and have

sent it to our friends in Chicago, and to our home

without difficulty, by putting it in willow baskets

and Blowing it the air of the express car. Who
will make a fortune out of the native blackberry

of Egypt next season?

THE TOMATO

Has a royal claim to a place among the summer

fruits. It is sent from Cabden, June 25th, and

our Cincinnati friends purchased their supply

from there as late as July 14th, the past season,

again showing that for the very early fruits, the

South part of State is without competition from

any available quarter.

The tomato has the disadvantage of great

weight, and the price cannot, therefore, be so

much reduced as that of other fruits, and there-

fore, the culture cannot be too much extended

without ruining the business.

It will always be one of the most uncertain

crops as to price, that is cultivated in the South

part of the State. An over^crop, cr an early

season at the North, will always seriously affect

it. It can be grown in hot-beds and m cold gra-

peses at the North, in quantity almost equal

to the demand, the glass structures overbalan-

cing the cost bf freight and package. We there-

fore place the tomato among thet leas valuable

bf the summer fruits, as in its case, skill, ma-

nure and glass is a match for sunny skies.

GRAPES.

Thus far, this fruit has not given satisfaction

at Cobden. Though we place it among the sum-

mer fruits, yet it may be questiohed whether it is

strictly so along the whole line under discussion.

But its importance among the late summer and

early autumn fruits ^ould hordly allow ua to

pass it over in thi« connection.

The Catawba and Isabella are the varieties

thus far put under trial, and during the past

threa years, the only ones in which vines, to any

extent, have been fruited ; they have suffered

seriously with the rot. What the result may be

with other varieties, we have no reliable data up-

on which to base our opinion, but enough has

been developed to convince us that the middle of

the State is a better grape region than the ex-

treme South. The basin of Egypt and through

the whole plateau of Central Illinois, we think

the grape will be found to flourish. At Cham-
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paign the experiment tends strongly to cor-

roborate the above. Many suppose that for

the grape we need steep bill-sidos and, very sun-

ny exposures, but this is not necessarily so ; in

fact, we thiuk common rolling ground with a

Souihern aspect is all that we require fof this

fruit. The Isabella, the great table grape of the

North, does better a hundred than three hundred

miles South of Lake Michigan. The wine re-

gion will probably be found South of Odin, or at

least not far North of it, and it is certain that

some other variety must take the place of the

Catawba, unless the climate, or a change in cul-

ture should ward off the rot which is now so des-

tructive to it. Among the numerous varieties

now on trial, we have no doubt that several will be

found adapted to the various soils and shades of

climate along our favorite fruit tract.

PEARS.

This fruit has been successfully cultivatrd in

many parts of the State, and when well shelter-

ed by belts of forest trees frem the severe prairie

winds, it is believed that it can be grown to

more or less profit in all parts of the State, but

that part lying South of Neoga gives promise of

being the most valuable for this fruit. Thus far,

in the neighborhood of Cobden, this fruit is ap-

parently of as easy culture, as the ap"ple and

dwarf trees of three and four years planting, are

loaded with the most perfect specimens of fruit.

We are learning much that is of value in pear

culture, and unless cut short by the blight can

see no reason why this fruit may not take its

place among the other desirable summer fruits.

THE PEACH.

We must set down Champaign county as the

firt point South, from which occasional crops of

this fruit may reach the toarket. It is quite cer-

tain that a fair average crop can be grown there

two out of four years. But the crop is not only

too late in maturing to warrant us in large spec-

ulations, yet it should fill an important place in

every orchard and in every fruit garden. , Trees

should be planted every year, so that if an unto-

ward winter comes along, that all will not be

destroyed. In going South, we must reach Neo-

ga before we would recommend peach orchards

for market, and from this point, on all the well

drained -lands, and those thrown into ridges as at

Tonti until we reach the Big Muddy, we consider

the climate and soil as valuable, or at least as

profitable for peaches as those among the hills of

of the grand chain. We are aware that there is

a prejudice in favor cf those hills exclusively
;

this is so as to the early crop, and doubtless the

finer varieties of foreign peaches, but for the

main crop we think that whole section the most
valuable for this fruit. At Alma, a few miles

North of Odin at the crossing of the 0. and M.,
road, we have seen some of the best peaches

sent to market. One person had shipped a thou-

sand boxes up2 to the 20th day of August, less

than two weeks later than from Cabden. The
truth is all of that part of the route lying be-

tween Neoga and Desoto has been overlooked by
persons seeking for a suitable location for the

peach and other fruits. From several years of

observation, we know this to be the true state of

the case. The more level condition of the coun-

try gives it greater facilities for culture, its

grasses furnish hay and pasturage which in turn

furnish manure, a necessary element in the cul-

ture of the summer fruits. We therefore call

the attention of the fruitgrower to that part of

the route above indicated. In the settlements at

some distance from the railroad, large amounts of

fruits are now produced; but the long land car-

riage will not admit of the profitable culture of

this fruit, which must, from this cause, confine

it to a narrow belt along the route indiceted. It

will thus be seen that the peach district is not so

limited after all. That the whole basin of Egypt

will produce the fruit, is suflSciently evident, but

we know that it cannot bear a long land carriage

and that for market purposes its culture must be

limited to narrow belts along the railroads.

THE APPLE.

Say what we may of the summer fruits, they

individually sink into insignificance as compared

with this king of fruits, for it not only takes itg

place among the summer fruits, but extends its

time through the long winter, and through the

spring, until the strawberry and currant come

to fill its place. It is the great utilitariam

around which they all revolve as lesser lights,

though taken in the aggregate, are of no smal

importance. The apple has a wide range of soil

and climate, and from long use has become an

essential element of our food. It is eaten raw,

baked, stewed, boiled roasted and fried. It

comes on the table in a hundred palatable shapes,

in some of which it is welcome to all. While

peaches sell at one and two dollars a box, this

fruit is less than half the price. From the South

part of the State, Red June, early Harvest and

other early sorts reach the North early in JuFy,

and even the last of June. At Cincinnati it
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is ehipped bj the middle of July ; at Champaign

the first of August, and ripe apples come into

the Chicago market by the country teams by the

middle of August, and cooking apples nearly a

fortnight earlier. The crops of this fruit are

not certain through the North part of the State,

only in favorite locations, and the true region of

the apple commences near Paxton, some hun-

dred miles to the South of the city. Here the

late frosts fade out and leave the fruit unharmed

Thence along the route South this fruit is a favor-

ite, the farmers along the route avering that it

never fails, which we can well bel'eve.

The early settlers never dreaming of a demand

for summer apples, were content to plant those

of winter, and here along this whole route there

is not enough of summer apples to supply the lo-

cal demand. But this defect will, to a great

extent, be remedied in the next half dozen years.

In fact, neither the city of Chicago, nor any of

our Northern towns are, as yet, half supplied

with good summer apples, even at the present

high rates, ($4 per bbl.) The idea is too pre-

valent that the hills of Egypt is the paradise of

Pomona True it is the seat of her power, but

her worshipers dwell along the route indicated,

the whole distance of three hundred and fifty

miles, and it is here that a great line of fruit

growers will plant and cultivate the summer

fruits for the North. But few orchards of sum-

mer apples have as yet been planted. In our

own apple orchard of fifty acres we have planted

about one-third summer varieties, and we regret

that the whole had not been set with them. Ap-

ples can be sold from the orchard at half the

cost of those kept over winter, but at present

they bring a better price. With a reduction of

price comes a large demand, as the consumption

will be increased. We would call the attention

of orchardists to the great value of the apple dis-

trict lying between Paxton and Desota ; more
particularly that portion North of Tonti. South

of that point the summer apples will pay a good

profit, but are subject to certain diseases, to

which those more North have not as yet been li-

able.

THE CHEBET.

This fruit is so little known in market, that

people seem to think that it cannot be grown. This

is true of the heart and other sweet cherries, but

of the morello family we can have an abundance,

beginning in May and closing in July. The May
Cherry or Kentish of Downing, the Montmoreny,

English Morello, and two or three others are

hardy ; but the most valuable of all is the May,
when grafted on the common Morello stock. It

is then hardy and productive, not having failed

for the last eighteen years—since its first fruit-

ing in the North part of the State. The English

Morello is not so productive, but as it is some

two or three weeks later, is valuable on that ac-

count. This cherry is not as vigorous at the

South part of the State, but is productive and

ripening about the middle of May, comes in a

most acceptable time. Large orchards of this

variety are set in the West part of Cook, and in

the East part of Du Page counties, more espe-

cially in the towns near Cottage Hill. We have

set six hundred trees at this point, and with this

exception, we know of no large orchards until

we reach Cobden, where individuals have from

fifty to a hundred trees each. This fruit now
readily commands from four to five dollars in

Chicago, but would be very profitable at half

that sum.

THE PLUM.

Until some efiFectual remedy can be found
against the Curculio, we must despair of the ex-

tensive culture of this fruit. Of this we have

hopes in that class of cannibal forest insects that

have come to our aid in other departments of the

insect tribes. We shall not dispair at least they

can begrownin a small way about the bam yard
and the pig pen.

PKOTECTION.

We do not wish any of our readers to understand
that planting an orchard on the open prairie will

ensure success. Protection by groves, river

belts, or belts of trees planted for the purpose,

or untrimmed hedges, are needed to ensure sucx

cess. Of these and other essentials, we shall

treat at large hereafter.

Within the past year we have received over

two hundred letters from persons in almost ev-

ery State in the Union, making inquiries in re-

gard to fruit culture in this State. To all such

the above will be a more full and satisfactory

answer than our limited time would enable us to

give. We shall take up the subject of the cul-

ture of the several fruits, as best adapted to the

soil and climate along the whole route indioAted,

which must stand unchallenged as the most

profitable region for the culture of the summer
fruits, in the whole valles of the upper Missis-

sippi.
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The Army Consumption of Wool.

The New York Economist indulges in some

speculations, as to the effect the call for three

hundred thouaand men will have upen the future

price of wool. If the Economist's estimates are

correct, what may we expect on prices in view

of the additional requisition of the President for

three hundred thousand more men.

"The call for 300,000 additional volunteers has

an important bearing on the wool trade of the

country. When the new quota has been raised,

there will be 850,000 troops requiring a regular

supply of army clothing. Each one of these

carries, in the shape of his complete outfit,wool-

en manufactures representing about 25 pounds of

raw or unmanufactured wool. In times of war,

the excessive wear and tear, the irregularities

and loFses from various causes, will make the

consumption average nearly three outfits a year

per man. At a safe average, it may be reckoned

that the yearly consumption of each soldier w'U

amount to sixty pounds of unmanufactured wool.

This amount, multiplied by 850,000, would give,

as the total consumption of wool by the army for

the next twelve months, the enormous amount of

61,000,000 of pounds. The aggregate seems im-

mense, but a careful inspection of the estimate

show that it is not exaggerated. How this en-

ormous consumption must bear on the trade in

wool and woolens, deserves the prompt attention

of those interested. The whole product of wool

in the United States in 1850, according to the

returns of the census, was only about 61,000,-

000 pounds. The statement was probably far

below the truth, as are nearly all the figures rep-

resenting the produce of the country; apd it,

therefore, gives imperfect data from which to es-

timate the present crop. We have, as yet, seen

no statement from the census of 1860, as to the

present wool product of the country ; and can

therefore merely make a loose estimate as to the

amount. We should, however, represent the

most general estimate of the wool trade in sup-

posing the present crop, in the now loyal States,

to reach about 120,000,000 pounds. According

to this estimate, the army demand will take up

about 42J per cent, of our whole crop of wool.

It is unnecessary to indicate the effect of this

extraordinary demand on the value of the staple.

The demand will be mostly for the lower grades

of wool, which, as last year, may be expected to

realize fabulous prices, and out of all proportion

to the value of finer grades. It may perhaps be

questioned, however, whether we shall this year

witness such a depreciation in the value of fine

grades as was experienced last. The largeness

of the demand may be reasonably expected to

give an enhanced value to all qualities ; though,

as the finer grades have no preference for army

purposes over the coarser, they may not be ex-

pected to range so much higher than common
wools, as is the case in ordinary times.

It is not improbable, under these circumstan-

ces, that we may witness an unusual importation

of foreign wools. Although both the tariff and

exchange are against its importation, yet prices

may range so high as to render these considera-

tions secondary.

The effect of this extraordinary consumption

of army woolens must be to inflate and derange

the ordinary business in woolen fabrics. Prob-

ably, the machinery employed last year in man-

ufacturing military goods might be snflBoient, if

running extra time, to meet this demand. But

that proportion of our woolen machinery leaves

but little for meeting the demand for ordinary

goods. The result will probably be that fabrics

for civilians' wear will be light in supply and re-

alize high prices."

Chicken Pot Pie.—Wash and cut the chick

en into joints; boil them about twenty min-

utes; take them up, wash out your kettle, fry

two or three slices of fat salt pork, and put in

the bottom of the kettle; then put in the

chicken, with about three pints of water, a

piece of butter the size ef an egg; sprinkle in

a liiile pepper, and cover over the top wtth alight

crust. It will require one hour to cook.
'

Potato Yeast.—Five large potatoes boiled

and mashed, three pints of boiling water, flour

enough to make it a little thicker than flap-

jacks, and one cup of yeast. This is enough

to rise five leves of bread, which may be mix-

ed with water, or milk, and will rise enough

while your oven is heating. Save out enough

of this yeast for your next baking.

Feuit at the East.—Not for many years has
there been such an abundance of fruit of all

kinds in the Eastern States, as the present. The
apple trees, especially, are loaded with fruit.

There are pears, plums and grapes, while there

are vine in great profusion. Plum trees, in

many localities, have suffered severely for the
last three or four years, from curculio and black
knot, many fine orchards being nearly rained,

yet growers are not, in all instances, discourag-
ed, and many new trees have been set, the own-
ers confidently hoping for success.

—

Rural New
Yorker.
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Fruit Trade in Oregon.

In compliance with your request to furnish
you with etatiatics of the fruit trade during the
earlier years of the business. I regret that we
are able only to give a very meager account.

—

Our cocnection with the business dates back
only to 1856, and those who could give only the
desiriid information have gone out of the busi-
ness and left the city. We kept no record of
the trade further than our owh transactions, till

1858.

Th9 first grafted or cultivated fruit was
brought to this market from Oregon, by Messrs.
Meek & Luelling, in 1853. They brought about
four bushels, or about 200 pounds, from the sale
of which they realized about $500, In 1854 the
same parties brought to this market, as near as
we can learn, about 40 bushels which they con-
tracted on arrival, to George Hughes, at $1 25
per pound ; but on delivering, they were found
to be damaged by heat in the steamer, and the
sale was settled at 87i cts. per pound, realizing
about $2,500

In 1855, the receipts from Oregon amounted
probably to some 1,500 boxes, prices ranging
from 50 cents to $1 00 per pound. In 1856 the
receipts amounted to soveral thousand boxes,
sales ranging from 25 to 75 cents per pound.

In 1857, the receipts, we should judge, could
not be less than 15,000 boxes, sales ranging from
15 to 50 cents.

In 1858, the receipts amounted to 29,190 box-
es, sales from 7 to 35 cents.

In 1859, the receipts amounted to a little over
72,000 boxes, the sales ranging from 3 to 5
cents.

In 1860, the receipts amounted to about
86,000 boxes, the sales ranging from 3 to 19
cents per pound.
Of the crops of 18G1, the receipts are as fol-

lows :

August, 539 boxes, at an average of 3 cents
per pound.

September, 2,353 boxes, at an average of 3
cents per pound.

October, 3,300 boxes, at an average of 3

J

cents per pound.
November, 14,313 boxes ; sales at 2@7Jc.; av-

erage 5o.

December, 21,681 boxes : sales at 2@6c.; av-
erage 4c.

January, 3,891 boxes, sales at 2@4c.; aver-
age 3c.

February, 15,425 boxes; sales at 2@8c.; av-
erace 2Jc.

March, 9,lSl boxes ; sales at 2@lljc.; aver-
age 6c.

April, 4,447 boxes ; sales at 2@8c.; average
5c.

May, 334 boxes; sales at 4@,10c.; average 8c.

June, 160 boxes; sales at 6@12c.; average
10c.

Total receipt foot up at 75,394 boxes.

The above exhibits the amount of Oregon fruit

received and sold in this city during the past
season, and the range of prices obtained each
month. Very little of the early fruit was ship-
ped here, the market being so well supplied with

peaches, grapes, and other varieties, that prices

would not warrant the sending of early apples

to this market from Oregon.
Late fall and early winter fruit found ready

sale at paying prices, the market being more
steady and uniform than any preceding season.

During the winter, prices ruled much lower than

any former season, although the supply was not

near as large as that of the winter of 1860 and
1861.

The rains and floods of this State caused an

almost total suspension of business and trade

with the interior towns of the State, so that there

was very little outlet for fruit beyond what was
consumed in the city. Again, much of that re-

ceived in January and February was out of sea-

son—varieties that should have been in market

six or eight weeks earlier, it having been de-

tained by floods and the closing of the Columbia

river by ice.

Hence much of it had been frosted, and ar-

rived in a damaged and often nearly worthless

condition.

These causes combined have rendered prices

less remunerative to dealers and producers than

any former year.

The total receipts from Oregon have been

about eleven thousand boxes less than of the

crop of 1860, and only three thousand boxes

more than 1859, while the range of "prices

has very materially diminished each succeeding

year. This is explained by the large and annu-

ally increasing fruit crop of Califoihia, which

will soon be sufi&cient to supply the wants of this

market.
Even the past year, peaches were so abundant

as to pay only a small profit to the producer

above the expenses of gathering and transporta-

tion to market; and large orchards just coming

into bearing indicate a plentiful supply ot every

variety, in a few years. We have taken much
pains to ascertain the amount of California fruit

sold in this market, of the crop of 1861, with

the following result

:

Apples, 57,735 boxes, at an average of 50 lbs

per box.

Apricots, 2,178 baskets, at an average of 30

lbs per basket.

Cherries, 1,790 boxes, at an average of 20 lbs

per box.

Figs, 438 boxes, at an average of 30 ft) 3 per

box.
Grapes, 30,730 boxes, at an average of 60 lbs

per box.

Kectarines, 1,255 baskets, at an average of

30 lbs per basket.

Peaches, 130,368 baskets, at an average of 30

lbs per basket. - -„ ,.

Pears, 17,890 boxes, at an average of 60 lbs

box box.

Plums, 6,784 boxes, at an average of 25 lbs

per box.

Quinces, 250 boxes, at an average of 50 lbs per

box.

Besides these, a large amount of strawberries,

raspberries, blackbetries, gooseberries, and cur-

rants, of which we have made no estimate.

In compiling the above, we are much indebted

to the different Commission Fruit Dealers, most
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of wiom have kindly given us the amount which
has passed through their hands. The amount^
given above is somewhat short of the actual re-

ports, as several declined to give any figures,

and a considerable amount was sold ob the

wharves by thfc owners, of, which we have been
unable to get any account.

We have made no estimate of the amount of

sales in dollars and cents, but probably it would
exceed half a million of dollars, and the great

bulk of the fruit has been consumed in this city.

The interior towns had a supply of their own
raising until into October. During the Winter,

the demand for fruit from the interior was very
limited on account of rains and floods which pre-

vented almost entirely the transportation of any
kind of goods to the inland towns.

Respectfully yours,
Knapp, Bubrell & Co.

310 Washington St., San Francisco.—Oregon Farmer. , -.

—Two dollars and a half a pound for apples,

is certainly a good beginning, and no wonder

that it stimulated fruit growing in Oregon ; but

even two and a half cents a pound, had ought

to pay. Two cents, or a dollar a bushel, is sat-

isfactory in our best markets at retail.

From what our old and esteemed friend, S.

Francis writes us from that far off country, Or-

egon, is the paradise of the apple and small

fruits. Ed.

Peas, beans, etc., promise well. The
prospects in Europe are not promising.

gram

-•*-

The Crops.—The American Agriculturist con-

denses the accounts of 1,500 reporters from 24

States concerning the growing crops from which

we make a brief condensation :

In Illinois, Wisconsin and Michigan, fears are
entertained of a falling off from ten to twenty
per cent, in the corn crop ; but in Ohio, Indiana,
Minnesota, Pennsylvania and the New England
States, above the average breadth was planted.

In New York and New Jersey, corn looks
poorly.

Wheat, in the Middle and Western States, is

fine and well secured.

In Ohio it is estimated at 56 per cent, better
than common ; in Indiana, 44 per cent,; in Illi-

nois, 30 per cent.

Spring wheat will average a email average
yield in Wisconsin, Iowa and Minnesota, where
little winter wheat is grown. The estimate is 15
percent, below the average. The great breadth
sown, it is said, will make up the aggregate
equal to last year.
Rye is reported up to an average.
Oats are affected by the rust.
The forage crops of the West, are reported as

remarkably good. In Pennsylvania 20 per cent,
above the average ; in New York, below the
average ; so in New England.

Barley is represented better than usual.
Flax is remarkably good, it being 12 per cent,

better than usual.

Tobacco is backward but promising.

The Country Child.

With mingle trembling and delight, '

And slowly falling feet,

A little country maiden, now,
Is passing down the street;

A country child—I know it by
Her timid air, her wand'ring eye.

The warm sunlight has kissed her brow,
And tinged her cheek with brown;

The odor of the violets

Comes with her to the town,
We almost guess the woodland place

Where she has dwelt, jQrom her sweet face!

We almost read her inner thoughts.
Through her large wistful eyes.

How bright to her the city seems,
How much like Paradise,

As Nature's child, with bounding heart.

Looks for the first glad time on Art.

The merchant in his storehouse door
Smiles as she passes by.

The laborer pauses in his work,
To watch her with a sigh.

Where'er she wakens dreams
Ofshady nooks and rippling streams.

She seems to bring the country here

—

Its birds, its flowers, its dew'
And slowly, as amid the throhg,

She passes from our view.

We watch her, sadly, as we might
Some pleasant landscape fade from sight.

Ah well! we would not keep her here,

These dusty streets to roam

—

So fair a flower should open with

The daisy buds at home

;

.'Mid primrose stars, as sweet and wild.

As she will be—dear, woodland child!

-«

Good, Wholesome Small Beek.—Take two

ounces of hops, and boil them three or four

hours, in three or four pailfuls of water; and

then scald two quarts of molasses in the liquor,

and turn it off into a clean half-barrel, boiling

hot; them fill it up with cold water; before it is

quite fuU, put in your yeast to work it; the next

day you will have agreeable, wholesome small

beer.
<»—c— - ^^

SiMPLS Rkmedt to ptjeift Watee.—Pulverized

alum possesses the property of purifying Water.

A lange spoonful stirred into a hogshead of

water will so purify it. that in a few hours it will

be as fresh and clear as spring water. Four

gallons may be purified by a tea-spoonful.

. iB»

Mbaspek Cake.—Take one tea-cup of batter

and stir it to a cream, two teacups of sngar,

then stir in four eggs that have been beaten to a

froth, a grated nutmeg, anfl a pint of flour; stir

it is ready to bake. It is good daked in cupa or

pans.
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Htjnqarian Grass in Illinois.—The Prairie
Farmer says that the agriculturists of Illinois
have been experimenting with this grass four or
fire years .Each succeeding seasoD a larger
breadth has been grown and it may now without
doubt, be considered one of the standard crops
of the West .Many of the extravagant claims at
first urgedforithave been laid aside, as have also
many of the objections that, later, wera brought
against it. It is a prolfic, yielding considerably
more per acre than either the prairie or tame
grasses, and is suparior to the common millet,
thought not differing materially from it in its
nature. Its seed is more oily, and consequently
a hevier feed than millet, is a somewhat more
vigorous grower, and hence a surer erop. Indeed
BO deep rooted is it, that severe drouth does not
affect it in the least, and may be sown upon the
highest and dryest soils without fear of failure.
All kinds of siock, cattle, horses, sheep, and
hogs are extremely fond of it, and when fed
jubiciously, we have yet to hear of an instance
where any injurious effects have followed its use.
Doubtless many horses have been injured,
perhaps killed outright, by its use, but these
cases, to the best of our knowledge, are where
the seed has been given immoderately, just as
over-feeding of any heavy grain will produce
disease in animals. Some have complained of its
being an exhaustive crop, but we think it has not
been found more so than wheat, and, like the
latter crop, the ground is left in most excellent
condition—ligbt and free from weeds. Corn does
well as a succeeding crop. Hungarian may be
sown any time from the 7th to the 15th of June,
and ifto be cut for hay alone, perhaps a little
lather. If for hay, sow one-half bushel per acre;
if for seed, about one-third of a bushel is suffi-
cient.

The Road to Poor Famikg.—As the road to
POOR farming is not generally understood, though
it is crowded with travelers, we throw op the
following landmarks, from the Springfield «« Re-
publican," for the commoD benefit:

1. Invest all your capital in land, and run in
debt far more.

2. Hire money to stock your farm.
3. Have no faith in your own business, and

be always ready to sell out.
4. Buy mean cows, spavined horses, poor

oxen, and cheap tools.

5; Feed bog hay and mouldy com stalks
exclusively, in order to keep your stock tame;
fiery cattle are terribly hard on old, rickety
wagons and plows.

6. Use the oil of hickory freely, whenever
your oxen need strength, it is cheaper than hay
or meal, keeps the hair lively and pounds outal
the grubs.

7. Select such calves for stock as the butch-
ers shun; beauties of runt, thin in the hams,
and pot bellied; but be sure and keep their blood
thin by scanty herbage; animals are safest to
breed from that have'nt shrength to herd.

8. Be cautious in the manufacture of manure;
it makes the field look black and mournful about
planting time; besides it is a deal of work to
haul it.

9. Never waste time in setting out fruit and
shade trees; fruit and leaves rotting around a
place make it unhealthy,

«•

Late Summer Planting.—The Gardener's
Monthly says, more evergreens have been plan-

ted in August and September, in the neighbor-

hood of Philadelphia during the past three years,

than in all other months, and not one in a thous-

and fails. There has been quite a revolution in

regard to the time in planting evergreens.

— There can be no question as to the value of

the above time to plant evergreens. The growth

is then perfected for the season, and the very

best time of all is before the buds start in the

spring, which is in April. It may do in Maine,

and at other points east, to move evergreens

after commencing the seasons growth, but our

experience is against it. It can be done but at

the expense of the growth and risk of loss.

At any time during the season, in a long con-

tinued rainy spell, evergreens can be moved

without so much damage, but we would not at-

tempt it unless the tree must be moved for par-

ticular reasons.

Fruit Growing in Southern Illinois.

Dr, Meeker, of Dongola, Illinois, writes to the

Farmer's Club, of the American Institute con-
cerning the fruit business in the vicinity of South
Pass :

Ten miles above Cairo, the Illinois Central
railroad enters a hilly country, and thirty miles

further north, the hills are from 200 to 500 feet

high. Usually there is enough level ground on
top for common-sized farms. The passenger
sees tasteful cottages standing on lofty eminences
and on the edge of jutting crags. What at a
distance seem rows of corn, would, upon near
approach prove to be rows of fruit trees. At
the stations, boys offer for sale pears and beau«
tiful peaches. And yet no part of Arkanas con-

tains a people more deeply in sympathy with the

rebels in their attempt to destroy this govern-
ment, than are a majority of the people in some
of these counties.

At South Pass, Union county, forty miles from
Cairo, live some twenty fruit growers, each hav-

ing from twenty to eighty acres of peaches,

pears and apples. They understand their busi-

ness well, and they are distinguished by the Yan-
kee characteristics of industry, shrewdness, and
intelligence. The natives know they are not
cowards, and they know what cowardice is.

Within the distance of a few miles around this

place, I estimate there are from 700 to 800 acres

of peach trees. Two or three car loads of the

nicest peaches you ever saw leave by epecial

train for Chicago; the receipts of the owners of

these orchards range from $10 to $800 a day
each. The season will last from fifteen to thirty

days. Some have contracted for their entire
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crop at $2 a bushel, delivered at the station.

The prices would be thirty per cent higher, if

change were plenty.

The natives are astonished, and they are going
to raise fruit. For the most part they will do
nothing ; they do not know enough to raise fruit.

One may think he knows how but that does not

help the matter. The greatest obstacle which
prevents many from succeeding, is the competi-
tion they meet with in men who knoV more than

they do. Industry is truly important, but alone

it will not win. Still it is by no means difficult

to raise fruit. I think that frequent visits to the

best orchards, and a good share of common
sense, will enable one to succeed. If he do fail,

he will be a fool if he does not try till success

crowns his efforts.

Still, from various causes, not more than a

quarter of the fruit trees set out in our country
will amount to much. The price cf fruit has ad-

vanced during the last twenty years. In twenty
years more, if fruit growersare very industrious

and if too many children are not born, common
people may be able to buy early fruit ; and early

fruit may be ra sed as easily as late fruit. A
man who worka light, can afford to work for less

than one who works wrong. That is, if he have
the product of his industry to dispose of.

Let a wike-awake Yankee come hither and set

out well known good varieties, and he will do

well. He will want ten or forty acres of good,

high land. Ten acres will do as well as forty for

many men. At South Pass, suitable sites sell

from $20 to $30 per acre. When covered with
bearing trees, they easily sell for $100 an acre.

There are farms which can be sold for $150 an
acre, and the trees are only four years old. They
make the trees bear at this age, often sooner. I

saw trees two years from the bud for which $5
were given for the fruit from eich tree. South
of the point named, good improved farms near
stations, and where peaches never fail, can be
bought for $15 an acre. I know of twenty or

thirty such chances. The railroad will sell suit-

able land, mostly timber, for less, and give long

time. They offer every inducement to fruit

growers. The freight that is psid them for an
acre of peaches, exceeds what they get for what
is paid for a hundred acres of wheat. The re-

ceipts from iive acres of peach trees in full bear-

ing, will buy a good farm.

Pears do well here ; so do apples and straw-

berries. Plums, cherries, and currants do poor-

ly. Grapes are uncertain ; they rot. One man
expected to have twenty tuns ; he hopes to have

two. Much disappointment is felt regarding

certain varieties of peaches. The early York,

serrate was supposed to be the earliest and best;

it rotted. One man makes his loss $3,000 by
the early York, and yet his receipts will reach

$500. The early Troth rots. Crawfords early

is the finest peach, but it is so large that it does

not retail at a profit, and it is a shy bearer. The
first shipments were the early Tillotson, which
was about the 18th inst. The peach which
ripens first is wormy ; it ripens first because it i»

stung. The peach which now is esteemed most
for the qualities of earliness, size and color, is

the Honest John of New Jersey, and Western

New York. The fruit is full siae, fair color,

mostly red, flavor good.

Some wishing to come hither, would like to

know iow much money they ought to have. I

consider myself posted on this head. I answer
that with two to five hundred dollars, you can
start yourself handsomely. With five hundred
dollars you can do well. Some have commenced
with less, but whatever you have, you must have
earned it at some kind of labor or honest busi-

ness. If you have come by it without labor,

you probably will loose. If you have been
brought up idly, and have money but what is

given you, put it out at interest, and then come
and support yourself a year or so by days work,
when you can safely use it. The kind of busi-

ness you have been accustomed to is compara-
tively of little consequence. If one can walk to

the East, he can walk to the West. Some have
nothing to come with. It is difficult to advise

them. Industry and patience will go far. If

one has a family and no money, what can he do !

Still, fair intelligence being given, one can work
wonders, providing he only has the constitution

of a horse and the energy of a lion. Such can
get money anywhere. These are the conditions.

Some will want to know whether we have any
ague and game. We have some of the first, but
Ayer's ague cure soon disposes of it ; and we
have less of the latter. However, bring a gun.
If you cannot well do this, cary a lot of precus-
sion caps loose in your vest pocket, or buy a pair

of light bullet moulds, and keep them bright by
rubbing them in your fingers when in company.

Timber tor Bee Pastlrfs —The Bee Journal
advises those wishing to improve their bee pas-
turage to plant maple, locust, chestnut, and lin-

den trees, and to encourage others to do so. In
setting out ornamental trees, it is surely worthy
one's attention to have regard to their honey-
producing power, and to select, with this end in

view, those blooming at different times, rather
than all of one kind, or those blooming at the

same time. We would like to know the compar-
ative value of these trees for producing honey,
and also which varieties of those mentioned are
the best.

For timber, the yellow locust is the most val-

uable. It is extensively planted on the western
prairies, where it grows very rapidly, and is

chiefly used for railroad sleepers. In Southern
Ohio, bees, some years, galhtr a large portion of

their surplus honey from the locust. Their in-

dustry during the yield from the locust is sur-
prising. Where the trees grow in great num-
bers, they almost abandon all other sources of

supply.

40»

B^P'Gov. Curtin of Pennsylvonia, states that

75,000 men have responded to his call for the
defense of the State, and anticipates that the
number will be raised te 100,000.

-••*

._ in large assemblies there is more feeling

and less thought than in small ones.
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What is a Curb ? — Semedies.

Editors Rural New-Yorker:—Will you please

infoim me through your columns what is the na-

ture of a Curb, or Curb Spavm, and the remedy,
and oblige—T. F. W,, Hall's Corners, New York,
1862.

Those who believa in the doctrine of "com-
pensation," are always ready with the aphorism,

—there is no great loss without some gain—and
in the case before us the ' reverse" of this

maxim is equolly trite. Curb is one of the evils

almost exclusively belonging to the better class

of horses, A. man mounted upon a fine spirited

horse—whether he can lay claim to any skill in

equestrianism, or not—partakes of the spirit of

the animal, and deligats in " showing him off,"

the " fiae points" are at once brought forth for

exhibition. The animal responds, and amid the

mutual excitement, the devoted servant bears the

greater share of suffering and injury. Mayhew,
in his celebrated work upon the horse, noticing

this characteristic, remarks

:

"Be it male or female, old or young, the

equestrian is always pleased by the prancing of

the horse. The creature seems to comprehend,

and to derive gratification from obeying the wish

of its superior. It enters into tha desire^ of its

dictator, without' a thought of prudence, or a

care for its personal safety. In hunting or in

racing, the simple horse more than shares the

excitement of its rider, and often encounters the

severest accidents inconsequence of these amuse-

ments."
Curb may be reckoned among the least of the

sufferings of the horse, yet the mark of the affec

t on rarely disappears, and sometimes the ani-

mal is totally disabled thereby. The disease

consists of an enlargement, or bulging out at the

posterior of the hock, and is mainly caused by
wrenching the limb on uneven ground ;

galloping

at full speed ; by prancing when mounted ; leap-

ing fences, ditches, etc. Horses following

hounds in the chase are peculiarly subject to

curb, and the authority already quoted states

that in the districts where packs are kept,

more of this disease is to be seen than in any

other part ot the country.

. A certain class of veterinarians blister the in-

stant a curb appears, but most writers consider

the custom very injurious. Harm results in

every respect. Mayhew would put on a high-

heeled shoe immediately, and thus ease the over-

strained tendon. The part ought then to be con-

stantly wet with cold water, so as to lower or

disperse the inflamation. A cloth doubled two

or three times may be easily kept upon the hock,

and this cloth kept always moist. Continuing

this treatment, let the horse remain quiet in his

stall, being moved as little as possible until the

heat and swelling are diminished, and the leg

almost sound. When the part has become cool.

rub a blister all over the joint, and in the great

majority of cases this will end the treatment.

The pvfictice of firing the hock for the removal

of a curb should never be resorted to, as the tes-

timony of our modern veterinarians is to the ef-

fect that they have never yet known of any good

resulting therefrom. In addition to the agony
endured by the horse so' unfortunate as to be
submitted to this barbarism, the appearance of

the animal is ever after seriously affected.

The form of treatment prescribed by Dr. Dadd
may be thus stated :

The curb is an enlargement which makes its

appearance on the hind legs, about two inches

below the hock. It is sometimes occasioned by
a blow, but the most frequentt cause is strain of

the sheath through which the flexor tendons pass.

If seen in its early stage, it would, in all proba-

bility, yield to rest and cold water bandages.

But if neglected until effusion takes place, ov

the surrounding tissues become injected and
thickened, and the horse becomes lame, then a

different course of treatment must be adopted.

Our usual remedy is, acetic acid, four ounces ;

powdered bloodroot, one ounce ; turpentine one
ounce ; to be applied to the part night and morn-
ing for at least a week ; afterward to be bathed
daily with common vinegar.

There are cases, however, in which coagulable

lymph will form, and may thus leave the parts

in a sta"e of callosity for some time, which only
patience, constant friction, or the application of

some stimulant can overcome. Amoug the var-

ious applications in use, we prefer the following:

One ounee each of oil of cedar, oil of sassafras,

oil of marjoram ; one pint of soft soap, to be

used daily, always rubbing in a downward direc-

tion.

Hog Cholera.

Friend Reed :—A stranger who looked as if

he should have been better employed, has been
in this part of the country lor some time, pedd-
ling—with obligotions to secresy—a so-called in-

fallible remedy for the prevailing epidemic among
our swme. Several of our farmers gave him to

understand that they coDsidered him dealing in

"small potatoes." He culled on Wm. Lewis,
whose hogs had just commenced dying, and waa
eager to do him the great service of saving his
" rooters." Lewis soon made him an offer for

his secret, but told him that he would do no such
silly thing as to prooiise not to tell anybody

—

that whatever was a public benefit the public
ought to know, etc. After some hesitation, the
" Doctor" made a clean breast for the benefit of

the world, and all the rest of us. The remedy
is this:

For fifty hogs, take half a bushel of slacked

lime, half a pound of copperas, and one handful
of common salt

;
put them in a tight barrel,

cover with water, and mix in shelled corn ; when
thoroughly steeped, feed it to your stock of hogs
twice a week, and to those diseased twice a day.

We are trying it in our neck of tbe woods, and
apparently with success. Please tell your many
readers, and let them do as eeemeth them goad.

Dudley.
Eliza. Aug. 19th, 1862.

{Aledo Record.)

—Diamond dust is as poisonous as strychaine]
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From the Rural New Yorker.

The American Black Cap Raspberry.

Now that this raspberry has come to be some-

what extensively cultivated for Market in Wes-
tern New York, some hints ^om experience may
bo of general use. It has Ijeen rather undera-

ted by our berry growers until within a recent

time, though it possesses qualities which will

render it popular both for family use and in the

market. No other berry is quite so easily and

surely raised. It is no more work to plant it

than it is fo plant potatoes ; and the cost of cul-

tivation is notmore than for thai crop, whether

you have one hill or one acre. A profit can#also

be realized from it nearly as soon as from any

farm crop, for in fifteen or sixteen months from

planting, there is a remunerative return. Be
side, it stays just where it is set. There are no

troublesome runners to be clipped, or unwelcome

shoots thrusting up their unwelcome heads a doz-

en feet from the motfer plant, in spite of plow

and cultivator. And having produced four or

five successive crops from the soil, it shows it-

self to be a seensible plant by putting on the hab-

iliments of old age, and refusing to bear. You
may just plow it up, burn it, prepare and enrich

your ground, and reset with new plants.

Soil, Location, Ptanting, and CuLTtrRE.—It

will succeed tolerably well in a variety of soils
;

but what it especially dislikes, is a hard, dry

6oil. Good corn land is commonly good rasp-

berry land. It likes best a cool, moist soil, one

that is not readily afi'ected by drouth, and that

is rich in vegetable matter. A northern and
eastern exposure, if protected from the heavy

prevailing winds by some screen—as a belt of

woods—IS preferable. The true time for plant-

ing is early in the spring. The ground should

be fitted during the previous autumn, and as

soon as it can be safely worked, set the plants.

A smart freeze or Jtwo afterward will not injure

them. Seven feet by three and a half is a good

distance for field culture. The first season they

can be cultivated both ways, but afterward they

form a hedge one way, keeping down, by their

compactness, the weeds underneath, and allow-

ing the cultivator to pass only between the wid-

est rows. Keeping the ground mellow and free

from weed-, comprises the whole of the first

year's cultivation.

Latebinq the Plants.—This is an important

operation, and if the right method be not thor-

oughly understood and practiced, the future re-

sults may be dis-astrous. About the first of

September, the plants set in the spring are in

condition to leyer. On an average, if they are

thrifty, each will produce five new plants for

next spring's planting. The proper time is

shown by the ends of the cane becoming red,

hard, and free from "eaves. These ends should

be inserted in the ground, in nearly a perpendic-

ular position, and only deep enough to keep the

wind from bloiving them out.

A perfect style of plant consists of one bud
from the end of the lAyer, with hundreds of fi-

brous roots radiating in all directions from it.

This is formed by layering as described. An im-

perfect plant may be formed by burying severa

inches of the layer in a horizontal position. Nu-
merous buds, set close to one another, with diff-

erent sets of roots, will then spring from it, and
you have a plant that, however fair its youth
may promise, will never reach a vigorous matur-

ity. On setting the perfect plant, it will throw

up a single shoot, which will send out numerous
branches and yield the first crop of fruit. The
second year, seveaal canes will grow from the

base of this, furnishing abundant and produc-

tive wood for the following crop. But from the

imperfect plant, the first year a number of weak
canes will push up, some of them fruit canes,

bearing clusters of berries. They make a fee-

ble growth, for the strength of the plant is divi-

ded, and the next year a mnss of canes spring

from their numerous base buds, which, overtax-

ing the young plant, prove barren and worthless.

Trimming.— This when properly done, ob-

viates the use of stakes or other supports for

the bearing canes, thus diminishing vtry mater-

ailly the cost of producing the fruit. Nothing,

however, is required the first year. The second
spring the branches should be shortened to two,

or at most, two and a half feet in length. It

may be done rapidly with a good corn cutter, or

a pair of hedge shears. The plant has grown
low and trailing, and as you look along the rows,

the bushes appear, very hedge-like. Perhips in

trimming you have cut away one-third or more
of the bearing wood, whioh seems wasteful.

—

but, it is well to remember that large and fine

crops of bush fruits are surer by an unsparing

use of the knife. The remaining buds will start

with great vigor, and the first clusters will be
large and numerous. If you defer trimming
part of your plantation till the leaves have start-

ed, that part may ripen its fruit somewhat later,

but it may not be quite so fine.

The uext operation in trimming should be per-

formed in June. It consists in clipping the tips

of the young canes, growing for the next year's

crop, (they grow upright,) when they reach the

height of two and a half feet. The growth of

the plant is thus thrown into the branches, and
the main stalk becomes firm and stiff, able to re-

sist the winds and sustain itself in aa upright

position. The following spring, last year's bear-

ing wood must be cut away, and the branches
the new canes shortened, to give room to the

horse and cultivator, and vigor to the remaining
buds.,

"
. •

Yield of Fruit.—Two thousand quarts per
acres is not an uncommon yield for the first crop,

1 have known them to exceed that by nearly

a third, on a patch of an acre. An average yield
of three thousand quarts p"r acres can be attain-

ed, by carefnl selection of plant* and good culture.

Fairport, N. Y. I860,' G. F. Wilcox.

The above is most excellent advice in nearly

or quite all respects. The mode of propagating

is new to us, as we have let the tips have

their own way, or throw a small amount of

earth on them. We plant four by six feet,

—

Ed.
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From the Prairie Farmer.

Horticultural Notes and Items.

Geape Growing in Iowa.—The success which
has attended grape growing upon the bluffs and
highlands of the upper Mississippi, has estab-

lished the fact that they are much better adapt-

ed to the purpose than our more open and level

country, even in much lower latitudes. Being
in Lyons a few days since, we visited the grounds
of A. A. Truax. They are located a mile from
the river upon the west bank, and have a general

northern inclination. Six acres are enclosed,

and every foot is occupied— principally with

grapes. The soil is about twelve to fifteen inch-

es deep underlaid with yellow clay. In the fall

of 1859 it was covered with a dense growth of

hazel brush. It was trench plowed and thor-

oughly pulverized and on a portion of it ashes

spread. The principal crop of grapes is com-
posed of the Catawba and Isabella, both of

which are in a very healthy condition, several

hundred of them now fruiting very heavily with-

out any appearance of disease or blight. The
Delaware are growing very finely. Mr. Truax
is propagating largely from them allowing only

a few of them to fruit this year. His success in

PaOPAGATINO BY CUTTINGS

in the open air has been so successful, that we
here give his irethod of procedure as kindly

furnished us by himself

:

*« In the first place I take my Delaware cut-

tings off in the fall which are cut from thorough-

ly ripened fruit-wood, after the leaves have

dropped, and cut them into length of 3 or 4 eyes,

am not particular to an eye, then cut them close

under an eye to make them root more readily,

then take them and bury them in sand in a cel-

lar where it freezes slightly through winter. I

prefer burying them in sand as it helps them
callous over through the winter. The first week
in May the ground beginning to get warm, I take

my cuttings out of the sand in the cellar, the

eyes having been kept back by the cold sand and

not swelled any. I then take the cuttings which

must be kept from the air and not allowed to

dry, as that is fatal to them, and put them in

trenches which are made n.a follows : Lay off

the ground intended for the cuttings, (I have the

ground spaded to the depth of fifteen inches or

as deep as the spade can be driven in the ground)

the ground is then leveled and trenches are dug

6 inches deep and just the width of the spade;

take common coarse sand and fine chip dirt and

mix them together and scatter along in the

trenches to the depth of two inches. I then

take my Delaware cuttings and set them along

in the trenches about 6 inches apart_ in a slant-

ing position, setting them well down in the chip

dirt and sand so there will be but one eye above

ground when the trench i filled up and leveled

off. I then fill in the frer.ch with 3 inches of fine

mould and tread the mould to the cuttings gent-

ly, then put on the other inch of soil and leave

that loose so that the rains and sun can pene-

trate and act upon the cuttings ; this last inch

of soil brings the upper eye even with the Bur-

faee. Then take some short straw and shake it

over them loosely so as to shade the eyes from
the sun and drying winds until the eyes start,

then remove the straw, weed them out nicely
and loosen the surface soils to the depth of an
inch and keep it mellow to that depth through
the summer. By this plan we don't lose twen-
ty cuttings out of a hundred and should not
lose any if the wood was all ripe and all put in
the trenches alike trodden and covered evenly.

Delawares raised on this plan make fine plants
in the fall. I think the whole secret of raising
the Delaware or any other close grained grape-
vines from cuttings, is having the woood thor-
oughly ripened, proper care taken of the cut-

tings after cut, and the preparation of the soil

and trenches, where you wish to raise them out
of doors. I would say in addition to this my
ground all lays to the northeast and my cuttings

are all raised on the north side of a six foot

fence. I prefer that to any other part of my
grounds. The cuttings don't start quite as- ea?-
ly but they are more apt to live aiier thejf/tiiij.^ i

start, as the soil gets plenty warm enough.,
'"'" *^

the 1st of June and the soil keeps moaj(

through the summer making fine plants by-f

The Dianas isind Concords are flouri^hifig

well as could be desired.

Blackbereies.—The New Kcohelle or L^v^'tetaij''

has fruited fully this season and gave some e??*.

ceilent fruit. •- ^4,

Kaspberkies.—The Purple Cane has prpvedj^'f

all that has been claimed for it, and Mr. T; will

extend its cultivation considerably. • .

Strawberries.—Mr. T., has supplied a good
quantity of this fine summer fruit, realizing ov-
er §200 for his crop, at 6 and 8 cents per quart

;

mostly of the Wilson's Albany. He has a plan-
tation of the Triomphe de Grand from which he
his had some fruit ; they promise to do well with •

him and he will extend his grounds.

Pears.—Mr. T.'s trees are in a fiue growing
condition and are promising well ahfcough it has
required very close watching and care to check
the blight. This he has done by cutting off the
affected part fully back of the disease and paint-

ing over the wound with white load acd oil. In
that way he has saved several that haJ commen-
ced blighting, and thej' present a healthy ap-
pearance. He practices the same oa the apple
trees. To shield the trunks of hi? young pear
and apple trees from the scorching of the sun he
sews a piece of cotton cloth around them from
the ground up to the limbs—en stripping off

some that had been on all the season the bark

was found to be clean and healthy.

Celeet.—The manner of growing celery was
to let it grow in the row where transplanted

without hilling up at all, only ketpingit free

from weeds. In the fall it is taken up and pack-
ed in a narrow trench dug for the purpose from
18 to 24 inches deep^ It should be packed very

close and then filled With close manure sufficient-

ly deep to keep outJ^rost ; the celery will thus
become beautifully blanched and the trench can
be opened at one end and a quantity removed at
any time for use during the winter.
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The Horticultural Pair.

The Annual Fair of the Illinois Horticultural

Society, at Brjan Rail during the past week,

has been a complete success so far as the display

of fruit, flowers and plants is concerned ; but

the attendance has not been as large as this

splendid exhititioa deserved ; especially when

it is understood that the entire profits derived

from the exhibition is contributed to our sick

and wounded soldiers. No exhibition of fruit

west of the mountains, (if anywhere on this

continent) has ever equaled this, and the display

of plants, shrubs, and flowers is also very ex-

tensive in variety, and many of the varieties

exceedingly rare and beautiful.

The view from the gallery into the body of the

Hall presents one of the finest rural scenes im-

aginable. The whole interio? is decked with

evergreens hanging in graceful* festoons, &c.

The stand is a miniature grove of evergreen

trees, large, tropical, and rare native plants, in-

terspersed here and there with rustic seats and

chairs, with an arbor in the background, .man-

tled by the American flag. A circular table

some twenty feet in diameter occupies the cpn-

tre of the Hall covered with boquets of flowers

an ionumerable variety of dahlies, roses, verbe-

nas, &c.. all surrounding that exquisitely con-

ceived "T<mple of Flora," designed by Louis

Pantian. In the very extensive collection of H.

M. Thompson, of Lake Forest, we noticed the

cocoa nut, cinamoD, ginger, tea, cofi'ee, sago,

date, banana, olive, fig, pomegranite, indiarub-

ber, allspice, b)ack pepper, lemon, lime, orange,

pine-apple, and cotton plant—several of them

now in bearing. Mr. C. B. MoCagy, of North

Clark street, exhibits a very rare collection, em-

bracing some thirty varieties of plants from

Brazil and the West India Islands. The car-

ruaindica, of the numerous water plants, is the

largest, standing some eight feet in height. The
Btanhapea sigrina (or basket plant} is exceed-

ingly rare and fragrant, and has a sixteenth

flowering now for this season, a flag shaped

blossom of brilliant colors and delicate tints.

The gillery is entire'y devoted to the exhibi-

tion of fruits, embracing an extensive assort-

ment of every variety—some of each kind be-

ing immense in size, and others of very super-

ior quality. As before stated, this is one of the

grandest exhibitions of fruit ever held in this

country, and will result in great good, from the

mutual interchaage of knowledge and exper-

ience among the various fruit-growers, and the

visible proof of the superior character of our

prairie State for fruit growing, will inspire oth-

ers to embark m horticulture.

We were agreeably surprised to «ee a Tery

fair representation of the agricultural branch,

in the shape of numerous choice samples of veg-

«tables, seeds, grain, &c. ' "

The society deserve the success they are en-^

joying, and we hope and believe that the Annual
Fair of this State Horticultural Society will

hereafter staod high among the most important
exhibitions of the kind in the country.

—

Rail
Road Gazette.

*•>-

English, vs. American Strawberries.

Editor Illinois Farmer, Champaign Illinois :

Flushing N. Y., Oct. 3d, 1362,

Dear Sir :—I have received the September

number of your Illinois Farmer. I notice the

Triumph de Gand is miss spelt "grand." It re-

ceived its name from having been originated at

the town of Gand, in Belgium, It has not been

installed in the Belgic catalogue for several

years, on account of its inferiority in sweetness

and perfume, and in Rivers catalogue is only

placed among the supernumearies. I regret to

notice that you say " we are out with the big

strawberries for home use, but they will do for

market for some time yet." As I deem you one

of those who seldom make mistakes ; but in the

present progressive state of (he strawberry

culture, arrival of new and transendent varie-

ties, I may say with confidence, the right of

which all can attest by a trial, that it is the

"big strawberries" of the pine and Chili fami-

lies, whose delicious sweetness and exquisite per-

fume, render them preferable for "home use."

Both these very large and spirited species are

natives of South America, and are found from

4 ® north of the equator in Surinam, tc 57 ° south

in Patagonia, along the straits of Magellan. I

find four varieties of these two species in the

catalogues issued by my father Wm. Prince in

1790, since which date, thousands of seedling

varieties have been produced in our own country

—England. France and Belgium ; from which

above 100 of the finest have been selected and

named, and are now under culture in Europe.

From all that have been produced, I have selec-

ted sixty varieties, which you will find described

in the catalogue (48th edition) recently sent you
and in the Patent Office Agiicultural Report.

Touching all seminal reproductions in climates

differing from the original and natural ones, it

ma^ be taken as an axiom that every plant and

every animal partakes, in a degree, of the char-

acter of the climate and soil where it is genera-

ted. It thence follows, as a consequence that the

pine and Chili varieties produced in England,

where their seminal reproduction was first

commenced, were, by the influence of their

mild winter climate; lees hardy than the
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varieties which have been since prodaced in

ortbern I'rance, Belgium and Germtiny.

It resulted as a consequence, that the impor-

•ation of the English varieties proved a di?ap-

pointmcrit in regard to their hardihood, as Mr.

Hovey of Boston and myself, have so repeatedly

announced. About ten years ago. Prof. West-

man of this town and myself, commenced grow-

ing pine and Chili seedlings, and the same course

was adopted in northern France and Belgium,

and the result has realized the trufh of the

I have now and shall always have an abiding in-

terest in the progress of all that appertains to

man's eternal destiny.

Yours fraternally,

\Vm. R. Prince.

—We would call especial attention to the above
article on the value of varieties, presenting as it

does a common sense view of the reison why so
many varieties fail to give satisfaction. The
new varieties mentioned have come to hand, and
we shall give them a trial. They will be kept in

scientific fact already alluded to, as we now find
i ,.he green house during the winter, and we shall

these new European variefies to far surpass and ^^^^ ^e enabled to test them at an early day
supersede the tender Eaglish varieties previously

| ^e have hopes of this class of " big s-rawber-
ries," but from such as the Willson and Triumph

introduced, and the American grown varieties

to be perfectly acclimated and as hardy as our

own native species. Dosirious as I have ever

been to concentrate within our own country,

whatsoever of value other countries presented, I

imported last spring fifty-four of the most splen-

did variotios grown in France and Beljriuni, and

tventy-tive plants of each. So delicate a plant

is impatient of long transport, and I saved but

thirty-six 'varieties, and in some cases, only ten

CT twelve plants of each, after paying for many

of these select varieties $6 and $7 per dozen.

The climax of all these varieties is the " Lucas,"

of which I send you some strong plants.

As soon as I perused your paper, and recalling

your liberal and enlightened views, to which I

listened when we were .on a railroad rente to-

gether, 1 determined io send you some of the

finest varieties of strawberries for your amuse-

ment. I shall comply ia accordance and send

de Gand, we heg leave to be excu-ed. Those
wishing to try the new kinds, will do well to send
for Prince's Strawberry Catalogue, in which they

will find a vast amount of information.— [Ed.

From the Chicago Tribune.

The Farm and Garden.

The Crops—Sorgham— Want of Farm Hands—
The White Willow—It Will make a Fence-
Where Io Plant Potatoes.

In these times of war and political excitement
there is no reliable way to get at the real condi-

tion of the crops and progress of farm work but

to travel. Taking this hint, we left home on the

8th inst
, passed over the Great Western road

from Tolono to Decatur, and found, along this

you to-morrow these select varieties, and accom-
I

''^"^''^1 route of ihe corn zone, this crop in

pany tbem with descriptions of their merits. I

con.^ider it of importance to the persons making

Eeiecticn.s for market culture, or for their own

gardens, th^it they should look to the list of re-

jected varieties published in the Gardener's

Monthly for August last, and I presume the

highly iritcUigent and practical editor, Thomas

Mehau, Esq., will furnish other lists of rejected

vr.rieti£s of fruits as a guide to his numerous

eubscribers. I noticed last year the rejec ion by

tlie Horticultural Society of Chicago, of "Down-
Eer's Prolific." This would seem to be just,

although this variety is a great improvement on

the wild prairie varieties of Illinois, found by

myself and others near Chicago. Itissoacid-

ious that it surpasses even the exploded Willson

in this respect.

In conclusion, I have only to say, that being

on the verge of that bourne which " every traveler

may not re nrn as often as he desires to do so,"

rather a mixed condition. The fields planted

early and on dry land, will turn good crops, of-

ten sixty to seventy bushels to the acre, while

the largest share was planted late, on account of

the backward season, and will scarcely average

over ten to twenty bushels. On account of the

scarcity of labor and the heavy autumn rains,

less than the usual amount of winter wheat has

been sown. The same remarks hold good in re-

lation to the croT)S as far north as Mendota.

North of Bloomingfoa the farmers sow little win-

ter wheat, but largely of spring wheat. The
ground for this must be plowed in the fall, and

usually at this season most of tha plowing ig

done. Not so this season, for we only now and

then saw a field plowed. The scarcity of labor

is again apparent ; added to this that more or

less time has, and continues to be given to the

working up of the sorghum crop, nearly every

farmer having from ten to forty loads to haul to
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the mill. There can be no doubt that team work

has been seriously diminished also, by the large

number of horses taken for government purposes.

At Bloomington we were joined by C. D. Wil-

bur, secretary of the Illinois Natural History

Society, and wishing to see a little of the coun-

try off from the railroad line, at Mendota, char-

tered a team for a drive across the country to

the DJsou Air Line at Lane. In this drive of

thirty mile?, wc found the corn crop light, and

of inferior quality. The spring wheat was badly

filled, w^iih many fields not cut at all, and the

heavy rains of the past month has done no in-

considerable amount of damage to that in stack,

in cases where the farmers were thrashing, the

cloud of dust over the machine but too plainly

indicated a heavy loss by damp and damaged

fi 1 r.. Iu;V3 as before, little of the usual fall

plowing Las been, done, the farmers assuring us

that if hands cannot be had to drive the teams,

they vrould get contrabands, but these are out of

the question as far north as this point. Under

this state of things, it is easy to predict that a

narrow breadth of spring wheat will be sown in

the spring of 1803. Usually a large proportion

of the corn stubble can be sown to this grain

without re-plowing, bat the abundant hay crop,

coupled with the scarcity of hands to cut up and

eliockthe corn, together with the weedy condi-

tion of the fields, little or nolhing can be expec-

ted in this direction. The sorghum crop is good,

and a large share of tbe farm force is now busy

in securing it. The wooden rollers of last year

have pretty generally given pkce to heavy cast

iron ones, and in most cases better pans hav

been substituted, steam evaporaters we notice are

more coinmcn. "^Ve observed several farmers

who do not take the Tribune, and tiiese cut t>|

seed heads iroia the cane and let v. stan^'^

rapidly doteriorateu. bo long as V- ,

, , , ,, '"^"i out the
m.ins uncut, so long must tn^

^ ^^^^ ^.^^^
Stripping the leaves arresVen,ain in a healthy
heads are si ill requirgo fermentation,

lation, so that i^^

condition ^^^ wniii: willow.

HOW IT CAME HEEE. '
'

In the spring of the year 1847, several fami-

lies moved to this place from near Columbus,

Ohio, and one of the members brought w-th him

a willow cane. Cn arriving it was concluded to

make a land mark of this cane, and it was cut

into four pieces by our informant, Mr. Blair, -who

stuck them down in what was supposed the di-

vision line of the farms of the new emigrants.

Three of them grew, and from them cuttings

have been multiplied to that extent that ever a

hundred miles have been planted for timber belts

and for fencing, in the district mentioned.

The first planting of these willows not being

on the line, weie cut down on the sale of one of

the farms to the present owner in the spring of

1853, and the cuttiu,,< \:t out one foot apart for

a distance of some twca . rods. The soil is

flat just above the overflow oi V/ilk'W Creek, is

dry and rich, and most admirably adapted to

the growth of this kind of tree ; the result is

that it has grown into a most substantial barrier

to all horned stock and horses. The sight of

this willow belt, now in its full foliage and tow-

ering proportions, is one of the most pleasing to

the eye of a farmer, whose home is upon t&e

prairie. Here is shade for his stock—a fence

that will restrain them—shelter for _i»i" ^mpa

from hi2h winds, an orchard ^ -^ °^" ^^P^^ growth,

and finally rails for.c-^ '^ff '' '^"'^ ^"^^ f<"- ^i^e

winter. We
^.-^['^^''^'^^fore this, heard or

«een a f"-'-
'^' ^^ ^^^ practical value

;

"^^p^rf The fact stand'- "it m bold relief, (he

ees^'that iovmf/"^'^^^^ ^^ growing wood, not--ad growth, but sufSciently olo4
. ^.^^ 'Moderate sizPf?,!;™., ._i.

to i^

but p

it is true., n ,

^a.Iou.n^oderate sized pig,, calves and

- object of the drive over this route was to

. .
' ^ ;^°; ^^^^ *'^^^ i^^rty feet in its cross sect.on and which would produce nearly or I'ta

ches dmmeter at the base two fwf
ground. The c^at o- tK,"

^''°' *^«6 xne cost o. this was setting th° cuttings along side of f nr^of j
^

^:^»s::r;:/^r£Er"^'-^=-
thence to near Lane Stat
to, is that on the far

low Creek, and th

State.

and
•on. The first we came

™ of the postmaster at Wil-
e oldest ia this part of the

of H 7.T"
*''* '''''' ^'°'''''^ tf^at portionof the field. Within the past four yearsIZ-mber of f..,ers, pJably overToo Lfplanted cuttings of this wiHow for fenep:

lOOmilesof which we sa.yestX;r
none of the recent planting Will tura'sto^tru;
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•we see no reason why it will not in two or three

years more; and notwithstanding the history of

other willows and our own previous expressed

opinions, we have the evidence and assurance

that this willow will make an efficient fence as

above indicated. We also visited an adjoining

farm along the bottom lands of this stream, and

found a fence of about a quarter of a mile, most

of it set seven or eight years ago of this willow,

in the unbroken sod land, and these, with the

ercep*ion of an occasional loss of a cutting,

makes a sufficient fence for all stock usually

allowed to run out. On the same farm, and in

the same connection, is an attempt tc use the

golden willow for the same purpose, but it is a

decided failure. The trees do not grow of a un-

iform size, and those taking the lead crowding

the others out, thus spoiling the symmetry and

value of the fence. On the other hand, the white

willow has a uniform growth, which prevents one

tree from crowding the other out ; and growing

of uniform size, they soon make such a barrier

that no large animal can crowd its way through

between the numerous branches that grow up

—

some upright ; others shooting out at angles in

all directions—giving spaco for the growth of

the numerous trunks, yet none to spare for the

passage way of caitle. This not having been
i-i».v— .1-,/^ for a fence, of course, is not as perfect

as those of la.,
slanting, which look as though

thev would answer ,'•"*-•' s^ood a purpsse, even
against prowling hogs, as . ^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^
hedges.

The
^l^^Xfjtlrtl^iS-^ ^^-^ trees.

^'°"''
:i as th y are being -soP^o- is i..

Biense, and as they
^^ .^^

dustry seldom equalled, Tfe cue

From Lane along the Air Line road the CTops

are only moderate ; in some fields the potatoes

are badly rotted, while in others and those

mostly on newly broken land, such as old pas-

tures and clover meadows, they are generally

sound. This may serve as a hint to prepare the

potatoe patch for next year by breaking up a

patch at once to be subject to the winter frost.

KURAl.

vords of advice.

Tbe .mow .. .«Bg tt« «-' « o«

trees .0 .Urt >» <>•

7™f
• ,' :::i f«ee o.

T": tr Z Idsbtd" e prepared t.U M,

"" " '° '
fte ground. I. «E"d to the B,«.

comes on t of

Twelve Valuable Strawberries.

We have received the twelve varieties of

strawberries from Messrs. Wm. R. Prince & Co.,

Flushing New York, described by Mr. Prince

below. We shall give them a thorough " trial,

and will rsport on their merits.

Mr. P. has entered upon the improvement of

this valuable summer fruit with great zeal

—

united to an untiring industry and an intimate

knowledge of botany, and his success will doubt-

less inure to the benefit of the country. Mr. P.

sometimes treads on the toes of would-be leaders

of strawberry culture, with a boldness that sends

them to the wall. Now that the culture of this

fruit is being divested of its mysteiy, we shall

hope to see every family in the land enjoying it

in abundance, especially every farmers family.

Ed.

Scarlet Magnate, (*P.) Prince.—Largest and

heaviest of all the North American varieties yet

produced; of distinct form; rounded oblate; very

solid; suitable for carriage ; bright scarlet ; very

showy; juicy; sweet; fine flavor; very productive;

the most splendid of all market berries, and suit-

able for the main or middle crop between the

'earlier and later varieties; plant very strong,

xoys ana exceedingly hardy.

ali?^}
P"°<'^-—-^ seeiling of the above

Magnate. Like'^r°i and quality, but varying

vigorous and product^^itable to fertilize the

(H) Princ?:i'^^P^*'^*^«^''^°°S
Semprcma,

aterial whether Jtis
a

^^^^_ ^^.^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ flesii

"' K^Tcrl r„;h in di».ter, though 1
coue, „...- --^^^^^^^^ ^^„^._ ^^^^

quarts! of an i»c
I, setting out, good aaYor,

,„auotim A 8pi»-

re^XlHe :.-et=o to have thos. o, tho
\

-=' ^fthfl^^^ --- ^ --'"'l
• .0+ near each other. We

BiiTiie size set near c»^

r;epl.«^»» " *'»'°"' spurious -noty.

» (H.) denotes

tillates.
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suitable for all purposes; plant very vigorous,

hardy and axceedingly productive. This and

many other Pistillates produce fifty per cent

more per acre than the Willson, and three times

as many bushels as the Triumph de Gand.

Lucas (H.) De Jonghe.—The most admirable

berry yet produced in Belgium, the climax of the

Pine family; a seedling of and superior to " La

Constante." Berry very large; beautiful; oval

or round form; giossy crimson; flesh rosy white;

very firm, juicy, sweet; extremely rich flavor;

plant very hardy, vigorous and productive.

Vicomtesse Hericart, (H.) Jamin.—Large,

round or compressed; bright scarlet; flfsh firm,

white, sweet, perfumed; plant hardy and vigor-

ous.

Ladies Favorite, (P.) Bead.—Moderate size;

pale scarlet; round; very sweet; exquisite aromat-

ic flavor; plant very hardy; originated in Upper

Canada. Ladies' Aromatic is an enlarged seed-

ling of the above—quite new, and not yet suffic-

ently increased for dissemination.

Le Baron Pine, (H.) Prince.—Very large; ob-

tuse cone; crimson; sweet, juicy, delicious; pos-

sessing the highest flavor of any of tho large

American varieties, except the newly acquired

•' Eureka," now deemed the climax in flavor and

perfume. This plant is very hardy and vigor"

ous, with deep green foliage,

Belle Bordelaise Hautbois, (H.)—An admired

representative of this family, which is in Europe,

entitled, "The Strawberry of the true Ama-

teurs." It is the earliest of its class of incom-

parable productiveness; medium size; conica
;

dull, brownish red; peculiar and attractive; rich,

tausky flavor; preferred by many over all other

families; plant exceedingly vigorous; one of the

most hardy. If fully irrigated, it will produce

an autumnal crop.

Green Pineapple, (H.)—Berry of medium size;

greenish; tinged with red; juicy; rich, musky,

pineapple flavor, and highly esteemed; thetrusess

at the period of bloom, rise high above the foli-

age, but being flexible, they—as the berries en-

arge—sink beneath the foilage, and at their ma-

turity none are visible. It ripens late; and is a

peculiar and interesting variety—belonging to

the Cottina family. The Bargemen and Green

Alpine, are of the same species.

Prince's Large Climax, (P.)—A new and ad-

mirable variety. Large; obtuse cone; bright

scarlet; firm, sweet, juicy; fine flavor; a splendid

family market berry; plant vigorous, hardy, and

very productive. This is yet rare, and the va-

riety that is sold by some nurseries is our old

Climax Iowa; very inferior to the present va-

riety.

La Constante De Longho, (H.)—This magnifi-

cent variety of the Pine family, is only equalled

by the *' Lucas." Berry perfect in al! respects^

beautiful, regular cone; brilliant, glossy scarlet;

flesh rosy white; solid; firm; sweet; high flavored;

exquisite; ripens late; plant dwarf, vigorous;

very productive; forces well; succeeds in all sit-

uations.

Note.—I wish here to simply remark as re-

gards transplanting, that we here continue our

planting until the ground freezes—near Christ-

mas, and we find the latest plantings as success-

ful as the earliest. The Pines and the Chili va-

rieties require a moist soil. Yet it must not bo

sodden, but a soil with ample drainage. All the

North American and European species, with their

varieties will succed on any good garden soil, hut

will produce the greatest crops on a soil retentive

of moisture.

Wm. R. Pkince.

What a Cow has Done fok the War.—The

Albany Journal relates the following interesting

incident, which, it truly says, should make some

of the rich men blush who are subscribing their

paltry fives and tens to the recruiting funds of

their several localities ;

—

"A few days since, subscriptions were set on

foot in Orleans ceunty. A farmer of moderate

means contributed ?50 and a cow. Every one

concluded that this was liberal ; but it rccured

to a friend that the cow might be tuined to ex-

cellent account. Lots were to be cast for her,

and 205 tickets, at $1 each, were distributed and

paid for. This, practicall,y brought up the

farmer's subscription to $255. But the cow

was destined to do still better. The winner put

her up at auction, and $30 more were added to

the fund—making the aggregate ^285. But it

was deemed a pity that a cow, so thoroughly pat-

rioiic should be sold so cheap; and the result

was that $15 were added to the purchase money
—making the cow's aggregate contribution to

the fund $250, besides the $50 from the criginal

owner! There are a great many rich mm, all

over the country, who will not do half as much
for the war as this cow."

. tm

8^»Bob, is that dog a hunter ? No, he is a

half-hunter and half-setter ; he hunts bones

when he is hungry, and sets by the fire when he

is satisfied.

-<•»-

B@"To evade being drafted—enlist.
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[From the London Athenaeum.]

Autumn.

Now slieaves are slanted to tho aun
Amid th" golden mendows.

And l.ttle fun-taunt'.ii gleaners run
To coul them iu the.r shallows ;

The reajier binds the beiuded ear;

And (rathetsin t :e golden year;
And where the she 'Vts ar^ srluncing,

T!ie farnier'3 heart is dancing.

The e pours a e'ory on the land,

FlHShed down from Henv^n's wide port«l3,

As Laooi's hand gra ps \ic uty's hand
To vowgool «ill to mortals;

1 he yolien yeai* brhiga b'auty down,
To bless her with am;a-ria<,'e ciown,
Wh.le labor rises, cleanini;

Her b ess'.ngs and thtir meaning.

Tlir' work 13 done, tteend is near,

Beat, Heart, lo flute and tabor.

For Beauty wedded In the Year
Completes t.ers' If frum labor.

She dons li r marriage geiiis, and then

Sie casts iliera olT as ^il'is to iiiea.

And, sunbeam-like, if dimmer,
The fallen jewels glinuaer.

There U a Im^h of joy and love

Now given hands have crowced us
;

There la a heaven up r.bove.

An 1 a heaven here around us !

And Hope, her prophecies cemplete,

Creeps up to pray ai Beauty's feet,

Whil; with a thousard voices

The p if-Ct earth rt joices.

"When to the autumn Heaven here
Its sliter is replying,

'i^s sweet to think our golden ye.iir,

Faais itself in dying !

That we shiU And, poor tlrngs of breath,

Our own Soul's lovlin'^s in death,

And leave, when God shall finJ us.

Our gathered gtms behind us.

B nr.F.D Oicr.A.—This vc.g; t.tble, wLich is also

a great liivorite with us, we prepare in the

followicg mramer :

—

In removing the okra from the stalk, it. should

not be cut too closely to the plant, as the jitice

will escnpe, and destroy the inucu'ent qmtlity of

the plant. After throwing the okra into boiling

water, add salt and a verv little sa'aertitns. Buil

rapidly for fifteen to twenty tuinutes, according

to the age of the vegetable, and when cooked it

should be immediately removed from the water.

It should be cooked in an e.irthen vessel or one

lined with china, as tin will discolor it. Season

as desired.

—

Gcmaniown Telegraph.

Cemi:nt for Mending Steam Boilers.—Mix
two parts of finely powdered litharge with one

part of very line sand, nnd one part of quicklime

which has been allowed to slack spontaneously

by exposure to the air. This mixture nmy be

kept for any length of time without injury, in

using it a portion is mixed into paste with lin-

seed oil, or still better, boiled linseed oil. In

this state it miist be quickly applied as it soon

becomes hard.

|[;:g^To become a great man, you must study

great men. A horse that lives on hay could not

get up an oat trot, if it were to save his life. It

is by coming in contact with magnets that mag-
nets are made.

A Day about the Gardens of Chicago.

A few evenings since found tis on tlte train

hound in the direction of Milwaukee, of course

provided with that most indispensible commodity

to all editors, a pass from our good friend Super-

intendent Baldwin. By the way why do not all

railroad siiperiutendentshave a suburban home,

as well as Superinteadent Baldwin. It would

be a sort of connecting link between them and

the great public—something that would keep

them pleased with themselves and the rest of

mankinl. All of you superintendents who

board out, or keep houso in croy/'ded streets,

please to take a ride to Waukegan aud see how

a man may live and enjoy him^ely, and yet be a

railroad superintendent. We know of one or

two who would be vastly beaefittcil in this way.

The country air, fresh vegetables, ripe fruit end

beautiful flowers, would soon neutralize the vin-

egar in tlteir composition, and they would aee

their great array of patrons through a dilFerent

medium than the one their distorted visions

now present. Every man who pays for his ride,

is not, you see, a swi'jdler Every editor who

gives up his columns to defend reckless eogi-

iiecrs and stupid managers, might be suubbed

and their passes cut oif, but it would be hardly

fair and less polite to snubb all al.ke. Take a

taste of the country, gentleinea, ai:d fit your-

selves to ride to heaven with common people, if

not to enjoy the good things of this life.

We are ahead of lime—^just enough to see this

is the evening train for the suburban towns that

grace the Lake Shore, Kosehill, Oakton, Evans-

ton, Winetka, etc. The business men of this

city are crowding the coaches, ladias with their

shopping parcels, and nearly every one with

something to take home. Who that spends the

busy day amidst the dust, the turmoil, tho rat-

ling of wagons and drays of the great city,

would not wish to live on the lake shore, where

the whisper'ng waves and beautiful surroundings

make amends for the days trial.

We stop at Oakton, and across the fields half

a mile to the beautiful grounds of our friend J.

C. Ure, the pioneer of cold graperies in the west.

Ilis grounds are yet new, and his time too fully

absorbed with the public grounds of Chicago to

make them what his interests demand ; but the

growth of everything is of the most satisfactory

kind, and his green-house plants are unequalled.

This is not on account of any extra care ; on the

contrary, no plant-house has had so little atten-

tion as his. The vigorous growth and good
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health of the plants, is due to the form of the

house, -which in this respect is not only the best

but (he cheapest that we have seen, and so well

are we pleased with it, that we are putting up one

on the same plan—sixteen by fifty -four feet. No
plant is schorcbed, nor is there ary need for the

use of white-wash. The ventilation is the most

perfect and convenient to regulate. There is no

loss of heat, and no danger if the house is neg-

lected for a day or two on account of watering.

Cuttings were making good roots in common pot-

ting earth, in the shade of the grape vines loaded

with fruit on plants grown in boxes under each

rafter. Ou the whole, it is the most cosey and

and perfect of the whole family of propagating

houses within our knowledge. As it is the design

of the publishers (o made some improvements in

the next volume of the Farmer, we propose giv-

ing a drawing and description of this house.

Mr. U. has a lean-to well stocked with plants,

and the rafters loaded with cluster of grapes,

grown in boxes. This is the last of the lean-tos, as

they are of little value compared with the double

roof on the new plan.

The land here is in s-andy ridges, divided by

narrow slues of muck resting on quick-sand.

These have been drained and supply the best

ground for the strawberry, making a deep, rich

moist soil—never too dry and in no danger of

flooding, as the water is drained off through the

peat-like soil.

Mr. U. his manured his place—Grapeton

—

and intends that it shall be what its name im-

plies. The ridges make a good growth of vines

when treated to waste from the lard and button

makers. Next year he will commence his system

of cold graperies.

Early in the morning we rode to Evanston,

some three miles distant. We have never ad-

mired this place for its style of building and

grand improvement, though there are some good

places in it, at the head of which stands that of

Mr. Hurd. West of the depot and next in order

is that of Gov. Evans, nea,r the lake shore. The

wide swales yet undrained, tend to mar the beauty

of the p'ace, but in time these will disappear, and

Evanston become a desirable place; as it now
stands, it has the appearance of having been

overdone with great expectations. Near the

upper part of the town is the new cold grapery

of Mr. E. Haskins, the most complete of any

yet erected in or about Chicago. Mr. Ure who

Buperintended its construction, has promised us

a drawing and description for the Faemer. It

was erected and the vines planted last spring,

and at this time, many of them are three-fourths

of an inch in diameter and twenty feet long. It

is a span roof, and of course easiiy cared for.

Any person seeing this would never put up a

lean to. • -

From here we visited the grounds of Messrs.

Kidder & Knox, the small fruit growers of this

section. We believe that it has been a favorite

theory with Mr. Knox to plant the strawberry

on dry ground, such as is suited tc wheat and

corn, but here on their dry sand and gravel ridge

the plants after three years trial have been vot-

ed a failure, and seven acres of Willson's Al-

bany have, within a few weeks, been turned un-

der. Much to our regret, Mr. Kidder wan net

at home, being absent in raising a company of

cavalry for the war. Mr. K. has removed his

strawberry plantation to the low lands bordering

the swales, and they promise well. The Tri-

umph de Gand look very vigorous and promise

to show good returns next year. Thus far the

strawberry crop on these grounds have proved a,

failure. To the west of the ridge on the flats

some thirty acres have been tile-di-ained at a

large expense, and several acres set in small

fruits, but from several causes have not done

well. The upper soil is peaty, while the subsoil

is of cemented clay and gravel, and we doubt if

this could be put to better use than to be set

in meadows for at least the next dozen years.

For small fruits at present it is doubtless a fail-

ure. The Lawton blackberry had on samples of

ripe and green fruit September 17th. The Black

Cap raspberry had made a good growth as well

as BrJnkle's Orange.

"We confess to no great disappointment from

what we saw of the place two years since, and

predicted the result that has followed. It will

not do to put strawberry plantations on very dry

land, nor will it pay for small fruits on flat,

marshy clays, however well drained, the soil is

too dead and cold for such use, grass appears

the only profitable crop. However successful

Mr. Knox may have been at Pittsburgh, he has

been disappointed him.

We next turned cityward, and our first call

was at Rose Hill cemetery, the grounds of which

are of the best description of land for this pur-

pose, being a broad, gravelly ridge, sparsely

covered with yellow oak and hickory. The

grounds are well laid out and kept in good or-

der. Rose Hill will be to Chicago what Mount

Auburn is to Boston, one of the beautiful spots

haliowed as God's acre.

From Rose Hill is a fine gravel road to the
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city.some six miles—we pass Graceland Ceme
tery but hav« only time to call at the (Jraceland

Nurseries of F. Sulzur, where we found a fine

stock of plants, particularly of choice well

grown roses and bulbas plants—in this last we
Bfcw some of the largest and best grown that

have come under our observation, approaching

nearer to tie Dutch bulbs than any we have

seen.

49*

The Best Varieties for Orchards.

LocKPOET, Oct. 3, 1862.

M. L. DrNLAP, Esq., Dear. Sir::—My two sons

are propagating apple and pear trees with a view

to setting out a large orchard upon the high, roll-

ing timbered lands in the South part of your

State, or upon the same kind of land in Missou-

ri, looking upon St. Louis as the principal mar-

ket. And noticing a list of apples given by you

in the Country Gentleman of Sept. 25, part of^

communication from you to Cul. Wilder of Sept.
|

4, I hnve taken the liberty of writing to you and

of asking you if you would do me the favor of

Bending me a list of apples and pears which you

would recommend for the locality I have named,

having reference to the market of St, Louis

principally, and to an orchard for profit only.

>fy sons now intend to plant more pears than ap-

ples, believing they will be more profitable not-

withstanding the blight. They intend to make

this a business for life, and I am anxious they

start as near right as possible, therefore I am
gatliering up all the information I derive from

the experience of others. They intend, in the

end, to set at least forty acres of pears, but come

up to that point gradually, as they gain knowl-

edge from their own and the experience of oth-

ers. When I have perfected a list which I intend

to do as far as practicable by the first of May
next, I intend to publish it for the benefit of

others. Will you, in making out a list, if you

make one, give the names of the varieties, and

the number of each variety in 1000 trees for an

orchard for market only, and for profit. Will

you also make \ list of those that are most liable

to blight, and of those least liable. I shall be

happy at any time to reciprocate the favor in

any way possible, and will esteem it a favor if

you will command me at any time.

I have had this enterprise under contempla-

tion for some years, and in 1858 and 1859. I

spent some nine months in traveling through

the southern half of your State and in Missouri.

During that time I gathered all the information

upon the subject that I could. But so few pears

had been planted, and those for so short a time,

that but little could be learned.

At Alton the pear had sufferel much from

blight, and planters were quite discouraged. In

other localities, the loss had been none or but

trifling. -

I am inclined to think that on the high rolling

timber lands of the locality I have mentioned,

pears can be cultivated aa successfully as they

can be here or around Boston.

Yours respectfully,

M. L. BURRELL.

—We have numerous letters of inquiry similar

to the above, and can only answer them

through the Farmer, as our time will not per-

mit of personal replies.' This number gives

our views in general, and the report of the State

Horticultural Society will also furnish much
valuable information on setting a pe.ir orchard.

We should place Flemish Beauty at the head of

the list, Bartlett, White Doyenne, Doyenne de

Eta for very early, Stevens' Genesee, Onondaga,

L. B. de Jersey and Winter Nellis are all good

sorts. Madaline has thus far, with us, done

well. Buffum is too small and too tardy com-

ing into bearing. Most of our time has been

fooled away in looking after the new pears, but

now planters begin to inquire for profitable or-

chard sorts, that is, sorts that are hardy, salea-

ble, and of course profitable. Doubtless many
others will prove valuable, but as at present ad-

vised we should plant standards of 100 Bartlett,

500 Flemish Beauty, 100 Genesee, 200 White

Doyenne, 100 Winter Nellis in an orchard of a

thousand threes for market. I would have these

all head at the ground, none of them with trunks

a foot high.

For apples for the St. Louis market, I would

plant summer and autumn fruit, as the market

for these is but poorly supplied. Keswick Cod-

lin. Red June, White June, Duchess of Alden-

burgh. Maiden's Blush, Holland Pippin and a

few others.

The lands along the Iron Mountain railroad,

are the most valuable for the St. Louis market.

For pears we should keep off the river bluff for

fear of the blight. Ed.

Jg^My German friend, how long have you
been married ?

Veil dat ish a ting vat I don't likes for to be
sprachin' bout, but ven I does, it seems to me
'bout so long as never vas.
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BAILHACHE & BAKEB FITBLISHEBS

11. L. DUNLAP, EDITOR. *-• -

SPRINGFIELD^OCTOBER, 1862.

Editor's Table.

October, with her coronal of ripened fruits, is

again at hand, blithe, jocund October, full of

activity, the garnering up of nuts, of fruits and
of vegetables ; the busy days of preparation for

•winter. We look back through the records of

summer to the planting of spring, and now re-

alize all that the season and our labor and skill

have yielded. Those of us left to till the soil,

have no small task ; every hour must find us

busy with the autumn harvest and the prepara-

tion for winter. No one can now be idle.

The war has drawn so largely from our farm-

ing population that it will, with our best efforts,

be impossible to secure all our crops ; but we
must begin early and work late and work to ad-

vantage. We cannot afford to throw away any

labor in the wrong direction, but it must be ap-

plied judiciously. Harvest the potatoes before

frost and when the ground is dry and in good

condition ; have the corn cut at once, all that is

intended for feeding. When the fodder is not to

be used, it is the cheapest to husk on the hill,

and haul in bulk to the cribs. See that the cribs

are well covered, as the losses of the last season

from this cause are too large to be overlooked.

The price of rejected has a wide margin attach-

ed to it. The potatoe crop is light and therefore

needs the better looking to. Sorting them at

the time of digging is but little trouble and will

save a large amount of labor—put the kinds sep-

arate and also sort out the small ones. Tou can

never do this work so well as at the time of dig-

ging nor one-fourth as cheap.

Manure should be hauled out on the meadow,
where it has not been done, and have the yards

clear for the new supply.

Those who have not given fall plowing a fair

trial should do so at once and they will be pleased

with it, as well as find it a great saving of labor.

State Hort. Fair and the I. C. R. R.—We
have numerous letters of complaint in re-

gard to this road not extending half fare

tickets to parties wishing to attend, but

but who, in consequence, did cot attend. The

attendance was small from this line of road, but

if fares had been free, we do not think it would

have been larger. The truth is, people could

not find time to attend, to say nothing of the

cost. We cculd have wished that return passes

could have been given to those in attendance,

but to say that the Illinois Central Railroad have

done nothing, is wrong ; they gave material aid

in the way of freight and passes to get up the show

and to Ihose whose time was spent in making up

collections so far as asked, and so soon as the

officers are satisfied that a good attendance for

these pains can be had from the line of road, we
have no doubt they will grant the same facilities

that other roads have done. Several things can

be said on both sides of this question.

We think that unless the roads can all grant

half fares it is useless to attempt to hold a fair at

any point. People will not attend unless they

can have a reduction from the usual r:ites, Hail-

road men can see this as well as well as we, and

will be very apt to work for their own interest.

It is true that an old fogy will occasionally get

into office on these roads, but their ru'e is gener-

ally short and they die an easy death. The State

Horticultural Society is now a live institution as

it has demonstrated that it can hold a fair on its

own merits, and will of course no longer play

second fiddle to any one. It will of course be re-

spected accordingly and be a party to contract

and to be contracted with.

-*•>-

The Pttlu fob Matresses.—In No. 5, of the
current volume of the Scientific American, I no-
tice you have copied from the New Bedford Mer-
cury an item on the biis'ness of the Sandwich
Islands, in which the writer speaks of pulu a3

bting a kind of brown thistle down. I have been
a resident of the Sandwich Islands for several

years, and know this be an error. Pulu is gath-
ered in great abundance, principally on the is-

land of Hawaii, the largest of the group. It

grows on the stalk or in the crotch of a species

of fern. This fern often grows to the heighth of

ten or twelve feet and has a body of from two to
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eight inches in tliameter. I have ridden through
va<t fields of this species of fern in the vicinity

of the s-olcano Kilanea, that extended as far as

the eye could see. On the edges of these fields

neare^it the vilcanocs the lava has flowed and
covered large tracks, forming plateaus upon
which the natives have built pleasant hamlets,
and are carrying on a lucrative business in gath-

ering and drying th<e pulu for ehipmeiit to San
Frauciicn, where it ia extensively used for filling

mattresses. From a single fern they gather a
tuft about the size of a man's hand mid spread
it on the grass and lava banks, where it is thor-

oughly dried, then bagged and transferred on
the backs of mules to the sea coast. There it is

pressed in bales for shipment like cotton. Pulu
and sugar ai e the principal exports from the Is-

lands to California. rice there is scarcely

enough raided to speak of, while extensive sugar
plantations are becomiug numerous, antl a better

quality of crude sugar cimrjot be produced else-

where. Eeporied experiments have been made
in some localities for producing cotton, but have
failed, perhaps lor the want of knowledge of the

proper method of cultivation.— Cor. Scknlijic

American.

Land Hollers.—Ed. III. Farmer: I see a

Btatetnent in your paper that is not correct in

regard to land rollers. You say you think the

parties arc not making any mere of the kind j'ou

have. Well, we are able to fill all orders for

land rollers, same as we made for you, and of

any required length, at a fair price, if gentle-

ineu will just send in their orders. We make

none unless ordered, as farmers are not, as yet,

enough interested in land rollers to support the

trade, so send in your orders. J. C. Caer.

Morris, Illinois.

It is a matter of astonishment to us that farm-

ers do not make more use of the roller, we would

&3 soon think of kteping house without a

stove as lo faiui without a roller. We g've the

farmers the benefit of the above information

without >barge, and hope they will patronise Mr.

C. sufficicnily to enable him to advertise his very

superior rollers and to keep a good stock on

hand, they must be put in use next spring

lor planting corn as we have before intimated.

State Hokt. Fair.—This has been a success

so far as a large show of fruits and fiowers, and

a small show of vegetables are concerned. The

extended notice of it will well repay a perusal.

we were just entering upon a new era of gar-

dening, fruit growing, and ornamental work on

both farm and village plot?, which the war lias

checked but has not wiped out. Fe'^, if any of

the thrifty agricultural and horticultural jour-

nals have failed to pay, while several of them

—

like the two preceding—have increased their cir-

culation.. Those which have catered to the war

news—to save them—have generally gone under.

The American Farmer took a stand for Dixie,

and was the first victim to its own traitorous dis~

position.

The IIoKTictTLURisT.— This valuable work is

on the high road to prosperity. The editors are

practical men and know what is wauied by the

great mass of small cultivators, have a large in-

crease in its circulation. AVith the exception of

the January number of the currant volume, we
have the set complete, making the seventeenth

volume. Some one of our readers who n siy ha

an odd number for January, aiid will exchange

it for a years subscription to the Illinois Fab-

JiER, will please inforn; us. For the Horticul-

tural address—Mead & Woodward, New York

City, §2,00.

-—*-

Stripping Sofgiium —Sorghum should be

stripped of its leaves a few days before cut-

ting. Do not CLit off' the heads until you cut

up for grinding When the cane stands up, a

three-tined fork is a good implement, but when
it is down, as much of it is this season, it is best

stripped by hand, using a pair of buckskin glovea

in the operation.

-<•

The Garednees Monthly.—This sterling work

continues to fluurish, notwithstanding the war,

steadily increasing its circulation. The truth is,

Illinois Teachj-.r.—Mr. Gow, the editor, has

taken charge of the public sliools at Ruck Island

where he should be addressed.

The Teacher, in the hands of Mr. G. has be-

come a valuable journal in its special depart-

ment, and should have a wide ciiculaticn in the

State.

Brnevolent War Claim Association.—We
have the circular of this enterprise with are-

quest to publish entire, but for this we have not

the space. The association proposes to attend

to all war claims at t^e cost of doing the busi-

ness, and from the names connected with the en-

terprise, we think they will.

Any of our readers wishing to consult them,

will address C. A. Gregory, Post Ofiice box 163,

Chicago Illinois.
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The Crops.—The crops of wheat at the north

part of the State is very light—much less than

was anticipated before threshing. In many cases

it does but little more than double the seed sown.

Corn will average lighter than last year, except

in the south part ot the State where the crop is

the best for some years. Barley is a fair crop
;

oats light. Rye fair, and potatoes will be a very

short crop in all parts of the State. The fruit

crop will average a good one, and command a

round price.

Illinois jIailuoad Lands.—We have en our

table a pamphlet of sixty pages, describing these

lands,—arnoiig them some of the best fruit and
farming lands in the State. Those wishing this

pamphlet to scud their friends, should send their

address to the commissioner of landJepartraent,

Illinois Central Railroad Company, Chicago Ills.,

and they will be mailed direct from that office.

Husking Pins.— la our advertising columns
will be found the whereabouts of this indispensi-

ble luxury—the husker. We have given this a

fair trial the past season, and found it not only

a pleasant, bat a profitable thing to use. Their

cost at retail is about fifty cents a dozen, the cost

of which is more than saved in a dsys use.

-19* —
White Willow.—We call especial attention

to the card cf 0. B. Galusha, President of the

Illinois State Korticul-ural Society. Persons

desiring those willow cuttings, will notice the

extremely low price at which Mr. G. oiiers them.

We know from a pret!y full personal inspection,

that the demand for those cuttings is fully equal

to the supply, if not in excess ; and we, there-
|

fore, gently hint, that those who wish to avail

themselves of the rates offered by Mr. G., to

make no delay.

The stock of trees and plants offered by Mr.

Q. are both well grown iind select in variety,

and his prices are beyond competition.
«•»

Cotton Lands to Rent.—Probably the first

advertisement of cotton lands to rent in the

State, are those of the Messrs. St&wart, in this

number of the Farmer. The lands are in the

south part of the State, on the Mississippi river,

and among the most valuable in the State. We
have before us samples of cotton of this years'

growth of the best quality, two pickings of which*

have yielded near three hundred pounds to the

acre ; and it is probable that as much more will

he secured. We liave no doubt of the value cf

these lands for cotton culture, and at the price at

which cotton must rule during the next five

years, a fortun^ must be made. Along aequain-

tance with the junior member of the firm, ena-

bles us to assure any person who may wish to

contract with them, that they will be found gen-

tlemen in all respects.

<•» •

;^^We have seen a statement of the official

trial in one of the principal cou-:ties in this

state, of twen'y five grain and stock scales.

They were the ordinary out-door wagon scales,

and were tested just as they were found in com-
mon use, thus making it one of the best practi-

cal tests. Sixteen of them were of Fairbanks'

make, and nine of various other kinds. The re-

sult showed a remarkable degree of accuracy in

those of Fairbanks' make, while all the others

were condemned as not sufficiently accurate for

use. The importance of this fact will be ap-

preciated without comment We publish it be-

cause it is one in which the public are interested.

—Chicago Tribune.
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Publishers' S^^ecial Notices.
'*

Agents.—We do not appoint any agents ; alj

are voluntary. Any person so disposed, can act

as agent in any place.

Enlarge Your Club.—Will not the frienfls of

the Illinois Farmer inquire how many copies of

the Farmer are taken at their respective offices,

and pass around among those who ought to have

their names added to the list ? Oar terms are so

low to clubs of ten and twenty that we ought to

have one or the other made up at every office in

the State, and at every office in Central Illinois,

one of twenty or more. Will our friends, and

the friends of practical agriculture see to it, and

thus lay us under renewed obligations ?

To Single Subscribers.—You receive the only

copy of the Farmer that goes to your post office.

Can you not send one, two, three or more new
subscribers, without any trouble? Try. Sam-

ple numbers, &c., sent free.

Drafts.—Those remitting us large amounts of

money, will please send us drafts on Springfield

or Chicago, less the exchange. If you send cash

in a letter, be sure that is well sealed and wel

directed, to Bailhache & Baker, Springfield,

Illinois.

The Farmer as a Present.—Any of our sub-

scribers who wish to make a present of the Illi-

nois Farmer for 1861, can have it at the lowest

club rates, when seat out of the State. For

fifty cents you can treat your eastern friends to

a western agricultural paper. In no way can

you invest that amount to so good advantage to

emigration.

Send Now.—Any person who remits pay for a

club of ten or fifteen, or any other number at the

specified rates for such clubs, can afterwards

add to the clubs, and take advantage of the re-

duction. Thus a person seading us five subscri-

bers and three dollars, can afterwards send us

three dollars more and receive six copies.

To THE Casual reader.—This and other num-
bers of the Illinois Farmer will be sent to many
persons who now see it for the first time. Will

they not examine it, and if they like it, subscribe

for it, and ask their neighbors to subscribe?

Sample numbers, prospectuses, etc., sent free to

all applicants. See terms elsewhere.

How to Obtain Subscribers.—The best way
is to send for sample numbers. Any young man
by canvassing his neiorhborhood, can easily make
up a club of five, ten or twenty, but no time

hould be lost in doing so, for your neighbors

may send east for their paper which, though val-

uable there, is much less so here, the difference

of soil and climate putting them out of their

reckoning when attempting to teach us western

farming.

How to Help.—The friends of the Illinois

Farmer will find a prospectus in another column.

We desire to suggest a few ways in which they

can use it to advantage. 1. Show the Fabmeh
to those who are unacquainted with it, and tell

them what you think of it. 2. Send for pros-

pectuses, and put them into the hands of those

who will use them, and place posters where farm-

ers will see them. 3. Get postmasters interested.

They see everybody, and are efficient workers.

4. iead us the names of persons in your town

to whom we can send prospectuses and sample

numbers. 5. Begin now, before the agents of

eastern papers gel up their clubs. This last hint

is especially important. Let us hear from you

soon. See terms elsewhere.

g^°Clubs may be composed of persons in all

parts of the United States. It will be the same

to the publishers if they send papers to one or a

hundred post offices. Additions made at any

time at club rates. We mail by printed slips,

which are so cheaply placed on the papers, that

it matters little whether they go to one or a

dozen offices.

B@°" Correspondents will please be particular

to give the name of the post office, county and

State,

jg@°"Specimen numbers will be sent gratis,

upon application

j|6^Address
BAILHACHE & BAKER,

Springfield, Illinois.

Special Notice.—For terms see prospectus on

last page. All exchanges and communications

for the eye of the editor should be directed to

Illinois Farmer, Champaign, 111. Electrotypes

and business matters, and subscriptions, to the

publishers, Springfield, 111. Implements and

models for examination should be sent to the edi-

tor. The editor will, so far as it can be done

personally test and examine all new machines and

improvements submitted to his inspection. He
will be found at home, on his farm, nearly all of

ihe time. So far as it is possible the conductors

on the I. C. R. R. will let off passengers at his

place, which is directly on the road, three and a

half miles south of the Urbana station, now the

city of Champaign. tf
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THE ILLINOIS FARMER:

A MONTHLY JOUENAL OF ,
'

AGRICULTURE AND HOBTICULTtlRE.

IS PUBLISHED AT SPBINGEIBIiD, Iljaj^ ,. '

BY BAILHACHE & BAKE%

AND IS

EDITED BY M. L. DUNLAP,

(the "EURAL" O? THE CHIBAGO TEIBUSB.)

THE

ILLINOIS FARMERl

TERM3 OF ADVERTISING

:

1 mo. 3 mo.
$20

6 mo. 12 mo.
$35 $50

SO

18

10

1

TEKM3 IN ADVANCE.—$1 a year; two copies 1 50; five

topics $3; ten copies $6, and one to getter np of the club

twenty copies $10.

It is not necessaey that the club should all be at one oflSce

—we send wherever the members of the club may reside.

The postage on the Farmer is only three cents a year in

.he State of Illinois, and six cents out of it.

Specimens numbers sent free on application.

Subsci iption money may be sent at the risk of the pnb-

lisher.

Exchanges and communications for the eye of the Editor

should be addressed, Illinois Fabueb, Champaign. Illinois

All business letters are to be direcied to the publishers,

Springfield.

tf BAILHACHE & BAKEE.

THE ILLINOIS STATE JOURNAL

Is CONFliiENTLY OFFERED TO THE PEOPLE OF
Illinois as the best and most reliable news, political

and commercial paper within their reach. It is published

at Springfield, the Capital of the State, and is the medium

of all official notices, published by State authority. Partic-

ular attention is given to commercial affairs and every

number contains copious reviews of the markets in the

l>rincix>al cities.

TERMS:

One copy one year. .« ".$2 09
Three copies one year ^ 5 00
Six " " „... 7 50
Ten « " 12 00
Twenty « «< ....20 00

Payable always in advance. Persons sending clubs of ten

and upwwds shall be entitled to an extra copy.

Address BAILHACHE & BAKER,
gpringfirld, Illinois.

One page; or two columns. ..jS'*

Half a page or one " 5 12 20

One fourth page or half colnmn.. 3 7 12

One eighth or one fourth " .. 2 4 7

One square of ten lines.... 1 2 4

Card of five lines one year..- $7 00

Ten cents a line for less than a square each insertion.

All worthy objects advertised, and those of importance to

the Farmer will receive, from time to time, such editorial

notices as the Editor may consider them worthy of, withoul

additional charge.

Implements and seeds to be tested should be sent direct

to the Editor, at his residence. Champaign.

We haver pnt the price of advertising within reach of all

It will enable those who like to freely advertise their goods

to do so at a cheap rate.

Terms, cash. Yearly adverti4ers will pay semi-annuallj

and all transient advertisements must be accompanied witl

the cash to insure insertion.

BAILHAOHE & BAKFB, Publishers,

Springfield, Ills.

PEIKCE & CO.'S
LINN.^AN BOTANIC GARDENS & NURSERIEg

Flushing, Long Island, near New York.

Peiced Catalogues, which are sent to purchasei
of trees, and to applicants who inclose stamps.

No. 1—Descriptive catalogue of fruit and ornamer
tal trees and shrubs, raspberries, currants and othe
small fruits. No. 2—Roses, carnations, chrysanth*
mums, phlox, iris, double sweet williams and oth«
herbaceous flowering plants. No. 4—Wholesale cai

alogue for nurseries and dealers, comprising tree
shrubs, roses, plants, bulbous flower roots, stocks f(

engrafting, etc. No. 5—Wholesale catalogue of ve|
etable, agricultural and flower seeds, and tree an
shrub seeds, etc. No. 6—Descriptive catalogueofoi
unrivaled collection of 160 select varieties of stra'v

berries, with a "rejected list." and directions for eu
ture. No. 8—-Wholesale list of native and foreis
grapes. No. 9—Catalogue of bulbous flowers of evei
class, together with tree and herbaceous pseonie
dahlias, primroses, po'eanthus, cowslips, auricula
daisies, iris and other rare flowering {^lauts. No.

'

'—Wholesale catalogue of the same. No. 18 Cat
logue of greenhouse plants. No. 14—Descripti^
catalogue of 400 native and 120 foreign varieties
grapes.
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CLOTHES WRINGERS.
IBAI.1EY, MORSE &BO¥OE1^-S

SELF ADJUSTING CLOTHES WRINGER,
lii S'.ipeiior t'> finy otlier in the market. Bv-ing made

of wood and India rubber, the clothes cantiot bo

d:imai;;ed lij' iron rust, :is is liable to bo done with
those having iron fraiaes. The pressure can also be

roguliiteJ to r.onCorm to heavy and light good.s, and
iberc is no liability of ru-^ting out of steel springs.

On the wliolc it is b.y far the best and mi>st cei>nonii-

cal wringer yci oifered in the market. It will save

at least one third rlie usual labor in washing.

Every one is aware that the twisting and wringing

of clothes by hand, stretches and brealcs tbo libres
;

l)ut this 'iiaehiue presses them so oven, between two
rubber rollers, that a j;evfspaper thoroughly soaked

can be wrung without breaking it in the least. But-
tons, hooks and eyes, &c... are not injured by it.

In starching it is invaluablo, es]>ecially on large

articles, such as ladies' skirts, A'C, as it leaves the

starch petl'ectly even. It will wring a bed quilt or a
puckct-haiidkert-liief drier than it can be done by
hand, and the most ignorant servant can use it. It

can be screwed on to any tub, aud only weighs ten

pounds. E/ery housekeeper should send for uus and
try it. If It Joes not give enth'^e satisfaction, it may
be returned and the money will be rei'unded.

For sale, wholesale and retail, by
E. PECK,

Agent for the State v'i Illinois,

73 Lake street, Chicago, 111.

P. 0. Box .30:17.

Agents wanted in every town. jIm

GEORGE S. THOMPSON,
Late of Com; Geu.'s Odecj

Attorney for U. S. Military Claims,

West Sid., of Public Square,
Sjiringfielil, 111.

Entrance oflice one door north of Banking House
of Messrs. N. H. Kidgely &, Co.

TTavinghnd ranch experience in y^rosccuting claim

against the United States, particular attention i

given to Recruiting IHils made by c-fficers and mono
volunteer companies and regimeni.s, for subsisting

and, c(dIet:tiTig, organizing ard trurj^pcnin gsisil

prior to nuistcr into service ; Lack Paj' due Eesigne
OtBcers ; Back Pay due Discharged Soldiers: Pay
duo Deceased Otlicors, their Widov.s or Heirs; Boun-
ty and Pay due Heirs of Deceased Soldiers ; Pensions

tlue Deceased Soldiers' Widows and Minor Heirs
;

Pensions due Invalid Soldiers; Pay for Horses lost,

liillcd or died in the United States' service; All

Claims growing out of the Present War.
Pensions collected semi-annually, from the Agent

of the United States at Springfield.

Any kind of claims for service, or for property de-

stroyed, stores or property sold officers of the United
States.

Would respectfully refer to Messrs. John Williams
&, Co., Bankers ; J. C. Bunn, Esq.. Btinker; Capt. C.

B. Watson. U. S. Mustering Officer; Lieut. Geo. W.
Hill, U. S. Mustering Officer; Major C. S. Hemp-
stead, U. S. Paymaster; Capt. Ninan W. Edwards,
U. S. Commissary ; Captain W. If. Bailhache, U. S.

Quartermaster; Col. P. Morrison, 8th U. S. Infantrj',

Superintendent Recruiting for Regiments of Illinois,

Springfield, lib Major J. G. Eonda, 12th 111. Caval-

ry, Commandant at Camp Butler.

August, 1^02.lf

G'LY AS A REMEIilAL AGI-JXT.
THIS DELICIOUS TONIC STIMULANT,
]'^-l);C';llly d.'si^nid for the usu cif the MoiiJeal iTot'essio.'

and the finiily having snper.-ciiod tlie so-calluf) "Gins,"
••Aromatic," "'CiTiliul," Merticutcd,"' ' Sclinapps," etc.. i-

now endiiisfd by all of the proniiiicnt iih\'s:i'i;uis. clieniistH

aud conn. lissinjvs, lis ]>ossossin,2: all nt" thos' intrinsic medi
cinal qnalitics (tontc au'l plureii!.') wliich b'^ionsi to an ola
.ind pure Gin. Put up in quart botttles, aud sold by al!

druirE;ists. groCtrs, etc.

A. M. BINNING EK A CO.,
Established in 170S. Sole pr.;]iricfi.rs.

No. I'.t Brnafi street. N. y.
Fcr sale by D. S. Earnes & Cv., Nii. Vi Park Kow, Xe-.v

Yoik.
O'.ir Pinp: experience and fimiliiirity v.ithtlc^ retjnirEment

of J>i-ii;;i;lr'ts. and our superior husines.s facilities, enable n-
t.i furnish t!:e:u v.ith chuiue Liqu.irt; for iii.,ijiciu;il and iani-
ly use. novl3-mAa

B L O O M I NGTO N ~NURSERY
BLOOiNIINGTOX, ILLIN(jl,S.

Eighty Acres Fruit and Ornamental Trees,
NAMED SORTS TULIPS, Ab.-:,.' niACLNTlI^:

Crocua, and a !;eneral assortment of liul'js

aad riower Koots for Fall and S^p:'!ii<;; plunting,^
Nursery stock, Kvergreens, Greenliouse and garde
plaut-;^;dl at wholesale and retail at loMe.-t ca-h
rates.

Ji^-Vor particulars see Cataloguos or a Idres^; sul scribei

.

F. K. J'lJCENIX.
Bloomington, 111., Aug. 1, l.-iO,

TO
AT-cliitects, Tiiiilders,

CAEPENTERS, MACII I
N"

I ST.S;

AXDDECORA TOIiS.
NOAV rUBLISIIING WEKKbY, THE

Areliiteets' and Meciianics' Journal
The oidy Illustrated Weekly pa';ii'-;'-:io!i of its kind .i

tliis country, imd iiniispeiisaMe to all mg ijs-il in Buildiii;
and Mechanical Operations.

EDITED BY P P. A X I C A L M E :N'.

Wlio are well known as among tlie ablest men in tl.d

country.
lively week Illustrrtions appear of great practical utility

such as

EWGEAVINGS OF ISTEW BUILDINGS
Already erected, now going tip, or intended for erection, ir

diff.'rent parts of tlie country.
L'iO.SIflNS AND Wor.KING DETAILS

Coimected with Building operations, of gfoatvalue toArob.
tects, Builders and Carpenters.

The Mechanical Department
Istnri bed by Engravings connected with new Invontiont
as well as a complete synopsis of everytliing which is goit

j

forward in the Mechanical World.
Suh3cri|ition $2 per annum, in advance.

JKg^riend 25 cents for live wee::ly nunilers. as samples.
The BciE.vTiFic American, of October •J.'Jih. in noticing thi

Architects' and Mechanics' Journal, says it is •• Edited wifl

evident ability Altogether the best Work of tho kinci

ever published in our city."—[New Vtrk.]

Published by Alexander Ilarthill, 12.S Fulton street, Ne\.

York.
The Trade supplied by any wholesale House in New YorJS

febl -tf

Xy
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\ TO FARMERS.
Ask your liardware men to send for tbe Steel Coni-

cal Husking Pins. At wholesale by the trade in Cbi-

ca"'o, ordelivered afc my office in the city at $5 per

':'ross, by 0. SIIEIUVIX, General Agent,

P. 0. Box 722, Chicago, 111.

COTTOJs' LAIs^DS

TO

f f

The undersi^irncJ has 500 acres of the best cotton

lAnds in the £t;;ie, under a good state of culture and

well inclo."oii, Avhieh they propose to lease for a term

of years from one to live.

CONDITIONS

:

The renter -.vili keep in good repair all fences, and

will pay as rent one-fifth the crop if of cotton, if corn

ten bushels per acre, if wheat one-third of the crop,

the renter finding seed and deliver the rent in ware-

house on the premises.
STEWART & CO.

Clear Creek Landing, Union Co., 111., Oct. 1362.

A ^EW THING IN

AGRICULTURE!!
The undersigned has now perfected their

HOTARY SPADER,
and are able to announce that they can producie im-

plements for next spring? use—simple and durable

—

that with two pair of horses and a driver, will pre-

pare grain and corn siubble for the seed in one-third

the time, and at one-half the cost of ploughing. The

width of' cut being equal to three furrows of the plow.

The notion upon the soil the same as by a fork in the

hands of a man,

PULYEEIZING THOEOUGHLY'
and leaving the surface level. Farmers that can

afford the instrument to secure such advantages, will

get full particulars by addressing us at Milwaukee,

Wis. Price will not exceed S3. 00.

Octf2m. COMSTOCK & GLIDDEN.

D R. JOHN A. KENNICOTT.

THE aaoYE p. 0., COOK 00., in...

Will retail, at only 25 per cent, above cost of produc-

tion, Nursery Trees, Shrubbery, Flowering Plants,

Small Fruits, Large Evergreens, etc., of 600 sorts

—

warranted good, true, and like to live. Price list and

infoemation, by mail, free. . . -

marSt

PEOSPECTTJS FOB THE

JOUEKAL OE THE
Illinois State Agricultural Society.
The Executive Committee of the lllinoi- State Ag-

ricultural Society believe the time has arrived, when
the publication of a Journal of the Societ.v is impera-
tively demanded. Pursuant, therefore, to the duty
with which they are charged by the 5th section of the
Constitution of said Society, revised and adopted by
the meeting of delegates froiu County Agriealtnral
Societies, held on the Fair Grounds, at Jacksonville,
Sept., iSGO, they have made the necesFarj' arrange-
ments for the issue of such Journal, monthly, com-
mencing with January, ISfiS.

Each number will contain at least 32 pages (octavo')

of reading matter, composed principally of such por-
tions of the Transactions of the Stat,e and County
Societies, and communications on the subjects of

AGRICULTURE IX ALL ITS BRANCHES,
Mechanics and Natural History, as may reo^uire early
publication.

All premiums offered and nwarda made hj the State
Society irill npjjcar in its colunnis.

All pertons, and especially Sccretfiries and other
officers of County Societies, are respectfully requested
to communicate to the editor any matters of general
interest to the industrial classes, as may from time to

time arise in their respective localiiics.

To place the Journal within the reach of all, the
subscription price has been fixed at

FIFTY CENTS A YEAR,

!

Barel;j nvfficicnt to cover cost of publication, payable
invariably in adimnee.

Back numbers for the current year will be furnish-
ed until the edition is exhausted.

All subscriptions and communications may be for-

waided to the undersigned. Springfield, Ills.

JOHN P. REYiSOLDS,
'

Cor. Sec. and Editor Journal.

i'-<a.iE^::B^a.isr3Es:si»

STANDARD

SCALES
OF -ILL KIXIS.

Also, AYarehouBe Trucks, Letter Presses, &,c.

FAiRBSNKS, GREENLEAF g CO.,

172 LAKE STREET, CHICAGO,
Sold in Springfield by

E. B. PEASE.
Be careful and buy only the genuiiie. Junel-ly

THE YELLOW NANSEMOND^
TS THE ONLY VARIETY OF SWKET POT ATOE THAT
I has given entire satisfaction in the iicrtliwest: Our stock
of tlie aljove ia store for next spring is r.uusually large, and
of the best quality—propagated from tli'^

BEST LARGE POTATOES
Selected from many hiindred bushels: .ind the completion
of our raiiri.'Hd to Bockville will enable us to fill andforwai-d
promptly ail Casli Orders with which we may be fnvored, at
the very low price of -h PER BARREL for c-istcrn funds
Responsible Agents Wanted in every county, town, and

village, to sprout small lots on halves. Fanners can club
together and buy or sprout our potatoes in shares, aud thug
secure good plants for themselves free of cost.

The Sweet Potato Gultupist, giving full directions for
Sprouting, Plantinu, Cultivating, and Keej-iuff, will be fur-

nished grutis to Agents and Customers ; and to others by
mail, post paid, f^r twenty-five sents in stamns. Aderess,

J. w. m OK,
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GENUINE

WHITE WILLOW CUTTIKGSH

AT

^ PEE THOUSAND !

!

Pat up in boxes and delivered on railroad without
extra charge. Also,

First Premium Apple Trees

of any desired size or form, at ten dollars per hun-
dred, or eighty dollars per million, with cost of pack-
ing material added.

Other varieties of fruit and ornamental trees and
plants

AT LOWEST LIVING RATES

Orders for Willows should be sent early.

0. B. GALUSHA.
Lisbon Ills. Oct. 1st, 18G2. 0et6m.

St. CIjAIU miKSEKIES
SUMMERVILLE. ILLINOIS.

The subscribers call the attention of Dealers, Plant-

ers, Farmers and Nurserymen to their large and well

selected stock of

FRUIT TREES,
which they offer to the "Egyptians," or "any other

man," at unusual low rates for cash.

3 0,000
Apples, five to eight feet. Leading Western Sort

100,000
Peaches—most popular marked varieties.

15,000
Pears—Dwarf and Standard.
Cherries—Dwarf and Standard.
Plums and Apricots.

SMALL FRUITSm VARIETY^ QUANTITY

A well selected variety of ornamental trees, shrubs'
roses, dahlias, paeonus, <fec. Correspondence and an
inspection of our stock solicited.

Catalogues, wholesale and retail, mailed when de-
sired.

BABCOCK & BRO.
July 1, 1862. Im

^ SECURITY. %»

LYON'S PATENT

lightnTn^g^rIds
Have been extensively used for five years in tho states of
New England, New York, Pennsylvania, ^ hie, Michigan,
Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin. Minnesota and Iowa, and
have always given the most perfect satisfaction- for every-
thing that science or experienco has shown to be essen-
tial to form PERFECT LIGHTNING RODS, has been
adopted in their construction.

Copper Rods have from ^tie to seuera times as much
conducting power as new Iron liods.

Copper Rods do not rust but will retain their con-
ducting power for years. Copper Rods need no paint
E. Meriam, of Brooklyn, says, paint destroys the con-
ducting power of any Rod.

READ OVR CIRCULAnS and see what the most
scientific and practical men in tbe coimtry say of them.
We have reports from almost every ono who has investi-
gated the science and principles of Electricity, and all
are in favor ofourCOPPKRRODS. [Circulars sent freeJl

Rods of various styles of Spiral, Tubular and Flat,
furnished in any quantities.

Public Buildings furnished with neat and compact
Bods, having Irom six to fifteen inches surface.

Single Rods sent hy Express to any part of the country.

, _, CAUTION.
« Lyon's Patent" bears date July 11th, 1S54, and is for
the ' Metalic Surface," Lightning Rod. made in any and
every form where sheet Copper is used.

And any other Lightning Rod made of Sheet Copper,
(whether patented or not.) is an infri. gement upon our
Right, and all persons who huy, sell or use, are liable to
prosecution and damages, and will be dealt with according
to law. We are owners BY DEED of this Patent, for
the States of lUinnis, Iowa; Wisconsin, Minnesota, Ken-
tucl-y and Tennessee, and do hereby notify alljpcrsons ir.onr
Territory, to purchase such rods only of us or our au-
thorized Agents. 1

Orders or Communications addressefl to
j

E. P. MARSH & CO. \

Post Office Box 81T4, .

OflSce, 150 South Water Street, Cliicago, minois.

pMPLOYMENT- -A NEW ENTERPRISE.

The Franklin Sewing Machine Companv wa-^t a number ot
active Local and Traveling Agents A liberal salary and ex-
peoses paid, or comm sson allowed. Address, wl'h 8t:imp,

HARKis aROTHERS, Boston, Maas.
(Clip this out for reference.J
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November.

The November winds are busy with the

leaves that summer has passed over to the

keeping of autumn, a donation with which

to mulch the roots of her forests, her orch-

ards, and to protect the tender plants of her

lawns—a wise and prudent provision of na-

ture to guard against the winter frost, and

to furnish a rich and valuable fertilizer to

the soil.

Just now, before the corn husking com-

mences, is the time to set out the orchard

and to prepare the garden.

Manure should be hauled out to the

meadow and spread out evenly over its sur-

face. This we have recommended to be

done immediately after haying, but when

that has been neglected, now is the time.

Orchards should be top-dressed in the same

way. Ten acres of orchard thoroughly cul-

tivated is worth three times that amount not

attended to.

The White or Timber Willow is becoming

a mania, both for fencing, fuel, shelter and

shade. If you want to make a fence of it,

prepare the ground this fall, as the cuttings

must be put out as soon as the frost is out

of the ground. To a great extent, this tree

will supercede the use of Osage for fencing.

Bury your cabbage heads down, in a dry

place. Beets should be placed in pits out

of doors, but well secured from frost. Su-

gar beets are valuable for milch cows as well

as those fattening, Do not forget to send

samples to the Sugar Refinery for trial.

Don't allow your stock to stand out in the

cold autumn storms, but put them under

some kind of shelter. A cold storm is

worse on stock than the coldast weather of

winter.

Do all the fall plowing possible ; it will

bo so much ready for spring. Land for

spring wheat must be fall plowed. Cotton

and tobacco are to be the new things for the

producer next season. Fit your lands for

them by fall plowing, and hauling out ma-

nure.

Great political changes make great chan-

ges in the products of the country. In our

case, cotton is to become the great staple of

the south part of this State ; and tobacco,

throughout it? whole extent, will soon be

among the most prominent. Wheat will be

more largely grown, and corn take a Jess

prominent position. The reopening of the

Mississippi, which will soon occur, will give

such an impetus to. the agriculture of the

west, that old pioneers will be astonished.

The eastern railroads will no longer hold the

monopoly of the carrying trade , and prices

must advance in proportion to a decline in

freights, which, at this time are almost ruin-

ious to western produce. Let us, by all

means, hasten the day when our great wes-

tern staples shall again find an outlet to the

ocean by the way of the Father of Waters.

-«•»-

A Chapter on the Potatoe.

The potatoe harvest is now nearly over,

and we can sum up the season's yield. In
the south part of the State it is nearly a

total failure ; in the central part below a

medium crop, and in the north about a
fourth of the usual yield. The rot has made
bad work at the north, and done considera-

ble damage in the center of the State ; while
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the dry period during August and Septem

ber, througli the basin of Egypt was most

disastrous. Minnesota, Wisconsin, Michi-

gan and Northern Indiana can usually sup-

ply any deficiency in our markets. Of the

crop in those States we know little, but pre-

sume they are not over abundant. At this

season of the year potatoes are generally

sold in the Chicago market at 16 and 20 cts.,

but this year the range ie 85 to 40 cts., thus

showing that the supply is not large. When
the crop is good farmers within teaming

distance of Chicago usually market largo

quantities of potatoes directly from the field,

and those are either stored or shipped south.

Last year the crop at the south part of

the State was unusually good, and of course

no demand from that c^uarter—not even the

usual supply of seed potatoes.

SOIL AND CULTURE.

A deep, rich, loamy soil is the best for the

po!atoe ; hence all of our dark colored prai-

rie soils are adapted to it; especially those of

the northern and central part of the State,

and the 3Iississippi and Ohio river bottoms;

though on these latter the product is coarse,

watery and will not keep well, soon becom-

ing tough, leathery and unpalatable. South

of Pana and Neoga, on the light colored

clay soil of Egypt, the potatoe, at best, is

but an indifiereut grower, and usually of poor

quality. In that part of the state the sea-

son is favorable to this crop, when cultiva-

ted in the usual mode and planted at the

usual season. There the growing season is

during the spring and autumn rains, the

summer being subject to long continued

drouths. Added to this is the well estab-

lished fact that often planting the seed

grown on the same farm year after year, the

crop deteriorates and seed must again come

from the north; in fact, it is well settled that

it is not safe to plant the second time from

home grown seed. This peculiarity cannot

well be avoided ; and hence, for all time,

large quantities of potatoe§^must come from

the north for seed—on an average a full re-"

newal every second year, an amount equal

to half the seed used. We say this is what

will be found profitable, but we do not sup.

pose that it will be so generally observed as

its profit demands.

This is no idle theory, but a well settled

principle, and those who observe it can

groi7 fair crops of very good quality.

In that part of the state two seasons are

fixed upon for planting, one early and one

late. The early planting is ripe in July,

while the other is dependent on the rains

of the last of September and first of Octo-

ber ; of course, this planting is a mere lot-

tery, while the first planting is much more

certain, and in this it is found the earlier

the better. In all cases sod land that has

had one crop of small grain taken from it

should be selected, for such a soil is more

retentive of moisture than old land, whose

texture is wanting in the decaying roots of

the grasses.

We would recommend that the land for

the "next year's crop, in that part of the

State be plowed before winter ; by throwing

it into narrow lands the water will drain ofF

and it will be in good condition to plant very

early. It need not be plowed again in the

spring. In planting, mark out the rows

with a shovel plow, two and a half feet

apart, and four or five inches deep ; in these

drop the seed, one to two eyes on a piece,

and the pieces about ten inches apart in the

drills, cover with a shovel plow, and harrow

and roll the ground ; the rolling is valuable

to crush the lumps that would otherwise pre-

vent the sun from having its full eflFect on

the soil. Of the after culture we will not

speak at this time, as the object of the pres-

ent writing is to^call the attention of far-

mers more immediately to the selection of

soil, and to the value of autumn plowing of

the ground.

As the potatoe rot is not common to that

part of the State, we will pass it over for the

present, and turn our attention to errors

common at the north. And here we mus^
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first insist on the importance of using only i

land that has had but one crop of the small
|

grains since it was in grass ; this is the first
\

dogma in our creed to the successful grow-
;

ing of this crop. Such land should be fall-

plowed, and, if for an early crop, need cot

be plowed again in the spring, but marked

off, as before described, and planted in the

the same manner. This is done early in

April, and so soon as the plants begin to ap-

pear above ground, should be thoroughly

harrowed.

The potatoe is so much more healthy in

this sod land than in the old land that we

wonder that farmers do not oftener regard

it. We usually plant from five to ten acres

of potatoes, and always on this kind of land,

and while our neighbors are seriously trou-

bled with the rot and failure of crops, our

crops are always fair. This year the aver-

age is not large, onl}^ about one hundred

bushels to the acre, though two men could

easily did one hundred bushels a day. We
thus have demonstrated by actual experi-

ment during several years that our practice

has the merit of profit, and superior to any

other now in use.

VALUE or VARIETIES.

For the main crop we cultivate but few

varieties.

Garnet Chili 182 bushels at the rate

of 155 bushels to the acre. Pink Eye

eighty bushels to eighty-seven bushels per

acre, purple Neshannock, sixty-five bushels

per acre ninety-seven bushels. Carter one

hundred and thirty-five bushels, seventy-

five per acre. Neshannock (Mercer) fifty-

five bushels, eighty-eight bushels per acre.

The Garnet Chili is very productive, but

only second rate for the table ; but its great

productiveness and immunity from the rot

will make it popular.

The pink eye, when in new land, and

well cultivated, is second to no other for the

table, but rambles so in the hill that far-

mers dislike it. The Purple Neshannock is

one of the most valuable for the table, and

for spring and summer superior to any varie-

ty that we have ever grown; in this respect

it stands at the head of the list. This has

no blue or purple streaks in the flesh, but

is of a pure starchy white. "We have seen

potatoes called blue and black Neshannock

but which are unfit for the table. The Car-

ter is an excellent potatoe for the table, but

housekeepers dislike it on account of the

numerous deep eyes it contains. The Ne-

shannock or Mercer has stood at the head

of the list for an early market variety for

the past thirty years, and is as yet unsur-

passed in this reapect. We have often

raised two hundred bushels to the acre. Un-
fortunately it is very liable to the rot, and

on this account is not so much planted for

the main crop as formerly. For the early

crop in Egypt it has no equal. The purple

Neshannock being little liable to the rot,

yielding a fair crop, and being so valuable

for spring and summer use, we have placed it

prominent for that purpose. This article

might appear out of season, but such is not

the case ; for having just closed the harvest-

ing of the crop, all that pertains to it is yet

fresh in our mind, and we are thus capable

of correcting the errors of the past. W^e all

know that it will not do to manure the

land for this crop, as that induces the rot,

and on old lands we have too many weeds,

land not in good order, and the yield small.

On the contrary, the sod land, called by far-

mers, second sod, or the second year that it

is cropped after breaking up, whether of

prairie, hurd grass or clover, will be more

free of weeds, and rich in vegetable mold,

we cannot well fail of a crop ; and it is on

this soil that the potatoe is most exempt

from the rot and other maladies. These are

sufficient reasons for calling the attention of

the readers of the Farmer to the subject

now, when it is the proper time to not only

select the potatoe patch for next year, and

plow the land, but to select and save the

proper varieties for seed. Before the sea-

son for planting arrives we shall give full
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directions to insure a good crop at the least

cost of labor. We will here remark that

for the early market the Neshannock, for

fall and winter shipment the Garnet, and

for the spring and early summer the pur-

ple Neshannock will command our atten-

tion. Should we continue the other vari-

eties named, it will be in a small way.
«e>

Fair of the State Horticultural
Society.

HELD IN CHICAGO SEPT. 9tH, IOtH, IItH AND

12th. 1062.

This was the first fair ever held by the Society.

The winter meetingg having been for discussions

and comparisions of fruits, not for competition

The fair is not to interfere with these valuable

vrinter meetings, the next one being adjourned

to Blooming' on for December, (he time to be

fixed by the President, 0. B. Galusha.

The show of fruit and flowers was large, and

as a whole, creditable to the State. But witli

the exception of two or three exhibitors, the veg-

etable department was neglected. Had the act-

ing manager given this subject his attention, and

personally called on the prominent Chicago gar-

deners, we are assured that a very different re-

sult would have been arrived |at. The Society

has gained some experience in this— Iheir first

fair, which may be of use to them. There can

be no doubt as to the value of having a paid

agent to attend to the details of the business

previous to the fair, but unless he sees and con-

verses personally with the gardeners and florists

in the immediate neighborhood, and writes to

those at a distance, he will be of little service

—

in fact, a damage to the enterprise. He can do

much to advise and encourage the timid and the

backward. To all such, it is an untried experi-

ment, and they need urging; and in many cs^.ses,

instruction how and what to exhibit. This is

more practically important at the first than eub-

Bcquent fairs. We shall, therefore, urge the pro-

priety of having rooms and obtaining some per-

son at a salary, to attend to those duties for a

monih or two previous to the fair. The omission

of duty in the present case, was more from a

want of knowledgo of what was necessary, more

than any disposition to avoid labor or responsi-

bility. In other departments the work was most

admirably done, and will serve as a pattern for

all future actuaries.

Financially, the fair was not such a succes as

its friends hoped to reap, and here the Board

committed a grave error in regard to the time,

as it turned out. Supposing that the Horse Fair

would attract thousands to the city, all of whom
would be pleased to spend their evenings at the

hall. It was natural fof them to select this as

the proper time to hold the fair, but the result

proved that it was the very worst that could have

been selected, for both strangers and citizens

who attended the Horse Fair, were so complete'y

jaded out with the day^ attendance, that it was

itnpossible to attend in the evening. The Horse

Fair was a worse iailure, financially, than this.

That was backed up by lirge contributions and

outside aid, while this stood upon its merits, un-

aided by a single outside dollar It paid all ex-

penses, but to the regret of all, the premiums are

left unprovided for. Many of tbese were dona-

ted to the Society by those who appreciated the

undertaking, but we hope that means will be

provided at the December meeting to liqudate all

claims of this kind. A list of those claims and

the amounts will be found in (his connection. A
list also of those who generously came to the aid

of the Society, and denoted their premiums, will

be found in its proper place.

The week previous to the fair, the President,

W. C. Flagg, .T. E.-aStarr, Brjant, Sanders and

others, gave their valuable aid to decorate Bryan

Hall. Several ladies at the head, of whom stand

first and foremost in the good work, Mrs. J. Asa

Kcncicott, of Kenwood, gave their valuable aid

also.

The list of entries will prove valuable hereaf-

ter as a matter of history, and we append them.

By this it win be se/n the extent of the fruit and

floral show being the largest ever before seen in

the west ; and in fruits, probably unsurpassed

anywhere.
LIST OF ENTRIES.

In the first place, we must commend the most

admirable arrangement of the premium list as

made up by Secretary Chase, iu which each article

for a premium, was numbered consecutively,

thus :

—

1. Best display of apples.

2. Best six varieties for summer use.

3. Best six varieties for winter use.

4. Best one variety autumn cooking.

5. Best one variety winter cooking.

Dispensing with ail letteriag of classes as is

customary.

In the fruit department,^we have apples, pears,

peaches, plums, etc., and the numbers running

through the series. By this system, few if any

mistakes can occur, aad there is no mystification

of letters, classes and numbers, there being but

one number to one article, and the same number

not repeated.
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FRUIT DEPARTMENT.

Lot. apples.

1—Best display in variety under name, 3 aver-
age specimens each ..$5 00

Second do 4 00

Third 3 00

Fourth 2 00

Jas. Smith & Son 1st prem., S. G. Minklor 2d
prem, 0. B. Galush 3d prem , A. and F. Starr, M. L.

Dunlap, Dr. Geo. Haskell, Samuel Edwards.

2—Best summer, 6 varieties, 3 of each 3 00

Second 2 00

Third 1 00

W. H. Hanson 1st prem.. Dr. Geo. Haskell, 2d
prem, J. R. TuU 3d prem., A. R. Whitney.

3—Best autumn, 6 varieties 3 00

Second 2 00

Third 1 00

Geo. Haskell 1st prem., W. H. Hauson 2d prem.,

0. B. Galusha, A. R. Whitney, A. W. Welden,

4—Best winter, 6 varieties 3 00
Second 2 00
Third 1 00

Benj. Vaneil 1st prem., A. and F. Starr 2d prem.,
Evans & Bro. 3d prem., Geo. Haskell, A. R. Whit-
ney, 0. B. Galusha.

5—Best autumn, 12 varieties 3 00
Second 2 00
Third 100

J. R. Tull 1st prem.

6—Best winter, 12 varieties .3 00
Second 2 00
Third 1 00

Benj. Vaneil 1st prem., 0. B. Galusha.

7—Best winter, 24 varieties 4 00
Second 3 00
Third 2 00

Benj- Vaneil 1st prem., J. R. Tull 2d prem.

8—Best summer cooking, for general cultiva-
tion, single variety 3 00

Second '.

2 00

Evans & Bro. Ist prem. (on Keswick's Codlin),
.loel Reeves 2d prem.. (on Dutchess of Oldenburgh),
J. R. Tull, Mrs. D. M. P. Davis, A. R. Whitney.

9—Best autumn cooking, fur general cultiva-
tion, single variety 3 00

Second 2 00

J. R, Tull 1st prem. (on Maidens Blush), Evans &
Bro. 2d (on Bdckinghain), 0. B. Golusha, J. Reeves,
A. and F. St.irr, A. R. Whitney, S. G. Minkler, Geo.
Haskell.

10—Best .vinter cooking for general cultiva-
tion, single variety 3 00
Sec.^nd 2 00

S. G. Minkler 1st prem., (on Winesap), J. R. Tull
2d pre m., (on Yellow Bellflower), Samuel Dunlap, B.
Vanc'J, A. R. Whitney.

11—Best display Siberian Crab, in variety, half
peck each 3 00

Second 2 00

"S. G. Minkler 1st prem., A. and F. Starr 2d PtPm.,
'X. R. Whitney.

12—Best Siberian Crab, single varietv, half

peck
".

2 00

S. G. Minkler first prem., (Yellow Siberian Crab),

J. R. Tull, A. and F. Starr, Joel Reeves.

13—Best display of apples in variety, wilhout
regard to grower 5 00

Second 3 00

G. Neally first prem., G. A. Baker & P. Earle sec-

ond prem., D. C. Young.

14—Best sweet for baking 2 00

J. R. Tull first prem., (on Winter Sweet Paradise),

A. R. Whitney, .Joel Reeves.

Co-\.MiTTEE.—P. K. Phenix, W. C. Flagg, G. H.
Baker, N. Overman, Geo. Haskell.

PEARS.

15—Best display, in variety, under name $5 00

Second 3 00

Third 2 00

C. E. Peck first prem., C. A. Montross second prem.,

D. C. Young, third prem., G. Neally, A. S. & Geo.

Barry, C. 11. Hibbard,

16—Best summer, three varieties 3 00

Second 2 00

(No entry.)

17—Best autumn, 3 varieties 3 00

Second 2 00

C. II. Hibbard first prem., (Bartleit, White Doyman
Grey do),. A. S. & Geo. Barry second prem., (White

Doyenne, Dutchess de Argoulme and L. B. de Jersy),

S. G. Minkler, Newhall & Clark, Benj. Vaneil, S.

Foster, C. E. Peck.

18—Best winter, 3 varieties 3 00

Second 2 00

Benj. Vaneil, C. H. Hibbard.

The Committee say: " Althoxigli there were

several entries, none of them filled the requir-

ments of the premium list."

19—Best Bartlett, 6 specimens 2 00

Second 1 00

Newhail & Clark first prem., A. S- & Geo. Barry
secondprem.. J. A. Pettingale, G. Neally, Sael Fos-

ter, C. E. Peck.

20—Best Flemish Beauty, 6 specimens 2 00

Second 1 00

G. Neally first prem., C. E. Peck second prem., W.
H. Hauson, K. H. Fell, S. G. Minkler.

21—Best White Doyenne, 6 specimens 2 00

Second 1 00

Benj. Vaneil first prem., Newhall & Clark second

prem., G. Neaily, S. G. Minkler, C. E. Peck, A. S. <fc

Geo. Barry.

22—Best Winter Nellis 2 00

Second 1 00

G. Neally first prem;, Ce. E. Peck second.

23—Best Dutchess 2 00

Second 1 00

Benj. Vaneil first prem., Newhall & Clark second

prem., G. Neally, A. S. & Geo. Barry, C. E. Peck, J.

A. Pettingale.
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Largest ten Pears—G. H. Baker, Dutchess de

Argoualeme.

In connection tvith this report, the Committee

beg to remark, that the want of proper care in

the arrangement and classification of the fruits

by the exhibitors, compelled us to overlook sorao

fine varieties. Wenot'co, with regref, that some

of the finest were not entered at all, and thut

the groat distance that separated the sevoral lots

in competition from the southern limits of Illi-

nois to the center of Iowa, necessarily caused a

great difference in the degree of developmen'',

ripeneSB, and consequent perfectness of the fruit,

aa the ripeness of the pear above, almost every

other fruit, is affected by climate.

Geo. E Kimball,

J. C. Teas,

H. A. Truax,

Wm. MiTiR,

Committee.

PEACHES.

24—Best display, in variety under name, 3 of

e:ich §10 00

Second 5 00

Third 3 00

Fourth 2 00

George Booth.

26—Best 6 varieties, under name 3 00

Seeonil 2 00

Geo. Booth.

27—Largest 10 specimens under name, without
resrard to grower 2 00

Second. 1 00

A. S. &, Geo. Barry, Evans & Bro.

28—Best basket peaches put up for market ... 3 00

Second 2 00

Geo. Booth, Xewhall & Clark. 0. II. Winters, Evans
A Bro., L. A. Talcott.

29—Best new hardy seedling, worthy general

cuhivation. Locution, habits of tree,

etc., must be given 5 00

Evans & Bro.

PLUMS.

30—Best display of cultivated, in vnriet}-, un-
der name 3 00

Second 2 00

Third 1 00

J. R. Tull.

34—Ecstn.'itive variety, worthy cultivation, with

location stated 2 GO

J, E. Starr 1st prem.

grapes.

35—Best display American, in variety, under
na<uc 5 00

Second 4 00

Third 3 Go

Fourth 2 00

G. H. Baker, W. C. Haaford, Dr. M. Merrick, J. S.

Sherman, J. A. Pettingale.
*

36—Best two varieties, 5 lbs. each 3 00

Second 2 00

G. II. Baker, J. S. Sherman.

37—Best 3 varieties, 5 lbs. each 3 00
Second 2 00

Jas. Smith, G. H. Baker, G. Neally, J. S. Sherman.

38—Best of any variety, lOlbs 3 00

E. S. Hull, G. H. Baker, J. S. Sherman, James
.

Smith, Dr. H. Chaffoo.

39—Best display foreign, in variety, under
came ^ 00

Second 4 00

Third 3 00

Fourth 2 00

Francis Hooker, J. S. Sherman, Dr. li. Chaffee.

QriNCES.

41—Best display, in variety, under name 3 00

Second 2 00

Third 1 00

A. S. & Geo. Barry 1st prem., J. R. Tull.

BLACKBERRIES.

37—Best Lawton, two qts 3 00

Second 2 00

Mrs. D. M. P. Davis 1st ))rem.

GOOSEBnilRIES.

50—Best display, in varietv, under name, two
qts. each

'
3 00

Second 2 00

Samuel Edwards 1st prem.

DRIED FRUITS.

G2—Best display in variety, of small fruits dried

in sugar, 5 sorts, with mode of drying.

CoiEijetition not confined to producer. 3 00

Second 2 00

0. B. Galusha first prem., Joel Reeves second prem-

PRESEPVED AND CANNED FRUITS.

64—Best preserved peaches 1 00

Mrs. J. Asa Kennicott.

69—Best strawberrie* 1 00

Mrs. J. Asa Kennicott.

70—Best and largest collection preserved fruits

in cans or glass 5 00

Mrs. J. Asa Kennicott.

72—Best single variety peaches 2 00

Mrs. J. Asa. Kennicott.

73—Best Cherries 2 00

Mrs. J. Asa Kennicott.

75—Best Raspberries 2 00

Mrs. J. Asa Kennicott.
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re—Best blackberries ..$2 00

Mrs. J. Asa Kennicott.

77—Best Strawberries 2 00

Mrs. J. Asa Kennicott.

78—Best currant jelly 2 00

Mrs. J. Asa Kennicott.

79—Best apple jelly 2 00

Mrs. J. Asa Kennicott.

WINES, ETC.

83—Best collection native, in variety 5 00
Second 3 00
Third 2 00

W. C. Hanford.

84—Best Catawba, 3 bottles 2 00
Second 1 00

W. C. Ilanford.

85—Best wild grape, 3 bottles 2 00
Second 1 00

W. C. Hanford.

86—Best grape, any variety, 3 bottles 2 00

Second 1 00

W. C. Hanford.

87—Best currant, 3 bottles 2 00

C. H. Hibbard, Isaac A. Poole, Wm. G. Ferguson,
J. E. Starr, A. S. & Geo. Barry.

91—Best Strawberrys, 3 bottles 2 00

G. Neally, A. S. & Geo. Barry.

95—Best sweet cider, 10 gals, in keg 2 GO
Second 1 00

S. G. Minkler.

97—Best cider vinegar, 10 gals, in keg 2 00
Second 1 00

S. G. Minkler.

AWARDS.

FRUIT DEAARTMEN.

PLUMS.

34—Best variety native plums, one entry,
J. E. Starr first prem.

QUINCK3.

41—Best display in varieiy under name,
A. S. & Geo. Barry first prem.

47—Boat Law! on b!ackberries,Mrs. Davis, .first prem.

62—Best display of small fruits, dried in

sugar, 0. B. Galusha first prem.
Joel Reeves sec'd prem.

299—Best device for marketing imall fruits

by railroad, not in common use, one
entry. Very good, but in common use.

PAINTINGS OF FRUITS.

199—Best and largest collection by 11. M.
Thompson, Lake Forest Ills.,

Fine specimens of art, and very correct; but col-

ored lithographs—not strictly paintings. Conse-
quently, no award could be made according to tha

rules of the society.

Miscellaneous.

12—Currants—best display in variety, un-
der name, 25 varieties, S. Edwards— first prem.

4—Yellow pine, one specimen, J. A. Car-

penter—unworthy

2—Seedling apples—three varieties. One
recommended for trial

3—Bestboxhoney, very fine, A. S. <fc. Geo.

Barry. first prem.

5—Figs—imature. Prem, not recommended

6—Pears—^Vicar of "Wlnkfield, and Belle

Lucrative, 6 specimens—inferior

8—Pears, six specimens each of Grey Doy-
enne and Beurre Diel, G. Neally first premu

10—German Prune Plum, H. H. Marsh., .first prem.

11—Basket of pears for market, L. B. Piatt

& Co first prem.

13—High bush cranberries, fine specimen,

C. H. Hibbard first prem.

He recommends for general cultivation : Plant

eight by eight feet on low, ricb I'^ind ; will grow

from six to eight feet in height. Covers the

ground in four years
;
yields between one and

two hundred bushels per acre.

Lots 64, 69, 72, 73, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79.—Best pre-

served peaches, strawberries, etc., Mrs. J. Asa Kenni-
cott, Kenwood Ills., first premium on each.

FRESH FRUITS.

Best peaches first prem.
Best cherries first prem.
Best raspberries first prem.
Best blackberries first prem.
Best strawberries first prem.

Preparation.—Three fourths of a pound of

sngar to one pound of fruit ; one half the amount

of sugar layered with the fruit, in >hallow ves-

sels ; stand over night ; then pour off the syrup

—with which, mix the remaining half of sugar
;

bring it to a boil ; strain and pour on the fruit

while hot.

Large fruits m»y require a second scalding of

the syrnp.

We, the Committe, heartily recommend Mrs.

Kennicott's method of preparing fruit, as the
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Specimens on exhibition fully merit their regard.

T. J. Evans,

Gko. Barry,

John F. Nash,

Covimittee.

FLORAL DEPARTMENT.

STOVE AND GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

117—Best display of not less than 50 varieties.

one-half in bloom $10,00
Second 5 OC

In this department -we propose to grope the

offerings of each person and refer the reader to

the repoEt of the committee for the awards. The

preceding we have arranged the best we could,

the Secretaiies and Superintendents of depart-

ments not having attempted any classification,

our time will not allow of any farther attempt to

unravel the mystic web ; and we shall leave the

reader to grope his way after us. Had the Sec-

retary followed the plan adopted by the very

able Secretary of the Illinois State Agricultural

Society, our task would have been easy; but we

must learn, though in this connection it would

be better to bring ripe experience and send the

raw ones to some other school.

C. E. Peck—
Best 12 Asters.

Lot of ornamental grasses.

Lot of Everlasting flowers.

C. H. AValdo, gardener to Dr. Kennicott

—

Best 12 Verbenas.
" seedling Verbenas first prem.

German stocks.

Cut Roses second prem.
Best display of Verbenas "

" " Dahlias «'

•' 12 variety' Dahlias "

Large.st boquet of Dahlias.
Best display of Asters.

" 12 varieties "
" seedling Per. Phlox first prem.
" China and Japan Pinks.

J. E. Watkins—
Best 12 Fuchias.

Edgar Sanders—
Collection of Verbenas.
Best single plant of Lantana.

'• display of Fuchias.
" display of cut flowers sec. prem.
" display of Begonias
" display of Lantanas
" 12 varieties Verbenas first prem.
" collection of Ora. Grasses first prem.
" display of Antirrhinum sec'd prem.
" display of Per. Phlox
" hand boquet first prem.
" pr. hand boquet sec. prem.
"

floral wreath
" basket of flowers sec. prem.

Louis Pantlan.—To the genius, good taste,

and persevering industry of this modest and un-

assuming florist the society was indebted for that

gem of art, the "Temple of Flora." Without a

green house—without the applionces that wealth

brings to the aid of the beautiful, in this depart-

ment he achieved what no one else had the bold-

ness to attempt. That he did it nobly no visitor

but will bear willing testimony in his behalf.

Louis Pantlan can hold no second place in cor-

rect taste and successful culture as a florest. He
needs only to be known to be appreciated. In

addition to the *'Templc," which required thou-

sands of flowers in its structure, Mr. P. contrib-

uted :

Best display of Pansies.
'• pair hand boquets.
" display of Phlox Drumundii, first prem.
" " balsams.
" " single specimen of pink.
" " China and japan Pink, first pre.
" " Anterrhinum first prem.
" " Dahlias commended
" ' Everlasting flower,. . .first prem.
" " Double Zinnia, high commenda-

tion.
" " Trophaelium.
" " Althea Sirensis, high commenda-

tion.
" Seedling Verbena sec. prem.
" " Phlox Drumundii.

W. G. Ferguson—
Best Seedling Petunia.

" display of cut flowers first prem*
" display of Dahlias first prem.
" display of Phlox Drumundii.

E. G. Abell—
Best pair flat hand boquets.

" display of balsams first prem.

John Blair—
Best rustic chair first prem-
Largest collection of rustic work. . .first prem.
Best display of Asters.

" display of cut flowers sec. prem.
" Vase for cut flowers first prem.

W. A. DiCKERMAN

—

Best 12 Dahlias

Lewis Ellsworth & Co.

Best display of cut roses first prem.
" 12 Dahlias
" display of Dahlias first prem.
" display of Verbenas.
" display per Phlox sec. prem.

H. P. Kimball—
Best display of Pansies.

" pair table boquets first prem.
" display of cut flowers third prem.
" 12 Dahlias.

John C. Ure.

Best 12 varieties begonias.
" pair hand boquets.

1 Norway Spruce.
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1 Farfugium Grande.
1 Canna Indiea.

F. K. Phenix—
15 varieties of hardy evergeens—over forty

trees—making a small forest—nearly filling

the large stage.

Best display of cut roses.
" display of Dahlias.
" 12 var. Dahlias first prem.
" display Verbenas sec. prem.

EoBT. KrNTz, gardener to E. B. McCagg

—

Best collection of variagated plants.
" " Begonias.
" " Bouvardias.
" specimens of Orehids.
" collection of Ferns.

The above were not entered for premiums.

Plants all very fine and highly commended by all

who saw them.

J. F. Baldwix—
4 large and American Arborvitas in tubs.

F. ScLZER, of Graceland Gardens

—

Best small Dahlia boquet.
" table boquet see. prem.
" display of Begonias.
" display of variagated plant?.

D. BONXARD

—

Best pair hand boqueta first prem.
" and largest iiat boquet of Dahlias, 2d pre.

The above are three feet high.

Mrs. D. M. P. Davis—
Best display of cut roses.

" display of Dahlias.

" 12 varieties Dahlias.
" display of Asters.
" display of seedling Verbenas.
" display of per Phlox see. prem.
" large boquet of Dahlias.

Specimens of variagated plants.

Hand boquet of variagated plants.

Mrs. H. Streeter—
Best large boquet of Dahlias first prem.

H. P. Kimball—
Best 12 varieties Verbenas.

" display of German Stocks.
" display German Asters first prem.
" pair flat boquets first prem.

H. M. Thompson—
STOVE AND HOT HOUSE PLANTS OP COMMERCE.

1 Pine Apple (Annassa) in fruit.

1 Champlain's Moss Basket.

1 Pine Apple (Annassa) small plant.

1 Cofiee tree, ia fruit.

1 Tea tree.

1 Cocanut.
1 Sago plant.

1 Black pepper.
1 Ginger plant.

1 Cinnamon tree.

1 Allspice.

1 Oloa (Olea Europea).
1 Pomegranite.

1 Date.
1 Fig.

1 Cotton plant in pot.

1 Orange.
1 Lemon.
1 Lime.
1 India rubber.
1 Bannana.

MISCELLANEOUS.

SuEL Foster—
Seedling apples.

A. S. & Geo. Barrt—
Box honey—very fine.

Yellow pine.

Figs.

G. Neallt—
6 Vicar of Winkfield pears.

6 Belle Lucrative.

6 Grey Doyenne.
6 Bum Dial—all very fine.

H. H. Marsh—
German prune plums—nearly a half bushel of

fine specimens.

L. B. Platt & Co.—
Basket of pears.

C. H. HiBBARD

—

Specimen of cranberries.

H. M. Austin—
Three plates of apples grown in his garden at

Harlem—all fair.

J. H. Reese—
Two varieties foreign grapes—very superior.

H. P. Stanley—
Ten varieties of peaches of largest size—very

suburb.

D. Reese Williams—
Patent bee hive.

This hive appears to have been gotten up for

the use of bees, and attracted much attention

for its simplicity and v»lue for artificial swarm-

ing, and regulating the siza of the several

swarms. By it, the weak swarms are made

strong from the large ones, without any particu-

lar trouble.

The Committe on the above, were Louis Pant-

Ian, H. P. Kimball, A. Bryant, Jun., J. C. Teas,

E. J. Teas, and C R Overman.

JThey remark: "In regard to the Fuch-

ias, they beg leave to suggest, that many of the

plants, in their opinion are faulty in shape; being

too tall without branches, and not fine pyramid-

ial specimens, branched from the bottom as we
should like to see."

TLey recommend a special premium to Mrs.

Kennicott, of Kenwood, for seedling petunia.

The large collection of plants of commerce,

by Mr. H. M. Thompson, evince enterprise in
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collecting and eminent success in culture, not

less than liberality in bringing so fine a collec-

tion 80 far to the fair, whereby the delicate

plants must necessarily be more or less injured.

In view of the attraction these plants add to our

display, we tliiak it due to recommend a special

premium of S^o and the thanks of the Socitty.

The magnificent collection of variegated leaved

plants, forming an attractive future of the exhi-

bition,we would respectfully recommend a special

premium of $20, while wo assure the exhibitor

of the grateful appreciation by the Society of

this contribution.

A group of superb Oleanders, by A. T. Sher-

man, from the Rose Hill Cemetary grounds, in

full bloom, deserves special notice and commen-
dation, and recommend a premium of $3 for

the same. Oue-half of these plants were dona-

ted to the Soldier's Aid Fund.

An enormous Canna Indica (Gigantia), some

seven feet high, and of noble proportions, from

the garden of H. P. Kimball, of Rockfard, we
think, deserves special comment, and we recom-

mend a discretionary premium of $3.

A Wax plant, (Hoya) a most magnificent speci-

men, some four years old and five feet high,

grown in a tub. Exhibited by Mrs. Atwater of

Chicago, which we recommend to the liberal

conslderiition of the Executive Committee.

Cotton plants grown in central Illinois, by

Hon. M. L. Dunlap, gives promise of a fair orop,

part of which is now nearly ripened.

Best pair of Norway Spruce, first premium
awarded to J. C. Ure. For best collection fif-

teen varieties, to F. K. Phenix. Best pair

American Arborvitae, to Jlr. Baldwin.

We have already given the entries and awards

on hardy plants, and we now add the

MISCELLANEOUS.

In that class. Committee, R. H. Holder, C.

R. Overman, Mr. Ilanford, D. Worthington, Mr.

Byrne, Miss. Hattie A. Durand.

First premium basket of flowers, by Mrs. Dr.

J. Asa Kennicott, of Kenwood; second, E. San-

ders.

Di-play of Altheas by D. Pantlon, (Rose of

Sharon), the committee would recommend a first

premium to this display.

Another collection of Altheas by N. Thompson,

is worthy of notice.

A display of double Zinnias by L. Patlan, is

recommended for a first premium, and a first

premium for a single specimen of the same, to

Mrs. Dr. J. Asa Kennicott.

Mrs. Dr. J. Asa Kennicott first premium on

Pansies.

A. H. Hovey, best collection of ornamental

flower pots.

11. M. Thompson, best collection of paintings

of fruit. This collection was very large and

fine, and attracted the attention of all—is highly

commended. The

HORTICULTURAL LIBRaHY

of this gentleman, is doubtless the largest and

most valuable in the west, comprising works on

landscape gardening', gardening, colored plates

of flowers and fruits, designs, etc. The commit-

tee recommend a first premium, as the best lib-

rary of the kind in the north-west.

VEGETABLES.

The Committee were T. B. Alverson, H. A.

Truax, D. Worthington, A. II. Hovey, and J. C.

Johnson.

In this department there was little competition,

yet the collections were good, and that of Mr.

Periam most superb.

Collection of J. Periam—
Best display first prem.
" vegetable not in common use, (Okra).
" Early Irish potatoes.

Most profitable potatoes.
" Svreet potatoes.
" Early table beet.

" Late table beet.
" Early turnips.
" Early sweet corn.
" Late corn.
" Okra.
" Leriua beans.

Largest collection garden peas

—

Best early market pea.
" Lots market pea.
" Early cucumber.
" Largest display of water melons.
Most valuable variety.

" Cantelope melon.
" Narrow squash.
" Hubbard squash.
" Summer squash.
" Seedling rhubarb.
" Early cabbage.
" Pop corn.
" Brocoli.
" Kohl RhobL
" Tomatoes.
" Egg plant.
" Peppers.
" Sugar beet.
" Ten tomatoes.
" One-fourth bushel onions.

" One-fourth bushel hill onions.

" Seed leaf tobacco.
" Tobacco.

We have not the report of the Committee on

Vegetables, and cannot, therefore, give the

awards, but Mr. Periam swept down nearly the

.jf.^ : -_::.liLAL.
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vhole list. His display of vagetables, was one

of the best ever befure exhibited in this city by

one individual.

Joel Reeves—
Best Icie Irish potatoes.

•' Citron melon.
" Ten Irish potatoes.

G. B. Alverson—
Best Yellow Onion.

Newhall & Clark—
Sweet potatoes, first prem.

T. K. PiiExix—
Best and largest collection of fruit trees

not over tlree years old.

" Apple trees.

" Dwarf pear trees.

John C. Ure—
Pumpkin, citron melon, and winter radish

D. & G. W. Tennet.—Boston Morrow Squash,

Citron Melon, Oellery, Cauliflower, Tomatoes,

Egg Plant, tab'e Parsnips, Early Turnips, Early

Carrots, Yellow Onion Late Sweet Corn, Early

Cucumber, and Silsfy. Altogether, a choice

and valuable collection.

11. M. Austin —Hubbard Squash, Honolula

do. Three specimens Mask Mellon, three do.

Water Mellon
; four do. White Summer Squash;

twn do. Cucumbers ; three do. Yellow Sum-
mer Squash, seven do ; Red Tomato, three do.;

White do.

This collection was very superior, being the

first attempt at suburban gardening by this gen-

tleman, showing what can be done when an at-

te2?pt is made with the use of brains, it being

the want of this commodity in gardening by am-

ateurs, that cause them to fail, they supposing

that brains are not required outside of the count

ing room.

A VALUABLE IF KOT A COSTLY LESSON.

It is probable that the Society will, at future

meetings, employ a stronographer to make up

their reports, or at least some perscn who has

had experience in that special department, and

whose whole time will be devoted to this impor-

tant part of thebusiness.

The recording secretaries are both able men,

but one of them was too ill to attend to his du-

ties, and the other was not present. This ac-

counts for the paucity of the report, but hereaf-

ter it is to be hoped that the proper persons be

employed to write out, in full, the report, and to

assist the committees in their duties, as few men
acting on committees are familiar with such

work.

IMPLEMENTS.

Mr. A. H. Hovey of 73 Lake street, made a

most magnificent display of horticultural tools,

implements, seeds, flower pots, and a new style

of landscape painting in moss ; but though a

committee was appointed to examine and report

on its merits, we can find no record of their

work, at least the actuary has sent us ncne.

To make up for the want of a better report,

we append a portion of our report made at the

time for the Tribune.

FIRST DAT.

The opening of the Horticultural fair was an-

nounced for 10 A. M. of yesterday, and Bryan

Hall was accordingly opened for that purpose,

but the attendance was not large, in consequence

of the mixed condition of vegetables, fruits and

flowers that were being rapidly put in position.

In the afternoon, the attendance became larger,

and we can say that the prospect is more prom-

ising than its most sanguine friends anticipated.

The show of fruits is in all respects the largest

and best that we have seen in the northwest.

1 he gallery was filled with fruit early in the day

and space was given in the tr.ain hall. The im-

mense S'ze of the apples, pears and peaches

from Egypt, astonishes every one, and is worth

more of itself than the cost of a seison ticket.

FEUIT DEPARTMENT.

This department is presided over by Capt. Jas.

E. Starr of Alton, whose good taste and energy

has enabled him to present the several lots in

the most attractive manner.

As you enter the gallery, the first thing that

attracts your attention is the long table of

grapes, rich and tempting as those from the hills

of France.

The first lot is that of Mr. W. C. Hanford of

Rockford, and consists of fifteen varieties, culti-

vated out doors. Among them we note Dela-

ware, Concord Hartford, Prolific, Connecticut,

York Maderia, Early Cluster, Clinton, Isabella,

and Catawba. Tho specimens are large and well

grown, and show that in the hands of good culti-

vators, this fruit can be grown in the most

northern portion of our State. Mr. H. has also

wine of Catawba, dry and sweet, Connecticut,

Isabella, and mixed varieties. Of the merits of

these we cannot speak, as they arc, thus far, a

sealed institution.

The next lot is that of Jas. Smith & Son, of

DesmoineB, Iowa. It has been supposed that on
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the table lands of Iowa, fruit culture would be

of little account, but the Messrs. Smith have

most fully demonstrated that such en idea is

sheer folly, and the Inggards can now profit Vy

their experience. Mr. S. puts the Concord at

the head of the list as the great market grape—
the grape for the miiron, the grape that can al-

ways be relied upon with that ordinary culture

that fai mers and professional men generally give.

Hartford Proliflio is another valuable grape.

Mr. S. says that Concord, Hartford Proliflic and

Delaware are the beat three grapes for the North-

west, in which we fully concur. In this collec-

tion the visitor will observe fine specimens of

Diana, Tokalou, Franklin, Canby's August, Re-

becca, Perkins. Garrigues andMascadine.

GRAPES UNDER GLASS.

The collection from the grapery of I. H. Burcb,

presented by his gardener, F. Hooker, are of the

highest merit. They number nine varieties. It

requires a stroug moral effort tj pass by such

tempting sp cimens. It certainly would not be

safe to leave a hole in the garden fence from

whence came such luscious specimens of this

magnificent fruit.

Two plates of grapes from J. 11. Reese, are

very fine. Dr. E. S. Hull, of Alton, presents a

fine collection of grapes, grown out of doors.

G. H. Baker of Cobden, has Delaware, Catawba,

Clinton, Isabella, Concord, and several varieties

grown from the seed of raisins planted four

years since. The Herbemont grape is also in

the collection of Mr. B. The grape is small,

but the clusters are long, and its value for wine

will probably bring it into notice. The Diana is

also another desrable grape in this collection.

Dr. Merrick, of Quincy, sent in a large aiid

fine collection of thirteen varieties : Delaware,

the best grown on exhibition; Rebecca, Cataw-

ba, Concord, and his new seedling the Chicka-

saw, This lot shows what can be done in the

way of grape culture on the bluffs of the Miss-

issippi.

PEARS.

On the same table is a fine lot of pears from

the grounds of A. S. & Geo. Berry, of Alton,

embracing Bartletts of most tempting exterior,

Dutchess and V/hite Doyenne.

AVe move along, being flanked to the right and

left by the choicest assortment of peaches,

pears and apples, which almost bewilders one to

contemplate, and we give over for the day.

SECOND DAT.

On entering the Hall the first object that at-

tracts the visitor is the Temple of Flora, stand-

ing in the center of the Hall. The design and

work is that of Lewis Pantlan, and is a work of

rare merit; it is not only the center of the Hall,

but the great center of attraction.

The collection of Edward Sander.=, of Lake

View, is large and select. Our people have for

several years been in the habit of decoraticg

their groumls and rooms, with the gems of fiorai

beauty, from the well known stock of this old

establishment.

The display of William & Withold is not large,

but very choice.

C. E. Peck shows asters, ornamental grasses,

and a large lot of everlasting flowers.

H. C. \Valdo, gardener for Dr. Kennicott, of

the Grove, shows a good collection of everlasting

flowers, verbenus, German stocks, cut roses,

dahlias, asters, Japan and China pinks.

J. E. WatkinS; of Graceland Cemetery, shows

a fine collection of Fuchias.

Lewis E.lsworth, of NapervlUe, 1 y his gard-

ener Reese, shows cut roses, dahlias, and verbe-

nas.

Mrs. S. T. Atwater, of Chicago, shows a most

magnifficent wax plant, near five feet high and

three broad.

ROCKFOKD AHEAD.

Up to this morning, the gardeners of Rockfdrd

mike the best display, our own gardeners being

tardy in tringing their plants, but tliey propose

to bring up the rear this afternoon.

We will catalogue those fine collections, and

would call the attention of visitors to the fact

that the Chicago gardeners will find in those of

Rockford a pretty sharp competition. These

latter men are wide awake and promptly on

hand, which we cannot say of but few of those

in Chicago. Our own gardeners should have

filled the Hall the first day of the fair, but up to

this morning, the large collections are not (n

place, and but just arriving at the ball. This is

all wrong, and may have a powerful infljence in

taking the next annual fair to our more enter-

prising neighbors. Thanks to our Rockford

friends, the hall will be filled to overflowing with

gems of beauty.

W. G. Ferguson made the best display of cut

flowers, in a bcquet of over sixty varieties of

choice flowers, and has probably the best twelve

dahlias in the hall. E. G. Abell shows two flat
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boquets and a co lection of Balsams. John

Blair, one of the best landscape gardeners in

the west, and gardener to Mrs. Manny, shows

several specimens of rustic work, including vases

and chairs, which attra-cted marked attention.

His collection B of asters is very large, exceedidg

anything of 'he kind in the hall.

Kimball & Strachan have a fine show of asters,

cut fiowers, a table boquet over two feet high,

one of the largest and most tasty display of flow-

ers in that form, a Lirge collection of verbenas

and dahlias. The soU of Rockford must be well

adapted to the verbeua, as we have never seen

better flowers.

Mr. Dickerman shows a large and well selec-

ted lot of dahlias.

H. P. Kimball has in his collection, a choice

lot of pansies, the only lot that we have seen in

the hall. The largest plant in the hall is a Can-

na Indica in this collection. The plant is of

this year's growth and full seven feet high. This

plant is grown from bulbs, the same as dahlia?,

and would add to the attraction of any of our

large or ; mall yards and gardens. The cost is a

mere trifle.

J. S. Sherman, of the Rockford nursery, shows

a magnificent collection of eighty-four varieties

of dahlias. These are all of different colors—

a

most superb collection. His collection of ver-

benas, both in color and arrangement, are of the

highest merit. ThisEockfrrd collection of itself

is well worth a visit to the hall.

John C. lire, the popular superintendent of

the city grounds, has a fine show of plants from

his grounds at "Grapeton," consisting of Bigo-

nis, hand boquets, and Norway spruce.

F. K. Phenix of Bloomington, has on exhibi-

tion a large display of cut roses and dahlias.

H. M. Thompson, of Lake Forest, by Frank

Calvert, gardener. Last spring M. Stuart of

New York, exhibited at the Brooklyn Horticultu-

ral Society a coffee tree said to be the only one

then in the United States in a bearing state.

That may all be true of that date, but in the col-

lection of Mr. T. is another now in bearing, and

is attracting no small amount of attention. Those

wishing to see it will call in the day time, as the

plant is too valuable and rare to run the risk of

the gas light.

The collection of Mr. T. is rich in tropical

plants. Among them the sago banana, date,

olive, fig, pomegranate, cocoa nut. tea tree In-

dia rubber, cotton plant, cinnamon, allspice,

black pepper, ginger, lemon, lime, orange, and

two pine applea, one of them in a CliamplaiQ

basket. This plant is in fruit. The basket it-

self is a novelty, and it is claimed that a large

fruit tree can be grown and fi'uited in one of these

small baskets. Mr T. has in addition a large

collection of other plants. Also a Wardian case

of the largest s:ze, containing twenty-foor beau-

tiful leaved pUnts. Among the dahlias Mr. T.

has one of rare merit.

A. T. Sherman, of Rose Hill Cemetery Green-

house, exhibited a most superb sbow of olean-

ders in bloom.

F. Sulzer of Graceland Nursery shows a large

collection of fuchia bigonias and other greenhouse

plants. Also boquets of dahlias and cut roses.

Among the collection of flowers is a large libra-

ry of hortieultural books owcel by Mr. H. M.

Thompson, whose large collection of plants we
have noticed above. Tiiis library is especially

valuable, being the largest library of the kind in

the Northwest. Most of these books are very

expensive. The Garden of England cost $75.

Mrs. D. M. P. Davis, of Winnteka, shows a col-

lection of cut flowers.

C. E. Peck, of the same piace, shows asters,

ornamental grasses and everlasting flowers.

Lewis Pantlen, of Chicago, shows phlox dru-

mondi, dahlias, Japan pinks, verbenas,, balsams,

and altheas, all very fine.

THE TOOLS WE WOKK WITH.

A. H. Hovy of 73 Lake street, makes a fine

show of things needed by tree planters and gar-

deners of all classes. lu addition to tools of all

varieties and forms, is a display of vases, cups,

paper weights, etc., made of the plaster rock

from the beds at Grand Rapids, Michigan. These

plaster beds are among the most valuable in the

world. The purity of the rock can be seen not

only in these works of art, but in the specimens

of the crude rock on exhibition.

Mr. H. is also a large dealer in seed, as his

numerous specimens show. We are glad to wel-

come to the Northwest an establishment of this

kind, the want of which has long been felt.

Some person wishing to add the useful to the

beautiful has deposited several clothes -wringers

made by the Boston Wringer Company. Here is

also a bee-hive, called Metcalfe Artificial Swarm-
ing and Equalizing Hive, in charge of Mr. D.

R Williams, of Chicago, the agent for this and

other Western States. This is among the best of

the artificial swarming hives, and will be found

valuable in villages and cities, where the swarms
would be lost at the time of swarming by leaving

the grounds, it being impossible to follow them
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in 6uch locations. Almost every resident of a

village or city having a Fmall lot can keep bees

in this hive, and if ha would consult his interest

he will save the honey going to waste about him.

Bee culture slieuld receive more attention than

heretofore.

On the platforni is a large collection of coni-

fers. Mrs. F. T. Atwater shows a vase of flow-

ers of large size and high merit. M s. Dr. J. Asa

Kennicott of Kenwood thows collections of an-

terrhinums, double balsams, verbenas, asters,

ever-asting flo-wcrs, native wild flowers, the only

collection of those in the hall, Japan pinks, bo-

quets of cut greenhouse flowers, and a collection

of hand and tnble boquets. The boquets and

baskets of flowers were gotten up by Mrs. K.,

are second to none in the hall, Mrs. K. also has

the only collection of preservedfruits, jellies and

native wines, all of which are highly creditable,

and shows vhat can be done by our suburban

residents, when they have the will and taste to

make the efi'ort.

E. B. McCagg, Efq., by his gardener Heinrich

Kantzo, shows a fine collection of tropical plants

from the greeDDOuse, including Bigoneas, Fern?,

Cannas, etc. It is seldom that we see so fine a

collection of well grown plants.

Samuel Brooks, ihe oldest florest in Chicago,

shows a general coUecticn of greenhouse plants,

including cacti, orchids, roses, geraniums, and

Australian j>iautg.

Mis M. Blocks, daughter of S. Brooks, has a

good show of artiSeial wax flowers.

A GUMIiO DINNKE.

Dr. Kennicott, the "Old Doctor," discovered

in the vegetable collection of J. Periam, a lot of

Okrs, or, as it is known at the South, "Gumbo."

No sooner had the Doctor made this discovery

than he posted off to the neighboring restaurants

in search of somebody competent to make of this

Okra and other compound, the dish called "Gum-

bo." His search was successful, and at 1 oclock

some dozen of tLe Doctor's invited guests eat

down to test this favorite Southern dish. All

pronounced it excellent, and agreed in their own

minds that they would hereafter incorporate okra

among the useful vegetables o' their gardens.

This vegetable is easily grown, and the young

pods, cooked as served up yesterday, need only

to be known to be appreciated. Henceforth we

go for ^Timbo soup.

WINES.

The show of native wines is limited to a few

doien bottles. W. C. Hauford, of Rockford, took

the fi-st premium on Catawba. In current wines

the competition was more brisk, but most of the

samples were either too new or spoiled with too

little currant juice and too much sugar. Mr. W.
G. Ferguson, of Rock River, took the first premi-

um, no others being given, the vote on the sam-

ples being too low to enti;le them to a premium.

The premium wine was made of half water and

half currant juice, and four pounds of brown su-

gar to the gallon, and otherwise made in the

usual way. We call this a good wine, but it would

have been better If no water and less sugar had

been used; forty gallons of currant juice and one

hundred pounds of sugar. Our people will learn

how to make wine out of our small fruits, but

like all other branches of busine?8 they must first

take lessons.

TIIIBD DAY

The third day of the Fair was a better success

) than any previous day. Considering, however,

that the proceeds are to be devoted to the relief

of our sick and wounded soldiers, and that the

exhibition of fruits and flowers has never been

surpassed in the West, it has not met with the

encouragement it deserves. The main floor of

the hall is a tangled maze of verdure and floral

beauty, redolent with sweet perfumes. Gor-

geous dahlias of every conceivable hue, the most

delicate of roses sweet scented verbenas, tinged

with ail the colors of the rainbow, gracefully

drooping ferns, gigantic shrubs, in the umbrage

of which one might repose; strange tropical

plants of wondrous beauty, all the flowers of the

garden and green house, bowers of evergreen

spangkd with starry flowers, wreaths and fes-

toons, and long tables groaning with vegetable

wealth—the mammoth productions of our rich

prairie soil, form a collection of surpassing beau-

ty and interest.

The galleries are loaded with fruit—every va-

riety of grape, rosy peaches, as large aa one

fist, tempting pears, mammoth apples, wines, jel-

lies and canned fruits, swimming "in lucid syr-

ups tinct with cinnamon." The man who passes

through that gallery with "hands off," must be a

model of morality, and qualified to enter any in-

stitution having in view the inculcation of vir-

tue.

In our report yesterday, we gave Mr. T. F*

Baldwin credit for the fine display of conifers.

This was in part an error, as Mr. B. is the own-

er of the four arbor vitaj, so much admired for

their symmetrical form and glossy foliage, The

other conifers are shown by F. K. Phenix, of

Bloomington. This collection nmbraces nearly
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or quite all of the valuable hardy evergreens.

In this connection we take occasion to do full

justice to our Blootnington friend, by giving a

a list of TVhat we omitted yesterday. In his col-

lection are eighty-three varieties of verbenas un-

der name, forty- four hardy roses, forty-six of ap-

ples, seventy thaee-year old apple trees, thirty

two-year old apple trees, eighty-six varieties of

dahlias, and fourteen of pears. Taken all to-

gether, the ccllection is among the largest and

most varied iii the hall.

Half a dozen plants of cotton, from the farm

of M. L. Dunlap, of Champaign, have been added

to-day. The plants are an average of those in a

lot of three-fourths of an acre, under field cul-

ture, as recommended by "Rural" in the Trib-

une last March, Many of the bolls are nearly

full grown, and will be ready for picking the last

of this month. The season has not been favora-

ble to this plant, the wet weather giving it too

rank a growth, at the expense of early maturity.

VEGETABLES.

The vegetable departuent is but poorly repre-

sented, so far as the number of entries are con-

cerned, while in the quality of the specimens

they are unsurpassed. The Society offered pre-

miums for well grown table vegetables, not the

overgrown Brobdignags so common at all fairs,

consequently the exhibitors have confined them-

selves to that class of vegetables that are the

most desirable in the kitchen. The Tremontand

sevei'al other gardens are not represented, for the

want of proper assistance to prepare for the ex-

hibition ; this is to be regretted, but undar pres-

ent circumstances, must be borne. This difficul-

ty has not been confined to this department, but

has extended to all others, and it is really sur-

prising to most visitors to see the hall as well

filled as it is.

In this department Mr. J. Periam, of Calumet,

is the most prominent, his collection filling near-

ly a hundred feet of table room, and consists of

sixty-six vaoieties, iucluding many novelties,

many of which promise to be valuable. The dis-

play of melons is unequaled, comprising Moun-

tain Sprout, Black Spanish and Imperial. The

family of squashes are not so large as select, the

big ones having been set aside for those more val-

uable for culinary purposes. Among these the

Boston Marrow ranks at the head. Mr. P. has

a good collection of sweet potatoes, comprising

Early Nansemond, Red Bermuda and Yellow Ber-

muda. A dozen years ago the man who would

propose to grow sweet potatoes on the plains of

C&lumet would have been called insane, but here

we have the proof positive that the thing can be

done, as will be seen by the list of awards. To-

day, for the first time, this collection has attract-

ed considerable attention. The part of the hall

devoted to this lot being but poorly lighted, visit-

ors have passed it by until the gas light in the

evening, shows up this great variety of "garden

truck."

D. W. and G. W. Tenny, of the town of Lake,

show a good collection of vegetables, among them

esrg plants of enormous size, flue celery, cauli

flowers, etc.

G. B. Alverson, Rockfcrd, shows onions and

tomatoes, all fine. A. W. WelJon, Rockford,

shows onions of the Denver's Yellow variety.

Joel Reeves, of Ainsworth, shows Irish potatoes

and nutmeg melons. Newhall & Clark, of South

Pass—a superb show of Nansemond rweet pcta~

toes. J. C. lire, of "Grapeton Garden," shows

yellow pumpkins, that "is pumpkins,'-' also mel-

ons and winter radish, all fine and well grown.

AWAKDS ON VEGETABLES.

Best display, 1st premium, J Periam
2d premium, D W and G W Tenny.

Best collection Irish potatoes, J Periam.
2d best, the same.

Best late Irish potatoes, Joel Reeves.

Most profitable market potatoe, J Periam.

(Early York.)
Best sweet potatoes, Newhall and Clark.

2d best, J Periam.

Best late beets, J. Periam.
Early beets, J Periam.

Table parsnips, D W & G W Tenny.
Early table turnips, the same.
Table carrots, the same.

Winter radish, J C Ure.

Yellow onion, G W Alverson.

Eill onions, J Periam.

Sett onions, from previous year, J Pe?iam.
Early sweet corn, J Periam.
Extra early dwarf sweet, corn and late do, J

Periam.
2d best, D W and G W Tenny.

Best okra, J Periam.
Lima Beans, J Periam.
Best and largest variety of garden peas, J Per-

iam.

do late market, Mr Strocham, of Rockfcrd.
do early cucumber, D W and G W Tenny.
do water melon, J Periam.

Best citron melon, D W and G W Tenny.
do cantelope melon, H W Austin.

do Hubbard squash, D W and G W Tenny.
do Boston Marrow, D W and G W Tenny ^
do suinam squash, J Periam.

do golden pumpkin, J C Ure.

do celery, D W and G W Tenny.
do early cabbage, J Periam.

60 culliflower, D W and G W Tenny.
do tomato, the same.

2d best, J. Periam.
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Best egg plant, D W and G W Tenny.
2d best. J Periam.
do pepper, J Periam.
do sugar beets, J Periam.

FRUIT DEPARTJIDNT.

In the fruit department is a large collection

of paintings of fruit of natural size and color, ex-

hibited by Dr. J. E. Kimball, of Iowa City, and

painted by J. & G. Prestle. It may be new to

eur Western fruit growers to know that these

gentlemen, father and son, do this kind of work

for the Eastern nurserymen, and also similar

paintings in all branches of natural history for

the Smithsonian Institute, Washington, D. C.

Shall we pay tribute to Eastern dealers on the

products of Western artists ? This department

has been from the first the great center of at-

traction, more especially that section labeled

"Egypt," whose great orb like apples, immense

pears, lucious gripes and melting peaches, at-

tract the lovers of fruit. Northern grown fruits

are nowhere The choice collection from the

"Leyden farm," and others, are in the same fix.

There is but o^e way to do in the premises, and

that is, to divii^ie the land, so far as to make up a

list of premiums for each section of the state, this

has its advantages as well as disadvantages, but

in a show of this kind, size and beauty will al-

ways win The northern orchardist may con-

tend that his fruits, though smaller, are more

highly flavored, but this will not avail him, for

the big showy fiuit will carry the day on all such

occasions.

It is interesting to observe what effect climate

has on the size of almost all kinds of fruits, more

especially apples and pears. The difference be-

tween those grown near the lake and those at Al-

ton find outh Pass; in Union county. The Iowa

fruits are also a fair size, and in all respects very

good. The collection of James Smith & Son,

which is graced with the blue ribbon, is worthy

of especial notice—not that it is the largest, but

that the fruits are well grown and true to name.

Mrs. J. A. Kennicot. Kenwood, 111., first pre-

mium on each, fresh fruits, best peaches, first

premium ; cherries, first premium ; raspberries,

first premium; blackberries, first premium;

strawberries, first premium.

Preparation—Three-quarters of a pound of

sugar to one pound of fruit ; one-half the amount

of sugar layered with the fruit, in shallow ves-

sels, stand over night then poor off the syrup,

with which mix the remaining half of sugar
;

bring to a boil ; strain and then poor OQ the fruit

while hot.

Large fruits may require a second scalding of

the syrup.

LIST OF EXHIBITORS.

It will be interesting to know who arethefruij;

growers and their location as an index to the

source to which we may look for good fruits:

H W Austin, of Harlem.
Suel Foster, brother of Dr Foster of this city,

of Muscatine, Iowa, apples.

C H Hibbard, Mc Henry county.
J G Sherman, Rockford.
George Haskell, Michigan.
Samuel Edwards, Bureau county.
J A Pettengill, Macoupin county.
H Chaffre, Tolono.
Mrs Asa Reeves, L B Piatt & Co, fruit dealers,

presented specimens of peaches in baskets from
the Michigan peach growers, all very fine sam-
ples.

W S Steele, of Evanston, had a fine lot of
the Lawton blackberry, also a seedling black
cap raspberry.

H H Mar.<b, of Chicago, German prunes.
C H Hibbard, craub rries.

J E Starr, of Elsah, Jersey county, plums and
peaches.
E C Peck, Winetka, 111, a large collection of

pears.

B Galusha, President of the Society, shows
apples, pears and small fruit dried in sugar.

Joel Reeves, of Ainsworth, Cook county—his
apples and fruit dried in sugar.

Francis Hooker, of Chicago, giapes.
Jas Smith & Son, of Des Moines, Iowa, grapes.
L A Tolcott, b isket peaches for market.
L A Houston, Lee county, apples and plums.
Suel Foster, pears and apples.
Wm Muir, Secretary of the Missouri State

Horticultural Society, wine from the Merrimack
Horticultural Society.
K H Fell, of Bloomington pears.
A & F Starr, of Alton, a large collection of

apples.

A R Whitney, apples. Mr W did not compete
for premiums. He may be said to be rather a
large orchardist, having a crop of four thousand
bushels now on his trees—a pretty good answer
to the oft repeated question, "Can you grow ap-
ples in Northern Illinois."

J A Carpenter, of South Pass, (Coben Station)
twelve apple and six dw^irf pear trees.

.
Parker Earle, South Pass apples.
G H Baker, South Pass pears, grapes and ap-

ples.

Benj Vancil, South Pass, pears and apples.

C A Montross, Centralia, pears.
Evans and Brother, South Pass, apples, pears,

grapes and peaches—am(ng them a seedling
peach of very large size and high promise.
Samuel Dunlap, of Harlem, apples.

Mrs D M P Davis, of Winetka, Lawton black-
berries.

Isaac A Poole, currant wine.

A S & George Barry, of Alton, pears and cur-
rant wine,

Dr E S Hull, of Alton, grapes and peaches.
Geo Booth, Alton, peaches.
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C R Winters, basket of peaches.

J H Reese, Chicago, grapes.

H P Stanley, Chicago, peaches.

Wm G Ferguson, currant wine.

A W Weldon, apples.

Newhall & Clarke, South Pass, pears, apples

and peaches.
W C Hanford, Rockford, the largest collection

of wine—his dry Catawba and^ Hock being very

excellent—also a large collection of grapes.

G P Hanson, Chicago, samples of currant

wine.

M L Dunlap, Champaign, from his "Leyden
Farm," Cook county, seventy varieties of apples

and two of pears.

G H Baker, boxes and case for marketing small

fruits.

D C Young; apples.

Dr M Merrick, of Quincy, pears and grapes.

S R Tull, of Iowa, a large collection of apples.

C C Nealy, Burlington, Iowa, apples and
pears.

G E Kimball, for Amana Society of Iowa, paint-

ings of fruit.

S G Minkler, apples, cider and cider vinegar.

A KEW AHT.

In the collection of A. H. Hovey are several

specimens of landscape drawing, which to the

casual observer appear to have been printed,

but this is not the case, as they are made of rock

moss and gum arable. They are very pretty

and life-like, giving a natural look to the picture

that cannot be obiained by the use of the pencil.

We believe this is a new thing.

GHAPBS.

The collections of grapes are none of them

large, but embrace many of the new sorts, such

as Delaware, Hartford, Prolific, Concord, Diana,

and Rebecca. The first three are already favor-

ites with all classes of people, for their vigor of

growth, hardiness and good quality of fruit. The

Delaware, in quality, stands at the head of the

list, but is not equally vigorous in all parts of

the State.

The committee not having handed in their re-

port, we must defer it to another day.

In the collection of A. H. Hovey is a cheese,

or rather a four bladed curd-knife. A young

gentleman of decided ability was enlarging upon

its value to severel ladies, as a new bread knife,

a labor-saving institution capable of cutting four

slices at a time. One newly married lady who

was gracefully leaning en the arm of her bus-

baud, was delighted with it, and Mr. H. will re-

ceive an order for one this morning.

The officers of the society are entitled to no

email amount of credit for the able manner in

which the fair has been conducted. Thoir ur-

banity and gentlemanly deportment have made
them many warm friends, and have given the

public confidence in their ability and fitness for

the stations that they occupy. The State Horti-

cultural Society may now be said to have a per-

manent position, having held a most successful

fair under the most discouraging circumstances,

and nothing but the determined will of the o&-
cers would have produced so happy a result.

While State and county societies have given up
in despair, and retired from the field, these mea
nothing daunted, have marched on to success
The reporters of the city press are under I'll-

gations for the many attentions received through-
out the Fair. To them was allotted the beauti-
ful alcove, designed and created by Mr. Blair, of
Rockford, where just out of the throng of visitors
they could write out their ddly reports. The
exhibitors feasted them on melting pears, deli-
cious peaches and rich grapes, a treat that they
could fully appreciate.

The entrance to the hall, so much admired, is

the handiwork of C. R. Overmfcu. whose genial
smiles and cordial greeting were in keeping with
the surroundings where Pomona and Flora held
high carnival.

-—*-

Take Care of Your Harness.—More dam-
age is done to a harness during the rainy weath-
er of early and late winter, than during all the
rest of the year. Saturated with water, covered
with mud, and often frozen stiflF, so as to almost
break when bent, in necessary handling. Unu-
sual care should be taken to keep it well oiled
and hung up in a proper shape when not in use.
Thus treated, it will not only last many times

longer, but look infinitely better than when neg-
lected in the usual manuer.
As to the kind of oil, we know nothing better

than neat's foot or the daubing used by tanners.
To give the black coler characteristic of new
leather, a little lamp black may be added, with-
out detriment, though it is better not to use this
second going over.

Before putting on the oil, however, there are two
important considerations which must be observ-
ed—cleanliness and dampness. The necessity of
the first is obvious, and the last is not less impor-
tant, since the oil cannot penetrate the leather
and make it soft and pliable if put on when it is
dry and hard.
One of the best ways to give the leather the

requisite degree of moisture is to rap up the sev-
eral parts of the harness in wet cloths previous
to oiling. But thss trouble is unnecessary where
washing has been resorted to for cleaning, as the
oil may be applied before the leather is entirely
dry. The oil should be rubbed in briskly with a
brush or doth, so as to ensure its absorption.

Varnish should never be vsed as it closes th«
por°8 and renders the penetration of the oil more
difficult. Vegetable fils are hardening in their
eflFects, and should never be used for that reason.

Finally, let the application of the oil be as
frequemt as needed, not once a year as the rule
with some, or almost never, as is the practice of
many.
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Discussions at the State Horticultural

Society Fair at Chicago—Varieties
and Culture of the Grape, etc.

During the fair, evening meetings were held in

Bryan Hall, at which the attendance was small,

but to some extent interesting. Our time was

too fully occupied with other matters to attend,

but the Recording Secretary promised us a re-

port of them, but unfortunately his health was

too feeble to attend to the matter fully, and since

his return home, he writes us that his time and

health will not enable him to write out even the

fe"pr notes that he took, but encloses us the letter

of Dr. H. Shroder, on grape culture, which we
give below.

The Dr. has intelligence and zeal, and has

given to the subject his best efforts. As we in-

tend to Tisit his grounds in the course of a few

weeks, we will defer our remarks to that time,

and at once introduce the Dr. to our readers.

—

Ed-

Jo the President and members of the State Horti-

cultural Society :

* * * * *

In wet seasons the Catawba will rot, and in

dry ones, the Isabella. Concord is a fine table

grape, and in wet or dry seasons, will neither

rot nor mildew. The fruit is fine and early, as

well as showy for market, and in addition, makes

a tolerable wine. Hartford Prolific is an early

table grape, and rots but little—scarcely enough

to mention. It should be in every garden in the

west. Delaware is a fine little grape ; every

one speaks high of it, and I hear no complaint,

this year, of the rot affecting it. It doubtless is

quite exempt in this respect.

Eerbemont is a vigorous grower and profuse

bearer. A four or five year old vine will make a

gallon of sweet wine , is exempt from rot and

mildew this year. Norton's Virginia is one of

the best of our native grapes ; it makes a dark

wine, equal to any European wine. It is a

strong grower ; and when four or five years old,

highly productive and not subject to rot or mil-

dew. The wine from this grape has a very pe-

culiar tonic or medical property, exceedingly val-

uable in bowel complaints ; curing diarrhea at

once, even in small infants. I have tried it often

and can recommend it with confidence, not only

for bowel complaints, but as a general tonic.

Por wine, the two last named stand high with

all German vine growers for wine.

I have a number of other varieties under cul-

ture, but not as yet sufiSciently tested to speak of

them with confidence.

One Dozen Vines for Family Use.—Hart-
ford Prolific 2 ; Concord 2 ; Herbemont 1 ; Cole-

man's or White Rebecca 1 ; Delaware 2 ; Isa-

bella 2 ; Catawba 2.

For a Vineyard of 2000 Vines, for the Table
—Hartford Prolific 100; Concord 300; Dela-

ware 200 ; Isabella 100 ; Herbemont 300 ; Nor-

ton's Virginia 500 ; Catawba 500.

For a Vintard of 2000 Vines for Wine.—
Herbemont 500 ; Norton's Virginia 600 ; Dela-

ware 500 ; Catawba 400.

Th« soil should be spaded, trenched or sub-

soiled, the rows six to seven feet wide, and when
trained on the German system, four feet apart in

the rows ; but if on trellis, eight feet. To every

eight rows, a drive-way should be left twelve

feet wide, to pass through with a team. Plant

nothing between the rows after the third year.

Cultivate with a " karst"—a kind of a hoe, used

only for grape culture ; keep clear of weeds

;

break out the suckers ; stir the ground often, es-

pecially after a heavy rain, to break the crust on

the surface, and you will have grapes good and

large.

The vines must be pruned in November—laid

down and covered with earth, and care should

be had to lift them in April, before the buda

break.

I shall be happy to answer any enquiries in

regard to modes of pruning, etc.

Respectfully yours,

D. H. Shroder.

—"I like your impudence," as a pretty girl

said when her beau kissed her.

—Why is a newspaper like a boiled crab ?

Because it is read (red).

-••»-

Why is the polka like bitter beer ? Because
there is so many hops in it.

-«•»-

—A poor seamstress finds it hard work to

thread her way through life's wilderness.

-»•*-

—May our blonde beauties be looked on as \
forming a portion of the pale of society ?

—A pretty female artist can draw the men
equally with a brush and a blush.
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DiKECTioNS FOR Oidbr-Making.—The follow-

ing extract is from the Country Genlleman,

.from a report on apples and their manngement,
submitted last year by a committee of the Hamp-
shire (Mass.) Agricultural Society, of which Mr.
David Rice was Chairman :

—

Good cider cannot be made from inferior, or

decayed, or worm-eaten fruit. The apples
should be ripe and mellow before they are ground
out in the mill. They should be mixed, sour and
sweet, in about equal proportions when carried

to the apple heap. After the fruit is ground in

the mill, the pomace should stand in the vat a
day or two, being frequently stirred with a
wooden shovel. Being thus bronght into contact

with the air, the cider will have a fine rich color,

and a better flavor, acquired by the digestion of

the apple skins, which contain a fragrant oil,

and by chemical changes wrought in the cider

proper by atmospheric influences. The cider

should be stored in well-cleansed barrels or

casus, and put into a dry, cool cellar. After fer-

mentation has quite ceased, the barrels or casks

should be hermetically closed. No foreign sub-

stance should ever be added to cider with the

idea that it can be improved or made better

thereby. Those who wish to poison their cider

by chemicals will bear in mind that when they

do so, their cider becomes a mtdicinal tincture,

unfit for a beverage, or to use in any way unless

prescribed by a physician. Cider will keep fit

for use much longer if bottled soon after the vin-

ous fermentation has ceased.

-••»-

The Great Northern Lakes.^-The late gov-
ernment surveys of the great lakes, gives the

following exact measurement

:

Lake Superior—greatest length. 355 miles

;

greatest breadth, 100 miles ; mean depth, 988
feet ; high above the sea, 627 feet ; area, 32,000

square miles. Lake Michigan—greatest length,

300 miles
;

greatest breadth 109 miles ; mean
depth, 900 feet ; high above the sea, 587 feet

,

area, 20,000 square miles. Lake Huron—great-

est length, 200 miles ,
greatest breadth, ICO

miles ; mean depth, 500 feet ; high above the

sea, 574 feet ; area, 20,000 square miles. Lake
Erie — greatest length, 250 miles

;
greatest

breadth, 80 miles; mean depth, 200 feet; high
above the sea, 555 feet ; area, 6,000 square
miles. Lake Ontario—length, 130 miles ; mean
breadth, 65 miles ; mean depth, 500 feet ; area,

6,000 square miles. Total length of five lakes.

1,346 miles ; total area, 84,000 square miles.

<••

Our Teeth.—They decay. Hence unseemly

mouths, bad breath, imperfect mistication. Ev-

erybody regrets it. V/hat is the cause ? I reply

want of cleanliness. A clean tooth never de-

cays. The mouth is a warm place—98 deg.

Particles of meat between the teeth soon decom-

pose. Gums and teeth must suffer. Perfect

cleanliness will preserve teeth to old age. How
shall it be secured ? Use a quill pick, and rinse

the mouth after eating. Brush and castile soap

every morning ; the brush aad simple water on

going to bed. Eestow this trifling care upcn
your teeth, and you will keep them and ruin the

dentists. Neglect it, and you will be sorry all

your lives. Children forget. Watch them. Thf;

first teeth determine the character of tbesccoDi
set. Give them equal care. Sugar, acids, sswla-

eratus, and hot things, are nothing when com-
pared with food decomposing between the t»;eth.

Mercurialization may loosen the teeth, lor.g use
may wear them out, but keep them clep.n and
they will never decay. This advice is worth,

more than thousands of dollars to every boy iad
girl.

—

Br. Lewis _ ..

Impbotejients in Houseebepisg.—Itissoioe-

times said that there are less improvements ia

the art of housekeeping than aiiy cJher. It is

quite true that there are not euongh of them,

and those that are made are not geaw^aty adop-
ted. Let us refer now to what wft regard as an.

improvement in the little art of shelling beans.

The old method making use of the thumb and
fingers ; then the use of a needle to prepare the

pod to open readily. Now, tbe method is to

pour upon the pods a quantity of s&alding water
and the beans slip very easily from the pod. Bj"

pouring scalding water oa apples, the skin may
1)6 easily slipped off, and maeh labor saved.

—

Scientific American.

-«•»-

Small Pox.—It should be tept distinctly be-
fore the minds of the people that vaccination is

an almost perfect preventive of small pox until

the age of puberiy, (say fifteen), but after that
time it becomes less and less efficacious until

twenty -five, when the system becomes less sus-

ceptible to the disease up to thirty-five, when
the predisposition to email pox seems to die out
altogether. The specific inference is that every
child ought to be re-vaccinated on entering the
fifteenth year. To show the preventive power of

vaccination, statistics prove that before vaccina-

tion, or even inoculation was practiced or known
in Boston, to-wit : 1721, (the year of its first

tr'al in England by Lady Mary Wortley Mon-
tague en her own daughter), one half of the en-
tire population lay sick of the disease at the

same time, and one out of every twenty-seven

died of it—which,, at the same rate, would kill

over thirty thousand persons in New York city

alone, while the total deaths from all causes in

a single year were less than twenty-three thous-
and. In 1792. forty-six per cent—forty-six per-
sons out of every hundred—in Boston had small
pox at the same time. But a few years later,

when vaccination was generally practiced, many
city physicians did not see a single case of small

pox ia twenty months ; and during a period of

twenty-eight years, less than three persons a
year died of small pox in Boaton.

—

HaU't Jour-
nal of Health. . V :. '- -v-v \; .

:•,:'/

•—*

—Most persons choose their friends as they
do other useful animals, prefering these from
whom they ex-ect the most service.
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From the Atlantic Monthly.

The Battle of Autumn.

BY SOON G. WHITTIER.

The flags of warlike storm-birds fly,

The charging trumpets blow
;

Yet rolls no thunder in the sky,

No earthquake strives below.

And, calm and patient. Nature keeps
Her ancient promise well.

Though o'or her bloom and greenness sweeps
The battles breath of hell.

And still she walks in golden hours

Through harvest-happy farms,

And still she wears her fruits and flowers

Like jewels on her arms.

What means the gladnnesa of the plain.

This joy of eve and morn,
The mirth that shakes the beard of grain

And yellow locks of corn ?

Ah ! eyes may well be full of tears

And hearts with hate are hotj

But even-paced come round the years,

And Nature changes not.

She meets with smiles our bitter grief.

With songs our groans of pain
;

She mocks with tint of flower and leaf

The warfield's crimson stain.

Still, in the cannon's pause, wc hear
Her sweet thanks-giving psalm

;

Too near to God for doubt or fear,

She shares the eternal calm.

She knows the seed lies safe below
The fires that blast and burn

;

Por all the tears of blood we sow
She waits the rich return.

She sees with clearer eyes than ours
The good of suffering born

—

The hearts that blossom like her flowers

And ripen like her corn.

Oh, give to us, in times like these.

The vision of her eyes ;

And make her fields and fruited trees

Our golden prophecies

!

Oh, give to us her finer ear

!

Above this stormy din,

We, too, would hear the hells of cheer
Ring peace and freedom in.

The Time to Train Colts.—Great diversity

of opinion exists among intelligent horsemen as

to the best age at which to conmence the train-

ing of colts. Some people are of the opinion

that they Bbould not be driven in harness, or

very much used, until from three to five years
old, while others contend that their training

should commence almost with their very exis-

tence, and, like children, their education should
begin in their infancy, and that, when judici-

ously and carefully performed, no damage will

occur from the training of these animals, how-
ever young. A colt should not be required to

do the work of a fuly matured horse, any more
than a boy should be expected to do that of a
man. "A hen used according to their age and
strength, it will be a benefit in growth and de-
velopment of muscle, rather than an injury. If
the training is carelessly and injudiciousjy per-
formed, the animal may be injured at any age,
however mature. All this is undonbted'y true,

and at this day no humane breeder of these in-
telligent and noble animals will suffer a two-leg-
ged brute to have the care and management,
training or using of horse-flesh. How often have
we seen, bearing the semblance and claiming
the attributes of men, exhibiting in the use of
horses, and especially green ones, less intelli-

gence and feeling than the brutes they undertake
to train, or "break," as they call it, and wish
that the two could be m^de to change places.

Thanks to Rarey and the progress of the age
in which we live, extreme cruelty to animals, and
espocially to noble horses, is more surely pun-
ished at this day than many other offences

against the peace and dignity of the State, made
penal by the statute, and scenes of this kind are
but seldom witnessed, yet the cruel disposition
still remains in some men, who should never have
the care and management of animals of a really

higher order of intelligence than themselves.
Some writers have said that there is no surer in-

dex of the degree of education and refinement
of a people or nation than the treatment of their
horses. This is in a sense true, but we Ameri-
cans would hardly bo willing to have our educa-
tion and refinement measured by that rule, since
we should suffer in comparison with the wander-
ing Arabs of the desert, who a^e proverbial all

over the world for their noble horses and their
attachment to them, suffering thirst and hunger
themselves rather than deprive the animals of
needed food or drink. They will part wiih every-
thing else dear to them—gold, and even life it-

self, rather than with a favorite mare.—(Stock
Journal.

KiCH Soil— Rathbr. — The editor of the

American Stock Journal, says : " We are told,

too, a good story, which is no doubt true, of a
man who has actually sued and made to pay
damages in a court of law in Iowa, within the

last two years, for leaving a quantity of manure
on another's garden I The offender had hired a
stable and kept several horses, and deposited the

manure on a neighboring lot used as a garden.

The case was tried before a judge recently from
New Englond, who was satisfied by the evidence
that the land was rich enough without the ma-
nure, and that the manure caused a great growth
of weeds, which made far mere labor necessary

to cultivate the crops !"

.«, .

B^^The Chicago Tribune says a gang of one
hundred K. ft. C.'s recently attempted to lynch
Dr. Owens, of Williampon County, Illinois, whom
they believed to be the author of a recent ex-
pose of their designs. The Doctor escaped by
concealing himself in the house of a friend.
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"JTovember's surley blast
Laid Field and forest bare," '

The above is not quite true of our vast corn-

fields, that still rustle with the golden ears.

Nearly all other crops are housed—the ma-

nure heap should not be forgotten, and it is yet

time to set out trees. Do not put off your tree

setting, but set them now if possible. Bank
them up well with earth and they will stand the

winter unharmed. Look to the drainage of your

winter wheat. Don't have your cattle and hogs

wallow in miry yards. And if you grew any

corn, see that it is housed. The corn crop is

light at best, and you will need it all—so take

good care of it. Cellars will need banking up

—

stables put In order, and stock of all kinds looked

after ; for a coM autumn storm will never fatten

stock of any kind, however much exposed to it.

(From the Country Gentleman and Cultivator.)

Cow Milker.

1. TiTCKKR & Son.—Observing an inqviry in

(he number of the Co. Gent, for October 16tb,

from a correspondent at Deerfield, Mass., about

the patent cow milker. I reply, that, as agent

for the manufacturers, I have been sd ing these

cow milkers occasionally, during the past season,

and expect to have the "improved machines.^

which received a premium and attracted so much
attention at the late International exhibition, for

Bale in good season for the early spring trade.

It was only a short time before the pateiitee

eft this country to attend the exhibition, that

he perfected the "cow milker" so as to be able

to recommend it with entire confidence.

He took with him one hundred machines,

which, after a most tliorough trial in the best

cheese and dairy districts of England, proved an

entire success. The patent was sold, (the United

Stafes only being reserved,) for $25,000 cash,

with a royalty of $5.00 on each machine to be

made and sold.

Between four and five thousand were disposed

of before one of the partners left, the other one

remaining a short time to superintend for the

purchaser of the patent the manufacture of

10 000 milkers.

This patent cow milker, rather ridiculed at

first, Fith inquiry "what is coming next ?" hav-

ing passed the ordeal and close practical exami-

nation and trial of thousanSa of farmers in the

best dairy districts of England, may benow con-

sidered a fixed "American institution,"

It consists of a simple but fixt'd attachment on

the fide of the regular milk bucket, the India

rubber valves of which, opc-ating bj simple suc-

tion, are worked by a couple of levers with the

two bands, till the last drop of milk is drawa

from the udder. The teats are inserted in India

rubber tubes or cups, which are adjustible to

suit different udders.' It is contended that the

milk is drawn out more thoroughly than it pos-

sibly can be by hand, and also with more ease to

the cow, and ia a shorter time.

There has been cases where unruly cows,

who would not stand to be milked by hand, qui-

etly submit to this last scientific process, which

puzzle them a little at first, but before recover-

ing from their surprise their milk is all drawn

into the bucket.

It is well known that many fine cows are ruin-

ed by bad milking, and the extreme diflSculty of

procuring good milkers is felt by every dairy-

man. This invention, therefore supplies what

wants, and it is the intention to have them man-

u''actured on a large scale, so as to supply every

section of the country..' Pascal Moeeis.

Wifh all due reference to Mr. Morris, we have

little faith in this machine, as we believe that it

will ruin any cow that it is applied to, in the

course of a feWweeks, making her leak her milk.

We do not propose to discuss the point, for all

that we could say would have but little influence

in preventing it being extensively sold ; nor

would we interpose any obstacle to its thorough

trial, for it is possible that it may yet be so mod-

ified that it may become a practical reality, and
we would call attention to this defect, and
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caution farmers to watch its effect in the direc-

tion mentioned.

<<»

Hand Exgine.—II. M. Austin, of Chicago,

has sent us one of theae valuable implements.

The wife can use it to wash down the windows,

the gardener uses it to syringe the plants in the

green house ; to wash ofi" the shrubbery; and the

boys delight to fire into the nests of worms on

the apple trees ; in fact, it has become an indis-

pensible article of household furniture—even

for washing potatoes and dishes with almost as

much ease as an ordinary " biddy." One person

manages it with ease, but in case of a fire, it be-

comes invaluable. It is generally the case that

when a fire is first discovered, that a pail full of

water T»ell directed, wiil put it out if rightly ap-

plied, but it is difilcult to apply it from the pail,

and the fire soon spreads beyond control. In all

such cases, this little engine would prove effect-

ual, for the water can be forced around the

flues, behind ths chimney, or other secret place,

where fires delight to kindie. If the fire takes

in the roof, with this a'd, you can throw on the

water before you could get up a ladder, even if it

was at hand. As a preventative of fires, it had

ought to be in every house, and kept ready for

use. The cost is but a trifle, and it will save

thousands of dollars. The gardener will find it

valuable, the koose-keeper will be pleased with

it, the fruit grower cannot do without it, and the

farmer may often save his buildings from the de-

vouring ek-meut by its use.

American Pomological Society.—The under-

signed, President of the American Pomological

Society, congratulates the cultivators of fruit

and the public generally upon the gratifying pro-

gress which the science of Pomology has made

in our country. This advance is main'y to be

attributed to the establishment and influence of

Horticultural and Pomological Societies. Prom-

inent among these is the American Pomological

Society, embracing, as it does, within its organ-

ization all the States and territories of the

union, the Canadas and the eastern British Prov-

inces. This association held its ninth session in

the city of Boston, during the last month. The

attendance was large, embracing nearly two hun-

dred delegates and members, and in which four-

teen States and territories were represented.

The contributions of fruit were numerous, and

the discussions of a highly interesting character.

These, like the former proceedings, are to be

published in the vclumes of the Society, and in

which will a'so appear the new catalogue of

Iruits, together with a list of the various States

and districts to which they are best adapted.

All persons who are desirioua of obtaining

these Transactions, are respectfully solicited to

become members of the Society, by forwarding

to Thomas P. James, Esq., Treasurer, Philadel-

phia, or to the undersigned, at Boston, the req-

uisite fees. Ten dollars constitutes a life, and

two dollars a biennial membership. Life mtm-

bers will be furnished, as far as possible, with

the back volumes of the Society's publications.

Persons dosirious of responding to this circu-

lar will please do so immediately, that their

names may appear in the forthcoming volume.

Marshall P. Wilder,

Boston Mass., Oct. 25, 1862. President.

Cutting Back Tkees.—We have a note from

Col. Bainbridge, now of Desota, Mo., late of

South Pass, and former owner of the magnificent

fruit farm of the Bro. Evans, just east of the

station at South Pass, (Cobdcn). The Col. is

making a new fruit farm at his new home, forty-

two miles south of St. Louis, on the Iron Moun-

tain Railroad. He has set out 7000 fruit trees,

4000 of them in ISGl,—the other 3000 the past

spring. Mobt of these peach he cut off all of the

side branches and the trunk to within two to

three leei of the ground. He has not lost half

a dozen trees in the entire setting, and now has

the finest growth that he has ever seen of cewly

set trees, and those of the second ytar are most

magnificent.

Planting in Blocks—Each Variety—In set-

ting out his orchard, the Col. has set each var-

iety by itself, so as to facilitate the picking. la

a peach orchard this is important, and wiil save

a large amount of labor in gathering. We have

no doubt that the Col. will soon have one of the

largest fruit farms in M'ssouri.

-«c»-

I^^The Ohio Valley Farmer says :

" It is not certain that we shall issue any more
numbers till the war is over."

Our Ohio neighbors have been particularly

unfortunate. Cne reason, we think, has opera-

ted against them, is their attempt to make news-

papers instead of agricultural journals, thus

coming in compeiition with the blanket weekly

and daily papers filled with war news.
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Mexican Mustang Linimea't.—The famous

>fustang Liniment which hss received such a

high reputation for curing sprains and chilblains,

is composed of petroleum, aqua ammonia and

brandy, mixed together in equal parts by meas-

ure. Refined petroleum is very excellent for

mild chilblains without the admixture of any

other ingredient, but the mixture with ammonia

and brandy is more stimulating. It is applied

by gentle rubbing. Tiie human hand slightly

warmed before a fire is the best agent.

—

Ex.

««t

JJ^°Steam plows are getting into quite exten-

sive use in Great Britain, as we infer from the

fact, which we find in one of our foreign exchan-

ges, that as many as 129 of Fowler's steam plow

and grubber are at work in England alone. The-

amount of work done by one of these plows

seems to be about six acres in a day of ten

hours, and the cost is estimated at from about

§1.50 to nearly $2 per acre. The price of Fow-

ler's plow is £825, or say $4,000, and with grub-

ber £885.—^a;.

*»* —

•

AwAEDS AT THE Reapeb Trial.—The foUoW"

ing awards of premiums on reapers, mowers and

headers were made by the Executive Committee

of the Illinois State Agricultural Society, after

trial of the same in the fields near Dixou;. Ills
,

during the harvest of 1862, to-wit

:

For the best combined reaper

and mower, to John P. Man-
ny, of Bockford, Winnebago
countj', Ills Diploma and %1b 00

For the best independent rea-

per, to Walter A. Wood, of

Hoosiek Falls, New York, on
his self-raker Diploma and $50 00

For the best independent mower
to E. Ball, of Canton, Ohio,

on his two-horse mower Diploma and $50 00

For the best heading machine.

Barber, Hawley & Co., of Pe-
kin. Ills., on Haines' harves-

ter. . .. Diploma and $50 00

As there was but one entry of one-horse mowers,

no premium was awarded, but the implement,

exhibited by Walter A. Wood, of Hoosiek Falls,

New York, was regarded with much interest, was

carefully tested and highly commended to those

desiring a ons-horse machine.

So also with grain-binders ; but one was ex-

hibited, that by H. M. Burson, which was ope-

rated in presence of the committee, and, together

with every other implement exhibited at the

trial, will receive its proper notice in the com-

mittee's report. The regular report may not be

ready fcr publication until after the annual meo-

ting of the Board in January 1863. The data

from which it must be made up are not yet in

possession of the Secretary.

—

Journal of the Ill-

inois State Agricultural Society.

Chestnuts.—Gov. Wood, of Quincy, has just

placed on our table a quantity of these in fine

condition for planting, having been picked from

the trees on his grounds yesterday, (7th Oct).

He now has in bearing the third generation of

trees planted by himself, and from the oldest, will

get about two bushels of nuts each. We wonder

some of our nurserymen do not secure his entire

crop and grow the trees in quantity for sale.

For many purposes, and especially fencing, there

is no better timber. It grows rapidly, comes

into bearing at about ten years old, is a beauti-

ful ornamental tree, and, withal, profitable in

orchard. If the young trees could be nad, nur-

sery-grown and in condition to be transplanted

safely, it seems to us the demand would be large.

—Ibid.

Sheep and Wool.—Great activity prevails in

the sheep and wool markets just now. Cotton

and cotton fabrics are dear and rising. The

wool from the backs of 5,000,000 of sheep will

be annually required for even our present army.

How many years this demand is to continue, de-

pends, we think, upon the energy and right use

of means by the President. Stimulated by the

present and prospective high price of wool and

woolen fabrics, our western farmers are increas-

ing their flocks beyond precedent. Go on, gen-

tlemen, there is no Multicalis, Tulip or other

"Will-o'-the-wisp" leading this movement. The

army of 1,000,000 men, the militia of the sev.

eral States soon to be organized and partly uni-

formed, besides the ordinary consumption by the

families of the country, render perfectly certain

remunerating prices.

—

Ibid.

A New Enemy to the Aetichoke.—Mr. Chas.

Dement, of Lee county, of whose field of arti-

chokes we have often spoken, informs us that he

has discovered a small, white worm, about half

an inch long, depredating upon the tubers and

foot of the stalk of this plant, to such an extent

as to nearly destroy the value of the crop. It is

the fir: t he has ever seen of this grub. It is al-

together impossible for him to supply tubers to

applicants on account of their depredations. It

is the first enemy to this crop of which we have

heard.—Prairie Farmer.
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Catalogues Received.— Catalogue of the

North-Western Uniyersity, at Evanston. This

institution is in a highly prosperous condition.

Enquiries should be directed to Henry S. Noyes,

Acting President, Evanston, Ills.

Highland Nurseries.—E. C. Frost, Highland

Nurseries, postoflSce, N. Y.

Columbus Nurseries.—Batcham, HanforJ &
Co., Columhus Ohio. A large and extensive list.

The fruit list is especially adapted to the north-

west.

Elhvanger ^ Barry—Rochester, N. Y.; proba-

bly the largest stock of trees and plants in the

world.

E. Moody ^ Son—Lockport, N. Y.; a large lot

of pears at very low rates. Also fruit trees and

stocks for nurserymen.

Prime ^ Co's—Select list of bulbous roots,

peonias, etc. A very extensive collection of boih

old and new sorts, said to be the most extensive

in the Union. Also Prince's list of strawberries,

valuable to all cultivators of this valuable fruit

;

also his list of native and foreign grapes.

Darrow's catalogue of colored plates of fruits

and flowers, Rochester, N. Y. We have two

books of these plates. They are valuable to

nurserymen and tree dealers.

Genesee Valley Nurseries—Frost & Co., Roches,

ter, N. Y.; one of the largest in the United

States, and from which we have purchased our

pear trees the past two years. These we pur-

chase at two years old, and grow them two years

in our own grounds, when they are ready to send

out. Our open winters are not well adapted to

budding the pear, a a large part of the buds are

winter killed.

Eaysville Nursery—John 0. Teas, Raysville,

Ind.; a large collection of trees and plants. We
had the pleasure of meeting the proprietor at

the late fair in Chicago.

Isaac Fullen, Hightown, N. J.—From this es-

tablishment we have received over 35,000 silver

maple seedlings. Mr. P. has a large and select

stock of peach trees, which our tree planters

will do well to order from.

Persimmon Nursery—Arthur Bryant & Son,

Princeton, III. This is our oldest and one of the

best nurseries in the State.

Faulkner Nurseries—Wm. Ramsden & Co., Dan-

ville, N. Y.; offers a large stock of fruit trees.

Branson, Merrell ^ Hammond—Geneva, N. Y.;

fruit trees and Osier willow cuttings.

Rhode's Saper Fhosphaie of Lime—For s le

by A. H. Hovey, 73 Lake street, Chicago. This

is the first of the kind offered for sale in the

west.

Livingston Nurseries—H. Southwork & Son,

Danville, N. Y ; fruit tress. .,

Waukegan Nurseries—R. Douglass, Waukegan

111.; fruit and ornamental trees and seedling ev-

ergreens. A well grown stock and at low rates.

Metcalf's Key to Bee Keeping, from D. R. Wil-

liams, Chicago.—This is an interesting and val-

uable treatise on bee keeping. Price, 35 cts,

Evergreen Catalogue—Of J. P. Lovikin & Co.,

New Castle, Canada West; worthy of the atten

tion of our nurserymen.

Humboldt Nurseries—Link & Co , Toledo, 0.;

ornamental trees and plants.

Woodburn Nurseries—J. Huggins. This nur-

sery is well known in central and southern Ills.

River Bank Nurseries—Ramsdell & Loud, Ad-

rian, Mich.' This is one of the largest of the

Michigan nurseries ; fruits all fine.

Oration of Gen. Walbridge, at Cooper In-

stitute, N. Y., July 4th, 1862.—A patriotic and

timely address.

Medical Examinee, Chicago, for October—

A

valuable number. The first chapter should be

read by all our young people.

Gardenek's Monthly—Some signs of this val-

uable paper coming to an untimely end, but wc

hope it will live a thousand years, as it is among

the most valued of our exchanges, and fills a

vaii that no other paper can so well supply.

Hortioultueist.—Since this paper has be-

come useful as well as ornamental, its course

has been upward and onward, and never as pros-

perous as now.

The Ohio Faemee has been suspended, as also

"Field Notes." Col. Harris continues the Ohio

Cultivator, the only agricultural paper now in

that State.
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Winter Meeting of the State Horticul-

tural Society.

As will be seen below, this society will meet

in Bloomington the 2d of next month.

The programme was made up at the last meet-

ing, and on the whole is a very good one ; but

since that time several new subjects have at-

tracted the attention of the members. Among
the most prominent is that of the White Willow,

for fencing, shade, shelter, fuel and economical

purpose?. This subject must necessarily occupy

much of the time, and crowd out some of the sub-

jects set down in the programme. Railroadmen

will be deeply interested in this enquiry, for they

are interested in something that will keep the

deep snow drifts from the track, a future supply

of fuel and ties.

A list of fruits for commercial orchards is an-

other subject that will come up, demanding care-

ful attention. The idea of a long list for general

culture has been ignored and no more time need

be wasted on it. Orchardists are now disposed

to plant few kinds, but those must be of the best

paying ones.

Illinois Horticultural Society.

PROGRAMME OE EXERCISES FOR WINTER MEETING.

Commencing Dec. 2d, at 10 A. M., at Bloomington.

TO CONTINUE FOITE DATS.

FIRST DAY.

Morning Exercises—Essays and Addresses.

Address by the President, 0. B. Galusha.

Essays on Apples.

S. G. Minkler, Specie Grove.

P. K. Phoenix, Bloomington.
G. H. Baker, Cobden.

Afternoon Exercises—Essays on Pears.

Robert Douglas, Waukegan.
Verry Aldrich, Tiskilwa.

C. A. Montross, Centralia.

Eveiwig Exercises—Essays on Peaches.

James E. Starr, Alton.

Clark, South Pass.

SECOND DAT.

Morning Exercises—en Grapes.

C. N. Andrews, Rockford.
H. L. Brush, Ottawa,

C. H. Rosenstiel, Freeport, on Foreign Grapes.

Afternoon Exei'daes—Essays on Small Fruits.

Stratoberries and Blackberries.

H. M. Kidder, Evanston. on Strawberries.
H. Sbaw, Tremont, on Strawberries.
Ohns. Merritt, Battle Creek, Mich., Blackberries,
A. Crosby, Centralia, on Blackberries.

Evening Exercises—Essays on Small Fruits, Rasp-

berries, &c.

Chas. Kennicott, Sandoval, on Small Fruits of
Egypt
H. M. Kidder, on Raspberries.

C. H. Rosenstiel, on Raspberries.

J. Asa Kennicott^ Chicago, Ornamental Fruit
Trees,

Questionfor Discussion on tlie Second Day, P. M.

:

Resolved, that this society dis approves the exten-

sive cultivation of fruit for the purpose of manufac-
turing for intoxicating drinks.

THIRD DAT.

Morning Ezei-cises—Essays on Small Fruits.

Chas. Hamilton, Henry, on Gooseberries.

J. T. Little, Dixon, Currants.

Jas. Wakeman, Cottage Hill, on Cherries.

C. H. Rosenstiel, Freeport, on Plums, Prunes and
h erries.

Afternoon Exercises—Essays on Evei'greeriS, dtc.

S. Edwards, LaMoille, on Evergreens.
M. L. Dunlap, Champaign, on Screens, <fec.

C. R. Overman, on Landscape Gardening.
C. T. Chase, Chicago, Beautifying our Homes.
Election of officers.

Evetiing Exercises—Miscellaneous Essays.

J. Periam, Hope, Kitchen and Market Gardening,
G. W. Miner, Mackinaw, Forest Trees.

Dr. Geo, Haskell, Fruits of Michigan.

FOURTH DAY.

Morning Exercises—Miscellaneous Essays.

J. A. Warder, Cincinnati, optional.

B. D. Walsh, Rock Island, Entomology,
P. R. Hoy, Racine, Wis., optional.

The essays and addresses will be followed by dis-

cussions on the topics treated of.

Evening—A Social Me- Union.

The citizens of Bloomington, with their usual lib
"

erality, offer to the members the hospitalities of their

homes.

By order of the President,

C. T, CHASE, Cor. Secretary.

We will sey in this connection that the Illinoig

Central Railroad, with its accustomed liberality

to this and kindred interests, will return free all

members of the society residing along the line of

their road, and being in attendance in the early

part of the session, in time to obtain the passes

from the Chicago office. Our friends should

bear this in mind and be on haad in time to have
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their names sent to Chicago for the passes. The

object of this is to prevent imposition, and con-^

fining the passes to those actually in attendance.

It is our intention to make a full report of this

meeting, as we are satisfied that it -will Ibe the

mo3t important one ever held in the Northwest.

Fine Apples.—Mr. James Smith of the Des

Moines Nursery, hands us several varieties of

his fall and winter apples. Among those of unu-

sual size for their varieties, we find the Northern

Spy, Cracking and Jonathan. The Cracking is

now in season, and is a cracking good apple—no

mistake. Mr. Smith regards (he Cracking as one

of the very best fall apples in his collection. The
tree is a good bearer and the quality of the fruit

good enough.

He considers the Northern Spy of no account

The tree is a good grower, but produces little or

no fruit. The Jonathan is a special favorite,

and we think would be with any one who could

see his trees just before harvest.

—

Iowa Home-

stead.

— An apple that will do well at Des Moines

should be valuable in Northern Illinois. Will

not Mr. Smith bring or send some of the Crack-

ing to the Bloomington meeting for distribution ?

This hint we will also throw out to others who

have a superior market apple.

Illinois Cotton.—Some time since we receiv-

a sample of Illinois cotton, raised this year on

the farm of Messrs. Stewart & Co., who reside

at Clear Creek Landing, Alexander county, thir-

ty-six miles north of Cairo, on the Mississippi

bottoms. Not being a judge of the article, we

forwarded a portion of the sample to a large and

well known cotton manufacturing firm in Provi-

dence, R. I. From a member of that firm we
have received the following response

:

Providence, Oct. 27, 1862,

My Dear Sir

:

—I received your letter of the

18th, and have examined and shown to others the
sample of Illinois cotton yon enclosed. I can
only say, if such cotton as this sample can be
produced in Illinois, all that is required is quan-
tity, to keep manufacturers from going to the

so-called Southern Confederacy for supplies. It

has a woolly appearance, like much upland cot-

ton, bat it will make handsome goods. It is

now worth about 60 cents per pound.

—

Chicago

Tribune.

We saw a sample of cotton raised on the farm

of M. L. Dunlap, three miles south of this place.

which we have no doubt is not inferior tr f'- '

Bj oken of so favorably bv ti><

Samples have been secured from Mr. Dunlap,

and are being distributed over the country. If

cotton can be successfully cultivated in this

county, Mr. Dunlap is bound that it shall be

known.— Union Ghampaign,

B^„Thos. E. Hill, Esq., sends us some fine

specimens of Illinois cotton, grown upon the

farm of M. L. Dunlap, in Champaign county, 130

miles south of Chicago. In regard to Mr. Dun-

lap's crop, Mr, Hill says he planted three quar-

ters of an acres the 13th of last May, as an ex-

periment. The season has been unusually cold

and unfavorable for its production, and yet it

will ripen and he will have a fair crop.

—

Tri-

bune,

Grub in the Head or Sheep.—»Dr. Dadd, in a

communication to the Prairie Farmer, says the

only way to prevent grub in the head cf sheep, is

to put plenty of wholesome "grub" in the stom-

ach of the animal—and that it is a well known
fact, that sheep properly attended to, well fed

and housed, are never troubled with the parasite

known as the grub.

-«•»-

Cook's Nitbseiit.—In this number will be

found the card of the above nursery, now pretty

well known throughout our state. We have often

had occasion to order from this establishment,

and always got fine well grown plants and trees.

His grape vines are remarkably well grown. Mr.

C. cuts back nearly all his trees at a year old,

and thus obtains a uniform, thrifty and straight

growth, the best that we have seen, a practice

that we cannot too highly commend, and one

that, in the hurry and want of help, we have too

much neglected in our own grounds. We can

assure cur readers that Mr. C. will deal fairly by

them.
•» ^

The Rdeal Annual —This booklet emanating

from the office of the Genesee Farmer, is a most

valuable hand book. It treats of tree planting,

flowers, domestic wines, culture of pears, of

cereals, cider making, ect., work really worth

a dollar, but sold at the lowprice of twenty-

five cents.

Address Joseph Harris, Rochester.

Fruit in New Yoek.—The present has cer-

tainly been a very productive frnit CO---, ,, .

pies and pears are o"'^'-. i - \. ^ i : r..

son? i" t'-' ' c • I •.';• ' . .
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Apple Trees bt the Million.—In the adver-

tisement of 0. B. Galusha the typo made a slight

alteration in the copy, by substituting million for

thousand in connectiou with the price of trees.

Mr. G. will hardly sell them ateighty dollars the

million, and any person ordering that quantity

and remitting the amount will be disappointed.

We, therefore, have the types corrected lest some

of our tree planters order by the million, and

bring our friend to grief.
"

Cotton Cijltuee.—We have democstrated

that cotton can be successfury grown as far

north as 40 ®
, and that in all the State south of

that point, it can be grown at a good profit, and

we hope to see thousands of acres grown next

season. In our next we shall have considerable

to say under this head. We would sooner risk

cotton than wheat on this farm. We have

learned much in regard to its culture, and have

more to learn. One illusion is dispelled ; it is

not so liable to damage by frost as supposed,

and can be planted two weeks earlier than our

planting this year, which was on the 13th of

May. Ten years hence and the pra'rie State

will lead all the other States in the value of her

products. Corn, wheat, cotton, tobacco, fiuits,

castor beans and hemp, shall go over her rail-

roads—the products of her soil. People may
talk of the high price of prairie lands, but at

present prices, they are the cheapest in the

world, and the immense tracts now owned by the

Illinois Central and Chicago and Alton Railroads,

will all find ready purchasers. Farming is again

becoming profitable, and so soon as the rebellion

is di-jposed of, the demand for lands will be large.

B@°It is estimated that Illinois will produce

20,000 bales of cotton this year, and the crop is

now gathering. The State could grow 500,000

bales profitably. The sorghum crop in Illinois

is estimated to amount to §1,000,000 in value

the present year.— Ex.

£^°According to a statistical article in the

Scientific American, the number of sewing ma-
chines annually manufactured in this country is

seventy thousand. Twelve or fourteen establish-

ments are engaged in the business.

II[^"There is a beautiful mystery about in-

fancy and childhood. It is natural for us to

gaze upon a gentle child with feelings of love,

and something of reverence and wonder.
«^»

—

.

JB!^°Once on the track of disobedience, a child

cannot get off without the aid of a switch.

jg^^The small-pox has made its appearance
at Cairo. Seventeen cases were reported by
Brigade Surgeon Wardner.

J5@="Sinee the demand for lint became so great

many of the very best ladies of the nation have
got into a scrape. -

B^^Remember, young ladies, that oranges are
not apt to be prized after being squeezed a few
times.
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Publishers' Special Notices.

Agento.—We do not appoint any agents ; all

are voluntary. Any person so disposed, can act

as agent in any place.

Enlarge. YotR Club.—Will not the friends of

the Illinois Farmkr inquire how many copies of

the Farmer are taken at their respective ofiBces.

and pass around among those who ought to have
their names added to the list? Our terms are so

low to clubs of ten and twenty that we ought to

have one or the other made up at every office in

the State, and at every office in Central Illinois,

one of twentv or more. Will our friends, and
the friends of practical agriculture see to it, and
thus lay us under renewed obligations ?

To Single Subscribers.—You receive the only

copy of the Farmer that goes to your post office.

Can you not send one, two, three or more new
subscribers, wiibout any trouble? Try. Sam-
ple numbers, &c., sent free.

Drafts.—Those remitting us large amounts of

money, will please send us drafts on Springfield

or Chicogo, less the exchange. If you send cash
in a letter, be sure that is well sealed and wel
directed, to Bailhache & Baker, Springfield,

Illinois.

The Farmer as a Present.—Any of our sub-
ssribers who wish to make a present of the Illi-

nois Farmer for 1861, can have it at the lowest
club rates, when sent out of the State. For
fi:ty cents you can treat your eastern friends to

a western agricultural paper. In no way can
you invest that amount to so good advantage to

emigration.

Send Now.—Any person who remits pay for a
club of ten or fifteen, or any other number at the

specified rates for such clubs, can afterwards
add to the clubs, and take advantage of the re-

daction. Thus a person sending ug five subscri-

bers and three dollars, can afterwards send us
three dollars more and receive six copies.

To the Casual reader.—This and other num-
bers of the Illinois Farmer will be sent to many
persons who now see it for the first time. Will
they not examine it, and if they like it, subscribe

for it, and ask their neighbors to subscribe?

Sample numbers, prospectuses, etc., sent free to

all applicants. See terms elsewhere.

How TO Obtain Subscribers.—The best way
is to send for sample numbers. Any young man
by canvassing his neisrhborhood, can easily make
up a club of five, ten or twenty, but no time

hould be lost in doing so, for your neighbors

may send east for their paper which, though val-

uable there, is much less so here, the difference

of soil and climate putting them out of their

reckoning when attempting to teach us western

farming.

How TO Help.—The friends of the Illinois

Farmer will find a prospectus in another column.

We desire to suggest a few ways in which they

can use it to advantage. 1. Show the Fabmer
to those who are unacquainted with it, and tell

them what you think of it. 2. Send for pros-

pectuses, and put them into the hands of those

who will use them, and place posters where farm-

ers will see them. 3. Get postmasters interested.

They see everybody, and are efficient workers.

t. dend us the names of persons in your town

to whom we can send prospectuses and sample

numbers. 5. Begin now, before the agents of

eastern papers get up their clubs. This last hint

is especially important. Let us hear from you

soon. See terms elsewhere.

S^'Clubs may be composed of persons in all

parts of the United States. It will be the same

to the publishers if they send papers to one or a

hundred post offi.ces. Additions made at any

time at club rates. We mail by printed slips,

which are so cheaply placed on the papers, that

it matters little whether they go to one or a

dozen offices.

fi^° Correspondents will plea?e be particular

to give the name of the post office, county and

State.

•Specimen numbers will be sent gratis,

upon application

16^Address
BAILHACHE & BAKER,

Springfield, Illinois.

Special Notice.—For terms see prospectus on

last page. All exchanges and communications

for the eye of the editor should be directed to

Illinois Farmer. Champaign, 111. Electrotypes

and business matters, and subscriptions, to the

publishers, Springfield, 111. Implements and

models for examination should be sent to the edi-

tor. The editor will, so far as it can be done

personally test and examine all new machines and

improvements submitted to his inspection. He
will be found at home, on his farm, nearly all ot

the time. So far as it is possible the conductors

on the I. C. R. R. will let off passengers at his

place, which is directly on the road, three and a

half miles south of the Urbana station, now the

city of Champaign. tf
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THE ILLINOIS FARMER:

A MONTHLY JOURNAL OP ^' '/

AGRICULTURE AKDRdllTICULTURE.

IS PUBLISHED AT SPKIMGFIKLD, ILLS.,

BY BAILHACHE & BAKER,

AND IS

EDITED BY M. L. DUNLAP,

(the "EUEiL" OF THE CHIBAGO TKIBUNK.)

THE

ILLINOIS FARMER

TBRM3 OF ADYEETISING:

1 mo. 3 mo.
...,8 $20

6 mo. 12 mo.
$35 $50

TEBMS IN ADVANCE.—$1 a year; two copies 1 50; five

c opies $3; ten copies $6, and one to getter up of the clnb

•wenty copies $10.

It is not necessaey that the club should all be at one office

—we send wherever the members of the club may reside.

The postage on the Fabmek is only three cents a year in

he State of Illinois, and six cents out of it.

Specimens numbers sent free on application.

Subsciiption money may be sent at the risk of the pub-

lisher.

Exchanges and communications for the eye of the Editor

should be addressed, IitiNOlS Faemek, Champaign Illinois

All business letters are to be direcied to the publishers,

Springfield.

tf BAILHACHE & BAKER.

THE ILLINOIS STATE JOURNAL

JS CONFIDENTLY OFFERED TO THE PEOPLE OF
Illinois as the best and most reliable news, political

and commercial paper within their reach. It is published

It Springfield, the Capital of the State, and is the medium

of all ofiBcial notices, published by State authority. Partic-

ular attention is given to commercial affairs and every

number contains copious reviews of the markets in the

[irincipal cities.

TERMS:

One copy one year. «....f2 09

Three copies one year - ~ S 00

Six " " 7 50

Ten " " 12 00

Twenty " " .20 00

Payable always in advance. Persons sending clubs of ten

and upwards shall be entitled to an extra copy.

Address BAILHACHE & BAKER,
Springfirld, Illinois.

One page, or two columns..

Half a pase or one " 5 12 20 80

One fourth page or half column.. 3 7 12 18

One eighth or one fourth " .. 2 4 7 10

One square often lines 1 2 4 7

Card of five lines one year $5 00

Ten cents a line for less than a square each insertion.

AU worthy objects advertised, and those of importance to

the Farmer will receive, from time to time, such editorial

notices as the Editor may consider them worthy of, without

additional charge.

Implements and seeds to be tested should be sent direct

to the Editor, at his residence, Champaign.

We have put the price of advertising within reach of all.

It will enable those who like to freely advertise their goods,

to do so at a cheap rate,

Terms, cash. Yearly adverti4ers will pay semi-annually;

and all transient advertisements must be accompanied with

the cash to insure insertion.

BAILHACHE A BAKtB, Publishers,

Spr'ngfield, Ills.

PRIJS'CE & CO.'S
LINNiEAN BOTANIC GARDENS & NUKSBRIES,

Flashing, Long Island, near New York.

Priced Catalogues, which are sent to purchasers

of trees, and to applicants who inclose stamps.

Ifo. 1—Descriptive catalogue of fruit and ornamen-
tal trees and shrubs, raspberries, currants and other
small fruits. No. 2—Roses, carnations, chrysanthe-

mums, phlox, iris, double sweet williams and other
herbaceous flowering plants. No. 4—Wholesale cat-

alogue for nurseries and dealers, comprising trees,

shrubs, roses, plants, bulbous flower roots, stocks for

engrafting, etc. No. 5—Wholesale catalogue of veg-
etable, agricultural and flower seeds, and tree and
shrub seeds, etc. No. 6—Descriptive catalogue of our
unrivaled collection of 160 select varieties of straw-

berries, with a "rejected list," and directions for cul-

ture. No. 8—Wholesale list of native and foreign

grapes. No. 9—Catalogue of bulbous flowers of every
class, together with tree and herbaceous paeonies,

dahlias, primroses, poleanthus, cowslips, auricalaa,

daisies, iris and other rare flowering j>lants. No. 10
—Wholesale catalogue of the same. No. 18—Cata-
logue of greenhouse plants. No. 14—Descriptive

catalogue of 400 native and 120 foreign varieties o

grapes.
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GENUINE

WHITE WILLOW CUTTIISH
AT

82 PER 1,000,000
Put up in boxes and delivered on railroad without

extra charge. Also,

First Premmra Apple Trees

of any desired size or form, at ten dollars per hun-

dred, or eighty dollars per 1,000, with cost of pack-

ing material added.

Other varieties of fruit and ornamental trees and
plants

AT LOWEST LIVING RATES

Orders for "Willows should be sent early.

0. B. GALUSHA.
Lisbon Ills. Oct. 1st, 1862. Oct6m.

GEOr.GE S. THOMPSON,
Late of Com; Gen.'s Office,

Attorney for U. S. Military Claims,

West Side of Public Square,
Springfield, 111.

Entrance office one door north of Banking House
of Messrs. N. II. Ridgely & Co.

Having had much experience in prosecuting claim

against the United States, particular attention i

given to Recruiting Bills made by officers and meno
volunteer companies and regiments, for subsisting

and, collecting, organizing ar.d transportin gscsd
prior to muster into service : Back Pay due Resigne
Officers; Back Pay due Discharged Soldiers; Pay
due Iioceased Officers, their AVidows or Heirs; iBoun-

ty and Pay duo Heirs of Deceased Soldiers ; Pensions

due Deceased Soldiers' Widows and Minor Heirs

;

Pensions due Invalid Soldiers ; Pay for Horses lost,

killed or died in the United States' service; All

Claims growing out of the Present War.
Pensions collected semi-annually, from the Agent

of the United States at Springfiald.

Any kind of claims for service, or for property de-

stroyed, stores or property sold officers of the United
States.

Would respectfully refer to Messrs. John Williams

& Co., Bankers ; J. C. Bunn, Esq., Btinker; Capt. C.

B. Watson, U. S. Mustering Officer; Lieut. Geo. W.
Hill, U. S. Mustering Officer; Major C. S. Hemp-
stead, U. S. Paymaster; Capt. Nhian W. Edwards,
U. S. Commissary ; Captain W. H. Bailhache, U. S.

Quartermaster; Col. P. Morrison, 8th U. S. Infantry,

Superintendent Recruiting for Regiments of Illinois,

Springfield, 111, Major J. G. Fonda, 12th 111. Caval-
ry, Commandant at Camp Butler.

August, 1862.tf

GIN AS A RE3IEDIAL AGENT.
THIS DELICIOUS TONIC STIMULANT,
E.sj)eciiiUy designed for the use of the Medical Profcssioi >

and the family having superseded the so-called "Gins,"
"Aromatic," "Cordial," Medicated," 'Schnapps," etc., it

now endorsed by all of the prominent physicians, chemlstn
and connoisseurs, as possessing all of thoao intrinsic medi
cinal qualities (ton'o and pluretic) which belong to an ok
and pure Gin. Put up in quart botttles, and sold by ali

druggists, grocers, etc.

A. M. BINNINGER & CO.,
E.stablished in 1708. Sole proprietors,

No. 19 liroad street, N. Y.
For sale by D. S. Barnes & Co., Ko. 13 Park Row, Nev.

York.
Our long experience and familiarity with the requirement

of Druggists, and our superior business facilities, euable u
to furnish tbem with choice Liquors for medicinal and fani-

lyuse. novl3-m&a

BLOOMINGTON NURSERY
r.LOOMINGTON, ILLINOIS.

Eighty Acres Fruit and Ornamental Trees,
OAA NAMED SORTS TULIPS, ALSO HYACINTHS
^\J\J Crocus, and a general assortment of Bulbs^
and Flower Roots for Fall and Spring planting. o^'
Nursery stock, Evergreens, Greenhouse and garden*i^
plants—all at wholesale and retail at lowest cash
rates.

>KS^ror particulars see Catalogues or address subscribei
F. K. PHCENIX.

Bloomington, 111., Aug. 1, 1S59.

TO
Arcliitects, "Buiilclers,

MACHINISTSCAKPENTEES,
D

ANDECOE..A.TORS
NOW PUBLISHING TVEERLY, THE

Architects' and Mechanics' Journal
The only Illustrated Weekly publication of its kind ir

this country, and indispensable to all engaged in Buildin
and Mechanical Operations.

EDITED BY PRACTICAL MEN.
Who are well known as among the ablest men in tlii

country.
Every week Illustrrtions appear of great practical utility

Buch as

ElfGIlAVIJSrGS OF NEW BUILDINGS
Already erected, now going up, or i atended for erection, it

different parts of the country.
DESIGNS AND WORKING DETAILS

Connected with Building operations, of great value to Arch
tects, Builders and Carpenters.

The Mechanical Department
Is enri hed by Engraving^ connected with new Invention;
as well as a complete synopsis of everything which is goin:
forward in the Slechauical World.
Subscription S2 per annum, in advance.
./^^Send 'lo cents for five wee::ly numbers, as samples.
The Scientific American, of October ;i9th, in noticing tb

Architects' and Meehanics' Journal, says it is " Edited witi
evident ability Altogether the best work of the kini

ever published in our city."—[New Tcrk.]
Published by Alexander Hartliill, 128 Fulton street, No^

York.
The Trade supplied by any wholesale House ia New York
febl-tf
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-.. ••TO FARMERS.
Ask your hardware men to send for the Steel Coni-

cal Husking Pins. At wholesale by the trade in Chi-

cago, ordeliyered at my office in the city at $5 per

gross, by ' - .0. SHERWIN, General Agent,
P. 0. Box 722, Chicago, III.

COTTON LANDS

TO

f ?

The undersigned has 500 acres of the best cotton

lands in the State, under a good state of culture and

well inclosed, which they propose to lease for a term

of years from one to five.

CONDITIONS :

The renter will keep in good repair all fences, and

will pay as rent one-fifth the crop if of cotton, if com

ten bushels per acre, if wheat one-third of the crop,

the renter finding seed and deliver the rent in ware-

bouse on the premises.
STEWART & CO.

Clear Creek Landing, Union Co., 111., Oct. 1362.

3mo

A NEW THING IN

AGRICULTURE !!

The undersigned has now perfected their

BOTAKY SPADER,
and are able to announce that they can produce im-

plements for next springs use—simple and durable

—

that with two pair of horses and a driver, will pre-

pare grain and corn stubble for the seed in one-third

the time, and at one-half the cost of ploughing. The
width of cut being equal to three furrowa of the plow.

The action upon the soil the same as by a fork in the

hands of a man,

rULYEKIZING THOROUGHLY,
and leaving the surface leyel. Farmers that can

afford the instrument to seeure such advantages, will

get full particulars by addressing us at Milwaukee,

Wis. Price will not exceed $3.00.

Octf2m. COMSTOCK & GLIDDEN.

D R. JOHN A. KENNIOOTT.
THE GROVE P. 0., COOK CO., ILL.,

Will retail, at only 25 per cent above cost of produc-

tion. Nursery Trees, Shrubbery, Flowering Plants,

Small Fruits, Large Evergreens, etc., of 600 sorts

—

warranted good, true, and like to live. Price list and
infoemation, by mail, free. •

,
.

^

marSt

PROSPECTUS FOE THE

JOURNAL OF THE
Illinois iState Agricultural Society.
The Executive Committee of the Illinois State Ag-

ricultural Society believe the time has arrived, when
the publication of a Journal of the Society is impera-
tively demanded. Pursuant, therefore, to the duty
with which they are charged by the 5th section of the
Constitution of said Society, revised and adopted by
the meeting of delegates from County Agricultural
Societies, held on the Pair Grounds, at Jacksonville,
Sept., I860, they have made the necessary arrange-
ments for the issue of such Journal, monthly, com-
mencing with January, 1862.

Each number will contain at least 32 pages (octavo)
of reading matter, composed principally of such por-
tions of the Transactions of the State and County
Societies, and communications on the subjects of

AGRICULTURE IN ALL ITS BRANCHES,
Mechanics and Natural History, as may require early
publication.

All premiums offered and awards made hy the State
Society will appear in its columns.

All pertons, and especially Secretfiries and other
officers of County Societies, are respectfully requested
to communicate to the editor any matters of general
interest to the industrial classes, as may from time to

time arise in their respective localities.

To place the Journal within the reach of all, the
subscription price has been fixed at

FIFTY CENTS A YEAR

!

Barely sufficient to cover coat of publication, payable
invariably in advance.

Back numbers for the current year will be furnish-

ed untU. the edition is exhausted.
All subscriptions and communications may be for-

wai ded to the undersigned, Springfield, Ills.

: JOHN P. REYNOLDS,
Cor. Sec. and Editor Journal.

STANDAKD

SCALES
OF ALL KIXDS.

' Also, Warehouse Trucks, Letter Presses, Ac

FAIRBANKS, GREENLEAF & CO.
172 LAKE STREET, CHICAGO,

Sold in Springfield by

,, ^^ , *,,
E. B. PEASE.

Be careful and buy only the genuine. junel-ly

THE YELLOW NANSEMONO~
IS THE ONLY VARIETY OF SWEET POTATO 8 THAT

has given entire satisfaction in the northwest.- Our stock
of the above in store for next springjs unusually large, and
of the best quality—propagated from the

BEST LARGE POTATOES
Selected from many hundred bushels ; and the completion
of our railroad to Eockville will enable us to fill and forward
promptly all Cash Orders with which we may be favored, at
the very low price of if5 PER BARREL for eastern funds
Responsibib Agents Wanted in every county, town, and

village, to sprout small lots on halves, farmers can club
together and buy or sprout our potatoes in shares, and thus
secure good plants for themselves free of cost.

The Sweet Potato Cultueist, giving full directions for
Sprouting, Plantinu, Cultivating, and Keepiug, will be fur-
nished gratis to Agents and Customers ; and to others by
mail, jJOit paid, for twenty-five cents in stamps. Aderess,

;. W. TEM OK,
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FRUIT TREES
AT

WAR PRICES!

The subscriber would call the attention of those

desirious of planting Fruit and Ornamental Trees to

his large stock. He eas for Bale this fall and spring,

A FINE ASSORTMENT OF

Apples, Feach, Tear, CLerry, Pluin,

Nectarine, Apricot, Quince, Shade

Trees, Currants, Strawberries,

Blackberries, Gooseberries,

Cranberries, Raspber-

ries, Grape Roots

and Cuttings.

ALSO A LARGE STOCK OF

GREEI-HOUSE PLANTS.

DECIDUOUS AND

ORNAMENTAL TREES
AND

S H HUB S .

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES,

with ])rices annexed, will be sent, on application to

J. S. Cook, Walnut Hill Nurseries.

»5^ ORDERS RECEIVED FOR DEWEY'S
COLORED FRUIT PLATES, AND BLIF'S NEW
PLANTS. Lists sent on ftpphcation.

P. S.—Omnibuses pass the nurseries every hour

—

starting from Lewis' steam bakery, No. 172, Syca-
more street, four doors abore 5th street, Cincijuiati

Ohio,

.^f'S^ SECURITY. ^^

f^-Post office address

:

29, Cincinnati, 0.
J. S. COOK, Box

NcT6m,

LYON'S PATENT

lighMn^g^roos
Have been extensively used for five years in the states of

New England, New York, Pennsylvania, i. hio, Michigan,
Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin. Minnesota and Iowa, and
Jiave always given the most perfect satisfactiorf for every-
thing that science or experience has shown to bo essen-

tial to form PEUFEOT LIGHTNING KODS, has been
adopted in their construction.

Copper Kods have from^re to seven times as much
conducting power as new Iron Kods.

Oopper Rods do not rust but will retain their con-
ducting power for years. Copper Rods iiee(] no paint
E. Meriam, of Brooklyn, says, paint destroys the con-
ducting power of any Rod.

READ OVR CIRCULARS and see what the most
scientific and practical men in tbe country say of them.
We have reports from almost every one who has investi-

gated the science and principles of Electricity, and all

are in favor of our COPPER RODS. {Circulars sent free.}

Rods of various styles of Spiral, Tubular and Plat,

furnished in any quantities.

Public Buildings furnished with neat and compact
Bods, having Irom six to fifteen inches surface.

Single Rods sent by Express to any part of the country.

CAUTION.
« Lyon's Patent " bears date July 11th, 1854, and is for
the ' Metalic Surface," Ligfiininff Red. made in any and
every form where sheet Copper is used.

And any other Lightning Rod made of Slieet Copper,
(whether patented or not,) is an infringement upon our
Right, and all persons who buy, teU or use, are liable to

prosecution and damages, and will be dealt with according
to law. We are owners BY DEED of this Patent, for

the States of Illinois, Iowa; Wisconsin, Minnesota, Ken-
tucl-ii and Tennessee, and do hereby notifyalljpersons irour
Territory, to purchase such rods only of us or our au-
thorized Agents.

Orders or Commnnications addressed to

E P. MARSH & CO.
'

Post Office Box 3174,

Office. 160 South Water Street, Chicago, JttinMs,

pMPLOYMENT—A NEW ENTERPRISE.

The Franklin BewJng Machine Companv want a number of
active Local and Traveling Agents. A liberal salary and ex-
penses paid, or comm sson allowed. Address, wiih st mp,

HARRIS BROTHERS, Boston, Mass.
(Clip Ih'Boul for reference.)
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December.

Anotlier year will soon be numbered witla

the past—a year filled with stiring events

—

a irreat era in the history of the country.

What the final result may be, is not for us

to know. Until the time for its fulfilment,

we can only speculate on the issue, and like

all speculators, we fancy that our vision is a

clear one, looking into the dark and dimly-

lighted future, through the fogs and mists

of the past.

WHAT WE SEE.

Looking down the next decade of years,

we see great changes in the rural economy

of the State ; belts of trees encircling the

farms, great commercial orchards loaded

with choice fruit j vineyards rich with the

clustering grape
;

patches of tobacco on

nearly every homestead ; fields of cotton

everywhere south of the 40th parrallel;

the cereal grains yielding more profusely

and in larger breadth ; the great corn fields

changed to a mixed husbandry ; the great

stretches of prairie, now used by the herds-

man without charge—dotted over with

newly enclosed farms, and everywhere the

people are prosperous, because industrious,

and that industry repaid to a reasonable

extent. The great Pacific railway will then

be in process of building—preparing the

highway over which shall trundle the riches

of both the old world and the new. The

east and the west will want the products of

our soil. Our enormous water power and

vast coal mines will call hither manufactur-

ers, and we shall not only be a great agri-

cultural, but a great manufacturing State,

The waters of the Fox, the Rock and the

Mississippi, will turn thousands of spindless;

and the music of busy wheels shall give a

new impulse to the industry of the State.

The iron and copper of Lake Superior shall

come by lake and river, to he melted and

worked into articles of use, The south will

have become prosperous under the rule of

free institutions and of paid labor, compe-

ting in a healthy competition with the north-

ern border States and other parts of the

world, in the supply of cotton for the worlds

cheap clothing,—with the north for molas-

ses, sugar, tobacco and hemp. At the end

of this decade, we see the cotton States more

prosperous than ever before, for a large in-

fusion of northern energy, of northern tact

and of northern skill, will be diffused

through the bankrupt mass, reinvigorating

and re-enlivening the disorded material-

brains will overywhere be in demand to

make labor intelligent and useful. The pic-

ture looks bright, even through the smoke

of battle; for beyond it rises the down-

trodden Saxon, crushed beneath a system

that has made labor degrading. He that

said " in sweat shall thou earn thy bread,"

by that edict made labor honorable and im-

perative as well as universal.

In the duration of the war, we have not

been deceived; for great changes are not

the result of a day ; step by step, we are

approaching the end; slow, yet sure—but

no less certain of the result. "We are no

politician, but look upon passing events with

a cool and dispassionate vision.

The war has reached its 'culminating

point, and slowly it will fall back by the
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light of burning houses and ruined planta-

tions, leading out towards Mexico, where

the base spirits that set the ball in motion

• will overrun that unfortunate country. Wo
have lost no faith in the progress of the age,

but are prepared to see these wonderful

changes follow each other in quick fucces-

sion. It is but a few years since, we read

of railways constructed in England for the

purpose of passenger trafl&c, and our news-

papers discussing the propriety of their

practicability in the United States. A little

later and we rode from Schenectada to Al-

bany, a distance of sixteen miles in coaches

partly by steam and partly by horse-power

These coaches held some half a dozen pas-

sengers each, the conductor passing along

on the outside of the line of coaches to col-

lect the tickets, which were invariably paid

for before you were allowed to take a seat.

This was hailed as a wonderful stride in

the world's progress ; but now, people cease

to wonder at the net-work of iron that is

laid over the then wild prairies. If these

decades have accomplished so much, why

may we not expect to see in the next what

we have predicted ? We have the applian-

ces and the will to do it.

The Horse in the Stable,

If one would have a good horse on the road,

he must take care of him in the stable. To the

man that is fond of that noble animal, the horse,

the stable is no mean place which is the home of

his faithful servant. A part of the secret of the

differences among horses, may be found in the

different ways they are treated in the stable.

This building need not have the embellish-

ment of architecture, nor be made air-tight, but

it should be comfortable—made to promote the

comfort of its occupant. It should be well ven-

tilated, by allowing a draught of fresh air con-

stantly to pass through it, especially during the

warmer months. Do not allow the air of the

Btable to be made offensive and unhealthy by the

presence of ammonia escaping from the excre-

ments. Keep the air in your stable as sweet as

it is in your own house ; for such is necessary

for the health of a horse.

Plaster of paris used freely about the stable

is quite desirable—both on the score of comfort

and profit. It is cruel to foster a noble horse in

a stable where the air is suffocating on account

of noxious gases constantly generating and es-

caping for want of a few quarts of some absor-
bent.

The floor of the stall should not have much in-

clination— only enough to allow the water to pass
off. The more level the surface on which a
horse stands, the better.

It is said that " sprung knees " are occa-

sioned partly by standing on a steep floor in the

stable. That such a floor is not pleasant for the
horse, is clearly seen in the fact that when such
a stall is wide, the horse will stand across his

stall in order to find the most level position.

Let the horse feel as naturally as possible in

the stable. He has been furnished with a long
neck in order that he may reach down to feed, as
he does in the pasture, and not that he may
reach up, and pull out a small lock of hay from
ihc rack. Give a horse a manger to feed out of,

so that he can enjoy ealing, aod do not oblige

him to steal his fodder from a rack, with narrow
spaces, as though he did not deserve his keeping.
It is thought that a horse Avill waste his hoy if

he is fed from a manger ; tut he will not if he
has good hay given in proper quantities.

The best horesemen say, feed your horse as
you do yourself. Give him his breakfast, din-

ner and supper, and nothing between meals.
It is a mistakea kindness that keeps hay contin-

ually before a horse. AVhen he has more hay
before him than he can eat up clean, he wastes
it, or eats more than his system requires.

A horse should have enough to eat, and then,

if not in use, should stand three or four hours
with nothing before bim. Such a course ol

treatment keeps his appetite keen, and he relishes

his dinner.

Let him have a generous supply of good bed-
ding. A horse enjoys a good, nice bod as much
as a man, and why should he not have it ? A
good horse deserves it. Because he cannot com-
plain of sleeping in the wet and dirt of the

stable, or on hard plank, let no man thiuk that

his horse does not appreciate such favors as a
good bed. He will lie down during the day oc-

casionally, if he is well cared for. For summer
use, saw-dust makes excellent bedding. It is

cool, sweet and even ; and also keeps the stall in

a bealhy condition.

A supply of fresh, clean water is indispensible

to the comfort of man and beast. I have noticed

that my horse drinks the most heartUy after eat-

ing her supper, about eight o'clock in the eve-

ning.

Grooming is one of the civilties of the stable,

and ought to be attended to daily. It not only

causes a horse to look well, but it promotes
health. A faithful groom is equal lo two quarts

of oats.

Such attention paid to a good horse is by no
means like "casting pearls before swine." He
who does it, and treats his horse kindly, is supe

of his reward.— Veterinary Journal.

8@„President Lincoln, though exempted spec-

ially by the national tax law from the provisions

of the act, has directed to be deducted from his

salary, just as if he were not exempt.

e sure you are right, then go ahead.
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The May Cherry.

Yellow Fleshed Peaches— White Fleshed Peaches—
Peaches at South Pass—Apples at South Pass—
Willson's Albany at South Pass—and Cedar for

Screen—Evergreens on the Prairies—Decidious

Trees on the Prairies—Fvergreens make the

Climate Warmer.

Flushing, Oct. 13, 1862.

M. L. Dunlap, Esq., Champaign, Ills.

:

Dear Sir :—I notice in your April number

some statements on which I will make short

comments. Kentish Cherry of Downing is the

same as the Early Richmond, so called on ac-

count of its being found by Wm. Prince, in 1793,

growing in gardens at Richmond, Virginia, where

lie obtained it, and not knowing then its real

name, he called it "Early Richmond." The Sy-

monyms quoted by Downing are correct.

Large Early York and George the Fourth

Peaches are identical. Early Barnard and Ear-

ly Crawford are both inferior to Bergen's Yel-

low peach ; all yellow fleshed peaches belong to

the Alberge family, and their characteristic is

acidity. The Orange Melacoton and Rose Hill

Melacoton are, however, exceptions and of ex-

cellent ilavor. On the other hand, the general

characteristic of white fleshed peaches is sweet-

ness. I don't see, among the varieties cultivated

at South Pass, many of our best peaches, such

as the early and late Admirable, Gross, Mig-

nonne, Bourdine Gorgas, Madeleine, Malta, Ni-

vette, Oldmixon, free and cling, Chinese Honey,

Lady Parpam, President, Excelsior, Scotts,

Magnate and Nectar ; and none of the splendid

late clings that ripen the beginning of October,

such as the Paris de Pomme, Pavietardif or

October Scarlet, Admirable, Tippecanoe and

Old Newington ; and none of the fine October

free stones.

And among the early apples, the five best ap-

pear to be ignored, the Blinkbonny, Garretson's

Early, Sinequanon and Summer Pearmain, for

eating, and Corse's Favorite, the best of all for

cooking. The deficiency seems quite as striking

in the autumnal and winter varieties. It is to be

hoped they will not make as bad selection in

pears, as that would be more fatal than with

other fruits.

In strawberries the growers are now taking the

mistaken lesson in the adoption of the Wilson, as

has been previously done elsewhere, while all

the older growers have abandoned it ; and even

Mr. Knox, who pnfFed it beyond measure, has

ploughed it under. Its utter sourness, and its

yielding only one crop of such berries proved too

much for longer endurance. That crop, howev-

er, was double the quantity that the present new
favorite of many, the Triomphe de Gand will

produce ; the test fields of the Wilson yielding

about two-thirds the quantity produced by the

Diadem, Victorine, Suprema, Scarlet Magnate,

and other really productive varieties.

BED CEDAR.

I notice you are planting much on the prairies

of your State. Plant two to three feet we can

supply at six dollars per hundred, or fifty dol-

lars per thousand, which is as cheap as to grow
them, and five years are thus saved. Also seeds

in any quantity. I can conceive no reason why
the hardy pines and spruces should not flourish

on your prairies ; and also the Honey Locust,

Yellow Locust, Abele, Silver Maple, and a multi-

tude of other trees I could name. And these, by
the shelter they would aflFord, would ameliorate

the climate, and be especially beneficial in shield-

ing cattle and sheep. Are you aware of the

very important fact that, .during winter, in the

immediate vicinity of evergreen trees the atmos-

phere is many degrees milder than in the vicin-

ity of deciduous trees, or where there are no

trees at all. I advance this as a problem. Solve

it who can. I feel that I am competent to ex-

pound it; but desire to hear from others.

Yours fraternally,

Wm. R. Prince.

P. S. I send you the seeds of several beauti-

ful varieties of the perennial Supinus Polypbyl-

lus of California, whose Alpine mining regions

comprise the loveliest floral region of the globe.

—In the February No., page 44, we have

traced the history of the May Cherry from Vir-

ginia to the West, and back again to New York

and now we thank Mr. Prince for this last link

in the chain. We think the fact is now fully

established that the May Cherry of the West is

identical with the Kentish of Downing. And
that another fact is also established, that the

Early Montmorency, and other varieties have been

sent out under the name of "Early Richmond,"

thus making confusion worse confounded. The

May Cherry was introduced into the northern

part of this state in '46, the next year after the

first edition of Downing Fruits was published,

and was well known in Kentucky under the
name of Early May for a long time previous

;

but this fact doubtless did not come under his
observation.
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The finer varieties of peaclies have not been

tested at South Pass, nearly all of the old stock

of trees having come from St. Louis and Alton,

with a few from Rochester. A gentleman who
takes a deep interest in fruit culture in our State

has ordered from France two hundred trees of the

choicest varieties known there. These trees will

be handed over to the peach growers ^t South

Pass, for trial.

An immense number of varieties of apples have

been planted at that point, but have not yet

fruited. It must be recollected that half a dozen

years have not intervened since the planting of

the new orchards, hence so little is known of

other thf.n the varieties found in the old or-

chards. It would be difficult to make any per-

son believa that a better autumn apple than the

Buckingham could be found anywhere. AVith

Keswick'i Codlin and Buckingham for summer

and autr.i^'.n cooking, Yellow Beilflowerfor winter

they are ^uite well content ; while AVinesaps,

Vrhite Wiuter Pearmaia, Smith's Cider, Willow

Twig and Piawle's Janet do not make a bad list

for the tal-e. An article on the culture of straw-

berries at that point must go over to next month,

in which ve show that the Wilson will continue

popular for soma time to come, and that it is

more at home there than at any other point.

Eed Cedars are abundant at the South part of

the State, and cost but a trifle for plants six to

eight indies high. We have always fancied that

an evergreen shelter was warmer than one of de-

cidious trees, but attributed it to the density of

the foliage. Our farmers are becoming alive to

the value of tree planting, and the next ten years

will materially modify our climate from this

cause.—Ei>.

Fruit Trees.

M. L. Dunlap, Esq., Editor Illinois Farmer :

Will you or some of your correspondents fur-

nish, through the columns of your paper, a list

of fruit trees for an orchard of 3,000 trees, to be

planted in the southern part of the State, for the

purpose of raising fruit for market, with a view

of obtaining the greatest amount of profit. The

orchard to consist of apples, pears and peaches,

1,000 trees of each. The list to specify the num-

ber of trees of each variety to be planted.

M. & B.

—Will not some of our readers respond to the

above. We do not expect that one person can

give the data for the several kinds of fruit, and

we shall be just as well pleased to have them re-

ported from diflferent individuals. Our readers

are well aware of the fact that in no part of the

world is the apple more at home than in Western

New York. There we do not hear of tender va-

rieties, or the running out of old sorts
;
yet at

a meeting of the Pomological Society of Western

New York, a few years since, in answer to the

question, what varieties to plant in a market or-

chard of 1000 trees, a promineat member replied

that he would plant 999 Baldwins, and as to the

other tree, he was not sure whether he would set

a Baldwin or a Rhode Island Greening ; and so

general was this opinion that few, if any, would

plant less than half to three-fourths of that vari-

ety, filling up mainly with Greening. It is well

known that these varieties are of little value at

the West, from two facts : one is, that they are

not hardy in all locations, and in the next place,

that the fruit will not keep well ; being late fall,

and early winter. It is possible that Rawle's

Janet, AVinesap, Smith's Cedar, White Pippin,

or some other variety may hold the same posi-

tion in the south part of the State as the Baldwin

in Western New York ; and the same may be said

of the pear—while the cherry is already reduced

to one leading variety. (Kentish of Downing)

May Cherry of the West. It is true that we be-

gin to look for the best, instead of the greatest

number of varieties.

The State Horticultural Society, at its late

Fair, as will be seen in the report in last num-
ber, have, through one of its committees

on fruits, composed of the ablest fruit growei^s

in the West, pronounced the Keswick Codlin

the best cooking apple for summer ; Maiden's

Blush for autumn, and Winesap for winter.

AVe must go one step further, and make the

same decision for the table. Let us hear from

all parts of the State on this subject.

—

Ed.
<•»-

Turnips for Milch Cows.— Milo Smith of

Northamton, in a communication to the Home-
stead, made the following statement : "We tried

one of our best cows in milk recently, that was
fed a half a bushel of turnips a day in addition

to her other feed, by weighing her milk carc"

fully for one week. We then left ofi" feeding the

turnips, while her other food was precisely the

same. She dropped off on her milk from two to

three quarts per day, and on returning the feed

of turnips, she came back within three days to

her full flow of miik. This difference in the
quantity of milk, as we sell ours, makes the tur-

nips worth from fifteen to eighteen cents per
bushel, and I think they can be raised for much
less than that."

<•»

The most impudent of all things ia a mirror,

it is continually casting reflections.
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Draining Lengthens the Season.—This fact

is of such importance that we copy every illus-

tration meeting our notice. Land that can be

TTorked early in the spring, and put in good or-

der for crops, even in unfavorable seasons, is

much more valuable than that subject to drown-

ing out with every fall of rain. The editor of

the New England Farmer notices an experiment

in draining, made by himself, at some length,

from which we extract the following :

" A part of the autumn work on our farm has
been that of finishing the drainage of a piece of

land commenced in 1857. The locality is a nar-

row valley, surrounded on three sides by higher
land, and only the south-east side was then
opened. The upland on the edge of the valley

was plowed the preceding spring, but so wet was
it, that the work could not be done until the 27th
of May, and even then with difficulty, so thor-

oughly soken was the soil. On the following
spring, and so on ever since this land has been
worked with comfort, and some portions of it

even made into garden-beds any time after the
ilOth of April ! At the time of draining, the
meadow was dotted with hossock grass, rushes,
and skunk cabbage, which all disappeared in the

course of two years, without the aid of plowing,
re-seeding or heavy manuring ; nothing being
applied but a very light dressing of composted
manure. It will be seen, then, that the season
for farm operations on this piece of land has been
lengthened in the spring about five weeks ! be-

yond what it was before drainage hati taken
place. The period of growth and ripening has
also been considerably extended. These results,

however, would scarcely justify the belief that

this land is capable of producing crops such as

are matured in a climate several degrees farther

south. Far from it. But it will produce and
mature the most abundant crops that it would
have utterally failed to bring before, and bring
them at about one-hslf the cost of labor that is

required on wet and heavy land!"

Cut off the Back Legs of Tour Chaiks.—

I

will tell you a secret worth knowing. A thous-
and things, not worth half as much, have been
patented and elevated into a business. It is

this : If you cut off the back legs of your chairs

so that the back part of the seat will be two in-

ches lower than the front part, it will greatly re-

lieve the fatigue of sitting, and keep your spine

in much better shape. The principal fatigue in

sitting, comes from your sliding forward, and
thus straining the ligaments and muscles in the

small of the back. The expedient I have advised

will obviate this tendency, and, as I have sug-

gested, add greatly to the comfort and healthful-

ness of the sitting posture, The front edge of a

chair should not be more than fifteen inehes high

for the average man, nor more than fourteen for

the average woman. The average chair is now
seventeen inches high ; for all, which no amount
of slanting in the seat can make comfortable.

—

Lewis' Gymnasium.

Butternut Stock for Peaches.—The Prairie

Farmer states that " an extensive peach grower
of St. Joseph, Michigan, lately informed us that
he was intending to try butternut stock for pea-
ches quite extensively next year. He is confi-

dent of success, claiming that the borer, which
is now causing much trouble in that section, will

not harm them. We have known of experiments
of this kind but have no report of the success
after bearing commenced. What have our wes-
tern tree planters to say of the promise of this

stock ?"

There can be no doubt of the value of the but-
ternut for stock, especially a stock of boards.

—

Illinois Farmer, Sept.

Well friend " Rural," a stock of knowledge
and assurance is a good thing, as well as a stock
of butternut boards, and if you are not already
overstocked with the former, perhaps the foUow-
experience of Dr. Hahn, now one of the most
prominent physicians of this city, may be of value

to you. In the year 1840, this gentleman, then
residing in Waterloo, New York, budded peaches
upon butternut stock. This was done in the

month of July. They lived and grew well, and
in due time commenced bearing, and have con-
tinued to give peaches nearly every year till

now. The borer has not troubled them, and it

will be noticed that the life of the peach tree,

there usually from five to seven years, has been
prolonged to more than twenty years. His
method is to go into the grove in July, select

young trees the size of one's finger and bud
them, letting them remain there till the fall of

the following year, when they may be transplan-

ted in the desired location. If the stocks are
grown from the nuts in the nursery, bud and let

remain in nursery rows the same. The only ob-

jection he has found to them is the great
height they attain, rendering the gathering of

the fruit more inconvenient.

—

Prairie Farmer.

— We should like to see Dr. Hahn demonstrate

the above in Chicago, and shall then give in our

faith to the fact. Butternut and black walnut

have been repeatedly tried as a stock for pea-

ches, and the above is the first intimation of

success that we have seen. It is possible that it

may be done, but our faith in its practicability

is very slight, indeed.

If the Dr. has done it at Waterloo, we see no

reason why he might not succeed in Chicago, ba-

ting the risk of winter-killing the buds. Some
of the Chicago gardeners must have the stocks

for the trial.

—

Ed.
<»

Catawba Brandy,—Dr. Ilsley, of the Evening
Courier, in speaking of the effects of this article,

says : " It is a curious physiological fact, well
known to the residents of the west, but of which
the general reader may be ignorant, that the
habitual drinking of catawba brandy has an in-
variably tendency to induce insanity or idiotcy."
We should like to know what other kind of

brandy the 'habitual use" of which will not
produce similar if not worse results ?
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Rye Converted to Chess.

I have been an attentive reader of the articles

in your paper in reference to wheat and rye turn-

ing to chess. I will state a fact : In July, 1861,

desiring to try an experiment of sowing rye

with buckwheat, which I have seen do well and
be remunerative, I sowed about four acres with

rye and buckwheat. My crop of buckwheat was
gathered and yielded well. The rye crop, in

about two weeks after, looked well and promised

fair.

In September I sowed another lot of six acres

with rye, the same seed.

Last spring in looking at the rye upon the

buckwheat stubble, it presented a strange ap-

pearance, and at the proper season a better crop

of chess in head, no farner need have desired.

Three-fourths of the field was chess. This was
cut green,—fed to the cows, and was eaten with

avidity.

The rye sown in September was reaped and
gathered in season, acd was free from chess.

Another fact under my observation : It is a

custom with our farmers to soak their seed wheat
in strong brine—the shrivelled, small and blas-

ted grains, together with foul seed, chess, cockle,

etc., float and are skimmed off.

A neighbor of mine, preparing to sow wheat,

in which was a good deal of shrunken grains, but

otherwise clean, soaked it in brine, and the

shrunken wheat was skimmed off. Finding that

he did not have quite seed enough to finish his

lot—there being a small angle in a corner, un-
sown—he sowed this shrunken and shrivelled

wheat, and the next year his wheat crop, except

this angle, was free from chess, and his corner

of shrivelled wheat was a chess crop, free from

wheat. C.

Morristoivn, JV. J.

We give place to this communication merely to

explain how easily all weeds fiud their way into

cultivated crops. A weed is any plant that has

small seeds that become mixed with the seed of

crops, or otherwise spread in the soil, and that

are extremely hardy and spread under adverse

circumstances. Out of many thousand native

and introduced plants, a very few have become
excessively troublesome as weeds, and chess is

among the number. The soil may contain mil-

lions of minute seed all through it, without con-

stituting a ten-thousandth part of its bulk, and
wholly imperceptible on close examination, re-

maining dormant, as all seeds do, when buried

too deep, but springing into vegetation when
brought near the surface. Luxuriant crops of-

ten keeps such weeds smothered down, till some
accident occurs to kill the crop, when the weeds
spread upward and take the space thus given to

them. Hence, superficial observers and hasty

reasoners think that the plants of the disappeared
crop have actually turned into the loeeds.

The seeds of the chess plant require a million

to a bushel, and ten thousand, or one-hundredth
of a bushel, would seed an acre, one plant to ev-

ery two feet square,—as we have often seen
them cover a square yard when they had plenty
of room to grow in. These ten thousand seed

would constitute but a two-millionth part of the

soil, and would never be detected till growing.
The seeds are also very hardy, and may be scat-

tered in manure, and many other ways. They
will grow and bear a few seed when less than six

inches high, under a dense growth of wheat and
rye, but when anything happens to kill the crop,

these little plants spring up and spread in wild
luxuriance. Knowing these characteristics, any
one could have known by reasoning beforehand,
that cases would continually occur among care-

less farmers, where they would think their crops
had changed to the weed—or to any other weed
that would alike take its place. Such cases are

accordingly occuring daily—they are reported to

us very often ; and we have no doubt that there

are at least a thousand of our readers, and per-

haps many thousands, who have often heard just

such statements as the one here given by our

correspondent. Keeping in view the character

of the chess weed, and its readiness to usurp the

place of an injured and destroyed crop, there

will not be the slighest difficulty in accounting in

several different ways, for its abundant appear-

ance, whenever poor, shrivelled or worthless seed

is sown ; or having started, has been destroyed
in any way. It is needless to spend time and
space upon the subject, and we are surprised

that after it has been so repeatedly and satisfac-

torily explained, just such cases as we have

heard one thousand times, should be so often re-

peated.— Country Gentleman.

— It is probable that three-fourths of the far-

mers of this State are firm believers in the chess

theory, and we would recommend every slovenly

farmer to take stock in it, thus throwing from

his own shoulders the credit of bad farming.

—

Ed.

To Preserve Stakes and Posts—We very
frequently hear inquiries for some process that

will prevent stakes and posts from rotting where
they are sunk in the ground. The following

gives a method at once simple and cheap, and
which is worth a trial

:

"Quite recently, while walking in the garden
with the Hon. J. W. Fairfield, Hudson, N. Y., he
called my attention to the small stakes which
supported the raspberry canes. The end in the

ground, as well as the patt above, was as sound
and bright as if lately made ; but he informed

me that they had been in constant use for twelve

years ! Said I, " Of course they are cyanized?"

"Yes," he replied, "and the process is so sim-

ple and cheap that it deserves to be universally

known, and it is simply this : One pound of blue

vitrei to twenty quarts of water. Dissolve the

vitrei with boiling water, then add the remain-

der.
" The end of the stick is then dropped into the

solution, and left to stand four or five days ; for

shingles, three days will answer, and for posts

six inches square, ten days. Care is to be taken

that the saturation takes place in a metal vessel

or keyed box, for the reason that any barrel will

be shrunk by the operation so as to leak. In-

stead of expanding an old cask, as other liquids

do, this shrinks them. Chloride of zinc, I am
told, will answer the same purpose, but the
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blue vitral is, or was formerly, very cheap, tiz :

from three to six cents per pound."
Mr. Fairfield informed me that the French gov-

ernment are pursuing d similar process with

every item of timber now used in ship building,

and that they have a way of forcing it into the

trees in the forest as soon as cut, ejecting the

sap and cyanizing it all on the spot. I have not

experimented with it, but Mr. Fairfield's success

seemed to be complete.

The process is so simple and cheap as to be
within the convenience of every farmer, and
gardener even, and I therefore thought it so val

uable as to warrant a special notice of it.

—

I^ew

Jersey Earmer.

-«•»-

About Corned Beef.—VFhen beef is fresh it

contains considerable blood, which is drawn out

by the brine. If the meat is left in this bloody
mixture, it will require a much larger quantity
of salt to pre-erve it, particularly through warm
weather. My plan is to make a brine by using

for every hundred pounds of beef, five pounds of

salt, one -fourth of an ounce of saltpeter, and
one pound of brown sugar. This is dissolved in

just enough water to cover the meat, and poured
upon it. When it has been in this brine two
weeks, I take out the meat, let it drain, pour a

fresh brine over it, and then it will be good the
season through.

The cook who uses corned beef should not be
so ignorant or indolent as to delay putting it over
the fire until an hour before dinner. A good
sized piece requires three or four hours steady
boiling to do it jusiice. Insuificient boiling

must be made up for by extra chewing. Always
have the water boiling when the meat is dropped
in ; otherwise the sweetness will be drawn out

into the water. A boiling heat hardens the outer

surface at once, and thus keeps in the juices

which give richness, and which contains most of

the nou'ishment. An excellent way of cooking
corned beef is to have a large boiler with a wire
or wooden rack on the bottom for the meat to

rest over the water. When the water boils, place

the me it upon the rack and put on the cover of

the boiler with a cloth over it to keep in the

steam. The heat of the steam will rise above
the boiling point and penetrate the meat and
cook it more quickly and better than could be
done by boiling.

—

American Farmer.

<••

The "After-Growth" of Grass.—A distant

friend writes: "I have a large quantity of sec-

ond crop on my mowing fields, and the question

is what to do with it. Shall I cut it for hay or

feed it off ? My stubble fields are also full of

young grass and clover, the season having been
very favorable to a catch. Is it advisable to let

whole growth lay on the ground, or is it better

to mow it, or feed it off ? If it is to be fed off,

what kind of stock shall be turned on ?"

In regard to the first of the above questions,

we may say, that whether the second crop of

mowing-fields should be cut, or fed off, or let

alone, depends on various circumstances. If

there is, as stated by our correspondenl, a

" large quantity" of grass on the ground, it is

advisable, even in reference to the land, or to

the amount and quality of the next crop, to take
off, in some way, at least a portion. If the crop
is needed more for winter feeding than for im-
mediate consumption, it may be made into hay.

As we have remarked on previous occnsions, af-

ter-math or rovcen hay is, when properly cured,
of the very best quality in reference to (he pro-
duction of beef, mutton, or milk. On fields

which were mowed early, the second growth ia

generally large, this season. Most farmers in
this section will cut some for hay, besides leav-

ing considerable to feed off. It will be better

for the succeeding crop to cut it pretty soon, to

give time for the grass to start a little before the

frosts sets in. A certain amount of covering for

the roots is beneficial ; but too thick a coating
affords harbor to field mice, which do much in-

jury, and, besides, "smothers out" the grass
more or less.

Probably as a general thing, it is better for

the land, or for the next crop of grass, to feed

off the after-math. On the ground that is not
wet, the sward is generally made firmer, evener.

and the herbage thicker and finer, by the tread
of cattle in connection with their grazing. They
should not be allowed to leave the ground too
bare at the close of the season.

—

Boston Culti-

vator.

nm» —

Wintering Bees.—It seems to be an under-
stood fact that bees should be wintered in a
warm place ; that is, not out of doors in the

open air. They should not remain in winter
where they are in summer. It is remarkable
how many people there are that yet oppose this

theory. They refer you to " wild swarms that

harbor in trees," where the greatest amount of

honey, they say, is found. It is somestimes true

about the honey. But it must be considered
that bees in general are well-wintered in trees;

and bee-keepers may here learn a lesson. It is

the tree—the thick sides surrounding the colony
—that protects the bees.

The other day in mentioning to a bee-keeper,

who never reads, but gets his knowledge from
experience, that the books say that bees will

sometimes starve in the midst of honey in win-
ter. I was surprised to hear him say, " Yes, sir,

I have had them often die that way."
" But what causes it ?"

"Well, my opinion is they can't get out of
their place on account of the cold. The moment
they attempt it they are chilled, and rather than
be frozen to death, they will stick together and
starve. I have kept my bees buried in the snow,
and kept them out of the snow. I shall here-
after keep them in the chesse-room."
"What is that for?"
" There they are dry ; and when the weather

gets cold I shall warm the room. I shall keep
the room dark?"

" You have never tried it ?"

" No. But I have seen it tried. I saw it done
last winter, and not a swarm of the whole died,
but came out clean and fine. Everybody else

loss bees that kept them out-doors,— Val. Farm,
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The Kirkbridge White, or the Yellow

or White June Apple.

Downing describes the Kirkbridge White as

follows: "Tree of rather slow growth; an
early nnd abundant bearer. Fruit Celow med-
ium, oblong ovate, very irregular, ribbed , skin,

yeliovrish white ; stalk short and small in a nar-

row cavity ; calyx small and closed ; segments
long, rcflesed ; basin narrow; flesh white, ten-

der, iuicy, sub-acid ; ripe soon after the early

harvest, and continues in use for tour or five

week'-'^ ; popular in some scotions of the west,"
Elliot de^jjribes it thus : " Medium in size or

rather large ; oval ; ribbed ; tapering equally to

each end, and blunt at the ends; skin smooth,

pale yellow ; stem short; cavity and basin both

very narrow ; flesh very tender, sub-acid, fine

grained
;
good latter part of summer."

Heury Ward Beecher, in his " Fruits, Flow-
ers and Farming," gives the following:

"Not found in any catalogues but those of

western nurseries. The upright, wood strong

and stubbed; grows slow while young, but vig-

orously when fully established ; ripens its wood
early in autumn; not subject to frost- blight

;

bears moderately young and is very prcductive.

Its fruit ripens in succession for six weeks from
first of July to middle of August, and is peculi-

arly valuable on that account; color nearly

white ; it is largest at the base and tapers regu-

larly to the eye, and is ribbed ; flavor luild,

pleasani acid ; flesh melting, aud, if fully ripe,

breaks to pieces in falling to the ground."

At the meeting of the Illinois State Horticul-

tural Society, held at Chicago in December 18G1,

this fruit, under the name of Yellow June, was
added to the list for trial. The following testi-

mony was given concerning it. Mr. Kimball, of

Rockford, fcaid it was very successful in his lo-

cality, and a special favorite with train-boys.

Succeeded the Ked June. Dr. Haskell hud seen

the same apple under the name of Kirkbridge

White Mr. Beeler, of Indianapolis, ?aid the

description was that of the Kirkbridge White of

his section. Several knew it as the White June.

At the meeting of the Missouri State Horticul-

tural Society, at St. Louis, in January, 18G2, the

following testimony was given concerning the

Kirkbridge White : Dr. Morse said it was a fine

thrifty tree, its fruit good, of fair size, and a fine

yellow color. Dr. McPherson had had it in bear-

ing for five years. Its growth was peculiarly

beautiful—in the shape of a vase—could get per-

fect fruit from it every dfiy for six weeks. Mr.

Votaw had seen the apple at the mouth of the

Meramec and elsewhere, and thought well of it.

Thus much I have been able to find concern-

ing the above apples which I suppose to be iden-

tical. The description given by Elliott is not

quite in agreement, but otherwise I see no con-

flict of testimony.

My own experience with it is equally satisfac-

tory as to its merits. It is, and has been for

more than a generation, a favorite apple in this

locality. It is a hardy, long-lived, and fruitful

tree ; not lirge but handsome. The fruit is not

large, but nearly always fair, tolerably early and

of god quality. It ripens with me a little after

the lied June. It is an eariy bearer ; a tree

four years in the orchard has a fair crop this

year. It is very prolific ; its tendency is to over-

bear, making the fruit too small for some pur-
poses. I have just gathered thirty barrels from
ten trees, leaving a large quantity of over ripe

and small fruit which was unfit for shipping.

Three barrels of saleable apple^^ I consider a very
good yield, one tree with another,— Vai. Farm.

SoEGiiUM Cane for Analysis.—We have be-

fore spoken of the desire of the Commissioner of

Agriculture to obtain specimens of the new var-

ieties of cane grown on different soil« for the

purpose of analysis, The following circular has
been addressed to the secretaries of county agri-

cultural societies, to obtain their aid in the pro-

ject:

The chief chemist of this department is cow
engaged in an investigation of the sorghum, the

result of which will be given to the public in the

next annual report, and I shall esteem it as a

special favor to the department if you will aid

him in procuring some specimens, say :

1st. Of canes, packed in boxes, jierfoiated

for ventilation. Cut off, merely the roofs, aiid so

much of the tops as are usually rejected, say
two or three specimens from different soils. Let
these specimens of cane be five to six feet long

if the nature of the cane will bear it. Attach to

each specimen a card with letters, say " A, E,

C, etc."

In referring to each bundle and letter attached,

stite the kind of cane ; where the seed ^s ob-

tained ; the nature or principal composition of

the soil iu which it was grown, and other inter-

esting particulars connected with the crop.

2d. Procure two or three specimens of crys-

talized uga-.

8d. Trccurc the spme of syrup, and number
or letter each specimen and give a short account

of the manner in which the crystalized sugar

and sj'rup were obtained ; and especially, whether
any leaf or other crystalized sugar has been added
to facilitate the graining of the yield, and if so,

what proportion.

Of course these specimens wi'l be fully annl-

ized by the chemist, and it will be one of his

principal aims, to ascertain the kind and compo-
sition of soil best adapted to produce crystalized

sugar, and that best adapted for the pi eduction

of svrup or molasses; and in order to aid that

part of his investigatton, I wish you would be

careful to give as correct, and specific date, as to

the soil from which each specimen was produced,

as you possibly can.

It will greatly oblige this department if you
will give this request your kind and early atten-

tion. Yery respectfully,

Isaac Net.ton, Com'r.

Department of Agriculture,

Wash.,D. C, Oct. 27th, 18C2.

B^^Let none of us cherish or invoke the

spirit of religious fanaticism ; the ally would be
quite as pestilent as the enemy.
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Pure Water for Stock.—A good draught of

good water is, probably, as refreshing to beasts

as it is to people. But in the month of August,

nearly all domestic animals suffer far more than

we immagine, for want of good water. Sheep
will thrive far better if they can have plenty of

pure water ; and if milch cows must drink stag

nant water wherever they can find it, how is it

possible for them to give their usual flow of good
milk. It is impracticable for them to do it.

Some people allow water to stand in troughs
day after day, many times, and compel their an-

imals to drink it all up. Did such people ever

drink water from an old dirty slop pail after it

had been allowed to stand in the sunshine for

two or three days? Let them try the experi-

ment of such water, and wait for the result, and
then they t-ill be prepared to express a correct

opinion, whether or not such water is as good
for stock, in the sultry days of August, as pure
cold water would be.

Water troughs and water tanks should be
cleaned frequently, during the hot dnys of Aug-
ust, and fresh water pumped into them several

times during the day.

Milch cows require a vast quantity of pure
water in hot weather, in order to pi oduce their

usual flow cf good mild.

—

Country Gentleman.

Unquiet Milch Cows.—One of the greatest

errors in overcoming cows that are unquiet while

being milked, is to whip, beat, kick and brawl at

them. This is generally done, and the cow be-

comes afraid or angry, and, instead of becoming
better, grows worse. Milch cows cannot be
whipped or terrified into standing quietly and
gently during milking. They dislike to be milk-

ed, for they know that hard words and hard
blows always attends the operation. They dread
to see the milker as a little urchin dreads to see

the birch rod in the hands of the angry peda-
gogue Avheri he expects to see it applied to his

back. A cow, kindly and properly treated, is

pleased to see the mi'ker, gladly awaits his or her

approach, and submits with pleasure to the ope-

ration of being milked. Every one having ex-

perience with cows knows this to be true. Bat
the cow is opposed to a change of milkers; she

soon becomes attached to one person who per-

forms the operation, and does not willingly and
freely give down her milk to another person

;

therefore, have one regular milker to certain

cows, &ad bear in mind if you change milkers it

is at the expense of a loss of milk and of an in-

jury to the cow. All animals are appreciative

of kind treatment and resent abusive treatment.

It is their nature or instinct to do this. There-

fore, if you would have them gentle and quiet,

treat them gently and kindly. See that those

who milk them can control themselves, govern

their passions, speak low and kindly under any
provocation, and soon the cows will learn that

they are not going to be abused, and will submit

to the operation. Milking should be performed
at regular hours, not varying fifteen minutes

from one day to the other. No talking or laugh-

ing should be permitted at the time, and it

should be done as speedily as possible.

—

Ex.

Wool Growing at the West— General

Hints Thereon.

This branch of stock growing is receiving

largely increased attention throughout our Wes-
tern States ; partly caused by the war and in-

creased demand for wool consequent, and partly

owing to the partial failure and low price of

wheat, and to the fact that pork sells low com-
pared with former years. In this increase of

sheep, as we predicted in this Journal three

years ago, no hin ieriag cause has been found
and no new enemy developed. The present year
has been a remarkably wet one, andj'et sheep in

larger numbers than ever befare have pastured

tbe prairie in perfect health.

Many farmers almost unacquainted with sheep

and wool growing have invested in flocks the

past summer. The coming winter may prove a
dear "experience school" to them and cause

them to wish heir money back again.

In sheep growing there are 'three distinct sour-

ces of profit sought, viz : increase of number by
natural propagation; growth or increase of size

and weight, and annual product of wool. The
fattening of sheep for mutton exchis"ve y, con-

stitutes a branch of business by itself.

The three objects above noted are the chief

aim of Vv'estern sheep growers. The ewe used
in breeding should possess as nearly as possible

the points of excellence desired in the offspiing.

They should at least be one year old, of good,

strong constitution, have air, exercise and faith-

ful diet. The lamb will thrive finely if the dam
be strong, healthy, and a good breeder. Prairie

storms are exceedingly severe on lambs, and
they require good shelter, dry undtr foot. Those
farmers who have discarded swine for sheep,

should bear in mind that a hog reeve and shep-

herd are quite separate occupations^. The hog,

though native of a warm climate^ will thrive, if

well fed, without shelter ; the sheep vrill suffer

far more, and its increase frequently perish.

The ewe, healthy, well fed and sheUered, will

generally realize the food hopes of the shepherd

for increase. Growth afterward is natural, easy

and rapid. Good health is necessary, which re-

quires dry pastures and proper food—subjects

for study not eas'ly exhausted.

The annual product of wool depends much
upon the health of the sheep, both for strength

and beauty of fiber and also weight of fleece.

The three sources of increase above named
closely looked after, and there will be small

chance of failure in making wool or sheep grow-
ing a remunerative branch of Western hus^ban-

dry. W^e have the summer range wi'hout limit,

and winter forage superior and more abundant
than any other portion of the earth visited by
us. Let it no longer be said the prairies are un-
suited to the production of sheep and wool.

—

American Stock Journal.

Jg^^The following curious epitaph, it is said,
may be found in a graveyard in Italy : " Here
lies Estelia, who transported a large fortune to

heaven in acts of charity, and has gone thither
to enjoy it."
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Remarks on Summer and Autumnal

Planting.

The months of Augu3i and Septemher are the

preferabls periods in the State of New York, and
in the States to the North of it, for transplant-

ing the following articles, and the month of

September and October for the States adjoining

on the south as far as the Potomac, and the

months of October and November for the more
Southern States.

STilAWBEKEIKS.

These if planted at periods above stated, will

produce a fair crop the ensuing su tamer. They
should be planted in beds of three feet wide,

with four rows of plants lengthwise, and at a

foot each way, and'allowed to form a dense bed.

This width will admit of all the fruit being gath-

ered from the sides. A path of about fifteen in-

ches wide should be left between the beds.

Rhubarb for tarts, of all the large and fine,

new varieties.

Asparagus, of the large Dutch and giant var-

ieties.

Horse-Radish, Sea Kala, Gbbe Artichoke,

Madder, and Patience Dock, the latter the best
of early spring greens, very hardy and perma-
nent. All these will, when planted thus early,

become well rooted and established before win-
ter. They should have frequent waterings dur-
ring the first two weeks after planting.

Also Bulbous and Tuberous flowers of all the
hardy species, such as the different varieties of

Hyacinths, Tulips, Lillies of all the fine species

and varieties. Crown Imperials, Fritillaries,

Crocus, Single and Double Narcissus, Polyan-
thus Narcissus, Jonquils, Gladiolus Communis,
and other hardy varieties. Snowdrop, Snowflake,
Ornlthogalan-', Squills, Bulbous Iris of different

kinds, Allium, Amaryllis Aurea, Dens Canis,
Calochortus, Ranunculus Anemone, Bulbocodium
Vernum, Convallaria, Trillium, Uvularia, Cypri-
pedium, Yellow Aconite, and many other species,

and all the magnificent varieties of Herbaceous
and Shrubby Peonies. All these splendid flow-

ering plants, when planted thus early, will be-
come more vigorous, increase more freely and
bloom with much greater vigor. It is to be un-

derstood, that before planting any of the prece
ding, the ground should be well ploughed or dug
and plentifully manured for the Herbaceous, and
moderately so for the Bulbous Flowers.

Fruit and ornamental trees, shrubbery and
roses cannot be safely transplanted in this lati-

tude until the 1st of October, and those intended

for the south should not be forwarded until the

1st of November, at which time vegeta'ion will

have become sufficiently dormant for their safe

removal. To the western States inland, they

may be safely forwarded the beginning of Octo-
ber.

Wm. R. Peisce & Co.,

Linnean Gardens, Flushing New York.

"9*-

TiiE Sheep Fever.—The high price of cotton
and wool has set a great many farmers " a
thinking" that it would be a fiue thing to have
some such articles to sell. In our latitude it is

quite out of the question to raise cotton, but not
so in regard to wool. Our country is in an emi-
nent degree calculated for the keeping of sheep,

as well for the finer grades of Merinoes as the
middle wooled or mutton sheep. There is no
danger of "running the thing into the ground"
at present, and we would discourage no one
from going into the business. If you will per-
mit us to alter a little the motto of David Crock-
ett, we would have it read thus : " Be sure you
are ready—then go ahead." The range for all

stock is becoming very limited and circumscri-
bed, and farmers must calculate to keej) their

stock of all kinds on their own premises. Sheep
want generally more care than they get, and
men require some knowledge of the busines::-, in

order to make it profitable. There are two or
three indispensible requisites, bet'oie sheep
should be bought. In the first place, there
should be on the farm at least two pastures of
tame grasses, and in the next place the fences on
the farm should be such as woull make sure the
confinement of the flock in the pastures. It is

also well for farmers to commence with a small
flock of ewes, say good, strong, common sheep,

and then secure a good, fine-wooled ram, two or

three year old, and one who has not been abused
or suffered to serve ewes while youn j. The get

of such sheep would be an improvement on the
quality of the wool of the old ewes ; and the

lambs, with proper care, would take a higher
grade. By keeping the same ewes and buck an-
other season, quite a nice flock might be raised.

Next, pull out all the old ewes, and fatten, with
such ram lambs of the first year as may be de-
sirable. Now change your breeding ram and get

one of a finer grade, if possible, and keep breed-

ing up, not suffering an inferior ram to serve

your ewes at any time.

Sheep are healthier in small flocks than in

large ones. But should any ailment befall any
of them, they ought to be separated from the

flock, because many of the diseases of sheep are

contagious.

We would caution our brother farmers who
have a touch of the fever, and advise them to

keep cool. Do not pay extravagant prices for

sheep. Ohio, Michigan and Verm ,nt, have sheep

to export. Enter into correspondence with some
upright man ;

you may gratify your desire at

fair prices ; but remember our motto, " Be sure

you are ready, etc —Rockford Register.
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Our Agricultural Industry—Gleanings

from the Census Report of 1860.

WHEAT,

The quantity of wheat grown in all the States

and territories in the year 1849, was 100,044
bushels. The quantity grown in 1859, was
171,183,381 bushels, an increase nearly seventy
per centum, or about double the increase of pop-
ulation in the same period. Some of the older

wheat growing States—Pennsylvania, Virginia,

New York and Ohio—do not show a proportion-
ate increase, owing to the destructive agency of

the wheat midge. Fortunately the midge is di-

minishing where it was formerly most destruct-

ive, and wheat growing will soon be resumed in

many localities in those States, where for a time
it was almost abandoned.

In Illinois, this crop has increased in ten years
from nine to twenty-four millions of bushels ; in

Wisconsin, from five to near sixteen millions of

bushels in the same period.

INDIAN COKN.

This crop for 1849 was 592,071,104 bushels
;

in 1859 it was 880,451,707 bushels, which is an
increrse of more than 40 per cent. In a major-
ity of the States this is undoubtedly tne most
popular crop ; it is less liable to failure than any
other, and is applied to so great a variety of use-
ful purposes. No important changes have been
made either in the varieties cultivated or in the

modes of cultivation, except in the substitution
of animal for human labor. If we fix the aver-
age market value of Indian corn at thirty cents

per bushel, we have for the product of 1859, the

enormous sum of §249,000,000, in round num-
bers.

COTTON.

In 1849 the quantity grown was 2,445,793
bales of ginned cotton, of 400 pounds each ; in

1859 it was 5,196,944 bales of light weight, or

in round numbers, 1,000,000,000 of pounds—an
increase of more than 110 per cent in tan years

;

and the ordinary average value of that year
might safely be fixed at $160,000,000.

HAY AND CLOVEB.

The hay crop of 1849 was 13,838,642 tons ; in

1859 the quantity was 19,129,128 tons ;
the ave-

rage value of this crop may safely be estimated

at $160,000,000, which is rating it at less than

nine dollars per ton. This increase of the hay
crop in the past decade, is not proportionate to

the increase of live stock in the country ; but it

appears that with better farming, more roots and
cut straw and other rough fodder are used, and
therefore less hay is required. The hay crop

might probably be greatly increased by the care-

ful introduction of the best varieties of grass,

upon which subject the department of agricul-

ture may be expected to give some valuable and
timely information.

SUGAR AND MOLASSES.

The product of cane sugar, as reported in

1849, was 287,134 hogsheads of 1000 lbs. each; in

1859 it was 802,205 hogsheads. The product of

molasses for the former year was 12,700,991 gal-

lons; for the latler 10,337,080 gallons From
the sorghum and imphee 7,235,025 gallons of
molasses were made in 1859 ; but since that, the

increase in the production- of that article has
been wonderful, so that in the State of Ohio
alone, it has been estimated that the product of

1861 will amount to ten millions of gallons, by
Mr. Gill, of Columbus, a gentleman largely en-

gaged in the manufacture of the article.

The sum paid for imported sugars in 1859 ex-

ceeded $13,000,000, and in the same season SO,-

000,000 of gallons of molasses were imported.

The amount of maple sugar made in 1850 was
34,253,436 pounds; in 1860 the product was
38,863,884 pounds. This increase affords pleas-

ing evidence that our beautiful maple groves are

not becoming extinct, but in many cases preser-

ved with commendable care.

DAIRY PRODUCTS.

The quantity of butter produced in the year
1859-60, is set down at 460,509,854 pounds,
which is an increase of 46 per cent, on the pro-

duct of 1849-50. The amount of cheese returned
is 105,875,135 pounds, or 339,242 pounds more •

than the product of 1849 and 1850.

The cheese exported from the United States to

other countries is about 15,000,000 pounds an-
nually. If cheese-making was as well under-
stood in our country generally as it is in Europe,
the demand would be greatly increased. It is

believed that our people suflFer immensely by not
thoroughly understanding the most approved pro-
cesses of cheese-making. While many of cur
most enterprising dairymen supply an article

creditable to the country, in Europe, what is

termed American cheese, is not purchased with
that confidence with which we receive theirs, for

the reason that our processes have not reached
that perfection which alone contributes to uni-

formity of excellence and distinctiveness of char-

acter. When this point is attained, a taste is

cultivated and increase in demand follows, and
profits enlarge. An article so nutritious and
easy of transportation should, by all means,
form a portion of our army rations.

SHEEP AND WOOL.

The number of sheep returned by the census
of 1850 was 21,723,220, and the amount of wool,
52,516,959 pounds. In 1860 the number of
sheep returned* was 23,317,756, and the amount
of wool was 60,511,343 pounds. In addition to

the number of sheep above mentioned, as re-

turned by the census, the assistant marshals re-

ported 1,506,810 as their estimate of the num-
ber of sheep not included, because not owned by
others than farmers ; so that the entire number
of sheep in the United States, on the Ist day
of June, may safely be placed at 26,000,000, and
a proportionate amount may be added with pro-
priety to the clip of wool for the same period.
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The average price of fine wool in one of our
principal ^00! markets (Boston), for the last

thirty-five years, has been fifty-cents per pound;
of mediuKi, forty-two cents per pound, and of

coarse thirty-five cents.

The average value of the clip of 1860 might
safely bo put at forty-two cents per pound, thus

making the total value of the growth, of 1860,
twenty-six and a half millions of dollars.

A SrrcEssFrL Winterixg of Bees.—As the
season has come round when the careful aparian
looks well to the comfort of his little busy friends,

the writer is reminded of his success last winter,
and gives his experience for the benefit of those
who have as yet no settled plans for the better
preservation of their bees during the cold
'Weather.

The writers hives have moveable combs The
size is fourteen inches every way on the outside,

and each one is p'aced by itself on a small plat-

form close to the ground. On the top of each
hive are four holes for supers. The cover which
goes over the supers is large enough, say four-
teen aLd a half inches in the clear, to slip over
the hive, and when the supers are off, covers the
hive completely, and still leaves two or three in-

ches space between the top of the hive and the

outside cover. (In summer this cover is raised
sufficiently to place supers under, and rests upon
cleats, which are screwed on the four S'des of
the hive nt any height desired). Last winter,
the writer ope: ed one of the holes on the top of
the hive, and tacked wire cloth over it, and then
put on the cover (or surtout I call it). The
opening made in the cover, to correspond with
the entiance to the hive when slipped wholly
down, is not more than one and a half inches
long, and a half ii ch high. Thus no current of
a-ir can blow into the hive, and the moist atmos-
phere rises through the ho'e in the top, instead
of collecting dampness in the hive.

The writer was never so successful in winter-
ing his bees as the last season. Upon raising
the covers in the spring, instead of a dampness
of debris, and large quantiiies of dead bees, the
floor T;as 'Ivy, and the caps of the cells lay along
in regular order under the spaces between the

combs—showing that the bees had not moved
much.

The number of dead bees was much less, and
evidently those which had died a naturtil death
—not tl'.e slick, whole winged ones, but dark,
jagged winged, hard workers—perhaps a half

tumbler full in each hive.

Though the size of the hive is here given, it is

not necessary that it should be adopted for the
better preservation of the bees.* The principle

can be followed out by using the square box hive,

common among farmers. Another advantage in

connection with this arrangement is, that if the

bees fall short of honey, they can be readily fed.

One of my hives, (about February), had not a
drop of honey in it. I filled a tumbler full of
plain barely candy, and inverted it over one of
the bales, and the bees readily consumed it all.

One pound (cost twenty-five cents), carried them
through, to the time of fruit blossoms, when,

(the weather being favorable), they laid up suf-

ficient to last till white clover came.

—

Cor. Bee
Journal.

—•*~

Clover — Saving the Seed.

TO THE FABMEKS OF THE WEST.

Eds. Rubal New Yokkee :—As I have a good
many inquiries respecting raising clover, and
saving seed from the same, I would take this op-
portunity of giving my mode of operatian. I

try to cut the first crop and get it off the last

days ot June, and not later than the 4th of July.

The second crop I save for seed, letting it stand
untill I think two-thirds at least of the heads are
ripe, when I take my reaper, with the platform
on, and cut, raking it off in gavils and putting
them in rows, so as to save time in gathering. 1
then let it lay until it gets one or two good show-
ers, and soon as dry, having no barns, (and by
the way I would get out the seed out of doors,)

I take and make a bottom of rails at loast eight
inches from the ground—say ten feet wide and
forty long, according to the amount of clover.

I build the side very square up—if anything a
little wide on top—until the last two or three

roads, owing to the size of the stack, throwing
them in the middle, ijnd top out, good, with
coarse prairie hay, or a load or two of corn-
stalks, bound up and lapped over, so as to make
a sure thing of it. This done. I let it stand un-
til the ground freezes and the weather settles. I

then take one of Birdsell & Brockaw's Premium
Clover Threshers aad Hullers, cotubined, and
make short work of it in preparing it for market.
Our yield in this western country, on an aver-

age, is three bushels ; I have raised seven. I am
sure, as a general thing, our western farmers do
not seed one-htjlf enough for the benefit of the

land. I know of pieces of land here that never
get a load of manure or a coat of clover fur ten,

and sometimes fifteen years, and consider it a
poor way of farming. A good crop of clover

seed pays me better than a crop of wheat , wheat
at seventy-five cents and clover at §3 per bushel.

Yours truly,

Hugh IIuls.

St. Charles, Ills., Nov. 1862.

Shrinking of Hay and Coiin by Drying.—An
exchange states that the loss upon hay weighed
July 20th, when cured enough to put in the

barn, and again Feb. 20th, has been ascertained

to be 27 1-2 per cent, go that hay at $15 a ton

in the field, is equal to $20 and upwards when
weighed from the mow in winter. The weight of

cobs in a bushel of corn in November, ascertained

to be 19 pounds, was only 7 1-2 pounds in May.

«••

B^^What a world this would be if all its in-

habitants could only, with Shak spear's shepherd,
" Sir, I am a true laborer ; I earn that I wear

;

I owe no man hate ; envy no man's happiness
;

glad of other men's good; consent vrith my
farm."
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Sugar Beet and Sorghum.

III. Central R. R. Peesident's Office.

Chicago, Oct. 20th, 1862.

Wm. II. Van Epp3, Esq., President State Agri-
cultural Society, Dixon, Illinois.

Mt Dear Sir ;—I presume that you are not
unmindful of the efforts now in progress
to produce the sugar beet in this State.

Mr, William A. Belcher of this city distributed

in the spring the best quality of seed, which was
imported by him from Germany for the purpose,
and given out to some fifty or sixty dilferent par-

ties. Some of the beets have already been sent

in, and his chemists have analyzed one or two
parcel?, which yield eleven per cent, of sugar
(sacharine matter

)

I believe when the First Napoleon directed the

attention of the agriculturists of France to the

importance of extracting sugar from beets, th it

the percentage of saccharinejmatter then obtained

was only three per cent. After many years' ex-

perience in the culture of the beet, the most
careful selection of seed from the beets that con-

tained the most- sugar, the average has been
brought up to twelve per cent., while in some
special and extraordinary instances, a yield of

seventeen per cent, has been obtained. I think

we have every reason to be gratified with the

first result of Mr. Belcher's interesting and most
important experiments, and I hope that your So-

ciety will communicate with Mr. Belcher, and
lend hiiu your valuable aid in giving to our farm-
ers judicious and active information about the

cultivation of the sugar beet. A German gentle-

man who is cognisant with the sugar refining in

Germany has just come out at our suggestion,

pronounces the beets which he has seen at Mr.

Belcher's the finest he has ever seen, and that

he is persuaded that the properties of these beets

will produce as fine sugar as any raised in Ger-
many or France.

Mr. Belcher's chemist is so much occupied that

he has not time to give proper attention to an-

alyzing samples of Sorghum sent him by a widow
in McDor.ough county, which yields eight per

cent, more sacharine matter than any other Sor-

ghum which has ))een heard from as raised in

this State, crystalizing into a very fair article of

sugar. It seems to me that this investigation is

of the very highest importance, and that if you
have a State chemist, he could be employed to

the utmost advantage for a couple of months an-

alyzing products, samples of sorghum and beet

root, in various parts of the State.

This Company has offered free transportation

for all sugar beets which parties may wish to

send to Mr, Belcher, and we hope at least to

have a hundred tons.

Yours truly, W. H. Osboen.

"We learn that the result of this year's experi-

ment with the sugar beet is so favorable that

large amounts will be planted next season. With

the Sorghum for sirup and the beet for sugar, we

are like to be independent of our neighbors down

the river.

What action the State Agricultural Soeiety

will take in regard to the enterprise we cannot

say, but with the crippled condition of their

funds they cannot do much. The State had
ought to place in the hands of this Society at

least ten thousand dollars a year to further the

interest of agriculture.

The Illinois Central Railroad has always taken

a commendable interest in all that pertains to

the introduction of new products. Since Mr
Osborn the President has taken up his residence

with us, he has let no occasion slip without giv-

,ng it his aid. It is true that this Company have

a large amount of lands to sell, and all these

things go to enhance their value. Yet it is so

seldom that our corporations who have lands to

sell do more than to jeceive the money, that we

attribute no small amount of the interest to them

by ofiicers of the road to forward the cause cf

agriculture, to a personal love of it, anJ a desire

to be generally useful.

The State Society has not as yet fully appre-

ciated the motives of these men, as they ought to

have done and met them in the spirit of mutual

aid to the good cause, but rather in a dictatorial

tone, ignoring their suggestions and and demand-

ing of them material aid to use according to their

own notions of propriety. With an election of a

new Board we shall hope for some change in this

respect, and a more efficient programme of ope-

rations. The frittering away of means, has not

done much to inspire confidence in its officers,

and some forward move must be made to rein-

state them in the public confidence—strategy is

"played out." Ed.

—9*-

From the Country Gentleman and Cultivator.

A Good Substitute for CoSee-

The Garbanzo— Cicer arietinum —I have
grown the past season, a quantity of the above
species of plant, of which I first obtained the
seed of Judge A. N, Morin of Quebec, Lower Can-
ada, he recommending it as a good substitute for

cofifee.

The plant attains the height of about 18 inch-
es, and branches very much. The seed pods are
very numerous, being thickly set throughout the
plant, and is altogether quite an ornament io the
garden. The seed somewhat resembles the "Ja-
va" coffee, and when prepared the same as the
latter, it is considered by many nearly equal in
its quality. We have given it a fair trial, and
deem it a rich, pleasant and healthful beverage
—superior to any of the other "substitutes for

coffee,"

It being very productive, it will require but a
small space of ground to produce enough to last a
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common family through the year ; and in these

"hard times" I should deem it good economy to

grow enough for our own . u?e. It should be
planted in drills two f(et apart, and one seed,

gix inches apart, in the drill. L. Nokbis.

Windsor, Ohio. Nov. 1862.

—Our old friend the "Chick Pea," alias •'Illi-

nois Coffee," is again loose—wonder if it will sell

this time at half a cent a grain. Go in Mr.

Isorris,your fortune is made if you don't lack im"

pudence, and judging from the tone of your let-

ter you do not. Send out West by all means.

—

Here is a broad field for you, as the fools are not

all deadyct, though many of them have left us

for a time. Ei>,

From the Farmer's Advocate.

Jeriah Boniiam—Dear \Sir

:

—I enclose you a

sample of cotton taken from an unripe boll.

—

I am trying an experiment with it. I have
half an acre growiiig well. Whether any of it

will ripen, I cannot say, but my siand 1 oks as

well as any I ever saw in Louisiana or MiEsts-

sippi. I know how to raise it. The trouble this

season has been too much wet for it to ripen scon.

If it had been warm and dry, I would have had
one picking at least, and possibly I may get it

yet. Yours truly, S. S. Strong.
Dw5ght, 111., Oct. 21st, 1862.

Culture of IItacikths in Glasses.—The Hy-
acinth is the bulb most usually grown in winter

in the house, and when propi.rly treated will

bloom moie tinely, and the ilowers will continue

much longer than in the open air. Culture in

glasses and in pots are the most usual methods
of growing this lieautiful phmt in the bouse.

In culture in glasses the largest bulbs should

be selected, as it must be borne in mind that in

this metliod of treatment, the whole substance of

the leaves and flowers comes from thebodv of the

bulb, as nothing in the Wfiy of nutriment is de-

rived from the water, la selecting Hyacinth
glasses the darkest colored should be chosen, as

the roots of all plants shun the light. Place the

bulbs on the glasses and pour in water until it

just touches the bottom of the bulb. Now set the

glasses away in a dark cool place, where they

may remain for several weeks, or until the roots

have reached half way to the botiom of the glass-

es. When this is the cnse, remove tliem to a

situation where they will receive a moderate
amount of liget, and 6 soon as the leaves show a.

healthy green color, they may be place in their

fieel situation, which should be where they can

receive the greatest amount of light and plenty

of fresh air. The top ledge of the lower sash of

a window is frequently used for this purpose,

and is a good situation, for here they get the

greatest quantity of light, and are kept cool by
the air which will always creep in where the two
sashes meet. The water will need to be changed
once in two weeks, and this should be done with-
out removing the bulbs, as there is danger of

the roots bring injured in returning the bulbs to

the glass after removal. It will sometimes oc-

cur that a slimy matter will collect around the

roots. When this is the case, the bulbs must be
carefully removed, and the roots washed with
gentleness and the utmost care. The glasses

should be washed out before replacing the bulbs,

which operation must be conducted with judg-
ment and much caution, or the roots will be brok-
en and the plants suffer. The water used in re-

filling the glasses should always be of the tem-
perature of the room. It is recommended by
way of stimulant to the plants to dissolve an
ounce of guano in a quart of rain water, and put
one teaspoonful of this solution in each glass

OEce a fortnight, after the flowers begin to ap-

pear.— Country Gentleman.

Planting Grape Vines.—George W. Campbell,

of Delaware Grape notoriety, miikes the follow-

ing remarks in his circular:

"I have found very little difference in the

growth of \ines, whether planted in fall or spriiig.

When planted in the fall, and slightly protected

during the first winter, an early start, and usu-
ally a more vigorous growth maybe expected,

than from vines transplanted in the spriiig. A
somewhat elevated situation, and a deep, pervious

soil, moderately rich, is best. A calcareous clay

loam, well under-drained, will produce very

good, healthy vines and fruit, and if abounding
somewhat with gravel or pebbles, so much the

better. If lime does not exist naturally in the

soil, it should be pretty freely supplied ; and if

the soil is poor, enrich it with any well decom-
posed manure at hand. Fresh, or partially de-

composed manure induces unhealthy growth,

and disposes vines to mildew. Low situation-,

where water can settle and stagnate about the

roots, will not answer. Where immediate fruit-

ing of young vines is desired, permit but one

cane to grew; stop or pinch off all laterals at one
joint from the main stem ; keep the vine ti^d up-

right, and at the height of four or five feet, pinch

off" the leading shoot. This plan will strengthen

the lower buds, and often give fruit the year af-

ter planting."

Flax Cotton.—^The Legislature having ap-

propriated the sum of $2,000 for th machinery
to test the experiment of manufacturing flax cot-

ton, to be expended under the direction of the

State Agricultural Society, the Executive Com-
mitttee would call the attention of those interest-

ed in the culture and preparation af flax to this

subject. The object of the Legislature was un-
doubtedly to secure a preparation of flax as an
economical substitute tor cotton, so as to be used
on cotton machinery.

—

Journal N. Y. S. Ag.
Society.

J^^Custom House clearances in New York
of domestic produce, for the last week in Octo™

ber, amounted to over five millions of dollars,

about half of which goes to Liverpool alone.
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Discussions at the N. Y. State Fair.

FIRST EVENING.

Insects—The Grain Aphis, Wheat Midge, ^c.

(From the Rural New Yorker.)

Dr. Asa Fitch, Entomologist to the State Agri-

cultural Society, opeced the discussion hy read-

ing the following Essay on the Grainr^phis :

3Ir. Chairman and Gentlemen :—\ am request-

ed to preface the discussion, this evening, by
presenting to the audience some account of the

Grain Aphis—an insect new to us in America,
and which, during the past and present year,

has been more prominent in the public regard

than any other insect.

In the grain tields of Europe this grain aphis

has existed from time immemorial. It was sci-

entitically named and described eighty-one years

ago, by the distinguished German entomolsgist,

Fabricius, who met with it in fields of oats, and
therefore named it the Aphis Averaj, or the oat

aphis, he being unaware that it occurred equally

common upon other kinds of grain also.

But our European accounts of it are quite mea-
ger and imperfect. About all that we gather

from them is, that it is an insect which shows it-

self upon the grain about the time of harvest,

and that in some instances it has been known to

be so multiplied, in particular places, as to liter-

ally swarm upon and cover the heads of the grain

in many of the fields.

These few general facts is all the information

which the world has hitherto bad of this insect.

What becomes of it during the remainder of the

ye.ar, where, and in what condition it lurks after

harvest time, and until harvest time again ap-

proaches, had never been investigated. It was
remaining for us in this country to trace out its

abiding place and its habits during the autumn,
winter and spring, and thus complete its history

the year round, as we have been able to do with-

in the past eighteen months—under the instruc-

tions of this Society, and under the auspices of

the State of New York.
In this country, this grain aphis had never

been observed, and it was not known that we
had such an insect here, until last year, when it

suddenly appeared in excessive numbers over all

the New England States, and the State of New
York, except here in its western section, and also

in the adjoining districts of Canada and of Penn-

pylvania. Throughout all this vast extent of

country every grain field was invaded by it;

many of these fields were thronged and a portion

of them were litterally covered and smothered
and covered by this insect.

This year it moved westward, making its ap-

pearance in the same manner all over Western

New York, Canada West, Northern Ohio, and at

least a portion of Michigan, as I judge, from the

numerous letters which have been sent me with

grain-heads containing this insect, and from the

notices of it in the public prints—whilst at the

East, where it was so numerous last year, so that

except in a few localities, it would not have been
noticed had not every body been so eagerly

searching for it.

But though this insect has only been noticed
in this country the past and present years, we
do not suppose it has newly arrived upon this

Continent. It has no doubt been present ia our
grain fields heietofore ; but in such limited num-
bers, and so scattered about upon the growing
grain, that it failed to be observed. It is seven-
teen years ago that I began to examine the
wheat midge, and in looking at that and other

insects upon the wheat, I recollect I have occa-

sionally seen this aphis. But as only two or
three individuals of this kind were to be found at

a time, I tupposed it to be of no importance, and
thus gave no attention to it, until it began to ap-
pear in such abundance the past year.

Although it is a common habit of plant lice to

become extremely numerous, at times, upon the

particular k-nd of vegetation which they respec-

tively infest, we meet with no recorded instance

in which one of these insects has been known to

besome so suddenly and excessively multiplied

over such a vast extent of territory as has hap-
pened in our country with this grain aphis the

past and present years.

I suppoFe almost every person in this audience
has seen these insects, crowded together upon
the heads of wlieat, of oats, barley, or rye, and
has obsorvd (hat they were a kind of plant-

louse, similar to what we frequently see upon
the leaves of cabbage in our gardens, and on the

apple, the cherry, and other trees. As it resem-
bles these common and well-known insects so

closely in its form, its motions and habits, it will

not be necessary for me to give any particular

description of it.

With regard to the mode in which it injures

the grain, I would observe that it has a slender,

sharp pointed bill or trunk, which it holds under
its breast when this implement is not in use.

With this it punctures the leaves and stalks of

the grain and sucks their juices. It therefore

has no occasion to leave the particular plant oti

which it is born, as it always has an ample store

of nourishment directly under its feet. Hence,
it has ne use for wings to carry it. like other in-

sects, from place to place in search of food. It

needs wings for only one purpose, namely, to en-
able it to emigrate to fields of grain which are
unoccupied, in order to start colonies in them.
Only a small portion of these insects, therefore,

acquire wings ; and these flyaway from the win-
ter grain to plant their race upon ^the springs
sowed wheat and oats.

The latter part of June, when the grain has
advanced so taat the heads or ears begin to put
forth, two most remarkable changes occur in this

insect, whereby it begins to become another
creature, a difi"erent species, in the middle of

summer from that which is seen in the spring
and autumn.
One of these changes is in its habits. Before

the heads appear, it lives singly, scattered about
upon the leaves and stalks of the grain, and the
young lice, as fast as they are born, leave their

parents and wander away. But no sooner are
the heads protruded from their sheaths prepara-
tory to blooming and growing the kernels of the
grain, than this aphis wholly forsakes all the

other parts of the plant and becomes congrega-
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ted upon tbe heads—evidently because thejuices

vrhich the p'ant elaborat s for the growth of its

flowers and seeds are much more nutricious, more
dainty and palatable to these insects, than are

the juices which circulate in the leaves and
stalks. They here fix themselves upon the base

of the chaffs which envelop the kernels, and in-

serting their beaks, they suck out the juices

which should go, first, to grow the flowers, and

after that to fill and perfect the kernels. And
now, the young lice which are born, instead of

scattering themselves and traveling away, settle

down cloHely around their parent, crowding as

compactly together as they can stow themselves.

Thus it comes to pass, that when these insects

are numerous, as Te have recently had them, in

many of our grain fields, scarcely an ear can be

found which has not a cluster of these lice around

the ba=e of almost every kei'nel, all v.-ith their

liny bills inserted therein, pumping out thejuices

«Lich should go to swell and perfect tho seed.

Thus, this grain aphis from being a solitary in-

sect, wandering about singly upon the leaves and
stalks, becomes a gregarious insect, clustered

together in flock?, and remaiuing fixed station-

ary upon the lower or butt ends of the kernels.

At the same time another change, equally re-

markable, takes places in the color of these in-

sects. &a long as they rourish themselves on

the coarse juices of the stalks and leaves, and
leaves, their bodies are all of a grass-green color.

But when they come to feed on the more delicate

juices of the flowers, they begin to bear young of

an orange color. One of the grass green insects

having stationed herself at the base of a kernel,

the next day, in the group of little ones around

her, a yellow one will occur, all the others being

green like their parent. A day or two later, as

the nourishment she derives from the leaves be-

comes dissipated from her body and replaced by
that now obtained from the kernels, half the

young she produces will be of this yellow color.

And still later, all the young are yellow, no green

ones being any longer born. And the older ones

after a time dying and disappearing, all these in-

sects some weeks before harvest time, become
changed to a yellow color, their hue inclining

more to red in some and to yellow in others.

It is truly curious that this green insect, thus,

on coming to feed on thejuices which grow the

flower?, begin to produce young of a gay yellow

color similar to that of the flowers.

Cy depi'iviug the kernels of a portion of the

milky juice which should go to swell and mature

them, this insect causes the ripened grain to be

more or less shrunken and light of weight.

Rye, however, grows so rapidly and ripens so

early, that it outstrips this aphis in its increase,

and thus sustains no material injury from it.

Winter wheat, ripening more slowly, experiences

more injury. But the crops -which ripen the

latest, and when this aphis has become multipli-

ed to the greatest extent, namely, spring wheat

and oats, become the most thronged and sustain

the greatest injury.

Let us next inquire how it is that this insect

is able to become so suddenly and so excessively

multiplied as we have had it, in the Eastern part

of our State last year, and here in its Western

part this year.

I may observe that a hundred years ago it was
a current opinion among men of science, that
certain insects and other creatures pertaining to
the lower orders of the kingdom were generated
spontaneously. But more recently, when these
instances of supposed spontaneous generation
came to be clesely investigated, one after another
of them were found not to be such. So that at
this day the scientific world wholly discards the
theory that there is or can be any such thing as
spontaneous generation. All living things de-
scend from parents ; and it is by a pairing of the
sexes that young arc produced and that each
species is continued in existence—some classes of
animals bringing forth their young hatch.

Insects are of this latter kind. They are all

produced from eggs. But in the generation of
the plant lice, we meet with one of the most re-

markable anomalies which we anywhere find in

the works of nature. These insects bring forth
their young alive, at one time, and they lay eggs
at another time. All the plant lice which we
see upon our fruit trees during the spring and
suDimer are females, and these do not produce
eggs, but living young, which nature, in a few
days, and (wonderful to tell !) they are fertile,

without any intercourse of the sexes. It is only
when cold weather and frosty nights arrive, that
males are produced. The insects then pair, and
the females thereupon lay eggs. The eggs re-

main through the winter, to be hatched by the
warmth of the following spring The young from
these eggs grow up and commence bearing living

young, no males and no eggs being produced,
except as the closing act of their operations in

autumn.
Such are the general facts with regard to the

generation of the insects of this aphis group.
And I had supposed it would be the same with
this grain aphis. Some of you may have been
present and heard the remarks which I made on
this subject at our Fair at Water town a year
ago. I stated that the eggs of this insect would
probably be found late in autumn, scattered
about upon the leaves of the fall sowed wheat and
rye—which eggs would hatch with the warmth
of the following spring, to start the insect upon
the grain again this year. But when frosty
nights arrived last autumn, and when the aphis
on the apple trees was found paired, and the

females were busy depositing their eggs, to my
surprise nothing of this kind occurred with this

aphis upon the grain. The mature lice continued
to produce young ones, until they and their

young became congealed upon the leaves of the

young grain by the advancing cold of the season.
And in this state they Tvere buried beneath the
snows of winter, and with the warmth of the en"
suing spring they were thawed, and returned to

life again.

To be better assured upon the subject, I placed
some of these insects on grain growing in flower-

pots and kept during the winter in a warm room.
In this situation they continued alive and con-
tinued to bear young through the whole winter
season.

Thus I have watched this grain aphis this

year round, so closely, that I am perfectly as-

sured no eggs were laid and no males were pro-
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vuced. Occasionally aa individul was noticed,

varying tomcwhat i'rara the others, and which I

have tUerefoie suspected might be made ; but,

on imprisoning such specimens in vials over

night, I have invariably found young lice with
tiiem next morning.
When, and under what circumstances males

occur, if they do occur, is yet remaining to be
discovered. At present it seems as though these

insects might go on forever, producing young,
without any intercourse of the sexes.

Finally, with regard to the fecundity of these

insects, I would state that those which have no
wings, and which lemain on the stalks of grain

on which tbey are boru, are much more prolific

than tliose which have wings and wander abroad.

By enclosiug them separately in vials, I found

the winged females quite uniformly gave birth to

two young lice in a single night, whilst the wing-
less ones produced four in the same time. We
frequently see young lice produced in the day
time, but fewer appear to be born then than dur-

ing the night. The winged ones are also much
slower in coming to maturity. I placed several

young lice the mornirg after they were bora upon
grain growing in a flower pot, and en the third

morning afterwards I found four little ones

around each of them, showing that the wingless

ones come to maturity in three days. It will

thus be seen with what prodigious rapidity these

creatures multiply. Thej' almost duuble their

numbers daily. A single one producing four

young daily, and these becoming equally prolific

when they arc three days old, her descendants,

in twenty days, if all live, will number upwards
of two millions. Tliis will serve to explain to us

how it is that this insect becomes so excessively

numerous upon the grain at harvest time, as we
nave seen it.

As they multiply so rapidly, it is evident no
vegetation which they infest would escape de-

struction from fliese plant lice, if nature had not

iierself provided most efficient means for check-

ing and subduing them Vv'e accordingly find

that these insects are preyed upon and consumed
by other insects, to a greater extent tiian are

any other kinds of injurious insects wherewith
we are molested. Tliere are whole groups and
tribes of prcdaceous insects which subsist ex-

clusively upon the plant lice of different kinds.

A tribe of very small Ichneumon flies, named
Aphidius, are parasitic destroyers of these in-

sects—puncturing and thrusting an egg into the

body of the aphis, from which hatches a minute

worm which feeds within the aphis till it kills it.

I have found two species of these parasites de-

stroying the grain aphis.

Another most efficient destroyer is the Lady
Bug or Coccinella, of which there are numerous
species, a'l of which are continually searching
plantlice tofeed upon, these being the sole nour-
ishment of the lady bu^ , both in its larvae and its

perfect state.

In addition to these are the Synphus flies,

the golden-eyed flies, and the la^e-wing flies, all

mortal enemies to the different kind of Aphis.
By such meansisit that these plant licelive upon

the grain as on other vegetation, are usually but
a transitory evil—these their foes and destroyers,

always gathering around them wherever they
Lecome numerous, and multiplying until they
overbalance and subdue them.

Some one asked for a description of the Lady
Bug. Dr. Fitch described it as follows:—It is

about the size and shape of half of a small pea,
of a yellowish red color, with round black spots
upon it.

Question.—Is it poisonous to animals?
Dr. Fitch kn^w a single instance when swine

had been pastured in a field where the lady bug
was numerous All of the herd were taken sick
and some of them died. The swine were re-
moved from that field to another, and such as
were so removed recovered. Dr. F. said that it

was possible that the swine were poisoned by
eating large quantities of the lady bug; for if it

is taken in the fingers and crushed, an acrid

j lice is emitted, which is doubtless poisonous,
inasmuch as it is the insect's only means of de-
fen -e. lie had thought it pos.sible that this par-
ticular herd of swine might have been poisoned
by it.

Question.— Is there any prcppect of the Aphis
becoming a permanent pest in the country ?

Answrr.—I think not. Its enemies are too nu-
merous for that. Not more than a single year
at a time, will they be likely to ravage in a tin-
gle locality. As before said, they seem to be mi-
grating Westward.
Q— Is the midge a permanent pest ; is it plenty

here at all seasons ?

A—There is no doubt that the midge is plenty
in all parts of the country. The character of
the season governs its ravages. If the latter
part of June is wet, look out for the midge; if
dry, there is no danger. In dry weather it can-
not subsist on the uplands ; it i-eturns to the low-
lands.

T. C. Peters—We are fast reaching the maxi-
mum of former years, in the amount of wheat
sown in Western New York, and it is an impor-
tant matter to us to know how to avoid the rav-
ages of the m.idge. Do you recommend fhorou-rh
culture ?

Dr. FiTCii—Strong growing wheat will pro-
duce de.-pite the midge. Yes, I do recommend
thorough culture as one of the preventives of the
ravages of the midge ; also of the Hessian fly and
other insects.

Q—What is the effect of the work of the Aphis
upon the grain—upon the kernel?
A—The insect extracts the juices from the

plant, which aid in developing and maturing the
kernel. This diminishes the size of the grain
sometimes virtually destroying it, for the sub-
stance is almost gone.

Mr. Geddes, of Onondaga, does not agree with
the existence ot the midge. lie doubts if the
midge exists in as great numbers one year as
another, or if they are present at all; for prior
to the past six years he had failed to get a crcp
of wheat for some years on their account ; while
the past six years he had grown it successfully.
His success, he thinks, is not due to dry Junes
but to the fact that the midge had disappeared.
He doubts, too, if success is due to superior cul-
ture ; for he used to summer fallow all his land •
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now lie turns it over and seeds after barley, and

oats, &c., &c.

T. C. Peters—So far as white wheat is con-

cerned, the theory of the effect of the season

upon the ravages of the midge upon it, is correct.

But the Mediterranean is the only variety that

can be grown now safely. He thinks the white

wheat has very much degenerated.

Other gentlemen present coincided with him

in this matter and united in asserting that the

best mode of redeeming white wheat was to

change the seed. It was further agreed that the

Mediterranean had greatly improved by cultiva-

tion—that it was "bleaching out."

Mr. Bishop, of Wyoming, asked if early or late

sowing had not something to do with checking the

ravages of the Aphis ?

Dr. Fitch replied, yes. Its ravages are great-

est on the late sown wheat. Late sowing is not

advised, if the object is to avoid its ravages.

The same remark applies conversely to the

midge. It does not so seriously affect the

late, as the early sown wheat.

Pres't CoKNELL—Have you observed the

Aphis in the ground around the roots of the

barley ?

Dr. F. had so discovered it.

Mr. Gebdes—Why is it that the midge should

have appeared one year, and not doubled the

second and trippled the third, &c., &c. He
thought the midge was disappearing.

Dr. Fitch said there were two successive years

when the midge disappeared, and then the third

year appeared again, and was very destructive.

He does not think it was because the midge

passed away from the country, but because the

season wns not favorable (o its development

—

or at least not favorable to its operations on

wheat—it passed to some other grain.

At this point there was a rambling conversal

discussion upon the relative value of different

varieties of wheat. Much of this the reporter

was unable to hear. But he heard enough to

establish the fact that there were many present

who believed the Mediteiranean the safest and

best wheat to sow ; that it was improving in

character, while the white wheat of the Qenessee

Valley was deteriorating. A few claimed that

better flour could be made from the Mediterra-

nean than from any other wheat.

—We would call the especial attention of our

wheat growing readers to the above, as there is

no doubt that we shall at no distant day re-

ceive a visit from this pe^st of the wheat

field.—Ed.

-*•*-

President Lincoln is reported to have said, a

few days ago, "that the whole energies of the

Government were now devoted to the opening
of the Mississippi river." This declaration, in

connection with the doubt about the object of

the recent expeditions, it is thought, may be
significant.

Egyptian Hulless Barley.—While in Illinois

a few days since, we were shown a specimen of
the above grain by Rev. B. L. Lumbard, who re-

sides a few miles west of Henry, in Marshsill Co.
Mr. L. purchased the seed two years since in the
city of I3nston, at $3 per bushel. He raised .about

two hundred bushels this season, which he will

endeavor to distribute among the farmers of Uli''

nois and Iowa for seed next season. It has very
much the appearance of good rye, and it is said,

will make very good bread. Mr. L. infoms us
that it received little or no injury from the bugs
which ravaged the wheat fields of that section
to such an extent the past season. Its weight is

about 70 pounds per bushel measured. We think
it a valuable acquisition to the Northwest. The
wheat fields of some portions of our State have
been rendered comparatively worthless this sea-

son by the bug, and it behooves our farmers to

be on the alert to find some crop which will with-
stand the ravages of that insect. Barley is now
worth more than the first quality of wheat, in our
towns upon the Missippi river ; and farmers who
are lucky enough to have a large quantity on
hand, are now receiving the benefit of their fore-

sight. Our farmers must abandon the idea of
growing rich by raising wheat alone. Tbey must
diversify their crops and their labors. We would
advise our farmers to send for, at least, a small
quantity of the hulless barley. The sooner ap-
plied for, the better, as the farmers of Illinois will

soon use up the amount which Mr. Lumbard has,

and we do not know where it can be obtained ex-
cept from him. He can be addressed at Henry,
Marshall county, or Bradford, Stark county, Illi-

nois.

—

Cor. Ed.

Remarks.—We have received a specimen of

the above grain, and which any one can examine
by calling at our office, and which fully answers
the description given above, as far as we are able
to judge from appearance.

—

Iowa Homestead.

Fall Sowing of Aknual Flower Seeds,—
There are some annuals which do better when
sown in the fall than in the spring. Every per-

son at all observant of flower gardens, must
have noticed that certain annual flowers come
up in spring from seeds self-sown the previous
year ; aqd these often make very vigorous plants,

and bloom a month or so earlier than those of

the same sort sown in spring. This shows that

it is a good practice to sow some seeds in the fall.

Of those which are found to succeed well so

treated, we note the following :—Adonis, Double
Balsam, Larkspur, Candytuft, Clarkia, Eryssi-
mum, Mimulas, Perilla, Forget-me-Not, Portu-
lacca, Petunia, Coreopsis, Sun-flower, Calliopsis,

Drummondi, Delphinium ajacis humile, Escholt-
zia, Nigella Hiepanica, &c, These may be sown
any time in the latter part of August and to the
middle of September.

r. Johnson wisely said: "He who waits
to do a great deal of good at once, will never do
anything." Take the hint; take it home and
work. Whatsoever your hands find to do, do it.
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Cellars on the Prairies.

To those settlers on our prairies who have
been used to a good dry New England or New
York cellar, the want of it is seriously felt. It

is not, however, difficult to have a good one and
at moderate expense where stone or brick can be

procured at reasonable cost. Experience has
proved, we think, that cellars made in part or

wholly above ground, are preferable to those

sunk below the level of the soil. Where wholly

above, the walls should be built up seven feet,

and the ground raised on all sides up to the un-

derpinning, sloping off gradually, or in terraces

as desired. On one side an opening in the bank
should be left for a doorway, the walls being
continued out each side of the entrance. The
entrance would then be on a level with the

ground and make it very easy to get in heavy
articles.

The walls should be built of brick or stone, as

they caii be best procured. An experienced

builder, L. TV. Walker, of Champaign county,

estimates the comparative cost of brick and stone

as follows : In the first place, whero stone can

be procured at $9 per cord, it is cheaper than
brick at §6 50 per thousand, and the walls much
more durable when laid. A cord of stone is es-

timated by builders to lay 100 feet of wall.

HOW TO BUILD THE WALL.

The depredations of rats are increasing at a

rapid rate on our prairie farms and in the ordi-

nary way of building cellar walls they soon un-

dermine and ruin them. To prevent this, in

commencing the wall the foundntion should be of

flat stones if possible, laid so as to project atleast

one foot outside of the wall, and laid firmly in

cement. This will head oflF the rats as they de-

scend by the outside of the wall and thus dig un-

der. This projection completely baffles them in

their undertaking.

CELLAR BOTTOMS.

As a further guarantee against rats, and to

facilitate cleaning and dryness, should be com-
posed of concrete made of two parts of coarse

sand, one part of water, lime or cement
;
gather

up all fragments of stone from the wall, pound
into pieces as for Macadamizing, and spread over

the bottom of the cellar, then pour the sand and
cement mixed with water over the whole, say six

inches deep. It quickly sets and becomes al-

most as hard as iron. It will bear washing like

a floor, and is the best bottom that can be made,
as it never moulds or decays.

If the ground for the building spot is so loca-

ted that the cellar could be sunk in the ground a
foot or two, it would, in most instances, be pre-

ferable, but the manner of building the wall
should not be neglected.

—

Prairie Farmer.

-9-

has a cow or other animal, to take good care of
them. But then, we read somewhere in the good
Book that "a merciful man is merciful to his
beast," and add to this the satisfaction a man
can take, while sitting by his cheerful fire, or
sleeping in a comfortable bed, to know that his
animals are equally comfortable, according to
their wants of food and shelter. It takes but
littlo time and exponse to erect a board or straw
shed, and the man who neglects to build one,
and suffers the poor brute to take shelter under
the fence corners, ought to be put out in such a
place for one night at least, when we have a real
' 'Nor-wester, " driving sleet and snow. W^e opine
he would build a shed "on the double-quick," as
soon as he would be "off duty" for that night.

—

Rockford Register.

Shelter for Stock.—It is a well authentica-

ted fact that it requires only about two-thirds as

much feed to winter an animal well stabled, than
it does when such animal is exposed to all the
winter storms. This, in point of economy, ought
to be sufficient inducement for every man who

«•»-

Catchisg Rabbits—One of the greatest pests
the orchardist has to contend with in winter, es-
pecially when near timber, is the rabbit. A
member of the Missouri Horticultural Society,
at a recent meeting, gave his plan for disposing
of this pest

:

"To prevent rabbits barking trees, I catch
them. My method is simple : I tike a box, tol-
erably large, cut a hole on the edge of the box,
and fasten inside the hole a piece of tin or sheet
iron by a rod on two staples, so that when the
box is turned on the ground on its mouth, the
piece of tin hangs from the top of the inside

;

the tin is kept up by a small piece of stick.
When the rabbit enters, the tin falls, and tha
rabbit is left inside. It needs no bait

, jou can't
keep rabbits out of a hole."

Apple Tbee Boees—Sapperda bivitatus.—
To keep off the sapperda, or borer, is simply to
head the trees low enough to shade the trunk.
There is no use of fooling with wires to reach the
individual, for his hole is generally so tortuous
as to rarely be able to reach him ; moreover, they
never retire to the woody part of the tree unt'l
the damage is done. Soft soap is very good for
the body of the tree, but the first rain washes it

off, and never reaches the borer. Since I have
adopted this plan the borer has entirely disap-
peared from my orchard. In vol. 9, page 254,
I gave my views on the subject of the borer at
some length, and I have no reason to change
them since.—T. V. P., Mt. Carmel, 0.

-<•»-

The Locust foe Bee Pastuhes.—A corres-
pondent of the Bee Journal says: "In setting
out ornamental trees it is surely worthy one's
attention to have regard to their honey-producing
power, and to select, with this end in view, those
blooming at different tiroes, rather than one kind,
or those blooming at the same time. In South-
ern Ohio, bees, some years, gather a large por-
tion of their surplus honey from the locusi.
Their industry during the yield from the locust
is surprising. Where the tree grows in great
numbers, they almost abandon all other sources
^f supply."
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A Norwegian Home.

The Louse in which these couctiy people re-

side are uot altogether unlike t!iO ;iuail log-

cabiiiS - of the early gotticrs on our -western

frcr:tier. I hiiVQ seen uiu'.y such en the loi'dcie

of Mi.-svuri and Kansas. r>uilt:ii ti.e mot
primitive style of piuc logs, they stand upmi

Btumps or ciilums of stone, "'leviitcd S'lnvj two ov

three feet from the ground, in crJtr to allow a

draft of air und-rneath, which in this humine
climate is considered necessary for health

They fcclJom consisi of more iIkmi two or tliiee

rooUiS, but: made up in number whr.t they luck-

in size. Thus a sir.gls faruiiiig es:i:b'.!shinciit

often comprises some ten or a dc/.en litiie cabins,

besides the large barn, xliich is the nucle'iH

around -which they all oeuti:)-; v/ith smaller ciibs

for pig-i, chickens, etc, and berc and th'.'ve a shod

for tlie cows and sheep, all huddle together

among the rocks or on some open hi'bside, with-

out the least apparent r^^gird to 'liri-ction or

architectual effect. Tl. j loofs are covered with

sod, upon -whioli it is not u'\coii.u<oii lo see

patches of oats, -wee.!:?, iuos=;. !:•-,.; s or what-

ever co-'.ies most eonvcnier,t \u icvr.v roots HL.d

strength to ihis singular overtoppi;ig. The oli-

.ject, 1 suppose, is to prevent the ira::S!n":ssion ol

heat during the severe sea- n of v.i: tor.

Appr.-'icbing t oaie oi ti:esa ii-iintois t r farm-

ing establish;nen!,s during the summer month-',

the traveller is frequently af a loss to uistihguish

their groi-n-soddcd rooiV from the ra'ural so-l

of the iJll-sides, so that or,e is liah e at any

time to plunge into the niidst of a.scttlonient be-

fore ho IS av/are of it.s esistonce. Jj^oi'iething of

a, damp, c^iTtbylook alor.t tr.cm, the -weedy or

grass-covered tops, the logs green and hios;-

grjwn, the dripping env -, the early northern

and cliiliing effect, av.d li".'. t'-.e n.ind v.it'-. visions

of long and dreary -^rin'rrs, ihcunjali.-:^.;?, colds^

coughs and consuTiijit; :;-, to wh'ch i' is said

these poT;-le are subji-c:" r-'-.t;;! g so w Id and
prira'tive is to b? seen in any oih.r p:',rt of

Europe. A silence c!in- st death-like hangs over

these liulo hamlets durii;g a t;re:a part of the

day, when the iuhabitarts a^. e cut in thi; hills

atfcnding their flochs or cultivating small patch-

es of ground.' I pa-sed !;;:'.rjy gro'.i] 3 of c.ibius

Tvithout seeing the first sign of life, save now
and then a few chickens cr pigs lootiiig about,

the barn-yard. The cor.biaut impression was

that it was Sunday, cr at least a holiday, and

that the iiecple were eit!:cr at church or asleep.

For one -who seeks i-ctircjncnt from the busy

haunts of life, where he can indulge in uninter-

rupted relluction, I know of no country that can

equal Norway. There are places in the interi-

or -\\'here I am sure he would be astonished at

the sound of Lis OYfii voice. The deserts of Af-

rica can scarcely present a scene of sujh utter

insolation.—Harner for August.

|^~Ercad has just been made from corn 1800

years old, found at Pompeii. jMorcover it is said

that a batch ef eighty-one loaves from a Pompei-

ian oven, oddily preserved from the heat of the

lava by a thick coating of ashes, has also been

d*BCOYered in the recent explorations of the ruins.

The Illinois Farmer.

2AIlIiACnS &: BAKEE lUBLISHESS

M. L. DUXLAP EDITOR.

-PniXGFIELD, DECEMBER, 18G2.

Editor's Table.

This is ib.o m.jnih of conpTir ifive i'Uenc-s t;>

the firmer. .V men':! of a '.hju^anl small cares,

but of little really hurd iabor,—but stoj), let us

see. Lveiy where, excpt in ti;e great corn zone,

that i^ tlie case ; bat kei-o the busy rushers are

aiiild, aip] the golden >.,.. rs arc living through the

'rosty air to ii lodgment in the- liugo wagg.n bed

I'cady to be hnulcd to tlie crib; but this season

good progress has been made with the huskiug

before Deceiiibcr comes i.i with its frosty days.

T!;e want i f help has ad.nionisiied .-11 t begiii

in good s"M:-..n and wl'U have most, of them at-

tcr-ded to tlic monition.

Farmers have done liitie in the Z':aj of tree

planting, thoug'i stuic Gttom.pts have been made
in that dirrctio". Our orclmrd on the " L^y-

den" fpirm has been reinforced ivlth nearly

twenty-five hundred trees, so as to r^ake it a good

commercial orchard for that part of the State,

sixteen miles from the heart of the Garden City.

We had intended to set at least a thousand here,

but have not had time to set the first one, and

must be content to wait until spring.

A large number of commercial orchards vrill

be set in the south, part of the State in the

spring, containing a largo percentage of the

peach and pear. Within the nest ten years, this

State, as a whole, will be better supplied with

fruit than any other of the -western States.

SoEGiicM Making.—At Champaign, Messrs.

Finch & Co. Lave been making sorghum syrup at
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the rci'Q of nearly or quite one hundred and fifty

gallons per day, running one of Gate's Steam

Evaporators—night and day. Th°y have cords

of it yet to work up, while several lots have been

left stonding in the fisld without a prospect of

working up.

Enlisted.— ''>Tr. Geo. P. Upton, the locil edi-

tor of this paper, obeying the Divine injunction,

Las tsken unto himself a wife. The ceremony
oocured last evening, and immediately thereafter

the happy couple departed for a trip east. For
y)articulars, see marriage notices. We welcome
him to the ranks of the regular army.

—

Chicago

Tribune.

— Last spring we spent a couple of weeks

with George at Cairo and Island No. 10. George

was then an enthusiastic army correspondent,and

bent on going to New Orleans. But the " do-

nothing" policy was too much for him, and after

sweltering oa the decks of the gunboats as they

lay lazily dreaming of Vicksburg, and along the

lower waters of the river, he became disgusted

with naval matters and we are not surprised at

his taking up arms in the infantry. We hope

the little responsibilities that may fall to his lot,

will not mar his temper or interfere with his re-

ports of the doings in the great city. Let us

know when you get settled down to housekeep-

ing and we will send yoa something for the

kitchen.

over a thousand orchards, or about four to each.

eighty acre tract, and the Willows would set a

belt of over five thousand miles, a pretty good

begining, to say the least. If every county had

a man of such large capacity, the State would

scon be filled with orcharJs and timber belts.

The above will not sensibly diminish the stock

of Mr G., and customers can send in their or-

ders as usual, but he declines to fi'l orders of a

million at present. He writes us that the AVhite

Vv'illow Cuttings are goia^ off like hot cakes.

American- Jcte —The author, 11. Howson, has

sent us a pamphlet on the culture of the Hibis-

cus Moschcaios or Fidas'?-us, called American

Jute. IMr. J. thinks it superior to the Indian

.Jute.

It grows in swampy land. TTe shall want to

see more in regard to it before deciding on its

value for the prairie sloughs.

CoMSTOCic's SrADixG jIachiki:.—This machine

is now on trial by us Nov. 22 J, and proves to be

a practicable implement. We shall give it farther

trial and report the result in the nest number of

i
the Fakjier.

For old land it cannot but prove desirable, as

it will spade three feet wide and eight inches

deep with three ordinary sized horses. The

work is fully equal to that done with a spade.

Fkuit Trees by the Million.—In the card of

0. 13. Galusha, our readers will recollect that the

types printed "million," for "thousand" mak-

ing a slight difference. A dealer In trees not a

thousand miles from Douglass county, taking the

thino- in earnest, made an order on Galusha for

a million apple trees, proposing to pay on receipt

of the trees. Mr. G. can say that he has had

the largest order for trees from one dealer iu

the county. When it is recollected that this

dealer hails from the county that cast such an

enormous vote for the location of the county

seat, it is not to be wondered at that an order

for a million of apple tree^ was considered but

an everyday occurence at the nursery of our

friend Galusha. In addition to this he wants

five million cuttings of the White Wiliow. Pretty

good for Douglass County.

Let us see how these things would look after

being set out. The apple trees would make ten

thousand orchards of a hundred each. This

county is composed, if we recollect right, of

nine townships. This would give each township

White Willow.—Tbe demand for this Willow

is on the increase. Several million of them

have been already sold. As a million will set

one thousand and eighty-nine miles of fence, we
can have some idea of what eifect it will have on

the appearance of t'^e State within the next

th ee or four years. We have no doubt that

over four thousand miles will be set next spring.

To form a section into forty-acre lots, it will take

eight miles, including half of the outside fence,

requirieg about forty-two thousand cuttings,

which even at the present rates, is no large sum
to pay out for permanent fences on a farm of a

section.

Sheep for Sangamon County.—Last week
Wm. McCoy, ten miles west of Springfield,

passed our sanctum with nineteen hundred sheep

purchased in Michigan.

The sheep are of fine wool, and cost three dol-

lars and six cents a head on the average, to

which nearly fifty cents will be added for tha
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cost of feed and expenses in driving. This flock

will make a respectable addition to the already

large and numerous flocks in tl;at rich agricul-

tural county. When they reached this place they

had been thirty-eight dajs on the road, -which

•will give some idea of the slow movement of a

large drove of sheep, a speed only equalled by

that of some of our Generals when after the

enemy.

Gaenet Chili Potatoes.—We have something

over a hundred bushels of the above potatoe,

which -we 'will sell for seed at one dollar a bushel,

delivered at the Station free of charge. Sacks

to be returned or paid for. Also, a f3w bushels

of the Purple Meshannock at the same price.

The above are two very valuable varieties, the

first as among the most productive of table pota-

toes, and the other as t'::e best in quality of old,

for spring and summer use.

Cost of Coal.—Coal has taken a most won-

derful un^ward tendency of late, much to the dis-

satisfaction of consumers. At the Saint Johns

mines, the price has went up a dollar a ton or

ten dollars on the car load of ten tons, making it

now twenty-seven and a half dollars the carload.

Add to this t^wenty-one dollars and twenty cents

freight, and you have snme idea of the cost of

fuel for the green-house and other fire.-. A year

ago coal cost us at the door, three dollars and

sixty-t^wo cents a ton, no^w five dollars and eighty-

seven cents—a diCerence of one dollar and

twenty-five cents a ton.

Closing of the Year.—The third volume of

the Illinois Farmer since we assumed its con-

duct, is now before our readers. That these

three volumes contain many errors of omission

we very well know, but from the time at our

command that could be devoted to its pages, we

are content to know that these omissions have

been unavoidable and beyond cur control. To

do justice to the paper the whole of our time

should be given to it, but on the contrary at the

best, we can bat take short snatches of time for

its advancement.

A distance of near ninety miles lies between

US and the publishing house, which will account

for many delays, as well as typographical errors

that were overlooked by the proof reader.

In the conduct of the Farmer it has been our

aim to make the work practical and useful. In

this respect we leave it for our readers to decide.

We have no high ambition than to advance the

well being of the cultivators of the soil, and to

them we appeal to sustain the publishers in con-

tinuing the paper heie in the great heart of the

State, Our task is now done for the year 1862,

and we part with our readers, hoping to not oaly

take them all by the hand, but many more when

the new year shall ring its chime out on the

frosty air of January, and we again set out on

our voyage of the twelve periods that mark our

visits to the homes of our readers.
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382 THE ILLKs^OIS FARMER. Dec.

TO FARMEIIS.
Ask your hardware men to send for tbe Steel Coni-

cal Husking 'Pir.s. At wholcsalo by tho trade in Chi-

cago, orilelivercd at my office in the city at $5 per

gross, bv 0. SilEllWIX, General Agent.
P. 0. Box 722, Chicago, 111.

Yf H I T E W I L L O ^V :

(SALTX ALSA).

FENCE, FIIELTEll, TIMBER COMBINED !

llaving bonght Vr.a stock from all tlu; Inrge Ofrners

in this State, among whom are Famucl Edwards of

Bnrean connty : Jcsso W. Fell, !\[eLca,n county, and
Vi'm. ]i. Smith, Jas. Thompson, Dan. M. Hull, rtkI

many fliers of Lf-'C and Ogle counties. I am pre-

pared to furnish cuttings of this Vriilow in large or

sraal! quantities.

For a grove trco it has no equal in rapidity of

growth and clcau!ine?s of habit. It will make a bet-

ter, cheaper, and ?norc

DURABLE LIVr FLXCE, A^TD WO:>'T BB.EAK

AT THE SA3IE TCIE, V

than any other tree or shraL that has ever been used
for that pur}>oso.

Tae Stale llortipnltnrnl Sccicty, r.t iis late meeting
at IJloomington, resolved, " That we reccinmend the

^Vhite Willow as .a live fviice, whi.'.re timber sl.clter

and f'^nce cinhined is uesirablo.''

We ask unbelievers to examine fences in Leo and
Ogle connties.

All my agents havL' written certificates from me, so

please call for certilicatc of agency, to insure getting

THE CENUiyE ABTICLE !

T-'J" Only the choicest of cuttings farris'^eJ, and
at re.-isonable itites I

E. S. BIKE.
Address: Box -;,S0o, Cl:;c:!g.>, Tils. doclt

50,000
P E xi C H T R E E S
First quality, for orchard planting, apple and pear
trees, standard and Dwarf Cherries, Nectarunes,
Plums,. Grapes, etc., for sale low.

For catalogues, address ISAAC PULLEX,
Dec2m Ilightstown, N. J.

AGRIGuSJf WAREHOUSE
AND

SEED STORE.
Has one of the best selected stock of implements

and seeds to be found in the West.
A. H. HOVEY,

ZS'ovtfl862 -No. 73, Lake st., Chicago, 111.

PEOSPEGTTJS TOK THE

JOURNAL OF THE
Illinois State Agricultural Society.
The E.xecutivo Committee of the Illinois State Ag-

ricultural Society believe the time has arrived, when
the publication of a Journal of the Society is impera-
tively demanded. Pursuant, therefore, to the duty
with which they are charged by the 5th section of the
Constitution of said Society, revised and adopted by
the meeting of delegates from County Agricultural
Societies, held on the Fair Grounds, at Jacksonville,
Sept., ISCO, they have made the necessary arrange-
ments for the issue of such Journal, monthly, com-
meiiein.g v.dtli January, 1S()2.

Each number vfili contain at least 32 pages (octavo)
of reading matter, composed principally of such por-

tions of the Transactions of tho State and County
Societies, and communications on the subjects of

AGRICULTURE IN ALL ITS BRANCHES,
Mechanics and Nataral History, as may require early

publication.

All 2ii'c>»i''ii>s offered ami an-ards made hy the State

Societjj v.ill apj'icar in iis columns.

All pertous, and especially Secrctfiries and other

officers of County Societies, are respectfully requested
to communicate to the editor any matters of general
iiUerest to the industrial classes, as may from time to

tims arise in their respective localities.

To place the Jvo.rnal within the reach of all, the

suliscription price has been fixed at

FIFTY CENTS A YEAR!
BnreJii SHffl':i''iit to cover cost of ijuhlicatiou, payable
invariiihly in uJvance.
Back numbers for the current year will bo furnish-

ed until the edition is exhausted.
All siibscriptlous and communications maj' be for-

waidcd to the undersigned, Springfield, Ills.

JOHN r. IIEYJNOLDS,

'

Cor. Sec. a?id J-JdUor Journal.

STAiN^DAF.D

/Ja^5^ SCALES
:^r^1^^ OF ALL KINCS.

Also, "'-.rarehouse Trucks, Letter Presses, &c.

FAIRBaf^KS, GB£E^LEAF & CO.
172 LAKE STREET, CHICAGO,

Sold in Sprin2;lieKl by

E. B. PEASE.
Be careful and buy only the ge-.:;uiue. junel-ly

THE YE
TS thp: only variety or sweet roTATOB that
J_ 1k\3 givon entire Hatisfaotioii in tUo noi-thwcst.- Our stock
of the above in store for next spring is unusually large, and
of tliJ best quiility—proiuigiited frdiu the

BEST LARGE POTATOES
Solceted from mauy hundred bushels; and the completion
f.f our railr: ad to Kockvillo will enable us to till and forward
promptly all Cash Orders witli which we may be favored, at

tlic very low price of y5 Pi-IH BARREL for eastern funds
Responsibi-k Agents Wanted in every county, town, and

villase, to sprout small lots on halves, farmers can club
together and buy or sprout our potatoes in shares, and thus
secure good plants for themselves fi-ee of cost.

The Sweet Potato Cui.tubist. giving full directions for

Sprouting, Plantinu, Cultivating, and Keepiug, will bo fur-

nished erutis to Agents and Customers ; and to others by
mail, vast paid, f f twenty-tive cents in stamps. Aderess,

>. W. TE OK,
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